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Foreword

Few will deny that linguistics has made great progress over the past four
decades, perhaps more so than ever before since the days of Aristotle.
Especially, our understanding of what it is that underlies human language in
general, of how these languagea are atructured, and of the nature and causea
of resemblances and differences between them has deepened far more than
ever before.

Rather less fortunately, however, much of the knowledge and insights that
have been gained has so far failed to spread outaide the small circle of
theoretical linguists, and even within that small circle there is a considerable
accessibility problem, with two major negative consequences. First, research in
fields like applied linguiatics, psycholinguiatica, and natural language
processing by computers often makes do with less than ideal linguistic
materials. Also, professional usera of linguistic knowledge like translators and
course designers don't have access to all that could be available and useful.
Second, theoretical and descriptive research is sometimes less effective than it
should be, for want of data and findings that are in fact available.

This thesis was originally intended as an attempt to investigate the
possibility of remedying that situation for a coherent and linguistically,
culturally and economically prominent group of languages: the ones known as
Germanic and Romance, by compiling what was known from all available
sources, old and new, optimizing and, where possible and necessary,
completing it, and presenting it in one, coherent framework, with as little
theoretical and terminological overhead as possible. In essence, it is a firat
attempt at, and the possible first volume of, Eurogrammar, an encyclopedic
overview of what might be called the state of the art. This tentative first part
covers the relative, cleft and pseudo-cleft constructions of said languages.
Hopefully, the present volume proves that Eurogrammar is both a realistic
possibility and a welcome and useful addition to the toolkit of both theoretical
linguists and members of the abovementioned related professions.

As is usual when exploring new terrain, things did not always turn out to
be quite what was expected. In the course of the work it soon became clear
that compiling would be far from enough. First of all, much of the available
data required extensive theoretical refurbishing before they could be fitted in
an overall framework in a meaningful way, for a variety of reasons. Firat, for
instance, the bulk of what can be found in traditional sourcea has been
collected and ordered with an eye to just one language. Since it is precisely
that which unites the languages of the world that is at the heart of modern
linguistics, and of this study, much had to be reordered, re-evaluated, and its
significance reinterpreted. Second, considerable effort had to be put into
correctly interpreting and then aligning theoretical insights from different
theoretical frameworks, or even different 'schools' or periods within one
framework. Third, and in close connection with the former problem, a number
of phenomena has been analysed at different times by different people, or in
difierent frameworks, sometimea with accordingly different resulta, especially
if the work in question is more theoretically oriented. In every case, a decision
as to what was the correct, or best, analysis had to be taken, or, as was often
the case, a new analysis, building on the fruits of the older ones, and
hopefully avoiding their weaknesses, had to be developed, and accounted for.
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In addition, taking a detailed bird's eye view of the whole Germanic and
Romance group brought to light a considerable number of white apots in the
available data, and trying to fill them in turned up some interesting facts,
which have of course been incorporated. Also, the newly amassed data raised
quite a few theoretical and analytical questiona, which could hardly be
ignored, especially in the realm of cleft and pseudo-cleft conatructions.

Some areas that, strictly speaking, belong to the array of relative
conatructions were so insecure that there was little point in incorporating
them. It would juat have meant a lot of white spots and question marks.
Specifically, these are infinitival and participial relatives.

As a result, the present volume ahows somewhat hybrid characteristics.
There is a sizeable amount of direct theoretical work in it that, strictly
speaking, ia unexpected in a book which was originally meant to give just an
overview of existing material. However, that book could not be written without
developíng such theoretical material. Looking at it from a positive angle, this
may turn out to be a good thing yet: readers who are lesa familiar with
theoretical linguistics are now offered a chance - given sufficient interest and
some investments in terms of time and energy - to get to know linguistics far
better than what a aimple cut-and-dried overview of data and rules alone
would allow them. In other worda: next to knowledge it offera insight. On the
other hand, virtually all of the theorizing can be easily avoided by just
skipping the chapters marked by an asteriak as being primarily theoretically
oriented.

Conaidering the array of languagea, I limited myself to those Germanic
and Romance languages that are national languages, plus one big regional
one: Catalan. Some other regional languages figure here and there in footnotes
only. The reasons for this are simple and straightforward: one has to draw a
line somewhere where the number and size of the languages involved is
concerned, and - with the beautiful exception of Catalan - most regional
languages have hardly been subjected to syatematic syntactic description yet,
by no means enough, in any case, to make a reasonably complete description
of their relative constructions poasible.

The work was carried out between auguat 1984 and december 1988 under
the suspices of the Cooperation Centre Eindhoven and Tilburg Universities. To
prove the operational value of a poasible Eurogrammar, a series of
experiments on the role of grammatical knowledge in tranalation was devised
and succesfully carried out at Eindhoven Univeraity which relied crucially on
the contenta of the volume before you. These experimenta are reported on in
Smits (1988) and Smits and Ulijn (to appear).

Finally, my thanks go to all those who helped me at one point or other in
completing this task, especially to the people who mustered the considerable
patience, good humour and energy needed to survive long session of data
collecting and interpreting, and later on, to correct and comment on what I
concocted of it all, notably Petter Aaslestad, Migvel Aguado, Manuela Ambar,
Josef Bayer, Elena Benedicto, Carmen Dobrovie-Sorin, André Eliseu, Kjell-Áke
Gunnarson, Bjórn Hansen, Allen James, Hans-Peter Kolb, V'incent Merk,
Sylvie Mozziconacci, Marina Nespor, Lis Olaen, Jean Pamiès, J. Rentes de
Carvalho, Gemma Rigau, Mauro Scorretti, Fermín Sierra Martinez, Hallóór
Sigurdsson, Háskuldur Thráinsson, Egil Tornqvist, Sten Vikner, and Tor
Áfarli. Last but not least, my thanka go to Henk van Riemsdijk, my
supervisor, for first suggesting the line of research that ultimately led to the
present book, and giving me the opportunity to do it, as well as for his
detailed comments and suggestions on this and earlier veraions.
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Introduction

In this chapter I will introduce all the terms and formal concepts that are
needed to fnutfully use the data assembled in this book. The framework
employed is a somewhat simplified veraion of present day generative grammar.
The generative vocabulary of concepts has the combined advantage of clarity,
conciseness, and relative simplicity. In addition, and different from, for
instance, traditional approaches, it is not bound in its design to an particular
language in any way, a quality which is a prerequisite in a contrastive
grammar encompasaing a whole array of languages. Also, the generative
framework makes it possible to express in a transparant fashion a number of
concepts and relations that are hard or impossible to express in other
frameworks.

For users who have little or no experience with generative grammar, part
of the vocabulary laid out here will probably take some getting used to. The
contents of the present part of this book will give them sufficient knowledge to
use part III, containing the data for each of our languagea, and to read and
understand the sections of part II that are not marked by a'~`'.

The sections of part II that do carry an asterisk are primarily of interest
to theoretical linguists, and require a general knowledge of modern versions of
generative theory, as laid out in Chomsky (1981) and, especially, Chomsky
(1986). A complete introduction of the all nooks and crannies of the theory
would considerably exceed the bounds of this book.

Those conversant with generative grammar should feel free to skip parts
of part I.



Words and sentences

1.1 CATEGORIES

The words that make up our utterances are not all of the same kind.
Thus, there are words that name entities, such as house, money, or liken.ess.
These are Nouns. Others name events, like tell, see, or sit. These are called
Verbs. Others yet name attributes, additional characteristics, of entities or
eventa. Examples of attributes to nouns are blue, angry, and heauy, as in blue
eyes, angry dogs, or heauy shopping bags. Some attributes to events are
slowly, angrily, again, as in walk slowly, look at your neighbour angrily, or
tell your friend a story again. Attribute words have traditionally been divided
among adjectives, which are attributes to nouns, and adverbs, that modify
things other than nouns.

As a last important class there are adpositions, a class made up out of
prepositions and postpositiona. Words like on, behind, and a~er, that specify
relative positions of referents of parts of the sentence in some way. As a
concrete example, in he sat on the doorstep the action of his sitting is located
spatially in the world by on; on the doorstep is the answer to the question
where did John sit?. In John came in after Bill went out, the action of John's
coming ia located in time by meana of after; after Bill went out is the answer
to when did John come in?. Lastly, in Mary bought the uan Gogh
notwithstanding the high cost, the act of buying is, so to speak, positioned on
an abstract scale that indicates something like 'economical senae'.

Apart from these classes, there are a number of amall groups of special
words that we will treat shortly, and some special categories.

1.1.1 MAJOR CATEGORIES

The four groups that I introduced above in vaguely semantical terms are
called major categories. Each of these categories definea a list of all the words
in the lexicon of your language which share similar syntactic, and to some
extent also semantic, characteristics. Let's look at them in somewhat greater
detail, this time adding their most important syntactic characteristics, which
are, after all, of greater importance to us here.

Nouns, abbreviated N, are first. The class of nouns contains: 1) all
pronouns (one of the small groups): I, us, someone, who, this, ...; 2) proper
names: Laura, Hamlet, London, le Bidois, Kara Ben Nemsi, F~do, ...; 3)
common nouns: words that when used in a proper sentence may or must be
complemented by articles andlor adjectives and quantifying words like some,
much, or many: teacher, book, sugar, lawnmower, noun, ...

Proper names and common nouns are so-called open classes: it is not
possible to enumerate all the common nouna of a language and be sure that
not one has escaped. In addition, new nouns for new as well as familiar
concepts emerge all the time, just like existing ones come to be disuaed and
forgotten, except by lexicographers. Pronouns, on the other hand, are a closed
class: its members can easily be exhaustively enumerated for a language, and
new members cannot be added at will.

Next are Verbs, abbreviated V. Syntactically they can be defined as those
words that, may carry endings indicating person, number, and, most
importantly, tense and mood. Verbs, moreover, usually agree with the subject,
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and define the number of objects in a clause. Subject and objects are
semantically closely bound to the verb, and therefore are called its arguments.
By nature verbs determine for a great part the structure and appearance of
the sentences in which they figure.

The clasa of verbs consists of two parts: 1. notional verbs, that describe
actions or states: giue, see, die, sit, remain, ...; 2. auxiliary verbs, a small set
that is used for special grammatical purposes, e.g. creating perfective or
passive forms, and so on: haue or be in English are examples. Auxiliaries,
when functioning as such, always occur together with some form of a notional
verb in the same clause.

Notional verbs form an open class, like common nouns. Auxiliaries are a
closed class again.

Third come adjectiues and aduerbs. Adjectivea and adverbs denote
attributes, properties of things, actions, states, or of attributes themaelves.
Green, for instance, is a property of things, and so ia funny: a green boy, a
funny story. Suddenly, an adverb, is a property of an action, as in John
suddenly started laughing. And so is yesterday, in we left yesterday. Lastly,
words like uery, quite or hardly usually denote properties ('intenseness') of
attributes: when she read Simeon's hardly flattering description of herself,
Melissa grew quite pale. Then, very dramatically, she tore up the offending
piece of paper.

Usually these are taken together as one huge class, abbreviated A, which
can be read as meaning either adjective or adverb, as circumstances may
dictate. Generally we speak of adjectives when the word in question directly
modifies a noun, and of adverba otherwise.

The reasons for not considering adjectives and adverbs as totally separate
classea are these. First, there is usually a considerable overlap between the
two subclasses, with the same form occurring in both, with essentially the
same meaning. Second, a great fraction of the forms that do differ are the
result of a morphological rule. Thus, essentially, they are but one form, with
an ending stuck on when used as, normally, an adverb. For example, The
English add -ly to a spate of adjectives to form the corresponding adverbs, the
French -ement.

The A class is an open clasa, without any internal structuring that is of
relevance at this point.

Fourth, and last, adpositions. As we saw before, adpositions relate parts of
aentences with respect to some aspect of the world. But mostly they do not do
so on their own. Most adpositions are transitive; that is: they take an object,
specifying the thing or idea in relation to which some other part of the
sentence is being positioned. As an example, in Bill liues near London Bill'
living is positioned with respect to London as 'near'. London is the object of
near. Adpositions plus their object form a closely knit unit, that can often be
questioned as where, when, how, and the like, or be replaced by some adverb.
Thus, adpositions plus their object together may function, for one thing, as
adverbs with respect to the clause that contains them'.

Adpositiona aometimea follow, sometimes precede their object, depending
upon the langvage in question and the particular adposition. Thus, actually
adpositiona are either prepositions or postpositions (i.e. a thing preceding ita
object or a thing following its object). For historical and practical reasons this
class is abbreviated as P, and usually called prepositions, and I shall do so
too.

Prepositions form a closed class, although the closure seems to be
somewhat less absolute than it is with auxiliaries or pronouns: participials, for
one thing, may slowly fossilize into prepositional elements, e.g. regarding our
plans for the future, considering our financial position, etc.

' They may also serve other functions, e.g. object of a verb. In that case, neither the
questioning by where etc., nor replacement by an adverb is possible.
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1.1.2 MINOR CATEGORIES

Next to the four major categories, there are a number of others, called
minor categories. They are all closed classes, and usually quite small. Two of
them are important to us here:

i. Determiners
The class of determiners consists mainly of articles. In English: the, a, etc.

Determiners modify nouns, and express aspects like definiteness. The
abbreviation for this class is Det.

ii. Complementizers
These are the elements that introduce clauses, also called conjunctions.

The most important ones in English are that, whether, and if. The specific
importance of this class to us here lays in the fact that relative clauses can
also be introduced by a complementizer: the thinga that are called relative
particles in this book, for instance English that, French que, and Scandinavian
som .

1.2 CONSTITUENT STRUCTURE

We already saw that a clause is more than juat a jumble of assorted
words of different categories. And this is true in more than just one way. Not
only is there inflection, but also we all feel that some words in a sentence
belong together' more closely than others. Thus, for example, in (1), few will
maintain that the bond between Hamlet and in is stronger than, or as strong
as that between in and London, a preposition, that is, and its object.

(1) ENG
the girl saw Hamlet in London.

There is an intrinsic and often intricate hierarchical order present in each
sentence. Words form into groups in waya that are intuitively clear to us all;
that is, ways that conform to a grammar that all speakers of the same speech
community share.

These groups of words are called constituents, the true building blocks of
any sentence.

Constituents are essentially nothing but coherent collections of words2. In
(1), at the lowest possible level, each word is a constituent: a necessarily and
trivially coherent collection of one. At the next discernable level, we saw
already that in combines with London into a bigger constituent, and so do saw
and Hamlet, and the and girl. Broadening our view once more, we recognize
that in London designatea the place where Hamlet was seen. In other words,
the constituent in London modifies the constituent saw Hamlet, and the two
combine into a yet bigger constituent: the predicate saw Hamlet in London.
This, in turn, is predicated of the girl, the one who does the seeing of Hamlet
in London, and combining our two constituents the girl and saw Hamlet in
London yields one constituent encompassing the whole sentence.

1.2.1 THE TREE DIAGRAM

The intuitively felt set of dependencies that we established above is
represented in (2), where all the constituents that we have no name for are
labelled '?'.

' Or, as we shall see later on, features.
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(2)
~ --i

rJ~ ~r- '-~

~ ~
~~ r~~
~-~~~

the girl see Hamlet in London

A diagram of the type in (2) is called a tree diagram, from its resemblance
to an upturned tree3. All the constituents are its rtodes, the lines connecting
them its branches.
At the lowest level we find six one-word constituents, which we already know
to be of the categories Det, N, V, N, P and N, respectively. The logical
question now is whether perhaps all constituents are 'of some category', and
the answer to that one is yes.

Lets take a closer look to find out what those categories could be. Take
the combination in (1) of in, a preposition, and London, a noun. The two
sub-constituents of this constituent are not related on equal footing: in needs
an object, London, but not conversely. London can be used perfectly freely in a
sentence without any prepositions, as in London is a city. The preposition in,
however, cannot occur without some object'. Thus, the preposition needs to be
complemented by an object, London in our case, and the result, consequently,
must be a complete preposition. Or, more precisely a phrase of the category P.

1.2.2 PHRASES

So, suddenly, we have a new notion: phrase, which stands for a word of
some category plus all and everything that syntactically belongs to it.

1.2.2.1 HEADS AND SATELLITES

The word to which, in some sense, all others in a phrase belong', for
instance the preposition in in in London, is called its head. The noun, which
complements it, is usually called its complement. However, the term
complement has a special, technical meaning, that we do not want here, so
instead of complement I shall use the term satellite.

Since there may be more than one satellite, a phrase may be defined
provisionally as a head plus its satellites. The category of the phrase is that of
its head.

Any phrase of a category X ia abbreviated as XP. So a P combines with its
satellite into a PP. A verb V with its satellites into a VP, a N is head of an
NP, and an a of an AP. This is formulated somewhat more concisely in (3).

' In keeping with this metaphor, the top node (so far just a question mark) is often
referred to as the root, the lines connecting the nodes as branches, and the nodes from which
no branches lead away from the root leaues.

The botanical terminology is by no means particular to linguistics, and neither are trees.
Technically speaking, a linguistic tree is a simple digraph on n nodes with n-1 links and no
circuits. That is: a network of nodes and links connecting them, such that no node is
connected by a branch to itself, either directly or via any other node, and there is a path
along the branches from each node to each of the others. In addition, the relative order of the
connected nodes matters, so that we can speak of branches coming into a node (from above),
and branches leaving it. The restriction on the number of nodes relative to the number of
branches ensures that all nodes except the root have precisely one node coming into them,
and no more than two leaving them. Its linguistic validity, regarding the number of branches
leauing only, is a matter of some theoretical debate.

' For the moment, we disregard intransitive uses of prepositions, as in the óall was in,
óut the linesman gaue it out.
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(3) Provisional Basic Law of constituent structure

where X is a category, X plus satellites ~ XP.

1.2.3 PROJECTIONS

A phrase, we just saw, has no intrinsic category all by itself, like heads
do. Instead, it derives its categorial label from its head. XPs are not heads,
but only projections of heads. The categorial label, so to speak, projects
upwards from a head to projections thereof.

In our example, the categorial label P of in, for instance, projects up to
the node that we, as a consequence, have baptised PP. To do this, the
categorial label had to project up across a distance of one level: the distance
between two nodes that are directly connected.

Now a tiny bit of inental gymnastics is in order. Since all projections
inherit a categorial label from the head that is ultimately their source, all
projections will belong, in a weak sense, to the same set of categories that a
head must belong to. This they share with heads. But they share far more
with heads: both are nodes in a tree diagram like (2), both are constituents,
and building blocks for yet bigger constituents. Could it be, then, that head
are in some sense projections too? Indeed, they are: Heads can be viewed as
projections that are connected to the head of a phrase, that is, to themselves,
by a level-distance of zero. It is for this reason that heads are quite commonly
referred to as zero-projections. The gain in doing so is in the fact that this
way, we can generalise maximally across all nodes in a tree diagram: they are
all projections of some sort. Thereby, we can keep the grammar maximally
simple, in terms of different ingredients. Shortly, we shall have occasion to
demonstrate this gain.

Nevertheless, since heads do have some properties that are different from
other projections too, the term lexical categories is used to refer to
zero-projections alone: so just Ns, Vs, As, or Ps.

1.2.3.1 HEADS, MAJOR CATEGORIES, AND MINOR CATEGORIES

At this point, the reason for distinguishing between major categories and
minor categories comes into play. For notice that the same line of reasoning
that applied to the combination in plus London above seems at first sight to
apply to the combination of the and girl too: the cannot occur alone, it needs
at least a noun to accompany it, in this case girl. But that is where similarity
stops, for, unlike London, the noun girl cannot occur alone in a sentence
either! Unaccompanied occurrence is reserved for proper names only. Even
though there are apparently cases of common nouns occurring without any
overt company, like girls in girls are ticklish, or mass nouna like sugar in
sugar makes you fat, these nouns are never truly on their own. A language
like French shows this clearly: in no sentence are there just filles, or is there
just sucre. At least du, de la, or des must accompany it in the cases parallel
to the English examples above. Proper names can never be accompanied this
way, even in French. There is no such thing as the London, some London, du
Londres, or de la Cléo. In fact, the English indefinite plural article is simply a
form consisting of zero letters or sounds (4), and the same is true for German,
Dutch, and other languages.
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(4) The English article paradigm
definite indefinite

singular: the a
plural : the ~

Consequently, the parallel that seemed to exist between in London and the
girl does not really hold water: London, a proper name cannot be accompanied
by an article, whereas girl, a common noun must be. Therefore, the
dependence in the case of the and girl is mutual: neither category can occur
without some member of the other accompanying it.

This seems to give us a dilemma: for how are we going to determine the
category of the constituent that contains the and girl? The clue to use is the
fact that the is member of a minor category: a basic characteristic of minor
categories, and a telling one, is that they can never be modified. There is no
such thing as óeautifully the, uery a, the next to you, and so on. All major
categories, however, can be modified in one way or another: beautiful eyes,
very simple, walk slowly, and far behind are examples of modified N, A, V and
P, respectively. Minor categories themselves always modify, but never are
modified. In somewhat more syntactic parlance: minor categories do not
combine with other constituents into phrases of their own category, they
cannot head a bigger phrase, they have no projections. Thus, there is but one
possible conclusion for the plus girl: the determiner and the noun combine into
a phrase of the category N: a NP.

Let us refine our provisional law of constituent atructure (3) accordingly,
as in (5).

(5) Revised Basic Law of constituent structure

only where X is a major category, X plus satellites ~ XP.

Applying our newly acquired knowledge to the provisional structure we
arrived at in (2), we can remove some of the question marks, as shown in (6).

(6) Prouisional constituent structure diagram of (1),
2 approximation.

~~ ~

r~ ~

~ ~ ~
~

~ ~ ~ ~
the girl see Hamlet in London

Now consider the two rightmost nouns in ( 6). Neither of them seems to
combine into anything with anything. In other words: they have no satellites,
like V and P do. But then, on the other hand, proper names like Hamlet andLondon don't need any satellites. Specifically, unlike common nouns, they
don't need the support of a determiner, cannot even get one. They are in this
sense complete in themselves. Applying our general rule (5) to them, then, we
should say that either of these two Ns combines with nothing into an NP.
And consequently, (6) can be amended once more, yielding (7).
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(7) Pr~uisional constituent structure diagram of (1),
3 approximation.

~i

r-`-~ ~ -r '
D t 1 ~

~ ~ ~ ~

the girl see Hamlet in London

1.2.3.2 RECUR.SIVE PROJECTIONS: THE X-BAR SYSTEM

Only one question mark remains in our provisional schema: the one that
labels the constituent which unifies see Hamlet and the PP in London.
According to (5), we have only to choose from among PP and VP as its label.
But how can we decide which it is going to be?

The relative dependencies between the constituent parts will help us out
once more. For consider that simply dropping the PP does not alter the
grammatical status of the sentence at all, even though part of the semantical
content is of course removed. Example (8), which is identical to (1) except that
it missea the PP, is a perfectly grammatical sentence of English.

(8) ENG
the girl saw Hamlet.

That surely indicates that see Hamlet
in London.

is not dependent for its presence upon

Hamlet leaves us with grammaticallyOn the other hand, cutting out see
incoherent junk, as shown in (9).

(9) ENG
~`the girl in London.

Whatever (9) may be, it is not a sentenceb. What we can gather from this
finding is that a PP as in (1) (and indeed everything else) is dependent upon
the presence of a verb, heading a VP. There is no grammatical full sentence
in any of the Germanic and Romance languages that lacks a verb, and
thereby, a VP. Most importantly, for our purpose, (8) and (9) establish that
once more there is a unilateral dependency between two constituents that
combine into a larger one, and just like when we created the PP before, we let
the independent category, V, determine the categorial label of the
encompassing constituent: a VP. Thus, we end up with two non-zero
projections of V, one on top of the other.

1.2.3.2.1 ARGiTMENTS AND ADJUNCTS

Apart from the existence of stacks of projections, the topic of the next
section shows us one thing in particular: not everything that is connected to a
head has the same status.

Consider the satellites that are connected with the head see in (7). Hamlet,
the first of them, is one of the arguments of the verb. Arguments are the
subject and objects of a verb, and the objects of prepositions. Hamlet is the
direct object argument of see, the entity that is seen. With many verbs, see

~

5 It is, nonetheless, a grammatical NP, with girl modified by the satellite in London. The
star, indicating ungrammaticality, here refers only to ungrammaticality as a sentence.
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among them, it must be present for the sentence to be grammatical. With
other verbs, e.g. eat, the direct object may be lacking, but in those cases it is
always latently present nevertheless: it is understood. Concretely: example
(10), which is (1) with the direct object left out, is ungrammatical. Example
(llb), where the direct object of eat is left out is still grammatical, but
completely equivalent semantically to (llc): the presupposition that there is
some palatable entity that ends up in Laura's bowels is as present in (llb) as
if an object had really been expressed.

(10) ENG
~`the girl saw in London.

(11) ENG
a. Laura was eating an apple.
b. Laura was eating.
c. Laura was eating something.

This is not all that surprising: the cast of characters associated with the
little play of which a verb expresses the plot is intrinsically connected with
that verb. That is, with every verb in the mental lexicon, that cast, which is a
list of its arguments, and their semantic functions in the action referred to by
the verb, is stored. That list also contains information about which ayntactic
categories each argument may belong to. It is usually referred to as the
subcategorization frame of the verb.

So the object NP of see, instantiated in (1) as Hamlet, is intrinsically
connected with that verb, and must be present. But that is not the case with
the PP in London. Leaving that out makes no difierence to the grammaticality
or semantical correctnesa of the sentence, as (8) ahowed. Moreover, if we take
(8) at face value, there is no presupposition about a place where the seeing
must have taken place whatsoever. Common sense tells us that people are
always somewhere when they do something, but that is all. The sentence itaelf
carries nothing 'understood' inside it. Whereas the entire concept of seeing or
eating is unimaginable without something that is seen or eaten, it is perfectly
possible to think of these actions without worrying in the least about where,
or when, or even if they take place at a118. Obviously, then, satellites
expressing such 'unessential' information are not intrinsically linked to the
verb. In other words: the subcategorization frame makes no mention of them.
Satellites that express such additional information are called adjuncts.

1.2.3.2.2 THE X-BAR. SYSTEM

Calling the node that combines see Hamlet and the PP in London a VP
shows us that the head and the phrase that is based on it need not be
connected directly, but that there may be projections intervening between the
two. The term phrase is reserved for the highest projection alone: the one that
combines the head and everything that belongs to it. This holds for all the
major categories.

If only the highest projection may be called a phrase, then calling see

' 1'hat the difference ia a real one may be illustrated by the following two fragmenta ofdiscourae:
i. 'the cell was absolutely empty, and meticulously clean. A concretely cubicle, lit by

only a bare bulb on the ceiling. Jce was pushed in naked, emptyhanded, and the
door slammed shut behind him. Feeling utterly miserable he slumped down on the
floor and ate.'
ii. 'Fiona saw her brother nowhere.'

Whereas (i) is incongruous (if there is absolutely nothing to eat, how can somebody beeating?), (ii) is not. Of course, by common sense we infer that seeing someone nowhere meansthat no seeing that someone takes place, but in itself, there is no feeling of incongruity to (ii).
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Hamlet a VP in (6) and (7) must have been wrong. And indeed it was: in this
case, see Hamlet is only an intermediate projection: neither the lowest, which
ia the head itself, nor the highest, the phrase. It combines parts into a partial

phrase only. Intermediate projections have no special names or anything. They

are simply called X-bar, originally meaning 'not the head'. Somewhat more

formally: if the head is of category X, then it first projection is at least 'not X',

the second not(not X), and so on. Following one convention in logic, 'not X' is
written as X with a bar over it. Usually, however, only the name of the
convention is kept, and the bars over the X are replaced by primes, or simply
a number. Their atatus is not affected by the number of bars over them: they

are all just intermediate projections'.
Thus, the provisional law (5) can now finally get its definitive form (12),

basically governing all conatituent structure.

(12) The X-bar principle

X' ~ Y X'-'

where X is a major category,
Y may be empty, and maximal ? i? 1.

The term maximal in (12) stands simply for the number of the highest
projection there is: the number of the full XP, which may vary according to
the number of arguments and adjuncts. It has no intrinsic value.

In words, (12) decrees that all constituents that are based on a member of

one of the major categories, and only these, contain a head, which is the zero
projection, and are ultimately a phrase, a maximal projection, with everything
belonging to the phrase connected to some projection of the head. Also, it says
that the satellites that Y in (12) represents can only be minor category
members, or full XPs themselves, since for these in turn holds the same law.

So, if Y contains a head of a major category, then there must be a maximal
projection, a phrase topping it, which will qualify as Y in (12), and if not,
there cannot be any projections.

As it is written, (12) describes the development of constituents
top-to-bottom. For example, it describes the subject NP of (8) as: 'NP (- in
this case N`, since there is only one projection) rewrites as the determiner the

(a member of a minor category), and N0, the head. It might however, just as
well be written the other way around, as ~ f X' -~ X'", with, m.m., the same
corollaries.

Mark, by the way, that (12) makes no statement about the relative order
between the projection and its satellite Y. On paper, however, one has to
choose. The English VP of (1), which is finally rendered correctly in (13) with
the help of (12), shows this: both the argument NP and the adjunct PP follow
the projection that they combine with. Relative order is determined by
different considerations, such as the basic word order that a language chooses.

' Since it's introduction in the early seventiea there have been many versions of the X-bar

principle around. Prominent is the formulation of Jackendoff (197?). It is also illustrative of

the basic split among different versions: in Jackendoffs version there are two intermediate

bar-levels (so XP - Xm), which have real meaning. an 7~' is something really different from an

X', and so on. Much of Chomsky's work includes the presupposition that there is one

intermediate level (so XP - X"). The version presented here is essentially the simplest one: it

has no fixed number of bar-levels, intermediate bar levels only indicate relative dependencies.

There are only maximal projections, which are phrases, zero projections, which are heads, and

projections that are neither. The numbering is for reasons of exposition only.
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(13) PrQuisional constituent structure diagram of (I)4 approximation.

~ ~ i
D t ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~1
the girl see Hamlet in London

In (13), we have aligned the nodes that are projections of each other, toincrease clarity, and I shall continue to do so. From every X you can nowclearly see a straight projection line to its maximal projection, its XP.

1.3 SPECIAL CATEGORIES: FROM CONSTI1iTE1~1'I`S TO SENTENCES

Still, the tree diagram in (13) reflects no more than a collection of two big
constituents: NP and VP. They do not form a whole yet: a sentence. In orderto achieve this, and to finally make the tree complete, three apecial categorieaneed be introduced: INFL, COMP, and S. These categories aze apecial in manyways, but first and foremost in that they are not linked to a list of words,unlike the others.

1.3.1 INFL

A sentence is more than just a jumble of words of different categories.Apart from these, every grammatical full sentence contains features like tense(present, past) and mood (indicative, subjunctive, etc.), which are usually atleast in part expressed as aflïxes on the verb of the sentence. Also, there areagreement features. These ensure that, in as much as the language inquestion expresses these phenomena, the verb is mazked for the same personand number as its subject is, and, in some languages, that predicativeadjectives and some participles are marked for number and gender inaccordance with the subject tooe. For example, English adds an-s affix toverbs if the subject is third person singular, and the tense is present, as in(14), and Italian has predicative adjectives agree in gender (and number) withthe subject as in (15).

(14) ENG
a. they walk along the street.b. Rita walks along the atreet.

(15) ITA
a. Luigi è pigro

L. is lazy (masc.)
b. Laura è pigra

L. is lazy (fem.)

The category INFL, which is short for Inflection9, is the collectíon of all these

' Some languagea outside the scope of our investigation here may also mark person andnumber features of objects on the verb, or have yet other agreement featurea.

s INFL is also known as AGR, short for Agreement, or, especially in older literature, asAUX. In the latter case, it usually has an interpretation slightly different from the one givenhere. In recent days, INFL has been reinterpreted as I, a category much closer in its syntacticcharacter to the ordinary major categories.
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features, and possibly more. Most of the time, one cannot actually see INFL in
the actual sentences on paper, even though it plays a very central role. Its
contenta tend to be distributed over the rest of the sentence in the form of
affixes stuck onto particular worda, or agreement between parts of the
sentence.

1.3.2 S

This special category contains almost the entire sentence, including INFL.
Only complementizers and material that has, as we shall later see, been
removed and fronted to the very atart of the sentence is excepted.

1.3.3 COMP AND S'

COMP is a very atrange category indeed. It contains the complementizer,
if one is present, but also serves as a vessel in which material is put that is
fronted from somewhere in the sentence. S', (say: 'S bar', for reasons which
will become clear below), is the collection of COMP and S, thus encompassing
everything that a sentence contains. In other words, every full aentence or
clause 'is' an S'.

Summarising, a complete sentence, as far as we know now, eventually
always conforms to the very general structural frame in (16).

(16) [g COMP [~ ... INFL ... ] ]

When we apply this atructural template to (13), we finally arrive at a full
constituent structure for (1), as in (17).

(17) Final constituent structure diagram of (1)

í~"
coriP

~IP ZNFL
r--j pa~t, ~

D t 3` sing ~ P~
indic.

~ ~ ~ ~
the girl see Hamlet in London

Of course, in the case of these special categories it makes little sense to
talk about arguments in the sense we attributed to that term in what went
before: there is no intrinsic semantical connection between INFL and its
satellites, as there is between a verb and its arguments. Therefore, we shall
from now on employ the term complement to refer to any satellites that must
be present no matter what. Thus, argumenta of verba and prepositions are
complements, and so are the VP and subject NP with respect to INFL, and
COMP with respect to S`o.

'" Notice that in much of the literature, the term complement ia used in an even narrower
sense. There, it refers only to the objects of verbs, the objects of prepositions, the VP
belonging to INFL, and satellites in a structurally similar configuration. In short: only those
items that we find attached to the first projection of a major or special category. Here,
however, we shall take the term complement to mean no more than 'not an adjunct'.
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1.4 FAMILY TIES

The rigid, but at the same time flexible X-bar principle ensures that all
constituents are built up in such a way that the dependencies between
phrases and parts of phrases are always hierarchical, and clearly
determinable. In fact, a tree diagram like (17) looks a lot like a pedigree. Only
the confusion that is caused by such human activities as marrying, adultery
and incest is lacking: linguistic nodes have only one parent, for our purposes a
blisfully tranquil situation. Relationa between nodes in tree diagrams are
traditionally readily described using kinahip terms.

1.4.1 DOMINANCE: MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS

The simplest family relationship is, of course, that between parents and
children, grandparents and grandchildren. It is reflected in linguistica in the
relation of dominance. A node a dominatea a node a if a is on the path along
the branches of the tree that leads from ~i to S'. In other words: when p is a
part of a. Thus, in (17), VP dominates V' and PP, which are its daughters,
and V(see), P(in), and N(London), ita granddaughters. The nodes V, N, P,
and INFL dominate nothing. They are childless, which is only logical, since
they are zero projections". Projections of one and the same head, members of
the same projection line, stand always in a Dominance relation to one another.

A special form of domination is immediate dominance. It is the strict
mother-daughter relation: parentage without any interfering generations. If a
node a dominates a node Q, and there is no node in between a and Q, then a
immediately dominates (3. Thus, VP in (17) immediately dominates only V' and
PP. Dominance ia rendered schematically in (18).

(18)
in:

Dominance

a
~ a dominatea p, r, S and e;

~, S and e dominate nothing;
~ Y dominates S and e;
S e a immediately dominates ~ and y,

y immediately dominates and e.

1.4.2 C-COMMAND: BROTHERS, SISTERS, NEPHEWS AND NIECES

Perhaps the most crucially important basic relationship that holds between
nodes in a tree diagram is that of c-command. It is, in its simplest form, the
type of relation that holds between brothers and sisters: nodes that share all
their parent. Thus, neither must dominate the other, for then it will itaelf be
a parent of the other, a parent it does not share, of courae. Examples of this
form of c-command are the pairs V' - PP, Det - N, V- NP, and P- NP in (17).

But there is more to c-command. A node not only c-commands ita sister,
but also her offspring: everything the sister dominates. Thus, V' in (17)
c-commands PP, and also P and the NP dominated by PP, and so on.

There are many technically different versions of c-command around. The
version we shall employ here is somewhat more lenient than the above
suggests. For c-command to hold, we demand only that all parents that are
maximal projections be ahared, as defined explicitly in (19).

" Mark that the actual worda underneath (17), and all other trees, are not part of the
tree diagram proper. They are just the instantiations that give voice to the structure.
Nevertheless, we usually include them to enhance clarity.
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(19) C-command

a c-commands p if:
i. a does not dominate p, and ~i does not dominate a, and

ii. every maximal projection that dominates a also
dominates ~i.

Notice that (19) expresses only a one-way implication: it says nothing about
the maximal projections that dominate only b.

Let us look at how this works out, and use (17) again to do it. Consider
INFL. Its sisters are the subject NP and the VP. Of course, you can't
dominate your sister (at least not in linguistic trees), and vice versa. And
since brothers and sisters share all their parents, both will be dominated by
the same aia~cimal projections. Therefore, INFL C-commands both the subject
NP and the VP. But INFL also c-commands V', and V, and PP, and the
contenta thereof.

Turning things around, let us see what a lowly node like V c-commands.
First of all, we have to look for the first maximal projection dominating V.
That is VP. Anything outside it cannot be c-commanded by V anymore: VP
can, of course, never be a parent of nodes it doea not dominate. Now V will
c-command everything dominated by VP that V does not dominate itaelf, and
that it is not dominated by: its sister NP Hamlet, the PP, and everything
inside the PP, nothing else.

The NP Hamlet, on the other hand, what does that c-command? The Srst
maarimal projection that dominates it is, again, VP. Therefore, it will
c-command V, but not V', and PP and its contents, but not VP.

What about the N Hamlet? Does that c-command anything? It does not.
The firat maximal projection that dominates it is the NP node, and that node,
unfortunately, contains nothing but the N itself.

Finiahing off, notice that the c-command relation can be reciprocal, but
need not be. For instance, the NP Hamlet c-commands the PP, and the PP
c-commanda the NP Hamlet in return. This is called symmetrical c-command.
On the other hand, the c-command relation between the subject NP the girl
and the object NP Hamlet is asymmetric: the subject NP does c-command the
object NP, but the latter cannot c-command anything outside the VP.



Word order

2.1 BA5IC WORD ORDER

The many different word orders that we find in languages are the result
of permutation rules operating on one basic word order per language. The
basic word order' is reflected by the unmarked position of the object relative
to the verb as found in infinitival subclauses. If the object precedes the verb
in such clauses, we speak of a OV-language (object-verb), otherwise what we
have is a VO-language. Examples (1-4) are illustration for a selection of
languages.

(1) ENG
Iraq tried [s. [coMp O] Ls to conquer Iran]].

(2) FRA
1'Iraq a essayé [~ [co,,~ 0][s à conquérir Ilran]].

(3) DEU
Iraq versuchte [g. [~MP Q1 ] [s Irtzn zu erobern ]].

(4) NED
Irak probeerde [S. [~„~ ft~ ] [s Iran te veroueren ]].

Among the languages under consideration, only Dutch and German have a
basic OV order'. All the others are of the VO type.

Where is the subject in the basic word order? There are, in principle,
three possibilities: preceding both verb and object, following them, or between
them, yielding, combined with the two possible orderings of O and V, six
possible basic word orders in total. In the Germanic and Romance languages
the subject basically always precedes the verb and the object or objects, so
that we needn't consider more than the two orders illuatrated above: (S)VO
and (S)OV2

' To the superficial observer, Dutch and German may seem unlikely candidates for OV
basic word order, since most of their main clauses have the verb preceeding the object. This
effect is due to the V2 rule that operates in these languages, putting the Verb in COMP,
directly after precisely one fronted phrase, (a questioned phrase, a topicalized phrase, a
sentence adverbial, or anything else). Unless the object phrase is fronted, the deriued result is
V0. True basic word order ia observable in infinitival aubclauses, which invariably have the
verb at the end, following all objects. For a full treatment of Dutch basic word order, see e.g.
Koster (1975).

' The Romance languages may have inverted subjects, to varying extents, following the
verb and sometimes even following the object. Examples from French and Italian, respectively,
are:

i. le jour [ou sont arrivés trois ofj4ciers].
the day that three officrs arrived
ii. sono arrivati tre signorí
three gentlemen have arrived

We take it here that the inverted order is derived by rule, although proposals claiming it to
be basic are known in the literature. The rule in question is called Stylistic ixuersion, and
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To some extent the basic word order is an illustration of a general
tendency of languages to prefer having complements either preceding (as in
OV), or following (as in VO) the head of a phrase. Thus, English, which is of
the VO type, has prepositions (P followed by complement) rather than
postpositions (complement followed by P), and its relative clauses and
PP-complements to nouns follow the noun. However, the preference is by no
means absolute, or even very reliable: adjectives in English occur almost
without exception to the left of the noun they modify. Posseasive phrases also
normally precede the noun they modify (although they may, markedly, follow
it). If you take your own native language (if you're not English, that is), then
a quick look at that language will no doubt reveal similar inconsistencies.
Therefore, we will not make use of basic word order other than to determine
the unmarked order of verb, subject, and object in a clause.

Often, as implied above, the actual word order of clauses, especially that
of main clauaes, differs from the basic word order. This is due to reordering
processes, some of which serve general syntactic purposes, and occur very
generally among languages. Others may be purely atylistic operations,
sometimes not even rooting in the language itself, but in the whims of some
prescriptive grammarian. An example of the latter is the English rule against
having your sentences end in a preposition, that is still taught in some
schools. This type of rule will only be noted if and when relevant for relative
conatructions. The truly syntactic permutation rules, however, are very
pervasive, and merit specific attention here. We71 turn to them directly.

2.2 CHANGING THE ORDER OF WORDS: MOVEMENT

2.2.1 THE BASICS: MOVEMENT TO SUBJECT

The order of worda dictated by the basic word order of a language is not
always the order we actually find in a clause. There are rules that move parts
of the sentence around, so to speak, creating different orders for different
types of sentences, e.g. passive sentences, questions, relative clauses,
exclamations, etc., or different orders for main clauses and subclauses. These
rules are few in numbers, and well-conatrained, but not always in exactly the
same way. Nor do all the rules operate in every language. Together with the
differences in basic word orders, they yield a different set of possible actual
word orders for each language.

One should not think of movement rules as actually picking up a
constituent, and moving it to some other position. Rather, movement is a
metaphor for rules that relate constituents that we find in 'abnormal' positions
to their 'normal', basic, position, so that we can interpret these constituents in
the right way.

An example should clarify this. Take an English passive sentence like (1):

(1) ENG
John was killed.

At first glance, the NP John seems to be the subject of (1), and as regards its
position, it is. Nevertheless, we know that John is not the killer, but the
victim. So: John has the position of the subject in (1), but still keeps its
function of object. We can relate these two observationa by stating that there
is a rule which 'moved' John from ita basic object position, from which it gets
its function, to the subject position, leaving an empty place, a gap, where it
started out. Thus, the structure of (1) is (2):

will be discussed in I.3.3. For extensive treatment of inverted subjects see Kayne (1984), and
references cited there.
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(2) ENG
John; was killed e;

The lower case letter e(for empty) graphically indicates the empty object
position. The identity relation between the (empty) object and John is
indicated by identical subscripta. More will be said about gaps and other
'missing' conatituents in the next section.

Apart from movement to subject position, as in passivea, we find three
other important movement rules. In addition, we shall discuss one more rule,
which is prominent in Dutch, and also plays some role in a few other
languages: R-movement.

2.2.2 WH-MOVEMENT AND V2

The first important rule is wh-moaement, which means movement of
phrases to COMP. COMP is the position where we find subordination
conjunctions (- complementizers), questioned phrases, topicalized phrases, and
relative pronouns, relative particlea, and relative adverbs. Examplea are the
following:

(3) ENG
a. I said [3 [~~ that] [a he saw you ]].
b. I asked [s. [co,~ whether] [s he saw you ]].

question formation:
a. I wondered [~. [~„~ who;] [~ e; saw you ]].
b. I wondered [g [~„~ who(m),] [~ you saw e, ]].
c. I wondered [g [~,,~ when,] [8 you saw him e, ]].

topicalization:
d. ...but [a.[~,,,P loue;] [~ she never found e,].
e. ...and [a.[~on~ without that;] [~ ahe can't live e,].

relativization:
f. the woman; [a. [~,,~ who; ] [a e; saw you ]] ...
g. the woman; [~. [~,,o, who(m); ] [a you saw e, ]] ...
h. the times; [a. [cor~ when,] [a you saw him e; ]] ...

In principle, any questioned, topicalized, or relativized constituent may 'move
to COMP', but COMP can never contain more than one of these. So: either at
most one questioned phrase, or at most one topicalized phrase, or at most one
relativized phrase. In other words: COMP cannot contain more than one
phrase.

The name wh-movement for thia type of movement has a historical reason.
It was first described for English questions, and English question words
almost invariably start with the letters wh.

In (3), we showed how full phrases (a aubject NP, an object NP, and a
temporal adjunct, respectively) may move to COMP. However, not only full
phrases, but also the verb, a lexical category, may in some languages move to
COMP. The phenomenon is known, perhaps somewhat misleadingly at first
glance, as the V2 rule, literally meaning uerb-second, or 'put the verb in
second position'. It got this name because in Dutch and German, the
languages in which it was first discovered, it operates in tandem with a
wh-movement rule that puts some other phrase in COMP, to the left of the
moved verb, yielding the effect of the verb in second position, following
precisely one phrase3. The V2 rule operates in main clauses in German,
Dutch, and the Scandinavian languages. In addition, there are in the
Scandinavian languagea possibilities for it to operate in certain finite

' V2 operates alone in main clause yes-no questiona only in German and Dutch, yielding
a verb in first position.
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subclauses too'.
The effect of the V2 rule is illustrated from German (which has OV basic

word order) in (4), and from Icelandic (with VO basic word order) in (5).

(4) DEU
a. Ich wuRte [s [~,,~ dap ][ aie im Sommer gekommen

war]]
I knew that she in summer come was (- had come in
summer)

b. er fragte [g [~„~ wann,] [~ sie e; gekommen war ]
he asked when she come was

c. [~. [~„~ wann; ists ][s sie e; gekommen e; ]?
when is she come?

(5) ISL
a. hann spurói [ff [~~ hvenaerj ][8 hun hefái unnió aó

bruazsmiói e;]].
he asked when ahe had worked at building bridges

b. [s [ca,~ hvenaer; hef8i;] [s hun e; unnió aó bruarsmiói
e;7]?
when had she worked at building bridges

2.2.3 EXTRAPOSITION AND STYI,ISTIC IIWERSION

The second rule is extraposition. In principle, it moves all sorts of
constituents to the right end of the clause they belong to. Most prominently,
extraposition may push out a relative clause (RC) as in (6), and long and
intricately structured NPa. Each language has its own conditions specifying
exactly when this rule is operative. Thus, English but not Dutch may
extrapose intricate or long object NPs (7,Sb). On the other hand, Dutch may
extrapoae certain prepositional adjuncta (8c)6. An illustration will do for the
moment, extraposition is treated extensively in II.4.2.

(6) ENG
a. someone [R~ who said he was Napoleon] rang me up last

night.
b. someone e; rang me up last night [R~ who said he was

Napoleon];.

(7) ENG
Max thinks that I write e; in my spare time
[pornographic essays about fashion in academic circles];.

' This is why, in the previous section, we could not say that the basic word order isfound in all subclauses, and had to revert to infinitivals.

s In the literature this phenomenon is commonly known as 'PP over V', see, e.g. Koster(1973), Nieuwenhuysen (1976).
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(8) NED
a. Max denkt dat ik [in mijn vrije tijd] [pornografische

artikelen over mode in academische kringen] schrijf.
M. thinks that I in my spare time pornographic essays
about fashion in academic circles write

b. ~`Max denkt dat ik in mijn vrije tijd e; schrijf
[pornografische opstellen over mode in academische
kringen];

c. Max denkt dat ik e; pornografische opstellen over mode
in academische kringen schrijf [in mijn vrije tijd];.

A special case of extraposition ia known as stylistic inuersion. It operates
only in the Romance languages, and moves a subject, provided certain
conditions are fulfilled, to the right periphery of its clause. Some examples are
(9-11).

(9) ESP
e, trajo una carta para mí [el criado],.
brought a letter for me the servant

(10) FRA
je veux [que e; parte [Paul]; ].
I want that leave~,~;,,M,1Ve P.

(11) ITA
e; legge un libro [Gianni],.
reads a book G.

2.2.4 INDEFINITE SUBJECT POSTPOSING

The third rule is ind,efcnite subject postposing. It differs from the previous
rules in four important respects. First, it applies only to (indefinite) subjects.
Second, it is aensitive to the presence of other definite arguments as well,
even though they do not partake immediately in the rule: the lesa definitenesa
there is in the clause, the bettere. Third, it does move these subjects, to the
right, but not all the way to the end of the clause. And fourth, it does not just
leave a gap, but a gap that is covered by an expletive element, a word like
English there, or German es'. In VO-languages, the moved subject shows up
just to the right of the verb (12,13), in subclauses of the OVlanguages at the
left edge of VP (14).

(12) ENG
Max thinks [that there is a pond in the garden].

(13) FRA
Max pense [qu'il se trouve un bassin dans le jardin].

(14) NED
Max denkt [dat er een uijuer in de tuin is].

In all of (12-14) the original subject position is filled up by the boldfaced
expletive element.

Some languages, particularly those of the Germanic group, excepting
English, have yet another rule, that we will call simply Inuersion. It operates

' See Bennis (1985).

' Or, in some cases, some other fronted constituent. See below.
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in under some of the circumstances where we find expletives in the subject
position. Instead of that expletive, however, we find a fronted adverb,
prepositional adjunct, predicative adjective, etc., as (15b-17b) show.

(15) DEU
a. es liegt eine Puppe im Garten.

there lies a doll in the garden
b. im Garten liegt eine Puppe.

(16) ISL
a. hann sagói aó pa8 vaeri dansaó f gaer.

he said that there was dancing yeaterday
b. hann sagói aó t gaer vaeri dansaó.

(17) NED
a. er ligt een pop in de tuin.

there lies a doll in the garden
b. in de tuin ligt een pop.

Mind that the conditions on inversion differ from language to language, and
are quite subtle and intricatee.

2.2.5 R.-MOVEMENT AND WO-CONVERSION

Dutch R-movement and German wo-conversion are two variants of
essentially the same rule, which used to have a far wider distribution,
encompassing all the Germanic languages except Icelandic. Nowadays, it is
fully active only in Dutch, and leads a more or less languishing existence in
German. The other languages have only preserved some fossilized forms that
once were productively created by this rule, and which now, for the most part,
merit the epithet 'archaic'. Nevertheless, it is important to us, since it directly
interferes with many cases of relativization.

R-movement, then, is a rule that converts non-human pronominal objects
of most prepositions into R-pronouns, and puts these in a position to the
immediate left of the prepositions. R-pronoun get their name from the fact
that, typically, they contain the r phoneme. The rule and its effects are
illustrated in (18).

Even in Dutch some of the resulting combinations have fosailized, such as
waamm, waaruoor (both why), and are no longer felt as rule derived forms.
However, they can still be productively made, as (19b) shows, but then they
can never have any interpretation but the literal sum of the parts they consist
of, something which is not true for the fossilized forms (19a).

" See, e.g. Bennis (1985), den Besten e.a. (1983), Platzack (1983), Rbgnvaldsson (1983),
and chapter ILS.

a Notice that not all prepositions allow the rule to operate. The prepositions that typically
don't are primarily rather abstract or temporal prepositions in adverbial adjuncts, as well as
most morphologically complex ones: gedurende (d~aring), t~jdens (during), ondanks
(notwithstanding), ingeuolge (by dint of) are examples. 5ee for a detailed treatment of
R-movement v. Riemsdijk (1978).
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(18) R-mouement

[pp P [pron, -human] -a [pp R-pronoun; P e;]

~`[over het] ~
about it

~`[langs het] ~
along it

~`[naast wat] ~
next-to which

~`[na dit] ~
after this

[er; over e;]
there about
[er; langs e;]
there along

[waar, naast e;]
where next-to
[hier, na e;]
here after

(19) NED
a. de reden waarom hij een hekje had gezet ...

the reason why he had put up a fence
b. de tuin waarom hij een hekje had gezet ...

the garden around which he had put up a fence

The German variant of the rule, which does essentially the same thing, is
called wo-conversion if the pronoun is to be questioned or relativized, since
then the resulting pronoun is invariably wo (- where), and da-converaion
otherwise, for the same reason.

The results of R-movement and wolda-conversion differ in two important
ways. First, in Dutch R-movement is mandatory in all cases: in simple
declarative clauses as well as in cases where the pronoun in question is
questioned or relativized. The examples (20) show this.

(20) NED
a. ~`Karin heeft [met het] gespeeld.

K. has with it played (- K. has played with it)
b. Karin heeft [ermee ] gespeeld.
c. ~`[met wat]; heeft Karin e; gespeeld?

with what has K played
d. [waarmee ]; heeft Karin e; gespeeld?
e. ~`de hond [met wat]; Karin e; gespeeld heeft heet Rex.

the dog with which Karin has played is called R.
f. het hondje [waarmee ]; Karin e; gespeeld heeft heet Rex.

In German, however, wo-converted variants are always more formally marked,
and in the process of dropping out of favour (21c-f). Only da-conversion is
really regular (21a,b).

(21) DEU
a. ~`Karin hat [mit es] gespielt.

K. has played with it
b. Karin hat [damit ] gespielt.
c. [mit was]; hat Karin e; gespielt?
d. olo[womit]; hat Karin e; gespíelt?
e. der Hund [mit dem]; Karin e; gespielt hat hei(3t Rex.
f. qoder Hund [womit ]; Karin e; gespielt hat hei(3t Rex.

The second important difference is that in Dutch, the R-pronouns that arise
from actual, productive R-movement, may be removed to other positions in the
sentence by independent movement rules, such as relativization, illustrated in
(22a), a viable alternative to (19b). As (22b) shows, fossilized forms cannot be
so split at all: they have truly become single words.
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(22) NED
a. de tuin waar; hij een hekje [e;om e;] had gezet ...

the garden around which he had put up a fence
b. ~`de reden waar; hij een hekje [e;om] had gezet ...

the reason where he had put up a fence for

Standard German allows no splitting offof either da or wo. That is, even
though da and wo conversion are still existing and to some extent living rules,
their results already start behaving as fossilized forms.

As said above, the other Germanic languagea all except Icelandic show
remnants of similar rules, in the existence of fossilized forms like English
wherefore, thereby, Danish hvortil, Swedish uari, etc., all of which are
nowadays considered overformal and archaic.



Moved and missing parts of clauses

3.1 THE INVENTORY OF NOTHINGNE5S

There are three casea in which material may not be actually, that is:
audibly or visibly, present in some position in a clause, but is nevertheless
'felt' to be there when interpreting that clause. First, as we saw, a word or
phrase may have been 'moved' elsewhere, that is, it is present, but not in the
position where we would expect it, considering its function. We have seen
some examples of this in the previous section. Second, syntax may aignal to us
that something is to be interpreted in some position, but may at the same
time forbid its phonetic realization. One might think of these things as 'null',
or 'silent', constituents. Third and last, part of a sentence may have been
deleted or simply lost, leaving it to the 'hearer' to reconstruct the complete
sentence as far as possible. We shall consider these three cases now in reverse
order.

3.1.1 DELETION AND LOSS

Language contains a considerable amount of redundancy, and its syntactic
component is no exception. Often, there is much more syntactic information in
a clause than is actually needed to establish unequivocally what the precise
structure is. It is this redundancy which, for instance, enables us to follow
heavily distorted conversation in a noisy discotheque, or correctly interpret the
messagea that reach ua via a bad telephone line. Or, for that matter,
reconstruct what the often unfinished or bent and twisted utterances of
someone with whom we are engaged in a heated discussion about the role of
the USA in the Middle East are suppoaed to mean. The apparent ease and
adroitness with which we continuously reconstruct 7ost' parts of sentences is
quite amazing.

Apart from such unintentional losaes, against which the redundancy of
language is a safeguard, loss of part of clauses ia employed on purpose in
syntax, and then we call it deletion. Deletion seems, in a very general way, to
be governed by some sort of economy principle, roughly to the tune of 'never
say the same thing twice, and avoid syntactic redundancy'. Obviously, this
economy principle may be at cross purposes with the remedial function of
redundancy when the conditions for communication are bad.

Deletion may be used at different levels in the complex that we call
language. For instance, many types of ellipsis might be instancea of 'pragmatic
deletion'. An example would be a conversation in which you start to make
some point or other, see that your listener already starts nodding
understandingly, and never finish your sentence, but ... `eh? Syntactic deletion
is mainly found in the areas of coordination and gapping, and in rules
governing the presence or absence of specific grammatical formatives, or in
other words: function words.

In coordination and gapping it is by and large only material that is both
formally and conceptually identical to another part of the sentence that is
suppressed. An example of such coordination is (1).
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(1) ENG
a. [John gave Mary roses] and [del~-g~ve Ellen daffodils]
b. [John gave Mary roses] and [Peter-6~ ~~7 daffodils]
c. [John gave Mary roses] and [Peter gave Ellen daffodils]

These types of deletions range from optional via preferred to obligatory.
For instance, in (lb) it is perfectly all-right not to delete, but utter the whole
structure, including the identical parts. The version of (la) without deletion is,
however, hardly acceptable.

The same, more or less, goes for deletions involving grammatical
formatives. The content and 'strength' of these deletion rules differ from
language to language. The most important example is the rule of deletion in
COMP. In a language like Dutch, it is possible to delete complementizers,
sometimes, and the same gces for English. However, the possibilities for
deleting complementizers are much wider in English than in Dutch, and are
conditioned quite difierently.

To give an example, Dutch deletea the complementizers dat and of, both
introducing finite subclauses, only if something remains in COMP, e.g. a
question pronoun. In other worda, the COMP of a Dutch finite subclause must
never be phonetically empty. English ia quite different. Here the condition is
that there must never be more than one constituent in any COMP. English
COMPs may quite generally be phonetically empty'. An illustration are the
sentencea from English in (2), and the matching set from Dutch in (3).

(2) ENG
a. I noticed [g [co,,,~ that ] [s John kissed a girl ]
b. I noticed [g [~~ QÍ ] [s John kissed a girl ]
c. I asked [g [~~ who; ][g John kissed e, ]
d. ~`I asked [~. [~,,~ who; that ] [e John kissed e; ]

(3) NED
a. ik merkte [s [~„~ dat ] [e John een meisje kuste ]
b. ~`ik merkte [~. [~,,,,, Q} ][e John een meisje kuate ]
c. ik vroeg [g [~~ wie; ][B John e; kuate]
d. ik vroeg [~. [~~, wie; of ] [a John e; kuste ]

The true causes for this and other similar differences lie buried quite deeply
in the grammar, and are as yet only partly understood.

3.1.2 Pft0-FORMS

3.1.2.1 ITNSPEAKABLE SUBJECTS

Pro-forms are found in sentences whenever syntax and semantics together
predict that something ought to be present in some position, but on the other
hand syntax prevents that something from being realized phonetically, or
allows it to remain implicit. The phenomenon is limited to subject positions'.
Let us start with an example (4).

' Of course, this does not mean that any COMP in English may be empty: many times
other rules of the grammar demand the presence of some element in COMP, and these rules
then prevail.

' It should be stressed that we are not discussing cases of optionally intransitive verbs,like English eat, here, where the object argument may remain implicit. For some theoretical
treatment of these see e.g. Koster (1987).
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(4) ENG
The burglar tried [s. - to crack the safe].

The object of the verb try in (4) is a full clause. Syntactically, we know that a
clause has a subject, and we also know, semantically speaking, that when a
safe is cracked, there must be a cracker, so an agent. However, phonetically
nothing like a subject of crack is present, not even a pause. Also, we cannot
say that the two verbs in (4) in any way 'sharé the same subject, as is shown
by (5a), where the subject of write equals the object of ask, and (5b), in which
the subject of wear is 'everybody', or maybe juat 'trendy people' or whatever,
but certainly not anything present in the sentence.

(5) ENG
a. Mathilda asked the ahopkeeper [~. - to write a

receipt].
b. It became fashionable [S - to wear shabby raincoats].

1~aditional grammar has long recognized this problem, and speaks of implicit
or understood subjects. Here, we will symbolize such empty subjects by PRO,
representing a subject pronoun, really, which is phonetically zero.

(6) ENG
a. Mathilda asked the shopkeeper [~ PRO to write a

receipt].
b. It became fashionable [~. PRO to wear shabby raincoats].

Can't we view the cases of missing subjects under consideration as simply
cases of deletion? We can't. For one thing, it is utterly impossible to 'undelete'
it. Doing so, as in (7) yields egtremely strong forms of ungrammaticality,
much more so than is ordinarily the case with deletion. For another, it is hard
to see how redundancy, which in some way or other is generally involved in
deletion, could play a role in cases like especially (5b). Moreover, supposing
that redundancy does play a role there for a moment, how can it be that
deletion of Parisians in the parallel (8) is completely impossible3, as shown by
(8b)?

(7) ENG
a. ~`~`Mathilda asked the shopkeeper [~. the ahopkeeper to

write a receipt].
b. ~`~`It became fashionable [~. someonelanyonel... to wear

shabby raincoats].

(8) ENG
a. It became fashionable [g for Parisians to wear shabby

raincoata].
b. ~`It became fashionable [s. for - to wear shabby

raincoats].

We can conclude then, that, although there has to be a subject in any
case, often the subject of an infinitival subclause cannot be phonetically

' This is not entirely true for all dialect of English, but it does hold of standard English,
both British and American. Not surprisingly, there may be syntactic differences between
dialect just as there are between languages.
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expressed`, but must be the phonetically empty pronoun PRO6.
Like all other empty constituents, PRO dces not refer directly to anything.

Instead, it borrows its interpretation from some other constituent. This
constituent is called the controller of PRO. Which constituent ia the controller
in a given case depends upon lexical and syntactic properties of the context.
Thus, in (4) the subject the burglar is the controller, and in (5a) the direct
object the shopkeeper.

When there is no possible controller, as in (5b), PRO refers, as can be
expected, to 'nothing in particular', that is, to anything that fits the bill in a
general way. PRO is said in these cases, perhaps slightly misleadingly, to
have arbitrary reference.

3.1.2.2 DROPPED SUBJECTS IN R.OMANCE

A different kind of implicit subject is found in the Romance languages,except French. These languages (like many others) prefer not to express thesubject of finite clausea, if possible. Therefore, especially pronominal subjects
have a strong tendency not to appear. Instead, there is generally 'enough'
morphological affixation on the verb to identify person and number of theimplicit aubject. The examplea (9) from Italian ahow this.

(9) ITA
a. ho comprato la Mona Lisa.

[I] have bought the M.L.
b. ha comprato la Mona Lisa.

[he] has bought the M.L.
c. lui ha comprato la Mona Lisa!

he has bought the M.L.
d. Maurizio ha comprato la Mona Lisa.

M. has bought the M.L.

This phenomenon, called PRO-dropa, is rather closer to deletion than the

` That reason ia presumed to be grammatical case. A baaic tenet of grammatical theory isthat any phonetically realised (so audible andlor visible) argument (i.e. subject or object) in asentence must be marked for case. Even in languages that do not have visible casemarkingcase is still a vital concept, as can be seen from the pronominal aystem, where morphologicalcase ia preserved longest. Case is assigned to an argument by the element that governs it.That is: by a case assigning category that c-commands the argument, and with which theargument ahares all parent maximal projectiona. Thus, objecta get case from the verb, objectsof a preposition get it from the preposition that governa them, and subjecta get it from thenode INFL. One of the big differencea between finite and infinitival INFL is, then, that theformer asaigns nominative case to the subject, but the latter dcea not. Thus, the subjectposition of an infinitival clause usually remaina without case, and, consequently, cannot beaudibly expresaed.

6 in (8a) the situation is completely reversed: the aubject must be phonetically realised,and cannot be PRO. The reason is, again, case. In (Sa) case is asaigned to the aubjectposition, by the prepositionlcomplementizer for, making realization of the subject mandatory.Such aubjecta alwaya bear common case, as is usual with prepositiona.i. it became fashionable for them to wear shabby raincoata
ii. `it became fashionable for they to wear shabby raincoata
INFL assigns only nominative case, so cannot be involved here.

' Notice that the presence of sufficient morphological marking for identifying the implicitsubject seems to be a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for the emergence of PRO-drop.On the one hand, in Italian subjunctives, where singular peraon marking is the same for allthree persons, PRO-drop is only encountered if the subject is supposed to be 3~ person (3~person seems to be the default person value), but in languagea like German and Dutch, whichdo have a rather extensive person and number marking on their finite verbs, we don't findany PRO-drop at all. 1`hus, there is only a partia] correlation between extensive morphologicalmarking and PRO-drop.
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obligatorily implicit infinitival subject Pft0 that we discussed above.

3.1.3 SENTENTIAL NAVIGATION

The third, and perhaps most important case of missing constituents occurs
when something has been 'moved', of which we saw examples in chapter I.2.2.

A moved constituent is best described as a kind of buoy, drifting
somewhere in the waters of a sentence. A buoy must have an interpretation.
It may mean things like: 'watch out, to my right you can go, but to my left
are shoals, and you will run aground if you go there!'. But for this
interpretation to be correct, and ships to be safe, a buoy must be in the right
place. That is, it has to be securely anchored, by means of an anchor, and a
chain connecting the two. If the chain breaks, the buoy drifts away, and
becomes both meaningless and misleading. In such circumstances, any ahip
will end up on the rocks.

Syntactic movement is no different, really. A moved question pronoun, for
instance, signals that some part of the sentence has been questioned, but in
order to find which part it ia we have to relate the pronoun, our buoy, to its
original position, its anchor. And just as in maritime navigation, we need a
chain connecting the two. If there is no chain, or if the chain is broken, our
interpretation will run aground, and our sentence will be ungrammatical.

3.2 LINKS AND CHAINS

Obviously, a syntactic chain is not a real chain made of ateel or some such
material. But it is the same in that just like any chain it conaists of links
that interlock. And just like any chain, a syntactic chain breaks if one of the
linka breaks. And like in any chain, the length and number of the links
determines how far a moved constituent can be away from its original
position. The difference with 'real' chains lies in the stuff that links are made
of.

3.2.1 LINKS: BINDERS AND BOUND NODES

A link in a syntactic chain consists of two syntactic positions, or
constituents. One of these is called the óinder, the other the bound node
. For two conatituents to make up a healthy link, four requirements must be
fulfilled.

First of all, both constituents must be of the same category. Hardly
surprisingly, a verb and a noun phrase will never combine make up a link,
but two verbs, or two NPa may.

Second, only constituents that have no interpretation of their own can be
bound nodes. What this boils down to is that in the great majority of cases
bound nodes are empty nodea', which never have an interpretation of their
own.

Third, the binder must be in a poaition in which it can bind the bound
node. More specifically, a binder must always c-command its bound node.

Fourth, but by no means least, binder and bound node must not be too far
apart, links cannot exceed a certain length.

' 1'he most obvious exceptions are the so-called lezical anaphors, i.e. reflexive and
reciprocal pronouns, such as himself and each other, whose only interpretive content consists
of indicating identity with some other phrase in the sentence.
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3.2.2 DOMAINS AND BOUNDAAIES

Just as in real life again, if links of a chain are made too long it will
become too weak and break. In the diacreet world of grammatical structure,
the notion 'too long' can be formulated quite precisely, in terms of the most
selfcontained subparts of sentences: NPs and clauses.

In a tree diagram, there will always be a path from the bound node to the
binder. This path consista of the branches and nodes that connect binder to
bound node. And it is these nodes that determine the ~ength' of a link,
specifically NP nodes, and clausal, i.e. S or S' nodea, depending upon the
language in question. Such nodes are called boundaries, and their contents
domains. NP limits the nominal domain, and either S or S' the clausal
domain. Simplifying things quite a lot, a path from bound node to binder in
general must not include more than one boundarye. In English, the clausal
domain is identified as S, not S'.

In general, then, a binder must be in the same domain (either NP, or S or
S') as the bound node, or in the next bigger domain, but not further away.

Some prepositional adjuncts to nouns are exceptional in that they can be
moved out of their NP straight into COMP, but by no means all. This is an ill
understood phenomenon: why should there be a difference between (l0a) and
(lOb) (where in (l0a) the questioned object is, e.g. a book about Khomeiny,
and in (lOb) a book with a red cover)? Neverthelesa, it is obviously there.

(10) ENG
a. who; did you read [a book [about e;]]?
b. ~what; did you discuss [a book [with e;]]?

3.2.3 CHAINS

Just as in real life, a chain in syntaa is nothing but a collection of
interlocking links. A chain is grammatical if all of ita links are grammatical,
juat like in the world of atone and steel a linguistic chain is whole if all of its
links are whole.

Links in a grammatical chain interlock if, going up, the binder of one link
functions as the bound node of the next. Thus, in a chain of more than one
link all the nodes involved, except for the two terminal nodes, have a double
function. They are both binder of the nearest chain member node going down,
and bound node, for the next one up. Only the topmost node and the lowest
one, the buoy and the anchor, have only one function, the former as binder of
the highest, the latter as bound node of the lowest link in the chain.

3.2.3.1 SINGLE LINK CHAINS: A SIMPLE EXERCISE

The simplest and most frequent syntactic chain consiats of just one link.
Let's consider some examples of these to get more familiar with that perhaps
rather confusing and abstract set of requirements.

)~rst, reconsider the passive example from (I.2.2.1), here rendered as (11).

(11) ENG
[~,,~ [9 John, was killed e,]].

In (I.2.2.1) we said that the fact that the NP John, despite its subject
position, could still be identified as the victim of what goes on in (11) was due
to the relation between John and the object position that had been established
by movement. In other words, movement has created a chain, connecting the

' Other requirements of the grammar limit the possibilitiea for establiahing chains even
further.
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two positions. This particular chain is very simple. It consists of only one link.
The binder of that link is John, the moved constituent, and the bound node is
the vacated object position. Both are of the category NP, so the requirement of
categorial compatibility is met. Since the bound node is empty, the
requirement that it has no independent interpretation is also eatisfied. The
same goes for the c-command requirement. The subject position c-commands
the VP, and thereby everything inside the VP, including the object position.
Lastly, the smallest domain containing the bound node is S, which also
contains John. Therefore, the two are not too far apart, and we conclude that
we have an impeccable link, and thereby an impeccable chain connecting John
and its original position.

Questions work in a similar way. Consider (12).

(12) ENG
I wondered [s. [~,,~ who(m);] [~ you saw e, ]].

Again, the first three requirements are easily met. Both who(m) and the
empty position are NPs, being empty, the bound node has no independent
interpretation, and the former c-commands the latter. With respect to the
fourth requirement, however, there is a difference: the bound node is
contained in a domain, S, that the binder is not part of. Luckily, the S-node is
the only boundary separating the two, so a link can be established from the
empty position to who(m), and thereby a chain connecting the two, and
allowing us to interpret the sentence as effortlessly as we do.

3.2.3.2 MULTI-LINK CHAII~T5 AND INTERLOCRING

Chaina consisting of more than one link most frequently occur in cases of
what is usually called long mouement. Long movement is when a constituent
has moved so far away from its original position that it cannot be linked to it
directly any longer. Such a case is (13).

(13) ENG
I would like to know ...
[3 whose brother; [s Bill said [g that [s John thinks [.s.
that [s Mary loves e; ]]]]]].

The sentence is grammatical, but there can never be a direct link from the
empty original position to whose brother. The reason is, of course, that the
fourth requirement cannot be met: there are no lesa than three boundaries,
i.e. S nodes, between the two, far too much. Therefore, whose brother cannot
move directly from its basic position in the smallest S to its eventual position
at the front of the biggest clause in (13).

Instead, it moves there step by step, each time just as far as it can get.
That is, each time it moves just as far as a link will atretch. Each time it
moves, it leaves behind a'trace', in the form of an empty position, of itself. A
trace is therefore exactly like a gap, the only difference being that a gap
indicates the basic position of a moved constituent, and a trace any position
that the moved constituent has pasaed through during the derivation of the
sentence. So, a gap in a chain is a trace, but only the lowest trace in a chain,
the anchor, is a gap. Thus, each link will consiat of a binder and a trace of
that binder as bound node. If the link is an intermediate link, then the binder
itself is a trace too.

Starting from the original position in (13) we can first . make a link
between that position as bound node, and something in COMP of the same
clause as binder, crossing only one S. So whose brother first moves to that
COMP. From there, it can just reach the next COMP, by crossing precisely
one S boundary again. So again, it moves up, this time leaving a trace of its
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one time presence behind in the rightmost COMP, in the form of an empty
position. The same process applies once more, and then yields (13) with a
chain as represented in (14).

(14) ENG
I would like to know ...
[s whose brother; [s Bill said [g.[~„~ e;, that ][~ John
thinks [~.[~„~ e;~ that] (s Mary loves e;, ]]]]]]?

One can easily check that the empty poaition 1 forms a grammatical link with
2, 2 with 3, and 3 with whose brother. We also see the links interlock: the
same node functions as binder with respect to one link, and as bound node
with respect to the next.

Schematically, a chain of interlocking links looks like (15).

(15) A schematic chain
flinkl rlinkl rlinkl
Xi ... ei ... ei ... ei ... ei ... ei .

L1inkJ L1inkJ

So far, the whole business of chains and links may have seemed rather
pointless. Why make things that complicated at all? One very good reason is,
of course, that this way we can predict what will be wrong, and what not. For
instance, the long chain in (14) will be impossible if access to one of the
COMPs on the way is blocked. Then, the chain will break down, and we
expect the sentence to become ungrammatical. A COMP can be easily blocked
by putting some other moved phrase into it, as in (16), which is indeed
ungrammatical (remember, a COMP cannot contain more than one phrase):

(16) ENG
~`I would like to know whose brother; [s Bill said

[~.[co„~ e,2~at][sJohn thinks [sd~o„u~who;][se~; lovea e„]lll]]?
link across 2S-boundaries

Another very important reason is parametric variation between languages
with respect to the choice of domains.

3.2.4 PAR.AMETRIC VARIATION

Above, I already stated that languages make a choice as to what they
consider to define the clausal domain: S or S', and added that English chooses
S. Others among the languagea we consider here opt for S', with rather
pungent consequences for, among other thinga, movement. Such very general
choices with widespread consequences are called parameters of the grammar.
It is believed that these reflect a limited and posaibly even quite small
number of choices that are left open in universal grammar, the endowment
with which we are all born. The setting of these parameters in the young
child, probably by its hypothesising within the limited range of choices
allowed, on the basis of input from its environment, is, to a great extent, what
makes him learn precisely his mother tongue from among all the possible
languages that universal grammar in principle allows. Italian is one of the
languagea that opts for S' as the clausal boundary.

As a consequence, the Italian sentence in (17) is grammatical, but not its
English equivalent (18).
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(17) ITA
che cosa pensi chi ha comprato?

(18) ENG
~`what do you think who bought?

The reason is that in Italian we can create a proper chain for both question
phrases, as shown in (19):

(19) ITA
[~ [oo~ che cosa; ] [s pensi [g [~,~ chi; ] [~ e; ha
comprato e;]?

The rightmost question phrase is no problem. chi is the binder, and the
empty position indexed j is the bound node. The latter is of the same category,
NP, as its binder, and it is empty so it has no independent interpretation.
Furthermore, the binder is in COMP of a clause that contains the bound node,
and since Italian takes clausal to mean S', there is no boundary between the
two'. Consequently, all requirements are met. So far so good.

Next, let's check the chain involving che cosa. Che cosa must be the
binder, and the only possible bound node is the empty position indexed i,
which is quite a way off. Can a link of a chain be stretched that far?

In Italian it can. As before, all other requirements are met, so let us count
the boundaries between binder and bound node, that is, in the case of Italian,
the number of brackets marked S' or NP. We discover, then, that there is only
one, and consequently the sentence is grammatical.

Now lets turn to the English equivalent, the structure of which is given in
(20). It is essentially identical to (14).

(20) ENG
[~. [co,,,~ what,] [s do you think [e. [~,,~ who; ][~ e; bought
e;]?

Again, the chain involving who is impeccable. Everything is exactly as in the
Italian example, except that now there is a boundary, S, between who and its
bound node. But since there is only one, this is unproblematic.

However, the chain involving what is problematic. As in the Italian
example, the bound node must be the empty position marked i. Counting the
boundaries between that bound node and its binder reveals that there are two,
since English has S, not S' as 'clausal'. Therefore, the structure is
ungrammatical in English.

Parametric variation is what was meant in I.2, when we stated that
although the same major rules operate in the different languages, they are not
always conditioned in the same way.

3.3 PIED-PIPING AND PftEPOSITION STRANDING

A last aspect of movement that needa considering is the quite bizarre
effect called pied-piping. As the name suggests, it involves that parts of a
clause are dragged along by something that is moved.

Easentially, there are two kinds of pied-piping: optional pied-piping and
forced pied-piping.

Forced pied-piping occura when we want to move a constituent, but are
unable to create the first link. An example of this is questioning an
attributive genitive NP. Consider (21) as our point of departure.

' And even if it would have chosen S no problem would arise, since in this case S ia the
only node separating the members of the link.
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(21) ENG
I wonder [S [~,,~ ][8 Mary saw [,,~ whose brother]]].

It is quite generally impossible to move attributive genitives, whose in (21)
out of their NP into COMP. Nevertheless, (21) can only be a grammatical
question if the questioned element ia in COMP. So, the only way to achieve
that is by taking the whole object NP to COMP, which is unproblematic,
instead of just the questioned part, yielding (22).

(22) ENG
I wonder [~. [~„~, [NP whose brother], ][s Mary saw e; ]].

Indeed, this way the questioned element has made it to COMP, but only by
dragging along the whole NP containing it, even though that NP is not
questioned at all. This is pied-piping, and it ia forced because we had no
choice: there is no other grammatical way to make a question like (22) in
English.

Optional pied-piping is perhaps even stranger. Here, it seems, material
can be dragged along even though there is no real need to do so. English
offers a beautiful example again. Consider (23).

(23) ENG
I wonder ...

a. (~. [~,,~ ][~ John is standing [PP upon [NP what]]]]
b. [s~ [co„~ [NP what7; ][s John is standing [PP uPon e,]]]]
c. [s [con~ [PP uP~n (NP w~t ]]; ][e John is standing e;l]

Example (23a) is our point of departure again. But now both (23b) and (23c)
are quite acceptable. In fact, (23c) is by many considered to be formally
marked, and therefore not usually preferable. So even if the element we want
to move is free to do so without further ado, sometimes it is possible for a
containing phrase to be dragged along as well.

Languagea vary widely as to what types of phrases can be pied-piped, and
when, if at all. Vaguely, there is a north-south division among the languages
of western Europe: Scandinavian languages allow very little to no pied-piping,
whereas the phenomenon is very frequent and widespread in Romance
languages.

Typical categories for pied-piping are NP and PP. Less frequently also
infinitival subclauses will be pied-piped, for instance in German and Italian,

The converse of pied-piping has a special name if a PP is involved. If the
object of a preposition is moved and the preposition itself is not pied-piped
along with it, as in (23b), we say that the preposition has been stranded. The
imagery is self-evident. Consequently, if the object of a preposition is to be
moved, we will always have either pied-piping or Preposition Stranding. The
reason for having a special name for not pied-piping in precisely this case is
that languagea are quite different in this respect: some, like the ftomance,
disallow P-stranding altogether, others, like Dutch allow P-stranding to a
limited extent, and yet other languages have great trouble with pied-piping,
making P-stranding the unmarked or even only option.
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Relative constructions defined

1.1 INTRODUCTION

We start with an informal global definition of relative constructions in
general (1). Its contents will gradually become clear as we go into the
particulars of each type of relative construction below.

(1) Relatiue constructions: informal definition

A relative construction is any construction part of
which is a subclause that modifies an expression
external to that subclause, or that consists of a

subclause functioning as a nominal expression, the
referent of which is determined and modified inside

that subclause itself.

The definition (1) distinguishes between two types of relative
constructions. The first type is a construction containing a subclause inside
which some expression, usually a nominal, is modified that is itself not part of
the subclause. The second is a construction that looks like a subclause,
superficially, but behaves completely as an NP. In the latter case the referent
of the whole construction is completely defined inside the clause'.

In the languages of the world, strategies for relativization can frequently
be found that are not covered by definition (1). Some languages, for instance,
may have the antecedent internal to the relative clause. However, within the
Germanic and Romance groups none of these strategies occur2.

We will discuss the two types covered by definition (1) in this order, since
the latter type is a special case of the former. So, what applies to the first
type also goes for the second, unless expressly atated otherwise.

1.2 RELATIVE CLAUSES (ftCs)

Usually, a relative conatruction consista of two parts. One is a subclause,
called the relatiue clause (R.C). The other is some expression whose reference
is in some way modified by that subclause. This part is called the antecedent.
A simple example of a typical relative configuration is (2).

' It is this latter, perhaps rather peculiar, property, that distinguishes relative
constructions from English-type gerunds, which also are clauses that function like nominal
expressions w.r.t. their environment. The referent of a gerund, however, is not determined and
modified inside the clause, but is defined by the ctause as a whole. Consider the following
examples:

i. John's crying annoya me.
ii. What he says annoys me.

In the case of the relative construction (ii), the referent of the relative construction is identical
to the (moved) object of say, so the referent is part of and modified in the relative
construction. Not so in case (i), the gerund: here the referent of the gerund does not equal
any subpart of the construction at all.

Z For an overview of relativization strategies across the world see Lehmann (1984).
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(2) the meat - that I bought
antecedent relative clause

Before going into the difierent types of modification that exist, let us first
see precisely how modification is effected. That is, how do we know that the
relative clause has anything to do with its antecedent in the first place?

In (2), it is not difficult to see the answer: something is missing from the
RC, in this case the object of bought, and we interpret the antecedent as
coreferential with that missing part. This is a very basic point: with only a
few exceptions, which will be the subject of sections II.2.2.2-4, there is a gap
somewhere inside the relative clause in all relative constructions, and it is
precisely the missing element that is relativized, i.e., the gap is coreferential
with the antecedent. We will refer to this gap as the relative gap. It will be
visualised in examples and schemas as a capital R, to keep it apart from
possible other gaps around, which will be labelled by the usual e for empty3.

Often, but not always, the coreference relation between the relative gap
and the antecedent is mediated by a relative pronoun such as who, a relative
adverb, where, for example, or a relative particle like that. Characteristically
we find them in COMP of the RC.

usually some independently existing set of pronouns, mostly interrogative
pronouns or demonstrative pronouns, or a subset of these, doubles as relative
pronouns. Likewise, relative particles are in many languages borrowed from
the set of complementizers (i.e. subordinating conjunctions) that a language
has anyway. Lastly, relative adverbs are in the vast m~jority of cases identical
to question adverbs. These three sets of elements together will be referred to
as relatiuizers.

In accordance with standard practice, we will consider a clause to consist
of a sentence proper (S), and a complementizer position (COMP). Relativizers
are to be found in COMP. (If these terms are unfamiliar to you, then go back
and read chapter I before proceeding any further.) Schematically, then, an RC
has the basic structure in (3), where, as promised, the capital R indicates the
position of the relative gap.

(3) Structural schema of a relative clause

[s [co~ (relativizer)] [s ..- R ... l]

If we fill schema (3) with the RC from example (1), we would find the relative
particle that in COMP, and the S would contain I bought R.

Many different parts of a RC can be relativized. That is, we may find the
relative gap in many different structural positions in the RC. It may be the
subject, the direct object, the indirect object, the object of a preposition, or
even some adverbial adjunct. The array of legal possibilities differs form
language to language. English is among those that allow all the different
cases I just mentioned, as illustrated in (4).

' Or, if relevant, Q for 'gap of a questioned element', T for 'gap of a topicalized element',and so on. In the pertinent cases, use of these symbolic markers will be self-evident.
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(4) ENG
a. the boy ( who [ R broke the window]]
b. the boy [ whom [ the owner of the window punished R]]
c. the boy [ who [ the owner of the window gave R a

reprimand]]
d. the reprimand [ which [ we were glad [about R]]]
e. the town [ where [ the incident took place R]]

The demand that a relative clause contain a relative gap is not a spurious
one. It separates RCs from the so-called content clauses. Content clauses are
complements to nouns like fact, idea, plan, intention, etc., exemplified in (5).

(5) ENG
a. [the fact that children love sticky things] is highly

relevant to the marketing of sweets.
b. many Spaniards were enthusiastic about [the idea to

leave NATO].

These constructions differ from relative constructions in three important ways.

First, only certain nouns with specific semantical properties (like the ones
above) can take a content complement, whereas any noun, including those that
take content complements, can be modified by a RC.

Second, it is not the case that the 'antecedent', fact and idea in (5), is in
any way modified inside the content clause. Rather, antecedent and content
clause both refer to the same entity, viewed from different angles. Thus,
where a relative antecedent corefers with some proper subpart of the relative
clause (i.e. the relative gap), a content antecedent corefers with the whole
content clause.

Third, and last, content clauses are never introduced by anything but the
normal complementizers introducing subclauses in the language in question.

One more illustration should suffice to clarify the precise difference. In
(6a), we find a relative construction. The relative NP as a whole refers to
some fact of which it is true that I mentioned it, but does not say anything
about what the contents of that fact were. In (6b), on the other hand, where
there is a content construction, the content clause simply explains what fact it
was that shocked my uncle. Thus, in a content construction, the clause does
not modify the antecedent, but is identical with it.

(6) ENG
my uncle was shocked by ...

a. [the fact [RC [co~ which] [s I just mentioned R]]].
b. [the fact [s. [~,,,p that] [s I just mentioned content

clauses]]].

1.2.1 TYPES OF RELATIVE CLAUSES

So far we have only introduced tensed, that is: finite, relative clauses. But
there are also relative clauses that are not finite, but infinitival or participial.
They fall largely outside the acope of this book. The major reason for this is
that it is quite hard to separate non-finite relatives from other attributive
structures: the different attribute types just seem to blend into each other,
without clear criteria for deciding which is which. Further research into these
matters ahould be done before it is possible to say anything really
enlightening here.

The examples (7) from French illustrate one type of problem one runs into
with infinitivals.
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(7) FRA
a. elle m'a donné une chemise à~passer.

she has given me a shirt to iron
b. elle m'a donné un fer à répasser.

she has given me an iron.

Example (7a) is clearly an instance of an infinitival relative. The relative
construction in it can be replaced easily by a normal RC: she has giuen me a
shirt which 1 must iron. But (7b), which at first glance looks completely
parallel, is actually of a different nature all together, which in thia particular
case is immediately illustrated by the English glosa, in which no trace of any
modification is visible. Only, what kind of difference is it?

Similar, but different problems occur with participial relative
constructions. Conaider the German examples (8).

(8) DEU
a. ein Pfund gemischte Fruchte.

one pound assorted fruits
b. ein Bipchen uon der Wcrtin persónlich geschlagene

Sahne.
a little by the innkeepers wife peraonally whipped
cream

In (8a) there is no reason to consider gemischte to be anything more intricate
than a simple deverbal adjective. In (8b), however, the attributive phrase
contains parts typical of sentences only, such as the passive agentive phrase
uon der Wcrtin. So in this case we cannot think of geschlagene as a deverbal
adjective, but only as a passive participle in a full participial RC. Here as in
many other casea, it is not clear what criteria should decide whether a given
construction is or is not a non-finite relative.

1.2.2 TYPES OF MODIFICATION OF THE ANTECEDENT

In all of the languagea under consideration, we can in principle distinguish
between two major ways in which the RC may modify its antecedent.
Modification is either restrictiue, where the RC narrows down the set of
referenta that the antecedent might point to, or appositive, where the RC just
adds extra bits of information, but leavea the set of referents of the
antecedent unchanged. Simple examples from English are those in (9).

(9) ENG
a. I only like the girl who is wearing the red carnation.
b. I only like Mandy, who is wearing a red carnation.

In (9a), the nominal expression girl is further apecified by the clause
following it: I don't like just any girl, but only the one that also satisfies the
condition that she wears a red carnation. Thus, the reference of the girl, which
could in principle be any (young) female that has already been introduced in
the diacourae, ia restricted, in this case to one, by the clause. The italicised
part of (9a) is therefore an example of a relative construction containing a
restrictiue relatiue clause (RRC).

Example (9b) also contains a relative construction, consisting of a nominal
and an RC, but in this case there is no question of the RC further narrowing
down the reference of the antecedent. The NP Mandy is already uniquely
specified, so its reference could not even be restricted. All the RC does here, is
add more or less interesting titbits of information, frills, that are not crucial
to identifying who we are talking about. Such RCs are called appositiue
relatiue clauses (AR,C).
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As we shall have ample occasion to see later, there are deep syntactic
differences between the two kinds of RC as well. Two of the most striking
differences are the fact that although in principle the number of RCs within
one NP is without limit, only one of them can be appositive, and it must
linearly be the last one, too.

Phonologically, the types differ as well. ARCs typically are set off from the
rest of the sentence by intonation breaks, much like parenthetical expressions,
often mirrored in writing by commas, which in some of the languages are not
used with RCs that modify reatrictively (the previous sentence is a nice
illustration of its own contents).

1.3 RELATIVES WITHOUT AN'TECEDENTS

The second type of relative construction that is covered by the definition
(1) is a clause which by itself functions as a nominal expression in the
sentence. There is no visible antecedent. Such structures are called free
relatiues (FR), of which (10-14) are examples.

(10) ESP
quien dice esto, miente.
who says this lies

(11) NOR
jeg spiser hua du gir meg.
eat what you give me

(12) NED
wij geven wie daaraan behoef~e heeft morele
ondersteuning.
we give who for-that has need moral support

(13) ENG
they will give an award to who(-euer) solues this
problem first.

Free relatives are deeply dif'ferent from ordinary subclauses, such as
argument clauses, and also from embedded questions. For, as definition (1)
states, free relatives function as nominal expressiona. They are, to all intents
and purposes, NPs, even if they don't look it, whereas the others are not. Let
us begin by assessing how big this difference really is.

Quite often, ordinary subclauses can function as argumenta, occurring in
positions where one would normally expect NPs. Such argument clauses are,
for instance, those in (14).

(14) ENG
a. that the Porsche was on sale for only 12.000 surprised

us greatly.
b. I wondered if she had hidden the cupcakes.

The possibilities of having such argument clauses are always dependent upon
the specific verb in the clause. Thus, surprised may have a subject clause, but
not sleep, as shown in (15).

(15) ENG
~`that the bear ate 40 pounds of ineat a day slept.

On the other hand, some verbs, such as wonder in (14), demand that their
object be a clause, not a NP: one cannot very well wonder something. Thus,
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argument clauses occur if and only if the apecific verb that is used says that
they may or must.

Free relatives, on the other hand, are only dependent upon the possibility
of a NP occurring in some position: whenever a NP can occur, we can
interchange it for a FR, and whenever we have a FR, we can replace it by an
ordinary NP. Thus, the FRs in (10-13) could very well be replaced by the NPs
Belcebtí, chop-suey, Bangla-Desh and Watson and Crick, respectively. If no NP
can occur, as in (14b), then neither can a FR. Thus, whereas argument clauses
occur under special conditiona only, and have a diatribution which ia different,
and sometimes complementary with that of NPs, FR.s have precisely the same
distribution as NPs. In a sense to be explained later, FRs are NPs, but
argument clausea are not.

Semantically, a similar point can (and must) be made. Clauses, in
principle, are descriptions of events, or states (which are, after all, also a kind
of event). They are, ultimately, all descriptions of dynamic situations. Time,
for instance, is a relevant concept with reapect to the interpretation of clauses.
NPs are different. They describe the abatract or concrete entitiea that play
rolea in the dynamic descriptions of situationa that clauses. Time is not a
priori a relevant concept with respect to the interpretation of NPs.

In relative constructions, things get a bit more complicated. A normal
relative construction consiats of a clauae, so a description of a situation, and
usually a NP. The interpretation of auch a construction is conaistently a
description of an entity, rather than a situation. The same holda for free
relativea. Even though there is no visible NP part, they are as a rule
descriptions of entities, not of situations. So semantically too they function like
nominal expressions, like NPs.

This semantic characteriatic is, by the way, often the only way to
distinguish FR,a from embedded questions, especially where both are possible.
The majority of FRs in the languagea treated here have relativizers that are
also uaed as interrogative pronouns, which can be very confusing. English is a
case in point. Many verbs that may take embedded questions as objects alao
allow NP objects, and conaequently FRs. For example: ask.

(16) ENG
a. I asked what the time was.
b. I asked what she held in her hand.

In (16a), the italicized part is obviously an embedded queation, but what have
we in (16b): an embedded question or an FR? In fact, either is possible. If
(16b) may continue by ...and she told me, then clearly we asked for
information regarding a aituation, centered around holding, and consequently,
the italicised part must be considered an embedded queation, therefore a
clause. Should the sentence logically continue with ...and she gaue it to me,
however, then obviously I asked for an object, which happened to be in her
hand, and since the italicized part described an entity, it is an FR.

Next, FRs are very close to ordinary relative constructions, and completely
different from ordinary subclauses, in that they can quite easily be turned into
an ordinary relative construction by simply adding a aemantically neutral
antecedent pronoun, something that is completely out of the question with
other aubclauses. The only thing we might have to change is the relativizer,
which may be different for free relatives and relativea with a pronominal
antecedent. The meaning of the construction will by and large be preserved'.
Thus, (17), which is (16b) with an added pronominal antecedent, is no longer
ambiguous: the clause can only be an RC:

' Some features may change slight]y. For instance, suppose we have a free relative
whateuer he says. This could be paraphrased as anything that he says, but to a certain degree
we may be losing the aspect of pure conditionality. See also II.3.3.
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(17) ENG
a. I asked that which she had in her hand, and Santa

Claus brought it.
b. ~`I asked that which she had in her hand, and she told

me.

A last, but nonetheless important difference is that no clause can be a RC
of any kind unless there is a gap somewhere in it, and FRs, of course, are no
exception. In addition, FRs always require some relativizer, either a relative
pronoun or a relative adverb (not a particle!), in COMP. Argument clauses
need not have gaps at all, and are introduced by complementizers or question
phrasea only.

The above characteristics of FRs cause us to assign a structure to FRs like
that in (18): they are ultimately NPs, and behave accordingly, but since there
is no overt noun, they look just like clauses. Except for the emptiness of the
head noun, this structure is identical with that of restrictive relatives, as we
shall see later on.

(18) Structural schema of a free relatiue

[xr O [s. [cou~ relativizer ][s ... R ... lll

Since FRs have a completely unrestricted (for featureless) antecedent, they
are by definition restrictive.

1.3.1 TYPES OF FftEE RELATIVE5

It is hard, in the case of FRs, to speak of modification, since there is no
explicit antecedent that gets modified. For this reason, we will say that a FR
identifies something. In general, two main types of identification by FRs must
be distinguished. There is conditional identification, and, not very surprisingly,
non-conditional identification. Consequently, we speak of conditional FRs and
non-conditional FRs.

Conditional identification obtains when a FR refers to any possible
referent in the 'real' world (that is, the world outside linguistics), as long as
that referent compíies with the demands set by the relative clause inside the
FR. Thus, a conditional FR refers to whatever does not conflict with its
contents.

Non-conditional identification, on the other hand, is the situation in which
the referent of an FR is some specific entity that is not explicitly named, but
described by the FR. Example (19) should make the difï~erence clear.

(19) ENG
a. who finishes ~xrst wins the prize.
b. I don't like what is on my plate.

Example (19a) is a case of a conditional FR. Its interpretation is that anyone
can win the prize, if only he finishes first, a clear case of simple, logical
implication. We have no specific person in mind here.

Sentence (19b), on the other hand, is an example of a clearly
non-conditional FR. I can hardly mean that speaker's taste depends upon
whether the morsel of food in question is on his plate or not, and that is
precisely what the conditional interpretation would be: I dislike anything if it
is on my plate. Rather, the free relative of (19b) refers to the specific and
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seemingly unattractive aubstance that happena to be on apeaker's plate at this
very moment.

Some of the languagea of Europe have a meana to make the preaence of
conditionality in FRs explicit. Thus, Engliah has the bound morpheme -euer,
optionally attached to moat any relativizer introducing a FR, in Spanish a
conditionality can be aignalled by adding the ending -quiera to many
pronominal and adverbial relativizers, and in Dutch the adverbial adjunct
phrase ook maar can be inaerted in aeveral positions in FRa to signal
conditionality.

1.4 SEMI-FREE RELATIVES

Next to the true FR, which has no visible or audible antecedent at all, we
find in many of the languagea semi-free relativea. aemi-free relativea do have
an antecedent, but it is semantically virtually empty. It is typically a pronoun,
often one with a limited distribution. In some languages, there are even
pronouna that are exclusive to relative constructiona. Examples are Dutch
degene (20), and the similar German derjenige. In othera, the distribution is
reatricted in different ways. So, for instance, we have in French the pronoun
celui, which can only occur when it is in some way modified, as by a relative
clause or by -ci or -là (21). In Norwegian, huem (who) is such a pronoun: it is
exclusively used either as an interrogative pronoun, or as the antecedent of a
relative clause (22).

Such lightweight antecedents will be called prop-antecedents, since they
are only present to fulfill a need, often a syntactic need, for an antecedent,
not becauae of any referential content. Semantically, aemi-free relatives are
equivalent to free relativea.

(20) NED
[degene [die [R, het eerat knippert]]], heeft verloren.
that-one who first blinka, has lost

(21) FRA
a. malheur à [celui [qui [R, s'est trompé d'étage]]]!

woe to that-one that atrays onto the wrong floor!
c. celui-ci eat le plua méchant chien du monde.

this-one-here is the meaneat dog in the world.

(22) NOR
a. [hvem [som [R, gjgr det]]], akal miate sit liv

who that does that, ahall lose his life
b. vi vet [huem du sá Q]?

who knowa who you saw?

1.5 CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS

Next to narrowing down the set of possible referenta of a nominal
expression, as in restrictive relativization, or expanding upon the
characteristics of that referent, as in appositive relativization, the European
languages have developed a third aemantic-pragmatic uae for relative
constructiona: foregrounding, or focussing a particular item. There are two
ways in which a relative conatruction is employed to this end, called the cleft
construction and the pseudo-cleft construction. They are illustrated fromEnglish in (23) and (24).
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(23) ENG (clett)
It was Raymond Loewy who eventually designed the
Coca-Cola bottle as we know it today.

(24) ENG (pseudo-cleJt)
What Loewy eventually came up with was a bottle with
a wasp-waist.

1.5.1 THE PSEUDO-CLEFI' CONSTRUCTION

Typically, a pseudo-cleft construction is a copula construction with a FR as
one of ita argumenta (25).

(25) The pseudo-cle[t construction

[~. X copula Y ],

where either X or Y is a FR, and the other is the focus.

Particular languages may have preferencea with respect to whether both X
and Y may be the FR in question, or just one of them, and which. In fact,
languages may even lack a true paeudo-cleft construction all together.
Icelandic, French and Romanian are examplea of thia phenomenon. Their
problem in making pseudo-clefts atems from their difficulties concerning FRs
in general. However, all have a conatruction with a semi-FR in place of the
FR, i.e. one with a lightweight pronominal antecedent, to make up for this
deficiency ( french ce que ..., Icelandic paa sem. ... , Romanian ceea ce ...). Of
course, such a conatruction ia no longer a real paeudo-cleft, but juat an
ordinary copula construction.

The FR in a paeudo-cleft construction always has a non-conditional
interpretation, which is not surpriaing since ita referent is conaistently the
focus conatituent, a specific entity if ever there was one.

Almost any phrasal constituent of the FR can generally be focus in a
paeudo-cleft construction, aometimea including even full verb phrasea (VP). In
the latter case, the gap usually has to be covered by a prop verb like Engliah
do. The examples from Dutch in (26) illustrate the paeudo-clefting of subject,
direct object, object of a preposition, and VP, reapectively.

(26)
a.

NED
[wat R mij nog
enthousiasme.

het meest uerbaasde] was zijn

b.
c.
d.

what I never do is drive when I've been drinking

what surprised me most was hia enthusiasm
(wat ze gewoonlijk R at] was sla.
what she ate usually was lettuce
geld is [waar ze altijd [over R) praten].
money is where they always talk about
[wat ik nooit dceR] is ri,jden als ik gedronken heb.

1.5.2 THE CLEFT CONSTRUCTION

The cleft construction at first glance closely resembles paeudo-clefts, but is
in fact quite different. Cleft constructions do not contain a FR, but a regular
RC with antecedent. The antecedent is the focua conatituent. Furthermore,
cleft constructions typically have an expletive aubject (the Germanic group), or
if the langvage has no expletives, an empty subject (the Romance group),
whereas pseudo-clefts of course never do so.
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Schematically, the cleft configuration is rendered in (27):

(27) The cleft construction

[a. expletive copula FOCUS [relative clause]],

where, in some languages, the expletive is fÓ.

That clefts contain a regular RC and not a FR can be seen from the
choices that exist with respect to the relativizer. In pseudo-clefts one has the
same possibilities as in FRa, in clefts the possible choices equal that of
ordinary relative constructions. Rather surprisingly, it would seem, it is the
range of choices that exists in restrictiue relativization that obtains in clefts.
English offers some clear examples here. In restrictives, but not in appositives
the relativizer may be either a wh-pronoun or the complementizer that, or
may lack altogether if the relative gap is not a subject. As (28) shows, we find
precisely these possibilities, disregarding atylistic preferences, in clefts.

(28) ENG
a. It was the red Ferrari [a~ which [a I liked R best]].
b. It was the red Ferrari [R~ that [~ I liked ft best]].
c. It was the red Ferrari [ac O[a I liked R best]].

This is all the more aurprising, since, as we shall see in detail in chapter
II.4.4, cleft construction are in fact a type of appositive relative.

Just as with pseudo-clefts, almost any part of the RC in a cleft
construction may be relativized, including non-nominal expressions. The
sentences (29) are illustrations from Norwegian for subject, several types of
prepositional adjunct, and VP. The latter, by the way, is a relatively rare
phenomenon.

(29) NOR
a. det var atudentane [som [ R drog med kano opetter

elva i ferien ]].
it was the students that went with canoes up the river
during the holidays

b. det var med kano [som [ studentane drog R opetter
elva i ferien ]].

c. det var opetter elva [som [ studentane drog med kano
R i ferien ]].

d. det var i ferien [som [ studentane drog med kano
opetter elva R ]].

e. det var drog med kano opetter elva [som [
studentane gjordeR i ferien ]]6.

1.6 SOME POSSIBLY RELATED CONSTRUCTIONS

Apart from the constructions discussed above there are a few other types
of construction that might involve a relative constructions. Notably these are
equatiues and comparative constructions. Both from an analytic point of view
as where the data are concerned too little is known about these to justify
their inclusion at this stage.

" Observe, again, the appearance of a aupporting auxi]iary, gj0re in Norwegian.
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1.7 OUTLINE OF THE FOLLOWING CHAP'I'ERS

In the rest of this part we will discusa the various aspects of relative
constructions in detail. The logic is as followa. We can distinguish three major
aspects, or syntactic 'domains' that play a role in relative constructions:

First, the smallest domain: the ftC, including the position of the
relativizer. In short, everything up to and including COMP. This domain is
the subject of chapter II.2.

Second, the RC in relation to its antecedent. In other words, the whole
relative construction proper. This domain is treated in chapter II.3.

Third, finally, there is the domain of the larger structure that the relative
construction is a part of: the whole sentence, tackled in chapter II.4.

Chapter II.5 briefly treats some semantic aspects of relative constructions,
and some miscellaneous aspects like interpunction.



The relative clause

2.1 WORD ORDER

In II.1 we saw that RCs generally contain a gap. That is, some part of the
RC is missing or diaplaced, and it is precisely this part which equals' the
thing that the relative construction ia supposed to modify. The fact that it is
missing might make it difficult to say anything about word order in RCs. For
how doea one determine the position of, say, the verb with respect to
something that cannot be heard or seen? The answer is simple, however: by
relying on the basic word order rules. We know what the basic word order of
a language is, and we also know which part of the RC is relativized, so we
can simply reconstruct the position of the missing part.

With respect to the position of the verb, the word order of RCs always
equals the basic word order of the language. So, if a language has (S)VO basic
order, we find the Verb of the RC between subject and object, if the language
has (S)OV order, we consistently find the verb following both. The effect is
illustrated from Dutch (OV) and English (VO) in (1) and (2), where the same
clause is in turn constructed as an object clause, and as an RC:

(1) NED
a. ik zag [dat hij~,,, het meisje,o drie rozen~, gaf]

I saw that he the girl three roses gave
b. het meisje [a~ [~~dat] [hijN, Rs, drie rozen~, gaf~].

the girl who he three roses gave

(2) ENG
a. I saw [that he~b gave~ the girl;, three rosesd,]].
b. the girl [a~ [~~who ][he~,b gave~ R;, three roses~, ]].

The V2 rule, uaually a main clause phenomenon, does not operate in RCa in
any of the languages. This clearly indicates that RCs are Very truly
subordinate clauses. Even in languages like Swedieh, or Icelandic, in which we
find typical main clause phenomena like V2, and also topicalization, in some
types of subclauses, none of these occur in RCsa.

Languages that have stylistic inversion, such as French, show it in RCs
too, under the usual conditions. Stylistic inversion is the process whereby the
subject NP is moved rightward, away from its basic position preceding the
verb, to the end of its clause. Some examplea from French, Italian and
Spanish are (3-5), where the original position of the inverted subject is
indicated by the e symbol for empty positions.

' Or, in cases of pied-piping, contains, as we shall see below.

2 For details on V2 in Swediah and Icelandic subclauses see e.g. Andersson 1975, den
Besten 1983.
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(3) FRA
Mme. Arthur, [~ chez qui [S e, vont aujourdliui R nos
plus honnétes gens; ]].
Madam A., to whom our most honest people go these
days

(4) ITA
il libro, [g~ che [~ e; ha scritto R Mauro;]], sembra
essere scandaloso.
the book, which M. wrote, seems to be scandalous.

(5) ESP
la carta [g~ que [~ e, trajo R para mí el criado,]] ...
the letter that the servant brought for me ...

In Icelandic, the rule of inveraion, which usually may only cover a subject
position vacated by indefinite subject postposing, may also cover a relative
subject gap (6).

(6) ISL
a. with fronting of adverbial:

l~gin, sem nutR eru í gildi, parf aó endurskoóa.
the lawa that now are valid, must be revised

b. with fronting of object:
paó er gott ráó sem honumfR hefur dottió í hug.
that is a good idea that him has fallen in mind

c. with fronting of prepositional object:
pab vaz bjart yfir firbinum sem vi8 okknrtR blaste.
it was clear over the fjord which before us lay

d. with fronting of predicate nominal:
l~greglan aetlar a8 spyrja alla menn sem kunnugirtR
eru peasum málum.
the police wants to question all people who familiar are
with these things

e. with fronting of participle:
hrafi~arnir, sem hoppadfR h5fbu kring um rubur, flugu
burt.
the raven that hopped had round about the trash, flew
away

f. in free relative:
honum ma'tti standa á sama, hvabfR sagt vaeri um
hann.
to him might stand on same (-it made no difference to
him) what said was about him

On the other hand, indefinite subject postposing is not possible in
Icelandic RCa, although indefinite subject postposing is quite generally a rule
that operates in main clauses and subclauses alike. Consequently, both
relatives with expletive pab and a postposed indefinite subject, and those with
inversion and a postposed indefinite subject are ungrammatical, as ahown in
(7).
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(7) ISL
a. petta er hákarlinn sem einhver hefur eti8.

this is the shark that someone has eaten
b.~`petta er hákarlinn sem pa8 hefur einhver etió.

this is the shark that there has someone eaten
c.~petta er hákarlinn sem eti~ hefur einhver.

this is the shark that eaten has someone

To some extent we find the same tendency in other languages having
indefinite subject postposing too. In Dutch, for instance, indefinite subject
postposing plus insertion of the expletive pronoun er in relatives yields results
that vary from rather bad when an object is relativized to fair when the
relative gap is an adjunct. In (S), the difference in this respect with ordinary
object clauses is shown:

(S) NED
a. Ik denk dat er tegenwoordig niemand meer boeken

koopt.
I think that there nowadays nobody anymore books
buys (I think that nobody buys books anymore
nowadays)

b. Ik denk dat niemand tegenwoordig meer boeken koopt.
I think that nobody nowadays anymore books buys

c. ?~`boeken die er tegenwoordig niemand meer R koopt.
booka which there nobody nowadays anymore buys

d. boeken die niemand tegenwoordig meer R koopt.
booka which nobody nowadays anymore buys

e. een tijd dat er R niemand meer boeken koopt.
a time that there nobody anymore booka buys

f. een tijd dat niemand R meer boeken koopt.
a time that nobody anymore books buys

2.2 THE RELATIVIZED PART OF THE RELATIVE CLAUSE

The relativized part of the RC ia the part which corefers with the
antecedent andlor the relativizer (see: II.1.1, II.2.3). Usually, this part is not
actually visible in the RC, that is: there is a relative gap, whose reference can
only be established by looking at the relativizer, if suitable, andlor the
antecedent.

Quite a few languages in the world have other strategies of relativization
next to, or even in the place of the strategy involving a relative gap. In these
cases, the relativized conatituent is represented in the RC not by a gap, but
by some pronominal form. This resumptiue form may be just an ordinary
pronoun, a special pronoun specific to relativized constituents, or a clitic
pronoun3.

Among the languages under consideration, however, such cases are quite
rare. None of our languagea have any apecial resumptive pronouns, i.e.
resumptive pronominal forms that do not occur elsewhere. As regards
resumptively used ordinary pronouns, these do not occur regularly either,
except in German RCs with a personal pronoun as antecedent whose subject is
relativized. Admittedly it is possible to find pronouns in the position of a gap
sporadically in each of the languages, but only in very long and complicated
relative constructions, and with marginal status. Even then their occurrence is
erratic. It seems reasonable, therefore, to regard these as performance errors:

' Clitic pronouns are the weak forms of pronominals, especially prominent in Romance,
that are attached to the verb of the clause. See also the gloasary.
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unsystematic errora cauaed by limitationa of our memory and processing
capacity.

There are interesting casea of ordinary pronoun resumption among the
smaller regional languages related to Germanic and Romance, however, like
Zurituutsch, which employa pronouna extensively (aee below).

Resumptive clitics occur on somewhat wider scale throughout the Romance
group, although with the exception of Romanian, the phenomenon is largely
restricted to informal usage. Although clitica are sometimes available for
subjecta as well as for non-subjects, the latter are the only conatituents that
can, if relativized, trigger clitic reaumption.

2.2.1 GAPS

All the languages under discussion make extenaive use of the relative gap.
What is true for any gap ia true for relative gapa as well. Having no

referential interpretation themselves, they must in the proper way be related,
i.e. bound, to something elae in the sentence, casu quo the relativizer, ancUor,
ultimately, the antecedent, in order to borrow their 'reference'. Thus, we may
look upon most relative clausea as clausea in which some constituent is moved
from the position of the gap to COMP.

Consequently, the relative gap may in principle represent any constituent
of the clause, and any constituent of a domain embedded in the clause, and so
on, as long as a grammatical chain from the gap to the relativizer can be
constructed.

If the relative gap is part of a domain, i.e. a clause or NP, which is
embedded inaide the RC, or part of a PP which ia itself part of the RC, we
apeak of long relativization. The many particularitiea of long relativization will
be discussed in II.2.4.2. The restrictiona on which parta of the RC proper can
be relativized (direct relatiuization) are the subject of II.2.4.1.

2.2.2 RESUMPTIVE PRONOUNS

The term resumptive pronoun is rather confuaingly used in many different
ways in the literature, so let's firat make clear what we mean by it.

In ita moat general sense, a reaumptive pronoun is any relative pronoun
that followa ita antecedent: auch a pronoun 'resumes' the functions and
interpretation of the antecedent, and carriea it into the relative clauae. In this
sense, then, the term reaumptive pronoun is often used to refer to a
pronominal relativizer.

However, here we will use the term resumptive pronoun in a more
restricted sense, refemng not to relativizera at all, but only to pronouns (note:
not clitics!) occurring in the position where otherwise the relative gap would
be'.

Within our sample proper, there is really only one reliable case of true
resumption by a pronoun. It occura in German. In thia language, if a RC has
a first or aecond person personal pronoun as antecedent, and the subject of
the RC ia relativized, then there muat be a copy of the antecedent pronoun in
the relativized subject position, as ia illuatrated in (9)6.

` I ahall dispense with the diatinction between specifically reaumptive pronouns and
ordinary pronouns doubling as resumptives, since within our group of languages the former do
not occur anyway.

' According to Heidolph e.a. (1981), copying is optional if the antecedent is aingular, and
obligatory only in the plural. I could get no confirmation of this optionality, however.
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(9) DEU
a. ich, die ich euch weit entgegengekommen bin, ...

I, who (I) have come your way quite far, ...
b. du, der du uns nichta vormachen wollteat, ...

you, who (you) didn't mean to cheat us, ...

such copying is utterly out in German if anything but the subject ís
relativized, or if the antecedent is third person. Why the copy is mandatory,
or even at all possible in the pertinent cases is completely unclear. Strangely
enough, the phenomenon clashes completely with all other cases of resumption
that we shall see, in every important respect: it is sensitive to person
distinctions, it affects subject positions and no others, and, since German
hardly ever uses a relative particle, and certainly not with subjects, we
typically find a real relative pronoun together with the resumptive pronoun.

If we take the smaller regional languages of Germano-Romance ilk into
account there is at least one interesting case of regular resumption by
pronouns: Swiss-German, specifically Ziiritiiiitsch, the brand of Swiss-German
that is spoken in and around Ziirich.

In this language, gaps are the more usual thing when the subject or direct
object of the RC itself is relativized, but a reaumptive pronoun is needed in all
other casese. In addition, the relativizer is consistently a particle wo'. The
examples (10) illustrate relativization of the subject of RC, direct object of RC,
object of a preposition, part of a declarative clause embedded in the RC, and
part of yesJno question embedded in RC, respectivelys.

(10) Ziiritiiiitsch
a. da l~~li wo R mar (am) aejz uv de grind keE haet yunt z

tsruk ybar.
the idiot that me (him) one on the head given has gets
it back over
(I will take revenge on the idiot who hit me on the
head)

b. d tsaejna wo i~y R uv am pukal khaa han i~ abakhejt.
the basket that I on the back had have has downfallen
(the basket that I had on my back has fallen down)

c. da bueb wo mar am es velo versprocha hfind ...
the boy that we him a bike promised have ...
(the boy that we promised a bike ...)

d. i~y han de theekx wo mar haend myjza z~ualtsyyg drin
ia tua immar uv da lata khaa.
I have the satchel that we it have had-to the
schoolthings it-in inside do always on the plank had
(I have always hated the satchel that we had to put our
schoolthings in)

` In the closely related Bern dialect, resumption seema also optional with indirect objects
(H.v.Riemsdijk (pera. comm.)).

' Notice, however, that free relatives in Zurituutsch and the other Swisa-German dialects
are formed using ordinary relative pronouns, derived from the interrogativea, without any
resumption.

' the data here all come from v.Riemsdijk (1975) and from van Riemsdijk (to appear).
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e. dar ar]kxa wo da g~ti aakeE haet daz mar am no ~yión
aesa ha;t gruuzig kfmál~t.
the butter that the godfather claimed has that one it
still could eat has horrible smelled
(the butter that my godfather claimed was still edible
smelled horrible)

f. mar ha?nd d gelta wo du kfroe oegat hae~ Gb mar dar zi
~yiónad pumpa myjza vurtua.
we have the tub that you asked have whether we you it
could lend had-to get-rid-of
(we have had to get rid of the tub that you asked to
borrow)

Unlike the standard German resumption we saw before, this pattern
conforms neatly to what we shall see is the case with resumptive clitics.

Among the Germanic languagea, a pronoun will sometimes, although quite
rarely, occur in the position where the relative gap should be if the relative
construction ia extremely longwinded and complicated. For instance, in cases
where the relativized constituent is embedded in several layers of subclauses
of the RC. These occurrences are never quite acceptable, and quite erratic.
Consequently, they are best regarded as the extragrammatical product of
memory limitations, the apeaker being able no longer to keep track of the
actual construction that he is building.

2.2.3 RESUMPTNE CLITICS

Resumption by a clitic is virtually abaent among the Germanic languages,
but frequent among those of the Romance group, which employ their ordinary
clitics for this purpose. These resumptively used clitics occur for several
different reasons, some of them in reality quite independent of relativization.

Basically, it seems that the use of resumptive clitics in the Romance group
ia on the riae. Romanian, the true stronghold of resumptive clitics among our
languages, resumptive clitics are the rule with everything except with
relativized subjects, in freé relatives employing cine or ce as relativizer, and
when the antecedent is tot: everything. With cine, resumption is not allowed,
with ce, resumption is optional, and with relativized aubjects it does not occur
for lack of subject clitics9. Some illustrations are the sentences in (11).

(11) ROM
a. omul [pe care] I-am vazut R.

the man which him I-have seen
b. b~iatul cáruia i-am trimis bani R.

the boy whom him I-have sent money
c. un capát de a~d d.e-1 ldsai ft fn stradd.

an end of thread that it you-dropped in the street
d. ... ap~rat de prestigiul ce, pe drept sau nedrept, il are

R in opinia popular~
... protected by the prestige which, rightly or wrongly, it
he-has in public opinion

Catalan now has a strong preference for clitics with relativized indirect
objects, although much less so with direct objects. Resumption is also quite
frequent with relativized locatives (12). The preference for resumption grows
with the distance between relativized constituent and relativizer. This wasn't

' With tot as antecedent, the impossibility of a clitic may be caused by the incompatibility
of this necessarily nonspecific antecedent with a specific clitic. The same phenomenon occurs
in other languages in conditional free relatives, where resumptive clitics also fail to appear.
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always so, and even today resumption is not accepted in the conservative
Baleares dialect of Catíilan.

(12) CAT
a. lbome [a qui] creus que li han donat un llibre R és

aquí.
the man to whom you-believe that to-him they-have
given a book is here

b. la casa que diuen que hi vaig vivre R.
the house that they say that there I lived

Spanish behaves much the same. As in Catalan, refraining from using a
resumptive is more formal (or lesa informal, if you prefer). Again, acceptability
grows with distance, and relativized indirect objects ahow resumptive clitics
more easily than direct objects. If a resumptive clitic appears, in Spanish, the
choice of relativizer is limited virtually completely to the particle que (13).

(13) ESP
a. la muchacha que pensaba que Juan le regaló un libro

R.
the girl that I thought that J. her gave a book

b. ?la muchacha [a quien] pensaba que Juan le regaló un
libro R.
the girl to whom I thought that J. her gave a book

A somewhat similar picture emerges from Italian and French, although
the acceptability of the whole phenomenon is lower here, especially in the
latter language. Apart from the ordinary gap strategy, there is an independent
strategy in substandard informal styles of Italian which, quite simply, always
employs the relative particle or a PP in COMP, and an ordinary clitic
connected to the relative gap. In French, there is one variant of the so-called
Frangais Populaire which seems to behave likewise. Examples (14-15) are
cases in point.

(14) ITA
a. qoquesto incarico che non sapevo la novità che lo

avrebbero a~idato R a te, ...
this task that I did not know the newa that it they had
entrusted to you

b. ~otuo fratello, [a cui] temo la possibilità che gli abbiano
raccontato tutto R, ...
your brother, to whom I fear the possibility that him
they-might-have told all

c. olola nuova idea di Giorgio, [di cui] immagino facilmente
1'eventualità che Piero ne pensi male R, ...
the new idea of G., concerning which I can easily
imagine the possibility that P. it considers bad

(15) FRA (one type of Fran~ais Populaire only! )
la gosse que je lui ai parlé R chez toi hier, elle s'appelle
comment?
the chick that I with-her talked at your place yesterday,
what is ahe called
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2.2.4 ' REAL RESUMPTION VS. DOUBLING EFFECTS

Not all resumptive clitics are the same. Some of them, as was hinted at
above, do not really seem to have much to do with relativization proper.

To see this, consider Romanian and Italian. On a simple observational
level there are quite striking differences between the resumption strategies of
this pair of languages. In Italian, the resumptive strategy exists next to the
relative gap strategy. For all we know, the strategies are formative parts of
different registers. That is, they do not mix in one speaker in one specific
discourse under constant conditiona. The resumption register is considered
quite informal, substandard. In Romanian, however, the resumptive strategy
is, if applicable, the only strategy available. If next to resumption structurally
identical cases without a clitic occur, then these are variants that do not
constitute a separate system: they are just different options in one and the
same type of Romanian.

Second, and quite remarkable, resumption-Italian seems to allow relative
constructions that violate bounding conditions. It seems to be a truly
unbounded form of relativization, of which (16) is an example'o.

(16) ITA (substJ
~oquesto incarico, che non so proprio [chi; e; possa avere
indovinato [[a chi]; lo affider8 R e;], mi ata creando un
sacco di grattacapi.
this task, that I'm not really sure who could have
guessed to who it I-shall entrust, gives me lots of
worries

The Romanian resumption cases show nothing of the kind. Here, regardleas of
the presence of the resumptive clitic, there must atill be a normal,
grammatical chain from relative gap to relativizer or antecedent.

Thirdly, whereas in Romanian resumption relatives virtually all
relativizera occur (13), relative pronouns as well as the relative particle de,
this is not true for the Italian cases. There, it seems that the relativizer can
only be the relative particle or a pied-piped PP (14b).

These difference can be linked to an independent difference between thetwo languages: Romanian, but not Italian has clitic doubling (17).
(17) ROM

a. 1-am vázut pe bdiatul
him,a we-have-seen accusative the-boy

b. I-am dat cdrti b~iatului
him~,t we-have given books the-boy~,

As far as we can see, resumptive clitics in Romanian have the same
distribution as doubled clitics. That, of course, suggests that the Romanian
resumptivea are in reality the product of clitic doubling, instead of
relativization". Italian, on the other hand, has no clitic doubling at all. Thus,
here the clitica are both made possible and necessary by the relativization
process involved, the details of which, however, are unclear.

This may explain the different behaviour of resumption relative in the two
languages to a high degree.

First, Romanian does not seem to have a specific resumptive relativization
strategy at all. Therefore, it is not possible to find more than one array of
relative construction, some of which involve clitics, and some of which don't.

'" see also Rizzi (1980).

" See, e.g. Dobrovie-Sorin (1985).
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The relativization strategy is the ordinary relative gap strategy always. In
Italian, there is a choice, obviously, between two separate systems: first, there
is the standard system, which is identical to that of Romanían. Here, we will
never see a clitic appearing. Second, there is the alternative resumption
strategy, which does introduce a clitic regularly, and has a reduced relativizer
paradigm. In the case of Italian, therefore, we are really just looking at two
difierent, separate grammars, which is why the two types don't mix.

Doubled clitics, whatever their precise nature may eventually turn out to
be, certainly cannot count as ordinary binders. If they would, every ordinary
doubling construction, like (17), would violate the binding theory in a strong
way. The simplest option, then, is to take doubled clitics to be non-binders in
relative constructions too. Then, the presence or abaence of such a clitic
changes nothing with respect to binding the relative gap, and Romanian
relative constructions will consistently obey binding limitations, which they do
indeed.

With truly resumptive clitics, as in Italian, however, things are difierent.
Clitic doubling in Italian is forbidden categorically. One might speculate that
this is precisely because Italian considers clitics as binders. If so, then their
occurrence in relative constructions would render binding by any other part of
the construction unnecessary. All that is needed is to find an interpretation
for the clitic, which is, presumably, just a pronoun, in ways similar to finding
an interpretation for a relative pronoun: through the antecedent.

Without further ado, the above also explains why there are no Italian
resumption relatives with a relative pronoun: if there were, the pronoun would
have had to originate in the relative gap position, where it would have been
bound, ungrammatically, of courae, by the resumptive clitic. For ftomanian,
there is no such limitation, obvioualy.

What about other languages like Spanish, Catalan and French, then12?
Where do they stand? I cannot offer a detailed answer here, mostly for lack of
sufficiently decisive data, but some suggestions seem to be in order
nonetheless.

Obviously, the position of French resumptive relatives is like that of their
Italian counterparts: they occur in a separate aystem of a language whose
standard varietiea have no resumptive clitics or, for that matter, clitic
doubling, at all. The relativizer paradigm seems to be restricted in a similar
way: no relative pronouns. Chances are, therefore, that, upon investigation, we
shall find that French resumption relativea are of the unbounded type, exactly
like Italian.

With the other languages, the situation is leas simple. Spanish certainly
has clitic doubling, albeit only limitedly: doubling is obligatory with all
pronominal objects13, and optional or obligatory with nominal indirect objects,
depending on the interpretation of the object. With nominal direct objects,
there ia no clitic doubling at all". In relativea, we find a tendency to use
clitics, a tendency that is atronger for indirect objects than for direct objects,
patterning, in some sense, with doubling possibilities outside relatives.
Doubling in relatives is, however, as it seems, never obligatory. To some
extent, this might suggeat that speakers of Spanish have an option as to
whether they wish to regard the relative gap as primarily pronominal or as
primarily nominal: in the former case, they will tend to use resumptive clitics
with both relativized direct and indirect objects, in the latter with indirect

" Unfortunately, no relevant data on Portuguese concerning this were available to me.

" There is, of course, always the alternative option of having only a clitic object. What is
not possible is a pronominal object without there being a clitic around.

" Certain American types of Spanish, e.g. River Plate spanish, differ considerably from
standard Iberian apanish in these respects. See, e.g. Jaeggli (1981).
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objects only. Apart from raising questions about the proper status of wh-gaps
in general, especially about the true meaning of the notion nominal and
pronominal, thia still leaves unexplained why reaumptivea are not necessary
with goal type indirect objecta, which do need a doubled clitic whether or not
they are nominal. What we would expect, however, if resumption in Spanish is
indeed really doubling, as in Romanian, is for resumptive relativization to be
subject to binding and bounding conditions in preciaely the same way as
ordinary gap relatives.

For Catalan, the only thing we can say here is that where resumptive
relatives are concerned, it looks precisely like Spanish, only more atrongly so.
The tendency to employ resumptive is atrong and growing, more so for indirect
objects than for direct objecta, and even very strong with locativea (12). It
seems that such relativea are as bounded as ordinary ones, which would
auggest that Catalan has regular clitic doubling. It is not clear, however, that
that ia actually true.

Closing of on a merely speculative note, conaider again briefly the case of
Zurituutsch (10). What type of resumption do we actually aee here? Obviously,
it pattera precisely with clitic resumption in the Romance languagea, and not
with the only case of true pronominal resumption, which we found in German.
It is perhaps telling that, even though the language seems closely related to
German, thát type of resumption is conspicuously absent1ó. The implicit
suggestion ia that the resumption strategy in Zurituutach might not be
pronoun resumption after all, but a form of clitic resumption.

2.3 THE RELATIVIZERS IN COMP AND THEIR PftOPER.TIES

In the very firat position of every RC: COMP, we find either a relativizer,
a pied-piped phrase containing a relativizer, or, in a few casea, nothing at all.

Relativizera come in three basic types: relative pronouns, relative particlea,
and relative adverbs. They are distinguiahed by their different syntactic
properties.

Relative pronouna behave like other pronouna. That is, they are inflected
for auch features as person, number, and grammatical gender or sometimes
animacy and actual sex, in much the same way that the other pronouns of the
same language do. Barring a few exceptions, the pronouna that are used as
relativizers also fulfill some other function in the language in queation, like
interrogative pronoun, or demonstrative pronoun.

Relative particlea behave like conjunctions. They are uninflected, and they
occur in COMP only. Specifically, they are never part of a pied piped phrase.
Aa with pronouns, the vast majority of relative particles is not unique to
relative conatructiona.

Unfortunately, in quite a few casea, the conjunctiona that function as
relative particles are homophonous with one of the relative pronouns.
Syntactic criteria decide as to their true character in those instancea.

Relative adverbs are apecific adverbs of a pronominal nature, that stand
for specific types of adverbial adjuncts. Moat widely spread are the equivalents
of Engliah where and when.

Instead of a mere relativizer, we aometimes find a whole phrase
containing a relativizer in COMP, due to Pied-piping. In such cases, we speak
of complex relativizers.

" H v Riemsdijk (pers. comm.).
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2.3.1 RELATIVE PRONOUNS

2.3.1.1 DESCRIPTION

As we said above, the majority of the relative pronouns in the languages
under consideration are borrowed' from other paradigms. In all languagea
except the central SOV group, consisting of Dutch and German, the pronouns
are borrowed from the interrogative paradigm. In the central SOV group, we
find a mixture of borrowings from the interrogative and the demonstrative
paradigms. In the Scandinavian languagea there are some marginal remnants
of demonstrative and related borrowings. Thus, literary Danish atill has den, a
demonstrative, and both Danish and Norwegian Riksmál may employ der
when the relative gap is the subject. der is, however, probably the expletive
pronoun (to some extent parallel to English there) rather than a
demonstrative.

It seems, on the whole, that the demonstrative-relative paradigm is on the
wane. Danish den is no longer part of colloquial usage. For inanimates at
least the interrogative alternative has become accepted, and in a number of
environments even preferred to the demonstrative relative, in both German
and Dutch and in at least one Dutch dialect1e the interrogative wie (who) can
be heard in headed relative clauses. Moreover, in times past, up until some
moment during the nineteenth century, it was possible to use the
demonstrative daar as a relative adverb, meaning where", in Dutch. This
possibility has now vanished completely. The interrogative waar has firmly
taken over.

Exclusively relative pronouns are mainly the product of a widespread
strategy of concatenating an article with an existing attributive interrogative
pronoun. This class includes lequel from French, il quale from Italian, el qual
from Catalan, el cual from Spanish, o qual from Portuguese, hetwelk from
Dutch. All these can, to varying extents, be attributively used, except hetwelk.
All of them occur subatantively, and many are used (in their neuter form,
where applicable) when the antecedent is a aentence1e. Not one of these
pronouns ever occurs in a true FR.

In the three Iberic languages there is also a relative pronoun that ia built
out of an article plus the relative particle. Ita distribution is quite different
from that of the group we just discussed. In Catalan, this lo que occurs only
in this, the neuter, form, and only if the antecedent is a sentence. In

" The ( subatandard) dialect of the capital Amsterdam.

" some examplea:
i. ... en brengen het geluck ... en gouden tyden te voorschijn, daer wel eer Saturnua heeft
geheerscht.
and bring about happiness and golden times, where formerly S. ruled (J.v.d. Vondel)
ii. ...om hen te jagen naer den kant, daerze de strikken, om hen te belagen, geapannen
hebben
to chase them to the side where they have set the snares, to waylay them ( C. de Bruyn:
Reizen van C. de Bruyn, ouer Moskouie door Persie en Indie, Amsterdam 1714)
iii. Ik ... mcest my geleiden doen naar Rome, daar de trouw My in een haat~yk juk met
hem verbinden zou.
I had to let myaelf be conducted to R., where matrimony would bind me to him in a
hateful yoke ( P.Langendijk, tl- 1720).

" The continental Scandinavian languages have a set of pronouns (Norwegian and Danish
huilken, Swedish uilken) which seems, historically at least, to be built up in the same way,
and have essentially the same function in relative constructiona that the Romance 'article plus
pronoun' pronouns have. The Scandinavian pronouns, however, are not unique for relative
constructions. They are identical to the usual attributive interrogative pronouns. Their actual
canonical use seems to be restricted for the most part to casea where sentences or predicative
constituents are the antecedent.
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Portugueae o que also occurs in FRs, giving a non-conditional reading19. In
Spanish, the distribution of el que is atill wider, including that of Portuguese o
que, appositive relatives, and object of a preposition in restrictives~.

Apart from these two classes of articulated relatives, there are three now
isolated forms that obviously derive from the Latin relative and interrogative
cuiusZ', two of which are exclusively attributives. These are Spanish cuyo,
Portuguese cu,jo, and Italian cui. All three mean whose, but cui is highly
marked in this function. Inatead, it occurs, as an exception, virtually
exclusively as object of a preposition.

2.3.1.2 GENERAI. DISTRIBUTION

Yet another distinction that we must make among relative pronouns ia
that between strong relative pronouns and weak relative pronouns~`.

Strong relative pronouns show no grammatical gender or number
agreement with an antecedent, but reflect actual physical properties of sex
and animacy. They form a subset of the substantively used interrogative
pronouns. There is a tendency for strong pronouna to occur in circumstances
where there is either no antecedent at all, i.e. in true Ffts, or when the
relative gap is structurally distant, the object of a preposition, for instance. A
good example of a strong relative pronoun is English what, which occurs in
FRa only.

Weak relative pronouns, on the other hand, are relative pronouns that do
show grammatical concord with their antecedent, and typically tend not to
occur in FRs. A typical member of this set is English wJtich.

Semantically, weak relative pronouns are related to those interrogatives
that occur only with a predetermined referent, either linguistically or
extralinguistically: interrogatives that inquire into a closed, usually small set,
all of whose members are separately known. English interrogative which is
one of these. A phrase like which do you want? is a felicitous expression only
if the things to choose from have been amply discusaed, or are visibly present
at the time of utterance. Strong relatives, like what, on the other hand, are
related to the interrogatives that preferable inquire into an open-ended aet,
not all of whose members are known: what do you want? may inquire after
literally any-thing, even things that the speaker has never thought about.

Weak pronouns, in short, whether interrogative or relative, need an
antecedent. They cannot occur without some specific, known set, to which they
can be applied. Strong pronouns do not.

Strong relative pronouns may however occur with an antecedent in most
cases. And sometimea, they are even made to reflect grammatical gender
concord as well. Dutch wat, a atrong pronoun whose distribution partly
overlaps that of the weak dat is an example of this. Actual posaibilities vary
from language to language.

Diagrams [I-III] are incomplete but illustrative lista of strong and weak
pronouns and their dístributions.

" In addition, o que occurs with the antecedent tudo (all).

~ In fact, it might be correct to regard the Catalan lo que relatives and perhapa even thePortuguese o que relativea as semi-free relatives, with que as the relativizer (particle), and lo,reap. o as the prop-antecedent. For Spanish however, we are forced to view the combinationas having already reached the atatus of one undivisible pronoun, in view of ita diatribution.

" Romanian has the form cui, still felt to be a regular inflected (oblique) form of cine. In
popular Romanian it can be used es an attributive genitive.

~ 1`he atronglweak diatinction here ia not to be confused with strong and weak forms ofpersonal pronouna, i.e. the difference between true pronouns and clitics in Romance (e.g. lui -l-), or them and 'm in English.
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[I] Strong Pronouns referring to animateslpersons only
pron. restr. RC app. RC sent.RC FR

SU. DO. PP. SU. DO. PP.

ITA chi
ROM cine
DEU wer
CAT qui
NED wie~
ESP quien
POR quem
ENG who

[II] Strong pronouns referring to inanimatea only
pron. restr. RC app. RC sent.RC FR

SU. DO. PP. SU. DO. PP.

NOR hua
ISL hua8
NED hetgeen
ENG what

[III] Some Weak Pronouns
pron. reatr. RC

SU. DO. PP. SU. DO. PP.

POR que - - t - - t -
ITA cui - - t - - t after per
FRA lequel - - t qo 36~ t -
ESP el cual - - t t t t t
ITA il quale~ - - t t t t -
ENG which t f t t t t t
NED die t f - t t - -

63

Some relative pronouns in every language can be attributively used. Again,
we must distinguish between two types of usage.

First, there is the use of a relative pronoun as an attributive genitive,
with 'possessivé meaning. Examples are (18,19)~.

u Notice that the atrong pronoun què, referring to inanimatea only, occura exclusively as
object of a preposition.

~ This form is only actually visible if not the independently operating rule of
It-pronominalization interferes, reducing P t wie to waartP (de jongen met wie ik speel ~ de
jongen waarmee ik apeel I de jongen waar ik mee speel). A-pronominalization is acceptable to
many, but not to all speakers in these casea.

~ The ban on pronominal que introducing true FRa holda for Iberic Portuguese.

~ In markedly bureaucratic style il quale may ocrur in reatrictivea.

n Use of die in FRs used to be posaible, but is archaic in preaent day Dutch.

~ These examplea ahow why the term posseasiue is put in quotea. In fact, it is a
somewhat mialeading, or at least unenlightening term, not alwaya reflecting the actual
semantidpragmatic relation between the attributive (proMoun and the noun it is attributive

app. RC sent.RC FR
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(18) ENG
the ship [whose owner] is called Onassis is rusty.

(19) NED
de man [wiens schip] roestig is heet Onasais.
the man whose ahip is ruaty is called O.

Languages that still have a productive genitive, or enough remnants thereof,
consistently use the genitive form of one of the existing pronouns. If there is
no productive genitive at all anymore, as in e.g. Portuguese or Spanish, an
old, fossilized genitive may be kept alive exclusively for this purpose. However,
not all of the languagea do so. Icelandic has only the archaic huer, with an
equally archaic genitive huers. Italian has an old genitive form, cui, but its
use as an attributive genitive ia highly marked. French and Catalan have
nothing at all to fulfill this function. Instead, these languages revert to some
strategy of relativizing a prepositional complement to a noun, as in (20,21).

(20) ITA
1'uomo [la nave del quale] R è rugginosa si chiama
Onassis the man the boat of whom is rusty is called O.

(21) FRA
l~omme dont [le bateau R] est rouillé s'appelle
Onassis.
the man whereof the boat is rusty is called O.

The masculine or common gender singular forma of the attributive genitive
relative pronouns are listed in diagram [IV]. The corresponding other forms,
and examples, can be found in part III.

[IV] Attributive genitive relaNvizers
form remarks form remarks

DEU dessen gen. of d,er ENG whose
ROM ccïrui gen. of care POR cujo
SVE uars ESP cuyo
NOR huis NED wiens pera. only.
DAN huis ITA cui markedly

ISL, FRA, CAT: no form.

The second type of attributive use is where the relative pronoun proper is
attributive to a'repeated' or 'amended' antecedent. Some examples of this
phenomenon are in (22-24).

(22) ENG
They said they would repay us nezt week, [which
claim] we refused to believe R.

to. For who possesaes who in (18) and (19)? Does a ship poases its owner, or do owners posses
their ships?
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(23) ITA
qocercavo una ragazza, [con la quale ragazza] uscire a
cena R.
I was looking for a girl, with which girl to go out and
dine

(24) NED
Joop kreeg van ons een horloge, [met welk cadesu] hij
R erg gelukkig was.
J. got a watch from us, with which gift he was very
happy

The relative pronoun that is used in these cases is conaistently equal to
the attributive interrogative pronoun of the language in question, or, in the
case of the Romance languages, formed out of an article plus the attributive
interrogative pronoun. Thia type of attributive use of a relative pronoun is
found primarily in formally marked appositive RCs, eapecially in bureaucratic
and similar styles. Next to this, it may occur in most languages when the
antecedent is a sentence, and in such cases it is usually not considered so
highly marked. As a rule, one cannot build FRa with a repeated or amended
antecedent.

English is exceptional in this respect, in that it does have FRs with
'repeated' antecedenta~. There are two poasibilities. One is with the explicitly
conditionally marked variant of which: whicheuer (25a). And second, the strong
pronoun what can be attributively used as well, but only in FRs, having
paucal meaning (25b).

(25) ENG
b. I'll buy you [whicheuer set] you prefer R.
a. [what money] we still had R would be gone by the

weekend.

Diagram [V] lists the masculine or common singular forms of all the relative
pronouns that can be used attributively. Again, the corresponding forms and
the examples can be found in chapter III.

[V] Rel. pron. attributive to repeatedlamended ant.
pron. formal app. S-ant. remarks

ITA il quale t -
ESP el cual f -
CAT el qual arch t
FRA lequel t f
NED welke t f
GER welcher t f
ENG which t f

whichever - - FRs only

SVE ui~n ~ ' FRs only, paucal meaning.

NOR huilken t
DAN huilken t

POR, ROM, ISL: no form.

~` Although 'repeated' is not a very happy term here, since in a FR there is no antecedent
to repeat.
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2.3.2 RELATIVE PAR.TICI.ES

2.3.2.1 DESCRIPTION

Relative particles are relativizers that are taken from the ranks of
conjunctions and prepositions. Every language in the Romance and Germanic
groups has one, although distribution varies widely, from very, very restricted
in German to virtually omnipresent in Icelandic.

Relative particlea can be distinguished from relative pronouns by their
morphological identity with a conjunction or preposition, and -more
importantly- by their syntactic behaviour. Often, syntactic behaviour is the
only clue to finding out the true identity of a relative particle, since in more
than one case the relative particle is homophonous with a pronoun that serves
or might serve as a relative pronoun. Consider, for instance, the French
inanimate interrogative and relative pronoun que, and the tensed
complementizer que of the same language.

The moat obvious syntactic characteriatics of conjunctions that set them
apart from pronouns are those in diagram [VI].

[VI] Pronouna and Coqjunctions: major differences~

1. pronouns may show nominal case and number inflection
(as far as the lan~uage permits), whereas conjunctions are
never so inflected .
2. conjunctions occur solely in COMP, introducing a clause,
whereas pronouns are generally not so restricted.
3. pronouns may be used attributively, but not conjunctions.
4. pronouns may be the object of a preposition, but not
conjunctions.
5. pronouns are somehow felt to 'refer to' or 'stand for'
some object, whereas conjunctions are not.
6.there are cases where a pronoun, or a phrase containing
one, may occur together with a conjunction in COMP, but
never two pronouna or two conjunctions~.

2.3.2.2 GENERAL DISTRIBUTION

From the aforementioned characteristics of pronouns and conjunctions it
follows that a relativizer which is object of a preposition, in the sense that it
is actually in the posifion of object of the preposition, with the whole PP

~ These characteristics were taken from Thráinsaon (1980).

" Notice that many languages, even some among the smaller members of the
Germanic-Romance group, like Weat F7emish, do have inflected conjunctions of a kind. This
inflection is not nominal case and number inflection, however, but the kind of inflection for
peraon and number that we also find on tensed verba, in agreement with the subject of the
clause:
i. k weten nie [wanneer da Jan goat weggoanl.

I know not when that J. goea leave
ii. k weten nie [wanneer dan Jan en Marie goan weggoan].

I know not when thatro~,,, J. and M. goP,,, leave
See, e.g. Haegeman (1983).

tt For this generalization to hold, the (rather exceptional, and according to some
substandard) string of dat (if that) that may occur in COMP in Dutch must be viewed as one
conjunction lo~a'l. This is not an unreasonable view, conaidering the fact that the order is
fixed ('dat o~ and there are no other posaible combinations. In Dutch relatives, this
combination does not occur, and neither dces any other combination of pmnoun t conjunction.
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pied-piped in COMP, as in (26), must be a relative pronoun, since that
position is not fit for a conjunction in any case~.

(26) ENG
a. the car [about which]; I am thinldng R, ...
b. ~`the car [about that]; I am thiniQng R, ...

Also, relative particles can never introduce FRs, where there is no antecedent.
Apart from these absolute limits, the distribution of relative particles

dif'fers widely from language to language. Diagram [VII] is a list of the
existing relative particles and their distribution across ordinary restrictive and
appositive RCs whose relative gap is the subject or an object, RCs of which
the relative gap is some adverbial adjunct, and RCs whose antecedent is a
sentence. It also quotes each relative particles parentage, i.e., whether it is
derived from a conjunction or from a preposition, and from which.

[VII] Relative particles and their general distribution~
form parent restr. app. adv. S-ant,

C andlor P' SU. DO. PO. SU. DO. PO.

ISL sem C(as) t t f t t t f t
NOR som PIC (as,if) t f t t t f t -
DAN som P~C (as) t t f t t t - t
SVE som P~C (as) t t t f t t - -
CAT que C(that) t t - t t - t -
ITA che C(that) t f - t t - f -
POR que C(that) f t - t t - - -
ESP que C(that) t f - t t - t -
ENG that C(that) t t t - - - t -
ROMde PIC (if,that) t t - - - - - -
FRA que C(that) - f - - t - t -
NED dat C (that) - - - - - - t -
DEU da(3 C (that) - - - - - - marg.-

~`C - conjunction, P - prepositïon.

Whether or not a language allows relative particles to occur if the object of
a preposition is relativized depends primarily upon whether the language
allows preposition stranding or not. That is: can the object of a preposition in
that language ever be a gap? If not, as is the case in the Romance languages,
a relativized object of a preposition will always be in the object position itself,
thereby excluding the use of a relative particle.

2.3.3 RELATIVE ADVERB5

Adverbial adjuncts in the majority of cases may take the form of a
prepositional phrase of some kind. One does things in a certain way, at, before
or after a certain moment, in some place, to an extent, etc. Consequently,
adverbial adjuncts can be relativized by relativizing the object of a preposition,
as in (27).

~ If the relativizer is not in the position of object of a preposition, but the relative gap is,
then that relativizer may well be a reletive particle:

i. the car that I am thinking [about R].

~ Quite interestingly, and out of the ordinary, South-Western varieties of German, such
as Bavarian and Swiss-German have a widely used relative particle wo, whose parent is
obviously the locative adverb.
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(27) ENG
a. the town [in which] she was born R was called

Denham.
b. the farm that she lived [on R] belonged to her uncle.

Languages possess varying numbers of special adverbs, of a pronominal
nature, that may bind a whole adjunct PP of a specific kind. Moat widely
spread are the equivalents of Engliah when, binding temporal adjuncts, and
where, binding local and directional adjuncts. Some illustrations from English
are in (28).

(28) ENG
a. the year [in which] the battle of Crecy took place R

was 1346.
b. the year when the battle of Crecy took place R was

1346
c. the reason [for which] they disliked Jim R was his

sarcasm.
d. the reason [why] they disliked Jim R was his sarcasm.
e. this is still a land [in which] they honour traditions R.
f. this is still a land [where] they honour traditions R.

Most relative adverbs are formally identical with interrogative adverbs with
approximately the same 'meaning~, just like relative pronouns 'mirror'
interrogative pronouna.

Aa regards their form, two main groups can be distinguished. First, there
is the group of what might be called 'trué or 'underived' relative adverbs.
These show no signs of ever having been derived from anything. Adverbs like
Danish nár, Dutch wanneer, German da and Icelandic pegar, (all meaning
when), French ou, Norwegian der and Romanian unde (where), German wie
and Spanish como (how), are examples.

Second, we find a large group of relative adverba in the Germanic
languages that are of the form pronountpreposition, where the pronoun has a
special, fixed form. Examples are Swedish varfdr (because of which), uarmed
(bylwith which), and vari (in which), Danish huor~ra (wherefrom) and hvordan
(how), German womit (with which) and wortiber (about which), Dutch waarmee
(with which) and waarna (after which), Norwegian hvorom (about which) and
hvorfor (why), and Engliah wherefore, whereby, etc.

This type of adverb is, or originally was, the product of the independent
rule of R-movement, which is atill very much active in Dutch, but not
anymore in the othera. As a conaequence, the Dutch inatances of a
combination of pronountP in COMP can be seen as a case of actual
pied-piping. Conaequently, the other option, leaving the preposition behind,
exists in Dutch as well~. Example (29) is an illustration.

~ The German relative adverbs wertrt (when) and worum (why) are examples of adverbs
that are unique to relativization. 1`he corresponding interrogative adverbs are wanrt and
warum.

u In fact, this latter option varies with the degree to which the ac~junct is linked to the
verb of the relative clause: the closer the semantical relation between the two, the easier it
gets to leave the preposition behind.
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(29) NED
a. de suto [waarnaast] ik R sta ...

the car next-to-which I stand
b. de auto waar; ik [R,naast R,] ata ...

the car which I stand next-to

In the other languages, the combinations range from slightly formal (German)
via various degrees of formality to quite archaic (Norwegian). Since these
forms have all fossilized, and can no longer be productively formed by a rule,
the alternative of leaving the preposition behind is of course not available
anymore37. The combinations have become true relative adverbs.

A third type of relative adverb is found in Icelandic. It consiats of a
fossilized combination of what once presumably was a pronominal antecedent
plus a relative particle, such as par sem (where, while, why), or the archaic
pa er (when).

French has one very apecial 'all-purpose' relative adverb: dont. Perhaps it
can be best considered as 'the generic PP', although its diatribution is limited
by quite subtle constraints. It is especially useful for relativizing prepositional
complements to nouns, under the same conditions under which in non-relative
surroundings the clitic-pronoun en may appear. In French, it ia indispensable,
since, remember, French has no posseasive attributive relative at all.

An intriguing set is formed by the so-called as-relatives. These are relative
clauses with a sentential antecedent, in which the relative gap is the subject
or an object. In other words: an argument clause has been relativized. They
are introduced by special elementa: as in english, wie in German, and zoals in
Dutch, which are here classified as relative adverbs, although perhaps a
conjunction status might be defendable for them as well~. The order of
relative clause and antecedent is extremely free in such cases: the antecedent
may precede or follow the relative clause, and even may the latter occur right
in the middle of its antecedent, as is shown in (30).

(30) ENG
a. he is quite happy with her, as it seems R.
b. as you said R, John is an unreliable character.
c. the Indian railways, as my uncle was telling me R

some time ago, have always made a profit.

Diagram [VIII] lista the most important relative adverba, excepting the
pronounfP combinations where possible.

" Even in Dutch some highly frequent combination have fossilized, and acquired an
idiomatic reading. For example waarom (why), which means literally 'around whaUwhich'. If
we unequivocally derive waarom by R-movement, by stranding the preposition om, the
idiomatic reading disappears, and waar ... om retaina only ita literal meaning:

i. de tuin waar, hij een hek [Rpm R,] gezet had ..
the garden which he had put-up a fence around

ii. de reden waarom hij een hek R gezet had ...
the reason why he had put-up a fence

iii. 'de reden waar, hij een hek [Rpm R,1 gezet had ...
the reason which he had put-up a fence for

~ What would speak in favour of such a view is that relative adverbs are always related
to a relativized adverbial adjunct, not an argument. What would speak against it, in view of
the analysia of particle relatives that will emerge in time, is that some element binding the
relative gap would be needed in COMP, presumably, especially in the case of things like (30c),
where the RC is actually inside its own antecedent. Binding ia something that conjunctions, or
complementizers, are not capable of doing.
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[VIII] Most frequent relative adverbs
temp. loc.ldir manner reason othera

ENG when where how why as
DEU als wo wie weswegen wie

da worum
wenn

NED wanneer waar waarop waarom zoals
POR quando onde como como

enquanto
ESP quando donde como como
ROM cfnd unde cum

Yncotro
ITA quando doue come come
CAT quan on com com
DAN nár huor

da
huor

NOR dá der
huor

ISL pegar par sem par sem
SVE dá dit (dir)

n8r uar (loc)
FRA ou comme

dont

2.3.4 NOTHING

Only in the continental Scandinavian languages and English do we find
occasions of RCs that do not have anything at all in COMP. These so-called
zero-relatives are a proper subset of the Particle relativea. In them, the
relative particle (that in English, som in the rest) is not realised. The
conditiona under which a zero-relative in continental Scandinavian~ and
English is possible are summed up in (31).

(31) Empty COMP in RC is possible only if.-

1. the RC is restrictive,
2. the relativizer can be a relative particle,
3. the relative gap is not the subject of the same clause,

and
4. the RC is Danish or has not been extraposed.

Next to the regular cases characterized by (31), English does have some cases
of zero-relatives where the relative gap is the subject of the same clause, but
these are exceptional, and usually considered substandard, although the
grammars are quite ambivalent with respect to them. An example is: there's a
table stands in the corner.

Since zero-relatives are a proper subset of particle relatives, it is always
possible to have a particle relative next to a zero-relative, but not conversely.
Some illustrative examples are (32) and (33), where the relative gap ia the
direct object, (34-35), with a relativized object of a preposition, and (36), where
the subject of a subclause of the RC is relativized.

~ In Icelandic the phenomenon occurs only in a few set phrases like: a sunnudaginn
kemur, next to a surtnudaginn sem kemur (next Sunday).
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(32) ENG
a. the car that I rented R last week was a Peugeot.
b. the car [ fó ] I rented R last week was a Peugeot.

(33) SVE
a. tlickan som Pelle mtitte R pá puben ár min v~n.
b. flickan [ Q) ] Pelle m5tte ft pá puben flr min ván.

the girl (that) P. met at the pub is my friend

(34) SVE
a. pojken som vi kSper tidnigar av R ér bara sju ár.
b. pojken [ 0] vi k5per tidnigar av R~r bara sju ár.

the boy (that) we boy our newspaper from is only 7
years old

(35) DAN
a. den mand, som jeg talde med R, var min far.
b. den mand, [ Q1 ] jeg talde med R, var min far.

the man (that) I spoke with was my father

(36) NOR
a. mannen som vi tror [s R har vunnet], er fortsatt

s0ddrukken.
b. mannen [ f~ ] vi tror [8 R har vunnet], er fortsatt

s0ddrukken.
the man (that) we think has won is still dead-drunk

From (31) we can see that Daniah alone allows extraposed zero-relatives as
well, as shown in (37).

(37) DAN
a. jeg lagde den pladen pá som Peter gav mig R.
b. jeg lagde den pladen pá [ Q) ] Peter gav mig R.

I put the record on (that) Peter gave me

2.3.5 COMPLEX RELATIVIZERS

In quite a few cases we actually may find more, and even much more in
COMP than just a relativizer. The reason is that parts of the RC containing
the element that we actually wish to relativize have been pied-piped with it
(see I.3.3). Examples (38-40) illustrate pied-piping of a PP, a NP, and an
infinitival subclause, respectively.

(38) ENG
the bag [into which] I had put the money ft was empty!

(39) FRA
la fille [au père de qui] je me suis adressé R s'appelle
Zizi.
the girl to the father of whom I spoke is called Z.

(40) DEU
er hat den Wagen, [den zu kaufen] er sich R
vorgenommen hatte, nicht mehr gesehen.
he has not seen the car which he had decided to buy
again.
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See for details on pied-piping in RCa section II.2.4.2.4. below.

2.3.6 ' MOVEMENT OR INTERPRETATION?

In cases of pied-piping, or when we find a relative pronoun in COMP,
there is no doubt that wh-movement is involved in precisely the same way
that it is involved in, for instance, question formation. When COMP contains a
relative particle, however, or is empty, this is not so self-evident, for two
reasons.

First of all, the particle itself cannot have been moved from the position of
the relative gap. It is simply categorially incompatible with it. So, the only
possibility, if we want to hang on to movement, is that a pronoun has been
moved and subsequently deleted. ~th the advent of post-government and
binding systems, whereby a wh-moved conatituent is no longer moved to
COMP itself, but to the specifier position of the C-projection, such movement
under retention of the complementizer is in itself unproblematic.

However, the deletion operation that ia necessary to achieve the final
result is perhaps not very felicitous. First of all, it seems to be rather unique.
There is no instance of question formation, or topicalization, where the moved
constituent can be deleted after movement. Why then, should deletion be
possible in relatives at all, or even obligatory, as it seems to be in large
portions of the Scandinavian languages?

The obvioua answer to this question is, of course, that there is an
antecedent, which can bind the empty position arising from deletion. It is far
from clear, however, that such an anawer is anywhere near correct.

First, if we take it to be the case that wh-movement is indeed involved in
all relativization, then it would seem that the relation between the antecedent
and the pronoun in COMP is not of a syntactic nature at all. The wh-chain
itself is as syntactically complete as any other, for instance in question
formation or topicalization. There is nothing in the grammar that would
neceasitate the wh-pronoun in COMP to be bound in any syntactic sense of
the word. Indeed, in question formation a wh-pronoun cannot be bound at all,
and it is precisely the question pronouns that, to a large degree, reappear in
relatives. The only way to force syntactic binding in such a case is to say that
all relative pronouns (except, of course those in FRs) are anaphors. A rather
circular line of reasoning.

Suppose, on the other hand, that the relation between the antecedent and,
ultimately, the relative gap is indeed one of ordinary binding. Then the
question automatically arises whether we need movement at all. For consider
the basic restrictive relativization structure in (41)'0.

(41)
r-

antecedent

c

'" The CP and IP projections occurring in this tree for the first time reflect taking the X'
principle seriously. CP is, in a way, the old S'. Only, now it is looked upon as the highest
projection of C, i.e. the complementizer position. IP is the maximal projection of I, which is
the familiar INFL. In this way, the special categories of before have merged into 2 ordinary
X' categories, a]though not lexical ones. The old COMP as auch has vanished: the
complementizer position is now the zero projection C, the position into which, among other
things, wh-elements move is the position a in (41). Similarly, the preverbal subject position is
the left branch under IP, and the VP has become the sister of I, daughter of I'. For further
details see Chomsky (1986).
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For reasons that I shall go into later (see II.3.1.3), we take the antecedent not
to have been moved from anywhere. Now consider the position Q, which
stands for a relative gap. As an empty position with normal wh-gap
properties, such as pronominal status, case and 6-role, it must be A-bar
bound. That is: it must be coindexed with something that c-commands it and
is not in an A-position. The same would hold for a, if that were linked to (3.
In the movement plus deletion analysis, a would bind R, and the antecedent,
in turn, would have to bind a. But then, what do we need a for? The
antecedent might just as well bind a directly, removing the need for
movement, and especially the unaccountable need for sometimes obligatory
deletion. Instead, all we must be able to do is generate empty positions, or in
other words, leave them empty. This is something that is needed anyway, in
several places in the grammar, and as long as interpretive binding can
provide a proper interpretation, it seems not to be detrimental to the quality
of our grammar in any way.

The picture that emergea this way is certainly more elegant: In cases
where we find pronouns or pied-piped phrases, there is indeed movement.
Movement is all that syntax proper cares about. The relation to the
antecedent, necessary for a coherent interpretation, ia left to other
mechanisms, probably of a more semantic nature. Particle relatives, on the
other hand, are different. They simply arise from leaving a gap inside the RC,
and interpretively binding that gap to the antecedent, by ordinary A-bar
binding.

Now the differences between languages concerning the choice between
pronominal or particle relatives boils down to whether or not a language
allows the semantic mechanism for connecting a relative pronoun to an
antecedent (which the Scandinavians tend not to do, and non-marked variants
of the Romance languages tend not to do either), and whether or not a
language allows certain position to be directly A-bar bound from the
antecedent position.

I shall come back to each of these points in several placea to follow.

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION

In this section we ahall investigate which parts of RCs lend themselves for
relativization, and how deeply and where a relativized item can be embedded
in the RC. When a constituent is relativized that is not part of any domain
(i.e. clause, NP, or PP) smaller than the RC itself, we shall speak of direct
relatiuization, and we will go over these cases in II.2.4.1. If the relativized
item is itself embedded in a domain inside the RC, or even deeper, we speak
of long relatiuization, which will be dealt with in II.2.4.2.

2.4.1 DIRECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSITION5

In principle, any direct constituent of the RC can be relativized.
Illustrations from English are the following:
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(42) ENG
a. subject

the car [that R came down the slope] had no brakes.
b. predicate nominal

I never took John for the scoundrel [that he turned
out to be R].

c. direct object
the flowers [that we sent Bill R] were quite expensive.

d. indirect object
the firm [that John asked R to draw up a proposal]
suddenly went bankrupt.

e. ac~junct
She graduated in the year [that Kennedy was killed
R].

There are, however, some restrictions and peculiarities, which we shall now
discuss.

2.4.1.1 SUBJECTS
Subject relativization is a normal possibility of all the languages. Subject

relativization difiers from the relativization of other parts of the RC mainly
with respect to the contents of COMP.

First and foremost, some languages (Norwegian, Swedish, Danish and
Engliah) allow for COMP to remain empty. That is, no relativizer needs to be
visible. However, this is never poasible when the subject of the RC is being
relativized, barring a few marginal exceptions in English. Thus, the examples
in (43-46) would all be ungrammatical if the italicized relativizer were left out.

(43) DAN
jeg kender kun én mand som R ved besked om sagen.
I know but one man that knows about the matter

(44) ENG
I hate people who R snore.

(45) NOR
det sá ut, som om den mann der R var her, var ayk.
it looked as if the man who was here was ill.

(46) SVE
kvinnan som R spelade i IFK var expert pá h5rner.
the woman that played for IFK was an expert in
corner-kicks

Next, sometimea a special relative pronoun (or particle) is reaerved for
relativization of the subject of RC. There seema to exist something of a
tendency in some languages to favour relativization of subjects by pronoun
over relativization by particle. Thus, French has the relative pronoun qui,
referring to animate and inanimate entities alike, exclusively for relativized
subjects. Conversely, the usual relativizer for objects, the relative particle que,
cannot be employed in subject relativization. A difference like this, so clearly
positionally motivated, suggests readily that it is a function of the syntactic
structure. For some reason, French subjects must be relativized by a pronoun,
but not objects".

" Disregarding for the moment the possibilities for marked pronouns. These we find
primarily in non-restrictives, but may occur, markedly, in restrictives as well.
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A somewhat similar tendency we find in Danish, and, if only rarely, in
Norwegian. Subjects in Danish are, contrary to the general preference for the
relative particle som, very frequently made by means of the pronoun der. And
the pronoun der is exclusive to subjects, again. In Norwegian the same
phenomenon occurs, albeit virtually only in literary Riksmál, and even then it
is quite seldom, probably as part of the Danish heritage. English too ahows
the same tendency in rudimentary form, in that subject relativization by that
is considered informally marked.

Danish shows one more peculiarity in subject relativization. Relativization
by the pronoun huem (tperson) ~ hvad (-person) is a possibility, especially in
free relatives. The personal form, however, neuer occura in normal RCs if the
subject is relativized, der or the particle being the only possibilities.

Lastly, the odd-man-out among the Romance languages, Romanian, also
has something special in subject relativization. Usually, when relativizing by
the unmarked pronoun care, a'resumptive' clitic must be present in the RC,
as in (47).

(47) ROM
a. cartea [pe care o citesc R] este interesant~.

the book which (it) I'm-reading is interesting
b. báiatul [cáruia i-am trimis bani R] ...

the boy whom (him) I have sent the money

Leaving the clitics out leada to straightforward ungrammaticality. On the
other hand, in subject relativization, there is nor can be a clitic. It cannot be
there since Romanian doesn't have any subject clitics, and obviously, since
subject relativization is no problem (48), the reasons for the presence of the
clitic do not hold in the case of subjects'2.

(48) ROM
fata [care R a plecat] ...
the girl who has left

2.4.1.2 PREDICATE NOMINALS, ADJECTIVES, ETC.

First and foremost: when any predicative constituent other than the
predicate nominal is being relativized, the RC is necessarily non-restrictive.
For any peculiaritiea concerning these, see sections II.3.1. and II.3.2 on
appositive relatives. Here, we address solely the case of a relativized predicate
nominal.

On the whole, predicate nominals behave like non-aubjects when
relativized (49-51). Decisive examples sometimes, unfortunately, are somewhat
contrived, due to the need for an unequivocally nominative subject.

(49) DAN
han er ikke den, [som han f0r har vaeret R].
he is not the one that he used to be

(50) ENG
he is not the rascal [Q) he once used to be].

" For a theoretical account of the clitics in Rnmanian relativization, see Dobrovie-Sorin
(1985).
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(51) FRA
son enthousiasme a fait plaisir à 1'artiste [que je suis
R].
his enthusiasm has amused the artist that I am

Engliah goes one step beyond normality, even, approaching ordinary
French non-subject relativization. In restrictive relativea with relativized
predicate nominal, the use of relative pronouns is expreasly forbidden. Instead,
the particle that must be used, or no relativizer at all~ (50,52).

(52) ENG
a. he is not the rascal [that he once used to be R].
b. "he is not the rascal [wholwhich he once uaed to be R].

Again, Romanian needa special mention. The only relativizer that can be
used for relativizing the predicative nominal is not the unmarked care, but ce
(53).

(53) ROM
ca un bun amic ce ne e~ti.
as a good friend that to-us you-are

The reason is probably simply that predicate nominals behave like ordinary
non-subjects in Romanian as well, so care requirea the presence of a clitic. But
predicate nominala carry the same case as subjecta. Therefore, predicate
nominals are usually nominative~`, and there is no nominative clitic in
Romanian. Therefore, using care is impossible here. Since ce does not require
that a clitic be preaent in the RC it is a viable alternative.

2.4.1.3 DIRECT OBJECTS

There is but little to say about relativizing the direct object. It is, in some
sense, the least marked case of relativization of all.

Languages that employ a relative particle for anything other than
relativized adverbials, i.e. all languagea in our group except the SOV group
conaisting of Dutch and German, that particle ia the unmarked, and often the
only acceptable, relativizer for the direct object. In (formally) marked styles
and in appositive relatives relative pronouna can also be used.

A proviso is in order for Romanian. Use of the Romanian relative particle
de ia restricted to quite informal atyle, even with relativized direct objects. In
'atandard' Romanian it is not used with any frequency.

2.4.1.4 INDIRECT OBJECTS

Direct relativization of the indirect object ia an isaue in Romanian and the
Germanic languagea only. Throughout the reat of the Romance group, the
indirect object is invariably realised as a prepositional object, and therefore
falls within the realm of long relativization, the subject of section II.2.4.2.~.

" Something which, in subject relativization, is imposaible.

" But if the relevant subject is not a nominative, as in accusatiue cum inf nitiue
constructions, the predicate nominal will alao not be nominative. An example from German is:
ich sah ihn einen guten Arzt werden. See also Smita (1987).

" Next to prepositional indirect objecta, there are of courae clitic indirect objecta, without
a prepoaition, in the Romance languages;
i. je lui ai donné mes manuscripta.
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Within the Germanic group the languages difier quite markedly. On the
one hand, Direct relativization of an indirect object is unproblematic in the
SOV group and Danish (54-56).

(54) DAN
hun havde kun én veninde, huem hun betroede R alt.
she had only one friend, (to) whom she entrusted
everything

(55) DEU
der Junge, dem wir R das Geld gegeben hatten, ist
verschwunden.
the boy (to) whom we had given the money has
disappeared

(56) NED
we hebben de knul die jij R dat tientje gaf niet meer
gezien.
we haven't seen the guy (to) whom you gave that tenner
again

In English, it is not impossible to directly relativize the indirect object
(42d), but not everybody accepts the conatruction as grammatical, whereas the
alternative prepositional construction is unanimously accepted. The remaining
Scandinavian languages all lack the possibility of a directly relativized indirect
object.

Romanian is the only one among the Romance languages that allows
non-prepositional indirect objects, a possibility that is no doubt connected with
the preservation of a relatively full system of morphological case. With respect
to relativizing these indirect objects, it seems to be somewhat similar to
English. Usually, relativization is done by means of the dative forms of the
unmarked relative pronoun care~. In very informal Romanian, where the
relative particle de can be employed, it is also used with relativized indirect
objects (57).

(57) ROM
a. báiatul cáruia i-am trimis bani R.

the boy whom (him) I have sent the money
b. era odath la noi in sat unul de-i ziceau R Ionu Bod'u.

there was once with us in the village someone that-him
they called I.B.

2.4.1.5 ADVERBIALS

Quite generally, there are two ways in which adverbials, or at least some
adverbials, can be directly relativized. One way is by an appropriate relative
adverb. The other is by the relative particle or using no relativizer at all. The
strange thing about relativizing a complete adverbial adjunct is that the
category of the relative gap differs from that of both the antecedent and the
relativizer. Usually, adverbial adjuncts are adverbs or PPa, as the examples in

The fact that relativized indirect objects in these languages always turn out with a pied piped
PP in COMP shows that clitics cannot be relativized. Or perhaps more correctly: clitic
formation and relativization are aeparate processes, which do not 'feed' each other.

u These forms are cdruia (m.) and cáreia (f), respectively. Notice that in the
corresponding free relatives these oblique forma do not surface. There, plain care is used.
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(58-60) show. However, when they are relativized, their antecedent is almost
always a NP, and the relativizer either a particle or an adverb.

(58) ENG
a. He dresses in a casual way I casually.
b. I quite like the way [fÓ he dresaes R].

(59) FRA
a. Vercingétorix a été vaincu à Alésia.

V. was defeated at A.
b. 1'endroit précis [ou il a été vaincu R] eat inconnu.

the precise spot where he was defeated is unknown

(60) SVE
a. Karin kommer till ett hotell.

K. comea to the hotel
b. det flr ett hotell [dit inga turister kommer R].

this is the hotel whereto no tourists come

The range of semantic types of adverbiala that can be directly relativized
is largely determined by the available range of relative adverbs. Alternatively,
it is often poasible to use the relative particle instead of an adverb, or
sometimes even nothing at all. These alternatives do little, however, to extend
the range of possibilities. That is, they are generally truly altern.atiues.

There is a rather clear semantic hierarchy to direct relativization of
adverbials. The moat unmarked case obviously being 'temporal'. Every
language in our group has at least one relative adverb for temporal
relativization. Sometimes this adverb occurs practically only in free relatives.
If that is so, there is inevitably the alternative of relativizing either by the
particle or by using nothing at all in COMP.

The next one down is 1ocaUdirectional'. These adverbials adjuncts can also
directly relativized in all of the languages, but the posaibilities for particle or
zero relativization are somewhat smaller than with temporals.

After that, the system fragments away, in that most languages do have
one or more other relative adverbs, but not all with the same meanings. Thus,
German, Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan, and Romanian have a relative manner
adverb (wie, como, como, com, and cum, respJ, the continental Scandinavians
have their long series of PP-derived adverbs, with different degrees of
markedness, as discussed above, English has a causal relative adverb why,
and French the poly-interpretable dont.

With this group of 'other' adverbs, however, freedom is atill more limited.
The adverbs in question are more often considered formal or even archaic, and
the chances of particle relativization or zero-relativization being an alternative
are slimmer again. Table [IX] is a sketch of the overall situation, abstracting
away from the actual adverbs.

When there is no suitable relative adverb (or particle, etc.), all the
languages revert to the strategy of relativizing the object of an adverbial PP,
with or without pied-piping, as the language in question demands".

" One exceptional inatance of such 'adverbial relativization' is the quite marginal
possibility that seems to exist in Engliah for relativizing objecta of comparison in this way,using no pied-piping, and no relative pronoun or adverb:

i. ? the boy that Jenny is taller than.
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[IX] Possible ways of direct relativization of adverbials.
by: adverb particle nothing

Tmp Loc Other Tmp Loc Other Tmp Loc Other

ENG f t t t f t t t f
NOR t t ? t t t t t t
ESP t t f f t t
CAT FR t t t f f
ISL t t t t t - - - -
DAN FR t t - f - t - -
NED t t t t - - - - -
DEU t t t oIo - - - - -
FRA FR t t t - -
POR FR t t - - -
ROM t t t - - -
ITA t t - t - -
SVE t t formal - - - - - -

FR - mainly~onlyinFR; ok - marginal;

2.4.1.6 SUMMARY
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In a nutshell, the following characteristics and peculiarities hold for direct
relativi~atiun:

i. Every part of a RC that ia not part of any domain (clause, NP, or PP)
inaide that RC can in principle be relativized.
ii. Predicative constituents other than the predicate nominal can only be

relativized appositively. See II.3.1. and II.3.2.
iii. The following peculiarities hold for relativization of the:
a. SUBJECT
1. There is no zero-relativization.
2. The relativizer must be a pronoun (qui) in French and Catalan.
3. The relativizer may be a pronoun (der) in Danish (frequent), but, except in
FRa, must never be huem.
4. Romanian care relatives have no 'resumptive' clitic.
b. PREDICATE NOMINAL
1. Predicate nominals behave like non-subjects.
2. English allowa only that or W as relativizer.
3. Romanian allowa exclusively ce.
c. DIItECT OBJECT
1. If a language allows particle relativization at all, it will prefer it for direct
objects, often to the exclusion of the pronouns (e.g. French).
2. In Romanian, particle relativization is only possible in very colloquial style,
also for direct objects.
d. INDIRECT OBJECT
1. wth the exception of Romanian, the Romance languagea have only
prepositional indirect objecta. For these, aee II.2.4.2.
2. Directly relativizing the indirect object is unproblematic in Danish, Dutch,
German and Romanian.
3. Directly relativizing the indirect object in English ia not unanimously
accepted.
4. In the Scandinavian languages other than Danish, direct relativization of
the indirect object is impossible.
e. ADVERBIAL ADJUNCT
1. Temporal and local adjuncts can always be directly relativized. Every
language has a suitable relative adverb andlor allows particle or zero
relativization.
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2. Other adjuncts can be directly relativized if there is a suitable relative
adverb.
3. Direct relativization is either by relative adverb or by the relative particle.
4. There is a general markedness hierarchy for adverbials, regarding:
- what relative adverbs there will be;
- which semantic types of adjuncts can be particle relativized;
- which semantic types of adjuncts can be zero relativized
This hierarchy, in ascending order of markedness, is Temporal ~ Local ~
Others.

2.4.1.? ' SOME THEORETICAL IIVIPLICATIONS

There are two aspects of direct relativization that merit closer attention at
this point.

Firat of all, there is the clear but quite peculiar difference between
relativization of subjects versus non-subjects, where the choice of relativizer is
concerned. In the case of subject relativization, there is a bias towards using
pronouns, but in object relativization, the preference goes quite the other way.
In a language like French, the preferencea aze made absolute, and turned into
hard and fast obligations: direct object necessitate the use of the particle que,
subjects necessarily go with pronominal qui.

It is tempting to deduce from a case like French all sorts of conclusions
about the positional status of subjects versus non-subjects. Such as explaining
the obligatory qui by stating that the subject on its own is not in a properly
governed position, so that a pronoun in COMP which could remedy this defect
is necessary if the subject is empty, i.e. in relativization. Such an explanation,
however, at first glance seems to do more damage than good: the
Scandinavian languages, excepting Danish, do not even show a preference for
pronouns with subject relativization, let alone an obligation. But this damage
could easily be remedied by attributing proper governor atatus to the
Scandinavian particles somisem, but not to others, like Romance quelche. The
explanation why the Romance languages other than French too fail to
absolutely demand a pronoun with subject relativization might be Pro-drop,
which must entail proper government of an empty subject position in any
case.

In fact, however, such an analysis solves only half of the problems with a
language like French. What it does nothing to explain is why objects behave
completely converaely to subjects: they must be relativized by particle, and not
by qui. If the explanation is at all linked to that for subject relativization
-which a priori need not be true-, then an obvious possibility to explore would
be a ban on double proper government: in the pertinent case by both the verb
of the VP involved, and by the moved pronoun qui. Such ideas, however,
predict that questioning an object should be quite difficult in French, which it
is not, and thereby seem to grossly overshoot the mazk.

Nevertheless, there might still be something to a basic approach along
these lines. Norwegian, which in this line of reasoning has a particle som with
proper governor status, shows peculiar behaviour with respect to empty objects
too. In relativization, som is optionally present if the object is relativized, with
a preference for leaving it out. In questioning, however, som ia obligatorily
present if the subject is questioned, as we would expect, but obligatorily
absent with a questioned object~. Thus, both French and Norwegian seem to
necessitate the presence of a proper governor in the C-projection for empty
subjects, in all cases, and demand its absence with empty objects in relatives
and questions, respectively. How exactly these differences could fall out in the
proper way is far from clear, unfortunately.

~ See e.g. Taraldsen (1983).
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Whatever explanation will eventually be proposed, care should be taken
for it to allow considerable variation. For there are the SOV languages to
consider, for one thing, which hardly ever use a particle, and certainly not
with either subjects or objects. Second, it should be subtle enough not only to
explain why French must have a particle relative with object gaps, and a
pronoun relative with a subject gap, but also why a language like English,
which lacks either obligation, atill shows a weak preference which is
consistent with French.

The second point has to do with relativizing indirect objects. As said
before, direct relativization of indirect objecta is unproblematic in the SOV
languages, Danish, and Romanian, acceptable, although not unanimously so, in
English, and impossible in the remaining languages.

For the Romance languages other than Romanian there ia a trivial reason
for not allowing direct relativization of an indirect object: they simply lack
non-prepositional indirect objects all together's. For the behaviour of the other
languages, however, no obvious explanation offers itself: all of them do have
non-prepositional indirect objects, but only some of them allow direct
relativization of them.

From the constitution of the group that does allow it we can immediately
see that neither basic word order nor verb movement rules, the most basic
difierentiatora within our group of languages, seem to play a role here:
Romanian, English and Danish are VO, Dutch and German OV; Dutch,
German and Danish have the characteristic verb movement rule characteristic
of the Scandinavian and central OV language groups, Romanian and English,
of course, do not.

The Danish example (54) may be significant. In it, the indirect object is
relativized by means of a relative pronoun, hvem, although Danish usually
prefers the relative particle som. Strikingly, the other languages that
effortlessly allow direct relativization of indirect objects, Dutch, German and
Romanian, are precisely the onea that virtually exclusively use relative
pronouna, not particles`~. The languages that do not allow direct relativization
of the indirect object for non-trivial reasons (i.e. the Scandinavians except
Danish), on the other hand, all have a strong aversion to pronouns.

Again, one might consider proper government properties as likely
candidates for explaining this behaviour. Suppose that the indirect object
position itself is of a statua similar to subjects, so not properly governed by V,
contrary to the direct object. Then, all direct relativization of an indirect object
would have to be done by pronoun, in order to end up with a properly
antecedent governed gap. Whether or not the relative particle is a proper
governor or not in a language won't make any dif'ference: the indirect object
position ia too deeply embedded for any complementizer to lexically govern it.
Thus, one would expect direct relativization of indirect objects to take place
only in languages that employ pronouns. Since the Scandinavians (with the
exception of Daniah, of course) simply avoid pronominal relativization
completely, no direct relativization of an indirect object ia possible.

Notice, by the way, that a solution along theae lines implies that there be
no movement followed by deletion in particle relativization. If there was, then
the proper government propertiea of both particle relativization and
pronominal relativization would be identical, since there would always be an
antecedent governor in the spec-C positionó1. As a consequence, direct

" Of course, there are clitic indirect objects. As we have remarked before, however,
cliticization and relativization are independent processed that do not feed each other.

~ This holds for standard ftomanian.

s' Unleas deletion ia taken to be so thorough that movement might just as well never
have taken place, which boils down to the same thing as not moving in the first place.
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relativization of indirect objects should be poasible in the northern
Scandinavian languages just as easily as elsewhere, which we have seen not
to be the case.

The only case in which deletion might play a role is perhapa English. This
language, in which the status of direct relativization of indirect objects ia not
entirely unequivocal, ahowa either a pronoun like who and which or the
particle that, or even nothing at all, in the relevant cases, as (61) illustratea.

(61) ENG
a. ?the person [whom I sent R the book] has not

responded.
b. ?the person [that I sent R the book] has not responded.
c. ?the person [ Q1 I sent R the book] has not responded.

Posaibly the shaky atatus of this type of relativizing indirect objecta ia due to,
on the one hand, a tendency towarda at least partly following the
Scandinavian languages in their avoidance of pronouna, which would damage
the acceptability of (61a), and a failure to recognize application of the marked
strategy of movement plus deletion, damaging the grammaticality of (61b,c).

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

We speak of long relativization when the relativized conatituent is part of
a domain (S, NP, PP) inaide the RC, rather than part of the RC itaelf only.
Basically, the atructures at hand are as in the structural schema (62),
inatantiated in (63) with a a clauae, a PP, and a NP~, respectively.

(62) Structural schema of long relatiuization

ant. [xc [coe~ ( rel.) [s...[ .... R ...]-..]l]a
where each a is some element of iS',NP,PP}.

(63) ENG
a. the gas [xc thaf [e we think [8. (that) Iraq uaed R]]] ...
b. the soup [xc that [8 I gave you [Np the recipe of R]]] ...
c. the tub [xc that [s Amanda spent the night [Pp in R]]] ...

As the plus sign in (62) indicates~, embedding in a amaller domain may be
recursive: the gap may in principle be part of a domain inside a domain inside
a domain, and so on, inside, ultimately, the RC. Practically, such possibilities
are quite limited by all sorts of intervening constrainta.

Quite a lot of thing must be taken into account when diacussing long
relativization. Firat, the domain of which the relative gap ia a part may have
different functions in the RC: it may be object, subject, etc., and sometimes
this makes a difference. Next, the category of the domain in question matters.
And, last but not least, there is the matter of the position of the relative gap
in the containing domain to consider.

In what follows, we shall diacuss relative gaps inside a PP, an NP and a
clause embedded in RC, in this order (II.2.4.2.1. - II.2.4.2.3). After that has

~ Be cautious about thia one: uaually, embedding the relative gap inside a NP entails
pied-piping of the whole NP, as we shall see below. In cases like this one, there is reasonable
doubt as to whether the PP (of R) is actually structurally part of the NP, or stands 'neict to'
it. Sernnd, notice that the gap is doubly embedded: inside a PP inside a NP inside the RC.

~ a' signifies: at least one a
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been done, we shall discuss the process of pied-piping, which may considerably
extend the possibilities for relativization, in section II.2.4.2.4.

It is important to keep in mind that the conditions and rulea that we
shall be discussing hold independently of one another. 1b make this clear,
imagine the following situation. One has a glass box, and a wooden one, and a
marble. The rulea of nature specify that we can see a marble through glass,
but not through wood. Therefore, if we put the marble in the glass box, we
shall still be able to see it, but not if we put it in the wooden box. And if we
put the marble in the glass box, through which we may see it, and then put
the whole glass box inside the wooden box, the result is that we cannot see
the marble anymore. That is, the rule that we cannot see a marble through
wood operates even if we have also put the marble in glass, through which we
can see it.

In linguistic terms, we might say that it is posaible to have a grammatical
chain from a marble through a boundary of the category glass to your eye, but
not through a wooden boundary. Now exchange the marble for a relative gap,
the glass box for a clause embedded in the RC, and the wooden box for a PP.
This done, we have made ourselves a language in which we may relativize
from a clause embedded in the RC, but not from a PP inside the RC. Such a
language is French, as (64) shows. Since the rules work independently,
relativization from a PP is impossible regardless of whether the PP is again
embedded in a clause inside RC or not (64 b,c).

(64) FRA
a. la fille [que Jean croit [qu' j'aime R]] ...

the girl that J thinks that I love ...
b. ~`la fille [que Jean a parlé [de R]] ...

the girl that J. has talked to ...
c. ~`la fille (que Jean croit [que j'ai parlé [de R]]] ...

the girl that J. thinks that I have talked about ...

One more thing that should be kept in mind is that, although it is often
possible in principle to relativize positions that are embedded quite deeply, the
constructions involved sometimes get to be so complex that their acceptability
suffers from it. The reason is probably that our limited processing capacity
simply can't cope anymore. Thus, grammaticality and acceptability, or even
interpretability, are not coextensive notions.

Actually, this is not as surprising as it may seem at first glance. We are
all quite familiar with the phenomenon of ungrammatical or incomplete
sentences that are still quite underatandable, and sometimes even considered
acceptable. Ordinary conversations abound with them. The converse, perfectly
grammatical but at the same time utterly unacceptable or even utterly
uninterpretable sentences exista as well. Center-embeddinga are well known
examples of this (65).

(65) ENG
a. this is the cat' [that the dog chased R'].
b. ~`this is the mouse' [that the cat' [that the dog chased

R'] caught R~].
c. ~`~`this is the cheese3 [that the mouse2 [that the cat'

[that the dog chased R'] caught R~] ate R3].

Example (65a) is flawless, of course. But, whereas there is no syntactic
reason why (65b) and (65c) should be any worse, (65b) is already hardly
underatandable, and (65c) is practically word salad. Rearranging things such
that the embedding occur at the periphery of the sentence makes all the
difierence (66), showing that there is nothing wrong with multiple embedding
in English.
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(66) ENG
this is the dog, [that R, chased the cat, [that R, caught
the mouse, [that R3 ate the cheese]]].

Structural differences between (65c) and (66) alone do not seem to warrant
the huge difference in acceptabiltity. Both sentences contain a three level
embedding, and otherwise too they are structurally quite similar. The reason
for their different appreciation must therefore lie in excessive processing
overhead: no part of (65c) can be interpreted until the very last word of the
whole sentence is proceased, which creates an enormous stack of half-analyzed
material. This problem does not occur in (66), which can be processed roughly
chunk by chunk from left to right.

If this explanation is right, it shows that grammar proper, i.e. the
definition of all coherent linguistic configurations in a language, and
processing, i.e. the mechanism by which strings are unravelled into or created
out of grammatical configurations, are independent aspects of the brain. One
can compare this to flying to Alpha Centauri: theoretically, it seems there is
nothing to stop us, we have the knowledge of how to do it. But practically, we
cannot do it: our bodies simply wont live long enough to get there.

2.4.2.1 RELATIVIZATION FROM PP

Throughout the Romance group and in German the relative gap cannot be
in the position of the object of a prepoaition, as the examples (67-?3) show.

(67) CAT
~`aquest és el martell que ha clavat els claus [amb R].
this is the hammer that he has driven in the nails with

(68) DEU
~`den Dolch, dem er sich [mit R] erstach, hatte er erst
letzte Woche gekauft.
the dagger with which he killed himself he had bought
only last week

(69) ESP
~`la cs~sa la cual pagamos tanto [por R] contiene ocho
cuartos.
the house for which we pay so much contains eight
rooms

(70) FRA
~`finalement, Pierre a gagné la poaition qu'il a aspiré [á
R] toute sa vie.
eventually P. has secured the position that he has
longed for all his life

(71) I'PA
~1'uomo che parlavi (a R] è cieco.
the man that you talked to is blind

(72) POR
~`o Luís, o qual saí [com R], é muito aimpático.
L., who I left with, is very sympathetic
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(73) ROM
~`in toate manifeatárile care era capabilá [de R] ...
in all the guises which he was capable of ...

All of the other languagea do allow for relative gaps to be the object of a
preposition, but not unlimitedly.

The limiting condition is that to some extent there must be a semantic
relation between the verb of the clause containing the PP and the PP itself.
For English, as an example, Quirk e.a. (1985) state that no relative gap can
be inside a temporal or abstract adjunct not related to the verb (74a,b.)`~. On
the other hand, if verb and PP in some senae form a'natural combination' a
relative gap is no problem (74c,d.). As usual when such aspects of ineaning
are involved, there is no clearcut boundary between what is and what is not
possible. Rather, there is a sliding acale of increasing strangeneas, leading up
to unacceptibility.

(74) ENG
a. ~`that must have been the board-meeting that David

fell asleep [during R].
b. ~`the main reason which he failed to get the job [for R]

was his lack of commercial insight.
c. ?he refused to say where he had apent the hours that

he had been gone [for R].
d. Joe clearly underestimates the demands of the office

that he is running [for R].
e. over there you can see the building that the car was

parked [in front of R] when it exploded.

In Dutch, this same restriction surfaces in an indirect way, but
nevertheless very clearly. The object of a preposition can only be a gap in
Dutch via R-movement. But not all prepositions allow R-movement to apply to
their objects. To a rather high extent the latter are precisely those that serve
to make the 'abstract or temporal adjuncts not related to the verb' of Quirk
e.a. (1985), such as tijdens (during), wegens (because ofl, and niettegenstaand,e
(notwithstanding). Since in Dutch the only way to obtain a gap in the position
of object of a preposition at all is by R-movement, there can never be a
relative gap there without R-movement~.

Icelandic, Swedish and Danish allow relative gaps that are the object of a
preposition regardless of the status of the relativizer~. But not Norwegian. In

u In fact, thia holda for all such adjuncts, regardless of their category:
i. 'the bear [which John feared the forest [beforelalthough he had caught R]] ...

These should not be confused with the marginally acceptable parasitic gap cases like:
ii. ?the bear [which John sold R[before catching e]].

On the latter see Chomsky (1982,1986)

~ A second effect of relativization from PP being dependent upon R-movement in Dutch is
that relativization from inside a PP ia bounded. That is, the gap and the relativizer must not
be separated by more than one prepoaition (ii). Pied-piping may save the day, however (iii).

i. mijn neef bleef (tot [na de oorlog]].
my cousin stayed until aft.er the war

ii. 'de oorlog waar mijn neef [tot [na Rl] bleef ...
the war which my cousin stayed until after ...

iii. de oorlog [tot (waarna ]] mijn neef R bleef ...
the war until after which my cousin stayed ...

for more on PPs in Dutch, see v.Riemsdijk (1978).

~ In the case of Icelandic this is trivial, aince Icelandic never usea anything but the
relative particle sem.
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Norwegian, if the relative gap is the object of P then the relativizer must be
som, not a pronounb'.

In the rare and literary cases where a pronoun is used, Norwegian reverts
to (also marked) pied-piping~, so that the object of the preposition is not a
gap but this pronoun, and the relative gap is the position of the whole PP.

The remaining languages also employ pied-piping to remedy their
respective incapabilities to accommodate relative gapa inside PPs. For details,
see section II.2.4.2.4.

One more thing should be stated here. It may aeem, at first glance, that
in ftomance languages like Italian, and certain varieties of Frangais Populaire,
the ban on having relative gaps inaide PPs is not total, judging from
sentences like the following:

(?5) FRA
?la fille que je suis sorti auec s'appelle Georgette.
the girl that I went out with is called G.

(76) ITA
la ragazza a cui stavo dauanti si chiamava Sophia.
the girl that I stayed in front of was called S.

However, these kinds of sentences always involve prepositions that can be
used intranaitively anyway. So actually there is no question of a prepositional
object gap. Rather, in (76) a cui is just an adjunct, specifying an aspect of the
circumstances attending your ataying ahead. Similarly, the French sortir auec
could be considered a complex verb, meaning something quite close to the
American verb date, as said of boys and girls.

2.4.2.2 RELATIVIZATION FR.OM NP

When the relative gap is inside an NP, it can be either the subject of that
NP, that is, what ia traditionally known as an attributive genitive, such as in
John's book, or it can be the complement, or part of the complement of the
NP.

2.4.2.2.1 THE SUBJECT OF NP: ATTRIBUTIVE GENITIVES

Attributive genitives are subjecta of NPs, simply because they are the
most prominent type of nominal element that can occur inside an NP, both
structurally and semantically, just like the subject position of a clause is the
moat prominent basic position suitable for a nominal in that clause.

The subjecthood of attributive genitives can be demonstrated quite easily,
by looking at examples like (77).

(77) ENG
a. Tibbet's estimate of the cost
b. Margaret's ideas about herself

First of all, (77a), with the deverbal noun estimate as its head is analogous to
the sentence 7lbbet estimates the cost only, with 7ibbet functioning
unequivocally as the subject, and the estimation of the cost as predicate.
These functions are precisely mirrored in the interpretation of (77a).

6' An intriguing property, which I cannot think of an explanation for. Nevertheleas, noticethe similarity to French direct object relativization.

~ Both relativization by pronoun and pied piping aeem to be largely reatricted to literary
Oslo RiksmAl.
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Furthermore, in (77b) Margaret must function as the antecedent (and,
consequently, binder) of the reflexive herself. Since binders of reflexives must
c-command them, the attributive genitive in (77b) muat c-command herself,
and must therefore be atructurally more prominent, i.e. 7iigher up' in the
tree~.

With the sole exception of Romanian, it is imposaible to have a relative
gap in the subject position of a NP~. That is, in all other languages
relativizing an attributive genitive is possible only by pied-piping the whole
containing NP. Romanian, however, may have a relative gap in the attributive
genitive position" (78), by a rather atrange and unique manoeuvre.

(78) ROM
a. cel cáruia nu-i puteam vedea [ umbrela R] ...

the-one whose not[-his] I-could see umbrella ...
b, aticlele cd'rora le vársasem [con inutul R] fn chiuvet~ ...

the bottles whose [them] I-had-emptied the contents in
the sink ...

c. Popescu, cdiruia credeam [c~-i cunoscusem [toate
m~tuÉile R]], fmi reserva o surpriza.
P., whose I-thought that[-his] I-had-met all the aunts,
had a surprise in store for me

The special trick is that Romanian is to a great extent capable of treating
the attributive genitive as if it were the NP of which it ia the subject~. The
extent is only limited: it works only in cases where there would have been a
resumptive clitic available (see section II.2.2.3) for the containing NP. Thus,
containing NP that are subjects, and those that are obliquely casemarked do
not qualify for the construction.

The presence of the clitic is essential, as (79) shows, and its form ia in
agreement with the relative gap and the relativizer (always oblique), rather
than with the containing object NP (78).

(79) ROM
~`cel cáruia nu puteam vedea [ umbrela R] ...
the-one whose umbrella I could not see

Why Romanian has this option, and why only Romanian, is unclear.

2.4.2.2.2 RELATIVIZING (PAR.T OF) THE COMPLEMENT OF NP

The typea of complementa to nouns that are relevant to us are PP-
complements and clausal complements: i.e. relatives and content clauses. With
one exception, which will be treated in section II.2.4.2.3.4, relativization from

" Easentially, aisterhood, so being on equal hights, is enough for c-command to exiat, but
since heraelf is also necessarily dominated by a preposition, herself will be structurally lower
in any syatem of notation.

p That is, the position of attributive genitives, that are in complementary distribution
with ordinary articles all over our groupa of languagea. French lacks such attributive
genitivea, except for ita posaeasive pronouna mon, ton, ..., for which no wh- variant exista.
Inatead, in relativization French employs dont, not an attributive genitive (as can be seen
from the retention of the article), but a generic skeleton complement PP, functioning as the
subject. See 2.4.2.2.2. below.

" Actually, the case of the elements in thia position ia usually just called oblique.
Romanian uses the aame case forma for genitive and dative.

" This is of course not a true explanation, but as a generalization it dces seem to cover
the data in Steriade (1980). For more examples of thia construction, see there.
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clausal complements to NPs is categorically impossible. Therefore, we shall
limit ourselvea to PP-complements here.

Whether a relative gap inside a PP-complement to a noun is possible is
depends first and foremost upon whether it is posaible to have a relative gap
inside a PP at all. Since German and all of the Romance languages don't
allow this (see section II.2.4.2.1), we have only the Scandinavian languages,
English and Dutch to consider here.

Of these latter languages, Danish is the most restricted. It allows virtually
no relative gaps inside an NP at all (80).

(80) DAN
a. ??denne bog, som jeg kender [forfatteren til R], ...

this book, that I know the author of, ...
b. ~`denne bog, som jeg kender [forfatteren av R], ...

this book, that I know the author of, ...

The situation in Icelandic is unclear, but the other languages do allow
relative gaps in the position of the object of a PP complement to a noun, as
(81-84) show.

(81) ENG
Gorbatchov is someone pJ I often read [articles about
R].

(82) NED
dat is de brug waar ik gisteren [een artikel over R] las.
that is the bridge which I read an article about
yesterday

(83) NOR
jeg hjalp damen som vi traff [datteren til R] pá fjellet.
I helped the lady that we met the daughter of on the
mountain

(84) SVE
en person som jag l~ste [en artikel om R].
a person that I read an article about

However, the possibilities are far from unlimited. There seem to be two
different constraints on them.

F~rst, not every preposition seems to allow a relative gap as its object in
these constructions. An example of one that doea not is the agentive
preposition, by in Engliah. Both in English and in Dutch only a few
prepositions, notably the general purpose preposition oF, resp. uan, allow
relative gaps as their object when they are complementing a noun. There is
reasonable doubt as to whether these PPs actually are truly a part of the NP
to which they belong, or stand in a structurally looser connection to them. An
argument for the latter position is the fact that typically a noun and a PP
modifying it that may contain a relative gap can be separated by, e.g. question
formation, whereas the ones that do not allow relative gaps cannot. In
addition, the verbs involved in acceptable examples all seem to be three place
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verbs in some sense, so that the PP can be taken as a third argument~
(85,86).

(85) ENG
a. I read [a book] [about Thomas Wolfe].
b. I read [a book by Thomas Wolfe].
c. I read about Thomas Wolfe.
d. ~`I read by Thomas Wolfe.
e. what, did you read e; [about Thomas Wolfe]?
f. ~`what, did you read [ e, [by Thomas Wolfe]]?

(86) NED
a. ze verbrandden [een boek over Salman Rushdie].

they burned a book about S.R.
b. ze verbrandden [een boek door Salman Rushdie].

they burned a book by S.R.
c. ~`ze verbrandden over Salman Rushdie.

they burned about S.R.
d. 'ze verbrandden door Salman Rushdie.

they burned by S.R.
a. ~`wat, verbrandden ze e, [over Salman Rushdie]?

what did they burn about S.R.
b. 'wat; verbrandden ze [e, [door Salman Ruahdie]]?

what did they burn by S.R.

This distinction does not seem to make any difference in Swediah and
Norwegian, so that these languages are perhaps the only ones that really
allow a relative gap in a PP complement to a noun inside the NP itself.

The second restriction concerns the definiteness value of the NP in
question. Definite NPa are leas likely to allow relative gaps (or others, for that
matter) in their complement PPs than indefinite ones~`. This efiect relatively
weak.

The languages in which it is not possible to have a gap as object of a
preposition achieve the same range of possibilities as the others, either by
pied-piping the complement PP (87-90), or -in the case of French and Catalan-
by relativizing the whole complement PP (91,92).

(8?) DEU
der Autor, [von den] ich gerade [ein Buch R] gekauft
habe, wohnt in Munchen.
the author of whom I have just bought a book lives in
M.

(88) ESP
Aristófanes, [de quien ] se conocen sólo [algunas
comedias R], ..
A., of whom only a few comedies are known ...

" Provided, of course, that the PP in question has a semantic content that is compatible
with the semantic function, the A-role, that the verb in question assigns to the third
argument. Obviously, as the examples below show, agentive 6y PPa do not qualify.

In the literature, the phenomenon of these apparently broken NP t PP complexes is
known as restructuring.

" M instance of the quite general phenomenon that definite expreasions are rather lesa
transparent than indefinite ones.
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(89) ITA
è una persona (di cui] appreziamo [la grande
generosità R]
[he] is a person of whom we appreciate his great
generosity

(90) POR
um autor [de quem] eu li [3 livros R] ...
an author by whom I read 3 books ...

(91) CAT
vaig trobar-hi aquella dona que tu ja coneizes [la mare
Rl.
I met the woman the woman that you already know the
mother (of)

(92) FRA
je ne lis que des livres dont je connais [ 1'auteur R].
I only read books of-which I know the author

Catalan relativizes the whole PP by the relative particle que, and French
by means of the generic skeleton PP, the relative adverb dont. Romanian has
no way of relativizing a PP-complement to a noun, or part thereof, at all.

Normally, the languages that pied-pipe the PP employ their general
purpose preposition (e.g. de, di, uon), but other prepositions are not impossible.
The cases that are allowed are precisely, juat like in English and Dutch, the
ones in which head noun and PP-complement can be separated independently.
That is, the onea in which the PP might actually not be a part of the NP at
all. Examples (93,94) are some cases in point.

(93) DEU
a. tiber Pina Bausch hab ich schon sehr viele Geschichten

gelesen.
about P.B. I have already read a whole lot of stories

b. die Kiinstlerin, [iibor die] ich gerade [ein Buch R]
gelesen habe, wohnt in Wuppertal.
the artist about whom I have just read a book lives in
W.

(94) ITA
a. su la morte di Aldo Moro ho letto molti articoli.

about the death of A.M. Pve read many articles
b. una celebrità [su cui] ho letto [molti articoli R] ...

a celebrity about whom I've read many articlea

2.4.2.2.3 ' THE INIPORTANCE OF SUBJECTHOOD AND CLITICS

Although this may not be very obvious, the kind of relativization of PP
complements of NPa that we find in ftomance seems to be the precise
counterpart of Romanian relativization of attributive genitives. Obaerve, first
of all, that the PP to be relativized must be the subject of the greater NP, in
the sense that its object must be the most prominent nominal element
available. Specifically, that is, relativizing a complement PP is impossible if a
separate subject of NP, so an attributive genitive, is present (95).
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(95) FRA
~`je ne lis que des livrea dont je repois [ mes revenues
R].
I only read books of-which I get my royalties

In short, excepting Catalan, which has no attributive posaessive pronoun, the
PP to be relativized must be replaceable by such a pronoun.

Furthermore, this type of relativization is possible in precisely the
syntactic environments in which the use of the clitic ne is observed in Italian,
and en in French (96a,b)~. As in Romanian, therefore, relativization of a
complement of a NP is possible in such environments that cliticization is
possible. The difference between Romanian and the others seems to be that
the former demands doubling, which French and Italian forbid, so that in
Romanian both processes occur together, whereas in the others they are
mutually exclusive (96c).

(96) FRA
a. j'en; connais [1'auteur e; ].

I of-it know the author
b. un livre [dont je connais [1'auteur R]].

a book of-which I know the author
c. ~`un livre [dont j'en connais [1'auteur R]].

a book of-which I of-it know the author

Also semantically the PPa that are relativized by pied-piping may very
well be clear subjects (87,88,90). Thus, German and the Romance languages
are clearly set off against other Germanic ones like Dutch and English.

Lastly, all these characteristics tie in nicely with the fact that Romanian
alone seems to have no strategy at all for relativizing PP complements to
nouns. If the relevant complements must represent the subject of the NP in
question in some sense in a Romance language, then the whole phenomenon
in Romanian defaults to relativizing the attributive genitive, which is poasible
for Romanian alone, thus completing the picture without any overlap.

2.4.2.3. RELATIVIZING PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE

Embedded clausea come, basically, in three difl'erent types, each of which
may be found inside a RC. These are declaratives, questions, which include
both yealno questions and question-word questions, and content clauses and
RCs themselves. All three of these may be either finite or infinitival.

The declarative and interrogative subclauaes that we find inside RCs may
function as an argument of the verb of the RC (subject, object), or as a clausal
adjunct. Relative clauses that are found inside a RC are, of wurae, themselves
part of a whole relative construction embedded in the RC, just like content
clauses muat be part of a NP in the RC by definition.

In this section we shall discuss the possibilities that exist for relativizing
parts of each of these types. First, we shall discuss the finite declaratives,
then the finite questions. In II.2.4.2.3.3. we shall take on the infinitival
variants of both. Last, in II.2.4.2.3.4., we will focus our attention on
relativizing parts of a relative construction or content clause embedded in our
RC.

`~ For more on ne and en see Belletti 8L Rizzi (1981), Hulk (1982), Kayne (1975), Steriade
(1980).
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2.4.2.3.1 PAR.TS OF A FINITE DECI.AFtATIVE

Quite generally, having the relative gap inside a finite clause embedded in
the RC is possible. This possibility is unbounded as well, which means that
one could go on embedding finite declaratives into the finite declarative
embedded in the RC without end, keeping the relative gap in the most deeply
embedded clause, and still have a grammatical result. Of course, as we go on
embedding, the results will get more and more marked, and eventually
unacceptable, by their aheer length and complexity, for reasons of processing
(see the beginning of section 2.4.2.). Grammatically apeaking, however, there
is no limit.

The examples (97-100) are representative illustrations.

(97) DAN
a. jeg sender dig vedlagte bog, som jeg ikke tror [du har

laest R].
I send you the enclosed book, which I don't thing you
have read

b. jeg kender en mand, som jeg tror [ R ved besked om
sagen].
I know a man who I think knowa about the matter.

(98) ENG
a. the jewels which Martin claimed [(that) Judy had

atolen R] turned up three years later in Bangkok.
b. this typical Londoner, who we never imagined [ R

was a apy], had in fact opened all Maggies closets to
the Chinese.

(99) ITA
a. il suo primo libro, che non credo [che abbia letto

nessuno R], è molto sottovalutato.
his first book, that I don't believe that anybody has
read, is gravely underestimated

b. il mio fratellino, che non credo [che R ha mai letto
'Giidel, Escher, Bach'], è diventato filasofo.
my little brother, who I do not believe that has ever
read G.E.B., has become a philosopher

(100) NED
a. de man die jij dacht [dat R mijn vader was] is mijn

broer.
the man who you thought was my father is my brother

b. dit is een vraag die ik vind [dat jij R moet
beantwoorden].
this is a question which I think you must anawer

The one exception among our set of languages is German. In this
language, chains relating positions across boundaries of (especially finite)
clausea are always of doubtful atanding. Germans tend not to appreciate these
constructions very much, although there seema to be a fair amount of
variation among speakera. Of course, this holda for relativization across a
clause boundary too, as (101) testifiea. Quite generally speaking, appreciation
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appears to vary along a geographical dimension, from unacceptable in the
North to fairly acceptable in the South~.

(101) DEU
a. ~l?der Mann, den du mir erz~hltest [daB R Emma

liebt], hat eine Ssterreichische Zirkusprinzesain
geheiratet.
the man who you told me that lovea E. has married an
Austrian circus princess

b. ~`I?der Mann, den du mir erz~hltest [dafi Emma R
liebt], hat eine ásterreichische Zirkueprinzessin
geheiratet.
the man who you told me that E. loves has married an
Austrian circus princesa

Quite generally, there are two phenomena restricting the relativization of
parts of embedded declazatives.

First, relativization is a phenomenon that is characteristic of truly
subordinate clauses only. No main clause will ever contain a relative gapB7. In
some languages, e.g. German and Icelandic, we find embedded clauses that
show typical features of main clauses. In German, some embedded clauses
take on the typical main clause word order, with the verb in second position
instead of at the end, and in Icelandic we may encounter subordinate clauses
part of which is topicalized, another typical main clause phenomenon. From
such clauses, relativization is impossible, as shown in (102,103).

(102) DEU
~`das Buch daQ ich glaube [er hat gestern R gelesen] ...
the book that I believe he has read yeaterday ...

(103) ISL
a. ??petta er ísskápurinn, sem ég held aó uodka; eigi

blafur e; í R.
this is the refrigerator that I think that uodka O. keeps
in

b. petta er ísskápurinn, sem ég held aó Ólafur eigi uodka
í R.
this is the refrigerator that I think that O. keeps vodka
in

The other phenomenon is a complex of restrictions that has to do with
relativizing the subject of an embedded clause. We have already seen that
direct relativization of the subject of a RC is in some ways difierent from
relativizing other positions (sections II.2.4.1.1, II.2.4.1.7), and to some extent
the same holds when we relativize the subject of a finite clause embedded in
the RC.

In French, we have seen that the subject of RC can only be relativized by
means of a pronoun (qui). The emptied, i.e. relativized, subject position 'needs'

~ Note that in Bavarian (which is not the same thing as just Southern-German) things
are completely different. There, relativization from a clause embedded in RC is just as easily
possible as in the other languagea. See also the German section of part III.

" Unless, of course, trivially: for every relative construction there will be a main clause
that contains it. A more accurate formulation would be: there can be no main clause which
contains a relative gap without containing the whole relative construction.

The converse, however may occasionally occur: there are acceptable (elliptic?) expressions
containing a relative construction that is not contained in a main clause, such as: whatever
you say, sir.
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a neighbouring qui as support. This need also exista if that aubject is not the
subject of the RC itself, but of a finite clause embedded in it. Consequently,
whereas usually a relative pronoun takes up its position in the COMP position
of the RC itaelf, no matter how far away the relative gap is, in French the
pronoun qui must remain in the COMP of the clause the subject of which is
relativized, as in (104)~.

(104) FRA
17iomme [que tu crois [qui R t'emportera 1'argent]] est
parti pour 1'Afrique ce matin.
the man that you think who will bring you the money
has left for A. this morning

Danish has a restriction that ia different, but yet somewhat reminiacent of
the French one. V'irtually the only case in Danish in which relativization by
pronoun is truly acceptable is when the subject of RC ia being relativized.
Here, and only here, we very frequently find the pronoun der instead of the
usual particle som~. However, if the relativized aubject is not the subject of
RC itself, but of a finite clause embedded in it, der is no longer used (105).
Using the particle is, once more, the only option. Superficially one might say,
therefore, that whereas the French empty subject needa an adjacent pronoun,
a Danish relative subject pronoun needs an adjacent empty subject position.
This makes sense when we consider the fact that der in Danish is also the
expletive subject pronoun, a pronoun that only occurs if the subject of a clause
is otherwise unrealised.

(105) DAN
a. ~`jeg kender en mand, der jeg tror [ R ved beaked om

sagen].
I know a man who I think knows about the matter

b. jeg kender en mand, som jeg tror [ R ved besked om
sagen].
I know a man that I believe knows about the matter

But if that is so, then why is there not a der next to the relative gap itself in
(105), like French? A fair posaibility is that der, if it has an antecedent at all,
must find it in its immediate vicinity'o.

As we can see in (105), the fact that der cannot appear in COMP of the
embedded clauae does not entail that the particle som may appear there. This
is the last phenomenon typical for this type of relativization. English,
Swedish, and Danish don't allow a particle or complementizer in the COMP of
a clause embedded in RC whose subject is relativized (105-107). Norwegian, on
the other hand, does allow the relative particle som to occur (108).

~ Notice, by the way, that not all instances of relativizing the subject of an embedded
clause are without problems. Kayne (1976) noticea the following problematic inatancea:

i: 'la fille quil eat évident [qui t'admires] ...
ii: ?la fille que je suis aure [qui arrivera la premiereJ ...
why these sentences are no good ia unclear.

N contrary to French, however, using the particle is by no means excluded.

~ In other words: der behaves either like an anaphor (antecedent obligatory and very
close) or like a referential expression (no 'antecedent' at all allowed), not an everyday
combination. Anyway, the analysis of der is a complicated and only partly resolved matter.
See for a thorough survey and an analytic proposal Erteschik-Shir (1985).
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(106) ENG
a. this typical Londoner, who we never imagined [ R

was a spy], had in fact opened all Maggies closets to
the Chinese.

b. ~`thia typical Londoner, who we never imagined [that
was a spy], had in fact opened all Maggiea closeta to
the Chinese.

(107) SVE
a. tlickan som jag sa [R, kitnde dig] har en katt.

the girl that I said that knew you has a cat
b. ~`flickan som jag sa [att R kfinde dig] har en katt.

the girl that I said that knew you has a cat

(108) NOR
a. jenta som jeg sa [ R kjente deg] heter Kirsti.

the girl that I said knew you is called K.
b. jenta som jeg sa [at R l~jente deg] heter Kirati.

the girl that I said that knew you is called K.

The SOVlanguages German and Dutch, as well as the Romance languages
and Icelandic, do not allow empty COMPs in finite subclauaes at all", and
consequently need a complementizer in casea like the above too.

2.4.2.3.2 PART OF A FINITE EMBEDDED QUESTION

About half the languages offer realistic possibilities for relativizing part of
finite questions embedded in RC. These are Catalan, Italian, Romanian, and
the Scandinavian languages except Danish. In all of the others, this type of
relativization ia impossible, except for a small number of marked and~or
marginal casea, for which see the relevant sectiona in part III.

Even in Italian this type of relativization ia by no means unanimously
accepted. Example (109) ia a case in point.

(109) ITA
il solo incarico che non sapevi [(a chi], avrebbero
affidato R e,] è poi finito proprio a te.
the only task that you didn't know to whom you should
have entrusted has later been finiahed by yourself

Part of the problem ia no doubt the inherent complexity of the relevant
constructions. Furthermore, the phenomenon is bounded, in the sense that
relativizing part of a question inside a queation inside the RC is impossible~.

The northern Scandinavian languages uniformly allow relativization of
part of an embedded question only with the relative particle. It is interesting
to notice that questioning part of an embedded question is categorically
impossible, questioning always involving a pronoun.

Usually, when one wants to relativize part of an embedded question but is
not allowed to do so, the alternative strategy is as follows. We add a

" Excepting casea in Dutch and particularly German where a subordinate clause takea on
main clauae propertiea, as a conaequence of which no conjunction can be present. Technically,
such subclausea are mainclausea, of courae. An example from German:

i. Ich glaube da~ er die Emma liebt.
I believe that he lovea E.

ii. Ich glaube, er liebt die Emma.
I believe, he lovea Emma.

r` See Rizzi (1980) for an analyais of thia boundednesa property.
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prepositional adjunct in the RC itaelf, pointing to the entity that is to be
subjected to relativization, and we relativize this adjunct. Then, we simply
include a pronoun in the embedded question, which also refera to that entity.
The result are structures like (109,110).

(109) FRA
1'esu-forte [dont je ne suis pas sure R[qui; e; 1'a fait]]

the etching of which I'm not sure who has made it

(110) NED
de ets [[waarvan] ik R niet zeker weet [wie, e, h.em
gemaakt heeft]] ...
the etching of which I'm not sure who has made it

2.4.2.3.3 PAR.T OF AN EMBEDDED INFINITIVAL CLAUSE

The array of types of infinitival embedded clauses is somewhat amaller
than that of finite embedded clauses, in that there are no embedded infinitival
yeslno questions that can be formally distinguished from embedded
declaratives. Secondly, in many embedded infinitivals the subject cannot be
expressed, and must be identical to one of the arguments of the clause that
the infinitival clause is embedded in (111). These PRO subjects (see section
I.3.1.2), as a consequence, cannot be independently relativized. Relativizing
them always reduces to relativizing the argument in the higher clause with
which they corefer, as (112) shows.

(111) ENG
a. Aschenbach persuaded the baronesa; [ PRO, to leave

Venice].
b. The baroness, promised Aschenbach [ PRO, to leave at

once].

(112) ENG
a. The baroness whom Aschenbach persuaded R, [PRO, to

leave Venice] had a beautiful son.
b. The baroneae who R, promised Aachenbach [PRO, to

leave Venice] had a beautiful son.

Apart from this, relativizing part of an embedded infinitival clause is
generally possible if it is posaible to relativize the corresponding part of an
embedded finite clauae. This goes for infinitival declaratives and queations
alike. Quite generally, the degree of markedness of relativizing part of an
embedded clause is somewhat lower if the clause involved is infinitival.

Two points ahould be mentioned in this connection. b`irst, German, which
has rather limited possibilities for relativizing parts of finite embedded
declaratives, has leas difficulty with relativizing part of an infinitival
embedded declarative, as (113) may show.

(113) DEU
der Diplomat, den der Geheimdiensti [PRO, R zu
liquidieren] versucht hat, kam unbeschadet davon.
the diplomat whom the secret aervice had tried to
liquidate survived without damage

Second, the Scandinavian languages do not poases infinitival
questions, so that, trivially, there can be no question of relativizing anything
in them.
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2.4.2.3.4 PART OF AN EMBEDDED RC OR. CONTENT CLAUSE

This type of construction is quite rare indeed, occurring on a limited scale
in Scandinavia only. In it, we find a relative gap that ia itself part of yet
another relative construction contained in our RC. An example from
Norwegian (114) (with the RC extraposed to the right periphery) should clarify
this.

(114) NOR
her er en bol~ [som [ingen; ek] blir lykkelig [som R;
leser R;]k].
here is a book that nobody becomea happy who reads

The only languages in which it is possible at all to create such atructures
are Swedish and Norwegian. And even there they are by no means
unanimously accepted. Mind, however, that extraction from relative structures
by means of other operations, like questioning or topicalization, is somewhat
more wideapread in Scandinavia (see II.4.2.3).

For those apeakers who do accept these relativea out of relatives, the
following restrictions seem to hold.

In Norwegian, the RC that encompasses both relative gaps must be
extraposed. That is, it is separated from its antecedent and moved away
towards the right periphery of the sentence~, as was done in (114). Example
(115), which is identical to (114) except for the fact that the relevant RC has
remained in its original position, is acceptable for nobody.

(115) NOR
~`her er en bok, som [ingen~ som R~ leser R,] blir
lykkelig.
here is a book that nobody who reads becomes happy

In Swedish, this type of construction cannot be made with subjects. That
is, the subject of the RC of the embedded relative construction cannot be the
thing that is 'relativized out of the relative construction. Instead, if that
subject is a gap, the closest antecedent to its left must belong to it (116).

(116) SVE
Stockholm, dtiir, jag har [mánge al~ktingar~ som Ry bor
R,]~ ...
S., where I have many relativea that live ...

Little can be said about constructions involving infinitival relativea, these
being rather marked, limited in distribution, and even avoided in many cases
anyway. It aeems not to be unreasonable to exclude thia possibility
categorically.

Quite an exceptional possibility exists in Icelandic. There, it is in some
cases poasible to relativize part of a content clause. That is: part of a clausal
complement to a noun (e.g. fact, idea, need, attempt, ...) which specifies the
semantic content of that noun. The example (117) exhibita extraposition of the
content clause, but that doea not seem to be a necessary characteristic.

n Of course, if the RC happened to be at the end of the sentence anyway, there will be
no visible effect.
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(117) ISL
Alcatraz er fangalsi, sem lftil [von e,] er, [um aa maaur
sleppi lifandi ur R],.
A. is a prison that there is little hope that a man
escapes from alive

2.4.2.4 PIED-PIPING

In many cases where the relative gap is too deeply embedded, so that we
cannot set up a grammatical chain immediately, the phenomenon of
pied-piping may come to the rescue.

Before going on, leta recapitulate what pied-piping is, applied specifically
to relative constructiona, this time.

Pied-piping is special form of movement which affects not only the thing
that we actually intend to move to COMP, but also parta of the structure that
contains that element. Parts of that surrounding structure are, in a way,
seduced into following the target part, just like the Pied-piper enticed the
children of Hameln. The effect is, often, that there are fewer boundaries to
cross in carrying out the movement operation in question. Thus, if we
wh-move who as in (118a), it crosses both a PP boundary and an S boundary
on its way two COMP, so two boundariea in total. If, on the other hand, the
whole PP is dragged along, as in (118b), the movement operation crosaea only
one boundary: S.

(118) ENG
a. [who, [e did John BpeSIC [pp about e,]]]?
b. [[ppabout whom], [s did John speak e,]]?

Often, reducing the number of boundaries to croas by using pied-piping means
the difference between perfectly possible and utterly ungrammatical.

When pied-piping in relativization, the element that we really want to
relativize is made into a relative pronoun, and it is moved to COMP complete
with its aurrounding structure.
The relative gap in these cases is, consequently, not the gap of the relativized
item, but the gap left by the whole pied-piped structure.

Let us illustrate this with a real case of relativization from English now.
Consider the hypothetical structure in (119), where we want to relativize the
possessor of the lawnmower.

(119) ENG
~`the gardener - I borrow [whose lawnmower]

We have already seen, in II.2.4.2.2.1., that putting whose into COMP, leaving
a relative gap inside the NP, is not allowed in English: from the attributive
genitive position, the NP boundary must not be crossed. Therefore, we cannot
simply convert (119) into (120).

(120) ENG
'the gardener whose I borrow [ R lawnmower] ...

Instead, we pied-pipe the whole NP, so that we do not cross any NP-boundary,
creating the grammatical (121).

(121) ENG
the gardener [whose lawnmower] I borrow R...

The range of conatructiona that lend themselves to pied-piping dif'fers from
language to language. Typically, NPs and PPa are structures that lend
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themselves easily for being pied-piped. Sometimes also infinitival clauses may
be pied-piped.

As usual, the conditions telling us whether it is allowed in some
configuration to create a relative gap operate independently from one another.
That is, also when pied-piping, we have to check for each condition and
domain separately whether creating a relative gap ia possible. For instance,
consider the English example in (122).

(122) ENG
the gardener [ [whose father]'s lawnmower] I borrowed
R ...

(123) ENG
~`the gardener - I borrowed [ [whose father]'s
lawnmower]

When trying to create (122) out of the hypothetical base (123), we first come
to the conclusion that putting just whose in COMP won't do, since it would
create a relative gap in the position of an attributive genitive, which is not
allowed in Engliah. So we decide to pied-pipe the NP containing whose,
namely: whose father. Now we must check again whether it is possible to
create a relative gap in the place of this NP, and again, it is not. For whose
father is itself again an attributive genitive. Therefore, the whole procesa is
repeated, and we pied-pipe the NP containing the NP containing the relative
pronoun. In this way we end up with the grammatical (122), in which the
relative gap is just in the direct object position, which is perfectly grammatical
in English.

The possibilities for pied-piping for the different languages are as follows.
Languages that posses a relative pronoun that functions as an attributive

genitive relativize this position always by pied-piping the whole NP, except for
Romanian. Romanian has the exceptional capacity of having a relative gap in
this position, as discussed in section 2.4.2.2.1. The examples (121,122) are an
illustration from English. The same effect is illustrated from some other
languages in (124-126).

(124) ESP
mi hermana, [cuyo marido] conoces bien R, ...
my sister, whose husband you know well, ...

(125) NED
ik hielp een dame [wier dochter] wij op de berg
ontmoet hadden.
I helped a lady whose daughter we met on the
mountain

(126) NOR
jeg hjalp en dame [hvis datter] vi traff R pá fjellet.
I helped a lady whose daughter we met on the
mountain

The languages that do not have such a pronoun: French, Catalan, and
Icelandic, are reduced always to expreasing a possesaor that they want to
relativize by means of a prepositional complement to a noun.

This brings us to the other most widespread domain of pied-piping,
prepositional phrasea. In principle, all the languages allow a PP to be
pied-piped if we want to relativize its object or part of its object. The phrase
that is properly the target of relativization must be realized, of courae, as a
relative pronoun.
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It is for this latter reason that we never see pied-piping in Icelandic: modern
Icelandic simply has no relative pronouns, so the whole situation does not
arise.

Even the languages that allow relative gaps in the position of object of a
preposition have the possibility of pied-piping: In English the choice is
relatively free, pied-piping the PP usually being considered to be slightly more
formal. Dutch allows both possibilities too, without much of a preference
between them, subject, of course to the demand that the preposition involved
allows its object to be subject to R-movement. In the continental Scandinavian
languages the use of pronouns is marked even in the best of cases, and,
consequently, pied-piping is just as highly marked. The examples (127-131) are
illustrations.

(127) DEU
den Dolch, [mit dem] er sich R erstach, hatte er erst
letzte Woche gekauft.
the dagger with which he killed himself he had bough
only last week

(128) ENG
these are matters [about which] one should no speak R
in public.

(129) ITA
tutti hanno sentito 1'entusiasma [col quale] parlava R.
all have noticed the enthusiasm with which he apoke

(130) ROM
in toate manifest~rile [de care] era capabilá R...
in all the guises of which he was capable ...

(131) SVE
gatan, [pá uilken] jag hade st~llt bilen R, ...
the street in which I had parked the car

But pied-piping does not stop here. First, it is quite generally possible to
make combinationa of the two types of pied-piping we have just aeen; taking
NPs and PPs. This possibility is in principle unbounded. That is, even if the
relative pronoun is embedded in a whole stack of NPs in PPs in NPs, and so
on, we can atill pied-pipe the highest of this stack, as (132,133) show.

(132) FRA
l~omme [avec la femme duquel] tu t'ea disputé est le
commissaire de police.
the man with whose wife you had a discussion is the
police commissioner

(133) NED
de man [van wiens vrouw] hij het medaillon kocht was
zijn oom.
the man of whose wife he bought the hanger was his
uncle

In the Scandinavian languages, the degree of markedness quickly gets to
be so high that acceptability suffers greatly. In Italian any pied-piping more
complicated than the two basic types is restricted to appositive relatives only.
In French, the biggest phrase that is pied-piped must be a PP always, never
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an NP". In Dutch, if in the ultimately pied-piped phrase the relative pronoun
is preceded by anything but one preposition, the construction is only possible
in appositive relatives. Lastly, in German, this same configuration is
ungrammatical altogether.

Apart from all this, sometimea other categories can be pied-piped as well.
German allows infinitival subordinate clauses to be pied-piped, with the
relative pronoun fronted inside them (134a). Also, the relative pronoun may be
part of a construction inside the infinitival clause which is itself pied-piped
inside the infinitival clause, subject to the aforementioned restriction (134b).

(134) DEU
a. er hat den Wagen, [den zu kaufen] er sich R

vorgenommen hatte, nicht mehr gesehen.
he has not seen the car that he had decided to buy
anymore

b. das Bett, [[in dem] R zu schlafen] R mir niemals
gelungen ist, hab ich jetzt endlich verkauft.
the bed in which I never succeeded in sleeping I've
finally sold

In Italian appositive relatives too it is possible to pied-pipe a whole
infinitival clause (135). The only possible relative pronoun in such cases is il
quale (and ita inflectional forms of courae). And even in formal English
infinitivals can sometimes be pied-piped (136). Nevertheless, there is a real
difference with German. In neither of the former two languages can the
relative pronoun be fronted inside the infinitival clause, in German it must
be76.

(135) ITA
il carabiniere, [scappare dal quale] non potevo R, mi
ha multato.
the policeman, from whom I could not escape, has given
me a fine

(136) ENG
a. the elegant parties, [to be admitted to one of which]

R was a privilege, were usually held at Hernando's
Hideaway.

b. the performance [(in order) not to miss which] Joe
had come back early from Australia R, was ruined by
bad lighting.

More yet is possible in Italian appositive relatives: adjectival phrases
containing a relative pronoun (137a.), as well as adverbial phrasea that do so
(137b.), are sensitive to pied-piping here.

" Notice, also, that pied-piping entails that there is a true relative pronoun in the
position we want to relativize. Therefore, if that position is the object of a preposition, it is
not posaible to replace that whole PP by dont.

~ Actually, thia makes us somewhat suspicious about the true character of German
pied-piping of infinitivals: in all cases ezcept this one the relative pronoun atays in its basic
position. Only in German pied-piped infinitivals we get the strange phenomenon of a double
movement: one inside the clause to be pied piped, and one of the clause itself. Notice,
however, that, contrary to other languages like English and Italian, pied-piping in German
requirea that the wh- element is in firat position, or at most preceded by a preposition, in all
cases. For a different view of these clauses see Tappe (1983).
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(137) ITA
a. Rosa, [afiezionati al quale] non sembravate R, è

dawero carina.
R., whom you don't seem to like much, is truly nice

b. Giorgio, [diversamente dal quale] noi abbiamo aderito
R, ...
G., other than whom we did attend, . .. (i.e. he did not
attend, we did)

The former of these two possibilities exists in English as well, if the adjective
is deverbal in nature (138).

(138) ENG
that woman, [compared to whom] Attilla the Hun was
an angel of inercy R, is unfortunately my husband's
favourite aunt.

2.4.2.5 SiJMMARY

S~,mming up, long relativization is possible in the following cases:

[X] Relativizing the object of a preposition
(a - by leaving a gap in obj of P poaition;
b- by pied-piping the whole PP)

example: a.: the woman (that we talked [about R]]
b.: the woman [[about whom] we talked R]

CAT b FRA b NOR a b~~`~
DAN a b~`~`~` ISL a POR b
DEU b 1TA b ROM b
ENG a b~` NED a b~ SVE a b'~`
ESP b
~`-slightly formal; ~`~`-marked; ~'~`- marginal

possibilities are limited to PPs that have some degree- of
semantic connectedness to the verb.
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[XI] R,elativizing part of a NP

A. Attributive genitive:
example: the ahip [whose funnel] R was damaged ...
always with pied-piping the whole NP, except in Romanian.

B. Object of PP complement to noun:
CAT c FRA c NOR a
DAN ISL ? POR b
DEU b ITA b ROM
ENG a b NED a b SVE a
ESP b
a- by leaving a gap in obj of P position;
6- by pied-piping the PP
c- by actually relativizing the PP)
example: a. ENG: books [that I know [the author (of R]]] ...

b. POR: um autor [[de quem] eu li [3 livros R]] ...
c. FRA: des livres [dont je connais [i'auteur R]]...

possible with some prepositions only, and if no possessive
pmnoun is present in the NP.

C. Part of relative clause or content clause: see XII:D,E

[XII] Relativizing part of a subclause.

A. part of a finite declarative:
example: the book [that you said [that Bill lost R]] ...
Any part of these can be relativized, in all languages except
German (north: unacceptable, south: marked to marginal).
Impossible in German and Icelandic subclauses with main
clause word order.

B. part of a finite embedded question:
examples:
ITA: il solo incarico [che non sapevi ([a chi], avrebbero

affidato R e,ll ...
ISL: ma8urinn, [sem ptí veist ekki [hvort Jón sá R í bíó]] ...
Just posaible in Italian and in Romanian and the northern
Scandinavian languages only. (for general alternative see
aection II.2.4.2.3.2)

C. part of a infinitival subclause
example: the book which John promised [ to buy R]
Generally possible if the same part could be relativized in a
corresponding finite subclause. In German better than that.

D. part of embedded relative clause
example:
NOR: her er en bok~[som [ingen, e;] blir lykkelig

[som R, leser nzj;].
posaible rarely only, in Norwegian. Not for everybody.

E. part of a content clause
possible in some cases in Icelandic.
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[XIII] Pied-piping
CAT a b c d FRA a b d NOR a b~`
DAN a b~` ISL~`~` POR a b c d
DEU ab de ITA abcdeROM abcd
ENG abcde NED abcd SVE ab
ESP a b d

a- NP containing a relativized attributive genitive;
b- PP containing a relativized object of P;
c - NP containing b;
d - PP containing a, b, or c;
e - infinitival clause.
example: a. ENG: books [[whose cover] we like R]

b. ENG: the car [[for which] he paid too much R]
c. ENG: a book [[the author of which] was exiled]
d. NED: de vrouw [[van wier geld] hij leeft R]

FRA: 1'homme [[avec la femme duquel] tu t'es
disputé]

e. ITA: il carabiniere, [[scappare dal quale] non
potevo R]

DEU: der Wagen, [[den zu kaufen] er sich R
vorgenommen hatte]

~` - highly marked
~`~` - Icelandic has no relative pronoun, so no pied-piping.
NB: concerning d, not all combination need be grammatical.



Relative clause and syntactic
antecedent

3.1 STRUCTURE OF THE RELATIVE CONSTRUCTION

Let's first recapitulate some essential points that we covered so far. In II.1
we have seen that any relative construction muat consist of a relative clause,
and an antecedent'. The antecedent is modified by the relative clause, in that
the referent of the relative gap or pronoun is the same as that of the
antecedent. Thus, the role that the relativized item plays in the RC is
attributed of the antecedent. A concrete example is ( 1), where man refers not
only to a male person, but also, from the RC to someone lighting a cigarette.

(1) ENG
a. the man who methodically lit his cigarette ...
b. the man, who methodically lit his cigarette ...

Thus, the simplest posaible schema of a relative clause is that in (2):

(2) [antecedent] [R~... R ...]

The structure of relatives may take one of two forms.
First, the relative clause may be an adjunct to a noun, the head of the NP

to which the RC belongs. Thus, that noun, with or without other adjuncts
closer to it, is the antecedent of the construction. This type of relative
construction is called restrictiue relatiue construction. Its basic structure is
schematically rendered in (3).

Second, both the antecedent and the relative clause may be full phrases in
their own right, Thia type of construction, called the appositiue relatiue
construction, whose general traits are rendered in (4).

(3)

(4)

Restrictiue relatiuization

LNP ... aIlt. [RC [cpA{p r81.] [3... R ...]]]

e.g: '[ p all drivers [~who R hit children]]
s~iould be hange~

Appositiue relatiuization

[,~ ant.] ... [xc [con~ rel.l [s...R ...]]

e.g.: '[,,,P all drivers], [RCCUho R hit children],
should be hanged'

' The special case of free relatives, whose antecedent is empty, and therefore invisible,
will be discussed in section II.3.3 below. Here, we discuss only relativea with an overt
antecedent.
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The namea of the two constructions derive from the generally observable
semantic difference that goes with the structural difference: the antecedent is
modified in quite different waysz.
In restrictive constructions, the set of entities to which the antecedent by
itself might apply is narrowed down by the information drawn from the
relative clause. This type of modification is called restrictiue modifzcation. In
appositive constructions there is appositiue modification, where the relative
clause does add extra information about the referent or referents of the
antecedent, but does not influence the number of posaible referents of the
antecedent. Concretely: in (3) the opinion is expressed that all those people
who fulfill two conditions: being a driver and killing children, should be
hanged. The RC expreases a restricting condition. In (4), no such restraint is
honored: hang any driver! No licence holder is exempted. The RC does no
more than add some background: drivers are people who kill children. set of
referents that it might refer to.

3.1.1 THE NATURE OF THE ANTECEDENT

As we have just seen, antecedents of relative constructions come in two
types. The essential difference is that the antecedent of an appositive relative
clause (ARC) is a full phrase in its own right, but the antecedent of a
restrictive relative clause (RRC) is not. Instead, the latter consista of the head,
and possibly other complements to that, of the NP which constitutes the whole
relative construction. Why this is so is the subject of the next sections.

3.1.1.1 RESTRICTIVE ANTECEDENTS

Restrictive relatives occur in NPs only. That is, the antecedent always
includes a nominal head. In addition, it may include all sorta of adjuncts to
that nominal head. This is intuitively apparent from examples like (5-8).

(5) ENG
[people [who R smoke in the lavatory)] are a pest.

(6) NED
[de mooie blcemen [die hij R gekocht had]] lagen
vergeten in een hoekje.
the beautiful flowers which he had bought lay forgotten
in a corner

(7) DEU
hast du [das Buch von Koestler [das ich R gestern
mitgebracht habe]] gesehen?
have you seen the book by K. that I brought with me
yesterday?

' This dces not seem to be so in every language, however. For instance, all other things
being equal, Japanese seems to lack a structural configuration like that in (4). Nevertheless,
it is possible to add information about an antecedent by means of a relative clause in the
semantical sense that we just called 'appositivé. Only, syntactically such clauses are identical,
it seems, to reatrictivea. 1'hus, it would seem, in Japanese the semantic difference has no
syntactic parallel.
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(8) FRA
Jean-Roger a attiré 1'attention sur [les quelques
kilomètres d'autoroutes bétonnées [qu'il su~irait de
construire R pour hisser la France su niveau de
Monaco]].
J-R. pointed out the few kilometera of concrete-surfaced
motorways that it would be enough to construct in
order to raise F. to the level of M.

Thus, (6) means that some beautiful flowers were bought, and those flowers
lay in a corner, (7) means that yesterday I bought a book by Koestler, and
now seem to have lost that book, and so on.

The antecedent of a RRC may even include another restrictive relative
clause3, as is shown in (9).

(9) ENG
only a few of [the people [who R tled from
Cambodia] [who R tried to get into this country last
year]] were granted the status of political refugee.

Obviously, the persons who presented themselves at the border were people
who fled from Cambodia. This phenomenon is called stacking, which will be
discussed in section II.3.4.

3.1.1.2 ' WHY RESTRICTIVES AAVE NO PIiRASAL ANTECEDENT

By now, the attentive reader will no doubt have noticed that in the above
examples the determiner (in all cases an article, here), ia considered not to be
part of the antecedent. Zlo see why, we have to take a closer look at the
precise atructural relationships between the parts of restrictive relative NPs
that determine what is and what is not part of the antecedent.

Structurally, represented in the form of a tree, the relevant NPs in (6)
and (7) look like (10) and (11), respectively:
(10)

rDet
~r' C

rAp-~i

de moo~ie bloemen die hij qekocht had

' In fact, it might even include more than one, although it ia hardly poasible to formulate
a workable example of this. It is the kind of construction that tenda to get too clumsily
complicated to be readily acceptable, and is usually avoided in favour of a coordination
strategy. Thus, (8) is often replaced by something like: (the people [who [R fled Cambodial
and [R tried to get in to this country last year]]], or (the people [who R fled Cambodis] and
[who R tried to get into this country last year]. In all three casea the reference of people is
restricted in precisely the same way: the eubset of the people who fled Cambodia for which
holds that they tried to enter this country is identical to the interaection of the set of people
who fled Cambodia and the set of people who tried to get into this country.
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~ {tC

~ ~P I
das Buch von Koestler das ich gestern mitgebracht habe

These structures do not only express the proper 'closenesa' relations in the
NPs at hand, but also show what determines antecedenthood in restrictive
relative constructions, formulated in (12).

(12)

~P

Restrictive antecedenthood, approximation

The antecedent of a restrictive relative clause is the
partial phrase that is ita structural sister'.

This definition will be refined and incorporated in a general formal definition
of antecedency in section II.4.3.1.

Implicit in (12) is the assumption, to which I will indeed adhere, that
branching is binary only. For if that were not the case, (12) would be
undecidable, since there could be more than one sister of any node.

Clearly, then, the definition in (12) excludes the determiner from the
antecedent, since that determiner is, at best, an aunt of RC. But is that
definition correct? Is it true that the determiner is not part of the antecedent?
I feel that the answer is yes, and the following arguments do teatify to this
effectó.

First of all, as a preliminary, lets establiah the fact that one of the
essential functions of a determiner is to express definiteness, apecificity, and
uniqueness of the referent of an NP. In a sense, determiners partly link a
lexical concept to the extralinguistic world by determining its set properties,
within the class that is addressed by the reference of the nominal in question.

Our first argument looks at things from the point of view of possible
antecedenta, and determiners of NPs in general. Since restrictive relativization
narrows down the set of possible referents of the antecedent, it should
normally be the case that the antecedent in isolation might refer to a set of
referents that can be narrowed down. In other words: there must be more
than one possible referent in the real world for restrictive relativization to
make sense. Then, a simple noun like girl referring to the class of entities
with female and human properties, plus some othera of a less concrete nature,
presumably, would be a proper antecedent for a restrictive relative clause. The
relative clause tells us which girl or girls are meant. It might even narrow
down the set of possible referents for girl to just one specific girl: e.g. girl that
7bby is married to. Provided that Toby is a run-ofi-the-mill European christian

' Implicit in this definition is the view that there is only binary branching. That is: there
must be no more than two branches leaving any node. Otherwise, there might be more than
one structural sister to a node. If one wants to keep to multiple branching, the definition
muat be expanded along the following lines:

The antecedent of a restrictive relative clause ia a partial phrase which is a structural
sister to the ftC and which includes the head of the NP of which the relative clause is a
constituent.

" In what follows, the examples are taken from English for reasona of convenience only.
All arguments hold for any of the other langauges as well, unless the opposite is specifically
stated.
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and not a bigamist, there can be but one girl in the world that answers to the
above description, to the exclusion of all others.

Similarly, a masa-noun like water, referring basically to that part of the
world which is describable as H2O, can have its reference restricted by a
relative clause, as in water which ?bby poured into my glass at dinner last
night. The latter phrase does no longer refer to the familiar liquid in general,
but to one specific quantity of it, one isolable body of water. In other words:
an entity. Now let us look at how the choice of proper determiners is
determined in these cases.

Water, being a mass-noun, can have a zero determiner in Engliah. That is,
a sentence like W.C. Fields neuer drank water ia grammatical. Count nouns,
on the other hand, which refer to entities, cannot have a zero determiner in
Englishe. Thus, the sentence ?bby longed for girl is under normal conditions
not grammatical. Therefore we must conclude that the choice of proper
determiners in English is at least in part determined by whether the noun in
question refera to delimitable entities or not.

Now let us look what happens if we substitute the relative construction
with the noun water which we saw above for the noun water in the sentence
about W.C. Fields, pretending it came from an autobiography of one of the
comedian's friends (13).

(13) ENG
a. W.C. Fields never drank water that Toby poured into

my glass at dinner last night.
b. W.C. Fields never drank the water that Toby poured

into my glass at dinner last night.

Example (13b) is perfect, but (13a) is semantically incongruous at best. The
difference lies in the determiners chosen, and the reason for it must be that it
is hardly natural to look upon the liquid described in (13) as anything but an
isolated body of water, an entity. Therefore, the zero determiner is out of
place here.

But then it follows that the choice of determiners is not effected by the
head noun, but by the combination of head noun and relative clause, since
water on its own does not refer to an entity at all.

Structurally, it is, again, the relation sisterhood that is responsible for
determining the proper choice of determiner in NPs. 1b see this, consider the
examples in (14).

(14) ENG
a. no handsome Swede ( will win Marjories hand)
b. a handsome Swede (will win Marjories hand)
c. the handsome Swede (will win Marjories hand)

Example ( 14a) does not refer to no Swede at all, adding that this nobody was
handsome. That would be plainly nonsensical. Rather, it refers to zero
members in the class of handsome Swedes. In ( 14b) reference is to just one
unspecified member of the same class, and in ( 14c) the class of handsome
Swedes competing for Marjories hand consists of just one member, so that
that referent is apecific, definite, and even unique, which is reflected in the
determiner the. Example (14c) certainly does not mean that there is only one
Swede interested in Marjorie.

In (15) the structure of the examples in (14) is represented in tree-format,
and it is obvious that what determines the choice of determiner is the
structural sister node to that determiner.

' That is, when they are singular, which is the relevant case for us here.
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(15)

~
~
~ i

nolalthe handsome Swede

Now, if the structural sister node to the determiner position is the one that
determines the proper choice of determiner, and reatrictive relative clauses
play a part in determining the proper determiner for the NP of which they
are a constituent, both of which we have found to be the case, then a
restrictive relative clause must be part of the sister of the determiner position,
as represented in examplea (10,11) above. That leaves only one last possibility
for including the determiner in the antecedent to the relative clause: by taking
the whole NP to be antecedent. But that is clearly asking for aemantic
trouble: for then the relative clause is included in its own antecedent.

Therefore, we shall have to conclude that the determiner is not part of the
antecedent of a restrictive relative clause, and that the definition of restrictive
antecedent in (12) ia essentially correct'.

A second argument, which is somewhat shorter and simpler, takes the
relative gap as its point of departure, and tries to determine ita reference.

As we have had ample occasion to see, the relative gap per se has no
reference, but borrows' the reference of its antecedent. Now consider an
example like that in (16).

(16) ENG
[the redheaded athlete [that Adidas aponsors R]] won
Wimbledon.

The relevant question is: who did Adidas sponsor? There are at least two
possibilities for us to consider here: the relative gap is either referentially
connected to redheaded athlete or to the redheaded athletee.

Suppose for a minute that we choose the latter alternative. Then, the
relative clause should be interpreted as (17).

(17) 'Adidas sponsored the redheaded athlete'

' Credibility is added by the fact that in all casea of one part of a structure being
determined by another that we have seen, c-command was involved, and so it is in relative
antecedency.

' Actually, there is a third possibility, which is that the antecedent here is just the head
noun athlete 7`he structure of the phrase would then be:

i.
~P

~,

~, 1
~ ~tC

the redheaded athlete that adidas sponsors R

In a case like this, nothing much depends upon the choice, but it might have some
import in cases like the best I f rst I tallest athlete. Jumping the gun a little, the difference lies
in whether the proper interpretation should be: 'that person who is a member of the class of
best, first or tallest athletes and happens to be sponsored by Adidas' (with the structure of
(10)), or ' that member of the class of athletes aponsored by Adidas who has red hair' (with
the structure above).
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Implicit in this interpretation is the presupposition that there is only one
redheaded athlete in the universe of discourse: one apecific and definite
peraon. But that presupposition is not present in (16) at all. All that (16) tells
us is that, however many redheaded athletes there may have been in the
tournament, it was the one that got money from Adidas that won.

The other alternative, not surprisingly, yields better results. Taking the
antecedent of the relative gap to be redheaded athlete, the interpretation of
the relative clauae of (16) becomes something like (18).

(18) 'Adidas sponsors some part of the clasa of redheaded
athletes'

And that is a lot more like it. Becauae now the interpretation of (16) can be
constructed as : Adidas sponsors part of the clasa of redheaded athletes, and
that part that they sponsor comprises of just one person, and that person won
the ~mbledon tournament. So, preciaely the interpretation that we all know
to be the correct one. Therefore, we can conclude, the proper antecedent for
the relative gap of a RRC does not include the determiner.

A third argument comes from McCawley (1978). McCawley notices that, if
in coordinated clauses part of a NP containing a RRC is elided, the antecedent
of the elided matter must include the relative clause if it includes the head
noun. Example (19) illustrates this.

(19) ENG
Tom has two cata that once belonged to Fred, and Sam
has four ,

Obviously, then, cats that once belonged to Fred must be a coherent partial
phrase, a complete node. Thus, there is a node dominating both the head noun
and a RRC, but not the determiner. And therefore, the antecedent cannot
include the determiner, since there is no configuration in which determiner
and head noun (at least) would form a node, a partial phrase, without that
node including the relative clause too.

3.1.1.3 APPOSITIVE ANTECEDENTS

Quite differently from restrictive relative constructions, the antecedent of
an appositive relative clause is a full phrase in its own right. Moreover, it
need not always be an NP either. It can in principle be almost any type of
phrase.

The latter point is easy to illustrate. In the examplea in (20) to (25) the
antecedent is in boldface, as usual. Only the first one of them is an NP.

(20) ENG
the redheaded athlete, whom Adidas sponsors R, won
Wimbledon.

(21) NED
al mijn overhemden zijn blauw, wat ik R een heel
mooie kleur vind.
all my shirts are blue, which I consider a very beautiful
colour
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(22) DEU
Hermann wollte seinen Gegner mit einem Schlag, wie
er das schon oft R gemacht hatte, zerschlagen.
H, wanted to finish his adversary in one blow, as he
had done often before

(23) ITA
Laura vorebbe fare una gita a Firenze, que R sarebbe
piacévole anche a me.
L. would like to make a trip to F., which I would find
nice too

(24) ITA
mi sono messo a giocare a carte, che R è sempre una
distrazione.
I have started to play cards, which is always a
distraction

(25) ESP
me escribía con fiecuencia, lo cual R me gustava
mucho.
he wrote to me frequently, which pleased me a lot

In (21), the antecedent is a predicative AP, in (22) an adverbial PP, in (23) a
VP, in (24) an infinitival argument clause, and in (25) a finite clause, in this
case a main clause. And as these examplea show, this freedom is by no means
restricted to just one or two languages, but a very common characteristic of
appositive relativization.

3.1.1.4 ' WHY APPOSITIVES DO AAVE A P)4iR.ASAL ANTECEDENT

Now, the first stipulation we made above: that the antecedent of an
appositive relative clause is a full phrase, must be validated. Consider the
appositive relative construction in (20), whose proper interpretation is as in
(26).

(26) The redheaded athlete won Wimbledon
8L
the redheaded athlete is sponsored by A.'

This interpretation implies the presupposition that there is just one redheaded
athlete within the universe of discourse: we know who we are talking about.
This is precisely the interpretation we arrived at in the previous section if we
included the whole phrase in the antecedent (cf. (16)). So, since in the case of
appositive relativization this is the right interpretation, obviously the
antecedent of an appositive relative to a nominal antecedent has a full NP as
its antecedent, including its determiner.

Next, let us look at (21), where the antecedent is the predicative adjective
blauw. If we expand the AP to, for instance vrolijk blauw (cheerful blue), the
antecedent muat include that attribute vrolijk too. The interpretation of the
resulting sentence is not (27), but (28)9.

' Some more, maybe more striking examples:
i. Einstein was extremely clever, which very few people are R.

ii. Joanna was quite heavily addicted, which I was not R.
Example (i) doea not mean that hardly anybody's IQ reaches above 100, and example (ii) does
not mean that I am not addicted, only that I am less heavily addicted. Therefore, the
antecedents must be the full APs: extremely cleuer and quite heauily addicted, respectively.
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(27) 'all my shirts are cheerful blue
8z
I find blue a beautiful colour'

(28) 'all my shirts are cheerful blue
8~
I find cheerful blue a beautiful colour'

The same goes for the rest of the examplea as well. Either we cannot add
anything at the left edge of the antecedent phrases indicated in boldface, or, if
we can, the added material becomes part of the antecedent too.

Last, there is the second part of McCawley's (1978) argument involving
elision in coordinate structures. In the previous section we saw that head
noun and RRC form a chunk under one node in restrictive constructions (see
(19)), a chunk which excluded the determiner of the relative NP. ff, however,
we are dealing with an appositive relative construction, there is no trace of
that chunk: if in a coordinate construction the head noun is elided, an
appositive relative that belongs to its 'antecedent' is not taken to belong to the
elided head noun too, as (29) shows.

(29) ENG
Tom has two violins, which once belonged to Heifetz,
and Sam has one ~veRa.

Crucially, in (29) there is nor can be an implication that Sam's violin was
once the property of Heifetz. Therefore, we may take it, there is no node that
unifies uiolin and which once belonged to Heifetz that does not include two, or
one, respectively.

What, then, is the proper atructural representation of appositive relative
constructions? There are two possibilities. The first, and simplest, solution is
to have the antecedent NP and the ARC as two completely independent parts
of the aentence containing them. In that case, basically the syntactic atructure
of a clause containing an appositive relative could be represented as in (30)`0

(30) [s ... ~~ ... [so COMP ... R, ..J ... ]

The other possibility is that ARCs are adjoined to their antecedent NP. Then,
their structure would be like (31), of which (31') is a concrete example based
on (20).

(31) lCP

XP RC

(31') f~P
1 ~

P C

~,

~~
the redheaded athlete, whom Adidas sponsors R,

'" Cf. Cinque (1982), proposing this analysis for at least some of the appositives in
Italian, and also Emonds (1979).
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Both have their pros and cons, as it atands, and neither can account for all
appositivea on its own.

11o start with (30), this analysis has the virtue of simplicity, essentially
looking upon appositive relatives as just another kind of adverbial adjunct.
Like (31), it accounts for the phrasal character of the antecedent of an ARC in
a clear and simple way: only full phrases can be constituenta of bigger units".

On the other hand, it is not very clear how a sentence like (20) could be
repreaented this way. Between the subject and the finite verb in Engliah,
there is no position available. Therefore, there ia no feasible way of fitting the
appositive relative into the structure of (20).

Next, a structural schema like (30) predicta that the positions of
antecedent and appositive relative with respect to one another should be
relatively free. In reality, this is by no means always the case. On the
contrary, one is inclined to say. Quite often, there seems to be a very strict
adjacency requirement, English being one of the strictest examples of this:
antecedent and appositive relative must not be separated at all.

A similar point can be made from Dutch, German, and the Scandinavian
languages. In declarative main clauses in theae languages the finite verb is
invariably in second position. That is, only one constituent can precede it12.
Now consider the perfectly grammatical example in (32).

(32) NED
Jan, die R in Groningen werkt, heeft een huia in Haren
gekocht.
J., who works in G., has bought a houae in H.

Since both antecedent and appositive relative clause precede the finite verb
heefi (has) in this example, the two must form one constituent. If this were
not the case, one would expect juat the antecedent to have been put in front
of the finite verb, as in (33). But (33) is not even an alternative: it is
downright ungrammatical.

(33) NED
~`Jan heeft, die in G. werkt, een huis in H. gekocht.
J. has, who works in G., bought a house in H.

These facts are no problem for the adjunction to XP analysis represented
in (31). Since antecedent and appositive relative clause do form one
constituent, we would expect an ARC to be able to occur next to its
antecedent regardless of position. We would also expect adjacency between
antecedent and relative clause to be the unmarked case, which seema to be
true.

Moreover, since adjunction is taken to be non-recursive (one cannot adjoin
more than once to a phrase) in current syntactic theoryl', we have an
immediate explanation in (31), but not in (30), for the fact that appositives

" That is, only full phrases and, in the terms of Jackendoff (1977), deaignated
grammatical elementa, such as determiners. Never, however, will one find a major category
without ita marimal projection topping it.

" Due to the operation of the V2 rule, which moves the finite verb to COMP, and in root
declarativea is always obligatory followed by topicalization of some, in principle any,
constituent. In terms of a barriera-like framework: V2 moves the verb into the C-position,
topicalization moves a rnnstituent to the apecifier of C-poaition. 1'he result is invariably:
topicalized constituent - finite verb - rest of clause. For details, see, e.g. various publication by
Den Besten.

" See Chomsky (1986).
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cannot be stacked, i.e.: there can be but one appositive relative" per
antecedent phrase.

Also, at firat glance (31) yields maximum uniformity with respect to the
relations between antecedents and relative clausea, for just like with
restrictives, the antecedent is guaranteed to be the atructural aiater to the
ARC. Thus, relative antecedenthood in general, covering restrictives and
appositive constructed along (31), can be defined as in (34).

(34) Relatiue antecedenthood, prouisional uersion

The antecedent of a relative clause is its structural sister
node.
If the structural sister node is a partial phrase, then the
construction is ayntacticall~ restrictive.
If the structural sister node is a full phrase, then the
construction is syntactically appositive.

Can't we do away with (30) altogether, then? Unfortunately, the answer
must be no.

One azgument, for the existence of type (30) appoaitivea ia the exiatence of
so-called split antecedents which are not simply coordinated NPa.

Split antecedents are antecedents that consist of more than one more or
less independent phrase. A pair of coordinated NP is one of the commoner
forms, as in (35).

(35) ENG
[the king and the parliament], who R only aeldom
agreed on mattera of foreign policy, for once joined
forces.

Such split antecedents are of course easily accountable for in terms of (31),
along the lines of (36).

(36)
F-
~

XP and XP

i
RC

When the members of a split antecedent are not simply coordinated, however,
but parallel parts of inembers of a bigger coordination, such an analysis is no
longer feasible. And these cases, albeit aparaely and markedly, do occur. An
example from Icelandic ia (37), where the antecedent of the relative clause
consiats of the aubjects of two coordinated clausea.

(37) ISL
ritdómnr birtst í Linguistic Inquiry og grein var lógó
fram í Linguistíc Analysis, sem R vorn mji)g lik
a review appeazed in L.1. and an article was submitted
to L.A. which were very similar

Obviously, only an analysis like (30) will do here, not counting all sort of
unlikely possibilities involving very intricate gymnastics and deletions indeed.
In the above case any derivation starting with two ARCs, one to each

" apart from doubles by simple coordination, as in:
i. they chose Joe, who R hatea dogs and who R always eata chips.
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half-antecedent, is implausible anyway, since be similar requires a multiple
and distributed subject.

Additional evidence may come from Italian. According to a few speakers at
least, although the vast majority disagrees, it is possible in Italian, and, as far
as we know, only in Italian, to have a split antecedent consisting of two NPs
with different grammatical functions in the same clause1ó. An example is (38).

(38) ITA
~`?Astrid non si trova piu tanto bene con Andrea, i
quali R d'altronde non hanno mai avuto molto in
comune.
A. doesn't get along with A. all that well anymore, who
had never much in common anyway

This seems to be possible only if il quale ia employed as relativizer. If it is at
all correct, it is a clear case where structure (31) is uaeless, but not (30).

In conclusion, we cannot but conclude that both types of appositive
construction occur, even though the adjunction construction of (31) seems by
far the most frequent one in our languages. Nevertheless, we shall see some
more type (30) appositive constructiona in chapter II.4, when dealing with
extraposition and clefting. There, too, we shall reformulate the definition (34)
of relative antecedency so as to account for type (30) appositives as well.

3.1.2 AGREEMENT IN RCa, AND THE ANTECEDENT

The relative gap, being empty itself, must borrow both its referential
propertiea, which link it to a set of referents in the real world, and its
grammatical properties: person, number and gender, from some other part of
the sentence. This is precisely the reason, or at least one of the reasons, why
a gap must be bound. For us, this is especially important if the relative gap is
the subject of the relative clause, since then agreement, or concord, with,
mainly, the finite verb in the relative clause is dependent upon the
grammatícal features borrowed by the gap.

As we have seen, the referential properties of the relative gap are
borrowed, either directly or indirectly, form the antecedent.~ Direct borrowing
is found in the cases where there is no relative pronoun or relative adverb in
COMP, but only a relative particle or even nothing at all. This is illustrated
in schema (39), of which (40) is a concrete example.

(39) Direct borrowin~ of referential properties

a. restrictiue
[NP Det ~ [xc Particlelfb [ ... ~ ... ]],

where N' is any non-maximal projection of N.

b. appositiue
[xr ~ [RC Particle [ ... ~ ... ]]

" See Cinque (1982).
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(40) DAN
a. [den flyvemaskine [(som) mor rejste med R i gár]], ...

the airplane (that) mother travelled in yesterday ...
b. [(flyvemaskinen], [som mor rejste med I~ i gár]], ...

the airplane, in which mother travelled yesterday, ...

Indirect borrowing is found whenever there is a relative pronoun or adverb
in COMP. In these cases the pronoun or adverb is considered to have been
moved from the position of the gap into COMP, thereby establishing a normal
relation of binding between the two (see sections I.3 and I.4). The pronoun or
adverb, in turn, borrows its referential properties from the antecedent,
whereby an indirect relation between antecedent and gap is established. This
type of borrowing is given in schema (41), with examples in (42).

(41) Indirect borrowing of nferential properties

a. restrictiue
[NP Det [R~ prono dverb [ . .. ... ]],

~---- ~~}
where N' is any non-maximal projection of N.

b. appositive
[,~r ~P [RC Pronou~ dverb [ ... ... ]]

(42) ENG
a. [the woman [w~m he trusted R above all]] has left

him.
a'. [the ci~ [w~re unemployment is worst IZ]] is Leeds.

b. [[his mother], [w~m he trusted R, above all]], ...

b'. [[that day], [wh.en all seenied ]ost I2~], the cavalry
~----~ i i

came.

When it comes to the grammatical properties person, number, and gender
that must be associated with the relative gap, it should hardly come as a
surprise that the normal case is for these to derive from the same source as
its referential properties. Thus, in general, if there is no pronoun in COMP,
the number, person, and gender features of the relative gap are those of the
antecedent, but if there is, the relative gap will have those of the pronoun.
The examples in (43-45) illustrate this from difierent languages.

(43) DAN
a. et firma som R er respekteret af sine konkurrenter, ...

a firm that is respectedp„ by its competitors ...
b. 5rmaer som R er respe~Cterede, ...

firms that are respectedP,,~. ...
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(44) ITA
a. ammettiamo esclusivamente degli ragazzi che R sono

stati vaccinati.
we only take in boys that have,,~,~. been~,~.
vaccinated,~,~.

b. abbiamo ammesso la ragazza che R era atata
vaccinata.
we've admitted the girl that had~ been~,s,,
vaccinated~,

(45) ESP
a. yo, que R me porté bien, pude salir temprano.

I, that (self~, ,) behaved~ 1 well, could leave early
b. ~`yo, la que I~ me porté ~ien, pude salir temprano.

I, who (self~~,) behavedà,B,, well, could leave early
c. yo, la que R se portó bien, pude salir temprano.

I, who~~,, (selfa) behaved~,, well, could leave early

Things are apparently complicated, however, by the fact that the relative
pronouna themselves are often not fully (or even at all) specified for the
features number, peraon and gender. consider again (45). The Spanish relative
pronoun el que obviously has an independent peraon feature: no matter what
the antecedent is, the feature that is passed on to the relative gap, and
thereby showa up in agreement will be third person. Both for its number and
gender, however, el que is unapecified. It simply borrows those from the
antecedent. So if the yo in (45) would have been a man, the proper form
would have been el que, not la que. And if the antecedent is plural, we must
get los~las que. This plurality, it turn, would duly show up on the verb portar
and, had there been different forma, on the reflexive clitic.

In fact, pronouns with independently set peraon features are a minority, a
subset of the strong pronouns. The great majority of relative pronouns borrow
all three features from their antecedent, although they need not always
express that morphologically themselves. The sentences in (46) illustrate this
from Dutch, where we can see that all the features of the antecedent are
borrowed by the relative pronoun die, and consequently show up in the
agreement of a reflexive pronoun and finite verbs in the RC with the subject
relative gap". Nonetheleas, not one of these is overtly realiaed on the pronoun
itaelP'.

(46) NED
a. ik, die R hier nog nooit geweest ben, ...

I, who , have,,,g,, never been here yet, ...
b. hij, diéR hier nog nooit geweest ie, ...

he, who - , has . , never been here yet, ...
c. wij, die~ ons a~tijd krachtig verdedigd hebben, ...

we, who~,,,,,, havep,~ always defended ourselves~,, with
strength

One very special case needs mentioning here, concerning relative clauses
whose relative gap is the subject in, at least, French and Romanian. If the
whole relative construction in question ia the predicate nominal of a larger

" Unfortunately, gender cannot be shown in Dutch.

" Because many of these features can therefore not be read off off the pronoun in any
case, we shall use a simplified atrategy in part III, taking agreement of the gap to be with
the pronoun in as much as that is visible, and otherwise with the antecedent. The fact that
the latter agreement is only indirect will not be mentioned there.
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sentence, it is possible under certain conditions that agreement is not with the
antecedent, but with the subject of that larger sentence. Examples of the
phenomenon are those in (47) and (48).

(47) ROM
eu am fost un om care R asn colindat mult prin lume.
I have been a man who have wandered a lot around the
world

(48) FRA
a. nous sommes une centaine qui R regardons.

we are some one-hundred people who are watching
b. nous sommes besucoup qui R vous défendons.

we are many who defend you
c. nous sommes des enfants qui R jouons avec lea forces

sacrées.
we are children who play with the sacred powers

d. vous êtes le seul qui R vous plaignez.
you are the only one who complains

No ready explanation is available. All that can be said so far is that it seems
reasonable to assume that it has to do with the widespread, and possibly even
universal, phenomenon of agreement between subjects and predicative
constituents in general.

3.1.3 ' VERGNAUD'S ALTERNATIVE: AN ASIDE

The more or less traditional structures adopted above have been
vehemently opposed in Vergnaud (1974) (and to some extent, Vergnaud
(1985)), in favour of a so-called 'promotion analysis'. In this section, I shall
outline hia proposal, and discusa the major arguments he adduces in favour of
it. I shall conclude that there ia no real reason to reject the more traditional
analysis of restrictives presented above.

3.1.3.1 ' THE PROMOTION ANALYSIS

Basically, Vergnaud's promotion analysis derives the relative construction
by movement transformations, starting from a structure in which the
'antecedent to be' is atill in the position where eventually the relative gap will
be found. Thus, omitting everything but the barest essentials, Vergnaud's
starting point for deriving a relative construction like (49) is (50).

(49) FRA
1'homme qui habite dana le parc

(50) [,,,P [D„ ] [N f~1 ] [g 1'homme habite dans le parc] ]

Then, by ordinary wh-movement, the relativized phrase is put into COMP,
which is ahown in (51), and by a special relativization transformation it is
further raised into antecedent position, leaving a relative pronoun as its trace
(52).

(51) [rrp [n~ ] [N 0 ] [s [1~omme]; [e e; habite dans le parc]]

(52) [NP [n~ ] [x [l~omme], ] [8. qui; [s e; habite dans le parc]]
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The determiner of the whole relative NP has to be compatible with it,
according to certain criteria which do not matter here, but remains
phonologically unrealized.

Obviously, such an analysis is in principle at odds with principles of the
X-bar theory, since a full NP is inserted by the relativization transformation
into a non-maximal position. This is perhaps not a fatal objection, but repairs
are needed to reconcile the analysis and the theory, complicating matters in
ways that are not needed for the traditional analysis.

Furthermore, the relativization transformation is odd in many ways. First,
it moves material from a COMP-position into a head position, something that
is rather unheard of otherwise. Second, it leaves a pronominal trace,
obligatorily, as it seems. However, in a majority of cases, that pronominal
trace cannot stay anyway, and has to be deleted again. Take, for instance,
French object relatives, where a pronoun qui ia unacceptable, and only the
relative particle que, not a pronoun, may occur. Or take Scandinavian
languages, where relative pronouns occur hardly if at all. Again, the
promotion analysia is necessarily at least more complicated that the
traditional one.

As a last point of criticism, it is not really the case that the determiner of
the relative NP is part of the antecedent, as the examples above already show.
Rather, there is a determiner inside the antecedent, which is realised, and
also a determiner for the whole relative NP, which is not part of the
antecedent, but ia not phonologically visible. It does, however, play a role in
the analysis for the whole relative NP.

What are the advantages, then, that make Vergnaud prefer the promotion
analysis anyway? These are, according to Vergnaud, both of a syntactic and a
semantic nature.

3.1.3.2 ~ THE ANAPHORIC RELATION ARGUMENT

The most basic argument has to do with the anaphoric relation between
the relative gap and the antecedent. It runs, in short, as follows. Consider his
examples in (53).

(53) ENG
a. the son of the woman who killed him was a Nazi.
b. this man was the son of the woman who killed him.

Under the interpretation that him is anaphorically related to the son or son,
example (53a) is ungrammatical. Example (53b), however, does allow him to
be anaphorically related to another part of the sentence, namely the subject
this man. In a tree diagram (54), the offensive would-be antecedent of (53a)
would correspond to the circled collection of nodea.

(54)
~p

~ ~p~~ -L

the son of the woman who killed him

However, as Vergnaud notes correctly, these nodes are not an NP. They do
not even form a constituent. Also, taking son alone to be the antecedent won't
do any good either: example (53a) is and remains ungrammatical.

On the other hand, example (53b), where the pronoun is anaphorically
related to the complete NP this man, without there being much significant
difference between the structural relationships between pronoun and
'antecedents' otherwise, is fully grammatical. Therefore, Vergnaud concludes, it
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is reasonable to require antecedents to pronouns to be exclusively full NPs,
and not partial phrases.

Thus, he goes on, the structure of a restrictive relative NP cannot be the
more traditional one given in the previous section, since the antecedent,
whether or not the determiner is included in it, is always a partial phrase.

Crucially, this argument reliea on the relations between a pronoun and an
antecedent phrase on the one hand, and the relation between a relative gap or
relative pronoun and its antecedent on the other to be identical.
Unfortunately, however, that does not seem to be the case at all. ?b see this,
consider example (55), which ia grammatical, and atructurally identical to
( 53b).

(55) ENG
[every manJ, is the son of the woman who bore [him];.

The 'anaphoric relation' is indicated by indices in (55), but is it a truly
anaphoric relationship? There is no true coreference, at beat, there is a very
very sloppy kind of identity here. No woman bore all men. In other words,
there is no way in which the set of referents for the antecedent can directly
be mapped upon the underspecified referent set denoted by him. Add to this
high degree of sloppineas of identity between the two members the fact that,
in principle, him need not enter into an'anaphoric' relation at all with any
NP within the sentence, and it begins to emerge that the relation between the
two indexed elements in (55), and thereby in (53b) is not an anaphoric, that
is: linguistic, relation at all, but a partial and voluntary overlap via the
semantic interpretation in terms of extralinguistic referents.

In this light is far from coincidental that current syntactic theory, or at
least the standard generative variant of it, says nothing about pronouns
entertaining anaphoric relationahips with other elements of the sentence. It
only contains a requirement for disjointness with any NP within the same
limited domain.

Also, it is hardly surprising that in a relation that only exists via the set
of referenta that is established through semantic interpretation only fully and
determinately interpretable phrases can take part.

Now let us consider the kind of relation that exista between gaps and
their antecedenta. First of all, there is nothing voluntary about auch relations:
the antecedent has to be there, no matter what, and has to be present within
a certain range rather than without it, as is the case with pronouns. Next,
there is hardly any aloppiness to be detected, if any. If, in a question, who
refers to a certain unknown individual or set of individuals, then that
individual or set of individuals must be precisely identical to the proper set of
referents of the gap related to who. If a phrase has been topicalized, then the
referents of the phrase in topic position is absolutely identical with the set of
referents of the gap related to the topicalized phrase. In fact, semantics hardly
at all enters into establishing the relationship: its existence ia mandatory for
syntactic reasons, quite contrary to what is the case in pronominal 'anaphora'.

We may conclude then, that pronoun anaphora and gap anaphora are two
qualitatively quite different, and to some extent even unrelated, phenomena1e,
and that therefore, whatever the problems with relative antecedents, thia
argument of Vergnaud's falls flat.

" In an appendix, Vergnaud himself notes, extensively, and somewhat surprisingly, that
pronominal anaphora cannot be treated as ordinary anaphora as we commonly know it
without running into serious trouble, without, however, offering a solution or drawing any
consequences.
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3.1.3.3 ' THE COOR.DINATE ANTECEDENT AR.GiTMENT

A second major objection of Vergnaud against the traditional analysis
derives from the existence of grammatical relative NPs like (56)

(56) FRA
a. l~omme et la femme qui R habitent dans le parc.
b. 1'homme et la femme qui R se sont rencontréa dans le

parc.

Vergnaud's promotion analysis would have no syntactic difficulty with these:
the whole split antecedent Z'homme et la femme would simply originate in
relative clause internal position, and be moved out via COMP of the relative
clause, yielding for both examples the eventual structure in (57).

(57) [Nr [n~, Gl.~c [r, [rrp 1'homme et la femmel,] [s~ 9ui, [8 ... R ...1]] ...

The traditional analysis, however, where the determiner c-commands the
antecedent but is not part of it seems in grave trouble indeed: for how can
homme et la femme ever be the antecedent, with the first le c-commanding it?

One proposal to deal with this, proposed, for instance, in McCawley (1979)
is right node raising. Unfortunately, thia could only rescue (56a), but never
(56b), whose base structure would have to be the utterly ungrammatical (58).

(58) ~l~omme s'est rencontré dans le parc et la femme s'est
rencontré dans le parc

If (58) has any interpretation at all, it is a totally unrelated one where both
the man and the woman are probably ripe for psychiatric treatment, but
without necessarily ever meeting.

Vergnaud's solution is clever in that it removes the need for immediately
solving the problem of coordinate NPs: if we simply extract the whole thing
from the relative clause in question, we need not consider its internal
structure. Otherwise, it solves nothing, but doea create the aforementioned
partly ad-hoc complications of the theory. So let ua try and tackle the problem
directly, hoping to gain at least some insight into how a detailed search for a
true solution could proceed.

Consider the examples in (59).

(59) ENG.
a. John and Mary travel to Munich.
b. ~`John or Mary travel to Munich.
c. John and Mary loved each other.
d. ~John or Mary loved each other.

As (59a,b) ahow, and coordination triggers plural agreement, whereas or
coordination triggers singular. Similarly, each other, which requires a plural
antecedent, is compatible only with and coordination. Now suppose, for a
moment, that the syntactic structure of coordinated NPa like those in (59) is
something like (60).

(60)
r-
NP

[sing]

NP
[nu~ber]

coordinator
~

NP
[sing]
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It is not easy to see how [number] in (60) could be different for and
coordination and or coordination in such a configuration, except by mere
stipulation. Especially, it is quite difficult to see how [number] could get any
value at all if the two coordinated NPs differ in number, as in John and his
parents, for instance. That thia is a real problem is shown by the impossibility
of or coordination in such a case, as shown in (61).

(61) ENG
a. 'John or his parents has attended the achool dance.
b. ~`John or his parents have attended the school dance.

Coneidering, furthermore, that different number values are unproblematic
in and coordination (just add them up, and you always get a plural), it is
rather surprising that different definiteness values seem to present problems,
as is shown by often cited examplea like those in (62)1e

(62) ENG
a. the butcher and the baker were disputing the local

monopoly on selling milk.
b. a butcher and a baker were disputing the local

monopoly on selling milk.
c. ?the butcher and a baker were diaputing the local

monopoly on selling milk.

Next, lets consider the behaviour of determiners and other modifiera in
coordinate NPs. At the lowest level, we find simple coordinated head nouna, as
in (63).

(63) ENG
a. the bookclub is offering a prize for [the most original

essay or monograph on modern art].
b. the brilliant stars and circles on the wallpaper dazzled

John momentarily.

The coordinate NPs really show coordination at the level of N; that is:
they cannot have been derived by, for instance, gapping second instances of
determiner and adjective. For if this were indeed possible, it would entail that

" F~om (i) we may gather that what is causing the trouble here is apecificity rather
than definitenesa.

i. ENG
a. Once I was back, life soon reverted to ita old, accuatomed pace. The butcher and a
baker who had recently aet up shop in Mrs. Oldfielda former petshop were disputing the
local monopoly on selling milk, but otherwise nothing much had changed during my
absence.
b. ... the butcher and aome baker were diaputing ...

the indefinite NPa in (i) are specific, as are the definite onea, and the reault is quite
acceptable. But (iib), where apecificity valuea must differ, but definitenesa marking dcea not,
is problematic once more.
ii. ENG

a. a man and a woman were kissing in one corner of the room.
b. ??a man I knew well and a woman were kissing in one corner of the room.
Notice, by the way, that the conclusion that might be implicit in the above that

restrictive relatives make their NP apecific is unwarranted. Rather, a specific interpretation is
possible, subject to limitationa set by semantic content of the relative clauae andlor, in the
relevant languages, mood. The following aubjunctive Italian example, for inatance, can
exclusively be read nonspecifically:
iii. AAA cerco una compagna allegra con cvi possa andare in vacanze.
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any modifier on the left could be gapped, the determined being the
structurally highest, and an attributive adjective the lowest. As (64) shows,
this is not possible.
(64) ENG

a. the six philosophers and linguists that remained all
drank whisky.

b. the six philosophers and the six linguists that remained
all drank whisky.

In a gapping analysis, (64b) would have to be the source for (64a), but the two
are nowhere near equivalent: there are twice as many scholars in (64b).

Coordination is possible at each higher level as well, as the examples in
(65) illustrate:

(65) ENG
a. the six elderly philosophers and roguish linguists that

remained all drank whisky.
b. the six elderly philosophers and four mther roguish

linguists that remained all drank whiaky.
c. the six elderly philosophers and their paladins all drank

whisky.

Significantly, there is no restrictive relative clause in (65c). There could
not be one. The examples (66), which are (65c) with a relative clause added,
have the following interpretations only: example (66a) has an appositiue
relative clause taking scope over either the whole coordination or over just the
second member their paladins, and (66b) has a restrictiue relative whose
antecedent is exclusively their paladins, crucially not the whole coordination.

(66) ENG
a. the six elderly philosophers and their paladins, who still

showed no inclination to leave, all drank whisky.
b. the six elderly philosophers and their paladins who still

showed no inclination to leaue, all drank whisky.

It is here that Vergnaud's argument against the traditional analysis, as
well as his own proposal, starts to crumble. For by the promotion analysis
(66b) with the relative taking scope over the complete coordination would be
just as easily generated as the grammatical (56b). There is a perfectly
grammatical source (67), there is no reason why the transformations involved
should not operate precisely as in deriving (56), and even the silent
determiner on the whole relative NP, that has to comply with definiteness
values of the raised antecedent it commands would not be offended, since both
members of the coordination are equally definite, and equally specific at that.

(67) ENG
... [[the six elderly philosophers and their paladins] still
showed no inclination to leave] ...

What could cause the difference between (56) and (66) then? Let's take the
traditional analysis as a starting point. From the fact that the coordínation in
(66) is a proper antecedent for an appositive relative only we can infer that
that antecedent is a complete NP. But not the one in (56). Since a restrictive
is possible, the antecedent has to be a partial phrase, with a structure parallel
to the other cases of coordination that can serve as antecedents for restrictives
shown in (63) to (65). Schematically, this structure should look like the one in
(68)
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r
Det

1-1
Ni and~or N1

Next, consider the limitations that exist on coordinate antecedents of the type
illustrated in (56). Obviously, clearly different determiners on the two
members, as we had in ( 66), exceed those limitations. Completely identical
determiners, as in (69), are allowed without restraint.

(69) ENG
the man and the woman who denounced each other
were both executed.

Certain discrepancies between the two are allowed, but not others. Thus, as
(56) and (70) show, real and grammatical gender differences fall within the
limits. Different values for definiteness or specificity do not, however, as (71)
shows, and neither, it seems, do number differences (72), although perhaps
here too it is really specificity that does it.

(70) NED~
qohet meisje en de jongen die te laat kwamen kregen
straf.
the boy and the girl who came too late were punished

(71) ENG
a. ~`the man and a woman who were kissing in the corner

were kicked out.
b. ~`the butcher or a baker who had won the prize for the

best looking ahop in town was very proud.

(72) ENG
~`three men and a woman who hate each other's guta
are supposed to manage this company.

Interestingly, the gender feature is an inherent feature of lexical items, that
is, it residea on the noun. Definiteness and specificity, on the other hand, are
typical properties of NPs, not of lexical items. If the former may to some
extent differ, but the latter muat be identical, then thia would suggest that
there are in the relevant coordinations two nouns, or projectiona thereof, but
only one NP node, and, consequently, only one determiner.

Some corroborating evidence comes from the interpretive equivalence of
pairs like those in (73).

~ The reduced acceptability of this example has to do with the fact that the gender
difference is reflected in the choice of relative pronoun. If we neutralize that, the result is
perfect:

i. de jongen en het meisje met wie wij gisteren spraken kwamen uit Rusland.
the boy and the girl to whom we spoke yesterday come from Russia
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(73) ENG
a. I want to see the man or woman who is in charge here.
b. I want to see the man or the woman who is in charge

here.
c. let's do away with the sinecures and fringe benefits that

have corrupted our civil service.
d. let's do away with the sinecures and the fringe benefits

that have corrupted our civil service.

Thus, it seems, we have but one determiner, carrying all the features that
are relevant to the whole NP, which can or muat be apelled out twice, at the
start of each partial NP that is a member of the coordination.

Examples of non-repeated determiners with and coordination are
somewhat stilted in singular, as (74) and (75a-d) show. If the members of the
coordination are plural, this difficulty disappears without trace: the pairs
(73c,d), (75e,f), and (75g,h) each contain two interpretationally equivalent
members, each exactly as acceptable as the othex~'.

(74) ENG
a. qoI want to see the man and woman who are in charge

here.
b. I want to see the man and the woman who are in

charge here.

(75) NED
a. qode soldaat en sergeant moesten in de open lucht

slapen.
the soldier and sergeant had to sleep in the open air

b. de soldaat en de sergeant moesten in de open lucht
slapen.
the soldier and the sergeant ...

c. qode soldaat en sergeant die in de open lucht moesten
slapen protesteerden hevig.
the soldier and sergeant who had to sleep in the open
air protested vehemently

d. de soldaat en de sergeant die in de open lucht moeaten
slapen protesteerden hevig.
the soldier and sergeant who ...

e. de soldaten en sergeanten moesten in de open lucht
slapen.
the soldiers and sergeants ...

f. de soldaten en de aergeanten moesten in de open lucht
slapen.
the soldiers and the sergeants ...

g. de soldaten en sergeanten die in de open lucht moesten
slapen protesteerden hevig.
the soldiers and sergeants who ...

h. de soldaten en de sergeanten die in de open lucht
moesten slapen protesteerden hevig.
the soldiers and the sergeants who ...

Z' The only noticable difference is that (25d) and (27t~) are somewhat ambiguous,
atructurally: a reading can be forced (e.g. by conteact), where the reatrictive relative ia part of
the right member of the coordination only. Such a reading is, of course, imposaible in (25c) or
(27g): there we know, by the lack of a second determiner, that both members are part of the
same NP, and are not two coordinated full NPs in themselvea.
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The reason for the stiltedness of singular and coordination seems to lie in
interpretational ambiguity: the singularity indicated by the determiner (the, or
a, etc.), holds for the whole NP, but must be distributed over the members of
that NP. Thus, the secondary interpretation inevitably crops up, where both
lexical heads are taken as definíng not each a singular entity of their own,
but one and the same single entity. For (75a), that secondary interpretation
would be: that singular entity that is both a man and a woman. Even in one's
wilder dreams this is hardly a reasonable poasibility. On the other hand, this
is an interpretation which cannot be excluded, and should not be, on account
of expressions like (76), which are perfectly acceptable.

(76) ENG~
Yesterday was Lucebert's 65th anniversary. The poet
and painter received a telegram from Her Majesty the
Queen.

In plural coordinated phrases, obviously the possibly clashing propertiea can
always easily be distributed complementarily among the plural set of entities
referenced, so that there is hardly a chance for incongruity to arise.

Adding on to all this, if inherent features of the partaking nouns that are
spelled out on the determiner, such as gender, are different for the different
membera of the coordination, reiterating the determiner becomes obligatory in
all cases, and ia done in accordance with each member in turn. An example is
(77).

(77) NED
a. de man en de vrouw die als laatste binnenkwamen

konden geen stoel meer vinden.
the man and the woman who came in last couldn't find
a seat anymore

b. ~ode man en vrouw dïe als laatste binnenkwamen
konden geen atoel meer vinden.
the man and woman who came in last couldn't find a
aeat anymore

c. de man en het meisje die als laatste binnenkwamen
konden geen stoel meer vinden.
the man and the girl who came in last couldn't find a
seat anymore

d. ~`de man en meisje die als laatste binnenkwamen
konden geen stoel meer vinden.
the man and girl who came in last couldn't find a seat
anymore

But how can this be? How can such spelling out be accounted for in an
acceptable way? To aee this, consider the different propertiea of syntactic
structures and actual aentencea.

Syntactic atructurea are defined in terms of hierarchical networks. What
matters are things like nodes and branches. Order only enters into it the
moment we try to actually realise a structure. All the media we have to do
this impose a one dimensional string form on our structure, whether we use
paper, the glottal-oral tract, or whatever. There can be no simultaneity in

~ Here, distributivity is the wrong interpretation, and cannot be overtly expreased:
repeating the determiner in front of the sernnd member harms the sentence, although the
harm done is far worse with definite the than with inde6nite a: Lucebert can be a pcet and a
painter as well as a pcet and painter, but never the pcet and the painter. However, as subject,
if a pcet and a painter will do something, we are inevitably talking about two diffe persona
again.
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actual sentences, for purely physical reasons. In other words, there is a true
Von Neumann bottleneck embedded in the complex of components that make
up our language system. Graphs of the type that represent syntactic
structures, however, at the level of their internal structure have no relation to
specific spatio-temporal dimensions. Simultaneity is not a consideration, so not
a problem there.

Now let us suppose coordinators to be a kind of functor taking more than
one argument, more or less as represented in (78) with their interpretation,
where the order of arguments is of no consequence.

(78) Coordination functors

and(X ) -( X`l, ..., X' ), for determination of reference,
iterate exhaustively ~or 1 .. n.

or(X') -( X'„ ..., X`o), for determination of reference,
pass at random without iteration.

Thus, we can explain, for one thing, how it is that and coordinated NPs
trigger plural agreement although at the surface ahowing only one or more
singular determiners: there is but one determiner, uaed for each of the
coordinated partial phrases in turn, but each of those phrases adda to the
interpretation of the whole coordination. And although each of the arguments
of and in turn may be as singular as they come, the resulting interpretation
will be the (semantically plural) sum of all these singular entities. The
interpretation, in turn, triggers verbal agreement. rather than syntactic
number features.

Coming back to relatives now, the traditional analysis is capable of dealing
with the difference between (65) and (66). The relevant structures are those in
(79) and (80), respectively.

(79) Restrictiue with coordinated antecedent.

r
Det

NP
[OC specific]
[R definite]

1
RC~~

N' and~or N'
[OC gender] (a gender]

(80) Appositiue with coordin,ated antecedent.

r-
51P

i
RC

NP and~or NP
[ specific] [x specific]
[ definite] [0 definite]
[ ... ] [ ... ]

wheze OC..S E {t,-)

Example (66) can never have the structure in (79), since there are clearly
two entirely different determiners. Examples with different definiteness and
specificity values too cannot have structure (?9), since that entails identity of
precisely these features. Structure (80), however, is always an option, no
matter what, but cannot yield restrictive interpretations.
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As usual, the antecedent of either construction is its closest categorially
compatible relative, in either case the sister node, the N' (79) or NP (80)
resulting from coordination. Thus, example (56b), which must have a plural
antecedent, does get one, in the same way that plural agreement is triggered
with coordinated singulars like his blanket and sheet don't protect him Fi~om
the bitter cold.

Of course, there is more to coordination than this, far more. But at least
we see that, first, the promotion analysis does not solve the problem of
coordinated antecedents, and overgeneratea to boot, and second, that it is far
from imposaible to devise a reasonable structure for relative constructions
involving coordinate antecedents and reciprocals in the relative clause that is
compatible with the traditional analysis of both restrictive and appositive
relative constructions.

3.1.3.4 ' THE REFER.ENCE OF AN'rECEDENT AR.GUMENTS

There is one very briefly made objection in Vergnaud's work that
nevertheless merits our attention, since it is used to justify a broad discussion
of many semantic issues. It runs as follows: The traditional analysis of
restrictive relative constructions usually takea their reference to be established
by taking the intersection of the referential sets of the antecedent and of the
relative clause, for instance in Partee (1972b). Thus, the referential set of the
man who lies on the couch is that aet of entities for which hold both that they
lie on the couch and that they are men.

This, Vergnaud says, cannot be correct, for one thing because it does not
extend to cases like les hommes qui habitent dans le parc, and 1'homme et la
femme qui se sont ~ncontrés hier, for the simple reason that there are no
natural classes whose generic element is either a plural noun like hommes, or
a coordinate phrase like homme et femme.

As for the coordination case, that has been amply discussed in the
previous section. The other, however, seems a little toa easy. The class we
need is that whose generic element is homme. and of course there is no
natural class whose generic element is a plural NP like hommes. But need the
plural marking on the antecedent noun bother ua all that much? I do not
think so. For neither are there classes that have dative entities as their
generic element, or accusative entities, or genitive, nominative, and so on.
Neverthelesa, in languages with rich case marking systems no antecedent
without such marking can be found: case endings that go for a whole NP do
have a strong tendency to show up realised on the head noun. And so does
number marking, which isn't a property of lexical items anymore than case is,
but of NPs. And consider the Scandinavian languages, with their enclitic
articles. Who would want to maintain that huset references one out of the
class of indefinite housea, inatead of some indefinite member of the class of
houses?

Of course, as Vergnaud says, there are cases in which linguistic expression
can be combined in ways that set theory doesn't provide for, but that does not
entail that set theoretical ideas could not have any bearing on the construal of
reference of linguistic expressions, as he seems to suggest.

Many of the examples which Vergnaud cites as illustrations of the
inadequacy of the set intersection approach are, however indirectly, not really
beyond the powers of that approach at all. Remember how we just
paraphrased the man on the couch example: it referred to all those entities to
which manhood could be attributed, and being on the couch-hood'. Vergnaud's
examples with non-referential heada don't seem to be all that difierent. For
example, his (110), here rendered as (81a) does seems correctly interpreted as
referring to those 'entities' (in an abstract sense) of which one can say that
they are 'ways of doing', and for which also holds that they relate to Marie's
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solving the problem. So: it refers to the preaupposedly single x such that x is
a manner and Marie solved the problem x-ly.

(81) FRA
a. la manière dont Marie a résolu le problème nous a

surpris.
the way in which M. solved the problem has surprised
us

b. 17ieure à laquelle il est arrivé nous a surpris.
the time at which he arrived surprised us

Similarly, (81b), Vergnaud's (111), dces little else but refer to the single x that
belongs to the aet of points in time and of which John's arrival can be
attributed.

Even if this should be wrong, Vergnaud refrains from giving a concrete
alternative, limiting himself to some suggestive analogiea. Therefore, no
argument for the promotion analysis can be constructed from these examples.

3.1.3.5 ' CONCLUSION

Considering that none of the major arguments Vergnaud adduces against
the traditional analysis aeem to be really problematic, and considering that
the alternative promotion analysis either does not yield a better result or does
not seem to be related in any obvious way to the problems raised, and, last,
considering that the promotion analysis is only with difficulty if at all
reconcilable with standard principles of the X-bar theory, and introduces
complications like a special relativization transformation at that, it seema safe
to conclude that the promotion analysis is not a viable alternative to the
traditional analysis.

3.1.4 SUMMARY

1. The antecedent of a restrictive relative clause or an adjoined appositive
relative clause is its structural sister.

2. The antecedent of a restrictive relative is a partial NP including the head
noun. Schematically:

[,,,p ANT [RC [co~ relativizer] [~ ... R ... ]]l

e.g: '[NP those drivers [R~zuho hit children]] should be hanged'

The antecedent of a restrictive clause may include adjectives and other
material attributive to the head noun, but not the determiner.

3. The antecedent of an appositive relative clause is a full phrase of any
category: NP, VP, PP, AP or S. The appositive relative clause is either
adjoined to the phrase which is its antecedent (a.), or structurally separated
from it (b.).
a- [,cp [xr ~T ] [xc [ca,~ relativizer] [s ... R ... ]]]
b. [xr ANT ] ... [RC [co,,~ relativizer] [s ... R ... l]
e.g.: '[Np [,,~ those drivers], [R~zuho hit children]], should be hanged'

4. If the relative gap is the subject, then the finite verb agrees with it in
peraon, number and gender (in as much as applicable).
The relative gap borrows its person, number, and gender features from:
a. if there is a relative pronoun in COMP: that relative pronoun;
b. if there is a relative particle in COMP: directly from the antecedent.
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5. If a relative pronoun has no fixed value for a grammatical feature, it
borrows this value from the antecedent. As a conaequence, that value will also
show up on anything agreeing with the relative gap.

6. In at least French and Romanian it is possible, under certain conditions, for
a relative clause which is part of a predicate nominal to show agreement
between subject relative gap and finite verb in accordance with the subject of
the containing sentence rather than with the proper antecedent, the predicate
nominal.

3.2 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS WITH ANrECEDENT

3.2.1 NOMINAL AN'I'ECEDENTS

Just a few remarks need be made concerning nominal antecedenta.
Firat, it is a general and well known fact that proper namea (i.e. Hugo,

Cleo, king Lear) usually take only appoaitive relatives. The exception is the
case where the proper name is used as a class identifier, and gets a
determiner accordingly, as, for instance, in (82).

(82) ENG
what's left of him is only a shadow of [the Jce [that I
used to know R]].

Also, since infinitival relatives are consiatently restrictive in interpretation, we
do not find infinitival relativea with proper names as antecedents.

Second, it seems to be quite generally impossible to have appoaitive
relatives with an antecedent of the type no X, some X, an X (where some is
singulaz and an has a non-generic interpretation).

Next, the Scandinavian languages all have a choice between an enclitic
definite article or a prenominal one, which is identical with a demonstrative
pronoun. In Icelandic, the latter may occur only if there is a prenominal
attributive AP, as illustrated in (83)~.

(83) ISL
a. góói maóurinn
b. hinn góbi ma8ur

the good man
c. malfurinn
d. ~`hinn maóur

the man

The presence of a relative clause, of whatever kind, in the NP makes no
difference in this language. On the other hand, the continental Scandinavian
languages have the same choice, obeying the same general condition, but here
the presence of a relative clauae doea make a difference: if the relative clause
is restrictive and there is an overt relativizer, then either the prenominal
article or the enclitic article can be used. ff the relativizer is not expreased, or
the relative clause is appositive, then only the enclitic article will do~`. Some
examplea from Swedish are given in (84).

~ According to Kress (1982), the use of the prenominal definite article in Icelandic is
largely reatricted to written contexts, and on the decline even there.

~ Exceptions are possible, it seems, in Norwegian in the case of there being no overt
relativizer, but in case of appositive relatives the rule seema to be quite strict.
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(84) SVE
a. jag ság lampan som Anders kópte R i Umeá.
b. jag ság den lampa som Anders k5pte R i Umeá.

I saw the lamp that A. bought in U.
c. jag ság lampan, som Anders fórresten k~pte R i Umeá.
d. ~`jag ság den lampa, som Anders fdrresten kápte R i

Umeá.
I saw the lamp, that A., by the way, bought in U.

The only other language sporting an enclitic definite article is Romanian.
This language, however, seems to be organized quite differently with respect
to the use of articles, also when relative clauses are involved. For details, see
part III.

French is a separate story again. Sometimes, the antecedent of a
restrictive RC in this language will not be able to have a determiner at all~.
An example is (85).

(85) FRA
il n'y a livre qu'il n'ait lu R.
there is no book that he hasn't read

A third phenomenon worthy of inention is the fact that antecedents can be
parts of a phrasal idiom inside the relative clause, as (86-87) show. That this
is not always the case is shown by (88)~.

(86) FRA
il est surpris de la part [que Jean a prise R suz
débats].
he is astonished by the role J has played in the debates

(87) ENG
the headway [that the team had made R] was beyond
expectation.

(88) NED
~`de stelling [die Jan R nam tegen ons voorstel]
verbaasde mij
the position that J. took against our proposal surprised
me

The conditions that govern what is possible and what is not in this respect
are quite unclear. However, there does seem to be some kind of rationale
behind the above three examples.

In both (86) and (87) the interpretation of the relevant part of the
construction is a lot more literal than is usual for these idioms. Compare, e.g.,

~ To some extent determinerless NPs occur in Spanish as well, as the following example
shows:

i. no tengo lápiz [con que] escribir R.
To what extent cases like the French example to follow, which are specific to contexts
containing a relative clause, occur in Spanish as well, I do not know.

~` The meaning of the idiomatic phrase stelling nemen tegen ..., literally take position
against ... is completely lost in (51). The idiomatic meaning is something like 'to openly
oppose somethin~. There is no literal interpretation for this phrase: een stelling nemen can
only mean 'to conquer a position or stronghold', and you don't do that against (tegen)
somebody, you take it from (uan) them. Conversely, the phrase for 'to take up a position
against somebody' is either een stelling innemen or een atelling betrekken. Never een stelling
nemen.
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the gloss of (86) to the gloss of (89), where the same phrasal idiom occurs in a
non-relative context.

(89) FRA
Jean a prise part aug débats.
J. has taken part in the debates

Similarly, make headway is normally equivalent to the verb progress. But not
in (87), where headway suddenly has become concrete, referring to the content
of the act of progressing.

In the Dutch example (88), however, there is no possibility for literalizing'
the phrasal idiom, it just becomes incoherent~. 1'hus, it might be the case that
parts of phrasal idioms can be antecedenta in relative constructions only if
they can be literalized' to a sufficiently great extent without becoming
nonsensical.

Lastly, there is the matter of so-called split antecedents. These are
antecedents that consist of more than one phrase or partial phrase. Some
English examples are (90).

(90) ENG
a. John and Mary, who R don't resemble each other at

all, are actually twins.
b. the captain and some o~cers, who R had been

locked up by the mutineers, suffocated in the badly
ventilated cabin.

c. the writers and pcets who R did not get a grant wrote
a letter of protest to the queen.

First of all, split antecedents are possible in all of the languages if they
consist, as in (90), of directly coordinated phrasea or partial phrases. Thus, in
all languages both patterns in (91) are grammatical in principle.

(91) Simple split antecedent restrictives

[Np Det X andlor Y[ RC ]]

Simple split antecedent appositiues

[xP [XPl andlor [XP]][ RC ]

A far less common, somewhat more sophisticated variety, also possible
everywhere, is that where the parts of the antecedent are themselves parts of
two bigger coordinated phrases. Both parta of the antecedent must play the
same syntactic role in their respective coordinates. The examples in (92) and
(93), which are identical, and where the two halves of the antecedent are both
subject of the clause containing them, serve as an illustration.

(92) ISL
[ritdómur birtst í 'Linguistic Inquiry~ og [grein var
l~gó fram í'Linguistic Analysis'], sem R voru mjtig lik.

" A nice English example where 9iteralizin~ leads to straight incoherence is the following
pair:

i. at five o'clock he called it a day.
ii. 'the day that he cailed it R...
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(93) ENG
[a review appeared in 'Linguistic Inquiry7 and [an
article was submitted to 'Linguistic Analysis7, which R
were very similar

Needless to say that, since both halves of the antecedent in these cases must
be full phrases (partial phrases don't have any grammatical functions), these
relative clauaes will be appositive without egception.

As we saw, some, but by no means all, Italians even accept sentences like
(94), where the antecedent consists of the subject Astrid and the
(prepositional) object Andrea of the same clause: a split antecedent whose
parts have different grammatical functions!

(94) ITA
~`?Astrid non si trova piu tanto bene con Andrea, i
quali R d'altronde non hanno mai avuto molto in
comune.
A. doesn't get along with A. all that well anymore, who
had never much in common anyway

Apart from all this, the coordinated members of a split antecedent must
obey all the rules and regulations that apply to coordinated phrases in
general. Specifically, there are requirements enforcing parallel values for
definiteness and specificity. Thus, for instance, the coordinated pair in (95a) is
hardly acceptable at best, whereas (95b,c) are fine.

(95) ENG
a. ?l~`the butcher and a baker met on the Bahamas.
b. my butcher and some colleagues met on the Bahamas.
c. Al Capone and three mafiosi from Detroit met in

aecrecy.

These same restrictions hold when the coordinated pair is the antecedent of a
relative clause, as (90b) and (96-97) show.

(96) ESP
a. el barbero y el panadero que R se batieron ...

the barber and the baker who had a fight ...
b. 'el barbero y un panadero que R se batieron

the barber and a baker who had a fight ...

(97) POR
o meu filho e alguna outros rapazes, que estáo no 3'
ano, ...
my son and some other boys, who are in 3rd grade, ...

3.2.2 PRONOMINAL ANrECEDENTS

First and foremost, relative constructions with a pronoun as antecedent
must be separated into the familiar two kinds restrictive and appositive. The
first kind, which is closely related to free relatives, will be called semi-free
relatives, the latter just pronominal relatiues.

Pronominal relatives normally have a first or second person personal
pronoun as antecedent. On occasion, we may run into one with a 3rd person
personal pronoun, or even a demonstrative. First and second person personal
pronouns have definiteness, specificity and uniqueness characteristics similar
to those of proper names, and therefore cannot be restrictively relativized at
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all. The others occur only if they refer to entitiea or sets of entities that are
already fully identified in the universe of discourse. Pronominal relatives
usually occur in rather formal environments only. Some examples are in
(98-100).

(98) DEU
du, der du uns nichta vormachen wolltest, ...
you, who (you) didn't mean to cheat us, ...

(99) NED
ik, die R als eerste dat gevaar gezien heb, ben daar
nooit voor beloond.
I, who have~~,, seen that danger first, have never been
rewarded for it

(100) ENG
... and then, they gave the job to him, who R didn't
even want it!

The analysis of pronominal relatives is unproblematic: they are simply
appositive relatives with an NP antecedent in the form of a(personal)
pronoun.

Semi-free relatives are usually an alternative to free relatives. Sometimes
there is but little to choose, because the free relative cannot be formed in a
language, sometimes one is quite atrongly preferred over the other, and
sometimes the choice seems to be reasonably free.

The antecedents in semi-free relatives are beat viewed as prop-antecedents.
They are not there because of their reference, which, being pronouns, is scant
anyway. They just serve as a'filler', avoiding the empty antecedent of the true
free relative. The virtually equivalent German pair in (101) should make this
clear.

(101) DEU
a. [das [was er dir R erztihlt hat]] iat alles gelogen.

that which he has told you is completely untrue
b. [ QS [was er dir R erz~hlt hat]] ist alles gelogen.

what he has told you is completely untrue

The pronouns that occur in semi-free relatives may come from the
personal pronoun paradigm, the demonstrative paradigm, or the interrogative
paradigm, or a combination thereof, depending upon the language in question.
Also, indefinite pronouns can be used.

In addition, in the Romance languages and the central SOVgroup we find
pronominal forms as antecedents that are not fully fledged pronouns. That is,
they cannot occur independently, but are either exclusive to relative
constructions, or occur only there or in combination with other material. For
example, French celui occurs either in celui-ci, celui-là, or as antecedent of a
relative clause, but not on its own; Romanian cel cannot occur on its own
either: outside relative constructions it operatea as a type of determiner~.

How do we actually know that these so-called pronouna are truly
antecedents, and not just another bunch of relativizers, in CONII'? The point
is that with these pronouns, ordinary relativizers occur under precisely the
same conditions as with any other antecedent. So, most of the time:
obligatorily. A nice example is Dutch, where we have two very similar forms,
degene (- the one), and hetgeen (- relative what), the first of which is a

~ Although it is closely related to the demonstrative, which has the 'free' form acel, and
can of course occur independently.
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prop-antecedent, but not the latter. Hetgeen is a true relative pronoun,
occurring in COMP. This can be seen from the fact that, where a relativizer is
completely obligatory in any relative construction in Dutch, no relativizer may
ever occurs next to hetgeen, and one must consistently occur next to degene
(102).

(102) NED
a. [degene [die R het eerste aankomt]] heeft gewonnen.

the-one who first arrives has won
b. ~`[hetgeen [dat hij R zegt]] is waar.

what that he says is true
c. ~`[ fÓ [degene R het eerste aankomt]] heeft gewonnen.

the-one first amves has won
d. [~3 [hetgeen hij R zegt]] is waar.

what he says is waar

Schema [XIV] gives an overview of these special pronouns.

[XIVj Special prop-antecedent prononns
Romance Central SOV

CAT qualseuol DEUderjenige
ESP quienquiera, cualquiera, ... NEDdzgene
FRA ce, celui
ITA colui
ROMcel

Besides providing a phonetic stuffing for the antecedent position of the
relative clause, prop-antecedents may serve to make conditionality or
non-conditionality explicit. Details about this point follow in II.3.3.1 below.

3.'~.3 DEPENDENCIES BETWEEN ANTECEDENTS AND
HF.LATIVIZERS

Which of the available relativizers of a language is the proper one in a
given relative construction is determined to a considerable extent by the
nature of the antecedent. Apart from a number of small-scale, purely language
specific and, as far as can be seen, hardly systematic preferences that are not
very interesting to us here, where we concentrate on the general picture, there
are a couple of characteristics of antecedents that very systematically
influence this choice.

Firat of all, the choice is heavily influenced by whether the antecedent is
phonetically realised or not. In other words: whether the relative construction
is a free relative or not. Free relatives and their relativizers are the subject of
section II.3.3 below.

A second factor of importance is the difference between restrictivity and
appositivity. Or, more precisely: the question whether the antecedent is a full
phrase or not. Provided a language offers a choice between using a pronoun or
a particle at all, there is a clear tendency towards using the relative particle
in restrictive constructions, and relative pronouns in appositives. This
tendency emerges clearly from diagram [XV], where the general usage in
simple relative constructions across the languages is mapped out~. The
pattern is quite consistent: not one of the languages ever allows a relative

~ That is: relative constructions without pied piping, so that there is only the relativizer
in COMP.
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particle to be used in appositive but not in restrictive constructions, or,
conversely, a relative pronoun in restrictive but not in appositive
constructions.

[XV] General distribution of relativizers 1,
nominal antecedents.
Relative pronoun Restr. App. Particle Restr. App.

ISL huer - - sem t t
NOR huem - - som f t
SVE uem - - som t t
DAN huem qoqo qo som t t
CAT el qual - f que t t
FRA lequel~ - olo que f t
ITA il quale qoqo t che t t
POR o qual - t que f f
ESP quien, el cual~que - t que t -
ROMcare t t de f -
ENG who t t that t -
NED die t t dat - -
DEU der f t da~i - -

olo - marked, qoqo - very highly marked

Third, within the set appositive constructions, the categorial status of the
antecedent has a very strong influence upon the choice of relativizers. The
major distinction is between NP-antecedents and others, such as clauses and
predicative APs. If the antecedent is not an NP, then the choice of relativizers
is limited to those appearing in schema [XV17.

Quite strikingly, there is generally quite an overlap between what we find
iri relatives with a non-NP antecedent and what we find in free relativcs, ar,d
also with the relativizer that is used when the antecedent is a pronoun of the
indefinite class or the like.

~ There is, of course, the relative pronoun qui as well, which is used for subjects only.
Since in the case of qui versus que the choice is made solely on the basis of the syntactic
position of the relative gap, and does not involve properties of the antecedent, qui is not
included in diagram XV. If we would include it, nevertheless, there ought to be two plusses,
fitting in with the general pattern again.
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[XVI] General distribution pattern of relativizers 2:
non-NP antecedents (S, AP, ...)
Standard rel. Alt~ Other uses of this rel.

CAT a:el qual(attr) - archaically only.
b:lo qual - -
lo que -

DAN huad - FR; ant - indef.pron.
huilket only attrib. in very formal style.

DEU was - FR; ant - indef.pron, superl.,
indef.pron, pred. NIA.

ENG which - ant - pred. N~A, [-human].
ESP lo cual - -

lo que FR.
FRA -31 -
ISL sem - unmarked, virt. only relativizer
ITA il che (pref.) - -

che unmarked relativizer.
NED wat - FR; ant - indef.pron., superl.,

indef.number exp., pred. NIA.
welk(e) (attr) very formal appos. RC.
hetgeen FR; ant - al.

NOR huilket som in (formal) pied-piped PP (rare).
hua ant. - allt, pred.NlA.

POR o que - FR; ant - tudo.
ROM ce ? t as care.
SVE uilket - only in uery formal style.

a: standard,written; b: colloquial

3.2.4 CASE AND THE RELATIVE CONSTRUCTION

Grammatical case is relevant to relative constructions in two ways. First,
the whole relative construction, if it is a NP, is assigned a case by a case
assigner in its syntactic environment. Second, there is the case that is
assigned to the relative gap to consider, whenever a NP is relativized.

Grammatical case is often only an abstract phenomenon. In most of the
languages at hand case distinctions are not morphologically realized, or only
partly, except in pronouns. That is: most different cases are reflected visibly
by the same case ending, most often a zero-morpheme. Even with pronouns
there are usually no mare than two distinct forms: nominative and
non-nominative, as in English helhim, or French il~lui. Languagea that have
relatively extensive morphological case marking are Icelandic, German, and
Romanian.

3.2.4.1 THE CASE OF THE ANTECEDENT

If a relative construction is in a position which is marked for grammatical
case, such as subject, or object of a verb or preposition, it will be marked for
case accordingly. Thus, a relative construction which is the subject of its
clauae will normally be marked nominative, one that is object of a verb will
get whatever case that verb prescribes for ita objects, and so on. If
grammatical case is also morphologically realised, so really visible, in a
language, this is usually done on the antecedent ancUor on the determiner of

" F~ench aeema to make do with semi FRs of the type ce qu..., chose qu....
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the whole relative construction~. Examples (103,104) serve as illustrations,
where the subscripted case labels refer to the place where the grammatical
case which is assigned to the entire relative construction is viaibly realised.

(103) ISL
a. [móti8o~, sem honum var bo8in páttaka [í R],] hófst í

ga'r.
the meeting that he was offered to take part in started
yesterday

b. vardskipic~ kom aó [mbrgum togurum~„ sem R
stunduóu veióipjófnacll.
the guardship surprised many trawlers that were
fish-poaching

(104) DEU
a. sie liebt [den,a Autor, d,er R dieses Buch geschrieben

hat].
she loves the writer who has written thia book

b. gib es [dem~,, Autor, der R das Buch geschrieben hat].
give it (to) the author who has written the book.

3.2.4.2 THE CASE OF THE R.ELATIVIZER

The relative gap, if it is nominal, is also assigned case in its relative
clause. The three languages that inflect relative pronouna for case in ordinary
relative constructions, English, German, and Romanian~, show us that this
case is realized upon the relative pronoun, if there is one (105-107).

The reason for this is not difficult to see. Since a relative pronoun has
been moved to COMP from the position where we find the relative gap, there
is a chain between pronoun and gap. A case assigned to a member of a chain
is asaociated with that whole chain, and expressed on that member of the
chain that is morphologically capable of doing ao. In our case, this element is
the pronoun.

Lastly, if the relative pronoun is inside a pied-piped phrase, then it will
have the case as determined inside that phrase (108-110).

(105) DEU
a. der einzige Autor, derna,,, R mich persSnlich kennt, heipt

Johann.
the only author who knows me personally is called J.

b. der einzige Autor, den,a ich R perstinlich kenne, hei(it
Johann.
the only author whom I know personally is called J.

(106) ENG
a. John Huston, whona„ Rba„ made many famous films,

died in the summer of 1987.
b. John Huston, whom,a everybody admired R,~, died in

the summer of 1987.

M In appositives the determiner betongs only to the antecedent, of course. In what follows,
the restrictive construction will be our model throughout. Nevertheless, everything that is said
about reatrictives applies, mutatis mutandis, to appositive constructions as well.

~ Icelandic, of course, has ample case inflection too, but never usea a relative pronoun in
relative constructions with antecedent. Therefore, it doea not plsy a part here.

Engliah actually has only one remnant of case inflection on relative pronouns: it is only
the pronoun who that has an optional separate non-nominative form whom.
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(107) ROM
b'áiatul cáruiaob, i-am trimis bani Ro~,.
the boy whom (him) I have sent the money

(108) DEU
a. der einzige Autor, [dessen~ Vater] ich R pers5nlich

kenne, heipt Johann.
the only author whose father I know personally is called
J.

b. der einzige Autor, [mit dem~„] ich R gesprochen habe,
hei~3t Johann.
the only author with whom I have spoken is called J.

(109) ENG
the producer [with whom,a Joe made most of his films
R] died in poverty.

(110) ROM
vecinul [a cáruiob, nevastá] R e bolnavá are trei ma~ini.
the neighbour whose wife is ill has three cars

If there is no relative pronoun, but a relative particle, which is uninflected,
the case of the relative gap is not morphologically expressed. It also remains
unexpressed, of course, if the relative pronoun is present but is not
morphologically inflected for case. In both these cases the relative gap is notpart of a chain which contains a member that can express case
morphologically.
3.2.5 SUMMARY

1. Proper nouns usually take only appositive relatives.
no X, some X (sing), an X(non-generic),etc. take only restrictive relatives.

2. Infinitiual relatiues are always restrictively interpreted.

3. The de~nite article of a relative construction in the continental
Scandinavian languages, may be prenominal only if the relative clause is
restrictive and contains an overt relativizer. Otherwise, the definite article
must be enclitic.

4. Choice of relativizer is limited by: i) the presence or absence of an
antecedent, ii) restrictiveness or appositiveness of the relative construction,
and iii) the category of the antecedent.

5. Case of the antecedent: if applicable, the antecedent is marked for the case
that is assigned to the relative construction as a whole.

6. Case of the relatiue pronoun: if applicable, a relative pronoun in COMP is
marked for the case assigned to the relative gap. If the pronoun is part of a
pied-piped phrase, the pronoun bears the case assigned to it inside that
phrase.

3.3 FREE RELATIVES

Free relatives are, as we saw in II.1.2, relative constructions whose
antecedent is phonetically empty. As a consequence, their behaviour shows
some special features that we do not encounter in ordinary relative
constructions. Specifically, the properties of relative constructions that involve
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the antecedent will be different. In this section, we will first, in II.3.1.1,
determine the proper structure of FRs. Then, in II.3.3.2 to II.3.3.4, we shall
discuss the phenomenon of conditionality, the choice of relativizers, and
pied-piping in FRs. In section II.3.3.5. the peculiarities of case in FRs will be
discussed. Finally, the topic of II.3.3.6 will be the categorial properties of FRs,
which, like case properties, limit their distribution severely~`.

3.3.1 THE STRUCTURE OF FREE RELATNES

Since we cannot see or hear the antecedent of a free relative, it is not a
priory clear whether they should be looked upon as appositive or restrictive in
nature. In other words: is that empty antecedent a full phrase in its own
right, or not~?

The main problem we encounter here is the fact that the antecedent of a
FR has no content of its own. It does not reFer. Therefore, the simple strategy
of looking at some examples, and deciding whether the relative clause limits
the set of possible referents of the antecedent or just adds information about
that set is not available. Also, since the antecedent cannot be heard or seen
there cannot be a break in the intonation pattern between antecedent and
relativizer, which is so characteristic of appositive relatives with an overt
antecedent. Thus, the only means at our disposal seem to be purely syntactic.

Eventually, these indicate that free relatives have the structure of
restrictive relatives, as in (111).

Structure of free relatiues

[Nr [ 0 lr, [RC relativizer; [s ... ~ ... ]]]

3.3.1.1 ~ WHY FREE RELATIVES ARE RESTR1CTiVE RELATitir.S

There are three areas in which to look for syntactic arguments that may
distinguish between restrictive and appositive constructions: the choice of
possible relativizers, categorial aspects of the relative construction as a whole,
and stacking of relative clauses.

The choice of possible relativizers does not give us very much to go on. We
have seen in II.3.2. that, across the languages, there ia a tendency towards
using relative particles rather than pronouns in restrictive constructions. In
appositive relatives, on the other hand, languages tend to use relative
pronouns more easily than particles. But in FRs we never ever find a relative
particle at all. There must always be a relative pronoun or a relative adverb

~ Strictly speaking, this discussion belongs in section II.4, since it deals with the
behaviour of FRs with respect to the containing clause. It is included here in order to keep
the account of FRs as one special type of relative construction as coherent as possible.

~ Notice how differently the discussion here is motivated from the one we had in section
II.3.1.1 about the structures of ordinary relatives. There, we observed an interesting split in
the ways relative constructions are interpreted as well as intoned: there were clearly two
types, and the discussion aimed at providing a structural explanation for those differences. So:
observation prompted the building of a partial theory.

Here, on the other hand, our looking into their syntactic atructure is not primarily
motivated by observational data at all, but by the very theory we built before: there is no
comparable split in the behaviour of FRs, but since we have established that there are two
possible structures for relative constructions, and since FRs are a type of relative construction,
we have to decide which of the two structures underlies them. Thus, in a much broader
perspective, the results of research into one area of language prompt theoretical questions in
others, questions that could not have been addressed otherwise. In this way, theoretical
research spawns new insights that could never be gathered by direct observation.
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there. Even the languages that easily or exclusively employ their relative
particle in appositive relativea, notably the Scandinavian languages, and part
of the Romance group, cannot have one in a FR. In Icelandic, for example,
FRs are virtually the only casea where we regularly find a relative pronoun
(hua8) (112).

(112) ISL
ég skal gera huab ég get R.
I shall do what I can

These languages often avoid true FRs altogether, either perforce or as a
(preferred) option, by filling the antecedent position with a prop-antecedent,
thus creating a semi-free relative. Examples are (113-115).

(113) ISL
ég skal gera pad sem ég get R.
I shall do that that I can

(114) FRA
ce qu'il a dit R n'est pas vrai.
that that he said is not true

(115) DAN
qoden som jeg kender ikke R, siger at han er
studerende.
the-one that I don't know says that he is a student

Interestingly, the resulting semi-FRa consistently lack the typical intonation
break of appositive constructions, and are certainly interpreted restrictively. A
first, although certainly not a strong, indication that FRs might be
restrictives~.

Second, in the languages that avoid using the relative particle in
appositives and do easily make true FRs, specifically English and the OV
languages German and Dutch, we see that the dividing line between sets of
eligible relativizers runs between FRa and all other relatives rather than
between FRs and restrictives on the one hand, and appoaitivea on the other3'.
Table [XVII] illustrates this. Clearly, the superficial impression of semblance
between the sets of relativizers used in appositives and that used in FRs
holds little water. Far too little, at any rate, to base any conclusiona upon.

~` The point is that one cannot simply generalize from semi-FRs to true FRs.
Syntactically, semi-FRs are just ordinary relatives, and not FRs at all. 1`he fact that a
restrictive semi-FR is the semantica] alternative for a true FR might be a mere coincidence,
just like there need not be any syntactic similarity between two constructiona expreasing, e.g.
durativity.

" if the antecedent of an appositive is not an NP, but, e.g. a clause, thinga are a bit
different. In Dutch, such appositives clearly behave like free relatives with respect to the
choice of relativizer. German is like Dutch, albeit that only the pronoun welcher discriminates
here, and the unmarked relativizer der (or, in the relevant casea, its neuter form das) can be
used in all types of relative constructions except when the antecedent is a sentence. This
might be due to the homophony between the neuter relative das and the clausal
complementizer da~8. In English, however, appositivea with a sentential antecedent behave like
all other appositives.
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[XVII] RelaHve pronouns in
pronoun Re. Ap. FR.

normal and free relatives
pronoun Re. Ap. FR

ENG who t t t NED wat t t t
which t t - die t t -
what - - f welk(e) t f -

DEU der t t t~ hetwelk - t -
wer t t t hetgeen - - t
was t t t wie - - t
welcher t t -
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Actually, this state of affairs is but little surprising. Using a particle in an
ordinary relative is possible because then the antecedent may serve as the
binder of the relative gap, making it interpretable. However, in a free relative
there ia no referential antecedent, so there must be a relative pronoun to bind
the relative gap in all casea, and a strong, referential one at that. Typically,
what we find in FRs are the ordinary interrogative pronouna, in as much as
these can occur without an antecedent themselvea. Thus, which, which can be
used in questions only if all possible referents are already part of the universe
of discourse, cannot occur in FRs, just like German welcher or Dutch welke.
What and who, on the other hand, which must inquire into open aets in
questions, are perfect in FRs. Again, German wer ia similar, as is Dutch wie.

What about the categorial statua of free relatives then? Surely that could
be decisive, since we have already aeen that restrictive relative constructions
are always NPa, but not appositivea. So let us try and see how FRa behave
with respect to the surrounding structure. Do they behave like NPs, or do
they show difierent types of behaviour, like appositives would? Or, phrased in
more syntactical terms: is the empty antecedent always an empty 'noun', or
can it be an empty phrase of any denomination?

If FRs have an appositive structure it should be poasible to construct FRs
that function with respect to their aurroundinga as predicative APa, PPa, or
clausea. Let us conaider these possibilities in turn~.

Unfortunately, we cannot teat very well whether or not FRs can truly
function as clauaes. For a decisive case would only be one where the
environment allowed a clauae only. For instance, a FR as object to a verb that
takes only clausal objecta, and never nominal ones. Hope, fear, think, and
their respective counterparts could be such verbs, as illustrated in (116,117),
the latter containing the exact Dutch parallels to the former.

(116) ENG
a. we hope [ to see all of you again soon].
b. we hope [that we will see all of you again soon].
c. ~`we hope [the best possible solution].

(117) NED
a. wij hopen [ u allen apoedig weer te zien].
b. wij hopen [dat wij u allen spoedig zullen weerzien].
c. ~wíj hopen [de beat mogelijke oplossing].

A free relative is not impossible as object of verba like hope, but that is not
decisive, since the ban on nominal objecta with these verbs is not abaolute. To

~ The uae of der in FRs is generally considered archaic.

~ The discussion here will be limited to English, German and Dutch, the languages in
which the broadest range of FRs ia found. Remember that semi-FRs are not part of the
discussion here!
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some (varying) extent there always are possibilities, however scant, to use
pronouns or (semantically) similar structures (118,119).

(118) ENG
a. we hope [~ what you all fear R].
b. ... and this I hope with all my heart.
c. We fear it too.

(119) NED
a. wij hopen [,,~ wat u allen R vreest]
b. ... en dat hoop ik van ganser harte.
c. wij vrezen het ook.

Moreover, it is always possible to have a relative gap with a(pro-)nominal
antecedent as object of verbs like hope (120,121).

(120) ENG
that is something which I hope R with all my heart.

(121) NED
dat is iets wat ik met heel mijn hart R hoop.

Clearly, then, there are circumstances in which it is possible that the objects
to these verbs have nominal characteristics, and FRs might just fit the bill.
Certainly, having a FR as object to this type of verb is often somewhat easier
than using these pronominal things, but that does not really change the
argument.

Let us try APs then. Appositive relatives may take APs as antecedents,
but only predicative APs (122a,123a,124a). In (122b,123b,124b) the appositive
construction is replaced by a FR.

(122) ENG
a. the car is blue, which I consider R a beautiful colour.
b. the car is what I consider R a beautiful colour.
c. blue is what I consider R a beautiful colour.

(123) NED
a. de auto is blauw, wat ik R een mooie kleur vind.
b. de auto is wat ik R een mooie kleur vind.
c. blauw is wat ik R een mooie kleur vind.

(124) DEU
a. das Auto ist blau, was ich R eine schr;ne Farbe finde.
b. das Auto ist was ich R eine schóne Farbe finde.
c. Blau ist was ich R eine sch~ne Farbe finde.

Unequivocally, in (122b-124b), cars are being identified with colours, a
most unwanted situation. It seems as if the FR must refer to an entity, not
an attribute. Semantically, therefore, is operates as a nominal, not an
adjective. The examples (122c-124c) show this once again: if we make the
subject into a substantivized colourname, then there is no strangeness left:
blue is one of the colours, car obviously is not. From all this, we must
conclude that FRs cannot function as APs.

What remains now is to see whether FRs ever operate as PPs. ~vo cases
are there to be considered. First, where the relativizer is a relative adverb like
where or when, connected to a relative gap which is a PP, and second, cases
where a PP has been pied-piped into COMP.
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If there is a relative adverb in COMP of the FR, there is once more not
very much evidence either way. Where, when, although always related to a
relative gap of the category PP or adverb, and never to one of the category
NP, may very well have a nominal antecedent, as (125-127) show again.

(125) ENG
Góttingen is the town where she once met mr. Gbdel R.

(126) FRA
GSttingen, c'est la ville ou elle a une fois rencontré M.
G~del R.

(127) DEU
Gáttingen ist die Stadt wo sie einmal Herrn Gádel R
begegnet ist.

Substituting FRs in these examples we see that they can function with respect
to the clause containing them both as NPa (128a-130a) and as PPs
(128b-130b)!

(128) ENG
a. Góttingen is [ fÓ where Monica once met mr. Gódel R].
b. dear friends, now I am [ fr~ where Monica once met mr.

Gódel Rl.

(129) FRA
a. qoG~ttingen, c'est [ 0 ou Monica a une fois rencontré M.

Gédel R].
b. qochères amis, maintenant je me trouve [ 0 ou Monica a

une fois rencontré M. Gbdel R].

(130) DEU
a. Géttingen ist [(Ó wo die Monika einmal Herrn Gódel R

begegnet ist].
b. Liebe Freunde, heute bin ich [ 0 wo die Monika einmal

Herr GSdel R begegnet ist].

So, as it turns out, the FRs in question seem to have the same halfway status
of worda like here, there, and, of course, interrogative where. The same holds
for now, then, and when. This would suggest that the FR has the same
categorial status as the relativizer in COMP. But that does not solve our
problem, since words like there and then can themselves be antecedent to
restrictive relatives (131), and consequently have sufficiently nominal
characteristics to be nondistinct from nouns where the grammar is concerned.

(131) ENG
a. He is always there where there are beautiful girls R.
b. The cavalry always arrives precisely then when the

situation seems worst R.

On this account, FRs might very well have the atructure of restrictives. But
the behaviour of FRs in where and when is just as easily compatible with an
appositive analysis, parallel to (132).

(132) ENG
you will find the minister over there, where you see
that ancient Morris Cowley standing R.
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Cases where a PP has been pied-piped into COMP may give us an
argument yet. FRs with pied-piping are not allowed in all of the languages
that have pied-piping. German is a case in point. But we do find cases in
English, Dutch, and the Romance languages. And especially here, the data we
get are complex and murky.

On the one hand, there is the phenomenon of categorial matching (see
section II.3.3.6), which is quite strong most of the time, and requires that the
position in which a FR is found is suitable for a phrase of the same category
as that of the phrase that we find in its COMI? Specifically, we cannot find
FRs with a PP in COMP in a position which is unequivocally designated to
contain NPs only. This might, at firat glance, point in the direction of an
appositive analysis: a FR with a PP in COMP seems to be a PP.

Nevertheless, as we shall see below, categorial matching is not as
straightforward a phenomenon as it seema to be. In addition, even if matching
requirements are met, or where they play no role, it is still not always
possible for a FR with a pied-piped PP in COMP to appear. To see this,
consider the examples in (133,134), where we find FRs in the position of a
spatial adverbial adjunct, typically a PP.

(133) ENG
a. I ate the sausage [in the kitchen].
b. I ate the sausage [where I was preparing dinner R].
c. ~`I ate the sausage [[in which] I was preparing dinner

Rl.
d. ~`I ate the sausage [[in what] I was preparing dinner R].

(134) NED
a. ik at de worst [ in de keuken].
b. ik at de worst [ waar ik het eten R klaarmaakte].
c. "ik at de worst [[waarin] ik het eten R klaarmaakte].

The cause of this strange distribution seems to be that the position in
question accepts only things that are recognizable as PPs, and that, as before,
the free relatives in where and waar, respectively, are recognizable as such,
but not the FRs of (133c,d) and (134c). If this is indeed so, then we may have
an argument for a restrictive analysis of FRs.

All in all, we have not been able to show unequivocally that FRs ever
have a categorial status other than NP, nor have we been able to exclude that
possibility altogether. Therefore, categorial features of FRs too are insufficient
for deciding upon their proper structure.

The third, and last, area where we might look for evidence is that of
stacking. Stacking is the situation where we have more than one relative
clause inside an NP, and where one relative clause is part of the antecedent
of the next one. An example is (135).

(135) ENG
[ Studente [who R failed their exam]] [who R want to
atay on] should fill out the special application form B12.

We have seen in section II.1.1. and we have tried to explain in section II.3.1.1.
that in any NP there may be as many restrictive RCs as one wants, but only
one appoaitive RC, which must be peripheral with respect to all other RCs.
Therefore: in a stack of RCs, each of which is part of the antecedent to the
next one, there can be only restrictives. Only the rightmost one, which takes
everything that precedes it as its antecedent, but is itself not part of an
antecedent, may be appositive in structure. This gives us ample opportunity to
test the structure of FRs.
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First, if we find FRs as antecedents to appositive RCs, we may conclude
that FRs themselves cannot have an appositive structure. And in fact such
FRs exist, as the examples in (136) and (137), parts of a typical restaurant
conversation, show.

(136) ENG
I think I~1 have what you had last night, which R
looked so nice.

(137) NED
Ik denk dat ik neem wat jij gisteravond nam, dat R
er zo lekker uitzag.
I think that I take what you last-night took, which
looked so nice

In either case, the structure must be that of a FR functioning as antecedent
to an appositive RC. The structural alternative, with two coordinated FRs,
which does exist at least in Dutch, is not a viable option here: neither English
which nor Dutch dat can occur in FRs'o.

Second, now that we finally have a real argument against
an appositive structure for the free relative, we can establish whether they
are really restrictives, or maybe have some apecial, halfway, atructure that we
haven't yet thought of.

A good argument that FRs have an ordinary restrictive structure would be
if FRs behaved not just like, but precisely like other restrictivea in stacking.
For in that case, the two are syntactically indistinguishable, the differences
between them being truly limited to the contents of the antecedent, not its
categorial status. Notably, the question is: can we stack RCa in a free relative?

According to the examples in (138) and (139), we can indeed.

(138) NED
a. ik zal [[ 0 wat je ook maar R aan me vraagt] dat

ik R kan betalen] voor je kopen.
I shall buy for you whatever you ask me which I can
afford

b. ik zal [[ fb wie R ook maar op je lijstje staat] die ik
kan bereiken] voorje uitnodigen.
I shall invite for you whoever is on your list who I can
get in touch with

(139) ENG
I'll get you [[ 0 whatever you put R on your
shoppinglist] that I can afford R].

But in order to make quite sure that these examplea actually prove the point,
we have to exclude a possible if outlandish alternative analysis: what if the
second RC in (138,139) really belongs to the relativized part of the first RC,
and has been extraposed?

Fortunately, such an analysis is not a feasible alternative at all, for the
following reasons.

~ In case of two coordinated free relatives we would get what in English, and wat or
hetgeen in Dutch. For Dutch, this alternative is a perfectly realistic one:

i. [wat jij giateravond nam], [wat er zo lekker uitzagJ
ii. [wat jij gisteravond nam] en [wat er zo lekker uitzag]
In English, it seems to be much less acceptable.
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First, consider what happens in a true case of extraposition like (140),
whose derivational history is represented in part in (140').

(140) ENG
[which battle e;]; did Napoleon lose Q; [that Wellington
won R];

(140') source: [ COMP [did N lose [which battle [that W.
won R]]].
move-wh - a [[which battle [that W. won R]]; did N lose
Q;l.
extrapose RC -i (140).

The function of which battle with respect to the extraposed RC is that of
antecedent. But that cannot be true in (138,139). The reason is that wie and
wat can only be antecedent to a RC if they are used as true interrogative
pronouns, wh-moved and all, as (141) shows, and even then it is difficult to
find really natural examples.

(141) NED
a. [wie [die jij R uitgenodigd hebt]] is Q niet gekomen?

who who you invited has not come
b. qo[wat [dat de Grieken R bezaten]] wilden de Perzen

het liefste Q hebben?
what which the Greeks possessed did the Persians want
most

c. "Ik zag [wie [die jij R uitgenodigd hebt]] binnenkomen.
I saw who that you invited come in

d. 'De Perzen roofden [wat [dat de Grieken R bezaten]].
then Persians robbed what which the Greeks possessed

The same holds for English whateuer, with the added proviso that euer in the
interrogative cases is not a suf~ix but a free morpheme". If the pronouns in
(138,139) cannot be antecedents to a RC, the construction cannot be derived
by extraposition.

A second, independent argument against an extraposition analysis is the
following'2. As the examples (140,141a,b) and (142) show, extraposition of a RC
with interrogative antecedent is optional.

(142) ENG
a. [which battle [that Wellington won R]] did Napoleon

lose Q?
b. [what e;] Q was stolen from the pyramid [that ft was

really valuable];?
c. qo[what [that R was really valuable]] Q was stolen from

the pyramid?

Excepting mere stipulation, there does not seem to be any reason why in
non-interrogative relatives things should be any different. But nevertheless
they are, as (143,144) show.

" Interrogative whateuer, whceuer, etc. can be split, but not relative whateuer, whcever:
what did he ever do? why did he ever do it? etc.

'x In fact, it is an argument only if we disregard the argument just given. Otherwise, the
relevent structure cannot exist anyway.
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(143) NED
a. ~`ik zal [[ wat [dat ik R kan betalen]] je ook maar R

aan me vraagt] voor je kopen.
I shall buy for you whatever which I can afford you ask
me

b. ~`ik zal [[ wie [die ik kan bereiken]] R ook maar op
je lijstje staat] voor je uitnodigen.
I shall invite for you whoever who I can get in touch
with is on your list

(144) ENG
~`I'll get you [[ whateoer [that I can afford R]] you
put R on your shoppinglist] .

Under an extraposition analysis, these facts come as a strange surprise, but
under a stacking analysis they follow naturally:
the whole problem simply does not arise, since no relative clause has been
moved.

Third, and last, consider the interpretation of (139). Supposing, again, (and
incorrectly by the first argument above) that whatever is indeed the
antecedent with respect to the extraposed RC, and that there is an
extraposition structure involved, then the referent of the relative gap inside
the extraposed RC must be that of whatever. Therefore, the interpretation of
(139) is predicted to be something along the lines of (145), where we have
substituted the purported antecedent for the proper relative gap.

(145) you put [whatever I can afford] on your shoppinglist,
and I11 get it for you

But that is grossly at odds with how (139) is actually understood. There is no
presupposition about the contents of the shoppinglist in (139), on the contrary.
So interpretively too the extraposition analysis is incompatible with the facts.

It can hardly be doubted any longer, then, that FRs can be part of a
stacking structure. More specifically, that they can be the antecedent to a
restrictive RC. Thus, free relatives behave like ordinary restrictive relative
constructions in all relevant respects, excepting only the effects of the special
contents of their antecedent. We may therefore conclude that free relatives
structurally are ordinary restrictive relative construction.

3.3.2 CONDITIONALITY IN FREE AND SEMI-FREE RELATIVES

Free relatives and semi-free relatives come in two different varieties where
their interpretation in concerned. They can be either conditional or
non-conditional (see I.2.1). In short, conditional FRs refer to anything
complying with the description given in the relative clause, and
non-conditional ones refer to something specific.

In the unmarked case, true FRs are ambiguous between a conditional and
a non-conditional interpretation, and semi-FRs are non-conditional, due to the
pronominal properties of the prop antecedent. Example (146) illustrates the
three cases from English.

(146) ENG
a. I'll do [what the authorities suggest R].
b. I can't agree with [what the authorities suggest R].
c. I'll do [that which the authorities suggest R]

Thus, the interpretation of (146a) carries no presupposition about what the
authorities actually suggest. First and foremost, this example means no more
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or less that if the authorities were to suggest something, then the speaker
would comply with that. In other words, it expresses a condition whose
fulfillment will trigger some action on the part of the speaker: that is
precisely why FRs thus interpreted are called conditional. Example (146c), the
semi-FR, cannot have such an interpretation. There is a clear presupposition
that the authorities already have suggested something specific, referred to by
that, and the speaker is willing to go along with only that particular
suggestion. This interpretation is also possible, although perhaps not the first
one you will think of, for (146a), in which case it has a non-conditional
interpretation. Exactly the same holds for (146b), which also may be
interpreted both ways, but with preferences reversed~.

The same holds for the great majority of our languages: unambiguous
non-conditionality is expressible by using an ordinary Semi-FR, and possible
conditionality by employing a true FR. What is lacking so far, is the
possibility to unambiguously express conditionality, as diagram [XVIII] shows.

[XVIII] Conditionality of unmarked (semi-)free relatives
unmarked semi-FR unmarked FR ?

conditional - f f
non-conditional t t -

There are two approaches open to a language in this matter.
One is to develop a atrategy for expresaly marking some FRs as

exclusively conditional. A number of languages do this, and there are two
different specific strategies. Either they mark the relativizer by a apecial
morpheme acting as a'conditionality flag', or they put some adverbial in the
relative clause to the same end. The languages that use these atrategies,
together with what specific strategy they employ, and in what form, are
summed up in table [XIX].

[XIX] Marking free relatives as ezclusively conditional
Relativizer with special form Special adverb in RC

DAN hu..fsomhelst 1 end
DEU auch (immer) 3
ENG relativizeri-ever
FRA qoquiconque 1
ITA chiunque 1

qualunque
qualsiasi 2
douunque 1

NED ook (maar)
ROM orifrelativizer

1: only substantively; 2: only attributively; 3: not with
relativizer der. FRs in der are non-conditional only.

The other basic approach is to mark certain semi-FRs explicitly as being
conditional. This may seem somewhat counterintuitive, but gives precisely the
same effect. We find this strategy in three of the languages only: Catalan,
Spanish, and Swedish. The first two put a special morpheme on a relative
pronoun, and use the result as a prop-antecedent for a semi-FR with an

" An -admittedly farfetched- conditional interpretation for (146b) might be that the
speaker never agrees with the suggestions of authorities as a matter of principle.
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exclusively conditional interpretation, the latter employs an adverb in the RC
to the same effect. The forms are those in table [X~C].

[~IX] Marking semi-Flts as egclusively conditional
Special antecedent Relativizer Special adverb in RC

CAT qualseuol que~qui
ESP rel. pron. t-quiera 1 que

rel. pron. t-quier 2 que
SVE (uem~uad) som

1: only substantively; 2: only attributively;

cin

The remaining languages are very poorly equipped in this respect, it
seems. Norwegian has no free relatives, and Icelandic seems to have only a
couple of set expression left. They make do with semi-FRs in all
circumstances. As a consequence, their semi-Ffts are just as ambiguous as the
true FRs of other languages.

Portuguese has both free and semi-free relatives, but seems to employ a
poor man's strategy: semi-FRs are non-conditional, so all FRa are first and
foremost interpreted conditionally.

In none of these languages does there seem to be an additional special
strategy.

Last but not least, it is interesting to notice that no language marks both
FRs and semi-FR for conditionality.

3.3.3 CHOICE OF ftELATIVIZERS

With respect to suitable relativizers, FRs are subject to some severe
limitations. Relative particles don't ever occur in them, nor do weak pronouns.
What remains are the atrong relative pronouns, i.e. those that may or must
occur without an antecedent in the sentence or discourse, and relative
adverbs. The latter are, as it seems, generally strong in this sense".

An overview of the relative pronouns that occur in FRs in the Germanic
and Romance languages is given in table [XXI], together with the alternative
use, if any, that each pronoun has.

[XXI] Relative pronouns in free relative constructions
Pronoun Alt. use Pronoun Alt. use

CAT qui interr. DAN huem interr..
ESP quien interr. huilkensomhelst -
FRA qui` interr. DEU wer interr..

quoib interr. der demonst
ITA chi interr. ENG who interr.

quanto interr. ICE huaó interr.
chi-~qual-~dou-unque - NED wat interr.

POR quanto interr. hetgeen -
ROM care interr. wie interr.

ce interr. NOR -
cine interr. SVE -

a: mainly in proverbs. b: rare, as obj. of Prep. only.

" A notable exception is the French dont, which cannot occur in free relatives at all.
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The close bond with the interrogative paradigms is significant. Most
pronouns have anaphoric properties to some extent, and need an antecedent
that is already known in the discourse, if not in the sentence at hand. But
many interrogative pronouns do not: they inquire after as yet unknown
entities or events. And it is a subset of precisely these pronouns that we find
in table [XXI], together with one deictic pronoun, whose referent too is
typically unknown prior to the time of utterance, and a few special pronouns
that are specific to FRs and seem to have the non-anaphoric property by
definition'ó.

Many languages, roughly speaking all except the central OV group and
English, to varying degrees prefer semi-FRs to true FRs. In Norwegian, for
instance, semi-FRs are all that we find, and, excepting some quite formal or
archaic cases, the same can be said for French. Others offer a relatively free
choice in some cases.

It is not always easy to see whether we are dealing with a true FR or
with a semi-FR. The most difficult cases exist in Spanish and Portuguese,
involving el que and o que respectively.

Excepting Romanian, all of the Romance languages have a complex
relative pronoun based upon the definite article and an existing weak
pronoun. Of the resulting complex pronoun both parts are inflected for gender
andlor number. The strange thing is that both Spanish and Portuguese have a
second series, which is based upon the article plus the relative particle.
Naturally, in these, only the article is inflected. Table [XXII] sums them up.

[}IXII] Romance complea relative pronouns
Singular Plural

CAT el qual la qual lo qual els quals
ESP el cual la cual lo cual los cuales las cuales

el que la que lo que los que las que
FRA lequel laquelle lesquels lesquelles
ITA il quale la quale i quali le quali
POR o qual a qual os quais as quais

o que a que os que as que

The distribution of the particle-based series of Spanish and Portuguese
difiers widely from that of all the others. For other than these, the former can
be found with sentential antecedents and in what looks like FRs.

However, upon closer inspection there might be cause for us to consider
FRs in el que or o que as really being semi-FRs, with the article serving as a
special prop antecedent. Arguments are the following.

First, lets look at Spanish. Here, FRs in el que always have a
non-conditional interpretation (see section II.3.3.2), as opposed to those in
quien. That is, they are translatable into English by something like he who ...,
or that which .... but not by whoeuer .... This result is self-explanatory if the
constructions at hand are indeed semi-FRs: outside the special cases expressly
marked for conditional interpretation, no semi-FR or other ordinary relative
construction is ever conditional.

Second, comments on clauses often take the form of a relative construction
loosely attached to the clause in question. The antecedent of such a relative
construction is mostly an indefinite pronoun such as something, or an
otherwise semantically light nominal like an affair, a thing. Examples
(147-149) are illustrations.

`5 Even in a language where there is no relative pronoun, i.e. Swiss-German, free
relatives are formed using the interrogative paradigm.
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(147) DEU
sie haben nun endlich mal ein Kind bekommen, etwas
das sie sich schon immer gewunscht h~itten.
they have finally gotten a child, something that they
had always wished for

(148) NED
Harm was helemaal niet geinteresseerd, iets dat
iedzreen uerbaasde.
H. was not at all interested, something which
astonished everyone

(149) ENG
he finally passed his driving test, somethrng which I'ue
been waiting for for years.

In Italian too, we find an obvious semi-FR in these cases, regularly with il,
the definite article, as prop-antecedent, as (150) shows.

(150) ITA
tutti hanno risposto, [il che mi fa tanto piacere]!
everybody has answered, (the) which pleases me ever so
much

This seems to be the only case of the combination article - relative particle
being used in Italian, and it is not only compatible with a view of the
corresponding cases in Spanish and Portuguese as semi-FRs but even appears
indeed to be the missing link between the latter and the constructions from
the other languages in (147-149). Example (150) is an inexplicable freak,
however, if the Spanish and Portuguese article plus particle relatives are true
FRs.

Third, Portuguese o que has a severely restricted distribution. It cannot
occur in ordinary relative constructions at all, but is only found with
sentential antecedents, with tudo as antecedent'e, in pseudo-cleft constructions,
and it seems, in FRs. Together, these environments form a strange, incoherent
set of conditions for determining the distribution of a relative pronoun.
However, when we look upon o que relatives as semi-FRs, with o as the prop-
antecedent, things make better sense.

First of all, it becomes immediately clear why o que ís not found in
ordinary relatives. If o itself ia an antecedent, then how could there be yet
another one? Next, the neutral and semantically light o is eminently equipped
for coreferring with abstract notions like events, that are expressed by clauses.
In this respect, the antecedent o is the precise parallel of the antecedents in
(147-149).

Therefore, the peculiar distribution of Portuguese o que is explained if
there just is no complex relative pronoun o que, but only a prop antecedent o,
followed by the relative particle.

Spanish el que may seem to be a problem, for it does not share the
distributional limits of Portuguese o que. Instead, it is without any doubt a

N Notice that the string tudo t o t que can be analysed in two different ways, without
much to choose between them, apparently:
i. arrangon uma lágrima de piedade a[todoa [os que R o viram]].

[there] came a tear of pity to all who saw him
ii. arran~on uma lágrima de piedade a[todos oe [que R o viram]].

[there] came a tear of pity to all all those that saw him
In (i), o qtte is considered to be a true relative pronoun, but not in (ii). There o is the prop
antecedent to a Semi-FR, precisely parallel to the Engliah prop-antecedent those, and it is
modified by the quantificational todos, parallel to English all.
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true complex relative pronoun, with, in ordinary relative constructions, a
distribution comparable to that of el cual or Italian il quale. Nevertheless, it
also occurs in the same kinds of constructions as o que. The simple
assumption that Spanish el que has a double status: either a true complex
relative pronoun, as it is used in ordinary relatives, or a prop-antecedent el
plus the relative particle in COMP, as in its occurrence in apparently free
relatives, accounts completely for this distribution, and there does not seem to
be anything that militates against such an assumption".

Fourth, and last, if both the article t particle series and the article t
weak pronoun series are invariably true complex relative pronouns only, then
their different behaviour with respect to FRs becomes a problem, for the
following reasons.

As we saw, the article f particle combinations can be used in what looks
like free relatives. Suppose for a moment that these constructions really are
FRs. Then, el que and o que must be strong pronouns. Since the particle has
no relevant semantic content, it must be the article that provides this
referential 'strength'.

Consequently, one would expect that the complex relative pronouns which
consist of an article plus a pronoun are at least as strong, since they too
contain the article, which is supposedly sufficient. But in fact, these complex
pronouns are consistently excluded from occurring in FRs. This can only be
explained if it is not the article that determines the 'strength' of the resulting
complex pronoun, but the consistently weak pronoun with which it is
combined: -quel, cual, qual, or quale. Intuitively too, this seems to make more
sense. If that is indeed so, then the resulting complex pronoun will still be
weak, and lequel, il quale, etc. will correctly be excluded from occurring in
FRs.

But, as a consequence of this, the article f particle combination cannot
yield complex pronouns of su~icient strength for occurring in FRs at all: the
particle has no relevant features at all, and the article alone must be
insufficient. Therefore, again the only feasible position is to look upon the
article as the prop antecedent of a semi-FR whoae relativizer is the relative
particle.

Apart from relative pronouns, FRs may be introduced by relative adverbs.
In the Germanic languages we find once more the typical set of relative
adverbs like German wonach, English whereaRer, Danish huorefter, etcetera.
In Dutch these are still productively derived by rule, but in German, English,
Danish, and Swedish they have long frozen into set adverbs (see section
II.2.3)~. Their appearance in free relatives is limited to FRs that have a
purely adverbial function, which makes sense, considering that they are
usually true adverbs (151-153). Only Dutch, where these forms can still be
productively formed by R-movement and pied-piping has very limited
possibilities elsewhere (154), although the alternative without pied-piping is
preferable in all cases (155).

(151) DAN
... huorledes det end forholder sig med alt andet R.
... in whatever way it relates to all else

" It may imply something of a prediction for the future, however. If Portuguese is
developing mughly in the same direction that Spanish is taking, chances are that o que will
start appearing in ordinary relatives too at some point.

'" In Norwegian there is still a set of these in existence as well, but they are strictly
archaic.
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(152) ENG
the chairman adjourned the meeting, [whereupon all
hell broke loose RJ.

(153) SVE
vi best~llde biff, uarefter vi v~ntade tálmodigt i tjugo
minuter R.
we ordered steak, after which we waited patiently for
20 minutes

(154) NED
a. qoik gaf hem [[waarvan] hij het meeste R hield].

I gave him of-which he was most fond
b. "zij kreeg [(waarop] zij al zo lang had gewacht].

she got for-which she had been waiting for so long

(155) NED
ik gaf hem [[waar;] hij het meeste [van Ri] hield].
I gave him what he was most fond of

3.3.4 PIED-PIPING

Pied-piping in FRs is generally limited to prepositions49. The actual
possibilities within this limit in a particular language are usually similar to
those for pied-piping prepositions ín ordinary relative constructions in the
same language, ranging from not at all in the Scandinavian languages to
relatively free in the Romance group. English has a typical mixed position in
this respect. Although it has relatively wide possibilities for pied-piping
prepositions in general, a Romance trait, the phenomenon is heavily restricted
in FRs, which is more in keeping with its Nordic roots. German takea up a
similar borderline position. Although it does allow pied-piping of prepositions
in ordinary relative constructions, this is categorically impossible in FRs.

~ Although there are a few exceptions. First, in English at least, NPs containing an
attributive relative pronoun can be pied piped, as in:

i. I'll read whichever books you give me.
A second exception comes from the field of Dutch proverbs. In it, we find an attributive

genitive piping of more than a preposition:relative pronoun, with the inevitable pied-piping of
the NP in

ii. [[wiens brood] men R eetl, diens woord men spreekt
whose bread one eats, his word one speaks

Lastly, there are sentential ac~juncts that look like FRs and exhibit pied piping of more
than just prepositions:

iii. welke krant je ook maar openslaat, steeds staart die kop van Ruding je aan.looks like
a left dislocated position.
whatever paper you care to open, it's always that face of R. staring at you

iv. op welke baan je ook solliciteert, zonder de juiste diploma's kom je nergens
whatever job you might apply for, you won't get anywhere without proper
qualifications

However, it seems that in reality these adjuncts are not rea]ly FRs, but plain wh-adjunct
clauses. That is at least what the distributional facts suggest: a~juncts of this type can be
clauses:

v. of je nu rijk bent of arm, dood ga je toch
whether you are rich or poor, you'll die anyway

but not NPs:
vi. 'de meest afgelegen plaats ter wereld, Spitsbergen is heel onhergbergzaam

the remotest place in the world, 5pitsbergen is most inhospitable
Moreover, the wh-adverb hce (how), which cannot occur in relatives, free or otherwise,

but does occur in questions, freely occurs in the type of adjunct under consideration:
vii. hoe je er ook tegen aan kijkt, het blijft een rotstreek.

whichever way you look at it, it is still a rotten trick
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3.3.5 CASE MATCHING
3.3.5.1 DESCRIPTION

In II.3.2.4. we have seen that, in relative constructions with antecedent,
the grammatical case of the whole relative construction is expressed on its
antecedent andlor determiner. Of course, this case marking is visible only if
the language in question has sufficient morphological case inflection.

We have also seen that, if there is no pied-piping, the relative pronoun
will be marked~ for the case assigned to the relative gap. In addition, we saw
that if there is not a relative pronoun in COMP, but a relative particle, which
does not inflect, the case assigned to the relative gap remains morphologically
unexpressed.

With free relatives, there is an extra complication, called case matching, in
languages that have morphological case marking. Since there is neither an
overt antecedent nor a determiner in a FR, the queation arises where the case
that is assigned to that FR as a whole is going to be morphologically
expressed.

The answer seems to be simply 'nowhere'. However, the languages do not
allow the lack of expression of that case to become apparent. As a
consequence, FR are fully acceptable only if their relative pronoun is marked
for a case that is the same as, or at least not overtly different from, the case
assigned to the whole FR. Syncretism, i.e. identity of morphological
appearance, sufRces. Thus, the cases assigned to the whole Fft and to the
relative pronoun inside it must, on a morphological or phonological level,
match. Illustrations are those in (154).

(156) DEU
a. ich nehme, [wen du mir R~ empfiehlst],a.

I'll take whom you recommend [to] me
b. ~`ich nehme [wem du R~,t vertraust],tt.

I'll take whom you trust
c. [was du mir R,n gegeben hast]oa,,, ist pr~chtig.

what you have given me is wonderful
d. ich habe [was Rn~„ noch ubrig war],a weggeschmissen.

I've thrown out what was left

Since syncretism suffices, case puts no limits on FRs in the languages that
do not overtly mark for case: they can be considered languages with
across-the-board syncretism. In all, we may say that case matching is a
requirement in all the Germanic and Romance languages51

3.3.5.2 ~` THE STATUS OF CASE MATCHING

The fact that syncretism suffices to decide the acceptability of these
structures is remarkable. For syncretism is no more than a'cosmetic'
phenomenon: the cases are not really the same, they just appear to be so.
Furthermore, if we consider FRs from a purely structural, syntactic, point of
view, it is hard to see anything wrong with any of them, whether the cases
match or not. In all cases the FR itself, which is ultimately a NP, gets its
case from its environment, and the relative gap, and thereby the relative

~ Although, here too, this marking is only in a few languages morphologically explicit.

51 Outside this group, however, there are many that seem to have varying possibilities for
violating the reqdirement: Greek and Gothic for instance. See, e.g. Harbert (1983), McCreight
(1987).
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pronoun, independently gets its own case inside the relative clause, which is
all that the grammar requires. At a syntactic level, the proper identity of
these (abstract) cases is perfectly visible, just like the difference between John
nominative, John accusative, and an ungrammatical John without any case is
different, however identical their morphological superficial appearance. This
suggests that, strictly speaking, the grammar itself plays no role with respect
to the case matching phenomenon. Rather, it looks as if the case matching
requirement reflects a processing problem.

It seems worth our while to dwell upon the characteristics of this
'processing problem' for a short while. Grammar proper is but one part of the
elusive complex we loosely call language', a part which determines the
coherence, and thereby at least in part the interpretability, of a given
linguistic structure. Despite the many misunderstandings that have
surrounded precisely this point, and to a large extent still do, generative
grammar is not a productive grammar, nor is a an interpretive, in the sense
of decoding model. It is without direction, since generative grammar proper
does not describe a process, but data: a mere set of principles and conditions.
All they do is specify the limits within which all grammatical rules or
processes must operate.

Since the grammar itself is essentially inert, there must be at least a
dynamic module coupled to it, that can decode strings of sound or characters
or whatever into hypothetical structures by mapping against the grammar for
validity and coherence. This module is what I call the parserb2.

There is ample reason to believe that the human parser to some extent at
least operates, so to speak, from left to right~. In order to operate efficiently,
it must be based on a set of relatively simple assumptions~` about how a given
partial structure might further develop. One of these assumptions may be
that, if a case assigner for case X is encountered, the parser, striving for
maximal simplicity, expects the complement of that case assigner, that is, the
phrase or category to which the case is assigned, to follow immediately~.

sa ~is is only a very simplified and therefore possibly misleading representation of
things. I do not wish to take any position here as to how many and which modules together
make up 9anguage', other than that at least the two I just mentioned must be part of it. For
some more on the possible characteristics of the parser see Smits (1989).

One thing that should be noted, is that grammar is a module which is independent of
production or reception, but, by the nature of things, the parser is not. That is, the rules of
grammar hold whatever the circumstances. Strategies, on the other hand, are linked to
specific circumstance. Nevertheless, the fact that the parser plays a role in the decoding of
strings does not immediately warrant the conclusion that it is relevant to reception only.
There are many indications, such as the trouble deaf people have, that the role of feedback by
the parser during production should not be underrated.

6J Considering that we write in that direction. What it means is that a parser operates
on-line: it starts doing its work where and when the utterance starts, and does not wait for
the utterance to finish.

~ Perhaps the term markedness is appropriate here. Unmarked structures, then, are
those that conform to the most basic options selected by the parser. Options that are chosen
upon a mismatch would then be marked. Which options are primary to the parser may be
determined by considerations of maximal structural simplicity, but possibly also by mere
frequency of occurrence.

~ In fact, the parser will operate on the assumption that there actually is a grammatical
structure underlying the string it is decoding. Consequently, it will basically assume that the
recipient of a case is inside the domain of government of its case assigner. Loosely, that
entails that case assigner and case recipient will be sisters. The relative order of the two is
essentially unimportant: if the assigner precedes the recipient, the parser will store the case
assigning information, and look for a recipient to come along. In the other event, the parser
will note that a recipient for case, usually a noun, has been detected, and will look for a case
assigner to emerge. Thus, also cases of movement, e.g. of a question pronoun, are covered. The
parser will store the relevant information upon encountering the pronoun, and keep looking
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Free relatives put a heavy burden on the parser even in the best of cases.
It seems that the element assigning the FR its case is simply followed by its
complement, but that is never really true: the supposed complement later on
turns out to be the relative pronoun embedded in the true complement, which
is the FR as a whole. The presence and build thereof has to be reconstructed
on the basis of indirect evidence alone.

As a processing strategy, suffering from memory limitations and other
general psychological inhibitions, there will be a limit to the overhead that a
parser can cope with at any given point in time. Presumably, then, if the case
marking upon the element supposed to be the complement of a certain case
assigner is blatantly in conflict with that supposition, which is what happens
when the cases of and in a FR do not match, the mind boggles (or rather the
parser does), and the structure is rejected as unacceptable. Otherwise, the
parser will happily continue decoding, cherishing its mistaken assumption,
until it discovers that it has been led up the garden path, and will backtrack
to put things right.

But why is the parser unable to 'reconstruct' non-matching FRa, whereas
it obviously is quite able to disentangle complex garden path constructions,
and even matching FRs? The point must be that in all garden path
constructions, including matching free relatives, it is possible to literally go
back on running aground, and find a point where there is a structural
ambiguity. Take a matching FR, for instance. After the parser has assumed
the relative pronoun to be the complement of the case assigner to the whole
free relative, it will encounter the beginning of a clause, the relative clause.
That is strange, but there is a positive correction possible: 'aha! the pronoun I
just decoded did not belong to what went before, but to what I found next just
now. On that assumption, it can go back and start restructuring. The
important thing is that, at no stage of the process there is a dead end without
any indicationa as to what a possible alternative structure could be. In cases
of non matching, the parser gets hung up on a case assigner and a-supposed-
complement with the wrong case, and there is no additional information
available. This is exactly the situation in which a parser must decide to reject
a structure rather than further try to analyze it. For the only way in which it
could do the latter is by positing an arbitrary structure upon encountering any
form of structural mismatch. If that were its strategy, it would never stop
adding possible structure to truly ungrammatical structures, in a vain and
non-terminating attempt to resolve it. If our parser were like that, the first
ungrammatical expression we heard would truly be our last as well!

If this view is correct, then non-matching FRs are an instance of perfectly
grammatical but unacceptable sentences, together with centerembeddings and
the like.

3.3.6 CATEGORIAL MATCHING EFFECTS

Matching effects are among the strangest phenomena involving the
distribution of free relatives in sentences. In the previous section, II.3.3.5, we
have already seen one of them: case matching.

But at an observational level, this is not the only matching effect. There is
also categorial matching`~. The categorial matching requirement specifies that
the grammatical category of the phrase in COMP of a FR must be one that
could occur in the position in which the FR in toto resides. To give an

for a case assigner without a case recipient, so that it can postulate the extraction site to be
inside the government domain of that case assigner, and start creating a chain from the
former to the latter, and so on.

~ See, e.g. Grimshaw 1977, Groos 8c v. Riemsdijk 1981, Hirschbuhler 8z Rivero 1981,
1983, Suner 1984.
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example, if a verb requires a nominal object, but cannot take a prepositional
one, such as loae or despise in English, then a FR that is used as the object of
that verb must have a nominal phrase in its COMP, and not a PP (157).

(157) ENG
a. Jane loves [whom you despise R].
b. Jane lovea (who you were talking to R].
c. ~`Jane loves [[with whom] you were talking R].

In practice, the categorial matching phenomenon covers the categories NP
and PP alone. This is because COMP of a FR can only contain either a NP or
a PP. All relative pronouns are of the category NP, as are relative adverbs
like when and whzre (they may have a nominal antecedent, as we have seen
before), and pied-piping in FRs, if allowed at all, is restricted to PPs only.

But what exactly is categorial matching? In order to get a clear picture, I
shall first give an overview of categorial matching effects as found in the
relevant languages, and then give some suggestions as to what grammatical
phenomenon might really hide behind them.

3.5.6.1 DESCR.IPTION

We shall take on the matching phenomena position by position, starting
with the simplest: objects of uerbs.

There are no known differences with respect to verbal object positions:
FRs that function as direct object or (non-prepositional) indirect object must
generally match for category. That is, they must have a NP in COMP, not a
PP. Example (157) was an illustration, as are (158a.-163a.) below. With respect
to all other positions the situation is less clear.

Most of the Romance languages allow non-matching FRs in subject position
to some extent, but not French, or the Germanic languages (158b.-163bJ.

(158) CAT
a. ~`invito [[amb qui] te n'aniras R]

I invite with whom you11 leave
b. ?[[al que] s'enganya] pren cautela i s'apanyafi'.

(to) whom one cheats takea precautions and manages

(159) ESP
a. ~`voy a comprar [[sobre lo que] estás sentado R].

I'm going to buy upon which you are sitting
b. ?[[con quien] salga R] tendrá que tener un coche.

with whom I go out will have to have a car

(160) ROM~
a. ~`?nu voi cumpára [[la ce] uitá Maria R] pentru nimic in

lume!
I don't want to buy at what M. is looking for anything
in the world

b. 9'o[[la ce] se uità Maria R] costà mul~i bani.
at what M. is looking costs much money

" In Catalan, these cases are strictly marginal. Curiously, however, even though
informant all stumble over this type of thing as 'strange', marginal, they all give different
reasons for thinking so.

~ Sentences borrowed from J. Horvath 8a A Grosu.
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(161) FRA
a. ~`j'ai invité [[à qui] tu as parlé R hier].

I have invited to whom you talked yesterday
b. ~`[[à qui] tu as parlé R hier] m'aime pas.

to whom you talked yesterday doesn't love me

(162) ENG
a. ~`the artist was drawing [[with whom] we went dancing

R last night].
b. ~`[[with whom] I danced yesterday] ia sitting at that

table in the corner.

(163) NED
a. ~`Marie kust [[met wie] ze R gedanst heeft] altijd.

M. alwaya kisses with whom she has been dancing
b. ~`[[waarmee] Joop uit Afrika terugkwam] maakte veel

mensen bang.
with what J. returned from Africa scared many people

c. ~`[[over wie] Marja het giateren had R] is vandaag tegen
een boom gereden.
about whom M. was talking yesterday has driven into a
tree today

Although as a rule FRs that are objects of prepositions must match for
category, occasionally, although not frequently, a seemingly non-matching FR
as object of a prepoaition turns out not to be all that bad (164,165)~.

(164) ENG
oloit was a horrible party. John just went on and on for
houra about [[with which big shots] he had been going
out R in America], and how they had all loved him.

(165) NED
~ode regering wilde geen nadere inlichtingen geven over
[[aan welke oplossing] men preciea dacht R].
the government did not want to give additional
information about of which solution they were thinking
precisely

Next, there are FRs in topicalized positions. Topicalization is a movement
rule, one of the forms of wh-movement (see section I.3.2). It is often used for
giving extra saliency to some constituent. To refresh our memory, example
(166) is an illustration showing the parallelliam between questioning,
pronominal relativization, and topicalization respectively, from English.

(166) ENG
a. The prosecutor wondered [whom Jack had assaulted Q]
b. The woman [whom Jack had robbed R] turned him in.
c. Whatever they say: [his wffe Jack would never hurt T].

Topicalized FRs behave with respect to categorial matching just as if they had
never been moved at all. That is: they obey the requirements that hold of the
topicalization gap. Thus, in Romanian, which allows non-matching FRs in
subject position, a FR that has been topicalized from subject position need not

~ In fact, we shall see later on (see around e~cample (186) in section II.3.5.6.2) that these
are not free relatives at all.
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be matching either, but in Germanic languages, that same FR must match
(167-169).

(167) ROM
[[la ce] se uit~ Maria R], nu vreau só T stea la noi in
casá pentru nimic in lume!
at what M. is looking, I wouldn't want that would
be(subjunctive) in our house for anything in the world

(168) ENG
~`[[with whom] I danced R yeaterday] I first met T in
Paris.

(169) NED
~`[[met wie] ze R heeft gedanst] kust ze T altijd.
with whom she has danced she always kisses

The fourth type of position to consider is the left dislocation position. But
before discussing the facts pertaining to FRs in left dislocated position, it is
necessary to go into the phenomenon of left dislocation itself in some detail.

In a left dislocation structure we find a constituent set apart at the very
beginning of the sentence, getting a lot of attention. But, other than with
topicalization, which we saw is a kind of wh-movement, that phrase has not
been moued into its peripheral position. That is: there is no gap elsewhere in
the sentence that it could have 'come from'. Instead, there is some kind of
pronoun in the sentence, which refers to the left dislocated constituent.

Depending upon the type of that pronoun, we muat make a distinction
between two different types of left dialocation. If the pronoun is an ordinary
full personal pronoun in its ordinary position in the sentence, we apeak of
hanging topic left dislocation (HTLD). HTLD is illustrated in (170) and (171).

On the other hand, the pronoun in question may also be a clitic pronoun
in the Romance languages, a special pronoun, like a d-pronoun in Dutch, or a
pronoun which has itself been moved to COMP (a movement which we11
consider to be topicalization). This type of left dislocation ia called contrastiue
lefi dislocation (CLD)~. Examplea of CLD are (172-174).

(170) FRA
Z'inspecteur, il faut qu'il nous réponde demain.
the inspector, he must answer us tomorrow

(171) ISL
pessi hringur, ólafur hefur lofaó Maríu honum.
this ringo~, O. has promised it~, to M.

(172) ITA
a. questo libro, l~o scritto io.

this book, I have written-it.
b. ... ma i1 coraggio di uiuere, quello ancora non c'è

but the courage to live, that is not yet there

~ If a clitic is involved, this type of left dislocation is also known as clitic leJt distocation.
Here, we will refrain from making a distinction in name between them. For a detailed
description of the different types of left dislocation see Cinque (1977), v.Haaften, Smíts 8z Vat
(1983), and references cited there.
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(173) NED
a. dat boek, ik denk niet dat hij dat gelezen heeft.

that book, I don't think that he has read that.
b. dat boek, dat denk ik niet dat hij T gelezen heeft.

that book, that I don't think he has read.

(174) ISL
pessum hring, honum hefur ólafur lofa5 Maríu T
this ring~,t, it~„ has O. promised to M.

Concerning FRs in left dislocated position, the facts are as follows.
In hanging topic left dislocation, a left dislocated FR must have a phrase

of the category NP in its COMP. No pied-piped PPs are allowed, as (175-177)
illustrate.

(175) FRA
a. (qui 1'on invite R le samedi], il faut qu'il parte le

dimanche.
whoever one invites on Saturday, he should leave on
Sunday

b. ~`[[à qui] 1'on parle R le samedi], il faut que'il nous
réponde le dimanche.
to whoever we speak on Saturday, he must answer us
on Sunday

(176) ENG
a. [whoeuer you come to my party with R], I11 be nice to

him.
b. ~`[[with whoever] you come to my party R], Iql be nice to

him.

(177) NED
a. ~[wat je ze ook R beloofd hebt], je moet het ook echt

doen.
whatever you have promised them, you must also really
do it

b. ~`[[aan wie] je het ook R beloofd hebt], je mag hem niet
teleurstellen.
to whoever you have promised it, you must not
disappoint him

In contrastive left dislocation, however, categorial matching seems to be
required between the pronoun and the phrase in COMP of the left dislocated
FR. Thia is shown in (178-179). Allowances must be made for the fact that
these constructions tend to be considered as somewhat outlandish even in the
best of cases, especially in French, where a semi-FR would usually be
preferred, and judgments may waver, accordingly81.

" Also, it might be argued that y is not resumptive in the proper sense here.
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(178) FRA
a. qo[[chez qui] on arrive le samedi], il faut qu'on y reste le

dimanche.
at whom one arrives on saturday, one should stay there
on sunday

b. qo[[chez qui] on arrive le samedi], là il faut qu'on reste
T le dimanche.
at whom one arrives on saturday, there one should stay
on sunday

c. ~[qui 1'on rencontre R le samedi], il faut qu'on y aille le
dimanche.
whoever one encounters on Saturday, one must go there
(- to him) on sunday

d. ~`[qui 1'on rencontre R le samedi], là il faut qu'on aille le
dimanche.
whoever one encounters on Saturday, there one must go
on sunday

e. qo[qui 1'on rencontre le samedi], il faut qu'on lui apporte
des fleurs.
whomever one meets on saturday, one should bring
flowers for him

f. ~`[[chez qui] on arrive le samedi], il faut qu'on lui
apporte des fleurs.
at whom one arrives on Saturday, one must bring
flowers for him

(179) NED
a. [[bij wie] je 's-zaterdags aankomt], daar moet je

's-zondags blijven.
at whom you arrive on saturday, there you must remain
on sunday

b. [wie familie van je is], die zal je goed verzorgen.
who is a relative of you, that-one will take good care of
you

c. ~`[wie familie van je is], daar moet je 's-zondags blijven
whoever is a relative of you, there you must remain on
sunday

d. ~`([bij wie] je 's-zaterdags aankomt], die zal je goed
verzorgen
at whom you arrive on saturday, that-one will take good
care of you

Lastly, there are the true aduerbial adjunct positions, where we find
sentence adjuncts, such as general locative or temporal phrases. We already
had a glimpse of them in (133,134). These positions are typically not suited to
NPs, but accommodate only PPs and adverbials, as shown once more in (180).

(180) ENG
a. Henk sampled the wine in the kitchen.
b. Henk sampled the wine yesterday.
c. ~`Henk sampled the wíne the kitchen.
d. ~`Henk sampled the wine an hour.
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In these positions, a FR by itself is completely impossible~`, whether it has a
PP in its COMP or not, as is shown in (181) and (182)~.

(181) ENG
a. ~`Henk ate the sausage [which he prepares his food in

R].
b. 'Henk ate the sausage [[in which] he preparea his food

R].
c. 'Henk ate the sausage [[in what] he prepares his food

Rl.

(182) NED
a. ~`Henk eet [waar hij zijn eten in klaarmaakt].
b. 'Henk eet [[waarin] hij zijn eten klaarmaakt].

Obviously, categorial matching is not a relevant factor here.

3.5.6.2 ' A POSSIBLE EXPLANATION

On the face of it, it would seem that categorial matching phenomena could
be explained by assuming that a FR adopts whatever categorial features the
phrase in its COMP has as its own. Thus, a FR with a PP in COMP would
itself behave to all intents and purposea as a PP with respect to the structure
in which it is embedded, and one with a NP in COMP would behave like an
NP. However, there are several reasons why this cannot be correct.

First of all, we have established in what went before that all FRs have
the structure of restrictive relatives, and therefore, they are NPs, regardless of
what is in their COMPa.

Next, we can show very simply that a FR with a PP in COMP does not
behave like a PP should. All we have to do is put it in a position where only
a PP or adverb, but not an NP may occur. Such a position is that of an
adverbial adjunct of time or place, as in (133c,d), (134c), (181) and (182). What
we saw there, is that FRs, even when they have a PP in COMP, cannot occur
in such positions. Therefore, we can conclude that FRs not only consistently
are, but also always behaue as NPs, and not PPs. Another similar example is
(183), where a FR with pied-piping serves as a obligatorily prepositional object
(the verb liue does not take objects other than PPs), with equally undesirable
results~.

" Sentential adjuncts like:
i. whateuer words she used to seduce him, he wouldn't budge one inch.

might seem to be counterexamples, but see the arguments in footnote 48.

u Of course, a free relative as object of a preposition withirt an adverbial ac(junct is
possible:

i. Henk always has breakfast [~in [what he calls R his kitchen]].
Also, as an exception, FRs with the fialfway' elements when and where, or their

equivalents, alone, in COMP, and representing a PP gap, may occur in such true PP
positions:
ii. Joe always eats [where the food is cheapest].

Possibly these elements are first interpreted as pro-PPs by the parser, and, upon
backtracking, reinterpreted as half-NPs in COMP of a larger structure.

" There is an alternative analysis for (183), in which there is no FR:
i. 'I'm going to live in [[which city] you are dwelling R].
However, this analysis leads to ungrammaticality too since dwell, like liue, also takes
prepositional objects only.
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(183) ENG
~`I'm going to live [[in which city] you are dwelling R].

Third, no account based on changing the grammatical category of the FR
according to what is in its COMP alone is capable of explaining why FRs in
subject position in some languages must match, but not in others, whereas
FRs in object positions always seem to be matching, in any language.

It appears, therefore, that categorial matching is not simply a primitive
phenomenon of grammar, but a symptom of something else. Let us apeculate a
little on what that something might be.

Lets us reconsider the matching requirements that hold for ordinary
argument positions, i.e. subjects and objects. As we have seen in (158) to
(163), non-matching objects are categorically impossible, but non-matching
subjects are impossible only in the Germanic languages including English, and
in French. The remaining Romance languages do make allowances for
non-matching subjects to some extent. The attentive reader will already have
noticed that this partitioning among the languages is fully identical to that
which is induced by the Pro-drop parameter: if a language is a Pro-drop
language, that is, if it allows the subject of finite clauses to remain
phonologically null, its grammatical features being expressed on the finite
verb~ then it will also allow non-matching FRs in subject position. Otherwise,
it will not.

This extreme correlation between Pro-drop and the existence of
non-matching FRs in subject position suggests, however, that it is not so much
the categorial aspect which is the decisive factor here, but rather the
grammatical features involved in Pro-drop: person, number, gender and, of
course, case. Could it be, then, that categorial matching is just a symptom of
case matching?

To a large extent the answer to this question seems to be affirmative~.
Case matching goes a long way in explaining the distribution of FRs.

First of all, remember that case matching only required that the phrase in
COMP be not explicitly marked for a case different from that which is
assigned to the position of the FR as a whole. Thus, in the German examples
in (154c,d), which we here repeat as (184), the phrase in COMP and the
whole FR were allowed to bear different cases just because there is syncretism
between nominative and accusative in the case of was. Simultaneously, was
can 'from the outside', be read as a nominative, and as an accusative 'from the
inside', and conversely.

(184) DEU
a. [was du mir R~ gegeben hast]oQ,,, ist priichtig.

what you have given me is wonderful
b. ich habe [was Rb~, noch ubrig war],a weggeschmissen.

I've thrown out what was left

Turning to cases of FRs with pied-piping, then, one thing that a PP
explicitly signals, of course, is 'I am a PP, I do not bear any case whatsoever'.

~ See also part I, and, for more details, e.g. Chomsky (1981).

~ Traditionally, attempts to explain the categorial matching characteristica of subjects
have focusaed on subcategorization. Subjects and left dislocated elementa are not
subcategorized for, but objects of verbs and prepositions, on the other hand, are. Thus, an
explanation of matching based upon the factor subcategorization can discriminate between
object positions (matching obligatory) and others (no matching required). As the examples
show, however, this is certainly not enough, since 1) a distinction must be made between
subjects in Pro-drop languages and in other languages, and 2) matching behaviour is different
for CLD and HLTD respectively. This cannot be accounted for in terms of subcategorization:
neither subjects nor left dislocated phrases are ever subcategorized.
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In this sense, a PP in COMP is explicitly marked as not bearing whatever
case is assigned by the environment, even stronger: as being incompatible
with case per se. Thus, we would expect that a FR with a pied-piped PP in
COMP is unsuitable in any position to which a case is assigned87.

For nominal objects of verbs this prediction turns out to be true without
fiu-ther ado: if a verb takes a NP object only, pied-piping in a FR functioning
as such is unacceptable across the board.

In subject position, we have seen, non-matching FRs are poasible in the
Pro-drop languages, but not in the othera. And again, case seems to be the
distinguishing factor. In a Pro-drop language, the subject can remain
unexpressed, as in (185).

(185) ITA
a. ho visto questo film tre volte.

[I] have seen this film three times
b. dobbiamo andare via.

[we] must go away

The reason is that in such languages the grammatical features, including
nominative case, of a subject can be expressed upon (or in more standard
terminology: absorbed by) the finite verb~. Thus, if the subject has no
additional semantic content, there is no need to express it.

In the other languages, however, this possibility is abaent, and the only
place where the grammatical features of the subject can be expresaed is in the
subject position itself. In those languages, therefore, the subject must be
expressed under any circumstances, even if that subject has no content other
than just person and number. In such cases we simply get a peraonal
pronoun.

We have seen that case matching is a two way phenomenon: seen from
inside the FR, the case of the relative gap, if any, must be properly expresaed
by the phrase in COMP, something demanded by the grammar itself, and seen
from outside the FR, the form of the phrase in COMP of the FR must not be
in open contradiction with the case assigned to the FR in its entirety, a more
'paychological', proceasing demand. In a Pro-drop language, the latter condition
is always met if the FR is in subject position, since nominative case can be
marked upon the finite verb, and thereby, case requirements for the subject
can always be met. Thus, even if the FR does not match, there is no paradox:
just as speakers of these languages can assume that nominative case is
expressed upon the verb whenever the subject is phonetically zero, even
though the verb ahowa no overt signs of this (the verb never shows a case
ending), they can assume so in the case of a non-matching FR. This
assumption is wrong, of course, but it is wrong in precisely the same way that
assuming was in example (184b) to express the accusative case assigned to the
whole FR is wrong: the wrong assumption does no more than remove, for the
time being, an apparent overt discrepancy.

In the other languages, which lack Pro-drop, subject positions are
equivalent to object positions with respect to case: nominative case must
consiatently be asaigned and expressed in the subject position itself. Thus, a

" Unsuitable, not in a strict sense ungrammatical. As with ordinary case matching, the
unacceptability is not caused by a clash between principles of the grammar itself, but by a
conflict between grammatica] structure and expectations of the parser: the paradox between
the nature of a FR with a PP in COMP (NP), and its appearance (beginning with a PP), on a
par with the parser expecting case X, and finding case Y instead. Perhaps the most intriguing
aspect of matching is, therefore, that, from a atrictly grammatical point of view, the whole
problem hardly exists, although in human experience it is quite real.

~ More precisely: uponlby the inflection node, which itself is expressed on the finite verb.
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FR with a PP in its COMP in the subject position of a language without
Pro-drop doea create the incompatibility effect.

As regards FRs that are objects of prepositions, we have already seen that
generally, a PP in COMP of such FRs yields the incompatibility effect. That is
precisely what we would expect under the assumption that categorial
matching is really case matching, since virtually all PPs take NP objects
only~.

The few exceptions to the rule, some of which we saw in (164) and (165)
turn out not to be true exceptions either. The prepositions involved are
precisely those (exceptional) ones that to some extent may take interrogative
sentential objects, as shown in (186,187). Consequently, what we have in (164)
and (165) are not FRs but should be considered to be plain embedded
questions.

(1S6) ENG
the committee is still in two minds about [whether they
should raise the annual dues or not].

(187) NED
we konden het niet eens worden over [of we naar
Frankrijk zouden gaan of naar Italie].
we could not reach a consensus about whether we
would go to F. or to I.

A genuine complication are sentencea like (188) and (189). In these
sentences the FR itself must be the object of a preposition, since the verbs
governing them require prepositional objects, and FRs cannot be PPs. But the
relative gaps themselves, and therefore the phrases in COMP of the Ffts,
must be PPs as well. Nevertheless, there is only one preposition to go around.

(188) FRA
je le dis pour qui je dois le dire R.
I say it for whom I have to say it

(189) NED
?ik ben blijven slapen bij wie ik was gaan eten R.
I stayed the night at whom I had gone to dine

Especially (189) is not fully acceptable, but not so much that ita
unacceptability will always be detected immediately. Example (188) seems to
be unproblematic. Only one possible explanation seems available: what we
have here is an instance of the very widespread phonological cacophony rule
that reduces two contiguous identical items to one. Other instancea of this
rule regularly reduce de de to de in French, and er er to er in Dutch. Absolute
identity seems to be important, even where the relations that the item to be
reduced has to other part of the sentence(s) involved are concerned. Thus, the
higher the level of identity of both internal structure and content of matrix
sentence and FR, the better reduced cases get. Example (190) is a case in
point. In it, not only the prepositions of main clause and FR are identical, but
also the predicates of which they form part have a much closer resemblance.
The result is on a par with (188), where the same holds, and considerably
better than (189).

" This does not go for, for instance, Norwegian, where clausal objects to prepositions are
quite frequent. However, since Norwegian has no true FRs, this fact is irrelevant to the
present discussion.
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(190) NED
qoik doe zaken met wie ik zaken R wil doen, en daar
heb jij niets mee te maken.
I do business with whom I like to do business, and
that's none of your business

A further argument that a rule which is sensitive to the plain linear
adjacency of twice the same preposition is involved -which is typical of rules
that operate on a phonological level, but not of syntactic rules- is the fact that
topicalizing the FR in question makes the second preposition reappear. This is
shown in the English examples (191).

(191) ENG
a. I'll move to whatever town you move R.
b. I11 move to whatever town you move to R.
c. whatever town you move to R, I~1 move to T.
d. ~`whatever town you move R, I11 move to T.
e. ~whatever town you move to R, I11 move T.

But how does this tally with our case matching hypothesis? For now we do
have a FR with a PP in COMP as object of a normal preposition, it seems,
since the actual grammatical structure underlying, e.g. (188) must be (192).

(192) FRA
je le dis ~pppour ~NP O[RC[pour qui] je dois le dire R]].

Remember, however, that the grammar itself is not involved in the whole
phenomenon. The structure (192) is fully grammatical in all respects: the
leftmost pour has a NP as its object, to which it assigns some case, and also
inside the FR everything is structurally hunky-dory. It is the looks of things
that are important where matching is concerned, and the only problem with
structures like (192) would be that the second preposition is mistakenly
interpreted as the complement of the first by the parser. Here, however, it is
precisely the conflation of the two prepositions which, superficially, make
things look like normal again: in all cases the preposition is where it should
be, introducing the prepositional adjunct, and it is nicely followed by
something that looks like an object of that preposition. With the actual
syntactic structure of the constructions involved, all this has little to do. That
is only arrived at eventually by backtracking.

Next, have a look at the true adverbial adjunct positions of (181) and
(182). There, any FR was excluded, with or without a PP in COMP. This is
precisely what we would expect under the case matching hypothesis, since
these structures will be truly ungrammatical in any case. Being ultimately a
NP, a FR has to be assigned some case, or perish. Since these adjunct
positions are typically positions that cannot accommodate NPs, i.e. that no
case can be assigned to, no FR will survive there, regardless of what it looks
like.

As regards topicalized FRs, there is not much to be said. As we saw
before, they behave precisely according to whatever was required of the base
position they originated from, by virtue of the chain of which they and their
base position are part. Thereby they reduce to any of the preceding cases,
depending upon that base position.

Lastly, there is left dislocation again. And this is a fairly complicated
matter. Let us first see what the case matching hypothesis would predict.

First of all, we must establish the fact that the left dislocation position is
a position to which in some mysterious way case can be assigned. The
arguments for this are quite straightforward: in HTLD there is no syntactic
connection between the leR dislocated constituent and any other position in
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the sentence, and yet that left dislocated constituent is a NP. From an
example like the Icelandic (171) we might hypothesize that some default case
(nominative in the case of Icelandic) is assigned there, independently of
whatever goes on in the rest of the sentence'o.

As regards FRs, then, we would expect that, in HTLD, only FRs without
pied-piping are possible. As (175-177) and (193) indicate, this prediction is
borne out again.

(193) NED
a. wie dat gezegd heeft, ik draai hem zijn nek om!

who has said that, I11 wring his neck
b. ~`ouer wie jij net sprak, ik draai hem zijn nek om!

about whom you were just talking, I'll wring his neck

With CLD, the situation is rather more complicated. Although there is no
true chain involving the left dislocated constituent even in CLD, there is the
phenomenon called connectivity: the left dislocated constituent is to some
extent tied in with the pronoun or clitic. As we can see from (171) and (174),
here repeated as (194), case matching is one prominent characteristic of this
connectivity. In Icelandic, it just seems to take the form of bluntly
morphologically relabelling the NP that must match.

(194) ISL
a. pessi hringur, Ólafur hefur lofaó Maríu honum. (HTLD)

this ringom,,, O. has promised it~t to M.
b. pessum hring, honum hefur Ólafur lofaó Maríu T. (CLD)

this rings,~, itd,t has O. promised to M.

Consequently, our case matching hypothesis predicts the following in CLD:
First, if the pronoun connected to the left dislocated constituent is an NP; we
expect only FRs without pied-piping: case matching is required, and a PP in
COMP would trigger the incompatibility effect. This first prediction is in full
accordance with the facts (195,196).

'" Examples like those below seem to suggest that the default case might be assigned
optionally. The first two are from Dutch, the third one is French.

i. oknaar Zimbabwe ..., ik vind het een avontuurlijk idee.
to Z., I consider it an adventurous idea

ii. R6aoor 100.000 gufden ..., ik vind het een boel geld.
for 100,000 guilders ..., I consider it a lot of money

iii. dans 1'après-midi ..., je pense que ~a sera trop tard.
in the afternoon ..., I think that that would be too late

The status of such examples is doubtful, however. There is an 'echó quality to the first part
of them (one pensively repeats part of something that has just been said), which is not typical
of ordinary LD, and there is a very heavy pause at the comma. On these ground we will take
the view that these cases truly consist of two unrelated expressions, and are not true cases of
LD.

Another argument for optional assignment of case in the LD position are cases of CLD
involving a true PP, as in the Dutch:
iv. in Schotland, daar heb ik R een vriend verloren.

in S., there I have lost a friend
Either connectivity overrules the incompatibility between the assignment of case to the LD
constituent and the PP status of the same, or case is not assigned here. Below we will come
across another possible argument for optional assignment of case to the LD position.
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(195) FRA
a. qui 1 ón inuite R le samedi, il faut quón le re~oive le

dimanche.
who you invite on saturday, you must receive him on
sunday

b. ~`chez qui on mange R le samedi, il faut qu'on le
remercie immediatement.
at whom you eat on saturday, you should thank him
immediately

(196) NED
a. wie mzn R op zaterdag uitnodigt, die moet men T

's-zondags ontvangen.
who you invites on saturday, that-one you should
receive on sunday

b. ~`naar wie je kijkt R, die moet je T uitnodigen.
at whom you are looking, that-one you should invite

When the connected pronoun is a prepositional pronoun", however, such
as there, we would predict both FRs with and without pied-piping to be
possible, as long as some reasonable interpretation can be arrived at. No case
matching is required, since a prepositional pronoun or clitic does not bear
case, being in or related to a PP position, not and NP position. At the same
time, any FR is an NP, and can therefore occur grammatically in the left
dislocation position, to which case is assigned. However, the possibilities are
limited by the need for a reasonable semantic interpretation. Some true NPs
may easily be interpreted as a sort of location, as (197) and (198) illustrate,
but not all.

(197) FRA
a. le Massif Central, il faut quón y reste pour quelques

journées.
the M.C, you must stay there for a few days

b. le Massif Central, !à il faut qu'on reste T pour quelques
journéea.
the M.C, there you must stay for a few days

c. ~`Pierre, il faut qu'on y reste pour quelques journées.
P.(- a person), one should stay there for a few days

d. ~`Pierre, là il faut qu'on reste T pour quelques journées.
P.(- a person), there one should stay for a few days

(198) NED
a. Sióerië, daar is het altijd koud T.

S., there it is always cold
b. ~`Joop, daar ben ik een paar dagen gebleven.

J.(- a person), there I have stayed for a few days

The behaviour of FRs runs parallel to this, as is to be expected (199,200),
although it seems to be far more difficult for a FR without pied-piping to be
interpreted as a location than for a simple NP. This might be due to intrinsic
qualities of the relative pronoun, which links the FR to its possible referents,
which are entities rather than locations.

" The term pronoun is used here just to keep things as simple. Elements of the type of
english there, where, and French Id or the clitic y are not ordinary pronouns, of course, but
rather pro-PPs.
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(199) FRA
a. qochez qui on mange bien R, il faut qu'on y reste pour

quelques journées.
at whom you eat well, you must stay for a few days

b. ~loou sont mes copines R, là on s'amuse toujours!
where my girlfriends are, there you always have a good
time

(200) NED
a. bij wie je R gced eet, daar moet je een paar dagen

blijven.
at whom you eat well, you must stay for a few days

b. ?wat zij R een gced hotel ncemen, daar is niet eens een
wc.
what they call a good hotel, there there isn't even a
toilet

This concludes the range of possible left dislocation configurations
containing a FR.

Wrapping up, we can conclude that case marking can fully explain the
distribution of FRs with and without a pied-piped PP in COMP. Let us end by
stressing once more what was said in section II.3.3.5. Matching effects, which
are, as we have seen, ultimately all instances of case matching, are the
product of processing phenomena, and have little or nothing to do with
properties of syntax. All the structures that fail with respect to matching and
that we have discusaed above are flawlesa when we take only their purely
syntactic properties into account. It is the extreme cost of processing that
makes them unacceptable.

3.3.7 SL'1LIli'IARY

1. Free relatives have the structure of restrictive relatives:

Structure of free relative construction

[xr G [ac [co~ ... relativizer ...] ... R ...1

2. Conditionality.
a. unmarked case: FRs are ambiguous, Semi-FR are non-conditional.
b. disambiguation strategies:

1. using an unambiguously conditional relativizer in the FR;
2. using an unambiguously conditional prop antecedent in a Semi-FR.

3. In FRs the relativizer is never the relative particle, and neuer a weak
pronoun.

4. Relatiue adverbs can generally introduce a FR, except:
a. French dont; impossible in free relatives.
b. The set of adverbs consisting of a relativelinterrogative pronoun plus a
preposition (e.g. whereupon (English), huerefter (Danish). These are to
some extent allowed in Dutch (where they are actually cases of
pied-piping), Danish, and English, but not in Swedish or German.

5. Pied-piping in FRs is generally limited to prepositions only. Pied-piping is
altogether impossible in FRs in German and the Scandinavian languages.
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6. Case oF the Relative Gap is always expressed on the phrase in COMP,
except sometimes in Icelandic, where phrases can be morphologically relabelled
for a different case.

7. Case matching: case of the FR as a whole must not be overtly in contrast
with the one expressed on the phrase in COMP. Syncretism is sufficient.

8. Categorial Matching. categorial matching is a symptom of case matching.
Its superficial effects are:

a. FR in object position muat always have a phrase in COMP of the
category NP (a relative pronoun or relative adverb).
b. FRs that are object of a preposition must have a NP in COMP at all
times.
NB: Prepositions that allow clausal complements also may take embedded
questions that look very much like FRs!
c. in Pro-drop languages, (i.e. the Romance group minus French) the
phrase in COMP of FRs in subject position may be either PP or NP, in
the others it must be of the category NP.
d. the phrase in COMP of FR,s in left dislocated position must be:

1. NP in the case of Hanging topic left dialocation (i.e. the pronoun
coreferring with the left dislocated constituent is an ordinary personal
pronoun and has not been moved).

2. in the case of Contrastive left dislocation (the coreferring pronoun is
a clitic, or otherwise apecial pronoun which may have moved to COMP of
the main clause): NP if that pronoun represents an NP position, PP or NP
(if a'locus' interpretation is possible) if that pronoun represents a PP
position.
e. topicalized FRs behave as if they were still in their original position.
f. FRs cannot occur independently in the positions where we find clause or
VP adverbials.

3.4 5TACKING

In II.3.1 we have seen that the antecedent of a restrictive relative clause
is a partial phrase, consisting of the head noun and any modifiers of that
head noun that are structurally closer to the head than the relative clause
itself. Thus, an antecedent may be just the head noun itself, as in (201a), or
the head noun plus an AP, as in (201b), or the head noun plus a PP, as in
(201c), and so on, in principle ad in~initum.

(201) ENG
a. [the horse [that R won the race]] belonged to the Aga

Khan.
b. [the black horse [that R lost]] did not.
c. [any employees of American companies [who have

not yet done so]] should report for evacuation
immediately.

d. [the completely antiquated and traditionally
uproarious distribution office of our detergenta
division in one of the northern counties [which
went on strike last week]] will be closed down
permanently.

It is only natural that among the modifiers that are included in such
antecedents may be restrictive relative clauses. If there is or are, what we get
is a stack of relative constructions, where one relative construction functions
as antecedent to the next. Schematically, such a stack looks like (202),
examples are (203) and (204)
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(202)
r

Det
l
RC

(203) FRA
1'homme qu' on a arrété R à Nevera qui R possédait la
dynamite a été transporté à Paria immédiatement.
the man that was arrested in Nevers that had the
dynamite on him was immediately taken to P.

(204) DEU
gerade [der [ Kassierer, den wir hier R hatten], der R
immer den besten Eindruck gemacht hatte], ist mit der
Kasse durchgebrannt.
precisely the cashier that we had here who always
made the best impression has gone off with the cash

In principle, a stack of restrictive relatives can reach unlimited heights, but
the sheer complexity of the construction, both syntactically and semantically,
sees to it that one rarely encounters stacks of more than two relatives. And
even then, a coordination of relative clauses is often preferred to a stacking
construction.

It is also possible to use an NP containing a restrictive relative clause, or
a stack of restrictive relative clauses, as antecedent for an appositive relative.
Thus, we get a stack with an appositive relative clause as its highest member.
Schematically, such a stack looks like (205).

(205) N~

~IP RC (appositive)

Det~--j~t'
F-~'

IRC (restrictive)

`~-'RC (restrictive)

N
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Again, these constructions are seldom found, but a good example is (206), with
two restrictives, topped by an appositive.

(206) NED
[de [leerlingen die R in de derde klas zitten] die R nog
niet ingeënt zijn], [waarvan] we weten dat er minstens
nog tien R zijn, dienen zich voor vrijdag bij de directeur
te melden.
the pupila who are in third grade who have not yet
been inoculated, of whom we know there to be at least
ten left, should report to the principal before friday

Since there can never be more than one appositive relative clause to an
NPM, no stack will ever contain more than one appositive relative clause, and
it will always be the last, i.e. highest, relative clause in the stack.

Stacking is usually possible with most relativizers, including relative
adverbs, but the same hierarchy that holda in coordinated relative clause
constructiona holds here too: relative particles should not be used in a relative
clause that is to the right of (or, structurally speaking: higher than) a relative
clause belonging to the same NP in which a relative pronoun is used73. In
some languages, for instance in English, the restriction takes its strong form
again: a relative particle can only be used in the first (structurally: lowest) of
a stack of relative clauses. An illustration is (207).

(207) ENG
a. ~`the [things [that I have R]] [that I brought back R

from Borneo] are all heavily insured, of course.
b. ~`the (things [which I have R]] [that I brought back R

from Borneo] are all heavily insured, of course.
c. the ( things [that I have R]] [which I brought back R

from Borneo] are all heavily insured, of courae.

Similarly, the Romanian relative particle de cannot be used anywhere but
in the first, that is, most deeply embedded, member of a stack.

The only exception, as with coordination, involves Danish der. This
pronoun can be used prior to a complementizer, but not after it. Using der
twice seems to be marginally possible, as shown in (208).

r` Excepting coordinated appositive relatives, of course.

" The same restriction seems to hold for unmarked and marked relative pronouns: never
use an unmarked pronoun to the right of a more marked pronoun. Judgments get somewhat
unclear here, however: stacking is not the simplest and most favoured construction as it is,
and things get very complicated if we also want apecial pronouns to occur there. Cinque
(1982) gives the following examples:

i. '?i candidati i quali abbiano superato lo scritto, che possiate ritenere maturi sono
dawero pochi.
the candidates who have passed the written exam that you might consider mature
are few indeed
ii. '?gli studenti i qua[i conoscono bene il tedesco a cui potete rivolgervi sono pochi.

the students who know German well to whom you might turn are few
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(208) DAN
a. de [personer som ft kender mig] som R ikke kender

dig ...
the people that know me that do not know you

b. de [personer der R kender mig] som R ikke kender dig

c. ?de [personer der R kender mig] der R ikke kender dig



The relative construction in its
environment

In ordinary relative constructions there is only one aspect of the relative
clause that is, in part at least, determined by factors outside the relative
construction proper: tense and mood of the verb, the subject of section (II.4.1).
Otherwise, the influence that the grammatical context of the whole relative
construction exerts upon the ftC inside it is little to none. That does not
mean, however, that the grammatical environment in which we find a relative
construction is unimportant per se.

First and foremost, that environment is of course responsible for certain
characteristics of the relative construction as a whole, notably its grammatical
case. As we have seen in the previous chapter, this has rather dramatic
consequences where the antecedent of the RC is empty, i.e. in free relatives.
Their distribution is strictly limited by the case matching requirement.

Furthermore, the environment is of course an important factor when
antecedent and RC are to be separated. This can come about, superficially, in
two different ways. First, the RC may be extrnposed (section IL4.2.1). That is,
we find the RC not directly under the wings of its antecedent, but somewhere
at the right-hand outskirts of the sentence in which the relative construction
occurs. An example, taken from Portuguese, is (1), where the vacation sign e
indicates the original position of the extraposed clause.

(1) POR
encontrei [um artigo e J hoje, que deves ler.
I found an article today that you must read

Whether or not extraposition of a RC is possible in a given case is determined
partly by properties of the relative construction itself, and partly by the
position that the relative construction holds within the bigger sentence.

Second, we may find topicalized antecedents. In these cases, it seems as if
precisely the opposite of the above has happened: the antecedent does not
occur right next to its RC, but in the topic position, immediately at the start
of the sentence. Example (2) is an illustration.

(2) SVE
tuá mán har jag sett e som R liknade Robert Redford.
two men have I seen that looked like R.R.

In fact, as we shall see in section (II.4.2.2), these are a subcase of
extraposition.

A difierent way in which the environment of a relative construction may
play a role is when some part of the RC occurs outside the relative
construction. In other words: when something not involved in the process of
relativization itself is extracted from the relative construction. This is a rather
marginal phenomenon, limited to the Scandinavian languages only, and known
there under the name of satsfl8tor. It will be dealt with in section (II.4.3).

Next, and far more widely spread, there are the so-called cleft sentences.
The precise properties of cleft sentences are not very well understood, but
some sort of relativization is involved in their construction. Typically, they are
copulative sentences in which we find an expletive as subject if the language
in question has an expletive, a part that looks like a RC in that it contains a
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gap and is introduced by one of the usual relativizers, and some focus phrase
that serves, to all intents and purposes, as the antecedent for that gap. Some
illustrations will be helpful here (focus is in boldface, the relative clause in
italics).

(3) ENG
it was Philby who R tipped o~j`' Burgess and MacLean.

(4) ITA
era dei libri nuovi che uoleuano óuttare uia R.
it was new books that they wanted to throw away

Mark that it is not possible to consider the relative clauses in these
constructions to be free relatives, for reasons that we will go into in section
(II.4.4), where we shall propose an account of the basic properties of clefta.

Lastly, there is a construction that looks a lot like the cleft construction
superficially, but has no expletive and doea appear, at first glance, to involve
a free relative instead of a relative clause. This is the pseudo-cleft
construction, illustrated in (5,6), which will be the subject of section (II.4.5).

(5) ENG
who R tipped of~` Burgess and MacLean was Philby.

(6) ITA
chi ho uisto R è Laura.
whom I've seen is L.

4.1 TENSE AND MOOD IN THE RELATIVE CLAUSE

In general, the tense of a relative clause follows that of ita environment.
There are cases, however, in which the two may differ. Most importantly, a
RC can be present in a past context if the RC expresses a quality of the
antecedent, much like an attributive adjective would. For example:

(7) FRA
a. il fixa ses ondulations avec [un nouveau cosmétique

Américain [qui R ne graisse pas]].
he set his curls with a new American coametic which
isn't greasy

b. 1'enfant regardait autour de lui comme [un chat [qui R
cherche à s'enfuir]].
the child looked about like a cat seeking to escape

Some languages, for instance Dutch, however, prefer identity of tense even in
such cases:

(8) NED
a. Joop koopt [een brommer [die R drie versnellingen

heeft]].
J. buys a moped that has tree apeeds

b. Joop kocht [een brommer [die R drie versnellingen
had]].
J. bought a moped that had tree speeds

On the other hand, RCs referring to the strict past can be past in a
non-present context:
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(9) ENG
the police cuill never find (the man [who It killed
Palme]].

Languages with a more articulate system of synthetic tenses, such as
French, Italian and ftomanian, tend to have more restrictions, the extent and
force of which is unclear, since hardly any systematic research into these
phenomena has been done.

What mood we find in a relative clause -if there is a choice- is determined
by referential properties of the relative construction as a whole, and by
properties of the linguistic context. Indicative mood is found whenever the
referent of the relative construction is a specific, known entity, or when the
relative construction is to be interpreted generically. Subjunctive mood, in the
languages that have one, is regularly found in relative constructions that refer
to a hypothesized or non-existent entity. Something the existence of which as
yet has not been objectively ascertained, or is denied.

This 'non-factualness' may be inherent in the relative construction itself
(as in (10), where the choice of mood itself determines whether the relative
construction is to be interpreted as having a apecific, known referent or not),
or caused by the context, for instance where the context denies the existence
of the referent of the relative construction. Thus, in (l0a) the relative
construction with its indicative mood refers to a specific, known person,
whereas in the subjunctive (lOb) the speaker only supposes that a person as
described by the relative construction will exist, but has no apecific person in
mind.

(10) ITA
a. cerco una ragazza [[con cui] poaso ballare], ma non

ricordo il suo nome.
I am looking for a girl with whom I can dance, but I
don't remember her name

b. cerco una ragazza [[con cui] possa ballare]. Ne conosci
una?
I am looking for a girl with whom I might dance. Do
you happen to know one?

An example of aubjunctive in a negated context is (llb).

(11) ESP
a. el funcionario [que puede ayudar a usted] vendrá a

las tres.
the official that can help you will come at three

b. no hay nadie [que pueda ayudarme].
there isn't anybody that can help me

And one of a subjunctive in an irreal context is (12).

(12) ISL
Jón er ma8ur, [sem eetti ab hrósa happi], ef hann fengi
vinnu.
J. is a man who should praise himself lucky if he would
find work

In languages that possess a conditional mood, like French and Romanian,
it will be found in irreal or conditional contexts.

Next to these general lines, there are a number of language specific
preferences, for no apparent reason. Italian, for one, highly prefers subjunctive
over indicative whenever the relativizer is the genitive cui, and demands
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subjunctive in all the stylistically marked restrictive RCs that are introduced
by il quale. Icelandic has subjunctive in RCs referring to past future. French
cannot use the indicative if the antecedent is an interrogative pronoun or
adverb, but allows indicative next to subjunctive in almost all modal contexts.
On the other hand, indicative is ubiquitous in French free relatives, excepting
the phrase que je sache. Lastly, French appositive RCs regularly take the
mood of their context.

4.2 BROKEN RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

4.2.1 EXTRAPO5ITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES

As we have already briefly seen in I.3.3, extraposition is a rule that moves
parts of a sentence towards the end of that sentence. Extraposition of relative
clauses is one of its most important instantiations. From a structural point of
view, extraposition of RCs converts structurea according to (13)'.

(13) Rule of extraposition of relatiue clauses

[8 ... [NP Ant. RC l ... ] -~ [g ... [,.,P Ant. e; ] ... RC; ... ]

The result of the rule of extraposition is therefore a clause that has all
the characteristics of a RC, but that may be separated from its antecedent by
parts of the sentence that are certainly not part of the relative construction.
The examples (14) and (15) are illustrations of this. Each pair of examples
consists of one containing a'normal' relative construction, followed by the
same example with the RC subjected to extraposition. The position vacated by
the RC is, as usual, indicated by the vacation aign e.

(14) POR
a. encontrei [um artigo [que deves ler R]] hoje.

I Found an article that you ahould read today
b. encontrei [um artigo e] hoje, [que deves ler R].

I found an article today that you muat read

(15) SVE
a. jag ság [ingen [som R liknade Robert Redford]] pá táget

i gár.
I saw nobody that resembled R.R. on the train
yesterday

b. jag ság [ingen e] pá táget i gár, [som R liknade Robert
Redford].
I saw nobody on the train yesterday that resembled
R.R.

At least four, by no means unrelated, questions must be answered
concerning this phenomenon. First of all, are all the cases where we find what
look like RCs that are separated from what we take to be their antecedent the
result of the rule of extraposition (13), and if not, how can we decide which

' In (13) the vacated poaition is marked by the vacation sign. Whether or not rules that
move constituents to the right (unlike the most 'ordinary' cases of movement: passive, raising,
and wh-movement, which move constituents to the left) really leave traces in the sense that is
relevant to those parts of linguistic theory that deal with chains and locality effects has long
been a matter of debate. As far as I know, this debate has never been really settled one way
or the other, although it does not seem to play a central role nowadays.
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cases are and which are not. This question is, of course, intimately connected
with the next two: what types of RCs can be extraposed, and which relative
NPs allow their RCs to be extraposed. Last, and now turning from a primarily
descriptive to a more theoretical perspective: where do the extraposed RCs end
up, from a structural point of view.

4.2.1.1 PSEUDO-RELATIVES

Before turning to the details of extraposed relative clauses in general,
some attention should be paid to a type of construction that is known,
primarily in French and Italian, as pseudo-relatives or, as Grevisse (1964)
puts it: relatives attributs. They are clauses that, to all intents and purposes,
look exactly like extraposed relatives, but are interpretationally different. As
an example, take (16) and (17).

(16) FRA
a. Marie est là, qui R pleure comme une Madeleine.

M. is there, who cries like a fountain
b. je le vois qui R uient.

I see him come

(17 ) ITA
vedo Giorgio che R corre i cento metri.
I see G. who runs the 100 metres

The proper translation of these is not what the glosses may suggest, but M. is
there, and she's crying h.er heart out, and I see G. run the 100 metres
respectively. Typically, this type of construction, which can be ambiguous with
true relatives at times, has been observed to occur in these two languages in
presentative constructions (16) and in the complement of perception verbs only
(17), and exclusively with a subject relative gap, and a non-stative verb inside
the 'relative clause'. The tense of this clause is also subject to restrictions, in
the case of perception complements at least. Just as in English one can see
somebody do something, but not see somebody haue done something, perfective
aspect, for one thing, is excluded in pseudo-relatives too. In the example (18)
the only possible interpretation is that of (18b), an ordinary appositive
relative2.

(18)
a.
b. vedo Giorgio, che R ha corso il cento metri.

I see G., who has run the 100 metres

ITA
~`vedo Giorgio che R ha corso il cento metri.
I see G. have run the 100 metres

Pseudo-relatives are as yet very poorly understood. For a serious attempt at
analysis see Graffi (1980).

4.2.1.2 CONDITIONS ON EXTRAPOSING RELATIVES: THE FACTS

Here we shall map out the data as they appear before us. Keep in mind
that the term extraposition means no more here than the observed state of
what looks like a RC separated from its antecedent. Whenever we want
extraposition to refer only to the output of the rule of extraposition (13), I will
say so explicitly.

' For some further discussion see Graffi (1980), Kayne (1975), Grevisse ( 1968), and
references cited there.
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Disregarding all details for the moment, there is a general pattern to be
discerned among the characteristics of the languages in our sample. Very
generally put, the data I collected from the literature and from informants
indicate that extraposition of RCs belonging to non-aubject NPs is more
common than extraposition of RCs belonging to subject NPs, and restrictives
occurring separated from their antecedent are more frequent and considered to
be less marked than extraposed clauses with a non-restrictive interpretation
are. A global overview is given in table [I].

[I] Eztraposition, tentative global overview of
possibilities

restr. appos. restr. appos.
su. obj. su. obj. au. obj. su. obj.

ISL t t ? ?
ENG t t - -
POR t f - -
NED C t C C
FRA C f - t
DEU C t - C

DAN C t - -
SVE C t - -
ESP C t - -
NOR C C - C
ITA - - C C
CAT - - - -

t: ok; -: imposs.; C: under some conditions; ?: unclear.
No data on Romanian.

The conditions that the Ca in table [I] refer to are quite interesting in
more than one way.

First, it is by no means the case that these conditions are identical or
even of similar types, both within and acrosa the languages. In some cases
they seem to be purely semantic in nature (e.g. German, Dutch: appositives in
extraposition must have a continuative or resultative (etc.) interpretation), in
other cases they are partly semantic, but have a syntactic flavour.

Such partly semantic, partly syntactic restrictions are the following.
Norwegian, French and Spanish allow extraposition involving the subject NP
only if the antecedent is indefinite and, in the case of Norwegian at least,
non-specific. Swedish allowa it if the antecedent is marked by a demonstrative
pronoun, or if the antecedent is indefinite and the relative gap is the subject
of the RC. Danish, allows extraposition from the subject NP is only if the
main verb is intransitive). This seems like a rather puzzling, rambling set of
requirements, but from it emerges, to begin with, a clear picture of what
determinera can be found in cases of extraposition of relative clauses from
subject NPa in these languages. The array of possibilitiea is set out in table
[II], in which Dutch and German have been added as well, for reasons that
will be discussed in the next section.

[II] Determiners in subject NPs with eztraposed ftC
indef. dem. def. indef. dem. def.

NOR t - - SVE f t -
ESP t - - DEU - t -
FRA t - - NED - f -

It should be added that Norwegian seems to have some marginal
possibilities for extraposing from definitely determined NPs if the relative gap
is not the subject, for which I have no explanation, and that Swedish, on the
other hand, if the antecedent is not demonstratively marked, makes an
additional demand that the relative gap be the subject of the RC.
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In still other cases the relevant condition seems to be purely syntactic, as
in Italian extraposition of an appositive relative related to a subject, which is
allowed only if that subject is the subject of a passive (so a derived subject),
and does not precede the verb of its clause.

4.2.1.3 ' MOVEMENT OR BA5E-GENERATION?

The ways in which extraposition seems conditioned is certainly surprising.
For, intuitively at least, it is hardly probable for a specific rule of the
grammar, which in itaelf is no more than a particular instance of general and,
as we take it, universal principles of human language, to be subject to some
condition in one language, with that same condition having no relevance
whatsoever in another, otherwise cloaely related language, and vice versa,
without any apparent reason. The incoherence of the sprawling array of
conditions in [I] alone suggests, perhaps, that extraposition of RCs is only
apparently a monolithic phenomenon. That is to say, it suggests that only
some proportion of the cases we find is the result of the rule of extraposition
(13) which movea clauses from their NPs to the right end of their clause.

Another way in which the conditions are interesting is by their
distribution acroas subtypes of extraposition. If we follow up the suggestion
implicit in the above that the cases of extraposition that are subject to these
seemingly arbitrary conditions are not, or at least not all, effected by the rule
of extraposition and thereby, in a sense, eliminate the C-cases from our table
[I], we get a quite simple picture of the domain of that rule: in general,
cutting a few corners, it emerges that the rule that extraposes RCs is limited
to restrictive relatives only, there being only two binary choices for any
language to make: do I allow the rule of extraposition to operate on object
NPs, and do I allow it to operate on subject NPs. These core cases, the in
principle unconditioned possibilities for extraposition, are laid out in table
[III].

[III] Egtraposition, basically unconditional possibilities
restr. appos. restr. appos.

su. obj. su. obj. su. obj. su. obj.

ISL t t ? ?
ENG t t - -
POR t f - -
NED - t - -
FRA - t - t
DEU - t - -

DAN
SVE
ESP
NOR
ITA
CAT

f
f
t

t: ok; -: imposs.; ?: unclear.
No data on Romanian.

The two choices might not be unrelated: as (III) shows, languages that
allow the rule of extraposition to operate on subject NPs invariably allow it to
operate on object NPs as well, but not vice versa. Nevertheless, the correlation
might be no more than a coincidence.

The odd man out in (III) is, obviously, French, which seems to allow
appositives extraposed from objecta without any special conditions applying.
Presumably, there are conditions here too, only, we have not succeeded in
isolating them. Further research should, hopefully bring them to light.

Let us now turn to the question of what ia going on in the cases of
extraposition governed by the various conditions, starting out by looking at the
precise nature of the conditions themselvea.
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At first glance, the conditions at hand are divided into three types: those
that operate on the semantic interpretation of the extraposed clause, those
that set demands on syntactic characteristics of that clause, and those that
operate on properties of the NP from which extraposition has purportedly
taken place.

The first of these types seems to have two representatives. One of these is
relevant to extraposition of restrictives from subject NPs in Dutch and
German. Such extraposition in these langvages is acceptable only if the RC
strongly and precisely limits the set of possible referents of the relative NP, to
the express exclusion of all other nearly-possible referents. In other words, the
relative construction must be interpreted as: precisely and only those members
of the set of possible referents of the antecedent, that also conform to the
conditions set by the relative clause. Examples are (19) and (20).

(19) DEU
a. ~`[Leute e;] kommen selten rechtzeitig, [die R erwartet

werden];
people seldom come in time who are expected (read with
level intonation)

b. [gerade die Leute e;] kommen selten rechtzeitig, [die R
am meisten erwartet werden];
precisely those people only rarely come in time, who are
awaited most eagerly

(20) NED
a. ~`meestal wint [de schrijver e;] de AKO Prijs, [die R hem

het minst verdient];.
most often the author wins the AKO Prize, who least
deserves it (read with level intonation)

b. meestal wint [die schrijver e;] de AKO Prijs, [die R hem
het minst verdient];.
most often precisely that author wins the AKO Prize,
who least deserves it

Typically, this in a sense contrastive interpretation of the clausea in question
is brought about by a demonstrative determiner in the relative NP, optionally
strengthened even further by adverbial seasonings like gerade in German, or
juist in Dutch. It would seem, therefore, that this condition does not in the
first place involve the semantic interpretation of the RC, but rather the
quality of determination of the relative NP. And that puts this condition in
group three rather than group one.

Therefore, let us jump to the other conditions in group three now first,
deferring discussion of the others for a short while.

Essentially, group three consists of a small array of conditions of varying
severity upon the quality of determination of the relative NP, as was rendered
in table [II], in which I added the condition we have just been discussing with
respect to Dutch and German, as a condition on determination too.

The domain of application of this array of determiner conditions, or
perhaps better, of this multivalued single condition, is almost completely
limited to extraposition of restrictives that belong to subject NPs. Only
Norwegian seems to seriously demand non-definíteness in the case of
extraposition from object as well. Otherwise, extraposition of restrictives that
belong to objects does generally tend to be somewhat marked in the cases that
are excluded for subjects, but no more than that.

More interestingly, appositives, with the possible exception of Italian object
appositives, are categorically outside the domain of the condition reflected in
table (II). We shall come back to this shortly.
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Finishing the matter of extraposition of restrictives, there is a separate,
completely syntactic condition that holds, as far as I can see, only for French.
In this language, extraposition from a subject NP is allowed exclusively when,
all other conditions being met, that subject is, at the deepest level, not a
subject, but an object. That is, if the relevant subject is the subject of a
passive clause, or of an ergative verb (21).

(21) FRA
a. [une enveloppe e;] a été délivrée, [que Jean ne veut pas

ouvrir R];.
an envelope has been delivered, that J. does not want
to open

b. [un homme e;] est arrivé, [qui R marchait encore tout
droit].
a man has arrived who still walked completely straight

It would seem, therefore, that French is actually one of the languages that
essentially do not allow extraposition from subject at all, but that this
condition refers to basic positions and functions rather than derived ones.

Let us now come back to the second, or, as it has turned out in the mean
time, only representative of a type one condition on extraposition, a condition
on interpretation of the extraposed clause. Roughly, this condition states that
an appositively interpreted RC may occur in extraposition if it has some
specific type of ineaning, continuative, resultative, or contrastive, and maybe
some others as well, with respect to the rest of the sentence. It holds for
virtually all cases of extraposed appositives, with the possible exception of the
marginal cases in Norwegian. Examples from the three languages that most
clearly show the relevant type of structure are (22) to (24).

(22) DEU
wir wollten unsere Lehrerin besuchen, die R aber
nicht zu Hause war
we wanted to visit our teacher, who turned out not to
be home

(23) TTA
a. è stato licenziato un meccanico ieri, che R era

sempre ubriaco.
a mechanic was sacked yesterday, who was always
drunk

b. è stato licenziato Mario ieri, che R mi è tanto
simpatico.
M. was sacked yesterday, whom I like so much

(24) NED
a. ik wilde m~n zuster opzoeken, die R echter niet

thuis was.
I wanted to visit my sister, who wasn't home, however

b. besloten werd om de brief naar de
Secretaris-Generaal door te sturen, die R er wel
raad mee zou weten.
it was decided to pass on the letter to the
Secretary-General, who would know what to to about it

c. Harry Mulish won de AKO-prijs vorig jaar, die h~j R
absoluut niet verdiende.
H.M. won the AKO-prize last year, which he did by no
means deserve.
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All the examples express some kind of comment on the contents of the rest of
the sentence, and in this respect they vaguely resemble pseudo-relatives. In
fact, I propose that they are similar to (although not identical with)
pseudo-relatives, and not results of the rule of extraposition. The main reasons
for this are the following.

First, the purely semantic condition at hand operates on these, seemingly
appositive, relatives alone. It has never any limiting effect on extraposed
restrictives, even though these may have rather similar secondary meanings
interpreted into them, like all relatives, whether extraposed or not, may do.

Second, the special meaning that these extraposed clausea have is quite
difierent from the basic interpretation of ordinary RCs, whether they be
restrictive or appositive. Ordinary relatives, and extraposed restrictives, modify
their antecedent, that is, usually, a noun or (partial) noun phrase. Not so in
the cases at hand. Typically, the 'continuative, resultative, contrastive', or
whatever other meaning of the 'extraposed appositive' modifies the whole state
of affaira that is expressed in the clause, rather than some nominal
antecedent. Thus, in (22) and (24a), the clause expresses what came out of the
action expressed in the main clause, (23a) and (24b) give a reason or
explanation for doing whatever is done in the main clause, and (23b) and (24c)
express different attitudes of the speaker with respect to the action involved:
(painful) surprise, disagreement, and the like. Relatives do not modify
predicates, as a rule, but adverbials do. Therefore, these 'extraposed
appositivea' seem to be closer to adverbial clauses than to true relatives.

Third, this suggestion is strengthened even further if we consider such an
'extraposed appositive' in relation to what would presumably be its source if it
had been the result of the rule of extraposition. Consider the pair (24a) and
(24a').

(24a') NED
ik wilde [m~jn zuster, [die R echter niet thuis was]],
opzoeken.
I wanted to visit my sister, who wasn't home

Unfortunately, the difference disappears in translation into English, but the
two sentences are by no means semantically equivalent, as they should be if
the only difierence between them were extraposition. In fact, the purported
source (24a') is somewhat anomalous, barely interpretable as something like
'my siater turned out not to be home, so I wanted to look for her'. The
difierence between (24a') and (24a) is precisely that between an ordinary
appositive relative construction, where the RC just adds extra information
about ita antecedent NP, some salient but not limiting feature, on the one
hand, and a sentence adverbial, modifying the whole predicate ('...but the
action described in the predicate was in vain'), on the other. Therefore, I feel
justified in concluding that what we have so far called extraposed appositives
are not instances of the rule of extraposition at all, but adverbial clauses base
generated in their observed position, like other pseudo-relatives.

Both these apparently extraposed appositives and pseudo-relativea seem to
lend support to the existence of the type of appositive structure that we had
to accept for appositives with split antecedents in II.3.1.1. That is, the
structure that can be rendered schematically as in (25).

(25) I Appositiue structure B

...[xr ~tecedentl.-.[R~ rel. ...R...]...
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In this type of structure, there is no direct structural link between the
antecedent and the accompanying appositive relative, and thereby we would
expect its position to be relatively free. Also, structurally, such non-argument
clauses drifting somewhere on their own in the sentential atructure are
usually adverbials, which seema not in conflict with possible or even preferred
or necessary interpretations of the clauses in question.

Thus, we have covered the most important conditions on what looks like
extraposition, and it gives us some important conclusions. )rïrst of all, it turns
out that none of the conditiona apply to both appositives and restrictives.
Second, the condition that operates on appositives suggests that they are not
true relatives at all, but a type of pseudo-relative, an adverbial clause which
has been generated simply where we find it. Consequently, we conclude that
extraposition by rule (13) is a possibility for restrictive RCs only, subject to
specific conditions having to do with the grammatical function or position of
the source NP, andlor the value of the determination of the relative NP, as we
laid out above. Possibilities for extraposition by rule (13) are, then,
summarized in table [IV].

[IV] Domain of the rule of egtraposition for relatives
restr. appos. restr. appos.
su. obj. su. obj.

ISL t t
ENG t t
POR t t
NED 1 t
DEU 1 t
SVE 1 f

ESP 1 f
FRA 2 t
DAN 3 t
NOR 1 1
ITA - -
CAT - -

1: subject to table [III]. 2: postverbal derived subjects only.
3: intransitive subjects only.
No data on Romanian.

4.2.1.4 ~` THE POSTTION5 OF EXTRAPOSED RELATIVES

This, finally, brings us to question number four, the question of what the
proper structural position of extraposed relatives is. I shall consider
restrictives, which have been subject to the movement rule, and appositives,
which have not, in turn.

4.2.1.4.1 ' THE LANDING SITE OF EXTRAPOSED RE5TRICTIVES

As for restrictives, which are extraposed by the movement rule of
extraposition (13), Jackendoff (1977) has shown rather convincingly that those
relatives that are extraposed from non-subject NPs remain part of the VP, but
that relatives extraposed from subject NPs are adjoined to some higher
position. The proof rests upon VP-deletion in English. When the VP is deleted,
extraposed relatives belonging to non-subjecta must disappear too, but
relatives extraposed from a subject NP do not. This is illustrated in the
following examples.
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(26) ENG
a. although [nobody e,] would [~ ride with Fred] [who R

knew just him];, [people e,] would [~ Tao ~T~~ ~-~~a]
[who R knew his brother]..

b. although Joe would not Íet (studenta e;] into the house
[who R wore long beards];, Fred would
~ ],

c. ~`although Joe would not [,,,, let [students e;] into the
house [who R wore long beards];, Fred would ~

, ' [who ft wore glasses];.

We may take it, therefore, that relatives that are extraposed from object NPs
are adjoined to the VP node, and that relatives extraposed from a subject NP
are adjoined to some higher node, perhaps the Inflection projection, as
illustrated in the simplified partial tree diagrams (27).

(27) a. RC extraposed from Subject

I~1F' L' '

~IP~~I~1FL'

I~I' INFL-
~1 (tense,

~-el mo al) i
people would ride with Fred who knew his brother

b. RC extraposed from object
... --i

I~IFL~ ~

~IP I F~T L'

I INF~L ~~jP
(tns, j-

Ll~.~
Ci

Fred would let students into the house who wore long beards

VP-deletion takes away the (highest) VP node, and all it contains.
Corroborating evidence comes from the fact that it is not impossible

(although by their sheer complexity such instances tax our capacity for
interpreting sentences quite heavily) to have both a restrictive relative
extraposed from the subject, and some relative from the object. At surface
level, the subject relative must consistently come last, which is an indication
that it is highest in the structural tree3.

' As was said before, the acceptability of such complicated cases is not maximal. They
depend quite heavily on giving them the right intonation contour. Examples from Dutch are
the following:

i. ~olo[niemand e,] praatte met [het meisje e,] op ons feestje gisteren [dat R filmster
wilde worden], [die R contacten in de filmwereld had7,.
nobody spoke to the girl at our party yesterday that wanted to be a filmatar who had
contacts in the world of the cinema
ii. ?[dát meisje e,] sprak langdurig met Pa~ op ons feestje, [die, veel contacten in de
filmwereld heeft], [dat R filmster wilde worden],.
thát girl spoke to P. for a long time at our party, who has many contaets in the world of
the cinema, who wanted to become a filmstar

l
P
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Interpretation of restrictive relative clauses that have thus been
extraposed is straightforward: movement leaves a trace, and via this trace the
correct antecedent can be retrieved, just as if extraposition had never taken
place.

4.2.1.4.2 ' THE POSITION OF APPOSITIVES IN EXTRAPOSITION

With appositives in extraposed position, things are radically different. As
we saw before, no movement is involved. Appositives in extraposed position
are base-generated there, without any further ado. They are, as we saw, much
like adverbial clauses, special only in that they entertain a relation to some
specific NP in the surrounding sentence which closely resembles that (or is
identical to) the relation that holds between a true relative clause and its
antecedent.

Let us try, then, to characterize the position in which these extraposed
appositives are generated, and to determine, as precisely as we can, the
character of the bond between them and their 'antecedents'.

One thing that it certainly striking is that the position in which our
extraposed appositives are generated seems to be the same position that is
needed for accommodating subject sentences (so not relatives, but regular
argument clauses) that are extraposed. For if there is such a clause, and it is
extraposed, under insertion of an expletive, then extraposed appositives do not
seem to be possible any longer (28).

(28) NED
a. [~. dat het familiekapitaal verdwenen was] kwam als een

zware slag voor [mi,jn zuster, [die R net met geleend
geld een schoonheidssalon was begonnen].
that the family capital had vanished came as a severe
blow to my sister, who had just, with borrowed mone,y,
started a beauty parlour

b. het kwam als een zware slag voor [mijn zuster, [die R
net met geleend geld een schoonheidssalon was
begonnen]], [9. dat het familiekapitaal verdwenen was].
it came as a severe blow to my sister, who had just,
with borrowed money, started a beauty parlour, that the
family capital had vanished

c. ~het kwam als een zware slag voor mi~jn zuster, [g. dat
het familiekapitaal verdwenen was], [die R net met
geleend geld een schoonheidssalon was begonnen]
it came as a severe blow to my sister that the family
capital had vanished, who had just, with borrowed
money, started a beauty parlour

At first glance, it would seem to be far from obvious that this position would
be part of the VP', and yet this is precisely what seems to be the case.

A first argument to this effect comes, again, from English VP-deletion. As
the examples (29) show, a subject sentence that is postposed must disappear
under VP-deletion, unlike relative clauses that have been extraposed out of a
subject NP, but precisely in accordance with the behaviour of relative clauses
that have been extraposed from objects.

' Nevertheless, it is quite a traditional position. See, e.g. Emonds 1976 and references
cited there.
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(29) ENG
a. it should have been clear to me [that Joe had no

intention to keep the contract] but it wasn't.
b. ~`it was clear to me [that Laurel had no intention to

keep the contract] but it wasn't [that Hardy would
actually stoop down to fraud].

c. it was clear to me [that Laurel had no intention to keep
the contract] but [that Hardy would actually stoop down
to fraud] wasn't!

Both the facts that the postposed sentence can disappear when nothing
structurally higher than VP can have been erased ( 29a), and that such a
clause cannot remain under the same circumstances ( 29b) indicate that it
must be part of the VP.

Next, consider what happens if a restrictive relative is extraposed from an
object NP in such cases, as in (30):

(30) NED
a. [s,dat Pietje geen spinazie lust] kan alleen [die mensen

[die R geen verstand van kinderen hebben]] erg
verbazen.
that P. doea not like spinach may atrongly surprise only
those people who don't know about children

b. [S.dat Pietje geen spinazie lust] kan alleen [die mensen
e; ] erg verbazen [die R geen verstand van kinderen
hebben];.
that P. does not like spinach may atrongly surprise only
those people who don't know about children

c. het kan alleen [die mensen [die R geen verstand van
kinderen hebben]] erg verbazen [g.dat Pietje geen
spinazie lust].
it may strongly surprise only those people who don't
know about children that P. doean't like spinach

d. h.et kan alleen [die mensen e,] erg verbazen [9dat Pietje
geen spinazie lust] [die R geen verstand van kinderen
hebben],.
it may strongly surprise only those people that P.
doesn't like spinach who don't know about children

e. ?het kan alleen [die mensen e;] erg verbazen [die R
geen verstand van kinderen hebben]; [e.dat Pietje geen
spinazie lust].
it may strongly surprise only those people that P.
doesn't like spinach who don't know about children

The status of (30e) is somewhat unclear. At least some speakers consider it
less than perfect, but I am not sure that everyone will share this judgment.
More surprisingly, however, (30d) is ubiquitously effortlessly accepted. That
means that extraposition by movement, which, from an object position as in
this case, technically means adjunction of the relative clause to VP, may, and
for a proportion of speakers preferably should, jump across an extraposed
subject sentence. And that should point to it that extraposed subject sentences
are part of the VP as well. The reverse case is not incompatible with this
either. For, as (31) shows, an extraposed object sentence must precede an
extraposed subject relative, which is not part of VP.
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(31) NED
a. Ik denk dat [die mensen [die al een P5~2 gekocht

hebben]] het heel vervelend vinden [a.dat de beloofde
software maar niet komt].
I think that those people who have already bought a
PSl2 don't like it that the promised software still fails
to appear

b. Ik denk dat [die mensen e; ] het heel vervelend vinden
[a.dat de beloofde software maar niet komt] [die al een
PSl2 gekocht hebben];.
I think that those people don't like it that the promised
software still faila to appear who have already bought a
PSl2

c. 'Ik denk dat [die mensen e; ] het heel vervelend vinden
[die al een PSl2 gekocht hebben]; [s.dat de beloofde
software maar niet komt].
I think that those people don't like it who have already
bought a PSl2 that the promised software atill fails to
appear.

If the position of appositives in extraposition is indeed the same as that of
extraposed subject sentences, and if the latter are indeed part of the VP, then
extraposed appositives are also part of the VP. More precisely, they are in a
position adjoined to the VP, as visualised in (32).

(32) Appositiue in extraposition (- type B appositiue)
.I.

I FI)T L'

INFL~~YP
ttns,
mod) YP [RC relativizer ... R ...7

y' adverbials etc.

V ~ant.

This position is the same position into which postposed subject sentences are
moved, as well as restrictive relative clauses that are extraposed from object
NPs by the rule (13)6. The difference between (32) and the latter two is that
in cases of extraposed appositives there has been no movement, but the
appositive relative has been base generated in that position.

4.2.1.5 THE INTEftPRE'I'ATION OF APPOSITIVES IN EXTRAPOSITION

What can we say about the nature of the link between extraposed
appositives and their 'antecedent' NPs? One thing certainly: there is no clear
syntactic route along which the interpretation of such constructions can be
construed, as exists for extraposed restrictives, via their trace. Rather, it
seems, mechanisma that serve for interpreting adverbials in general, or
perhapa special cases of these, must be brought to bear. The one relation that

" Alternatively, one might speculate that subjects are not moved to this position, but
generated inside vP. Generating aubjects inside VP has been proposed for e.g. Dutch, and it
has the advantage of removing the unlikely aspects of subject movement: subject postposing
moves to a structurally lower position, something otherwise quite unheard of. On the other
hand, if the subject of a language like English does originate inside VP, then there must be
some requirement that forces it out on virtually all occasions. Considering that subject
sentences, in a language like English, may escape this foned movement, one would expect
perhaps that this requirement might involve case assignment. For some preliminary ideas in
this direction, see Smits (1987).
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seems to play a significant role in the proper interpretation of adverbials in
general seems to be scope: most of~en, an adverbial applies to all or part of
the material in its syntactic scope, where scope can be defined loosely as
everything that the adverbial in question c-commands. If scope taking is
indeed relevant for extraposed appositives, then we get (33) as a first
approximation of how they get to be interpreted.

(33) Extmposed appositiue interpretation, 1" appr.

An appositive relative in extra position will normally be
interpreted as a comment on the contents of its scopal
domain, and seek an antecedent within it, i.e. a phrase
which it c-commands.

On the other hand, the appositive itself, as a defining characteristic,
contains either a relative pronoun (binding the relative gap) in need of an
antecedent (German, Dutch), or a relative particle in COMP plus a relative
gap in need of a binder, as in Norwegian, and often in French or Italian.
Especially the latter ia a serious syntactic requirement. For a gap of the
relevant kind to remain unbound necessarily entails that the sentence
containing it is ungrammatical. A core notion of syntax is that binders and
antecedents of anaphoric elements c-command these anaphoric elements.
Therefore, we can conclude, a NP that is to serve as an antecedent to an
appositive in extraposition muat c-command that appositive, in order to
c-command the anaphoric element inside it. Adding this requirement to (33),
we get (34) as a schema of how interpretation of extraposed appositives comes
about.

(34) Extraposed appositiue interpretation

a. An appositive in extraposition will normally be
interpreted as a comment on the contents of its scopal
domain, and seek an antecedent within it, i.e. a phrase
which it c-commands.
b. The antecedent of an extraposed appositive must
c-command the appositive clause in order to bind the
relative pronoun, c.q. the relative gap.

As a result, appositive clauses in extraposition and their antecedent usually
have to c-command each other. In marked cases only, the appositive may seem
to fail to c-command its antecedent, but never must the antecedent fail to
c-command the appositive clause.

The second clause of (34) does more for us than just ensure c-command. It
separates appositives in extraposition from other adverbials. Other adverbials
do not share the need for binding an anaphoric pronoun or a gap. Extraposed
appositives alone must find an antecedent that is a suitable binder,
specifically a NP.

4.2.1.6 ' THE DISTRIBUTION OF APPOSITIVES IN EXTRAPOSITION

Two characteristics of the distribution of appositives in extraposition merit
our attention. First, not all the languages allow extraposed appositives in the
first place. And, second, among those that do, such appositives occur much
more often with the object as antecedent than with the subject.

The fact that a majority of the languages, e.g. English, does not allow
extraposed appositives at all may be due to several factors, without it being
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very clear at this stage which, if any of these, would be the decisive one.
Therefore, the following are no more than suggestions.

First and foremost, even though there exists mutual c-command between
an object NP and an extraposed appositive within a VP, as (35) shows, this is
not so in every possible sense of c-command.

(35) ... i
h--
~

I~
V NP

[RC relativizer ... R ...]

C-command exists in (35) according to the definition that a node a
c-commands a node R if all the maximal projections that dominate a also
dominate p, and a does not dominate ~i or vice versa. In the case of (35), then,
both the clause as a whole and the NP are dominated by one and the same
maximal projection only (disregarding further development of the tree, which
is immaterial here), namely VP. It might be the case that this definition is
just too weak in the case of languages like English, and that the type of
c-command that is relevant requires for the c-commander a not to be
dominated by any projection that does not also dominate p, instead of just
referring to maximal projectionse. For the rest, or even instead of c-command
playing a role, it might be the case that properties of scope-assignment
preclude all extraposed appositives from being grammatical in most languages.
Specifically, a failure to take only part (in our case: one NP) of the scopal
domain as antecedent would do the trick. Something along those lines would
seem to make sense, since all the languages have sentential relatives, which,
as it seems, are close to extraposed appositives except for their higher position
and the fact that they do take their whole scopal domain, which is the entire
clause to which they are attached, as antecedent.

Finally, what about the strong tendency among languages that do allow
extraposed appositives, to limit these to cases with an object NP as
antecedent? For as it seems, judging by table [I], only Dutch and Italian allow
this type of construction to occur with subjects as antecedents on a significant
scale, German, French and Norwegian allowing only object cases. In addition,
the Italian cases are limited to postverbal subjects in passive sentences.

This restriction in Italian might give us the solution. For consider the
position of the relevant subjects: postverbal, and in passive constructions only.
First of all, thia means that the 'subject' in question is only a derived subject.
At the deepest level, it is still an object. It might very well be the case, then,
that these 'subjects' never leave the VP. If that is so, then, positionally at

` Alternatively, one might capitalize on the fact that the appositive clause is in a position
adjoined to VP. For in one aense, there is a'maximal' projection in (35), namely the lowest
instantiation of the VP-node, that does dominate the NP, but not the clause. Languages might
then require either a weak definition of 'all maicimal projectiona' (namely all distinct ones), or
a strong one, requiring even nondistinct maximal projections like the lower VP in (35) to be
shared. In the terms of Chomsky (1986): in the latter variety each member of the relation
must be contained in all the maadmal projections that the other is contained in, in the former
both member must be dominated, but need not be contained in the same maximal projections.
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least, the antecedent is an object NP, and the whole problem disappears' as
far as Italian in concerned.

That leaves Dutch to deal with. As example (36) ahows, Dutch does have
some possibilities for extraposed appositivea referring to underived subjects.

(36) NED.
a. ?Harry Mulisch staat ieder jaar weer op het lijstje met

kandidaten voor de AKO-prijs, die R dat allerminst
verdient.
H.M. is year after year on the list of candidates for the
AKO-prize, who does not deserve that at all

b. qoIeder jaar weer staat Harry Mulisch op het lijstje
met kandidaten voor de AKO-prijs, die R dat allerminst
verdient.
year after year H.M. ia on the list of candidates for the
AKO-prize, who does not deserve that at all

Although neither variant is really aplendid, the (bJ variety is more acceptable
than the other one. The syntactic difference between the two is that in (36a)
the subject has been moved out of the VP into sentence initial position,
following the V2 rule, but that in (36b) the adjunct ieder jaar weer has been
so moved, leaving the subject inside the VPa. And again, as long as the
antecedent is inside the VP, it can be taken to be inside the scopal domain of
the appositive clause, as it should be. Moving it out by the topicalization
operation that applies to all Dutch main clause declarativea (36a), is harmful
to acceptability, but not lethal. Possibly this is because of the type of
movement involved. lbpicalization, as a form of wh-movement, leaves a trace
that is grammatically (as opposed to referentially) complete. Consequently,
there is an essentially complete NP within the scope of the adjunct in the case
of (36a), which seems to be enough for interpretation to take place.

Obviously, this is not true for passive traces. The trace of NP-movement is
not a grammatically complete NP in itself: it lacks case. Since in the
languages that do allow object NPs to function as antecedents for extraposed
appositives, but not subjects, derived subjects cannot function as antecedents
either, we may conclude that interpretation of appositives in extraposed
position is dependent upon the availability of a grammatically complete NP
within its scopal (- c-command) domain. In Dutch, this seems to be always
the case. Removing the lexical content by some form of wh-movement weakens
acceptability, but essentially does not change anythings. In Italian, as it
transpires, a passive subject can be antecedent, but not if it is preverbal. In

' The assignment of case to such a subject in VP could possibly be handled along the
lines of chain-governement as set out in Den Besten (1981,1985a,b). On the other hand,
supposing that the derived subject did move to subject position in the course of the derivation,
and is subsequently adjoined to VP, as in Belletti (1988), then still more or less the same
reasoning would apply. What might militate against the latter hypothesis is the question
whether the position to which such a aubject is moved might not be-as with Dutch postposed
subject clauses- the very position that we would need for the appositive clause itself.

' Remember that in Dutch the subject NP can safely be taken to originate inside the VP.
V2 moves the verb into the complementizer position in main clauses, which movement is
followed by putting some constituent, not necessarily the subject in topicalized position.

' One queation that sorely remaina is why German, so like Dutch in the relevant
respects, seems to lack even marginally acceptable appositives in extraposition referring to
subjects. Or dces it really?
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that case, it has left the VP, leaving an incomplete trace'o. If it remains in its
original VP internal object position instead, and has its case assigned there,
everything is alright.

4.2.2 TOPICALIZATION AND QLTESTIONING OF THE AN'rECEDENT

The second way to separate antecedents and relative clauses from each
other is by moving the antecedent (plus determiner, in the case of restrictives)
right to the beginning of the whole sentence: to topicalize or question it. In
the case of topicalization, the resulting structures are virtually always marked,
and often not of spotless acceptability. Some languages, like French, only
grudgingly allow a tiny number of cases. Nevertheless, it is a regularly
occurring procesa, well within the boundaries set by grammar proper. Some
examples are (37) to (39), where the (b) variants show the effects of
topicalization and questioning, respectively, of the antecedent part of a relative
object NP.

(37) ENG
a. I saw [not even one painting which R would please

Laura].
b. qo[not even one painting] did I see, [which would

please Laura].

(38) NOR
a. jeg har funnet [ingenting som er morsomt].

I have found nothing that is amusing
b. qa[ingenting] har jeg funnet [som er morsomt].

nothing have I found that is amusing

(39) NED
a. ik ken [geen kinderen die R niet van snoepjes houden].

I know no kids that don't like sweets
b. [hoeveel kinderen] ken jij [die niet van snoepjes

houden]?
how many kids know you that do not like sweets

The example in (37) immediately and clearly shows that calling the
operation 'topicalizationlquestioning of the antecedent' is quite misleading. In
fact, it is not just the antecedent, painting, in (37), which is moved to the
beginning of the sentence, but everything inside the relative NP, with the sole
exception of the relative clause. And this is consistently so. However,
'everything but X' is a notion that is hardly characterizable in any formal
way. Therefore, it is far more attractive to suppose that what is loosely called
topicalization~questioning of the antecedent is, in fact, the result of a more
articulate operation: first, the relative clause that will not move to the front
with the rest is taken out of the relative NP, and then the whole relative NP,
or, rather, what's left of it, is moved by the ordinary rule of wh-movement.

'" If a clause in the position we are talking about should relate to a derived preverbal
subject, there cannot be a'relative gap' inside it. Inatead, there must be a clitic:

i. quell' Olandese è stato licenziato, che 1 ámmiravo tanto.
that Dutchman has been fired, that hine I admired so much'

ii. 'quell' Olandese è stato licenziato, che ammiravo R tanto.
Why this is possible is not clear. Obviously, employing a clitic avoids the binding problem a
gap would have: being an ordinary pronoun, the clitic can in principle corefer with whatever
one wants, provided it is not in the same governing category. A gap, however, would also
have to comply with the ECP and binding requirements. That does not explain, however, why
it is possible to have the clitic in precisely thia environment in the first place.
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So far we have seen that relative clauses occur outside their relative NP
in two cases only: either they have been generated outside, which goes for the
B type appositives, including appositives with split antecedents, pseudo-
relatives and appositives in extraposition, or they have been moved rightward
by the rule of extraposition (13). And indeed it has been long observed by
many that, across the whole array of languagea, the relative clauses that 'stay
behind' in cases of topicalized or questioned antecedents are always in
extraposition, and topicalizationlquestioning of the antecedent cannot occur
where the relative clause cannot be extraposed". Some more examples based
on (37) to (39), with extra material added to make the extraposed position of
the relative clause explicit, will easily vindicate this. In the grammatical
examples, the position from which the relative NP has been topicalized or
questioned is marked by capital T, or Q, respectively.

(40) ENG
a. qo[not even one painting e;] did I see T there, [which

would please Laura];.
b. '[not even one painting] did I see [which would please

Laura] there.
c. [how many paintings e;] did you see Q there, [which

would please Laura];?
c. ~`[how many paintings] did you see [which would

please Laura] there?

(41)

(42)

b.

a.

zijn] over?
how many kids
inoculated left

we left that have

b. ~`[hoeveel kinderen] houden we

ingeënt zijn];?
how many kids have
inoculated

NOIt
qo[ingenting e;] har jeg funnet T i
morsomt];.

bokhyllen [som er

nothing have I found in the bookcase, that is amusing
~`[ingenting] har jeg funnet [som er morsomt]
bokhyllen.
nothing have I found that is amusing in the bookcase

i

NED
a. [hoeveel kinderen e;] houden we Q over [die nog niet

not yet been
[die nog niet ingeënt

have we that have not yet been

Thus, we can conclude that topicalization or questioning of the antecedent
of a relative construction is actually no independent feature of languages, but
reduces to topicalization or questioning of the whole relative NP, after
extraposition of the relative clause that belongs to it1z, and can therefore only

" This applies primarily to extraposition by rule (13). In cases where the clause has been
generated in extraposed position, there is no immediate syntactic problem when we want to
topicalize the antecedent NP, because the latter is an independent NP, eligible for
topicalization, anyway.

14 One might even think of a third case of wh- like movement: relativization of the
antecedent, subject to the same restrictions. Then, a stacking case like (i) would get an
alternative derivation along the lines of (ii).

i. (de [[kinderen], [die, we R, overhouden]]~ [die R; nog niet zijn ingeënt]] ...
the kids that we are left with that have not yet ~een inoculated ...
ii. [de [kinderen], [[die,, e~J, we R, overhouden [diek Rti nog niet zijn ingeënt],] ...
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occur in a subset of the cases in which extraposition is possible". Notice,
furthermore, that topicalization of the antecedent NP of type B appositives
seems to be impossible in those cases where such an appositive cannot take a
subject NP as its antecedent. Norwegian is a case in point again. Appositives
in extraposed position can only refer to objects in this language. If the object
is topicalized, and thereby leaves the VP, a special type of 'afterthought
construction', with its own antecedent pronoun, is the only means for saving
the situation". Example (43) shows this.

(43) NOft
a. jeg sá Marit i gár, [som du mgtte R i Oslo].

I saw M. today, that you met in Oslo
b. '`Marit sá jeg T i gár, [som du mgtte R i Oslo].

M. I saw today, that you met in Oslo
c. oloMarit sá jeg T i gár, [hun [som du m0tte R i Oslo]].

M. I saw today, her that you met in Oslo

Interpretationally, there is no difference in this case, so we cannot decide whether just one or
both the analyses are possible. However, consider the following stacking example:
iii. ik haat [die [mensen, [die, R, ons voor het eerst leren kennen]]; [die; het R; altijd

weer verbaast dat Jaap zo klein van stuk is]] ...
I hate those people who get to know us for the first time who it always surprises that J.
is so short

The interpretation of this sentence is that what I hate is the fact that everytime that we - i.e.
J. and I- meet someone of that kind for the first time, that someone deems it necessary to
express surprise at my friend's stature.

Two features are significant: first, reversing the order of stacking leads to incongruous
interpretation:

iv. 'ik haat [die (mensen, [die, het R, altijd weer verbaast dat Jaap zo klein van stuk
is]]; [die; R~ ons voor het eerst leren kennen]] ...

All that (iv) can mean is there are people who are continuously amazed by the length of
someone they haven't ever met, and I hate them when they fina]ly meet him, a curious state
of affairs if there ever was one. What it entails is that, to try and derive (iii) via
relativization of an antecedent, we must depart from a situation like (v), not (vi).

v. ...dat het [de mensen die ons voor het eerst leren kennen] altijd weer verbaast dat
Jaap zo klein van stuk is.
that it the people who get to know us for the first time always surprises how short J. is
vi. '...dat [de mensen die het altijd weer verbaast dat Jaap zo klein van stuk is] ons

voor het eerst leren kennen.
The second significant feature of our structure is that it contains a postposed subject sentence,
which will usually follow extraposed relative clauses. And so, extraposing the relative clause
in (v) yielda (vii).

vii. ...dat het [de mensen e,] altijd weer verbaast, (die ons voor het eerst ]eren kennen]„
dat Jaap zo klein van stuk is.

Relativizing the now free antecedent in (vii) finally yields (viii).
viii. 'ik haat [de mensen [[die e,]; het R; altijd weer verbaast [die ons voor het eerst
ontmoeten]„ dat Jaap zo kiein van stuk is].

But that is nowhere near correct. If anything, it is closer to (iv) than to (iii). Therefore, (iii)
can only have been created by true stacking, and it seems that relativization of antecedents is
not a viable option after all. Why that should be so, however, is unclear.

" Notice that one of the (rather stipulative) arguments that have been brought up in
favour of this analysis in the past, namely that there would exist a principle which forbade
the extraction of heads from categories without taking all the complements as well does no
longer hold water since the discovery of quite powerful and widespread phenomena like V2
and veró raising, which do precisely that.

" This is closely parallel to the Italian restriction that appositives in extraposition, which
are necessarily of type B, can only refer to objects and postuerbal subjects of passive
sentences. Moving the latter into preverbal position also removes them from the VP, and has
the same effect: there can no longer be a gap in the appositive. Instead a clitic pronoun
appears, and the interpretation turns into the same kind of 'afterthought'.
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4.2.3 EXTRACTION FROM A RELATIVE CLAUSE: SATSFLi~TOR

Relative clauses are to a very high degree islands. That is, in most of our
languages it is categorically impossible to extract anything from them. The
only gap that is allowed is the relative gap.

Nevertheless, there are three languages for which it is sometimes possible
to have more than one gap inside a relative clause, and these are Norwegian,
Swedish, and Danish. In Swedish, the phenomenon is known as satsflcitor, a
term that I shall adopt here. Typically, in all three languages cases of
satsflíitor are not ubiquitously accepted, and not all possibilitiea are accepted
equally well. Therefore, it should be kept in mind that probably none of the
examplea to follow will be rated equally good or bad by all speakers, even
though I refrain from continuously indicating this. This is not to say that the
status of satsfl~tor cases is always marginal. Rather, there are those who
accept them, within limitations that we will discuss, whereas other speakers
simply reject them altogether15.

The second gap in cases of satsfl~tor may be the result of some part of the
relative clause being topicalized, questioned, or, most peculiarly, relativized.
The examples (44-46) illustrate these three different possibilities in the above
order from the three languages1e.

(44) DAN
a. jeg kender en mand [som R har k0bt det hus].

I know a man who has bought that house
b. [det hus]; kender jeg en mand [ som R har k0bt e; ].

that house know I a man that has bought

(45) SVE
a. jag aer en hund [som R gnager pá ett ben].

I see a dog that is gnawing on a bone
b. [vad], ser jag en hund [som R gnager [pá e; ]]?

what do I see a dog that is gnawing on

(46) NOR
a. jeg ikke kjenner noen [som R respekterer Lara].

I know nobody that respects L.
b. han er en man; [som jeg ikke kjenner noen [som R

respekterer e, ]].
he is a man that I don't know anybody that respects

Satsfl~tor is poasible under quite apecific circumstances only. There are
syntactic requirements as well as semantic ones.

16 Rather surprisingly, this division among speakers dces not seem to have much to do
with different dialects. Of two speakers of Oslo-Norwegian with not too different social
backgrounds, one accepted satsflfltor cases as perfectly allright, whereas the other couldn't
make heads or tail out of them.

" Most of the material in this section is taken from Taraldsen (1983), and from Allwood
(1976).
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4.2.3.1 SYN'rACTIC RESTftICTIONS ON SATSFI.~TOR

A firat syntactic requirement for satsfl~tor to be possible is that the
relative gap be the subject of the relative clause. Otherwise, the acceptability
is immediately reduced to virtually zero, as (47) and (48) illustrate".

(47) SVE
a. jag k~nner till en flicka [som R gav en pojke en kyss].

I know of a girl that gave a boy a kiss
b. [en pojke]; kgnner jag till en flicka [som R gav e; en

kyss].
a boy know I of a girl that gave a kiss

c. [vad]; kanner jag till en flicka [som R gav en pojke e; ].
what do I know of a girl that gave a boy

d. [en plats;] dcir jag k~nner till en flicka [som R gav en
pojke en kyss e; ].
a place where I know of a girl that gave a boy a kiss

(48) SVE
a. ?~`[en flicka]; kanner jag till en bok [som e; gav en pojke

R].
a girl know I of a book that gave a boy

b. ?~`[en bok]; kánner jag till en pojke [som] en flicka gav
R e;].

c. ?~[en pojke]; kanner jag till en plats [c~ir en flicka gav
e; en kyss R].
a boy know I of a place where a girl gave a kiss

Aa (44-47) show, there are no restrictions on the position involved in
satsfl~tor itself, other than the trivial one that the subject position is not
avaiiabie since it must contain the reiative gap.

Secondly, relative clauses that are involved in satsfl5tor must have been
extraposed. The examples (49) and (50) are illustrations.

(49) NOR
a. [ingen [som R leser 'Rrig og Fred']] blir lykkelig.

nobody that reads War and Peace becomes happy
b. ~`[Krig og Fred]; blir [ingen [som R leser e;]] lykkelig.

War and Peace becomes nobody that reads happy
c. [Krig og Fred]; blir [ingen e;] lykkelig [som R leser e;];.

War and Peace becomes nobody happy who reads

(50) NOR
a. jeg slipper [noen [som R liker Tor]] inn.

I don't let anybody that likes T. in
b. ~`han er [en mann; [som jeg slipper [noen [som R liker

e;]] inn]].
he is a man that I let nobody that likes in

c. han er [en mann; [som jeg slipper [ncen e;] inn [som R
liker e;]; ]].
he is a man that I let nobody in that likes

Apparently, Taraldsen (1983) notes, sentences like (51) would seem to be
counterexamples to the need for extraposition: the relative clause immediately

" The same restrictions and possibilities that hold for satsfl~tor involving relative clauses
also hold, in Swedish at least, for cases involving content clauses. That is, for complement
clauses to nouns like fact, idea, etc. For discussion, see Allwood (1976).
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follows its antecedent, and is followed in turn by a locative adjunct belonging
to the VP.

(51) NOR
Julenissen bor det [mange barn som kjenner R] i dette
strgket.
Santa Claus live there many children that know in this
neighbourhood

However, such locative adjuncts as i dette strpket in (51), which, by the
way, are obligatory with the verb bo, can follow extraposed relative clauses
anyway. This can be seen when the antecedent is questioned (52), an
operation which, as we have seen in 4.2.2., requires the relative clause to be
extraposed.

(52) NOR
[hvor mange bara e;] bor det Q[som R kjenner
Julenissen]; i dette str~ket?
how many kids live there that know Santa Claus in
this neighbourhood

Therefore, we may conclude that in (51) too the relative clause has been
extraposed, even though it did not change the appearance of the sentence.

Also, cases of extraction from a relative clause typically have antecedents
that are non-specific, in the sense that there is no existing and known
individual presupposed as its referent. This effect is typical for extraposition
too1e, and thereby another indication that extraposition is involved in the cases
at hand.

Let us clarify this by a simple example, possible answers to a question
like: what have you been doing this morning?

(53) ENG
a. I have been trying to find [a book that R contains the

recipe for Christmas pudding] this morning.
b. I have been trying to find [a book e;], this morning,

[that contains the recipe for Christmas pudding];.

Example (53a) has two interpretations. One of these is that I have been
looking for one specific volume, I have owned it for years, it is my favourite
cookbook, but I seem to have mislaid it. The other is that I had no idea which
actual book I have been trying to find, I tried all the shops, and was willing
to settle for any book at all, as long as it contains the recipe for christmas
pudding.

Example (53b), on the other hand, where the relative clause has been
extraposed, at least strongly favors the second interpretation's. By applying

" see Guéron (1980).

" The contrast can perhaps even more strongly be observed in the following two small
diacourses:
A. speaker ]: 1~tary is going to marry [an Indian Prince who earns more than ~100.000

p.a.] next year.
speaker 2: ~Vell, well ...; has she found one yet?'

B. speaker 1: 'Mary is going to marry (an Indian Prince e,] next year, [who eams more
than g100.000 p.a.].
speaker 2: ~`~TVell, well ...; has she found one yet?

(B) is anomalous. A possible line for speaker 2 would have been: 'well, well ...; what's his
name?'.
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extraposition, it seems, we indicate that the interpretation is to be
non-specific~.

A similar shift in the range of interpretations applies in Scandinavian
satsflétor. Example (54a) presupposes the existence of the boy in question, and
also that we already know who he is, but (54b,c) do not. Consequently, (54a)
is imposaible, but (54b,c) are not.

(54) NOR
a. ~`Marit, har vi aldri funnet den gutten [som R kan

hamle opp med e;].
M. have we never found the boy that can handle

b. Marit, har vi aldri funnet en gutt [som R kan hamle
opp med e,].
M. have we never found a boy that can handle

c. Marit finner vi aldri den gutten [som R kan hamle opp
med e;].
M. we11 never find the boy that can handle

For different attempts a explaining why continental Scandinavian
extraposed relative clauses allow extraction, but in other languages such
clauses do not, see Taraldsen (1983) and Guéron (1981)21.

4.2.3.2 SEMAN'rIC RESTRICTIONS ON SATSFLi1TOR

Apart from the specificity requirement we just discussed, which is
dependent on extraposition of, rather than extraction from, a relative clause,
there are two restrictions of a semantic nature that seem to belong to
satsfl~tor in it own right. Typically, their influence is much more gradual than
that of the syntactic restrictions. The latter tend to offer but two possibilities:
right or wrong. The semantic factors affect acceptability in a much more
subtle and variable way, making it all the more difficult to assess their
precise contents.

But before all else yet another semantic restriction that has little to do
with satsfl~tor itself, but nevertheless comes into play must be mentioned.
The part of the relative clause that is removed from it by any of the
instantiations of wh-movement that we saw before must of course obey all the
conditions that hold of that specific operation. To give a trivial example: if the
NP that we front in order to question it is not properly marked as a
question-NP (e.g. who, which car, what kind o` cereal), then we end up with
an improper question, no matter what. Not so trivial, perhaps, because less
readily visible, the same holds for topicalization. If the part of the relative
clause that we want to topicalize lacks the proper semantic characteristics for
topicalized NPs, then the result will be anomalous, through no fault of the
satsflátor construction, however. Thus, satsfl~tor by topicalization will
generally give better results with demonstratively marked topicalized NPs
than with indefinite ones, and almost no acceptable results with simple
definites.

~ Or, conversely, extraposition can only take place if the relative NP is marked as
non-specific.

" Neither of these attempt adresses the question why the relative gap in relative clauses
involved in satsflëtor must be the subject of that clause. Also, any attempt at an explanation
should pay attention to whether it is possible to have satsflátor involving appositive relatives
that have been base-generated in extraposed position (see section 4.2.1). I have not found any
cases of this, but could not ascertain whether or not they exist at all. My guess, for what it's
worth, would be that they don't.
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The semantic restrictions that belong to satsflíitor itself both have to do
with the verbs that are involved in the construction~.

The first concerns the verb of which the whole relative construction is an
argument. As the examples (55) show, not every verb is suitable in that
position.

(55) SVE
a. qo(de blommorna]; k~nner jag [en man e;] [som R sáljer

e;];
those flowers know I a man that sells

b. qo[de blommorna]; ser jag [en man e;] [som R vattnar e;];
those flowers see I a man that is watering

c. ~qo[de blommorna], tdnker jag pá [en man e;] [som R
sk5ter e;];
those flowers think I of a man that tends

d. ?~`[de blommorna]; talar jag med [en man e;] [som R
s~ljer e;];
those flowers speak I to a man that sells

It seems that verbs that may take situations as their semantic object are
much better than those that do not. One talks to people, not states of affairs,
but one may see, think of, or know of states of affairs as well as entities. This
is confirmed by the observation in Dubos (1980)~ that a verb like kiïnner,
which can mean both 7cnow that exists' and be acquainted with' can only
have the first of these meanings in cases of satsfl~tor. This is shown in (56),
variants of (55a) where aspect and adverbial material force the second
interpretation, with disastrous results.

(56) SVE
a. ~`[de blommorna], k~nner jag mycket vcil [en man e;]

[som R s~ljer e;];
those flowers know I very well a man that sells

b. ~`[de blommorna], har jag l~inge ktint [en man e;] [som R
s~ljer e;];
those flowera have I known for a long time a man that
sells

Thus, the proper interpretations of (55a,b) are quite close to 'concerning those
flowers, I know that there is somebody who sells them', and 'concerning those
flowers, I see that somebody is watering them'. In a way, this reminds us of
the pseudo-relatives from Romance that we saw in 4.2.1.1., as far as
semantics is concerned, that is.

The second semantic restriction on satsflátor concerns the choice of the
verb inside the relative clause. This restriction is by no means as clearcut as
the former one, but it seems to impose what we might call semantic time-scale
congruence between the relative clause and the embedding construction.
Example (55c) is a case in point. This sentence is of lower acceptability than
either (55a) or (55b), but by no means unacceptable in general. Example (57),
however, identical except for the verb in the relative clause, is still worse.

~` These restrictions are first discussed in Allwood (1976). Unfortunately, Allwood mixes
up topicalization of the antecedent, as diacuased in 4.2.2. with cases of true satsfl~tor in this
discussion.

~ Repeated in Guéron (1981).
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(57) SVE
?~`[de blommorna]; tt7inker jag pá [en man e;] [som R
vattnar e;];
those flowers think I of a man that is-watering

The problem is not the use of uattna per se, as (55b) shows. Rather, it seems
that low acceptability is caused by the fact that t~inker pá cannot be
interpreted but as a durative event, something you do for a while and then
stop doing, whereas watering the flowers can (and hopefully will) be done
iteratively, but is primarily interpreted as a non-durative action. Tending
flowers, on the other hand, is as durative as they come.

All the other embedding verbs in the examples above lack this typical
durative aspect of táinker pá. One cannot stop knowing that something is the
case, or unsee it (even though one can stop watching, the mental picture is
there to stay). Consequently, the problem of durativity in the relative clause
does not arise. The condition seems to be that if the embedding verb has
certain time-scale characteristics, such as durativity in the sense we just
discussed, then the predicate - and thereby the verb - in the relative clause
must be compatible with those characteristics in a precise way to make
satsfl~tor an option.

4.3 THE CL~EFT CONSTRUCTION

The cleft construction~ is one of the constructions that has given linguists
many a headache over the yeara. Its superficial properties are well known.
The construction consists of an expletive, if available in the language at hand,
and what looks like a relative construction, the antecedent of which functions
as focua of the whole cleft construction, centered around the copula be or its
equivalent in the language at hand. The sentences ( 58-62) are some examples
of this. The focus is bold.~uced.

(58) ENG
it was thia coat [that John bought R].

(59) ISL
paó var Jón [sem María sá R].
it was J. that M. saw

(60) DEU
es war dieser Wagen (den sie R kaufen wollte].
it was this car that she wanted to buy

(61) FRA
c'était cette veste [quil a achetée R].
it was this coat that he bought

(62) POR
fui Inês [que telefonou R].
it was I. that he rang up

On closer inspection, however, it soon turns out that the actual properties
of cleft constructions are not as straightforward as all that. And, consequently,
the many attempts that have been made at deriving the cleft construction
from an ordinary relative construction have invariably run aground at some
point.

~` A term first coined by Jespersen.
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A possible source of confusion concerning cleft construction is that,
superficially at least, not all the languages seem to have them. It is notably in
some of the Pro-drop languages that cleft constructions occur little (Spanish)
or, as it seems, not at all (Romanian and Catalan). The reason for this partly
lies in the lack of expletive pronouns characterising these languages. If the
relativizer that occurs in a candidate construction is compatible with analyzing
the whole thing as a pseudo-cleft construction (see II.4.4. below) as well, and
there is no expletive, then there is no reason to suppose the construction to be
a true cleft. Rather, one can simply consider it to be what it most
straightforwardly looks like: a pseudo-cleft. This situation is frequent in
Spanish, and as it seems holds in all cases for Romanian and Catalan.
Therefore, the lack of true clefts in these languages need not imply that these
languages cannot make cleft constructions in principle, but only that such
constructions are never distinguishable from pseudo-clefts. In this book I shall
follow what seem to be the prevailing intuitions, and treat ambiguous cases as
pseudo-clefts.

4.3.1 ' THE STRUCTURE OF CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS

Before trying to give an account of the proper structure of the cleft
construction, let us take a somewhat closer look at the more peculiar aspects
of cleft constructions in general.

A first well known fact is that the focus of a cleft construction need not
have nominal characteristics at all. In fact, it can be any type of phrase.
Examples (63-67) show this, for the phrasal categories PP, AP (both adjectival
and adverbial), clause, and VP~, respectively.

(63) ITA
a. è ai Sgli [che sempre ata pensando R].

it is of the children that he is always thinking
b. è in cucina [che Mario bacia Susanna R].

it is in the kitchen that M. kisses S.

(64) NED
a. het was pikzwart [dat hij zijn kamer R verfde].

it was pitch-black that he painted his room
b. het was maar kort [dat Karel R bij ona werkte].

it was only briefly that K. worked with us

(65) SVE
qodet var blek [f~3 Kirsten blev R].
it was pale [that] K. became

(66) ENG
a. it was that he looked so grim [that R worried us

most].
b. it was that he looked so grim [that everybody kept

talking [about R]].
c. it was because nobody ever seemed to pay any

attention to his lamentations [that Gerald decided to
jump off the Post-Office tower R].

u VP is rather exceptional, it seems.
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(67) SVE
det var m~la grinden [0 Jessica gjordeR ].
it was paint the gate [that] J. did

We can rest assured, therefore, that, whatever the structure of a cleft
construction, it does not include a restrictive relative construction, since those
only take partial noun phrases as their antecedent. A second characteristic of
cleft constructions to confirm this is that the focus may very well be a proper
name, or a pronoun, without quantification, and without the typically marked
reading that such antecedents in restrictive constructions get (59,62,68).

(68) DAN
det var mig [som R k~bte den jakke].
it was me that bought this coat

Nevertheless, the form of the clause that is inevitably present in a cleft
construction is so much like that of a relative clause that the idea that clefts
and relatives are deeply related cannot be dispensed with lightly. The array of
elements that we find in COMP of these clauses is typically a subset of the
array we find in relative clauses, and, in combination with this, the obligatory
presence of a gap in the clause is a dead-giveaway. That leaves us only one
option: the clause in question is an appositive relative clause.

Considering this possibility, the first decision that has to be made
concerns the question which type of appositive we are dealing with. Is the
relative clause in a cleft construction part of the focus phrase, which would
make it into type A, or not, which designates it as a type B appositive~?

There are three phenomena to guide us here. First, it is perfectly possible
in general to question or topicalize the focus of a cleft construction, as (69,70)
illustrate.

(69) ITA
a. è Mario [che ho visto R].

it is M. that I have seen
b. Mario è T [che ho visto R].

M. is (it] that I have seen
c. Laura pensa che è Mario [che ho visto R].

L. thinks that it is M. that I have seen
d. ~`Laura pensa che Mario è T [che ho visto R].

L. thinks that M. it is that I have seen

(70) ENG
a. it was Carol's pistol [that the police found R under

Robin's bed].
b. whose pistol was it [that the police found R under

Robin's bed]?

Examples (69c,d) show that what is going on is indeed topicalization, which in
Italian and many other languages is possible in main clauses only, and not
just another basic ordering.

On account of it being possible to wh-move the focus of a cleft
construction, we have to assume that the relative clause ia in extraposition, as
we have seen in section II.4.2., and therefore, being appositive, of type B.

Second, the relative clause in a cleft construction in Dutch always
obligatorily occurs to the right of the verb, even in subordinate cleft
constructions (71). For an SOV language like Dutch this is a sure sign that

~ See section II.3.1.1.2.
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the clause in question is in extraposition, an therefore, being appositive, of
type B again~.

(71) NED
a. de politie zegt dat het mijn brcer was [die R Marie op

heterdaad betrapte].
the police says that it my brother was who caught M.
red-handed

b. ~`de politie zegt dat het m~jn brcer [die R Marie op
heterdaad betrapte] was~.
the police says that it my brother who caught M.
red-handed was

The third argument to the same effect may come somewhat as a surprise.
It is possible in principle to add an appositive relative to the focus
independently of the relative clause that is part of the cleft construction (72).

(72) NED
het was [mï,jn oudste brcer, [die R twintig jaar in
Amerika gewoond had]], [die R alleen maar hamburgers
wilde eten].
it was my elder brother, who had been living in
America for twenty years, who only wanted to eat
hamburgers

This phenomenon is very informative indeed, even though it also gives us a
problem. First of all, it is yet another argument to the effect that the relative
in a cleft construction cannot be a restrictive relative. If it had been one, it
should have preceded the other, appositive, relative clause instead of following
it. It cannot be an extrapoaed restrictive relative either, since restrictives
cannot be extraposed across an appositive relative clause, as (73) shows.

(73) NED
a. ik zag [[de conducteur [die jij R zo aantrekkelijk

vond]],[die R mij overigens nooit iets deed]], gisteren in
de trein naar Groningen.
I saw the guard you considered so attractive, who, by
the way, never appealed to me at all, yesterday on the
train to G.

b. ~`ik zag [[de conducteur e,],[die R mij overigens nooit
iets deed]], gisteren in de trein naar Groningen, [die jij
R zo aantrekkelijk vond],.
I saw the guard, who, by the way, never appealed to me
at all, yesterday on the traín to G., whom you
considered so attractive

It also tells us that, if the cleft relative clause is an appositive relative clause,
it cannot be of type A, since that position must be where the other appositive
is.

However, and this is the problem, it also seems to militate against the
view that the cleft relative clause is an appositive relative at all, since outside

" The same point could be made from German, albeit that Germans don't seem to like
embedded clefts so much.

~ This sentence dces have a grammatical, although not very felicitous, interpretation with
the relative clause functioning just as an either restrictive or appositive clause to mijn broer;
the cleft interpretation, however, is completely impoasible.
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the cleft construction, there can never be more than one appositive relative
clause associated with one and the same NP, regardless of types. I shall come
back to this problem in a short while, after example (78).

At this point, let us change the perspective, and see whether assuming the
clause to be an appositive relative clause of type B. can indeed explain the
characteriatics and distribution of cleft constructions.

1b start with, our assumption tells us that the relative clause of a cleft
construction must be in the position that type B. appositives can fill, and that,
as we saw before (section 4.2.1.3.2), is the same position that is occupied by
postposed subject clauses. Thus, a general schema for cleft constructions
should look essentially like that in (74)~.

(74) Structural schema of cleft construction
~I'
I{iFL' '

(explet~ive)~I F~ L'

I NF'F-L ~YP
r-~

~ [RC TelQtLUIZCT ... R ... ]

~
V XP-focuscop.

[It [~ [~ was [XP America] ] [RC tÍtUt Columbus discovered R ] ] ]

It is essential to see how close in structure a cleft construction is to
sentences with extraposed appositives and sentences with a postposed subject
clause, whose achematic structurea are (75) and (76), respectively.

(75) Structural schema of extraposed appositiue construction
.I.

ZATFL' '

NP~I~ L;TF '

INFL~~

[RC relQtLULZCT . .. R ... l

~r
y' (adverbials,etc)

V~~~anc.

~ Schema (74) is ahaped, as usual, according to an SVO language like English. As far as
the basic properties of cleft conatructiona are concerned, the basic word order has no influence
other than that on surface order of rnnatituents. On the position of the expletive subject, see
below.
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(76) Structural schema of postposed subject clause constr.
~I~
I~TFLP

(explret-ive)-~ I~FI~~1

INFL }7P

yP [Subject Clause71
I~-~

V XP

Zt surprised me [that the tickets were sold out].

The importance of looking at all three structures lies in the fact that,
although they are structurally quite close, their distribution differs
significantly. All the languages under consideration allow subject sentences to
be postposed, with the non-Pro-drop languages filling up the subject position
with an expletive pronoun. Clefts are also a very general phenomenon. Only
Catalan and Romanian seem to lack them. Extraposed appositives, on the
other hand, are allowed in a minority of the languages only, and virtually
exclusively with objects as antecedents at that. Most importantly, if cleft
sentences do have the structure proposed here, then how can it be that so
many languages that do not allow extraposed appositives at all so easily allow
a construction that seems to have exactly parallel properties in the relevant
respects?

Let us start by looking at appositives in extraposition once more (75).
With respect to the relative clause, there are in fact two requirements that
muat be met. For the relative pronoun, or, for that matter, the relative gap in
cases where there is only a particle, ~aving an antecedent' actually means
two things: first, there must be a phrase that is, technically, a binder. That is,
it must c-command the pronoun or gap, and it must qualify as a suitable
binder for pronouns or pronominal gaps~. Second, there must be a phrase that
can be interpreted as pointing to the same set of referents as the relative
pronoun, c.q. the relative gap. I shall call this phrase the interpreter. For this
interpreter holda, as we have had occasion to see earlier on, that it must be a
complete phrase. A trace of NP movement is definitely not enough, since it
lacks case. A trace of wh-movement, on the other hand, is, syntactically
speaking, a complete NP: it has its own case and thematic role, only its
lexical contents have been fronted for some reason. A reason that has,
significantly, nothing to do with grammatical qualities of the NP itself, or lack
thereof. Second, an interpreter muat be within the scope of the relative clause
containing the relative gap or the relative pronoun in question. That is, the
relative clause must c-command the interpreter.

Thus, antecedenthood is made up out of a syntactic component (that
binds), and a notíonal, or 'semantic' component (that interprets). Adding the
two together, we get the definitive definition of antecedenthood (77), a further
refinement of the definition that has been given in II.3.1:31.

~ That is: it must qualify as a binder for the gap or the relative pronoun in accordance
with principle B of the standard Binding Theory: it muat be outside the governing category of
the pronominal entity that it binds. See Chomsky (1981).
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(77) Relatiue antecedenthood

1. A relative gap and a relative pronoun or adverb must
find an antecedent.
2. A relative gap, pronoun or adverb finds an antecedent if
it finds a binder and an interpreter.
3. A relative gap, pronoun or adverb finds a binder if it is
coindexed with a c-commanding (partial) phrase that is not
in an argument position within the relative clause.
4. A relative gap, pronoun or adverb finds an interpreter in
the structurally closest syntactically complete (partial)
phrase31 within the scope (i.e. the c-command domain) of
the relative clause with which it can grammatically be
coindexed~.
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Usually, binder and interpreter are the same (partial) phrase, so that the
whole lengthy definition in (77) boils down to the one given in II.3.1:31.
Extraposed appositives are no exception. The interpreter within the scope of
the clause also serves as binder, which is what accounted for the impossibility
of extraposed appositives in many languages: there, due to stricter c-command
requirements, no phrase inside the scope of the relative clause could qualify as
a proper binder. Indeed, in almost all cases of relativization there could never
be two different phrases functioning as binder and interpreter, either because
of categorial incompatibility or because a thematic role conflict would ensue.

Clefts are the one exception to this rule. Consider (74) again, carefully.
The structure holds, m.m., for all the languages, but the actual instantiation
is that of English, a language which does not allow extraposed appositives.
Obviously, the English example included in (74) is a perfectly correct sentence.
Therefore, we can be certain that in this case the relative gap does find an
antecedent. As far as the interpreter is concerned, there is no problem:
America is neatly within the ecope of the relative clause, and categorially
compatible. But what about the binder? It must be there, but it cannot be
America, or English would allow extraposed appositives. There is but one
possibility: the binder must be the expletive pronoun it. The expletive has all
the right propertiea: it c-commands, and it is outside the relative clause. And
most significantly, it lacks one property that makes phrases in otherwise
similar structures unsuitable as binders in all other cases: the expletive has
no thematic role separate from the one born by the interpreter. Cleft
constructions exist exclusively with copular verbs, the ones that we find in
sentences that mean a equals R, or a has the property R(John is a dentist, for
example, or he is my brother), and often also serve as passive auxiliary. In the
latter case, no thematic role is assigned to the subject at all, as we know, and
in the former, at best an identity role, equal to, or at least compatible with,

" It may seem a bit odd for partial phrases, which are restrictive antecedents, to be
syntactically complete. What it means is that all propertiea that should hold of a phrase at
the level of development at which we find it, should be fulfilled. For partial phrases, this is
always the case, since there are no other requirements for a partial phrase to be comp that
that it must have a head. For full phrasea, the antecedents of appositives and cleft relative
clauses, complete means: having an independent case and thematic role.

~ Note that appositives may have a pronoun as relativizer, and a non-nominal
antecedent, as in:

i. her dress was green, which I consider R a lovely colour.
ii. her dress was green, which R surprised me.

Nevertheless, with some effort, such antecedents can always be interpreted as if they were in
the position of the relative gap: I consider green a louely aolour, where green suddenly behaves
like a noun, and that her dress was green surprised me. The choice of relativizers is heavily
limited in such cases, cf. section 3.2.3., especially table [XV17.
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the one assigned to the predicate complement. Therefore, we may well take it
that the expletive in (74) either lacks a thematic role altogether, and is just
there to express case, or bears this role compatible with that of the focus.
Thus, there is no impediment against it functioning as binder.

In languages that do allow extraposed appositives, the whole problem does
not arise: the focus can both function as interpreter and binder. In the others,
it is only in the type of copulative construction that we find in clefts that
there ia an alternative to the focus that can operate as binder, namely the
expletive~. In all other cases, a positional split between binder and interpreter
is excluded for categorial or thematic reasons.

l~nally, therefore, we get the following structural schemata for
cleft-constructions in languages that do and do not allow appositives in
extraposition, respectively (78).

(78) Complete Structural sch,ema of Cleft construction~`
a. languages that do not allow extrnposed appositives.

binding ~

I r--
(expletive]í

l I

~ 1
ly1

~ [RC ~latlvi,ZeT ... Rí ... ]

~-~
Vcop. ~í

J

T

~ identity relation L interpreting

b. languages that allow extraposed appositives.
.I.

ITIFL' '

[explet~ive]~Z FqT L'

INFL~~Yp

~ [RC ~latlvlZQT ... Rí ... ]

~

Vcop. ~i

identity relation ~L interpreting
t binding

That leaves the 'double appositive problem' to consider: the problem that it
is never possible to have both an appositive of type A and one of type B with
the same antecedent, except in clefts, as was exemplified in (72). Obviously,

~ Or, in a Pro-drop language: either the empty subject position or the INFL-node, which
has absorbed nominative case, and supposedly has the proper (pro-Mominal characteristics.

~ In this schema, the expletive is supposed to be present, and the relativizer is supposed
to be a relative particle. If a language has no expletive, the binding function is taken over
either by the unfilled subject position or INFL, depending on the analysis of Pro-drop one
chooses. If the relativizer is a pronoun or adverb, then the gap is directly bound and
interpreted by that pronoun or adverb, which then itself plays the role that the relative gap
plays in our schema.
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we should look in the direction of the binding or interpreting properties of a
NP with appositive with respect to an appositive in extraposition to solve it.
Since a cleft construction offers an alternative binder, but is equal to other
structures where the ínterpreter is concerned, chances are that it is indeed
the binding properties that cause our problem. Let us consider a case where
we have the illicit double appositive in somewhat more detail, as in (79).

(79)

,

~
[R~ ... Ri... ~

1

lP2

I
~
~V

r
V -~

[RO ... Rj... ]

In (79), the NP nodes have been labeled sub-1 and sub-2 just for the sake of
exposition, these labels have no linguistic significance. Both are maximal
projections of the same noun, as always. It is also supposed that there is no
relative pronoun, so that the antecedent has a direct relationship with the
relative gap. Nothing important hanga on this either.

Consider the binders for the two relative gaps in (79). Obviously, the
binder for R~ is NPa, since only NPz c-commands R,. The binder for R~,
however, must be NP,. NPa is not a candidate in this case, since it is
dominated by a maximal projection (NP,) that doea not dominate RZ, and
therefore it does not c-command R2. But now a curious situation has emerged:
since the binder for R5 equals NP„ and NP, equals NPZ plus its appositive
relative clause, and, on the other hand, the binder for IL, equals just NP2, the
indices on the relative gaps point to binders that are different in content.
Therefore: they must have crucially different values. But, turning things
around now, that entails that NP, is counter-indexed with NP2i as shown in
(80), even though they are both projection of the same head, and therefore,
they are, in a sense the same NP. This, obviously, is a contradictio in
terminis, and it precisely this contradiction that excludes all double
appositives of the relevant kind.

(80)
[ Pi

NP~ adjoined material

unless i - j.

What enables the structure (79) to occur grammatically in cleft
constructions is precisely the availability of the alternative binder again. It
removes the need for a binding relation between R, and NP„ and thereby
neutralizes the problem. Even in languages that do allow extraposed
appositives, which usually take the interpreter NP as a binder too, this
strategy applies. For in the relevant cases NP, is not a suitable binder
anymore, for the reasons given above, so another binder must be sought, and
is found in the form of the expletive in clefts, just as in the other languages.

Now that we have determined the general structure of cleft constructions,
let us consider their apecific properties in turn.
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4.3.2 AGREEMENT OF THE COPULA

Quite clearly, the unmarked situation in cleft constructions is for the
copula to agree in both person and number with the subject, as is to be
expected. Since that subject is either empty or an expletive, it has only default
person and number values.
For all our languages these default values are third person and singular.
However, there are a few special situations in which agreement goes another
way.

The simplest special case is found in English. Sometimes, the unmarked
expletive it can be replaced by a deictic pronoun, which can be plural (81). In
that case, of course, the copula echoes this plural value.

(81) ENG
a. it is your b~ooks that I don't like R.
b. those are my books that you're tearing up R, you

moron!

The other special case is found everywhere, except in English~. If the focus
is a NP, and therefore, according to our account of the structure of cleft
constructions, in fact a predicate nominal, possessing person and number
features of its own, then these values, which have a firm semantical basis in
the referent of the focus NP, override the default values of the expletive
subject, causing agreement with the focus instead of with the subject (82-84).
In view of the identity relation that holds between subject and predicate
nominal in copula constructions thia is nothing to surprise us, it happens all
the time (85-87)~. Also, it happens in exactly the same way it does in
ordinary copula constructions. Specifically, this means that in French there is
no overruling if the predicate nominal is a pronoun.

(82) DEU
a. ea waren diese Wagen [die sie R kaufen wollte].

it were these cars that she wanted to buy
b. das óin ich, [den du R dort am Rande siehst]

that am I, whom you see there at the edge

(83) FRA
ce sont ces vestes (que noua avons achetées R].
it are these coats that we have bought

(84) ISL
paii voru hestarnir [sem María sá R].
that were horses that M, saw

~ It is not possible to decide whether the continental Scandinavian languages side with
English or with the rest here, since they show neither person nor number agreement on the
verb.

~ Mind that this overruling can only happen if the subject has only default person and
number values. If it is a notional NP, with 'real' values, overruling is definitely
ungrammatical:

i. Hans van Manen is many things at once: an outstanding choreographer, no less
outstanding a photographer, and, as of August 1987, also a professor at Nijmegen
University
ii. 'Hans van Manen are many things at once: ...
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(85) FRA
ah, les politiciens! ce ne sont que dea profiteurs!
oh, those politicians! they are nothing but profiteers

(86) NED
de bel ging. het waren zeven dwergen.
the doorbell sounded. it were seven dwarves

(87) DEU
es sind sieben Zwerge, mein Herr. Soll ich sie
hereinbitten?
it are seven dwarves, sir. Shall I ask them in?

4.3.3 THE FOCUS CONSTITUENT

There are two aspects of the focus constituent that warrant our attention:
their case, where relevant, and the array of phrase types that can occur in the
position.

4.3.3.1 CASE OF THE FOCUS CONSTITUENT

Focus NPs are more interesting than ordinary run-of-the-mill NPs in that
they have a peculiar syntactic status: they are, as we saw before, predicate
nominals. One of the most striking aspecta of predicate nominals is that they
do not bear an independent case. Instead, their case is generally determined
by 'agreement' with some other case assigned position, usually the subject, as
there is no other candidate available in simple copula constructions. Thus, if
the subject of a copula construction is assigned some case X, then the
predicate nominal will bear that same case37. One of the few languages in
which this fact can actually and unequivocally be seen is German~. Example
(88) illustrates it. -

(88) DEU
a. Peter sagt [da(3 [Maarten]o~„ [ein guter Zahnarzt]„~„

wird].
P. says that M. will be a good dentist

b. seine Eltern sahen [[ihn],a [einen guten Zahnarzt],a
werden].
his parents saw him become a good dentist

~th predicate pronominals, things are slightly more muddled. For reasons
which are not altogether clear, there is a tendency for such pronouns in
certain languages, and often only in certain specific cases, to take the
accusative form. Thus, where Dutch usually has nominative predicate
pronominals only~, as in (98a), that pronoun is accusative in the expression 'if

" For an explanation of this 'case agreement', see Smits (1987).

~ Under certain circumstances, and for some speakers of German, it seems to be possible
to have a nominative predicate nominal even when the subject is casemarked differently.
Whatever the reason for this might be, it is still the case that, in general, case of the
predicate nominal is assigned by agreement rather than independently, or (88) is
unexplainable.

~ A long dicussion has taken place in Dutch linguistic circles about which was the actual
subject, and which the predicate nominal in cases like these. The reason was not only the
nominative case of the pronoun, but also word order and the fact that agreement on the
copula goes with the pronoun rather than with the expletive. However, if we suppose
predicate pronoun to be the actual subject, we get a predicate expletive, which is rather
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I were youllum' (89b). Similarly, English predicate pronominals are accusative
or nominative, the latter being more formal (90). French suffers from the same
(91).

(89) NED
a. wie is daar? ik ben het.

who is it? it is I
b. als ik hzm was, zou ik dat aanbod aannemen!

if I were him, I'd take the offer

(90) ENG
a. who is it? it is I, the phantom of the Opera!
b. who is it? it is me, George!

(91) FRA
qui est là? c'est moi
who is it? it's me

Since the focus constituent of a cleft construction is in fact, as we have
seen, a predicate nominal in the relevant cases, we would expect case
assignment in clefts to run parallel to case assignment in other copula
constructions. To a large extent, this is indeed the case, as table [V] shows'o

[V] Possible cases of the focus constituent in clefts
irrespective of case of rel. gap in agreement with

nom acc case of rel. gap

DAN - t -
FRA - t -
ENG f substandard" -
NED f - -
POR t - -
DEU t - accusative only
ISL t - t
TTA t - f
NOR t - t
SVE - - t

As table [V] shows, everything is just as in other copula constructions,
except for the presence in some languages of a(limited) possibility for
agreement of the focus, not with the subject expletive, but with the relative
gap. The one exception is Swedish, which seems exclusively to employ this
alternative strategy. In itself, predicate nominals lacking an independent case
anyway, it is intuitively not surprising that case may be also be borrowed

unique. Since there are similar cases of agreement in other ]anguages, where it is rather
more clear that the expletive is the subject, which can be accomodated, I take it that Dutch is
no true exception.

~ Table M only mentions nom as the 'agreement with subject' case. The accusative is the
pronominal accusative we just spoke about. Nominative for the agreement case suffices, since
the perception verbs that assign cases other than nominative to the subject of their
complement, thereby giving rise to non-nominative agreement cases if that complement is a
copula construction, as in (89b), do not take clefts as their complements for semantical
reasons.

" But reasonably acceptable in American English.
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from the gap to which the focus is related. The precise mechanism involved
must, however, remain unclear.

4.3.3.2 CATEGORIES OF THE FOCUS CONSTITUENT

There are very few restrictions on the category of the focus constituent
itself2. In principle, any phrasal category may occur, as long as it can occur
as predicate complement in a copula construction. What restrictions there are
have to do with the relative gap rather than with the position of the focus
itself. As usual in appositive relativization, NP and PP are the most
unmarked antecedents, c.q, foci, followed by clauses. A1 others are marked tomarginal. Their acceptability is greatly influenced by context.

4.3.4 CHARACTEftISTICS OF THE ftELATIVE CLAUSE

Three aspects of the relative clause are relevant to us here: the choice of
relativizers, verbal agreement in those cases where the relative gap is the
subject, and the array of positions in which the relative gap may be construed.

The choice of relativizers is not unlike that in ordinary appositive
relatives, but where there are several options to choose from with different
markedness values, the contrasts are increased. For instance, the continental
Scandinavian languages, that only quite markedly employ pronouns, preferring
the relative particle, exclusively tolerate the latter in clefts. English, which
may employ both pronouns or the particle in most cases, with a much smaller
increase in formality with pronouns, tends to maximize the markedness
difierence in clefts, preferring the particle much more strongly than is the
case in ordinary relatives.

As for verbal agreement in cases where the relative gap is the subject,
there are essentially two possibilities. First, the relativizer may be a particle.
If that is the case, then number agreement is with the focus consistently.
Person is usually third, but can be first in Italian, and first or second in
English~, provided that the focus is a pronoun with the corresponding person
feature.

Second, there may be a pronoun that serves as relativizer, either an
independent pronoun, or a genitive pronoun in a possessive NP. In such cases,
agreement is with the pronoun consistently, both for number and for person".
Mind that this does not mean that the agreement features we find on the
verb are identical across all the languages. That would be too much to ask.The reason for this is that the pronouns in question differ in characteristics.All of them are third person, but some of the, like Dutch die, or French qui,
can be either singular or plural, borrowing their number feature from the
focus, to which they are related, without a change in form. Others, like
German der, have separate plural forms. Since in the latter casea the singular
or plural form is chosen in accordance with the focus, it is ultimately the
focus that determines agreement for number in all cases, either by selectingthe singular or plural feature for the relative pronoun, or , if there is aparticle, by doing so directly for the relative gap.

" In Emonds (1976) and Culicover (1977) most anything other than NP or PP is declaredungrammatical as focus of a cleft construction in English, even though, as Emond adds,intuitiona are not always very clear. It ia true that in most cases of foci that are neither NPnor VP markedness is high and the cronstructions depend rather heavily on a well-chosen
context for their acceptability, but surely they do not qualify as categorically ungrammatical.

u Perhaps this phenomenon occurs with the irregular verbs haue and be only. it is Iwho~that am to blame is crorrect, but it ia l who~tleat go to Africa sounds definitely weird.

" The one exception is, again, that strange first and second peraon case of English, thatseems limited to the irregular verbs have and be alone.
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The syntactic positions in which we may find the relative gap in a cleft
construction are by and large identical to those that we find in ordinary
appositives. If some of these don't qualify, it is mainly because the constituent
semantically speaking plays too insignificant a role in the sentence at hand to
qualify as focus, or because there is no suitable relativizer available.

4.4 THE PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTRUCTION

Pseudo-cleft constructions are copula constructions which are semantically
close to cleft constructions, in that they too serve to expressly focus some part
of the sentence at hand. Syntactically, however, clefts and pseudo-clefts are
only superficially alike, both of them being copula constructions in which
relativization plays a role. Otherwise, there are deep differences between
them. For one thing, a pseudo-cleft construction crucially contains no
expletive, and the relative clause is like a free relative rather than an
appositive relative clause. Thus, the relative part is an argument, and not the
adjunct that we find in cleft constructions. Some examples are (92) to (95).
The focus is, as usual, represented in boldface.

(92) CAT
a. sóc jo [ ft3 [qui R sap aixb]].

I am who knows that
b. és que vinguis [alló [que jo vull R]].

that you come is that that I want

(93) DAN
a. Lis siger at [ 0 [huad jeg k0bte R]] var et brgd.

L says that what I bought was a loaf
b. Poul haevder at [den [som R ved mest over dette]] er

Finn.
P. claims that he that knows most about this is F.

(94) DEU
a. [ 0[was er R gekauft hat]] ist eine Erstauflage.

what he has bought is a first edition
b. [ QJ [[an wen] er R immer Geld schickt]] ist seine

Schwester.
to whom he always sends money is his aister

(95) ENG
a. [ 0 ([whose condition] R worries us most]] is Allan.
b. [ f~3 [where he feels most happy R]] is in Paris.

4.4.1 THE STRUCTURE OF PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS

As the above examples show, the ingredients out of which a pseudo-cleft is
made up are a copular verb be, or its equivalent, a focus phrase, which can be
essentially of any categorial type, and a relative part, in the form of a free
relative or a semi-free relative.

4.4.1.1 THE SYN'rACTIC STATUS OF THE RELATIVE PART

The idea that a pseudo-cleft construction has a(semi-)FR as one of its
arguments has been disputed on two grounds mainly. First, in English it is
possible to have a VP focus, with a bare infinitive, in a pseudo-cleft
construction, whereas in ordinary copula constructions such VPs cannot be
arguments (96).
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(96) ENG
a. [what John did] was [appoint an assistant].
b. ~`[John's greatest concern] was [appoint an assistant].
c. [John's greatest concern] was [appointing an assistant].
d. [John's greatest concern] was [his wife's health].
e. [John's first reaction] was [to appoint an assistant].
g. [John's first car] was [blue].
h. [John's office] was [in Reading].

But all that (96) really shows is that an ordinary NP and a VP do not form a
proper pair of arguments for the identitylattribute relation that holds between
the arguments of such copula constructions, whereas NP and NP (96d), NP
and (nominalized) clause (96c,e), NP and AP (96g), or NP and PP (96h) do,
and VP and FR (96a) do too. In other words, a VP ia neither an entity that
can be equalled with a NP, as is possible with clauses and NPs, nor an
attribute like APs or PPs may be. The consequence is that in (96a), the VP is
not related to a NP pure and simple.

The problem, however, is not specific to pseudo-cleft sentences or FRs. In
copula constructions, NPs that contain a restrictive relative in which the VP is
relativized and contain the semantically weak head thing can indeed be
related in precisely the same way, as (97) shows. As (97c,d) indicate, it is only
when the VP proper has been relativized, necessitating the appearance of the
prop verb do, that this is possible.

(97) ENG
a. [the first thing [that you should do]] is [appoint an

assistant].
b. [the one thing [that you should never do]] is [forget to

congratulate your mother in IawJ.
c. ~`[the one thing [that you should never forget ft]] is

[congratulate your mother in law].
d. (the one thing [that you ahould never forget R]] is

[PRO to congratulate your mother in law].

The second objection to simply having a FR in a pseudo-cleft is the
interpretational ambiguity that, selectional restrictions and other semantic and
knowledge of the world constraints permitting, pervades pseudo-cleft
constructions. It comes in two varieties`~.

The first variety is where the FR itself contains a copula construction, the
predicate complement of which is the relative gap. Such sentences, of which
(98) is an example, often have both the interpretations in (99).

(98) ENG
[ 0[what John has become R]] is despicable.

`a Higgins, following Akmajian (1970a), employs the terms predicational vs. specificational
for the two readings.

Culicover (1976) comes up with a third type of ambiguity, which becomea apparent in his
example what Mary brought home was a tadpole. The ambiguity, according to Culicover, lies
in the fact that this example can either mean that Mary brought home a tadpole, or
something that had once been a tadpole, namely a frog. Be this as it may, it has nothing to
do with the pseudo-cleft construction. To see this, imagine a biology teacher holding up a dead
tadpole, and proclaiming loudly to his enthralled audience "this ... was a tadpole!" Then,
imagine him picking up a dead frog, and continuing even more impressively: "and this,
children, was a tadpole toó'.
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(99) alternative interpretations for (98):
a. John has become despicable
b. John has become something, let's say a tramp. A tramp

is despicable.

In short, what (98) means is either that John has acquired despicability, or
that he has acquired some quality which itself is despicable.

The second variety is found where the focus is a locative PP, as in (100).

(100) ENG
[ fó [where Shakespeare was born]] was in England.

Here, the interpretations are those in (101).

(101) alternatiue interpretations for (100):
a. Shakespeare was born in England.
b. Shakespeare was born in some place, let's say Stratford

upon Avon. Stratford upon Avon is in England.

In either case, it is cleaz that the ambiguity has to do with what precisely
functions as the partner of the focus in the copulative relationship: is it the
FR as a whole, which will give us the interpretations (99b) and (lOlb), or is it
just the relative pronoun (what) or adverb (wh,ere), which will give the other
interpretations. What we have to do, therefore, is explain how it ia possible for
the focus constituent of a pseudo-cleft to enter directly into a copulative
relationship with the relative pronoun inside the FR.

To do this, it is important first to notice that in ordinary restrictive
relative constructions the restriction is not just one-way, with the relative
clause restricting the referential set of the antecedent. On the contrary. The
antecedent determines the referential properties of the relativized part of the
relative clause, thereby restricting its (otherwise undetermined) aet of possible
referents. Thus, it is the antecedent that set the limits of a possible class of
referents, and it is the relative clauae which serves to further narrow down
that set by posing extra conditiona. Consequently, the interpretation of the
whole relative NP, which in restrictive constructions ia the ultimate projection
of the antecedent, is different from the (indirect) interpretation of the relative
pronoun or gap, since the latter refer to the unrestricted set determined by
the antecedent alone, whereas the former refers only to the subaet of that set
that the restrictive relative allowa.

Suppose, now, that in a copula construction containing an ordinary
restrictive relative NP we would try to establish the copulative relationship
directly between the predicate complement and the relative pronoun, then that
would entail that that relation cannot exist between the predicate complement
and the whole relative NP, since the two refer to difierent sets of
individuals~, but would still be made to corefer via the predicate complement.
Since copula constructions live by the existence of that very relationship
between their two arguments, the result is uninterpretable.

Example (102), where we turn the Fft of (100) into an ordinary relative,
shows this.

(102) ENG
[the place [where Shakespeare was born R] was in
England.

N Even though the difference might be vacuous, as in pleonastic expressions like: corpses
that are dead.
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This example, contrary to (101), is not ambiguous. Anything that describes a
locus either as an entity (Paris, the Sahara, or as a relation (in England, near
Glasgow, here) is referentially (and syntactically, for that matter) compatible
with where. The antecedent place, however, decrees that all we are talking
about are places, entities, not relations, such as are expressed by PPs. The
relation that exists between two unequal partners in a copula construction is
an attribute relation": the place that (102) talks about has the attribute of 'in
Englandness', just as in John is shy the poor boy suffers from shyness. Thus,
the only interpretation for (102) is one equal to (lOlb). If we set up the
copulative relation directly with where, which would clear the way for an
interpretation like (lOla), we would make it impoasible for that same relation
to apply to the whole relative NP, since the two refer to different sets of
referents, and thereby we would destroy the coherence of the copula
construction as a whole.

What of FRs, then? It seema that the whole point is that there the
antecedent, being empty, does not put any limits upon the extent of the
possible set of referenta. Therefore, the set of referents that the whole FR
refers to is determined solely by the relative pronoun or adverb and the
conditions that the relative clause puta upon it. Thua, in the case of a true
FR, there is no real difference between the whole relative NP and the relative
pronoun inside it, from a referential point of view. And therefore, setting up
the copulative relation directly with the relativizer does nothing to prevent
satisfaction of that same relation with respect to the whole FR. And therefore,
the ambiguity that is forbidden in (102), and all other ordinary relative
constructions, can be allowed in (100) and (98) without contradiction ensuing.

Let's take a final look, then, at (98) and (100). In both cases, we have a
choice of establishing the copulative relationahip, which is not a strictly
syntactic relationship, and therefore may ignore categorial differences, either
with the FR as a whole, or with the relative pronoun or adverb. In the former
case, the relation is taken as one between a predicative complement and an
entity, since ultimately a FR is nominal, and nominala refer to entities. That
reduces (100), interpretationally at least, to (102). For (98) it just entails that
what is despicable is the reference of the FR as a whole, also giving the (b)
interpretation: that (otherwiae undetermined) thing of which the relative
clause holds is despicable. The other option is to set up the copulative relation
directly with the referentially non-distinct relativizer, giving the (a)
interpretations. Where is referentially compatible with a place relation, and
therefore the copulative relation can take the form of an identity relation in
(100). And in (98), it is now the predicate complement of the relative clause
which is despicable.

We can safely conclude then, that neither the categorial possibilities for
the predicate complement in Engliah, nor the ambiguities inherent in
pseudo-relativea stand in the way of regarding them as containing an ordinary
FR as one of the arguments of a simple copula construction.

4.4.1.2 ' SUBJECT AND PREDICATE COMPLEMENT

Now that we have established that a pseudo-cleft construction need be no
more than a copula construction containing a(semi-)FR, the firat thing to do
ia to determine whether that FR is the subject, and the focus phrase the
predicate complement, or the other way around.

" Notice, by the way, that the copulative relationahip is by no meana similar to strictly
syntactic relationships like binding: it dces not, for instance, take categorial equality into
consideration, freely relating NPa to APa or PPs, etc. There are, however, interpretational
restrictions that may reflect categorial differencea, such as that PPa never refer to entitiea,
but these only shape the precise interpretation of the relationship, and do not determine
whether it can be established or not.
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There are quite a lot of phenomena to guide us here. But before going into
them, we must distinguish pseudo-cleft constructions with a true FR from the
ones using a semi-FR.

Syntactically speaking, the latter are just copula constructions involving at
least one NP, and nothing special needs be said about them. In the languages
that use only semi-Ffts in pseudo-clefts (French, Icelandic, Norwegian,
Romanian, Swedish) we see the semi-Fft functioning both as subject and as
predicate complement, providing there is no impediment for the focus to
function as subject, with the sole exception of French. French is special in
that the semi-FR seems to be obligatorily the subject.

If the relative part is a true FR, however, things are not immediately that
clear, and certainly not all that free. Let's take a look now at the promised
phenomena.

First of all, consider the categorial status of the phrases involved. FRs, as
well as semi-FRs, are in the last resort NPs, and thereby always qualify as
candidates for subjecthood. The focus phrase, on the other hand, may show
literally any categorial specification one can think of, including all those that
are not compatible with the syntactic subject function. Therefore, we have but
one option in at least those casea where the focus is of a type that cannot
function as subject, such as PP or VP, namely that the relative part is in
subject position.

Second, there is word order to consider. Abstracting away from typical
main clause phenomena like topicalization~ and left dislocation (French), it
turns out that in the great majority of cases the FR behaves like a subject
should, and the focus like an object. For instance, in the Romance languages
it is the FR that occurs rightmost if both arguments follow the copula, and it
is the only one that regularly occura to the left of the copula, behaviour which
is typical of subjects in those languages. Significantly, the one single order
that never occurs in any of these languagea is copula -(semi-)FR - focus, an
order that could be taken as positive evidence that the focus is subject.
The basic ordering in Dutch and German, the one found in subclauses, is FR -
focus - uerb, which also corroborates the view that it is the FR that normally
is the subject. In Dutch the order focus - FR - V may very markedly occur
sometimes, but the only real alternative is one with the FR extraposed to the
right of the verb. Unfortunately, it is impossible to see whether this
extrapoaition took place from subject position or from predicate position,
because there is no visible antecedent.

English and Daniah are the odd ones here. English can switch functions
quite easily, with either the FR or the focus unequivocally in subject position,
i.e. to the left of the copula. Again, categorial compatibility of the latter with
the subject position is a prerequisite, of course. Danish seems to pattern
similarly, albeit that true FRs are considerably rarer in this language.

Case is also an indication, although a less direct one. Eight out of the
thirteen languages show virtually nothing but nominative focus phrases. In
these languages, predicate nominals are also consistently cased in agreement
with the subject, and therefore, in the relevant types of structure, nominative.
That may not amount to much of an argument against subjecthood, but now
look at what goes on in three of the other languages'e. Two out of these,
French and Danish, are special in that they have accusative predicate

~ Some of the Scandinavian languages seem to allow topicalization in subclauses to, to
some extent. However, this will not pose real problems in the relevant cases.

~ The remaining two are really problematic. First we have Norwegian, which seems like
a mess, where case is concerned, and therefore not very suitable for extracting arguments
from in this matter. Secondly, there is Spanish. This language is unique in assigning the case
of the relative gap to the focus NP. Perhaps this is an argument for considering most Spanish
constructions which so far seemed to be ambiguous between a cleft and a pseudo-cleft analysis
to be clefts after all.
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nominals. Focus NPs in pseudo-clefts in these languages are also accusative,
whereas subjects are not. The third is English. Here, we can judge
grammatical function extremely easy by position. And what happens is that
Focus NPs that are not in the (preverbal) subject position are accusative,
whereas those that are in subject position are nominative. Generalising, the
picture that we get is that focus NPs are more compatible in their behaviour
with predicate nominals than with subjects if the relative part is a true FR,
only English having an obviously free choice.

Lastly, there is the matter of verbal agreement. Generally, it seems,
agreement is with the focus rather than with the FR, or the relativizer inside
it. However, there is more to this than immediately meets the eye.

English is interesting in this respect. The agreement properties differ
according to whether the focus or the FR is is subject position. In the former
case, shown in (103), agreement must be with the focus alone, but in the
latter, which is (104), agreement for number may either default to third
person singular, or go with the focus.

(103) ENG
a. those bagpipes are what makes life in Scotland so

different.
b. ~`those bagpipes is what makes life in Scotland so

different.

(104) ENG
a. what makes life in Scotland so different are the

bagpipes.
b. what makes life in Scotland so different is the bagpipes.

It is reasonable to assume that true FRs have their person and number
features by default. They are consistently third person singular. However,
(104a) showa that default values can be overruled in case of there being
another phrase with real person and number features that is related to the
FR in the manner of a copulative relationship. On the other hand, however,
(103) shows that default values cannot overrule real valuea. Intuitively, this is
precisely what one would expect, of course.

A second language that gives similar indications is German. Here, we
know that the basic order is with the FR in what seems to be subject position.
Nevertheless, if the focus is a plural NP, judgments as to which way
agreement should go get terribly uncertain, and even sometimes contradictory,
not only between speakers, but also within one and the same speaker. What
seems to come out is that agreement is preferably with the FR, that is: third
person singular, unlesa it is completely impossible for the speaker in question
to envisage the focus as any kind of monolithic entity. Then, the inescapable
semantic plurality of the focus takes precedence, overruling the default values
of the FR. Some indicative examples are in (105). Most people are just about
capable of accepting (105a), but nobody accepts (105c), whereas (105d), in
turn, is not really a problem.

(105) DEU
a. ?was er gekauft hat ist fiinf alte Schallplatten.
b. okwas er gekauft hat sind fiinf alte Schallplatten.
c. ~`wer immer l~rger macht ist die Franzosen.
d. qower immer Arger macht sind die Franzosen.

However, this entails that the FR must be the subject. The reason is that, as
we saw, real feature values may overrule default onea, but not conversely,
combined with the fact that verbal agreement in the languages under
consideration is exclusively with the subject. Therefore, if the subject has real
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values, that is, if the subject is the focus phrase, there could never be any
overruling, and consequently no variation as in (105a,b).

Adding up the indications we get out of the several testa we have just
applied, we may conclude that, considering pseudo-clefts with a true FR, the
languages seem to cluster into two groups. The amallest is that in which
either the focus or the FR may be in subject position, with the other
argument functioning as predicate complement. This group contains at least
English, and possibly Danish. The rest has the FR as subject only, with in the
majority of cases a strong preference for overruling especially the default
number feature, and to a somewhat lesser extent the person feature as well.

4.4.2 THE FOCUS CONSTITUENT

As we have seem before, the focus constituent can be of any categorial
type. There are no clear restrictions anywhere, except that it must be
relatable to a(semi-)FR in the way pertinent to copula constructions.

4.4.3 THE (SEMI-)FREE R.ELATIVE

There is nothing special to be said about thia part of the pseudo-cleft
construction other than what has been said about (semi-)FRs before. In
pseudo-clefts they behave and look precisely as elsewhere.

4.5 SiTMMARY

1. ~nse and mood in the nelative clause: usually tense of the relative clause
follows that of the containing clause.

Mood is usually subjunctive if the truth of the content of the relative
clause is not presupposed, if a subjunctive is available. In addition, there are
several language specific peculiarities.

2. Pseud.o relatiues: conatructions primarily in French and Italian resembling
extraposed relatives that function as an added comment to the sentence. Only
their subject can be a gap, they never show perfective aspect, never contain a
stative verb, and occur only in presentative sentences or in the complement of
perception verbs.

3. Extraposition:
a. Restrictive relatives can be moved to the right end of the clause by a
rule: extraposition. Restrictives extraposed from objects remain part of the
VP, relatives extraposed from subjects stay outside the VP.
b. Appositive relatives can be generated either adjoined to their antecedent
phrase or elsewhere. In the latter case we speak of appositives in
extraposition.

There are many restrictions on both extraposition by movement and
generating appositives in extraposition, varying from language to language.

4. 7bpicalization and Questioning of the antecedent: possible if the relative
clause is extraposed to the right. In reality, first the relative clause is
extraposed, and then the whole relative NP is wh-moved to the front of the
containing sentence.

5. Sats~Icitor: the situation where some part of a relative clause is moved out
of that relative clause by questioning, topicalization, or relativization. Possible
only in the continental Scandinavian languages under the following
restrictions:

a. Syntactic restrictions:
i. The relative gap must be the subject of the relative clause.
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ii. The relative clauae must have been extraposed.
iii. The antecedent must have a non-specific interpretation.

b. Semantic reatrictions:
i. The verb of the clauae of which the relative construction is a part
should be able to take situations or atates of affairs as objects.
ii. The verb of the relative clause must have identical aspectual
features as the one verb referred to in (1) above.

6. Relatiue antecedenthood

1. A relative gap and a relative pronoun or adverb must
find an antecedent.
2. A relative gap, pronoun or adverb finda an antecedent if
it finds a binder and an interpreter.
3. A relative gap, pronoun or adverb finda a binder if it is
coindexed with a c-commanding (partial) phrase that is not
in an argument poaition within the relative clause.
4. A relative gap, pronoun or adverb finda an interpreter in
the atructurally closest syntactically complete ( partial)
phrase within the scope ( i.e. the c-command domain) of
the relative clause with which it can grammatically be
coindexed.

7. Cleft construction: foregrounding conatruction comprising of an expletive
subject, if available in the language, or otherwise an empty subject, and a
copula, a focus phrase in predicate nominal position, and an appositive
relative clause in extraposition:

4expletive) [~ [~ copula FOCUS] [RC ... R ... ll]
it was Jce who R won the race

The copula agrees in person and number with the (expletive) subject, or with
the predicate nominal (except in English).
7a. The focus: The case of the focus is usually as with other predicate
nominals: in agreement with the aubject. Only some languages have a
possibility of case agreement between focus and the relative gap. Swedish
alone always usea this atrategy.

Focua ia usually NP or PP. Other categories are marked to marginal, but
not quite impossible.
7b. The relativizers: relativizers in the relative clause are as in normal
appositives, except that what is marked in ordinary appositives is marked
more strongly, or sometimea even impossible, in cleft relative clauses.

8. Pseudo-cleft: foregrounding copula construction one of whose members is a
(semi-)free relative. If the relative part is a semi-free relative, the construction
behaves as any other copula conatruction. Otherwise, Engliah and possibly
Danish have a free choice as to whether the focus is to be aubject or predicate
nominal. All others have the free relative conaistently functioning as subject,
and the focus as predicate nominal.
8a. The focus of a pseudo-cleft can be of any category.
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5.1 THE INTERPRETATION OF RELATIVE CONSTftUCTIONS

All relative constructions semantically function as modifiers to some part
of the clause that they are part of. They add information about a known, and
expressed, entity or event, but, of course, as a whole do not introduce
complete new elements in the discourse'. Relatives as such, as the name itself
implies, only add information relative to an already introduced antecedent,
which itself may be new. No relative clause can exist completely on its own.

In the discourse, a relative construction always functions as an
independent unit, completely defined within itself. This is not so for all
phrasal expreasions. Notably several ldnds of NP are dependent upon other
part of their linguistic or even extralinguistic environment for their
interpretation.

There are, essentially, four types of incomplete NPs: Traces, moved
phrases, lexical anaphors, and pronounsa.

The first two of these, i.e. traces and moved phrases, illustrated in (1),
live in complete necessary symbiosis.

(1) ENG.
a. [the natives]; were [,,P deported e;].
b. [who]; did John appeal [to e,]?

Referentially, a moved phrase of the lund in (la) is complete, but it badly
needs the trace to be correctly interpreted, both in terms of its grammatical
function in the sentence, and with respect to its semantic role within the
partial universe of discourae set up in that sentence. Without that, it merely
gets the grammatical function of subject, but cannot, and this is characteriatic
of passive constructions, be related to the semantic discourse, and as such is
no more interpretable than it would be in complete isolation. Its semantic
function can only be retrieved via the trace. In terms of discourse semantics,
such a phrase is without its trace as senseless and inert as an entry in a
dictionary The same holds for the moved phrase in (lb), with the added
complication that it cannot even be assigned a grammatical function without
regard to its trace, because the moved phrase is in a position (COMP), to
which no grammatical function is assigned.

Both the moved phrases in (1), like all others, can only be fully
interpreted via their trace, which tells us what its true function, either

' Although, of course, there may be elementa that are new to the discourse inside the
relative clause.

' I shall ignore the status of elided parts in coordinate structures and the like.
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semantically, or both semantically and syntactically, is3.
The trace, on the other hand, being lexically empty, is in itself

referentially completely undefined. For its referential interpretation, it is
completely dependent upon some antecedent phrase that it can derive its
referential content from.

Therefore, traces need an antecedent phrase from which to derive, among
other things, their referential properties, and no moved phrase can exist
without a position to link it to, i.e.: a trace'.

Lexical anaphors, i.e. reflexive (himsel~ and reciprocal (each other)
elementa, behave in ways that are closely reminiscent of traces, but differ in
that the dependency between them and their antecedent is not mutual. A
lexical anaphor must find some phrase to identify with, referentially. But that
phrase in itself is both functionally and referentially independent of the
anaphor, it remains, as it were, completely unaware of the presence of the
lexical anaphor.

Pronouns, are different yet again. Not only are they, like traces and
lexical anaphors, functionally independent, but also they carry some semantic
weight of themselves. They refer, in a sense, to subsets of referential
categories, just like ordinary referential NPs do, but often in a very

' Th18 also shows nicely how the term 'movement' is uneasential for linguistics. It is just
a metaphor, uaed solely to implement in a more or less concrete way the idea of there having
to be a relationship between any phrase in a sentence and that sentence as a whole: a phrase
must fulfill some determinable function, it muat fit into the whole of the sentential discourse
in a definable way in order to be interpretable. The metaphor of movement, essentially only
visualizes the generalization of the strategy of determining sentence intemal dependencies
and grammatical function on the basis of positiona relative to elementa of sentences in
non-atandard poaitions. This strategy itaelf has ample empirical justification: grammatical
functions are dependent upon position much more generally than upon, say, overt
morphological marking. Languages with scant any morphological marking, like Chinese,
Norwegian, English, or, for that matter, most of the other languages that we have considered
here, have nevertheless perfectly determinable and interpretable sentences.

Determining dependencies and functions on the basis of structural positiona entails that
we designate certain positions as basically asaociated with some specific grammatica]
function, ta the exclusion of all other positions. If a phrase that we interpret as having a
function F is found in a position other than the position asaociated with F, we may infer from
this that some link has been established between the phrase and F, telling us: consider this
phrase as if it were in F-position. It ia thia linking process, whose existence is an obvious
empirical fact, that ia metaphorically referred to as 'movement'.

' There are aeveral rnmplications here. First, it may well be that we put things a little to
severely just now: there are lexically empty poaitiona without antecedent that are nevertheless
acceptable. Theae are socalled Pft0-aubjecta, as are found in for instance uncontrolled
infinitival clauses, and English gerunda as in (i) and, perhaps, 'silent' objects as in (ii).

i. they suggested [ PRO visiting the medicinal baths at Spa].
ii. John ate.

Characteristic of theae is that they are referentially totally unrestricted: any referent will do,
in principle. Thus, perhapa it ia more correct to say that empty noun phrases can exist
without antecedents, and that they get an arbitrary interpretation, on condition that no rule
of the grammar is violated by their presence. Traces then may be supposed to still need an
antecedent to express for inatance, the case assigned to them. There are many details to take
care of here, as well as some unclear insauea, but it would go beyond the acope of this book to
go into them here.

Second, there are complicationa of a different nature involving occurrences of 'moved'
adverbial adjuncts and rightwardly moved constituents. More than once in the literature these
have been denied a trace in the usual technical sense of the word. The debate is, I feel, more
of a technical, theory internal nature than conceptual. For even moved ac~juncts and
rightwardly moved phrases have to be linked to some position, or perhaps rather, in the case
of adverbials, some sphere from which they can be assigned a function or take scope,
respectively, to be pmperly interpreted.
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parsimonious and less flexible wayó. The categoriea to which pronouns refer
are often grammatical categories rather than the notional or conceptual
categories that are the domain of ordinary referential NPs. To give an
example: the English pronoun she refers to one element of the subclass of
animate, usually human, entities to which female properties are attributed.
Thus, any woman can be referred to as sh.e, but also my car, which I cherish.
Just like definite NPs, pronouns require that there is a known entity or set of
entities in the discourse that can be taken as their referent. Unlike ordinary
NPs, however, the referential content that pronouns carry does not stand in
the way of identifying them with the set of referents of a notional NP
elsewhere in the same sentencee. Thus, the referential 'antecedent' must not
only be present in the discourse, but may even be linguistically present in the
same sentence. Thus, the difference between semantically definite NPs and
pronouns is that the interpretation of the former must be direct, from the NP
itself to its extralinguistic referent aet, whereas the interpretation of a
pronoun may (but need not) be established by mediation by some referential
NP in the environment.

Notwithstanding all thís, pronouns can also directly introduce new
information into the discourse, like indefinite NPs usually do, when they are
deictically used. One might say, an indefinite NP is equivalent to a
pronoun-with-a-gesture.

Relative constructions, to come back to our main point, always exclusively
behave like true referentially independent NPs. They may be 'moved phrases',
that is: a relative conatruction can be subject to movement under precisely the
same circumstances that other NPs are, but they can never function as
anaphors. This is aptly shown by the fact that reflexives as well as reciprocals
cannot be modified by relative clauses at all: evidently, adding such a clause
makea them lose their special character, giving them the form of a
referentially independent NP, but without the semantic features to match.

Even when the antecedent of the relative clause is lexically empty - i.e. in
true free relatives - the relative construction has neither an anaphoric nor a
pronominal character. The example (2) shows this quite clearly.

(2) ENG.
a. John told Mary that Peter will invite [who I refused to

invite]
b. John told Mary that Peter will invite [whoever I refused

to invite].

There is no way in which the FRs in the above examples can derive their
interpretations from any phrase elsewhere in the sentence or even the whole
universe of discourse. Example (2a) is ambiguous between a specific
interpretation, referring only to some specific person whose identity is
unknown, except that he or she is a member of the community of persons
that, on purpose, was not on my guest-list, and a conditional one, referring to
all members of that same community. The example (2b) only has the latter
interpretation, but neither has the alightest anaphoric or pronominal
character. If a FR were anaphoric, both FRs in (2) would have to be
referentially bound exclusively to Peter, which is clearly nonsensical. If it were

6 Notice that the array of elements that is usually referred to as pronouns includes a set
of itema that are, strictly speaking, not pronouna at all: nobody, someone, eueryone, and all
first and second person pronouns are just as referentially independent as any name. As a
consequence, they cannot corefer with other nominal expressions around in the way typical of
the really pronominal 'pronouns', like 3d person personals and weak relative pronouns. In
what follows, only the latter will be meant.

` Even though there are strict limitations upon how close, structurally speaking, thatcoreferent NP can be. See, e.g. Chomaky (1981), chapter 3 ff.
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pronominal, an exclusive coreference relation should be possible with either
John or Mary, which is not the case either.

Also, a relative construction has no pronominal character if the antecedent
of the relative construction is a pronoun. This is illustrated in (3).

(3) ENG.
a. Calvin says that he will go to heaven.
b. Calvin says that he, who is predestined, will go to

heaven.
c. Calvin says that he who is predestined will go to

heaven.

Example (3a) has two, or, to be quite precise: three, equally good
interpretations. The first of these ia that Calvin says that he himself is going
to heaven, the second is that Calvin says that someone else, whom he is
pointing at while uttering the sentence, a new actor in the discourse,
therefore, is going to heaven. The third, finally, is that someone who has
already been introduced into the discourse before is going to heaven, according
to Calvin.

Example (3b), containing an appositive relative clause associated with he,
has only the second of the above interpretations. Crucially, the first is lacking.
The sentence cannot mean that Calvin himself is going to heaven at all.
Neither can he refer to somebody introduced into the discourse before, here. A
relative construction consisting of a pronominal antecedent and an appositive
relative clause, therefore, must function semantically, as a semantically
independent unit in the strictest sense.

Example (3c) is different again, in a sense closer to the FR.s in (2). Adding
a restrictive relative clause to a pronoun gives a kind of conditional
interpretation. It refers to anything that can be classified as a he and
conforms to the conditions set by the relative clause, precisely, in fact, like
what happens in restrictive relative constructions with ordinary nominal
antecedents. Again, the reference of he cannot be derived from any element
elsewhere in the discourae, either in or outside the same sentence. But also,
this time, the deictic interpretation is not available.

Thus, summing up, appositive relative clauses can only and exclusively be
adjoined to phrases that are referentially independent, and adding a
restrictive relative clause to a partial NP yields inevitably a referentially
independent NP.

5.1.1 RESTRICTIVE RELATIVES

As we have seen before, the information given in a restrictive relative
clause forms an integral part of the referential characteristics of the NP of
which that restrictive relative is a part. A restrictive relative is restrictive in
that, just like attributive adjectives and prepositional phrases, it limits the set
of possible referenta pointed to by the head noun, as the following examples
show once again.

(4) ENG.
a. [all cars] will be taxed extra.
b. [all blue cars] will be taxed extra.
c. [all cars with a turbo charger] will be taxed extra.
d. [all cars that are imported from Japan] will be taxed

extra.

In (4a), the basis of all the others, the extra tax is to be levied of all entities
in the universe of discourse that can be characterised as cars. In the other
examples, the tax is pertinent to only the subset of the set cars that also
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satisfies the demand set by the attributive material: an adjectival phrase, a
prepositional phrase, and a restrictive relative clause respectively. In the last
case, for instance, the tax applies only to those things which are imported
from Japan and are, at the same time, cars. In other words: a restrictive
relative, to limit ourselves to our central subject, limits the set of referents of
an NP to the intersection of the set of entities
referred to by the antecedent and the property that is defined by the relative
clause. The eventual reference is determined of the relative NP as a whole.

It is important to realise that the restricting nature of a restrictive
relative clause need not alwaya actually decrease the number of inembers of
the set of referents of the whole NP. First of all, of course, there are trivial,
pleonastic cases like corpses that are dead. But more significantly, vacuously
restricting restrictive relative occur elsewhere too, e.g. in the mini-discourse in
(5).

(5) NED.
Ik had medelijden met die dronkelap, en gaf hem een
tientje. Zodat hij die nacht niet buiten hoefde te slapen.
Maar laat [[dat tientje dat ik hem ga~], dat ik nooit
goed had bekeken], nou later een zeldzame en
waardevolle misdruk blijken te zijn! Nu woont hij in
een villa op Tenerife.
I felt sorry for that wino, and gave him a tenner. So
that he would not have to sleep outside that night. But
let that tenner that I had given him, which I had never
properly looked at, later turn out to be a rare and
precious misprint! Now he lives in a mansion on T.

Here, we already know precisely what the referent of the NP is, whether or
not the restrictive relative is there, namely the single ten guilder bill that is
already part of the universe of the discourse. The restrictive relative serves
only as a sort of reminder, to keep the attention of the listener focussed in
the right direction. Nevertheless, even though it does not restrict any
reference semantically speaking, it is atill syntactically very much a restrictive
relative, as we can see from the appositive relative clause that has been added
without any difficulty.

Thus, a syntactically restrictive relative, with all its syntactic properties of
stacking, extraposition, and what not, may semantically seem to be rather
'unrestrictive' at times. This may easily give rise to confusion as to what is a
restrictive and what is an appositive construction. Such confusion should be
resolved by considering the syntactic properties of the construction.

For Japanese, for example, overstepping our bounds for a brief spell, it
seems to be the case that restrictive and appositive relatives behave
syntactically in exactly the same way, a way that befita restrictives and not
appositives. This need not worry us in the least. It need mean no more than
that, for some reason, Japanese lacks syntactically appositive relatives, that is
relative clauses adjoined to a full NP or other phrasal node'. In that language,
therefore, the semantic function that appositives fulfill in our languages, will
then have to be fulfilled by other syntactic means, among which syntactical
restrictives. Since syntactic restrictives need not actually restrict semantically
in all cases, there is no absolute ban against such a double function.

' This, in turn might perhaps be caused by the very high degree of left branching that is
characteristic of Japanese. Base generated XP-adjoined material, at least in the languages we
have been considering, which are for the most part, but by no means completely, right
branching, oceurs at the right side of the phrase it is adjoined to, with the single exception of
left dislocated hanging topic phrases.
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5.1.2 APPO5ITIVE RELATIVES

The type of modification effected by appositive relatives is rather different
from that caused by restrictives. As befits their rather looser syntactical bond
between antecedent and relative clause, there is no trace of creating a unitary
combined set of referents out of two underlying sets in any way. Instead,
appositives are seemingly predicated of their antecedent. Loosely speaking, an
appositive construction is used to state something like: I refer to some set of
referents X, and to a property Y, and claim that that property is a property of
X. By doing so, the appositive construction makes it possible to apply two
predicationa to the same term at once, as example (6) illustrates.

(6) ENG.
Calvin, who was a formidable figure, put the fear of god
into all his opponents.

In example (6), two things are predicated of Calvin at once: first, Calvin was a
formidable figure, and, second, he put the fear of god into all his opponents.
As the paraphrase just given shows, aentences containing an appositive
relative can usually be replaced quite accurately (although the result is often
stylistically atilted) by two coordinated or even independent sentences, each
containing one of the predications and a phrase refemng to the antecedent of
the appositive relative. There may (and in the case at hand undoubtedly was)
a causal or other relationship between the two predications, but that goea
beyond the interpretation of the sentence itself, into the realm of pragmatic
inference, and general knowledge of the world.

Perhaps the most frequent of these 'other relationships' is the continuative
one. Quite often, an appositive relative clauae may refer to the resulting
situation, or the continuation of the action with reapect to the state of affairs
rendered in the main predication. In order for this interpretation to be
possible, the appositive relative must linearly follow that main predication.
Some examplea are (7-10).

(7) ENG
I gave the message to the purser, who passed it on to
the captain.

(8) NED
Jan vertelde het verhaal aan de directeur, die bijna
doodging van het lachen.
J. told the story to the manager, who almost died
laughing

(9) DEU
Ich wollte meine Schwester besuchen, die nicht zu
Hause war.
I wanted to visit my sister, who turned out not to be
home

(10) FRA
Jean a séduit Marie, qui en eat restée fort contente.
J. has seduced M., who ( afterwards) felt quite pleased
about it.

In any case, there is no way in which a syntactically appositive relative
can ever cause modification that even vaguely resembles the type of
modification caused by restrictive relativization. Thus, although, as we saw
before, we may find relative constructions which are semantically
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nonrestrictive but behave like syntactical restrictives, the opposite situation
does not exist.

5.1.3 5UBJiJNCTIVE RELATIVES

In the languagea that have a subjunctive mood, the subjunctive is usually
employed in restrictive relatives where the antecedent ia not completely
positively identified, and the indicative where such identification is indeed
complete. Thus, in the Italian example (11), the variant (lla) must be
interpreted as referring to a specific, known girl, whose exiatence is therefore
beyond doubt. The example (llb), on the other hand, has a nonspecific
antecedent: the speakers has no apecific girl in mind, doesn't even know for
certain that such a girl exista.

(11) ITA
a. cerco [una ragazza [[con cui] posso ballare R].

I'm looking for a girl with whom I can dance
b. cerco [una ragazza [[con cui] poasa ballare R].

I'm looking for a girl with whom I might dance

Similarly, subjunctive is often or regularly found in if the existence of the
referent of the relative construction is denied or not positively established, or
if the relative clauae itself is modal or negative. Some examples are (12-14).

(12) ESP
no hay [nadie [que R pueda ayudarme]].
the isn't anybody that could help me

(13) POR
se vires [sapatos [que R te agradam]], compra-os.
ahould you see shoes that (would) please you, buy them

(14) FRA
a. il est possible que je te donne [un conseil [qui ne soit

pas ce que tu désirea]]
it is poasible that I give you an advice that may not be
what you wish

b. [ou [qu'elle fnt R]], le regard d'Alain la suivait.
wherever she might be, Alain's gaze remained upon her

In appositives, the unmarked case is for the mood of the appositive to
conform to that of the main clause in which the relative construction is
embedded.

Languages that have no subjunctive apply di~erent means for expressing
the above modalities: modal verbs, or adverbs, or infinitival relative
constructions occur. The latter occur in the languages with a subjunctive too,
to varying extenta. Italian seems to use infinitival relatives quite freely, often
as an alternative to a subjunctive relative clause, sometimes even as an
alternative to an indicative relative clause. Romanian, on the other hand,
virtually absolutely avoids infinitival relatives completely, favouring the
subjunctive in all casese.

" It does so not only in relative clauses, but even uses a subjunctive subordinate clause a
complement to verba in the cases where most of the other languages would employ an
infinitival object clause:

i. ~igara nu vrea sà ardà.
the cigaret did not want that burned,,,,~(- to burn)
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5.1.4 SECONDARY MEANINGS

Relative clauses may be employed to all sorts of secondary ends, as has
often been noted in the literature. They may serve to intimate the cause of
some event, or have a secondary final, concessive, conditional, consecutive, or
temporal meaning. Or even others yet. Thus, example (15) may be attributed
a secondary causal meaning.

(15) ENG
Alfred, who had come on his bicycle instead of by car,
missed his father's passing over by just five minutea.

Taken in isolation, this sentence surely hints that Alfred would have been in
time if only he had come by car. However, this kind of secondary meaning has
nothing to do with the relative construction itself, and everything with
pragmatics and our knowledge of the context. For if we situate both Alfred's
abode and his father's deathbed in central London, Paris, Amsterdam or
Berlin at rush-hour, when a bicycle is an infinitely faster means of
transportation than a car could ever be, the hidden meaning suddenly changes
to concessive: even though he was smart enough to take the bicycle, he still
didn't make it in time.

5.2 RELATIVE PRONOUNS AND GAPS AND DEFIIVITENESS

In what went before, we have had occasion to see that whole relative NPs
can be either definite or indefinite, and also either specific or nonspecific. But
what about relative pronouns themselves, are they definite or not?

Kuroda (1968), the first to attempt an analysis of the definiteness
characteristics of relative pronouns on a more or less comprehensive acale,
concludes for English that who is always definite, whereas the pronoun which,
and the adverbs when and where can be either definite or indefinite,
depending upon whether they are or are not strictly coreferential with the
antecedent.

These findings are corroborated and given a wider significance by data
from Macedonian, a language outside our domain, but close enough to be of
interest. As expounded in Browne (1970), Macedonian has a tell-tale feature
accompanying definite direct objects only: a what might be called 'presumptive'
(since it precedes the object) clitic on the verb. A non-definite object never
occurs with such a clitic. The examples (16) show this.

(16) MACEDONIAN
a. vidov eden covek.

I-saw a~one man
b. go vidov covekot.

(him) I-saw the man

In relative clauses, this clitic will show up without exception if the relative
gap is the object and the relative pronoun is kogo, the accusative form of the
pronoun koj, the equivalent of English who. The definiteness characteristics of
the antecedent play no role whatsoever. Of this, (17) is an illustration.
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(17) MACEDONIAN
a. vo odajata vleze [covekot kogo go vidov R porano na

ulica].
in[to] the room entered the man who (him) I-saw before
on [the] street

b. vo odajata vleze [eden covek kogo go vidov R porano na
ulica].
in[to] the room entered a man who (him) I-saw before
on [the] street

This seems not to be the case with sto, the pronoun equivalent to wluzt, and
with relative adverbs. These can, again have either definite or indefinite
characteristics.

Indications pointing in a different direction come from Dutch. It is a well
known property of Dutch that it has postposed indefinite subjects. Thus,
instead of (18a,c,e), people in general prefer (18b,d,f), with the subject further
to the right, and an expletive pronoun er, comparable to English there, to a
degree, in the position where the subject would normally be expected.

(18) NED
a. ?Jan dacht dat een paar raddraaiers voor het huis

stonden.
J. thought that a couple of hooligans stood in front of
the house

b. Jan dacht dat er een paar raddraaiers voor het huis
stonden.
J. thought that (there) a couple of hooligans stood in
front of the house

c. ?Jan dacht dat een paar raddraaiers gearresteerd
waren.
J. thought that a couple of hooligans had been arrested

d. Jan dacht dat er een paar raddraaiers gearresteerd
waren.
J. thought that (there) a couple of hooligans had been
arrested

e. qoJan dacht dat een paar raddraaiers passanten liepen
te moleateren.
J. thought that a couple of hooligans were molesting
passers-by

f. Jan dacht dat er een paar raddraaiers passanten liepen
te molesteren.
J. thought that (there) a couple of hooligans were
molesting passers-by

In Bennis (1986) it is shown that such postposed subjects supported by a
non-locatively interpreted er are only fully acceptable in standard Dutch if
none of the arguments in the pertinent clause is definite, as (19), differing
only from (18c-f) in the presence of a(n italicized) definite subject or object
respectively, shows.
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(19) NED
a. Jan dacht dat de aanuoerder gearresteerd was.

J. thought that the ringleader had been arrested
b. ~`Jan dacht dat er de aanucerder gearresteerd was.

J. thought that (there) the ringleader had been arrested
c. Jan dacht dat een paar raddraaiers zijn buurman liepen

te molesteren.
J. thought that a couple of hooligans was molesting his
neighbour

d. ?Jan dacht dat er een paar raddraaiers zijn buurman
liepen te molesteren.
J. thought that a(there) couple of hooligans was
molesting his neighbour

Surprisingly, it seema that a relative gap in object position, or indeed, any
wh-type gap, has precisely the same effect, if not even stronger. Examples (20)
show this for relatives (20a,b), questions (20c,d) and topicalization (20e,f),
respectively.

(20) NED
a. de buurman die een paar raddraaiers R probeerden te

molesteren trok een mes.
the neighbour who a couple of hooligans tried to molest
drew a knife

b. 'de buurman die er een paar raddraaiers R probeerden
te molesteren trok een mes.
the neighbour who (there) a couple of hooligans tried to
molest drew a knife

c. wat dacht je dat een paar raddraaiers hadden vernield?
what did you think that a couple of hooligans had
demolished

d. ~wat dacht je dat er een paar raddraaiers hadden
vernield?
what did you think that (there) a couple of hooligans
had demolished

e. maar heel weinig pr~jzen zullen heel wat deelnemera
aan de Olympische spelen mee naar huis kunnen
nemen.
only very few prizes will a lot of participants in the
Olympic games be able to take home

f. ~maar heel weinig prïtjzen zullen er heel wat
deelnemers aan de Olympische apelen mee naar huia
kunnen nemen.
only very few prizea will (there) a lot of participants in
the Olympic games be able to take home

What these data auggest, clearly, is that a gap of the wh kind counts as
definite in all cases in Dutch. However, it seems to clash with the Macedonian
fact cited above. There, gaps in a chain with kogo seem definite, but not those
in a chain with sto.

But look again at (20). Certainly, the topicalized phrases in (20e,fl cannot
be considered definite, and still the definite gap effect occurs. It would appear,
then, that definiteness ia not a property of chains, but of specific positions, of
nodes in a tree, and that all wh-gaps, that is, all variables in the sense of the
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binding theory, are intrinsically definite in nature9. If that is true, we can say
that the presence of the Macedonian clitics depends upon both the
characteristics of the pronoun itself and those of its gap. In the case of kogo,
both are definite, and a clitic is inevitable. If the pronoun is sto, however, and
we attribute indefiniteness to it, then there is a conflict between gap and
pronoun, which aeems to be resolvable either way. For indefinite subject
poatposing like in Dutch, however, it would seem that it is only base positions
that count.

A similar suggestion, to close off with, emerges from Icelandic. There too,
there exists a strategy of having indefinite subject further to the right than
definite onea. The normal subject position must then, and whenever the
subject is missing altogether, as in impersonal constructions, be propped up in
either of two ways: by inserting an expletive pronoun paó in that position
(21a), or by putting some other part of the clause there, a process called
inuersion (21b).

(21) ISL
a. hann sagói aó pad hefói verió dansaó f gaer.

he said that there had been danced yesterday
b. hann sagói aó f ga?r hefói verió dansaó.

he said that yesterday had been danced
c. hann sagói aó hefói verió dansaó í ga:r.

he said that had been danced yesterday

Relative clause behave rather bafflingly at first sight: Insertion of paó is
impossible, especially when the relative gap is the subject (and the subject is
therefore, at least phonologically, missing from the relative clause), or the
direct object. The different degrees of unacceptability are illustrated in (22).

(22) ISL
a. ?petta er madurinn, sem pab var talaó [vió R] í sjón

varpinu í gaer.
this is the man that there was talked to on the tv
yesterday

b. ??petta er atelpa, sem paó eru margir skotnir [í R].
this is the girl that there are many in love with

c. ~`petta er hákarlinn, sem paíl hefur einhvern etió R.
this is the shark that there has someone eaten

d. ~`petta er atelpa, sem paà R elskar alla.
this is the girl that lovea everybody

On the contrary, inversion is hardly if at all possible if the relative gap is not
the subject, but may occur if it is, as illuatrated in (23). However baffling this
may or may eventually not be, it does ahow one consistent fact: neither pa8
insertion nor inversion is possible if the relative gap ia the object argument of
the verb (22c, 23b). Since both strategiea are dependent upon the subject being
indefinite and in postposed position, in order for there to be a position for
either strategy to fill, it seems reasonable to assume that it is this
precondition that cannot be fulfilled, and also that the reason could very well
be the same as in Dutch: that the relative gap acts as a definite NP.

' This is perhapa slightly less strange than it first sounds. One might consider wh-gaps,
variables, as unique in the senae that they can and must point to one entity alone: their
binder. Of course, this kind of pointing is not identical to what we commonly understand by
referring.
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(23) ISL
a. petta3 er bók, sem allir hafa lesi8 R.

this is the book that everybody has read
b. ??petta8 er bók, sem lesió hafa allir R.

this is the book that read has everybody
c. lágin, sem nu R eru í gildi, parf a8 endursko3a.

the laws that now are valid must be revised
d. pab var bjart yfir Sróinum sem uió okkur R blaste.

it was clear over the fjord that before us lay
e. lógreglan a'tlar aó spyrja alla menn sem kunnigir R eru

pessum málum.
the police wants to question all people that are familiar
with these things

What then, about the possibilitiea for inversion with subject relative gaps?
Surely these should not exist if, like in Dutch, all argumenta should be
indefinite and if relative gaps are definite? Perhaps not, although all we can
do here is speculate. Suppose, as has often been proposed for Dutch, that
Icelandic subject are generated inside the VP. Then, what we usually call
subject postposing is not postposing at all, but a lack of preposing the subject
out of the VP, just like what is proposed for Dutch in Bennis (1986). Suppose,
furthermore, that in the SVO language Icelandic, the position that we call the
specifier of Inflection, linearly the position immediately preceding the tensed
verb, must, for whatever reason, be filled one way or another'". That is: some
constituent, whether it be the subject or almost any other part of the VP must
be moved into that position, or an expletive paó must prop it up. Suppose,
once more, that there is a strong preference for a lexical subject to be chosen,
but that this preference ia not completely absolute". Suppose, last, that it is
precisely paó insertion that can only take place if all the direct arguments of
the verb are indefinite, then the array of data above follows~: if the relative
gap is the subject, either the subject or some other constituent must have
moved out, yielding, at the surface level, either a relative gap in front of the
tensed verb, or one following the verb with some other constituent preceding
it, but never paó, no matter what the characteristica of other arguments. If
the relative gap is the direct object, the strong preference for taking out the
subject, which will be lexical, causes the nearly complete unacceptability of
(23b). Again, inserting paà ia not an option, since one of the arguments, i.c.
the relative gap, is definite. If, lastly, the relative gap is inside a PP, either a
PP object or adjunct, all direct arguments of the verb in a strict sense may be

'" Remember that in II.4 we had occasion to speculate that aomething similar might hold
even of English.

" As it would seem to be in English, if we were to analyse that language along the same
lines. Although even in Engliah there are slight possibilitiea, it seems; consider, e.g. the
gloases of (23c,d).

" this schema of an analysis would carry over to Dutch rather neatly. Since dutch is an
SOV language, the tensed verb will not distinguiah linearly between positions in embedded
sentences. Nevertheless, the order ac~junct-subject-object is found in Dutch embedded clauses,
with essentially the same, although much weaker, grading of acceptability. The following
sentences, to be read without marked intonation, are examplea:

i. Hugo zei dat over de P.C.Hooft-prijs iedereen wel met iedereen wilde praten.
H. said that about the P.C.Hooft-prize everybody was eager to talk to everybody
ii. ?Hugo zei dat over de P.C.Hooft-prijs iedereen wel met Verhoeven wilde praten.
H. said that about the P.C.Hooft-prize everybody was eager to talk to V.
iii. ??Hugo zei dat over de P.C.Hooft-prijs Brinkmam wel met iedereen wilde praten.
H. said that about the P.C.Hooft-prize B. was eager to talk to everybody
iv. ??Hugo zei dat over de P.C.Hooft-prija Brinkman wel met Verhceven wilde praten.
H. said that about the P.C.Hooft-prize B. was eager to talk to V.
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considered to be indefinite, the relative gap will not interfere, and paó
insertion becomes a possibility, to some extent.

Obviously, the idea of 'direct arguments' ia too rough-and-ready as it
stands. There seems to be something of a sliding scale of directness, judging
from (22), with PPs that can be considered prepositional object counting as
less direct than subjects and direct objects, but as more direct than adjunct
PPs. Also, the above is no more than suggestive speculation as to where to
look for a solution. But what transpires from it, nevertheless, is that, as in
Dutch, it is possible to deduce from the behaviour of these constructions some
evidence suggeating that relative gaps are consistently definite.

5.3 INTERPUNCTION

5.3.1 INTERPUNCTION AND GRANIMAR.

Interpunction, like spelling, has little to do with grammar, in the sense of
a deacription and~or explanation of the linguistic capacities of human beings.
The rules of grammar, some of which we have discussed in what went before,
are, or should be, no more than an sutomatic consequence of coding what we
find to be the case. Thus, a complete grammar, that is, a complete set of the
rules and principles governing (a) human language, should be an accurate
model of what can go on, linguistically apeaking, inside the mind of a speaker.
In other words: a rule of the grammar tells you what people do rather than
what they should do. The norm, eventually, is the language user. Grammar
follows the facts, it doesn't prescribe what should be done13. It is like, for
inatance, mathematics: a mathematician cannot help it that 2 plus 2 equals 4,
and not five. We decide that something is a rule of the grammar, or
mathematics for that matter, because it is inevitable: there is no choice. The
rule just encodes an observed fact, it does not c~ate a'fact'. In other words,
the rules of the grammar are discouered, not made.

Interpunction and spelling are more like laws in the juridical sense of the
word. Such rules do not encode existing facts, they are not generalized
observations in any strict sense. They create facts, even if they are based on
common practice. If today we decide that, since everybody does it anyway,
pick-pocketing is no longer against the law, we create the legality of
pick-pocketing by that very decision, which was not inevitable, but a willful
act: perhaps it would have been unpractical, but we might have decided
otherwise. The choice is fully ours, as it is in spelling or interpunction. Thus,
rules for interpunction and spelling are made, not discovered.

Typically, with such systems, there are sometimes rather irrational
differences between languagea, even closely related ones. Typically also,
prescriptive systems can be changed overnight, although some speech
communities are more fond of doing so than othera.

In view of the essentially arbitrary character, linguistically speaking, of
the interpunction systems, I can do no more than just record the current rules
and practices.

" Of course, no complete grammar is now in existence, far from it. Thus, current
grammars, like the one you are now holding, have the ambivalent character of being both
partial codifications of what seems to be going on, and proposals for further research. Like
any theory meriting that name, they (often necessarily) contain hypotheses as well as
established facts.

Notice, by the way, that even the most utterly complete grammatical theory, with perfect
rnverage of a11 known facts, will still in itself be a hypothesis about what goes on in the
mind, albeit a very strong one. Moreover, no theory can ever claim to describe 'rea]' grammar
itself, but at best a perfect model of it: a system that is isomorphic with grammar, as long as
we are not able to observe 'grammar in action' directly.
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5.3.2 EXISTING IIVTERPUNCTION CONVENTIONS

First of all, all the languages employ the oomma to indicate pauses in the
intonation contour of sentences. On top of this general convention, the
following holds.

[I] Commas in relative constructions"
Restrictive relativea. Appositive relatives.

preceding RC following RC preceding RC following RC

CAT no no
DAN no16 if pause

yes
yes

yes
yes

DEU yes yes yes yes
ENG no no
ESP n

yea yea
o no

FRA no no
yea
yes

yes
yes

ISL1e no no yes yes
ITA no if pause yes yes
NED no if pause yes yes
NOR no yes yea yes
POR no no
ROM no no

yes
yes

yes
yes

SVE no no yes yes

" Commas following relative clauses are, of course, used only if no other punctuation
mark is present.

'a the is a more oldfashioned strategy in danish where the restrictive relative is precededby a comma if its subject ia different from the subject of the clause in which the relative
construction is embedded.

" Until 1974 the rule was for restrictives to be enclosed in commas too.
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Legend

In this part we present the facts about relative and cleft constructions for
each of the thirteen languages. The languages are alfabetically ordered,
according to their indigenous names.

Each of the grammar fragments is organized in the same way, according
to the schema overleaf, to facilitate comparison. The organization of each of
the grammar fragments roughly mirrors the structure of part II, as indicated
by the Arabic numbers that occur in the captions. Caption letters and Roman
numbers have no such special significance.

In one respect the organization of the grammar fragment deviates from
the global structure of part II: resumption. Resumption is treated in part III
under III-F, for practical reasons.

Whenever a sub-heading is omitted in any of the grammar fragments, this
signifies that the phenomenon is irrelevant for the language at hand.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE GRANIMAR FRAGMENTS

2.3 RELATIVIZERS
A RELATIVE PRONOUNS
B. RELATIVE PARTICLES
C. RELATIVE ADVERBS

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION
2.4.1 DIRECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSPTIONS

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION
A OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
B. PART OF A NP.

I. Attributive genitive phrase
II. Other complements of NP

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
II, part of a finite queation.
III. part of an infinitival clause.
IV. part of a relative clause.

D. PIED PIPING

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANTECEDENT
A RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
B. AGREEMENT
C. RELATIVES WITH ANTECEDENT

I. Nominal antecedents
II. Pronominal antecedenta
III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizera
N Case

D. FREE RELATIVES
I. Relativizers
II. Agreement
III. Case
IV. Matching
V. Conditionality

E. STACKED RELATIVES
F. RESUMPTION

4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIRONMENT
A EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS

I. General form
II. Agreement of the copula
III. Focus part

a. Case
b. Posaible categories

IV. Relative part
a. Relativizera
b. Agreement
c. Poaitions that can be focuased

E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form
II. Focus Part

a. Case
b. Posaible categories

III. Relative Part
a. Relativizers
b. Agreement
c. Poaitiona that can be focussed

5 INTERPUNCTION
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A. RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
el qual

5ubstlattr.
both

5ame as

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., obj. of P

Inflected forms
m f n

sing. el qual la qual lo qual
plur. els quals Zes quals

Use and peculiarities
1. This relative pronoun does occur in central Catalan (e.g. Barcelona), but is

not any longer accepted in southern dialects (e.g. Tarragona). The
examples below are to be rated correspondingly. Even many speakers of
the central dialect usually prefer el que (see below) over el qual.

2. In restrictive relatives, el qual occurs only as object of a preposition (ex.
1).

3. In appositive RCs el qual can also occur with a SU or DO gap (ex. 3,4).
4. el qual ia not used in free reletives or semi-FRs.
5. el qual is the only relativizer that can be used attributively, and even

then attributive use is infrequent and considered archaic (ex. 5), unless
the antecedent is a sentence.

6. lo qual is exclusively used in spoken language, when the antecedent is a
sentence. The formally correct, written, form is: (P) la qual cosa , where
cosa refers back to the sentence (ex. 6,7)'.

Egamples
1. aquest é s el martell [amb el qual] ha clavat els claus R.

this is the hammer with which he has driven in the nails
2. un mas [al voltant del qual] ... R...

a farmhouse around which ...
3. els cinc sentits del cos, els quals R són veure, oir, ...

the five senses of the body, which are vision, hearing, ...
4. són informacions importants, les quals haurem d'estudiar R.

they are important pieces of information, which we shall have to study
5. varen trobar una cartera pel carrer, (la qual cartera] R contenia diners.

' Alternative ways of creating the effect of a sentential 'relative', both written and
spoken, include introducing a clause by: cosa que, fet que, per aixd. In fact, what we do in
the former two cases is embed the relative in a sentential adjunct NP. In the latter case
we make do with a simple adjunct clause, containing a demonstrative pronoun referring
to what has been said before.
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they found a wallet in the street, which wallet contained money
6. ha usurpat dreta que no li corresponen, lo qual jo no puc admetre R.

he has appropriated rights that don't belong to him, which thing I can't
approve

7. ha usurpat drets que no li corresponen, [per lo qual cosa] hem tingut
discusions R.
he has appropriated rights that don't belong to him, about which thing we
had arguments

2

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
el que

Subst!attr.
substantive

Same as

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., obj of P.

Inflected forms
m f n

sing. el que la que lo que
plur. els que les que

Use and peculiarities
1. In restrictive relatives, el que occurs only as object of a preposition (ex. 1).
3. In appositive RCs el que can also occur with a SU or DO gap (ex. 3,4).
4. e! que is not used in FR or Semi-FR.
6. lo que is employed if the antecedent ia a sentence only, and in spoken

language. The formally correct, written, form is: (P) la qual cosa , where
cosa refera back to the sentence (ex. 5,6)z.

Examples
1. aquest és el martell [amb el que] ha clavat els claus R.

this ia the hammer with which he has driven in the nails
2. un mas [al voltant del que] ... R...

a farmhouse around which ...
3. els cinc sentits del cos, els que R són veure, oir, ...

the five senses of the body, which are vision, hearing, ...
4. són informacions importants, les que haurem d'estudiar R.

they are important pieces of information, which we shall have to study
5. ha usurpat drets que no li corresponen, lo que jo no puc admetre R.

he has appropriated righta that don't belong to him, which thing I can't
approve

6. ha usurpat drets que no li corresponen, [per lo que] hem tingut
discusions R.
he has appropriated rights that don't belong to him, about which thing we
had arguments

' See footnote 1.
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3 Base form Substlattr. Same as
qui substantive interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
entities SU., obj. of P.

Intlected forms
personal non-personal
qui què

NB: Some grammars report the existence of a relative pronoun
quin. However, this pronoun does not exist as a relatíve in
mainstream Catalan. It might occur in the borderline region with
Castilian, as a mixup of Catalan qui and the Castilian form quien.

Use and peculiarities
1. In restrictive relatives, quilquè occurs exclusively as object of a preposition

(ex. 1,2).
2. Otherwise, only the personal form qui occurs, and only with a relativized

subject, in free relatives (ex. 3), semi-free relatives (ex. 4-6), and quite
formal appositives (ex. 7).

Examples
1. 17iome [amb qui] anava R era el meu germà

the man with whom I went was my brother
2. la ploma [amb què] escric R no és meva.

the pen with which I write isn't mine
3. qui R diu aixd ment.

who says this lies.
4. el qui R parla tan malament, no té educació.

he who speaks so badly, has no education
5. els qui R enganyen s'enganyen.

those who deceive deceive themselves
6. posaran una multa a tothom qui R entrarà aquí sense permís.

they present a fine to all-those who enter here without permission
7. Déu, qui R nos ha donat la nostra tara, ...

God, who has given ua our country, ...

B. RELATIVE PAR.TICLES

1

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
4~

Same as
tensed aubord. and interr. conjunction3

Gramm, func. of relativized item
SU., DO., adverbial.

Use and peculiarities
1. que is the unmarked relativizer in restrictives, and common in appositives

as well. It refers to persons and things alike (ex 1,2).
2. que cannot occur as relativizer in true free relatives, but may be used in

semi-FR,s (ex. 3).

' In Catalan, the conjunction que not only introduces subordinate finite declarative
clauses, but also yeslno questiona. For example Que parlerà ert Pere?, literally thatwill-speak Peter, which translates as: will P. speak?
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3. Like all relative particles, que cannot occur as the object of a preposition.
It may, however, cooccur with a PP-adjunct gap (ex. 4).

Examples
1. crida la noia que R cus la roba.

I call the girl that is sewing the dress
2. la roba que cus R aquesta noia queda perfecta.

the dresa that this girl is sewing is becoming perfect
3. el que has de fer R és dormir.

that which you should do is sleep
4. va ésser 1'any que es van casar els teus pares R.

it was the year that your parents got married

C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
I. Most common format
1. the relative adverbs of Catalan are identical to its interrogative adverbs.

II. Forms English equivalent Peculiarities
on where can be object of P.
quan when not very common.
com how rare.

Use
1. Usually, a relative introduced by que or Ptquè is preferred in all but the

cases where on is applicable (ex 1-3).
2. on can have a pronominal antecedent : allà on - there where, but may

also be used in a true FR (ex. 4).
3. In a temporal RC with antecedent, the relativizer can only be indicated by

que or Ptquè (ex. 5-7).
4. quan occurs virtually exclusively in FR (ex. 8).

Examples
1. la via on s~a esdevingut 1'accident R.

the road where the accident has happened
2, aneu a la font [d'on] treien 1'aigua per beure R.

go to the well from where they draw the water to drink
3. la finestra [per on] es fica el vent R.

the window through which the wind comes in
4. on no treballis, no mengis ft.

where [people] don't work, [people] don't eat
5. el moment [en què] va morir Marilyn R.

the point in time in which Marilyn died
6. el dia que va morir Marilyn R.

the day that Marilyn died
7. van arribar que la funció ja era acabada R.

they came when the show had already ended
8. significat és la idea que se t'acut quan sents o llegeixes una paraula R.

meaning is the idea that comes to mind when (- at the moment that) you
hear or read a word

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIR.ECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, Adverbial.
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Remarks

1. Since the indirect object is always prepositional, its relativization comes
under long relativization.

Egamples
1. crida la noia que R cus la roba.

I call the girl that is sewing the dress
2. la roba que cus R aquesta noia queda perfecta.

the dress that this girl is sewing is becoming perfect
3. va ésser 1'any que es van casar els teus pares R.

it was the year that your parents got married

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. Moving away (part of) the object of a preposition is impossible. See

pied-piping below.

B. PART OF A NP
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. Catalan has no attributive genitive NP. All possessives are formed as

prepositional complements to the possessed noun'.

II. Other complements of NP
1. In standard Catalan, if the object of a prepositional complement to a noun

is relativized, the whole NP must be pied-piped. Extracting either the
relativized part of the PP or the PP from the containing NP is not
possible. For examples, see under pied piping below.

2. Substandard, but frequent, is the strategy whereby a possessive
complement PP is relativized by the relative complementizer que. This
strategy is especially employed when the antecedent is human (ex. 1,2).

Egamples
1. ?vaig trobar-hi aquella dona que tu ja coneixes [la mare R].

I met the woman that you already know the mother (ofl
2. ?la sala que [els balcons R] donen al carrer ...

the room that the balconies (ofl give upon the street ...

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative
1. Possible, unbounded (ex. 1,2).

II. part of a finite question
1. Possible, bounded (ex. 3).

III. part of an infinitival clause
1. Possible, unbounded (ex. 4).

IV. part of a relative clause
1. Impossible.

' nevertheless, one does find occasionally an example of such a construction in some
grammars. These are either mistaken or reflect borderline conditions between Catalan
and Castilian Spanish, where some Castilian constructions are inevitably 'mixed in'. See
e.g. Badia Margarit (1962:262), for examples.
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Ezamples
1. la noia que dic que R et coneix ...

the girl that I said that knew you ...
2. la noia que dic que coneixes R...

the girl that I said that you knew ...
3. aquest és el noi que no sé [si R vindrà].

this is the boy that I don't know whether will come.
4. l~ome que he intentat [ convencer R]...

the man that I've tried to convince ...

D. PIED PIPING
1. The following structures can be pied piped:

i. PP whose object is relativized (ex. 1,2);
ii. The highest in a continuous stack of NPs andlor PPs, the lowest

of which directly contains a relativized NP (ex. 3-6).

Ezamples
1. aquest é s el martell [amb el qual] he clavat els claus R.

thia is the hammer with which he has driven in the nails
2. ha usurpat drets que no li corresponen, [per lo que] hem tingut

discusions R.
he has appropriated right that don't belong to him, because of which we
have had discussions

3. vaig trobar-hi aquella dona [la mare de la qual] tu ja coneixes R.
I met the woman whose mother you already know

4. és una protesta [el sentit de la qual] no volen comprendre R. it is a
protest the meaning of which they refuse to grasp

5. és una casa, [a la porta de la qual] hi ha una inscripció antiga R.
it is a house at the entrance of which there is an old inscription

6. és un estudiant [de les aptitudes del qual] puc respondre R.
he is a student for the abilities of which I can vouch

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANTECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
1. Next to NPa, appositive RCs take also clauses, predicative nominals and

predicative adjectives as antecedents.
2. el qual may be used freely in appoaitive RCs, but in restrictives only as

object of a preposition (ex. 1-5).

Ezamples:
1. crida la noia que R cus la roba.

I call the girl that is sewing the dress
2. crida la noia [de la qual] tothom parla R.

I call the girl about whom everbody is talking
3. ~crida la noia la qual R cus la roba.

I call the girl who is sewing the dress
4. crida la Marta, la qual R cus la roba.

I call M, who is sewing the dress
5. crida la Marta, que R cus la roba.

I call M, that is sewing the dress

B. AGREEMENT
1. If the relative gap is the subject, the finite verb of RC agrees in person

with the relative pronoun, and in number with the antecedent. If the
relativizer is the relative particle, the finite verb agrees with the
antecedent in both person and number (ex. 1-4).
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Examples:
1. el qui R parla tan malament, no té educació.

the-one who speaks so badly, has no education
2. els qui R enganyen s'enganyen.

those who deceive deceive themselves
3. els cinc sentits del cos, els quals R són veure, oir, ...

the five senses of the body, which are vision, hearing, ...
4. crida la noia que R cus la roba.

I call the girl that is sewing the dreas

C. RELATIVES WITH ANTECEDENT

II. Pronominal antecedents
1. The pronoun qualseuol is exclusively used as prop-antecedent in semi-FRs

(ex. 1).
2. Usual prop-antecedents are: el, aquell, alld, qualseuol, tothom.

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. There are no semi-FRs with the relativizer el qual.
2. In standard, at least written Catalan, if the antecedent is a clause, the

relativizer must either be attributive el qual, or an apposition construction
of the type '[antecedent clause], cosa ~ fet ~... que ...' must be employed (ex.
2-4).

3. In colloquial, mainly apoken Catalan one finds, next to the latter
construction, RCs with sentential antecedents using the relativizers lo que
and lo qual, probably borrowed from Castilian (ex. 4-6).

Esamples
1. invito qualsevol que hagis invitat R.

I invite whoever (who) you have invited
2. ha usurpat drets que no li corresponen, [la qual cosa] jo no puc

admetre R.
he has appropriated rights that don't belong to him, which thing I can't
approve

3. ha usurpat drets que no li corresponen, [per la qual cosa] hem tingut
discusiones R.
he has appropriated rights that don't belong to him, about which thing we
had an argument

4. ha usurpat dreta que no li corresponen, cosa que jo no puc admetre R.
he has appropriated righta that don't belong to him, which thing I can't
approve

5. ha usurpat drets que no li corresponen, lo qual jo no puc admetre R.
he has appropriated rights that don't belong to him, which I can't approve

6. ha usurpat drets que no li corresponen, [per lo que] hem tingut
discusiones R.
he has appropriated right that don't belong to him, because of which we
have had discussions

D. FREE RELATIVES
I. Relativizers
1. Apart from adverbial FRs, true FRs exist only when the subject is

relativized, when the pronoun qui (not its non-personal form què) can be
used. Otherwise, some semi-FR with que as relativizer (or, when pertinent,
a pied-piped PP) is called for (ex. 1-3).

2. Adverbial true FRa can be formed with relative adverbs on and quan (ex.
4,5).
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3. Quite surprisingly, temporal FRs aeem to be possible with the relative
particle que as relativizer (ex. 6).

II. Agreement
1. If the subject of the FR is relativized, then the finite verb agrees with the

intended referent (so always 3rd person).

IV. Matcb.ing
1. FRs must generally match for category. That is: the position occupied by

the whole FR must be suited for a phrase of the same category that we
find in COMP of the FR (ex. 7,8).

2. As a marginal exception, a FR that ia subject of the clause containing it
may violate matching. The result is not perfect, and not accepted by some
speakers only. Also considered archaic by some (ex. 9).

V Conditionality
1. Conditionality can be expressly marked by using a semi-FR with the

pronoun qualseuol as prop antecedent. qualseuol is mostly but certainly not
exclusively used in formal language (ex. 10).

Ezamplea
1. [qui R diu aixa] ment.

who says this lies
2. el que has de fer R és dormir

what (i.e. that that) you should do is sleep
3. del que em contes R no en crec res.

of what (i.e. that that) you tell me I believe nothing
4. [on no treballis R], no mengis.

where [people] don't work, [people] don't eat
5. significat és la idea que se t'acut [quan sents o llegeixes una paraula R].

meaning is the idea that comes to mind when you hear or read a word
6. van arribar que la funció ja era acabada R.

they came when the show had already ended
7. invito [qui has invitat R].

I invite whom you have invited
8. ~`invito [[amb qui] te n'aniras R].

I invite with whom you will leave
9. ?[[al que] s'enganya R] pren cautela.

(to) whom one cheats takes precautions
10. qualsevol que R digui aixa ment.

whoever (that) says this lies

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. Generally stacking relative clauses is avoided in favour of coordination.
2. Stacking involving adverbial relatives is possible (ex. 1).

Egamples
1. el [lloc on he anat R] que he menjat millor ...

the place where I went where I have eaten best ...

F. ftESIJMP'I'ION
1. In all types of relatives, there is a tendency for clitic doubling to appear

unless the relative gap is the subject (no subject clitic in existence). That
is: independently of the relativizer there is a clitic pronoun related to the
relative gap in the RC. This tendency ia least atrong with relativized
direct objecta.

2. Resumptive clitics are especially frequent in cases of long relativization.
3. The conservative Majorcan dialect has no resumptive clitics.
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Eaamples
1. la casa on hi vaig vivre R.

the house where there I lived
2. ?la casa que hi vaig vivre R.

the house that there I lived
3. la casa que diuen que bi vaig vivre R.

the house that they say that there I lived
4. l~ome [a qui] creus que li han donat un llibre R és aquí.

the man to whom you-believe that to-him they-have given a book is here

4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN TIiEIR. ENVIRONMENT

A E~I'RAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Extraposing relative clauses is not possible.

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. Since there is no extraposition, the relative clause will always remain with

ita antecedent. Consequently, the antecedent will never occur in topic
position on its own.

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Impossible.

D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

Remarks:
1. No proper cleft construction has been found in Catalan. Only pseudo-clefts

seem to occur. See below.

E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

ser - FOCUS - (SEMI) FREE RELATIVE

Remarks:
1. Whether a true free relative or a semi-FR is used depends on the position

of the gap in the relative clause: a true FR can only be formed if the gap
ia the subject (with qui as relativizer), or an adverbial (with quan or on as
relativizer).

2. ser agrees in number and person with the FOCUS constituent (ex. 1,2).

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. The FOCUS constituent is nominative (ex. 1).

b. Possible categories
1. Sentential arguments as well as NPs can be FOCUS (ex. 1-6).

III. Relative Part
a. Relativizers

1. If a true FR is used, the relativizer must be qui, or one of the adverbs
quan or on. Semi-FRs in pseudo-clefts use alld or an article as a prop
antecedent, and the particle que as relativizer.
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b. Agreement
1. If the subject is relativized, the verb of the relative clause is always third

person, and agrees in number with the antecedent of a semi-FR, and with
the FOCUS constituent if a true FR is employed (ex. 1-4).

c. Positions that can be focuased
1. Any part of a sentence that can be relativized can be made FOCUS of a

pseudo-cleft construction.

Eaamples:
1. sóc jo qui R sap aixa.

I am who knows that
2. són ells qui R saben aixa.

they are who know that
3. són les taules [ lea [que R són blanques]].

the tables are which are white
4. són les taules [allb [ que R és blanc]].

the tablea are that which ia white
5. és que vinguis [allb [que jo vull R]].

that you come is that which I want
6. és anar a Paris ( allb [que jo vull ft]].

go to Paris is that which I want
7. éa el mas [el [que jo vull R]].

the farmhouse ia that which I want

5. INTERPUNCTION
1. Appositive relativea are enclosed in commas, but not restrictives.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A R,ELATIVE PR.ONOUNS

1 Base form
den

SubstJattr.
substantive

Same as
demonstrative pronoun

Gramm, func. of relativized item
DO., IO., obj. of P.

Type of antecedent
inanimate entitie5

Inflected forms
personal non-personal

sing, den det
plur, dem

Use and peculiarities
1. Very rare, written (literary) only.
2. Notice that the demonstrative pronoun den can freely occur as

prop-antecedent for a semi-free relative. See 3.C.II.1 below.

Eaamples
1. V'ilhelmine stirrede efter bogen, den jeg havde puttet ind under

hovedpuden.
V. stared at the book which I had put under the pillow

2. ~Margrethe stirrede efter Sten, den hun hader R.
M. stared at S., whom she hated

2

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
der

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as
expletive pronoun

Gramm. func. of relativized item
Subject only.

Inflected forms
none

Use and peculiarities
1. Very frequent.
2. der is not used after coordinating conjunctions (og, eller, menXex.2). som is

used instead.
3. der is not uaed in long relativization, som occurs instead. (ex.3).

Eaamples
1. den bog, der R ligger pá bordet, har far akrevet.

the book that lies on the table has father written
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2. jeg kan anvise en mand, der R vil pátage sig arbejdet, og som R er i
stand til at udf0re det.
I can show a man who will take-upon himaelf the job, and that is capable
to carry-out it.

3. jeg kender en mand, [som jeg tror [ R ved besked om sagen]].
I know a man who I think knows about the matter.

3 Base form Substlattr. Same as
huem aubstantive interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
no restrictions SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
personal non-peraonal

huem hvad

NB: With a subject gap, the personal form huem occurs in free
relatives only.

Use and peculiarities
1. huem, huad is marked, somewhat easier in nonrestrictives than in

restrictives. huem is used in literary style only (ex.l).
2. hvad is normally only used to introduce free relatives, sentential relatives,

and RCs to an indefinite pronoun (ex.2-4). In addition, huad is used with
unlikely antecedents (see IUIII-3-1-2).

3. If huad is used when the subject is relativized, the expletive der must
accompany it.(ex.5).

4. Notice that huem is neuer used when the subject is relativized, nor when
the relative gap is the predicate nominal (ex.ó), except when there is no
antecedent, so in a free relative (ex.7).

Ezamplea
1. byen haedrede den mand, huem vi alle skylder R sá meget. (lit.)

the town honoured the man whom we all owe so much
2. han gjorde huad han kunne R.

they did what they could
3. manden, der tabte, blev meget skuffet, huad jeg godt forstár R.

the man who loat was very disappointed, which I very well understand
4. alt, huad jeg kan sige R, er, at jeg er traet.

all that I can say is that I am tired
5. klokken var blevet mange, hvad der R faktisk overraskede mig.

the clocks had become many (- it had become late), which really surprised
me

6. han er ikke den, som I ~`huem han f0r har vaeret R.
he is not the one, that he before has been (-that he used to be)

?. huem der R r0rer aig, er d0dsens!
who there moves himself, is doomed
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4 Base form
huilken

Substlattr.
both

Same as
interrogative pronoun

1y~pe of antecedent
no restrictions

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
personal non-personal

sing. huilken hvilket
plur. huilke

Use and peculiaritiea
1. Use of huilken ~ t is strictly formal, or ofhcial.
2. huilken~t is used almost exclusively attributively (ex.l-3).
3. huilket is used substantively to refer to sentences (ex.4).
4. Notice that in case of substantive hvilket as in (4), der is not added if the

relative gap is the subject.
5. hvilket is not used substantively in free relatives.

Egamples
1. jeg var i selskab med forvalteren, [hvilken person] R er mig modbydelig.

I was in the company of the agent, which person is to-me disgusting
2. ?forsamlingen vedtog uden videre, [hvilke forslag] der R stilledes.

the meeting adopted straigth away whatever proposal there was put
forward

3. jeg havde indbudt fuldmaegtigen og kaemneren, hvilke R var de eneste,
jeg omgikkes.
I had invited the principal and the treasurer, who were the only ones I
associated with.

4. han sendte dem tilbage, hvilket jeg var glad for R.
he sent them back, which I was glad about

5

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
hvis

Substlattr.
attributzve

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Inflected forms
none

Gramm. func. of relativized item
attributive genitive

Use and peculiarities
1. hvis is always an attributive genitive, and can refer to persons and

nonpersons alike, both singular and plural (ex.l-4).
2. Notice that the same pronoun, when used as an interrogative genitive, can

only refer to peraons.

Egamples
1. det er hende, [huis broder] jeg kender ft.

it is he whose brother I know
2. pludselig sá vi de dyr, [hvis spor] vi havde fulgt R.

suddenly saw we the animal whose trail we had followed
3. den bil, [huis forrude] vi havde smadret R.

the car whose windscreen we have smashed
4. alle bpger, [huis indhold] R stred mod kirkens laere, blev bra'ndt.
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all books whose contents were add odds with the lore of the church were
burned

B. RELATIVE PAR.TICLES

1 Base form Same as
som subordinating conjunction

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
no restrictions SU., Pred. nom., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Use and peculiarities
1. Unmarked, most frequent relativizer. Only in aubject relativization der is

as frequent.
2. Mark that som can also be used when the antecedent is an sentence

(ex.7).

Ezamples
1. jeg kender kun én mand, som R ved besked om sagen.

I know but one man who knows about the matter
2. han er ikke den, som han fgr har vaeret R.

he is not the one that he used to be
3. jeg mgdte en mand som jeg kendte R pá banegdrden.

I met a man that I knew at the station
4. det hus, som han bor [i R], er bygget i 1886.

the house that he lives in is built in 1886
5. den mand, som historien handler [om R], levede pá Christian den Fjerdes

tid.
the man that the story ia about lived in C.Ns time

6. hun sad i den port, som hun altid sidder [i R].
she sat in the gateway where ahe always sits

7. han er rejst i g~r, som du vel ved R.
he is departed yesterday, as you very well know.

C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
L Most common format

huor t preposition.

II. Forms English equivalent
nár when(-ever)

da when

huor where(-ver),when
huordan how
huorefter whereafter
huorfor why
huorfra wherefrom
huortil whereto
huorhen whereto
huorimellem among whom
huoriblandt
etc.

Peculiarities
ref. future or 'usual' actions, or
repeated actions in the past (ex.
1-3).
ref. single occasions or events in the
past (ex. 4).

ref. persons only.
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Use
1. Temporal relative adverbs occur almost exclusively in adverbial Ffts. In

headed adverbial relatives the relativizer is best left out alltogether' (ex.
5,6).

Ezamples
1. nár jeg kommer R i morgen, skal jeg fortaelle dig mere.

when I come tomorrow, I shall tell you more
2. nár jeg drikker noget varmt R, g0r det ondt i min tand.

when(ever) I drink something warm, does it hurt in my tooth
3. folk flygtede op i fjeldene, nár a~rgverne kom R.

people fled into the fields, whenever pirates came.
4. pigen druknede, da hun faldt i vandet R.

the girl drowned when she fell into the water.
5. krigen br~d ud den dag jeg rejste R.

the war broke out the day I left
6. ?krigen br0d ud den dag da jeg rejste R.

the war broke out the day when I left

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIRECTLY R.ELATIVIZABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, IO, Adverbial.

R.emarks
1. Notice that either som or a relative pronoun must be present in COMP if

the subject of RC is relativized. Otherwise, no relativizer need be realised.

Ezamples
1. jeg kender kun én mand, som R ved besked om sagen.

I know but one man who knows about the matter
2. han er ikke den, som han fgr har vaeret R.

he is not the one that he used to be
3. jeg m~dte en mand som jeg kendte R pd banegárden.

I met a man that I knew at the station
4. hun havde kun én veninde, huem hun betroede R alt.

she had only one friend, (to) whom she entrusted everything
5. hun sad i den port, huor hun altid sidder R.

she sat in the gateway where she always sits

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. Whether a relative pronoun (rare) or the relative particle is used, it is

always possible to relativize the object of a preposition and leave the
preposition in place.

Ezamples
1. det hus, som han bor [i R), er bygget i 1886.

the house that he lives in is built in 1886
2. qoden mand, hvem historien handler [om R], levede pá Christian den

Fjerdes tid.

' Notice that in these cases using the relative particle is not an option either:
i. 'krigen brmd ud den dag som jeg rejste.
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the man that the story is about lived in C.Ns time

B. PAftT OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. No attributive genitive NP can be extracted from its NP (ex. 1,2).

II. Other complements of NP
1. Relativizing the object of a prepositional complement to a noun is virtually

impossible (ex. 3,4).
2. Due to the lack of pied-piping in Danish, prepositional complements to

nouns cannot be relativized either.

Examplea
1. ~`den bil, huis vi havde smadret [R. forrude], var rgd.

the car whose windacreen we had smashed was red
2. den bi1, [huis forrude] vi havde smadret R., var r~d.

the car whose windscreen we had smashed was red
3. ?denne bog, som jeg kender [forfatteren til R], ...

this book, that I know the author of, ...
4. ~denne bog, som jeg kender [forfatteren af R], ...

this book, that I know the author of, ...

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
1. Possible, unbounded2 (ex. 1).

II. part of a finite question.
1. Marginal, speakers disagree about these cases. Generally, embedded yeslno

questions seem to allow extraction rather better than question-word
queations. ( ex. 2,3).

III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Relativization of part of a declarative infinitial is possible (ex. 5).

N part of a relative clause.
1. Impossible (ex. 4).

Egamples
1. jeg sender dig vedlagte bog, som jeg ikke tror [du har laest R].

I send you the enclosed book, which I don't thing you have read
2. ~`min fgrste bog, som jeg tror du ved [hvem, jeg deciderede R til e;] var

ikke saerlig god.
my first book, that I believe that you know who I dedicated to, was not
very good

3. ?denne mand, som jeg ikke ved [om du kan huske at Marie kender R], ...
this man, that I don't know whether you recall that M. knows, ...

4. ~`det er manden;, som jeg talte med [ nogen; som R; kender R,].
that is the man that I talked to nobody that knew (]iim).

5. det er manden, som du ikke huskede [at ringe til R].
that is the man that you didn't think (ofl to ring

' Notice that relativizing from a sentence which is itself a complement to a noun, so
a content clause, is impossible:

i. 'det er manden, som jeg tror pá [den pástand [ at hun talte med Rl
this is the man that I don't believe the claim that she spoke with
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D. PIED PIPING
1. Pied-piping is virtually nonexistent in ordinary Danish, except for NP

containing a relativized attributive genitive (ex. 1).
2. Highly formally marked, a preposition having huem or huilket as object

can be pied-piped. P t huilket may sometimea be replaced by a relative
adverb consisting of huor-P (ex. 2-3).

Egamples
1. det er hende, [huis broder] jeg kender R.

it is he whose brother I know
2. de bestemmelser, [ifglge hvilke] man ikke má betraede startbanen R,

tjener til den almindelige sikkerhed.
the rule according to which one must not get onto the runway serves
public safety

3. for at hja?lpe pá landets 0konomi har regeringen formuleret en raekke
bestemmelser, (huorefter] alle har at rette sig R.
to help [to] the country's economy the government has formulated a series
of rules, by which all must abide

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANTECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVFJAPPOSITIVE
1. The definite article of the antecedent of a restrictive RC is either enclitic

or prenominal (ex. 1,2).
2. The definite article of the antecedent of an appositive RC is always

enclitic (ex. 3,4).
3. Next to NPs, appositive RCs take VPa and clausea as antecedents (ex.

5,6).
4. In appositives, the relativizer cannot be 0.

Ezamples
1. flyvemaskinen (som) mor rejste med R i gdr, ...

the airplane that mother travelled in yesterday ...
2. den flyvemaskine (som) mor rejste med R i gár, ...

the airplane that mother travelled in yesterday ...
3. flyvemaskinen, som mor rejste med R i gár, ...

the airplane, that mother travelled in yesterday ...
4. ~den flyvemaskine, som mor rejste med R i gár, ...

the airplane, that mother travelled in yesterday ...
5. de lovede at passe go~dt p~ den gamle damen, huad de ogsá gjorde R.

she promised to take good care of the old lady, which she did too
6. han sendte dem tilbage, huilket jeg var glad for R.

he sent them back, which I was glad about

B. AGREEMENT
1. Agreement is not marked on the finite verb in Danish.
2. Agreement for number is marked on predicative adjectives, and if the

relative gap is the subject of RC, these always agree with the antecedent3
(ex. 1,2).

' Even when the RC is in a predicate nominal, agreement must be with the
antecedent, and never with the subject of the rnntaining clause, as is possible in some
other languages:

i. vi er et lille firma, som R er respekteret (sing.) at sinelvore konkurrenter.
we are a sma11 firm that ia respected by itslour competitors
ii. 'vi er et lille firma, som R er respekterede (plur.) at sineWore konkurrenter.

we are a small firm that are respected by itslour competitora
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Examples
1. et 5rma som R er respekteret af sine konkurrenter, ...

a firm that is respected by its competitors ...
2. firmaer som R er respekterede, ...

firms that are respected ...

C. RELATIVES WITH AN'I'ECEDENT
I. Nominal antecedenta
1. A split antecedent consisting of anything but two simply coordinated

phrases is impossible.

II. Pronominal antecedents
1. The demonstrative pronouns denldet may serve as prop-antecedents for

semi-FRs. In such cases alone it is marginally possible for den to refer to
an animate entity, especially in proverbs (ex. 1,2).

2. Marginally it is possible to insert parentheticals between a pronominal
antecedent and the relativizer.

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. If the antecedent is alt (all), the relativizer must be huad (ex. 3).
2. If the relative gap is subject, and the relativizer is huad, the expletive der

must obligatorily appear (ex. 3).
3. If the antecedent is a clause, the relativizer cannot be the particle som or

der, but must be huad or huilket (more formal) (ex. 4,5).

Examples
1. ~den som jeg kender ikke R, aiger at han er studerende.

the-one that I don't know says that he is a atudent
2. den der R inter vover inter vinder.

he who doesn't risk doesn't win (- nothing ventured, nothing gained)
3. klokken var blevet mange, huad der R faktisk overraskede mig.

the clocka had become many (- it had become late), which really surprised
me

4. de lovede at passe godt p~ den gamle damen, huad de ogsá gjorde R.
she promised to take good care of the old lady, which ahe did too

5. han sendte dem tilbage, huilket jeg var glad for R.
he sent them back, which I was glad about

D. FREE RELATIVES
I. Relativizers
1. The relativizer of an FR cannot be huilkenlhuilket'. huilken som

helstlhuilket som helst is of course perfectly poasible.
2. Semi-FRs in den may have a pied-piped NP containing a relativized

attributive genitive in COMP (ex. 1).

N Matching
1. Since Danish has virtually no pied-piping, all phrases in COMP of an FR

will be either adverbial or NP. Matching for category is therefore trivial.
2. Matching for grammatical function between the FR itaelf and the relative

gap inside it is not required (ex. 2).

' huilken (which) may therefore be conaidered to be a weak pronoun: one that needs
an antecedent.
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V. Conditionality
1. Conditionality can be explicitly marked in two ways:

i. By meana of a special paradigm of relative pronouns, consisting of any
hu- pronounó suffixed by -som helst (ex. 3,4);

ii. By means of (adverb?) end. If end immediately follows the relativizer,
that relativizer must be huad (ex. 5,6).

Esamples
1. ham [hvis mor] jeg kender R, siger at han er student.

the-one whose mother I know says that he is a student
2. [huem vi har tillid til R] má du adlyde.

who we have believed in must you obey
3. han spiser, huad som helst man giver ham R.

he eats whatever one gives him
4. han gik huor som helst regeringen sendte han R.

he went wherever the government sent him
5. han gjorde huad end han kunne R.

he did whatever he could
6. ... huorledes det end forholder sig med alt andet ft.

... in whatever way it relates to all else

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. Whereas of two or more coordinated RCs in which the relativie gap is the

subject only the first may have der as a relativizer, in stacking this
restriction seems to be somewhat relaxed: no relativizer other than der
can be followed in the next higher RC by relativizer der, but der in a
non-first RC in the stack is marginally possible (ex. 1-4).

Egamples
1. de [ personer som R kender mig] som R ikke kender dig ...

the persons that know me that don't know you ...
2. de [ personer der R kender mig] som R ikke kender dig ...

the persons that know me that don't know you ...
3. ?de [ personer der R kender mig] der R ikke kender dig ...

the persons that know me that don't know you ...
4. ~`de [ personer som R kender mig] der R ikke kender dig ...

the persons that know me that don't know you ...

4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIRONMENT

A. EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Restrictive relative clauses belonging to objects can be extraposed (ex. 1-8).
2. Restrictive relative clausea belonging to a subject can to some extent be

extraposed, according to a hierarchy like the following.
i. It is completely normal in sentences where the indefinite subjects

occurs to the right of the finite verb, and the preverbal position is
filled by the expletive der (ex. 9).

ii. It is somewhat marked for some, strongly marked to marginal for
other speakers, in casea where the verb of the sentence is intransitive.
Resulta seem to be worse for relatives where the relative gap is an
object than for those where the relative gap is a subject. In the
former case, acceptable result can be achieved with indefinite
antecedents only (ex. 10-15).

iii. It is impossible otherwise (ex. 16).

" Excepting the ones that consist of a hu- pmnoun plus a preposition.
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3. Appositive relative clauses cannot be extraposed.
4. The only possible relativizer is som. No der is allowed.

Examples
1. jeg sá ( ingen e;] i toget i gár, [som R lignede Robert Redford];.

I saw nobody on the train yesterday, that looked like R.R.
2. jeg sá [to maend e;] i toget i gár, (som ft lignede Robert Redford];.

I saw two men on the train yesterday, that looked like R.R.
3. jeg fandt [regningen e;] i dag, [som R i sidste uge var vaek];.

I found the bill today, that was missing last week
4. jeg fandt [den regning e;] i dag, [som R i sidste uge var vaek];.

I found that bill today, that was missing last week
5. jeg har ikke fundet [noget e;] i dag, [som du má laese R];.

I have found nothing today that you should read
6. jeg har fundet [en artikel e;] i dag, [som du má la'se R];.

I have found an article today that you should read
7. jeg har fundet [artiklen e;] i dag, [som du ville kopiere R];.

I have found the article today that you wanted to copy
8. jeg har fundet (den artikel e;] i dag, [som du ville kopiere R];.

I have found that article today that you wanted to copy
9. der kom [en mand e;] in [som R havde en hvid hat pá];.

there came in a man that had a white hat on
10. qo(ingen e;] rejser med tog, [som R har en bil],.

nobody travels by train that has a car
11. ?[mange menesker e;] rejser med tog, [som R har ingen bil];

many people travel by train that have no car
12. ?[arbejdere e;] rejser med tog, [som R har ingen bil];.

the workers travel by train that have no car
13. ?[arbejderne e;] rejser med tog, [som R har ingen bil];.

those workers travel by train that have no car
14. ~`?[ingen e;] kommer fra KObenhavn, [som min bror har inviteret R];.

nobody comes from K. that my brother has invited
15. ~`?[mange menesker e;] kommer fra K~benhavn, [som min bror har

inviteret R];.
many people come from K. that my brother has invited

16. ~`[en mand e;] vandt konkurrencen, [som jeg kendte R];.
a man won the contest that I knew

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE AN'rECEDENT
1. The antecedent of a relative clause may occur alone in topicalized position

if the relative clauae belonging to it has been extraposed. Markedness
varies with factors like the definiteness value of the topicalized NP, as
usual.

Examples
1. qo[ingen e;] sá jeg T i toget igár, [som R lignede Robert Redford];.

nobody did I see on the train yesterday, that looked like R.R.
2. qo[to maend e;] sá jeg T i toget igár, [som R lignede Robert Redford];.

two men did I see on the train yesterday, that looked like R.R.
3. qo[regningen e;] fandt jeg T idag, [som R i sidste uge var vaek].

the bill did I find today, that was missing last week
4. qo[den regning e;] fandt jeg T idag, [som R i sidste uge var vaek].

that bill did I find today, that was missing last week
5. qoqoikke [noget e;] har jeg fundet T i dag, [som du má l~se R].

nothing have I found today that you should read
6. qo~l.lo[en artikel e;] har jeg fundet T i dag, [som du má la?se R].

an article have I found today that you should read
7. qo[artiklen e;] har jeg fundet T i dag, [som du ville laese R].
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the article have I found today that you wanted to read
8. qo[den artikel e;] har jeg fundet T i dag, (som du ville laese R].

that article have I found today that you wanted to read

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF R.ELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Extraction of parts of relative clauses by topicalization or questioning is

acceptable, on condition that the relative gap is the subject of the RC. In
addition, many unclear semantic and pragmatic considerations seem to
play a role.

Examples
1. [det hus]; kender jeg [en mand [som R har kgbt e; ]].

that house I know a man that bought
2. her; har jeg [en onkel [som R bor e; J].

here have I an uncle that lives

D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

det - ua're - FOCUS - [relativizer . .. R ... ]

ftemarks
1. In main clause clefts only the order can be changed by topicalization (ex.

1-4).

II. Agreement of the copula
1. Agreement is not visible in Danish.

III. Focus part
a. Case

1. Focus is consistently accusative (visible in pronouns only) (ex. 5-8).

b. Possible categories
1. Any NP or clause that is subject or object of a verb or preposition can be

made FOCUS (ex. 1,6,10-13,20-22).
2. If the FOCUS is a clause, it is preferred to turn it into an NP by

embedding it under det, but not obligatory (ex. 20-23).
3. Any PP can be made FOCUS, under condition that the relative gap is a

PP too. Notice that som is excluded in this construction. See IV.a.2. below
(ex. 14,15).

4. Sentential adjuncts can be made FOCUS under precisely the same
condition (ex. 24,25).

5. Some speakers seem to allow PP-FOCI when the gap is the object of the
same preposition that is contained in the FOCUS (ex. 16-17).

6. Neither APs nor VPs occur in FOCUS position.

N Relative part
a. R.elativizers

1. Relatiue pronoun: none of the relative pronouns occur in clefts, excepting
only the attributive genitive hvis, see 4. below.

2. Relatiue particle (som): is the unmarked relativizer. It is excluded, giving
way to an optional tensed complementizer at, only if the relative gap
represents a PP or a sentential adjunct.(ex. 14,15,24,25).

3. Relatiue aduerb: can sometimes be used, but is always archaic (ex. 9).
4. Piedpiped PP: is sometimes possible, but archaic (ex. 10).
5. Pied-piped possessiue NP: is possible when the relativized item is the

possessor NP (realised by attributive genitive relativizer huis), and the
relative gag is subject of the RC (ex. 18,19).
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c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Any position can be focussed.

Eaamples
1. det var den jakke som BjSrn k~bte R.

it was this coat that B. bought
2. den jakke var det som Bjórn k0bte R.

this coat was it that B. bought
3. Lis siger at det var den jakke som Bj~rn k0bte R.

L. says that it was this coat that B. bought
4. ~`Lis siger at den jakke var det som Bjbrn k0bte R.

L. says that this coat was it that B. bought
5. ~`det var jeg som R k0bte den jakke.

it was I that bought this coat
6. det var mig som R kgbte den jakke.

it was me that bought this coat
7. ~`det var jeg som han hadede R.

it was I that he hated
8. det var mig som han hadede R.

it was me that he hated
9. qoqodet var den bl~ sal huori Margrethe talte til komitéen R.

it was the blue room wherein M. adressed the committee
10. ~Iodet var Bent [til huem] Jule manden gav gaver R.

it was B. to whom Santa Claus gave presents
11. olodet var Bent som Jule manden gav gaver [til R].

it was B. that Santa Claus gave presents to
12. det var krigen, som alle talte [om R].

it was the war that everybody was talking about
13. 96det var den bl~ sal som Margrethe talte til komitéen [i R].

it was the blue room wherein M, adressed the committee in
14. det var over droningen, (at) han skrev en bog R.

it was about the queen that he wrote a book about
15. 'det var i k~kkenet, som Sten byggede et skib R.

it was in the kitchen that S. built a ship
16. ?det var med gr~n maling, som Finn malede láger [med R].

it was with green paint that F. painted the gate with
17. ?det var i k~kkenet, som Sten byggede et skib [i R].

it was in the kitchen that S. built a ship in
18. det var kaptajn Sarensen [huis matrose] R syngede for droningen.

it was captain S. whose sailors sang for the queen
19. ~`?det er borgmesteren, [huis 10n] droningen fastsaetter R.

it is the mayor whose wages the queen determinea
20. qodet var at han sá s~ grum ud, som R bekymrede os mest.

it was that he looked so grim that worried us most
21. qodet var at han s~ s~ grum ud, som jeg skriv ft i min dagbog.

it was that he looked so grim that I wrote in my diary
22. ~det var at han s~ s~ grum ud, som alle talte [om R].

it was that he looked so grim that everybody talked about
23. det var det at han sá s~ grum ud, som R bekymrede os mest.

it was the [fact] that he looked so grim that worried us most
24. det var fordi at musikken var sá hgj, at han ringede til politiet.

it was because the music was so loud that he called the police
25. ~`det var fordi at musikken var eá h~j, som han ringede til politiet.

it was because the music was so loud that he called the police
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E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. (Semi-)FREE RELATIVE - v~re - FOCUS
b. FOCUS - u~re - (Semi-)FREE RELATIVE

Remarks
1. Both orders occur both in main clause and embedded pseudo-clefts (ex.

1-4).

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. the FOCUS is consistently accusative (visible in pronouns only) (ex. 5-8).

b. Possible categories
1. FOCUS can be any phrasal category except VP. The category of FOCUS

and the relative gap must be identical, except when the relative gap is
that of a locative PP and the FOCUS is an NP that can be interpreted as
a locative phrase (ex. 16).

III. Relative Part
a. Relativizers

1. Relatiue pronoun:
i. huem, referring to persons, is marked as literary or archaic, and

judgments about such casea are quite erratic. A semi-FR ([hvem
[(som)[ ... R ...]]] or [hvem [der [ R ...]]]) is strongly preferred (ex.
9,10).

ii. huad, referring to non-persons is used freely (ex. 1-4).
2. Relatiue particle: (som) is used in semi-FRs in pseudo-clefts only, subject to

the normal conditions (ex. 5,7).
3. Relatiue aduerb:

i. huor (where), and, with more difiiculty, nár, and dá (when) occur (ex.
14-18).

ii. otherwise, only huorfor (why), with as focus a clause of reason, can be
used (ex. 31).

4. Piedpiped PP: to a quite limited extent, PPs that have a close
relationship to the verb can be pied-piped, but not adverbial adjunct
PPse (ex. 19-22).

5. Pied-piped possessive NP: using huis seems marginally poasible, but only if
the relative gap is the subject (ex. 26).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Any subject or direct object NP or clause can be made FOCUS (ex.

1,5,9,27,28).
2. Predicate nominals and, marginally, adjectives can be focussed (ex. 11,12).
3. Non-prepositional indirect objecta can be focussed, but are not accepted by

all speaker since they mostly involve using huem, because indirect objects
tend to be persons (ex. 13).

4. Any object of a preposition, whether the PP is indirect object, prepositional
object or adjunct, can be focussed (ex. 19-21,23-25,30).

5. Adverbial PPs can be focussed to some extent if they are local, but only
with great difficulty if they are directional, and almost not at all when
temporal (ex. 14-18).

' some speakers find the following alternative to (21) more or less acceptable:
i. ??over det som jeg taenker R er at Bent har forladt os.
about that which I'm thinking is that B. has left us

the proper analysis of which is completely unclear.
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6. Other adverbial adjuncts cannot be focussed, with the exception of reason
clauses, using the relative adverb huorf'or (ex.31).

Egamples
1. huad jeg kabte R var et br~d.

what I bought was a loaf
2. et br~d er huad jeg kgbte R.

a loaf was what I bought
3. Lis siger at huad jeg kgbte R var et br~d.

L. says that what I bought was a loaf
4. Lis siger at et br0d er huad jeg kgbte R.

L. says that a loaf was what I bought
5. Poul ha;vder at den som R ved mest om dette er hende.

P. claims that the-one that knows most about this is her
6. ~`Poul haevder at den som R ved mest om dette er hun.

P. claims that the-one that knows most about this is she
7. Poul haevder at den (som) jeg sá R i Odense var hende.

P. claims that the-one that I saw in O. was her
8. ~`Poul ha'vder at den (som) jeg sá ft i Odense var hun.

P. claims that the-one that I saw in O. was her
9. ~`?Poul h~vder at huem R ved mest om dette er hende.

P. claims that who knows most about this is her
10. ~`?Poul h~vder at huem jeg sá i Odense var hende.

P. claims that who I saw in O. was her
11. huad han tilsidst blev R var tandleege.

what he eventually became was dentist
12. qohuad hun blev R var kridhvid.

what she became was pale as chalk
13. ?huem han altid giver alle sine penge R er sin hustru.

whom he always gives all his money is his wife
14. hvor jeg vil bo R er i Paris.

where I want to live is in Paria
15. hvor jeg opbevarer mine penge R er i en gammel sok.

where I keep my money is in an old sock
16. ?huor jeg flytter R er Paris.

where I'm moving is Paris
17. ~`?nár jeg vil tage afsted R er ved solopgang.

when I want to leave is at sunrise
18. ~`?nár Kristian fpler sig bedst R er om morgenen.

when K. feels best is in the morning
19. ?[til huem] han altid giver alle sine penge R er sin hustru.

to whom he always gives all his money is his wife
20. ?[over huad] han taenker R er en ny bil.

about what he is thinking is a new car
21. ?[over huad] jeg taenker R er at Bent har forladt os.

about what I'm thinking is that B. has left us
22. ~`[i huad] jeg opbevarer mine penge R er en gammel sok.

in what I keep my money is an old sock
23. den som han altid giver alle sine penge [til R] er sin hustru.

the-one that he always gives all hia money to ia his wife
24. huad jeg taenker [over R] er en ny bil.

what I am thinking about is a new car
25. huad jeg opbevarer mine penge [i R] er en gammel sok.

what I keep my money in is an old sock
26. ?[huis tilstand] R bekymrer os, er de smá barn.

whose condition worries us is the younger children
27. huad R bekymrer mig er at Finn ikke er l~jemme endnu.

what worries me is that F. is not home yet
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28. huad du glemmer R er at s~danne ting koster mange penge.
what you forget is tha such things cost a lot of money

29. huad han ville R var at laere at sveemme.
what he wanted was to learn to swim

30. huad jeg vil tale [om R] er at du drikker for meget.
what I want to talk about is that you drink so much

31. qohuorfor han ringede til politiet R var fordi der var en underlig lyd
ovenp~.
why he called the police was because there was a strange noise upstairs

5 INTERPUNCTION

1. Usually, appositives are enclosed in commas, but restrictives lack commas.
2. Somewhat archaically, the 'grammatical comma' is still used: a comma at

the start of any embedded clause whose subject is not equal to that of its
main clause.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A. RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1 Base form Substlattr. Same as
der both demonstrative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm, func. of relativized item
entities SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
sing. plur.

m f n
nom. der die das die
gen. dessen deren dessen deren~derer
dat. dem der dem denen
acc. den die das die

NB: archaic genitive sin~ar (m 8a n): des;
collective genitive p ural: der.

Use and peculiarities
1. der is the unmarked relativizer in normal relatives. It is also used in free

relatives, although this is not accepted by all speakers (considered archaic)
(ex. 1,2).

2. As object of a preposition der alternates with the wotP variant. The latter
is considered somewhat more formal (ex. 3).

3. Attributive use is restricted to possessive constructions (ex. 4).
4. When not attributively used, the genitive plural form deren alternates

with derer (ex. 5).
5. With the following types of antecedent, was replaces das in headed

relatives (see also wer below):
i. Neuter purely abatract substantivized adjective or participle, with

indefinite and nonspecific reference (ex. 6);
ii. A substantivized superlative (ex. 7);

iii. A neuter indefinite pronoun, i.e.: das, dasjenige, dasselbe, alles, das
einzige, nichts, uieles, weniges, etwas) (ex. 8).

NB: When the antecedent is etwas, das will occur too sometimes.

Ezamplea
1. das M~dchen, das ich am liebsten ft heiraten m~chte, heif3t Lola.

the girl that I would like to marry most, is called Lola
2. selig sind, die R Gottea Wort háren und bewahren.

blessed are (those) who hear and keep God's word
3. Sie ist die Person [von der] ich letzte Woche getr~umt hatte.

she is the person of whom I had dreamed last week
4. der Arzt, [mit dessen vollem Einverstándnis] die Tabletten R verkauft

wurden, ist heute verurteilt worden.
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the doctor, with whose full consent the tablets had been sold, has been
sentenced today.

5. die Stral3e, [oberhalb derer] er R wohnte, mu13 damals sicher schón
gewesen sein.
the street above which he lived, must certainly have been beautiful then.

6. all das SchSne, was wir in diesen Tagen R erlebten, ...
all the nice things, which we experienced during these days, ...

7. das ist das Komischste, was ich in meinem Leben R gehórt habe.
that is the most funny thing which I have heard in my life

8. alles, was du hier R siehst, gehárt mir.
everything that you see here belongs to me

2 Base form Sub~st!attr. Same as
welcher both interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
entitiea SU., DO., IO., obj of P.

Inflected forms
sing. plur.

m f n
nom. welcher welche welches welche
gen. welches welcher welchen welcher
dat. welchem welcher welchem welchen
acc. welchen welche welches welche

NB: If welcher is used attributively, the antecedent may also
be a clause, i.e. an event.

Use and peculiaritiea
1. welcher is formal, written only. Mainly used to avoid repetition and

convergence of the relativizer with a neighbouring definite article.
2. The genitive form, which is employed in the formally identical

interrogative pronoun, is not used either attributively or substantively.
3. welcher can be used attributively too (ex.3).
4. Special cases of using welcher are:

welch ersterer: the former of whomlwhich;
welch letzterer: the latter of whomlwhich.

Examples
1. die Frau, welche R das gesagt hat, sollte sich schámen.

the woman who has said that, should be-ashamed-of herself
2. es gab kein Ereignis, [an welchem] der Kaiser nicht pers~nlich R

teilgenommen h~tte.
there was no event in which the emperor had not personally taken part

3. er sagte "Guten Tag", [welchen Gruf3] sie R freundlich erwiderte.
he said "good day", which greeting she friendlily returned
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3

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
wer

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
mlf n

nom. wer was
gen. wessen
dat. wem
acc. wen was

Use and peculiarities
1. wer is used:

i. in free relatives (ex.l), especially with generalizing or indefinite
'referent';

ii. sometimes to replace der, see under der, above.
2. was is used as object of a preposition, yielding consistently the form wotP.

This form seems slowly to give way in favour of the alternative [P f der]
(ex. 2).

3. was is used when the antecedent is a pred.AP, a VP, or a sentence (ex.2-
4).

4. Archaically, there exists the form wes instead of wessen ( ex.ó).

Examples
1. wir bleiben, wer wir sind R.

we remain who we are
2. heute hab ich die Anstellung, [wovon] ich gestern nur R tr~umen konnte.

today I've got the job, of which I could only dream yesterday
3. er iat reich, was wir alle gerne R sein m5chten.

he is rich, what we all would like to be
4. sie hat einen anstrengenden Job, was R ihr sehr gef'állt.

she has a demanding job, which pleases her a lot
5. der Job hat ihm nicht gefallen, was R bedauerlich ist.

the job did not please him, which is a pity
6. wes das Herz voll ist, des gehet der Mund uber. (M.Luther)

of-what the heart is full, thereof the mouth overflows

B. RELATIVE PAR.TICLES

1 Base form Same as
da~i tensed subordinating conjunction

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
temporal expression temporal adv. adjunct

Use and peculiarities
1. Use of the relative complementizer daQ is limited. Quite marginal and

hardly accepted unless the antecedent is a general temporal word like
Moment. Even then fully acceptable for some apeakers only.

Examples
1. ?Im Moment, da~ó die Bombe explodierte R, war niemand in der N~he.

at the moment that the bomb exploded there was nobody around
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C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
I. Most common format

wo t preposition.

II. Forms English equivalent Peculiarities
als when
da when
wenn when NOT in questions (wann)
weswegen why
wie how, as
wo where
wodurch through which, why
woftlr (be-)for(-e) which
woher from where
wohin whereto
womit with which
wonach after which
worum why, for which NOT in questions (warum)

NB.
There are some special, preposition-like expresaions that normally take an
'incorporated' possessive pronoun as argument, e.g. um meinentwillen,
seinentwegen. These can be relativized by using the genitive dessen or
deren: um dessentwillen, dessentwegen, derenthalben (all meaning t'for
whose sake')

Uae
1. the true relative adverbs (the first group above) can also head free

relatives (ex.5).
2. wenn and worum are exclusive to relativea. In questions we find wann

and warum.
3. wo can occasionally be used with temporal meaning (ex.6).

Eaamples
1. die Zeit, als das R pasaiert ist, ist schon lange her.

the time when that has happened is long gone already.
2. an dem Tag da sie R in Munchen waren, wurde der Kommissar

erschossen.
on that day when they were in M. the commissioner was shot dead

3. er kam deswegen nicht, weswegen auch ich R nicht kommen wollte.
he didn't come for the same reason why I didn't want to come

4. sie verh~lt sich (so), wie man sich im Kindergarten R verh~lt.
she behaves in-such-a-way as one behaves in kindergarten

5. wo er friiher R gewohnt hat, steht jetzt ein Museum.
where he used to live is a musuem now

6. Das erinnert mich an die Zeit, wo wir R zusammen auf dem Gymnasium
waren.
That reminds me of the time when we were in grammar school together

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIRECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, IO, Adverbial.
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Remarks
1. Notice that relativization of an adverbial is almost never possible with the

relative particle da~i. See 2.3.B. above.

Examplea
1. der Einzige, der R mich wirklich kennt, ist mein Bruder.

the only (one) who really knows me is my brother
2. die Frau, die ich ft am liebsten heiraten máchte, heiAt Lola.

the woman whom I would like to marry most is called L.
3. der Junge, dem wir R das Geld gegeben hatten, ist verschwunden.

the boy (to) whom we had given the money has disappeared
4. die Zeit, als das R pasaiert ist, ist schon lange her.

the time when that happened is long gone already

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. Quite generally, it is impossible to extract the object or part of the object

of a preposition. The preposition must be pied-piped. See 2.4.2.4 below.

B. PART OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. The attributive genitive NP can never be extracted, therefore,

relativization is possible only if the containing NP is pied-piped with it
(ex. 1,2).

II. Other complements of NP
1. The object of a prepositional complement to a noun can be relativized,

provided the whole PP is pied-piped with it (ex. 3,4).

Examplea
1. ~`der Mann, dessen er [ R Freund] kannte, hat ihm nicht helfen wollen.

the man whose he knew friend has refused to help him
2. der Mann, [dessen Freund] er R kannte, hat ihm nicht helfen wollen.

the man whose friend he knew has refused to help him
3. der Mann, [iiber den] ich (soviele Biicher R] gelesen habe, sitzt ins

Gefangnis.
the man about whom I have read somany books is in prison

4. der Autor, [von dem] ich gerade [ein Buch R] gekauft habe, wohnt in
Miinchen.
the author of whom I have just bough a book lives in M.

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
1. Extraction out of embedded sentences is an unstable phenomenon in

German, with much variation among speakers. Generally, long extractions
rate from hardly acceptable in the North to reasonably good in the
South'(ex. 1,2).

' In Bavarian these extractiona are quite allright:
i. mir ham den Ochsn g'seng wo d7.eid song (daB R s'G'mias zamtretn hodl.

we have seen the ox that [the] people say that has trampled the vegetables
ii. mir kenna den Mó wo dTzid song daB R an Ochan aafhem kó.

we know the man that [the] people say that can lift an ox
iii. des is der Mó dem wo d`Leid song [daB da Hana R an Apfe g'gem hod].

this ia the man (to) whom [that] [the] people say that [the] Hans has given an
apple

For further details aee Bayer (1984).
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2. When the embedded declarative has main clause word order (i.e. the verb
in 2nd position) relativization from it is completely ungrammatical2 (ex. 3).

II. part of a finite question.
1. Relativizing out of an embedded queation is impossible.

III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Relativization from embedded infinitival declaratives is possible (ex. 4).
2. Relativization from an embedded infinitival question is impossible.

N part of a relative clause.
1. Impossible.

Ezamplea
1. ~`?der Mann, den du mir erz~hltest [daJ3 Emma R liebt], hat eine

bsterreichische Zirkusprinzessin geheiratet.
the man who you told me that E. loves has married an Austrian circus
princess

2. ~`?der Mann, der du mir erz~ltest [da13 R Emma liebt], hat eine
~sterreichische Zirkusprinzessin geheiratet.
the man who you told me that loves E. has married an Austrian circus
princesa

3. ~`das Buch das ich glaube [er hat gestern R gelesen] ...
the book that I believe he has read yesterday ...

4. der Diplomat, den der Geheimdienst [ R zu liquidieren] versucht hat,
kam unbeschadet davon.
the diplomat whom the secret service had tried to liquidate survived
without damage

D. PIED PIPING
1. Fied-piping is extremely widespread in German. There are, however, a few

very general constrainta:
i. Only a preposition may precede the relative pronoun;

ii. In FR.s, there is no pied-piping at all.
2. Pied-piping is poasible for the following categories:

i. A PP whose object is relativized (ex. 1,2).
ii. The highest in a continuous stack of NPs, each of which is a

prenominal genitive to the next, of which the lowest contains an
attributive genitive relative pronoun (ex.1,2).

iii. A PP having such a stack as its object (ex. 3,4).
iv. An infinitival clause which:

a. does not show the complementizer um, and
b. doea contain the infinitival particle zu3, and
c. directly contains either a relative pronoun or one of the structures
in i-iii (ex. 5-9).

3. Mark that poatnominal genitive NPa cannot be pied-piped at all. Partly
this follows from condition l.i (ex.10,11).

4. Notice that pied-piping of infinitival clauses is in principle optional. In as
much as one accepts long relativization by extraction in general (primarily

' Notice that questioning part of such an embedded clause is possible:
i. was, glaubst du [ hat er gestern e, gesagt]?

This phenomenon is bounded: if we embed the whole thing once more, questioning is
impossible too.

' So, when um is obligatory, such as in purposive clauses, pied-piping the clause is
impoasible. The infinitival marker zu ia miasing from infinitival complements to certain
verbs, e.g. au~liary and perception verbs. Theae complement clauses cannot be pied-piped
either.
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a Southern phenomenon), the option of extracting from a clause is present
as well (ex. 12).

5. When pied-piping a PP whose object is relativized, there are two
possibilities: either there is wo- conversion (preposition t object pronoun
becomes wo f preposition) or not. Wo-conversion is considered more
formal, and seems to be on the wane in general (ex. 13,14).

Examplea
1. er haAt den Mann, [dessen Freund] er R liebt.

he hates the man whose friend he loves
2. er haBt den Mann, [dessen Vaters Freundin] er R liebt.

he hates the man whose father's girlfriend he loves
3. er haBt den Mann, [mit dessen Freund] er jeden Samstag R ausgeht.

he hates the man with whose friend he goea out every Saturday
4. er haBt den Mann, [mit dessen Vaters Freundin] er jeden Samstag R

auageht.
he hates the man with whose father's girlfriend he goes out every
Saturday

5. er hat den Wagen, (den zu kaufen] er eich R vorgenommen hatte, nicht
mehr gesehen.
he has not seen the car that he had decided to buy anymore

6. Das Einzige, [woruber zu sprechen] er nicht R gewunscht hat, ist sein
Verh~ltnis zu seinem Vater.
the only (thing) about which he has not wished to speak is is relationship
with his father

7. das Bett, [in dem zu schlafen] R mir niemals gelungen ist, hab ich jetzt
endlich verkauft.
the bed in which I never succeeded in sleeping I've finally sold

8. die Frau, [deren Freundachaft zu erwerben] R mir sehr angenehm w~re,
ist heute Morgen leider verreist.
the woman to win whose friendship would please me very much has
unfortunately departed this morning

9. dieser Junge, [dessen Vaters Freundin zu kennen] R eine ganz groAe
Ehre iat, heiBt Werner.
this boy, to know whose father's girlfriend is a very big honour, is called
W.

10. ~`der Junge, [die Freundin dessen Vaters] R mir gefállt ...
the boy the girlfriend (of) whose father's pleases me ...

11. ~`der Junge, (dessen Vatera] [die Freundin R] mir gefállt ...
the boy (ofl whose father's the girlfriend peases me ...

12. ?er hat den Wagen, den er sich [R, zu kaufen] vorgenommen hatte, nicht
mehr gesehen.
he has not seen the car which he had decided to buy anymore

13. den Dolch, [mit dem] er sich R erstach, hatte er erst letzte Woche
gekauft.
the dagger with which he killed himself he had bough only last week

14. den Dolch, [womit] er sich R erstach, hatte er erst letzte Woche gekauft.

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANTECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVFJAPPOSITIVE
1. In addition to NPs, appositive RCa take predicative adjectives or nominals,

VPs and clauses as antecedents (ex. 1-4).
2. Appositives that specify the sequel to the action described in the main

clause, so-called weiterf'uhrende Relatiue, are best if the consecutio
temporum is made completely obvious by some adverbial like aber, dann
or auch. Otherwise many speakers prefer a coordinate structure (ex. 5-7).
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Ezamples
1. er ist reich, was wir alle gerne R aein m~chten.

he is rich, what we all would like to be
2. er ist Zahnarzt, was ich auch gerne R sein m5chte.

he is a dentist, which I would like to be too
3. sie hat einen anstrengenden Job, was R ihr sehr gefállt.

she has a demanding job, which pleases her a lot
4. der Job hat ihm nicht gefallen, was R bedauerlich ist.

the job did not please him, which is a pity
5. qoer 5ffizete den Schrank, dem er R einen Anzug entnahm.

he opened the closet, from which he took a suit
6. er bffnete den Schrank, dem er dann R einen Anzug entnahm.

he opened the closet, from which he then took a suit
7. er ~ffnete den Schrank, und entnahm ihm einen Anzug.

he opened the closet, and took a suit from it

B. AGREEMENT
1. If the relative gap is the subject, then the verb of the RC agreea with the

relative pronoun in person (always 3rd) and number (ex. 1-4).
2. The relative pronoun agrees with the antecedent in number (ex. 1-4).
3. The relative pronoun agrees with the relative gap in case (see below).
4. If the antecedent is a personal pronoun, and the subject of RC is

relativized, then the relative gap must often be covered by a resumptively
used personal pronoun, identical to the antecedent. In these cases the
finite verb of RC agrees with that pronoun in person and number (ex. 5,6).

Ezamples
1. der Koffer, der R in der Ecke steht, gehSrt mir.

the suitcase which atands in the corner belongs to me
2. die Koffer, die R in der Ecke stehen, gehbren mir.

the suitcases which stand in the corner belong to me
3. der Koffer, den du dort in der Ecke R siehst, gehórt mir.

the suitcase which you see there in the corner belongs to me
4. die Koffer, die du dort in der Ecke R siehst, gehbren mir.

the suitcases which you see there in the corner belong to me
5. ich, der ich euch weit entgegengekommen bin, ...

I, who (I) have come your way quite far, ...
6. du, der du uns nichts vormachen wolltest, ...

you, who (you) didn't mean to cheat us, ...

C. RELATIVES WITH ANTECEDENT
I. Nominal antecedents
1. If the antecedent is a non-neuter noun denoting an indefinite quantity, the

relative pronoun nevertheless takes its neuter form (ex. 1).
2. The only cases in which an antecedent can be more than one NP is when

the antecendent consists of two NPs that are coordinated, or are parallel
parts of coordinated phrases.

IL Pronominal antecedents
1. The pronoun derjenige is exclusively used as a prop-antecedent for

semi-FRs.

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. If the antecedent is:

a. a predicate nominal, or
b. not a NP (so, e.g. a clause) , or
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c. a neuter indefinite pronoun (das, dasjenige, dasselbe, alles, nichts,
etc), or
d. a substantivized superlative

then the relative pronoun is was instead of das (ex. 2-7).
2. In Bavarian, either the relative particle or the relative pronoun may be

misaing, but, as it seems, never both at the same time. Absence of the
relative pronoun is severely constrained by case-morphology and other
factors.

N Case
1. The case of the relative pronoun is always the case of the relative gap (ex.

8-10).

Egamples
1. die Lise wuf3te eine Mengeleinen Haufen uber Brandt zu sagen, das R

nicht ganz dem entsprach, was Vogel vorgetragen hatte.
L. knew a lot to say about B., which did not precisely correspond to that
which V. had recounted

2. er ist Zahnarzt, was ich auch gerne R sein mSchte.
he is a dentist, which I would like to be too

3. er ist reich, was wir alle gerne R sein miichten.
he is rich, what we all would like to be

4. der Job hat ihm nicht gefallen, was R bedauerlich ist.
the job did not please him, which is a pity

5. all das SchSne, was wir in diesen Tagen R erlebten, ...
all the nice things, which we experienced during these days, ...

6. alles, was du hier R siehst, geh6rt mir.
everything that you see here belongs to me

7. das ist das Komischste, was ich in meinem Leben R gehárt habe.
that is the most funny thich which I have heard in my life

8. der Koffer, der R in der Ecke steht, gehórt mir.
the suitcase which stands in the corner belongs to me

9. der Koffer, den du dort in der Ecke R siehst, gehbrt mir.
the suitcase which you see there in the corner belongs to me

10. der Koffer, [auf dem] du ft sitzt, gehbrt mir.
the suitcase upon which you are sitting belongs to me

D. FREE RELATIVES
I. Relativizers
1. Pied-piping is virtually excluded in German FRs'. Since also German also

has no preposition stranding, objects of prepositions can be relativized only
by relativizing the whole PP using a relative adverb (ex. 1-4).

II. Agreement
1. If the subject of the FR is relativized, the verb agrees with the relative

pronoun.

III. Case
1. The case of the relative pronoun is always the case of the relative gap.

' 1'here is a small number of quite marginal possible exceptions, where the
relativized PP has a close semantic connection to the both the higher verb and verb of
the FR itself:

i. ?Hans glaubt ((woran] wir alle R glauben].
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N Matching
1. FRs must be matching for category. I.e.: The position which is occupied by

an FR must be compatible with the category of the phrase in COMP of FR
(ex. 4-7).

2. FRs must be matching for case. Mind that syncretism is sufficient: the
position of the FR must not bear a case that is morphologically distinct
from that of the phrase in COMP of Fft. I(ex. 8-14).

V. Conditionality
1. FRs in der are non-conditional.

Egamples
1. das Buch liegt [wo auch die andern Bucher R liegen].

the book lies where there other books also lie
2. ~`das Buch liegt [[in was] auch die andern Bucher R liegen].

the book lies in what the other books also lie
3. ~`das Buch liegt [worin auch die andern Bucher R liegen].

the book lies in what the other books also lie
4. ~`[auf den man wartet ft], kommt selten rechtzeitig.

for whom one waits rarely comes in time
5. (wer R erwartet wird], kommt selten rechtzeitig.

who is expected rarely comes in time
6. der Hans hat, [was er R gestohlen hat], zuruckgegeben.

H. has returned what he has stolen
7. ~`der Hans hat, [wouon er R sprach], zuruckgegeben.

H. has returned about which he talked
8. ich nehme, [wenacc du mir Racc empfiehlst]acc.

I take whoever you recommend [to] me
9. ~`ich nehme, [wemdat du Rdat vertraust]acc.

I take who you trust
10. ~`ich nehme [wernom Rnom einen guten Eindruck macht]acc.

I take who makea a good impression
11. [wasnomlacc du mir Racc gegeben hast]nom, ist pr~chtig.

what you have given me is wonderful
12. ich habe weggeschmissen [wasnomlacc Rnom noch ubrig war]acc.

I have thrown away what was left
13. ?[dienomlacc du mir Racc geschikt hast]nom istlsind blód.

who you sent to me is~are stupid
14. ?[dergen~dat du dich Rgen erinnerst]dat h5tte ich nichts gegeben.

I would not have given anything (to) who (feminine) you remember

E. STACRED RELATIVES
1. As usual, restrictive RCs may be stacked, but not appositives (ex. 1).

Egamples
1. gerade der [ Kassierer, den wir hier R hatten], der R immer den besten

Eindruck gemacht hatte, ist mit der Kasse durchgebrannt.
precisely the cashier that we had here who always made the best
impression has gone off with the cash

F. ftESUMPTION
1. See B.4. above.
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4 R.ELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIRONMENT

A EXTR.APOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Relatives belonging to the object can usually be extraposed (ex. 1,2).
2. If the extraposed RC is appositively interpreted, as is frequently the case,

ita carries continuative or resultative meaning (ex. 1).
3. Extraposition of relative clauses belonging to the subject is restricted to

those where the relative clause functions as a strong condition with
respect to the antecedent (as in, e.g., precisely those who ..., that uery item
which ...) (ex. 3,4).

4. Free relatives can be extraposed, unless they are object of a preposition
(ex. 5-7).

Eaamples
1. wir wollten [unsere Lehrerin ei] besuchen, [die R aber nicht zu Hause

war].
we wanted to visit our teacher, who turned out not to be home

2. er sagt, da13 er sich [ein Haus ei] sucht [das R wenigstens 4 Zimmer hat]i.
he says that he is looking for a houae that containa at least four rooms

3. ~`[Leute ei] kommen selten rechtzeitig, [die R erwartet werden]i
people seldom come in time who are expected

4. [gerade die Leute ei] kommen selten rechtzeitig, [die R am meisten
erwartet werden]i
precisely those people only rarely come in time, who are expected most
eagerly

5. man sagt, daf3 du immer [ftI ei] anstellst, [wen man dir R empfiehlt]i.
they say that you always appoint whoever they recommend you

6. er meint daB ((Ó ei] immer unbedingt richtig sein muA, [was die Zeitung R
schreibt]i.
he thinks that [it] must always absolutely be true, what the paper writes

7. morgen heil3t [0 ei] falsch, [was R heute fiir richtig gilt]i.
tomorrow is called wrong what is considered right today

8. ~`ich habe mich sehr [uber ei] gefreut, [was er R zuruck brachte].
I was very pleased with what he brought back

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. The antecedent of a relative clause may occur alone in topicalized position

if the relative clause belonging to it has been extraposed (ex. 1,2).

Egamples
1. (gerade die Leute ei] kommen T selten rechtzeitig, [die R am meisten

erwartet werden]i
precisely those people only rarely come in time, who are expected most
eagerly

2. [nur die Bucher ei] hatte er T verkauft, [die ihm seine ehemalige Frau R
geschenkt hatte]i.
only those books had he sold that his ex-wife had given him

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSE5
1. Impossible.
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D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. es FOCUS sein [relativizer ... R... ](embedded cleft)
b. FOCUS es sein [relativizer ... R... ](embedded cleft)
c. es sein FOCUS [relativizer . .. R... ](main cl. cleft)
d. FOCUS sein es [relativizer ... R... ](main cl. cleft)

Remarka
1. In embedded clefts (a,b. above), the relative clause of the cleft construction

is always obligatorily extraposed to the right of the verb (ex. 1,2).
2. The different orders of a,b. versus c,d. with respect to the position of the

verb are due to the V2 rule operative in German, which in main clauses
only movea the verb to the second position in the sentence (ex. 1-4).

3. Instead of expletive es the demonatrative pronoun das (that) can be used
it ita deictic senae when the focus is a NP ( ex. 8).

II. Agreement of the copula
1. If the FOCUS is a NP, the copula agrees with it in person and number,

otherwise the copula agreea with the expletive (3rd person singular) (ex.
5-8).

III. Focus part
a. Case

1. As a rule, the FOCUS is consistently nominative (ex. 9-12).
2. As a marked option, FOCUS may be accusative if the relative gap is

accusative (ex. 13). All other combinations seem to be unacceptable.

b. Possible categories
1. The FOCUS can be any of any of the phrasal categoriea NP (ex. 1), PP

(ex. 21), VP (ex. 32) and clause (ex. 18,31). Clausal focus is largely
restricted to infinitival clauses. See (3.cJ below.

2. For those who accept examplea like (24), then AP is also possible.

IV Relative part
a. R.elativizera

1. Relatiue Pronoun
i. der is used if the gap is the subject, or the direct or indirect object

and the FOCUS is a NP or pronoun coreferential with the gap. The
relative pronoun agrees in gender and number with FOCUS (ex.
4,5,9,10,16,17).
ii. was (neuter singular of wer) is used if the gap is the subject or
direct object and the FOCUS is a clause. Notice that these cases are
marginal to unacceptable in any case (ex. 18,19).

2. Relatiue Aduerb occurs only marginally. Wo can be used if the gap is that
of a locative adjunct, and FOCUS ia a PP. None of the others seem to be
acceptable (ex. 20).

3. Relatiue Particle (da~f) is used if:
i. FOCUS is a PP and the gap is a PP too (ex. 21,22);

ii. FOCUS is a manner phrase introduced by wie, and the gap is that of
a manner adjunct (ex. 23).

iii. (very marginally only) FOCUS is an AP and the gap is a resultative
adjunct (ex. 24).

4. Pied-piped PP is used when:
i. The gap is a prepositional indirect object or other prepositional object.

FOCUS must be a NP (ex. 25,26);
ii. The gap is an adverbial adjunct PP, and the FOCUS is a NP (ex. 27).
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5. Pied-piped possessiue NP is used when the FOCUS is a possessor NP of
that NP (ex. 28-30).

b. Agreement
1. If the relative gap is the subject, the verb of the relative part agrees in

person (consistently 3rd) and number with the relative pronoun (ex.
9,14,15).

c. Positions that can be focusaed
1. Any position that can be relativized can be made FOCUS of a cleft

construction, excepting to some extent finite argument clauses. These are
not accepted by everyone (ex. 18,19).

2. In addition, VPs can be made FOCUS of a cleft construction, under
support from the verb tun or machen (ex. 32).

Examplea
1. Jutta sagt da13 es dieser Wagen war [den sie R kaufen wollte].

J. says that it this car was which she wanted to buy
2. Jutta sagt daA dieser Wagen es war [den sie R kaufen wollte].

J. says that this car it was which she wanted to buy
3. es war dieser Wagen [den sie R kaufen wollte].

it was this car which she wanted to buy
4. dieser Wagen war es [den sie ft kaufen wollte].

this car was it which she wanted to buy
5. es waren diese Wagen [die sie R kaufen wollte].

it were these cars which she wanted to buy
6. ~`es war diese Wagen [die sie R kaufen wollte].

it was these cars which she wanted to buy
7. ich bin es [den du ft dort am Rande siehst].

I am it whom you see there at the edge
8. das bin ich, [den du R dort am Rande siehst].

that am I whom you see there at the edge
9. ea war der Chef [der R dieaen Wagen gekauft hat].

it was the boss who bought this car
10. es war der Komplize (den er R verurteilte].

it was the accomplice whom he condemned
11. es war der Platzmangel [dessen er R uberdrussig war].

it was the lack of apace that he was fed up with
12. ea war dieser Lieferant [dem der Chef R nicht vertraute].

it was this supplier whom the boss didn't trust
13. qoes war den Komplizen [den er R verurteilte].

it was the accomplice whom he condemned
14. es sind nur die R.eichen [die R in Aston Martins herumfahren kbnnen].

it are only the rich who can drive around in Aston Martins
15. ich bin es [der R immer die Rechnungen bezahlt].

it am I who always paya the bills
16. es ist die Tochter meiner Schwester [der mein Onkel R Spielzeug gibt].

it is my sister's daughter to-whom my uncle givea toys
17. es ist der Sohn meiner Schwester [dem mein Onkel R Spielzeug gibt].

it is my sister's son to-whom my uncle givea toys
18. ?es ist da13 er so schlecht sussieht [was R uns am meisten beunruhigt].

it is that he lookes so bad which worries us most
19. ?es war da13 er ao schlecht sussah [was ich R in meinem Tagebuch

aufzeichnete].
it was that he looked so bad which I put in my diary

20. ??es war in der Kiiche [wo Hans R ein Schiff zu bauen versuchte].
it was in the kitchen where H. tried to build a ship

21. es war in der Kuche [da~i Hans R ein Schiff zu bauen versuchte].
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it was in the kitchen that H. tried to build a ship
22. es was riber Amerika (daQ Lothar ein Buch R geschrieben hat].

it was on amerika that L. wrote a book
23. es war wie ein Idiot [da~B er sich R benommen hat].

it was like a crank that he behaved
24. ??ea war grun [daQ Hans die Tur R angemalt hat].

it was green that H. painted the door
25. es sind nur die besten Kinder [[an die] dieser Lehrer R Biicher verteilt].

it are only the best children to whom tlus teacher distributes books
26. es war eine wichtige Sache [[von der] Lothar R geredet hat].

it was an important affair of which L. spoke
27. es war der blaue Saal [[in dem] Dietrich R auftrat].

it was the blue room in which D. performed
28. es war Kapitgn Kohl [[dessen Matrosen] R den KSnig begleiteten].

it was captain R whose sailors escorted the king
29. es ist der Kommissar [(dessen Frau] der Burgermeister R begehrt].

it is the commissioner whose wife the mayor luats after
30. es ist Marianne [[deren Kindern] mein Onkel R Geschenke gibt].

it is M. to-whose children my uncle gives presenta
31. es ist ins Kino gehen [was wir R wollen].

it is to go to the cinema what we want
32. es ist um die Welt reisen [was meine Tante am liebsten tutR ].

it is travel around the world what my aunt likes beat to do

E. P5EUD0-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. Free Relative - FOCUS - sein
b. Free Relative sein - FOCUS

Remarks
1. Variety (a) is the basic order, as found in embedded pseudo-clefts. The (b)

variety occurs in main clause pseudo-clefts, and is a result of the V2 and
topicalization that are operative in German main clauses.

2. In embedded pseudo-clefts, there is no extraposition of the FR (ex. 3).
3. Strictly marginally, topicalization in main clauses may in a few cases give

rise to the order [FOCUS - sein - FR. Judgements are insecure and not
very conaistent (ex. 4-6).

4. The copula agrees in person with the FOCUS (ex. 7,8,13).
5. The copula agrees with the FR (which ia in subject position) in number

(singular by default), or optionally with a plural FOCUS, unless, it seems,
the FOCUS part is semantically completely incompatible with singularity.
In such case, number agreement must be with the FOCUS. Criteria are
not entirely clear or uniformly determined among speakers (ex. 9-12)

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. FOCUS is nominative, regardless of the case of the relative gap (ex.
13-17).

2. Very, very marginally, genitive and dative FOCI may occur with
corresponding relative gaps (ex. 18,19).

b. Possible categories
1. The FOCUS can be a NP, a clause, or a PP, with corresponding relative

gaps.
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III. Relative Part
a. R.elativizers

1. Relative Pronoun: (wer, was) is the unmarked option.
2. Relative Particle: (daQ) cannot be employed.
3. Relative adveró:

i. wo is used if a locative adjunct is focussed (ex. 24).
ii. wann, is (markedly) possible if a temporal adjunct is focussed (ex. 27).

iii. Some of the Relative Adverbs of the wo- t preposition are possible if a
prepositional object is focussed, but not with prepositional adjuncts
(ex. 28-31).

4. Pied-piped PP: must be used when the object of a Preposition is focussed
(ex. 32-34).

5. Pied-piped Possessiue NP: seems to be impossible (ex. 35,36).

b. Agreement
1. If the relative gap is the subject, the verb of the FR agrees with the

relativizer. Mind that wer and was are always singular (ex. 20-23).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Any NP or clause that is subject, object, or object of a preposition can be

focussed (ex. 1,7,12,16,24,25,28,29,32-34).
2. Local and, to a lesser extent, temporal adjuncts can be focussed (ex.

26,27,30).

Ezamples
1. Wibke meint dafi was er R gekauft hat eine Erstauflage ist.

W. thinks that what he has bought is a first impression
2. was er R gekauft hat ist eine Erstauflage.

what he has bought is a first impreasion
3. ~`Wibke meint da13 ei eine Erstauflage ist [was er R gekauft hat)i.

W. thinks that a first impression is what he has bought
4. ?funf alte Schallplatten ist was er ft gekauft hat.

five old records is what he has bought
5. ~`eine Erstauflage ist was er R gekauft hat.

a first impression is what he has bought
6. ~`die Amerikaner sind wer R immer Àrger macht.

the A. are who always cause trouble
7. wer R die rechnung bezahlt bin ich, wie immer.

who pays the bill am I, as always
8. wer R die rechnung bezahlt bist du, wie immer.

who pays the bill are you, as always
9. was er R gekauft hat ist vier alte Schallplatten.

what he has bought are four old records
10. was er R gekauft hat sind vier alte Schallplatten.

what he has bought are four old records
11. ~`wer R immer tlrger macht ist die Amerikaner.

who always makes trouble is the Americans
12. wer R immer t~rger macht sind die Amerikaner.

who always makes trouble are the Americans
13. wer R die Rechnung bezahlt hat ist der Ilans.

who has paid the bill is H.
14. wen ich R am besten kenne, iat der Hans.

whom I know best is H.
15. wessen ich R iiberdriiasig bin, ist dein Vater.

what I'm fed up with is your father
16. wem ich R mich empfohlen habe, ist der Schweizer.

to-whom I recommended myself is the Swiss man.
17. wem der Chef R nicht vertraut ist dieser Lieferant.
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whom the boss does not trust is this supplier
18. '?wessen ich R uberdrussig bin ist deines Vaters.

what I am fed up with is your father
19. ~`?wem ich mich empfohlen habe ist dem Schweizer.

to-whom I recommended myself is the Swiss man
20. wer R uns am besten kennt ist Johann und HIaus.

who knows us best is J. and K.
21. ~`wer R uns am besten kennen ist Johann und Rlaus.

who know us best is J. and K.
22. wer R uns am besten kennt sind Johann und HIaus.

who knows us best are J. and K.
23. ~`wer R uns am besten kennen sind Johann und Rlaus.

who know us best are J. and K.
24. was R mich am meisten beunruhigt ist da13 mein Bruder noch nicht da

ist.
25. was sie R sagte war da13 die Behtirde keine Zustimmung geben

werde.
what she said was that the authorities would not give their approval

26. wo die Zwei sich am liebsten R treffen ist im Kino.
where the two prefer to meet is at the cinema

27. ?wann sie am liebsten R bugelt ist am Sonntagmorgen.
when she prefers to iron is on Sunday morning

28. wornn ich stándig R denken mufi ist da13 die Clara uns verlassen hat.
of-what I must think continuously is that C. has left us

29. worauf er R hingewiesen hat ist da13 der Johann gar nicht dabei sein
wird.
to-what he has drawn attention is that J. will not be present there at all

30. wohin er morgen R verreisen wird ist Paris.
where-for he will depart tomorrow is P.

31. ~`wonach er R die Polizei anrief war da13 wir heimkamen.
whereafter he called the police was that we came home

32. (an wen] er R immer Geld schickt ist seine Schwester.
to whom he always sends money is his sister

33. [an was] ich R denke ist ein neues Fahrrad.
of what I'm thinking is a new bicycle

34. [auf was] er ft hingewiesen hat ist dal3 der Johann gar nicht dabei
sein wird.
to what he has drawn attention is that J. will not be present there at all

35. ~`[wessen Matrosen] R ihren K6nig beschimpften war der Englische
Kapitdn.
whose sailors abused their king was the English captain

36. ~`[wessen Matrosen] wir in der Stadt R begegneten war der Englische
Kapit~n.
whose sailors we encountered in town was the English captain

5 INTERPUNCTION

1. All relative clauses are enclosed in commas.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A. RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1

Type of antecedent
non-persons, events

Base form
which

Substlattr.
both

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., Pred. nom., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
none

Use and peculiarities
1. Whenever the gap is DO, and the RC is restrictive, that is preferred over

which (ex.2).
2. which cannot be used in FR. See under who.
3. which occurs in FRs only in its explicitly conditional form whicheuer, and

then only attributively (ex. 6).
4. Which cannot refer forward to sentences. See under who.
5. which alone can take a predicative adjective, VP, or sentence as

antecedent (ex.7-10).
6. When the antecedent is an event or situation, which can be used

attributively (ex. 11-12).
7. which is also used attributively in formal appositive RCs (ex.13,14).
8. which is excluded in amount relatives, i.e. restrictive RCs with an

antecedent quantified by: euery, the, all, any (with universal meaning),
that (non-deictic), what. Use that or D.

Egamples
1. the plan which R aroused most enthouaiasm was mine.
2. the car which I liked R best had already been sold.
3. the committee which I sent my report never acknowledged receipt.
4. the reason [for which] we are here today, is this: ...
5. this ethical problem, which after all the whole play is about R, is never

openly adressed.
6. I71 buy you [whichever set] you prefer R.
7. His parents were poor, which mine were not R.
8. Last year Eddie won his father's approval, which he had longed for ft

all his life.
9. Little Jcey snatched the letter away, which R infuriated his sister.
10. We took meticulous care of the house while they were away in

China, [for which] they never even thanked us R.
11. they are said to have taught a baboon to write, [which claim] R has

immediately been ridiculed by most acholars.
12. it might be a bit crowded at the airport, [in which case] we had

better be there early R.
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13. my dog,[which faithful animal] R has guarded me for years,
died last week.

14. he was born in 19b6, [in which year] Britain went through some of its
worst moments.

2 Base form Substlattr. Same as
who both interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
entitieá SU., Pred. nom., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
personal non-personal

nom. who what
gen. whose
acc. who(m) what

NB: ' in free relatives there are no restrictions.

Use and peculiarities
1. who is the obligatory form if the gap is a subject, whom is obligatory if it

is the object of a pied-piped P. Otherwise the two forms are in free
variation (ex.l-5).

2. who is excluded if RC is appositive and antecedent is a predicate nomimal
or predicative adjunct; use which (ex.6,7).

3. who is excluded if RC is restrictive and the antecedent has no specific
referent in the real world. Use that or ft3 (ex.8).

4. what is restricted to FRa (ex.9,10).
5. Attributive use is restricted to

i. whose, under pied-piping of NP (ex.11,12),
ii. what in FR with paucal meaning (ea.13).

6. Attributive what is marginal if the relative gap is the subject. The
expressly conditional form whateuer is allright (ex.14,15).

7. what may refer forward to a sentence (ex.16).

Eaamples
1. The one person who R acares me is Boris Karloff.
2. These roses are for the woman who(m) I love R most.
3. The h~oy who(m) I gave R the message never returned.
4. the one who(m) you care about R moat is yourself.
5. the woman [for whom] he had sacrificed his career R went off with a

sailing instructor.
6. My brother is the fattest man in town, which he does not like to be R.
7. He considers himself an artist, which he is not R, of course.
8. she's not the woman (that) she used to be R.
9. I did exactly what you told me to do R.
10. she belonged to what R are called the respectable classes.
11. People [whose lawns] are no properly trimmed will be blacklisted.
12. the ship [whose funnel] was damaged turned back to Aberdeen, while the

others continued on their way.
13. [what (little) water] we used R we were made to pay dearly for!
14. ~o[what money] R came their way was gratefully accepted.
15. [whatever money] R came their way was gratefully accepted.
16. but what R is really puzzling about all this: they left without the money!
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B. RELATIVE PARTICLES

1 Base form Same as
that tensed declarative subordinating conjunction

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
entity, adverbial expression SU., Pred. nom., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Use and peculiarities
1. that is restricted to restrictive relative clauses.
2. that is excluded if a preposition is pied-piped, but not if the relative gap is

the object of a stranded prepoaition (ex.1,2).
3. that is the unmarked relativizer if the relative gap ia a DO or an IO.

Especially if the antecedent andlor the subject of the relative clause are
relatively simple (ex.1,2).

4. that is the unmarked relativizer if the antecedent is:
a. an indefinite pronoun, e.g. all, anything, euerything, nothing, little, much
(ex.3,4), or
b. modified by a superlative or first, last, next, only (ex.5,6).

5. that is marked when the relative gap is a subject, but not impossible
(ex.9).

6. that may be used when the gap is a place-, time-, or manner adjunct
(ex.10-12).

Egamples
1. Boating is the form of recreation that we are promoting R this year.
2. the firm that he had finally asked R to make a quotation suddenly went

bankrupt.
3. Nothing that you could tell me R would change my mind.
4. If there's anything that you want R, if there's anything that you need R,

just call on me, and I71 send it along, with love from me to you.
5. 'Ascenseur pour 1'echafaud' is probably the beat Nouvelle Vague film

that I have ever aeen R.
6. the only problem that we muat solve rightaway is money.
7. This is the dress that the princesa was last aeen in R.
8. ~`This is the dress [in that] the princess was last aeen R.
9. people that R live in new houaes often suffer under a heavy mortgage.
10. The place that he went R ia commonly known as Joe's Garage.
11. The day that my aunt arrived R trouble began.
12. the way that he spoke R amazed us all.

C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
I. Most common format
1. The relative adverbs of English are for the most part identical in form to

the interrogative adverbs.

II. Forms Peculiarities
as see 1. below .
when
where
why
by when
from when
since when
until when
whereupon formal only
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whence „
whereatter archaic
whereat „
wherefore „
wherewith „

Use
1. as introduces a comment on the surrounding sentence as a whole,

confcrming its validity (ex.l-2). As-relatives are extremely free in position,
sometimes preceding, or even occurring right in the middle of their
antecedent (ex.3,4). They cannot deny, question, or express surprise about
the validity of their antecedent (ex.5,6)'.

2. Mark that when may refer to a PP gap (ex. 7), but also be the object of a
preposition that does not take PPs as object, but only NPs (ex.ll).

3. Notice that how ia not usable as a relative adverb (ex.13,14). Mind,
however, that attributive howeuer is usable.

Ezamples
1. she has found a new husband, as R was expected.
2. he is quite happy with her, as it seems R.
3. as you said R, John is an unreliable character.
4. the Indian railways, as my uncle was telling me R some time ago, have

always made a profit.
5. 'she has married again, as R seemed unnatural.
6. ~`she has married again, as R delighted us.
7. The days when there were no cars R are long gone.
8. of all the places wherie he had been R during the war, he liked Cairo

beat.
9. the reason why ahe continued to aee him R was that she still loved him.
11. But that was during the middle ages, [since when] a lot has changed R,

of course.
12. The chairman opened the meeting, whereupon the secretary read the

minutes R.
13. ~`the way how he spoke R annoyed everyone present.
14. the way [in which] he spoke R annoyed everyone present.

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIRECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, IO, Adverbial.

Remarks
1. Relativization of the IO is not unanimously accepted. The alternative

strategy using a prepositional object is always possible (ex.3).

' ltvo more points about as relatives need be mentioned:
i. as relatives should be distinguished from the type of ac~junct in the following

examples, where there is no gap at all, and the as-clause is a weak disclaimer
rather than an affirmation of the truth of the clause it is attached to:
a. Johnnie will go a long way in finance, as I see it.
b. So the police made a mesa of things, as I interpret it.

ii. The 'coreferencé between the gap of an as-relative and its antecedent is not very
straightforward. Rather, it seems that the referent of the gap is no more than a
general model, of which the antecedent is an instantiation. 1b see this, cf. the
following example, which surely does not entail that Mary is in the habit of
remarrying twice a year, but that people generally tend to remarry:
c. She got married again, as R often happena.
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2. Predicate nominals can be relativized in any case, but predicative
adjectives only in appositives (ex. 4-6).

3. Direct relativization of adverbials is primarily possible for temporals and
locatives, and to some extent for manner adjuncta (ex. 7-9).

Ezamples
1. I showed my new painting to everyone who R came by.
2. The only person that he ever loved R was his mother.
3. ?the person who~that I sent R the book has not acknowledged receiving it.
4. I was appalled by the kind of loanshark that he had become R.
5. the people considered her to be a genius, which she was R!
6. we thought that his solution was correct, which it was not R.
7. they were married on the day that Kennedy was killed R.
8. thousands come to visit the place where Dali lives R.
9. Pavlova's main charm lay in the way that she danced R.

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. The object of a preposition can be extracted quite generally, except when

the PP in question is:
i. A temporal or 'abstract' adjunct, and

ii. Not selected by the verb.
2. With locative adjuncts, extraction is somewhat freer, but here too it seems

that there must to some extent be a'relation' between verb and adjunct
(ex. 5-7).

Egamples
1. I read the book that Joe wrote [about R], and it's trash!
2. this is the chair that Napoleaon used to sit [in R].
3. ~`that must have been the board-meeting that David fell asleep [during

R].
4. ~`the main reason which he failed to get the job [for R] was his lack of

commercial insight.
5. over there you can see the building that the car was parked [in front of R]

when it exploded.
6. these are the walls which Leo acribbled his theories (on ft] after he had

been imprisoned for heresy.
7. ~`these are the walls which Leo wrote his theories [behind R] after he had

been imprisoned for heresy.

B. PART OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. The genitive pronoun whose can never be extracted from its NP. Therefore,

relativization is possible only if the containing NP is pied-piped with it
(ex. 1,2).

II. Other complements of NP
1. Extraction out of the complement to a noun is usually forbidden, except

for a rather small but vigorous class of cases where there is a special type
of relation between noun and complement (ex. 3-7).

Eaamples
1. ~`the only person whose Mary respects [R opinions] is her brother.
2. the only person [whose opinions] Mary respects R is her brother.
3. Gorbachov is someone I often read [articles [about R]].
4. love is an emotion that everyone should write [poems [on R]].
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5. it is this moral problem, that Henry's new novel beautifully captures [the
essence [of R]].

6. ~`Gorbachov is someone I often read [articles [by R]].
7. ~`the school dance, which I lost [my invitation [to R]], ia tonight.

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
1. Parts of a declarative clause embedded in the RC may be relativized as if

they were direct constiruents of RC itself (ex. 1-3).
2. If the relativized part is the subject of a clause embedded in RC, COMP of

that clause must be phonetically empty. I.e., the complementizer that
cannot occur there (ex. 2,3).

3. This process is unbounded, but as embedding goes deeper the results get
more and more marked on account of the sheer length of the construction
(ex. 4).

II. part of a finite question.
1. Relativization of a part of question embedded in ftC is not possible (ex. 5).

III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Infinitival declaratives behave in principle like tensed declaratives (ex.

6,7).
2. R.elativization of the subject of an embedded infinitival is possible only if

that infinitival can have a lexical subject (so: with infinitival complements
to verbs like want, but not try) ( ex. 8).

3. Relativization of part of an embedded question is impossible.

N part of a relative clause.
1. Impossible.

Examples
1. the jewels which Martin claimed [(that) Judy had stolen R] turned up

three years later in Bangkok.
2. the woman that everybody thought [ R would get the job] didn't.
3. this typical Londoner, who we never imagined [ R was a spy], had in

fact opended all Maggies closeta to the Chinese.
4. ~the vase that John said [that Mary thought [that Peter had decided

[that Frannie should get R]]] belongs to me!
5. ~this poem, which nobody knows [who has written R], expresses the

predicament of a parent in an exceptionally clear and concise way.
6. the jewels which Martin tried [to steal R] turned out to be imitations

only.
7. this is one meeting that I really want [to try [to attend R]]
8. the horse that I want [ R to win this race] is Lightning II.

D. PIED PIPING
1. Pied-piping is obligatory for an NP whose attributive genitive is relativized

(ex. 1).
2. When we relativize the object of a preposition, there is usually a choice

between pied-piping that preposition or stranding it. Pied-piping is in
these cases considered slightly more formal, and in a few cases not
allowed (ex. 2,3).

3. Temporal sentential relatives in when allow pied-piping of the prepositions
by, since, (un)till. Stranding is not permitted in these cases (ex. 4,5).

4. Pied-piping is possible for the highest in any continuous stack of NPs
andlor PPs ultimately containing the relative gap (ex.6-12).

5. In FRs, pied-piping of prepositions is heavily restricted. Partly this is due
to matching requirements, but not completely (ex. 13,14).
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6. As a consequence, if stranding the preposition is not an alternative, then a
FR sometimes cannot be made at all (ex. 15,16).

7. FRs with a relativized attributive what do not allow of pied-piping any
containing PP, due to matching requirements (ex. 17,18).

8. Infinitival clauses and gerunds can be occasionally (and only formally)
pied-piped. This is possible:

i. In sentential relatives (ex. 19,20);
ii. For infinitival clauses containing the relative gap that do not have a

lexical subject, and in which the relative gap is not the subject either
(ex. 21-23);

iii. For gerunds that do not have a lexical subject (ex. 24,25).
9. Deverbal adjectivesa muat be pied-piped if part of their complement is

relativized (26,27).

Egamples
1. nobody has so far been able to identify the man [whose body] the police

found R this morning near Loch Doon.
2. the man [for whom] this incident is most embarrassing R, the chairman of

the board of trade, will have to answer some very difficult questions in the
House next week.

3. most intriguing of all are of course the matters [about which] he will
keep silent R.

4. they settled in Seatlle,[by when] she had obtained a master's degree in
economics R.

5. two years ago I bought a packet of your razorblades, [since when] I
have used no others R.

6. these are books that the government prescribes [Np the height [pp of [Np the
lettering [pp on [,,,p the covers [pp of R]]]]]]

7. these are books [the height of the lettering on the covers of which] the
government prescribes R.

8. ~`these are books [of the lettering on the covers of which] the government
prescríbes the height R.

9. ~`these are books [the lettering on the covers of which] the government
prescribes the height of R.

10. ~`these are books [on the covers of which] the government prescribes the
height of the lettering R.

11. ~`these are books [the covers of which] the government prescribes the
height of the lettering on R.

12. ~`these are books [ of which] the government prescribes the height of the
lettering on the covers R.

13. ~`John will talk endlessly about [in whateuer] he believea R.
14. ~`I'll talk to whoeuer you talk R.
15. ~`Albert will describe [in what(euer) way] Dickena died R.
16. ~`Albert will describe [what(euer) way] Dickens died in R.
17. John alienated [what (few) girls] he danced with R.
18. ~`John alienated [with what (few) girls] he danced R.
19. profits had to be increased, [to achieve which object] R became the

main occupation of business executives.
20. there was a sudden increase in the readership of Sunday-papers,

[after noticing which] several editors changed their policy ft.

z Deverbal adjectives are participles functioning as true ac~jectives. Criteria for being
a deverbal adjective include:

i. it can be employed prenominally,
ii. it can be the complement of a verb like remaín,

iii. it is compatible with the negative prefix un-.
For details, see Wasow(1977) and Nanni 8z Stillings (1978).
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21. the elegant parties, [to be admitted to one of which] R was a privilege,
were usually held at Hernando's Hideaway.

22. the performance [(in order) not to miss which] Joe had come back early
from Auatralia R, was ruined by bad lighting.

23. ~`the men, [for whom to be invited to the elegant party] R was a
privilege, were appropriately appreciative.

24. the loud music, [listening to which] R made her nervous, finally ended.
25. ~`the loud music, [her listening to which] R made me nervous, finally

ended.
26. that woman, [compared to whom] Attilla the Hun was an angel of inercy

R, is unfortunately my husband's favourite aunt.
27. the tree, [seated next to which] they found themselves R, had been

planted on the highest point of the park.

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANTECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
1. No restrictive relative may ever follow an appositive relative belonging to

the same antecedent.
2. Appositive relativea always show relativization by pronoun or relative

adverb, never by particle or fb.
3. If the relative gap represents a partitive phrase in COMP, the RC must

be appositive (ex. 1,2).
4. Q-float3 is possible in finite' appositive RCa only (ex.3-8).
5. Proper nouns normally take only appositive relatives, except in so-called

'partitive' use, where the proper noun also takes a determiner (ex. 9).
6. Attributive genitive NPs cannot contain appositive relatives, but may, to

some extent, contain restrictives (ex. 10,11).
7. If an infinitival relative is appositive, its relative gap must be the subject

(ex. 12).

Egamples
1. the boys, [some of whom] were no more than nine years old, were

arrested for vandaliam.
2. ~`the boys [some of whom] were no more than nine years old were

arrested for vandalism.
3. the students who R all had returned from their holidays ...
4. ~`the students who R had all returned from their holidays ...
5. the students, who R all had returned from their holidays, ...
6. the students, who R had all returned from their holidays, ...
7. Danny put a cake for all the children to eat R in the oven.
8. ~`Danny put a cake for the children to all eat R in the oven.
9. The Chicago (thaf) I know is rough and untidy.
10. ~`Bill, [who R is a swinger],'s house ia too cold.
11. the man [that you see R over there in the corner]'s brother is a

dope-peddler.
12. this scholar, R to be found daily in the Old Physics Laboratory, is said to

have almost won a Nobel Prize.

B. AGREEMENT

' Q-float is a rule that enables quantificational elements ]ike all to appear separated
from the NP they quantify.

' Since infinitival relatives seem to be inherently reatrictive, Q-float is impossible in
them anyway.
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1. If the antecedent is of the form one of the t Ns, then if the relative gap is
the subject of RC the finite verb of RC may either agree with one (sing) or
with the head noun (plur). The choice may depend upon whether
uniqueness or generality is being focussed upon (ex. 1,2).

Ezamples
1. 'charlatanry' is one of the many words in English that R are of French

origin.
2. charlatanry ia one of the common vices that R is particularly

contemptible.

C. RELATIVES WITH AN'I'ECEDENT
I. Nominal antecedents
1. An RC may have a'double' antecedent by coordination, but not a double

antecedent consisting of two phrases with different grammatical functions
in the containing clause (ex. 1-5).

II. Pronominal antecedents
1. Personal pronouns freely occur as antecedents in formal language, except

for the 3rd person pronouns. The neuter it and plural theylthem cannot be
antecedent at alló, the others occur only in very formal, archaic and 'poetic'
usee (ex. 6,7).

2. Demonstrative pronouns occur freely as antecedenta, including 3rd person,
offering an alternative for the diffiicult personal pronouns. That which
occurs in formal language only (ex. 8,9).

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. Impossible antecedent:

a. no t N, with appositive relative.
b. pers. pron 3sing. neuter.

2. wholwhich can only be used as relativizer if the antecedent has a specific
referent in the real world (ex. 10,11).

3. If the relative gap in an appositive relative is in the predicative position of
a copula construction (so predicate nominal or predicative adjective), then
the relativizer is always and exclusively the nonpersonal which, even when
the antecedent is a personal noun (ex. 12,13).

4. If there is a multiple antecedent, then the choice of gender for the relative
pronoun is usually determined by the closest antecedent, or the problem is
avoided by using that or (Ó (ex. 14,15).

5. If the head is a lst or 2nd person pronoun, some strange restrictions
obtain:
a. If head is lst person, the relativizer must be who,
b. If head is 2nd person, the relativizer cannot be 0.

Ezamples
1. a man and a woman who R were related got married.
2. a man and a woman got married who R were related.
3. ~a man hit a woman who R were related.
4. Bonny and Clyde, who R were related, got married.
5. ~`Bonny hit Clyde, who R were related.
6. ~`you should use it which we gave you R.

' Except in certain American dialects. Ray Charles, e.g., composed and sang a song
called them ihat got, with lyrics by R. Harper.

` examples are:
i. he who hesitates is lost!

ii. she who must be obeyed wears black leather alone.
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7. she who must be obeyed wears black leather only.
8. you should use that which we gave you R.
9. those who R have already made a statement may now leave.
10. ~`she is not the woman who she used to be R.
11. I'm afraid that ~eluge' is not really the magnificent epos fÓ most people

consider it to be R.
12. he considered himself an artist, which he was not R.
13. Mary said that the books were wet, which they were not R.
14. the people and situations which R are depicted in this film are all

fictitious.
15. the situations and people who R are part of Joe's film are completely

fictitious.

D. FREE RELATIVES
1. Beware of phantom-relatives. These are constructions that look like free

relatives, but aren't: any relative clause has a grammatical non-relative
counterpart, e.g. the boy [that I see RJ vs. I see the boy, but not
phantom-relatives:

i. go whereuer you like -~`you like to London.
ii. eat what you please -~`you please carrots.

More likely these clauses should be viewed as a type of disguised
conditionals'.

2. Free relatives can be coordinated, but the conjoins have different referents,
especially when both introduced by what(~uer). If both must refer to the
same referent, then the combination what ... and~but which ... is
obligatory (ex. 1,2).

3. Infinitival free relatives seem to occur only:
a. as predicate nominal in copula constructions (ex. 3),
b. as object of a preposition (ex. 4).

I. R.elativizers
1. Specific to FRs are the -euer variants that exist of all relative pronouns

(except whose) and the relative adverbs
where, when, and how, making conditionality explicite.

2, how functions as a relative adverb in FR only.
3. which virtually never occurs in FR (unless the is a sentential 'antecedent').

Instead what occurs.
4. Occasionally, with a small class of desiderative verbs (choose, like, want,

...), conditional FRs may be introduced by which (instead of whicheuer,
what(euer) or whom(euer) (instead of who(euer) (ex. 5,6).

5. Impossible relative pronouns~adverbs in infinitival FR:
which, attributive what, ...~ver, why.

6. The phrase in COMP of FR may be of the following categories:
a. NP (the unmarked case),
b. AP (ex. 7),
c. some PP,
all on condition of matching. Not all PP cases give good resultss

' See for discussion e.g. Bresnan 8s Grimshaw 1978, Jespersen 1927.

' Notice that the -ever in relatives is a true suffix, whereas the intensifying ever that
may occur in interrogative clauses is a free word, capable of occurring in a position
separated from the question pronoun to which it belongs:

i. whatever is I what is euer the matter with you?
ii. I~l eat whatever you eat R. I' what you euer eat R.

' Bresnan 8s Grimshaw 1978 give, among others, the following examples:
i. I~l move to whatever town you move.

ii. 'I~l talk to whoever you talk.
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7. whateuer and whicheuer can be used attributively (ex. 8,9).
8. Attributive use of relative pronouns what, which, in FRs is allowed only

when the head noun is plural or not countable. With whateuer and
whicheuer a sing~ular countable head noun is possible (ex. 10-14).

9. When there is an attributive relative without ~ver, the head noun can
only always be quantified by the paucal quantifiera (few,little). If there is
an attributive relative pronoun with -ever, the head noun can only always
be quantified by a numeral (ex. 15-18).

10. Pied-piping in FR is heavily restricted but not impossible, both for
pied-piping of NP and for pied-piping of PP, partly due to matching, partly
to other, ill understood factors'o. See also Matching below.

11. Pied-piping of a clause or gerund is impossible in FR.

II. Agreement
1. If the FR is subject of its clause, then the finite verb of that clause agrees

in number with the relativizer in COMP of FR (ex. 19,20).

N Matching
1. Generally, FRs are categorially and functionally matching, but there are

exceptions.
2. Clauses introduced by why and how may, apart from embedded questions,

be true FRs, so NPs: they can fulfill typical NP functions:
a. object of a preposition, (ex. 21-23),
b. predicate nominal (ex. 24,25).

3. Temporal (when(ever)) and locative (where(euer)) FRs may function both as
NPs and as PPs w.r.t. to the clause to which they belong": go needs a PP
locative object (e.g. to London), consider a NP object (e.g. London) (ex.
26,27 ).

V. Conditionality
1. Conditionality of FR may but need not be expressly marked by the suffix

-eUCT.

Egamples
1. The Isle of Man, that's where to go R for your next vacation.
2. there must be no confusion about what R matters and what R not.
3. what he did R and what he said were two different things.
4. he only wished to assert what I cannot believe R to be true but which R

would vanquish all our hopes if it were really true.
5. she may marry whom(euer) she likes R.
6. you can take which you like R.
7. he71 grow [howeuer tall] his father was R.
8. I'll buy you [whicheuer set] you prefer R.
9. I'm sure I won't like [whateuer product] he is selling R.
10. I drank [what beer] R was provided.
11. Fred hid [what weapons] R were still in the house.

'" As a consequence, if we want to relativize the object of a preposition that does not
allow a relative gap as its object, but pied-piping is excluded by matching, there is no
way to form a FR at all:

i. 'Albert will describe (mhateuer way] Dickens died in R.
ii. 'Albert will describe (in whateuer way] Dickens died R.

See on these matters a.o. Bresnan 8c Grimshaw (1977), Groos 8L V.Riemsdijk (1981).

" Emonds (1976) observes that some other local and temporal adverbial NPs too
have the possibility of having a PP value:

i. Joanna has moved someplace else.
ii. She didn't go home.

iii. She left the day before yesterday.
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12. ~Fred hid [what weapon] R was still in the house.
13. Fred hid [whateuer weapons] R were still in the house.
14. Fred hid [whateuer weapon] R was in the house.
15. Fred hid [what few weapons] R were still in the house.
16. ~`Fred hid [what many~three weapons] R were atill in the house.
17. Fred may choose [whateuer three weapons] he likes R.
18. ~`Fred hid [whateuer fewlmany weapons] R were in the house.
19. [[whateuer books] I have R in the house] are mine.
20. [ whateuer we eat R] has to be sterilized.
21. you ahould pay some attention to [how she works R].
22. you ahould pay some attention to [how she works R].
23. I haven't thought about [why he left so soon R].
24. that is why he never laughs R.
25. this is how he always flung his hat onto the hallstand R.
26. I~1 go whereuer you go R.
27. I71 consider whereuer you go R my deatination too.

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. Restrictives can, but appositive relatives cannot be stacked.

Ezamples
1. all the [[ boys; who R; attended the reunion]; who R; had been in Joe's

class] had been married, and all were now divorced.
2. '[Bill, who R was laughing];, who; you pointed R out to me, was arrested

immediately.

4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIKONMENT

A. EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Extraposition is possible for relative clauses to either the subject or the

object (ex. 1-3).
2. Restrictive relatives be extraposed, but not appositives (ex. 4).
3. Relative clauses extraposed from the object are still part of the VP.

Relative clausea extraposed from the subject are not part of the VP.
Consequently, if the VP is deleted, the former, but not the latter,
disappear (ex. 5-7).

Ezamplea
1. near Birmingham, the police arrested [three men e;] yesterday, [who R

were trying to break into a pharmacy];.
2. [three men e;] were arreated near Birmingham yesterday, [who R were

trying to break into a pharmacy];.
3. [three men e;] escaped from a Birmingham police station yesterday, [who

R had been arrested for breaking in to a pharmacy];.
4. ~`[Ronald Biggs e;] escaped from prison yesterday, [who R had been

convicted of robbing a train];.
5. although [nobody e;] would [,,p ride with Fred] [who R knew just him];,

[people e;] would [~ -~a- --~~~ ~-~-" [who R knew his brother];.
6. although Joe would not let [students e;] into the house [who R wore long

beards];, Fred would
~F~6];.

~~ ~~ ~

7. ~`although Joe would not [„P let [students e;] into the house [who R wore
long beards];, Fred would ,' [who ft wore
glasses];.
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B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. The antecedent of a relative clause may occur alone in topicalized position

if the relative clause belonging to it has been extraposed (ex. 1,2).

Examples
1. [not even one painting e,] did I see T there, [which R would have pleased

Laura],.
2. ~`[not even one painting e,] did I see T[which R would have pleased

Laura], there.

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Impossible.

D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. it be FOCUS [relativizer ... R...]
b. FOCUS it be [relativizer ... R...]

Remarke
1. Both varieties occur both in main clause clefts and in embedded clefts (ex.

1,2).
2. Occasionally, the expletive it can be replaced by that, those, or a third

person pronoun (ex. 3-5).

II. Agreement of the copula
1. be obligatorily agrees in peraon and number with the expletive it, so must

be 3rd person singular (ex. 10,12-14).

III. Focus part
a. Case

1. The FOCUS of a cleft construction is in standard English always
nominative. Quite colloquially, or slightly substandard, accusative is found
as well, regardless of the position of the gap (ex. 6-9).

2. Notice that case distinctiona are visible in pronouns only.

b. Possible categories
1. FOCUS of a cleft construction can be of any phrasal category except VP

(ex. 1-43,44).

N Relative part
a. Relativizera

1. Relatiue pronoun can be used when the relative gap ia
i. subject (ex. 6);

ii. direct object (ex. 7);
iu. object of a preposition (including prepositional indirect objects) (ex.

19);
iv. resultative adjective (ex. 20).

v. marginally, a PP complement to a noun (ex.23).
2. Relatiue particle (that) can be used when the relative gap is

i. subject (ex. 22);
ii. direct object (ex. 1);

iu. object of a preposition (including prepositional indirect objects) (ex.
3,4)-

iv. resultative adjective (ex. 21);
v. PP complement to noun (ex. 24).

vi. adverbial adjunct of place, time, manner, or reason (ex. 25-28).
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NB: that can be left out under the ordinary conditions, but not at all
when the FOCUS is a clause.

3. Relatiue aduerb:
i. where can occasionally be used if the gap is a place adjunct (ex. 29);

ii. how can occasionally be used if the gap is a manner adjunct (ex. 30).
4. Pied-piped PP: can be used if the relativized item is the object of a

preposition and the FOCUS is a NP only (ex. 34-3?).
5. Pied-piped possessiue NP: must be used when the FOCUS refers to the

possessor within the NP. The NP to be pied-piped can be subject, direct
object or object of a preposition. indirect object NPs cannot be pied-piped
at all (ex. 39-42).

b. Agreement
1. If the relative gap ia the subject, the finite verb is usually third person,

and agrees in number with the FOCUS conetituent.
If formal registera, the finite verb, especially if it is one of the auxiliaries
have and be, may agree in person with the FOCUS as well (ex. 11,15-18).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Anything constituent that can be relativized can be made the FOCUS of a

cleft construction.
2. In addition, the following constituents can be clefted:

i. Adverbials, whether adverbs, adverbial PPs, or adverbial clauses (ex.
24-30).
Process adjuncts are not suitable as FOCUS, although they are
marginally possible if quantified, and reasonable in clefted queations
(ex. 31-33).

ii. nominalized verbal phrases in -ing (ex. 43).

Ezamples
1. Willie said that it was tlus coat that John bought R.
2. Willie said that this coat it was that John bought R.
3. that was the doctor (that) I was apeaking (to R].
4. those are my feet (that) you are treading [on R].
5. he was a real genius that R invented this.
6. it was I who R bought this coat.
7. it was I whom public opinion eventually condemned R.
8. oloit was him that R bought this coat.
9. qoit was him that Joe invited R.
10. it is I who R in the end always pays the bills.
11. it is I who R am to blame.
12. ~`it am I who R in the end always pays the bills.
13. it was these coats that we bought R.
14. ~`it were these coats that we bought R.
15. it is a rich man [who R spends so much money on flowers].
16. it is only the very rich [who R eat caviar for breakfast].
17. oloit is a rich man [that R spends so much money on flowers].
18. it is only the very rich [that R eat caviar for breakfast].
19. it is an important affair which ~dal ia writing [about R].
20. it was green which John painted the fence R.
21. it was green that John painted the fence R.
22. it was mainly his cynical attitude that R made him impopular.
23. oloit was about Ethiopia which John wrote a book R.
24. it was about Ethiopia that John wrote a book R.
25. it was only grudgingly that John R promised to wash his father's car

every Saturday.
26. it was around midnight that the first rescue parties reached the scene of

the disaster R.
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27. it was in Lahore that they confiscated Joe's passport R.
28. it was because nobody ever paid any attention to his lamentations

that Gerald decided to jump off the Poat-Office tower R.
29. it was in the kitchen whern John built a ship R.
30. qoit was grudgingly how John R painted the gate.
31. ~`it was categorically that he R refused to help us.
32. ??it was quite catgorically that he R refused to help us.
33. ?was it categorically that he refused to help you?
34. it was little Margaret ([to whom] Santa Claus gave the biggest present

of all R].
35. it is global destruction, [[to which] ~dal is referring R].
36. it was the Blue Room [[in which] Margaret addressed the committee R].
37. ~`it was that he looked so grim [[about which] everybody kept talking

R].
38. it was that he looked so grim [that everybody kept talking [about R]].
39. it was captain Grant [[whose men] R sang for the queen].
40. it is the mayors [[whose income] the government is trying to lower R

now].
41. it is an important figure [[whose exploits] Fritz writes [about R] in

today's newspaper].
42. ~`it is only the poor [[whose children] Santa Claus gives presents R].
43. it is collecting stamps that John likes R.
44. ~`it is collect stamps [that John does R].
45. ~`it is make a terriffic impression [that John will R].
46. ~it is to collect stamps (that John likes R].

E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTR.UCTIONS
I. General form

a. Free Relative - be - FOCUS
b. FOCUS - be - Free Relative

Remarks
1. Substandard the order be - FOCUS - Free Relative is also occasionally

found (ex. 3).
2. 6e agrees in according to the following rules:

1. in the (a.) variety, 6e is 3rd person, and agrees in number with either
the FR or the FOCUS. Some speakers show a preference for the former.
2. in the (b.) variety, be agrees in person and number with the FOCUS.

3. Normally, what is taken to be singular, who to have the number
properties of its referent. In substandard registers, who as a constant
singular can be found (ex.12-15).

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. Case differences are visible in the pronominal system only.
2. If a pronominal FOCUS precedes the verb it must be nominative,

otherwise it must be accusative (ex. 4-11).
3. There is a partial case matching effect:

i. if the FR is in nominative position, then the gap, and thereby the
relative pronoun, may be either nominative or accusative (ex. 8-11).

ii. if the FR is in accusative position, then the gap, and thereby the
relative pronoun, must also be accusative (ex. 4-7).

b. Possible categories
1. FOCUS can be any category, including VP.
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III. Relative Part
a. Relativizers

1. Relatiue pronoun must be used when the relative gap is the subject, direct
object, or the object of a preposition. Possible relative pronouns are who,
referring to persons, and what, otherwise (ex. 1,10-12,16-18).

2. Relatiue aduerb must be used if the relative gap is an adverbial of:
i. location, using where (ex. 19,20),

ii. time, using when (ex. 21,22),
iii. reason, introduced by because, using why (23),
iv. somewhat marginally, manner, using how (24).

Excepting the manner adjuncts and adjuncts with a PP as FOCUS, the
only posaible order here is for the FR to be in predicative position.

3. Relatiue particle (that) cannot be employed. Neither, by extension, can
there be no relativizer at all.

4. Pied-piped PP must be used if the relative gap is an indirect object or
other PP complement to a verb (ex. 25-27).
A pied-piped PP is not possible if the relative gap is an adverbial adjunct
(ex. 28).

5. Pied-piped possessiue NP can only be used if the relative gap is the
subject, and the FOCUS is the possessor of that subject. Not acceptable
for all speakers (ex. 29-31).

b. Agreement
1. If the relative gap is the subject the finite verb of the FR agreea with the

relative pronoun.

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Nominal as well as clausal subjects and direct objects can be made

FOCUS (ex. 1,10,32,33).
2. Notice that complement clauses to verb of the belieue, consider class

cannot be made FOCUS (ex. 34).
3. Predicate nominals and adjectives can be made FOCUS (ex. 41-43).
4. Objects of prepositions that are strongly connected with the verb (i.e. in

prepositional indirect objects, prepositional objects, and PP adjuncts
subcategorized by the verb) can be focussed, even when they are clausal
(ex. 17,25-27,35,36).

5. Locative, temporal and reason adjuncts can be focuased (ex. 19-23).
6. Marginally, manner adjuncts can be focusaed (ex. 24).
7. Resultative complements can be focussed. The FOCUS must be in subject

position (ex. 37).
8. VPs can be made FOCUS invoking the dummy verb do to fill up the VP

gap. Posaibilities seem to be linuted to clauses without auxiliaries,
excepting pmgressiue be, and, to some extent, perfectiue haue (ex.38-40).

Examples
1. Joe said that [what I bought R] is a bun.
2. Joe said that a bun is [what I bought R].
3. qoJoe said that is a bun [what I bought R].
4. ~`Joe claims that she is [who R knows most about this].
5. Joe claims that she is [whom I saw R in Blackpool].
6. ~Joe claims that her is [who R knowa most about this].
7. ~`Joe claims that her is [whom I saw R in Blackpool].
8. ~`Joe claims that [who R knows most about this] is she.
9. ~`Joe claims that [whom I saw R in Blackpool] is she.
10. Joe claims that [who R knows most about this] is her.
11. Joe claims that [whom I saw R in Blackpool] is her.
12. [what R worried us] were the costs and the violent scenes in the

film.
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13. [what ft womed us] was the costs and the violent scenes in the film.
14. (who R surprised us] were Jack and Jill.
15. qo[who R surprised us] was Jack and Jill.
16. ~`[who(m) we do give R a kiss], of course, is Mary.
17. [what I am thinking [of R]] is a new car.
18. an old sock was [what Joe kept his money [in R]].
19. Paris is [where I am moving R].
20. [where he feels most happy R] is in Paris.
21. tomorrow is [when we expect your answer R].
22. [when we leave R] is at dawn tomorrow.
23. [why he called the police R] was because he thought he had heard

strange noises upstairs.
24. qo[how he played 1es Velocipèdes' R] was very slowly.
25. [[to whom] he left all his money R] was his wife.
26. [[of whom] he always speaks very favourably R] is my sister Julia.
27. [[of whom she makea me think R] is of Josephine.
28. ~`the fourth movement is [[after what] the grand finale comes R].
29. [[whose condition] R worries us most] is Allan.
30. ~`Paul is [[whose sister] I invited R].
31. ~`Einstein was [[whose genius] Hoffmann wrote a book [about R]].
32. [what R worries me] is that we haven't heard from James yet.
33. [what I mean R] is that I don't think they will show up.
34. ~`[what I consider R] is him to be a nuisance.
35. [what I want to talk [about R]]is that you drink too much.
36. [[of what) I keep thinking R] ia that Marina has left us.
37. green was [what Joe painted my car R].
38. [what they [did]s ] was (to) dig a shallow ditch around the tent.
39. [what I am [doing]s ] is teaching him a lesson.
40. ~[what he has [done]R ] is spoilt the whole thing!
41. [what Joe eventually became R] was a general.
42. strikingly besutiful is [what Mary is R]!
43. let me assure you that [what Margaret will be R] is hopping mad!

5 INTERPUNCTION

1. Appositive relatives are enclosed in commas, restrictives are neither
preceded nor followed by a comma.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A. RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1 Base form
cuyo

Substlattr.
attributive

Same as

Type of antecedent
entities

Inflected forms
m f

sing. cuyo cuya
plur. cuyos cuyas

Gramm. func. of relativized item
attributive genitive

Use and peculiaritiea
1. cuyo agrees with the possessed item, i.e. the head of its NP, not with its

antecedent (ex. 1).

Egamples
1. una alquería [en cuyos alrededores] no hay agua R.

a farmhouse in the surroundinga of which there is no water
2. mi hermana, [cuyo marido] conoces bien R, ...

my sister, whose husband you know well ...

2 Base form Substlattr. Same as
el cual both interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
no restrictions SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
m f n

sing. el cual la cual lo cual
plur. los cuales las cuales

NB: ' interrogative cuál is written wíth an accent.

Use and peculiarities
1. In restrictive relatives, el cual occurs only as object of a preposition (ex.l).

2. In appositives el cual may also reflect SU or DO (ex. 2).
3. lo cual is used to refer to events or attributes (ex. 3).
4. el cual cannot be used in free relatives.
5. el cual can be used attributively in appositives only (ex.4)!
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6. Use of el cual is formal. It is primarily used when the antecedent is not
the closest noun (ex. 2).

7. If el cual is object of a preposition, reference ia to things only, except
when the preposition is de, a, or en.

Egamples
1. la casa [por la cual] pagamos tanto R contiene ocho cuartos.

the house for which we pay so much contains eight rooms
2. el padre de mi amigo, el cual R vive in América, es muy simpático.

the father of my friend, who lives in América, is very nice
3. se acabó la Sesta, lo cual R nos pareció bien.

the party was over, which seemed to us to be a good thing
4. qolos ejemplos de este fenómeno que he presentado, [en los cuales

ejemplos] he pensado mucho R, no dejan de confundirme.
the examples of this phenomenon that I presented, about which examples
I have thought much, never cease to confuse me

3

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
el que

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
m f n

sing. el que la que lo que
plur. los que las que

Use and peculiarities
1. In restrictive relatives, el que occurs only as object of a preposition (ex. 1).
2. In appositáves and free relativea el que may also reflect SU or DO (ex.

2,3).
3. Unlike quien, el que in free relativea has definite (either specific or

nonspecific) interpretation, therefore it doea not occur in free relatives in
existential constructions.

4. In free relatives, lo que is used to refer to nonanimates (ex. 4).
5. The neuter form 1o que ia used when the antecedent is an event or

attribute (ex. 5).

Eaamples
1. la casa [en la que] me refiero R...

the house to which I allude ...
2. sacaron a la fuerza a un se-nor, el que se había quejado más.

they brought a gentleman in by force, who lamented profusely
3. los que R no trabajan no tendrán éxito.

those who do not work will not have succes
4. piensa en lo que juraste ft.

think about what you awore
5. me escribía con frecuencia, lo que ft me gustaba mucho.

he frequently wrote to me, which I liked a lot.
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4 Base form Substlattr. Same as
que substantive interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
inanimate entities obj. of P.

Inflected forms
none

NB: ' interrogative qué is written with an accent.

Use and peculiarities
1. In headed relatives, pronominal que occurs exclusively as object of a

preposition in reatrictives (ex. 1) (so not in appositives, and not as SU or
DO); but mind the relative particle que!

2. que seems also to be used mainly as object of 'short' prepositions like a,
de, sobre, and en (ex. 1).

3. que occurs in infinitiual, but not in finite free relatives (ex. 2,3)

Ezamples
1. el asunto [a que] me refiero R es de sumo interés.

the matter that I refer to is of the utmost importance
2. no tengo que ponerme R.

I have nothing to put on
3. no hay [con que] matar las moscas R.

there is nothing to kill the flies with

5 Base form Substlattr. Same as
quien subatantive interrogative pronouri

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
persons only SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
sing. quien
plur. quienes

NB: ' interrogative quién ia written with an accent.

Use and peculiarities
1. In restrictive relatives, quien occurs only as object of a preposition (ex. 1).
2. In appositives and free relatives quien may also reflect SU or DO (ex.2,3).
3. Use of quien in appositives ia not completely free either. For instance,

leaving out por otro lado in ex. 2 reduces acceptability.

Egamples
1. el amigo [con quien] trabajo siempre R está enfermo ahora.

the friend whith whom I always work is ill at the moment
2. mi padre nunca veía a mis hermanos, quienes, por otro lado, R tampoco

se quejaban.
my father never saw my brothers, who, on the other hand, didn't complain
either

3. quien R dice esto, miente.
whoever says this lies
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B. RELATIVE PAR,TICLES

1

Type of antecedent
entities

Base form
q~

Same as
tensed subordinating conjunction

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO.

Use and peculiarities
1. Particle que may refer to persons and things alike, and occurs in restricive

as well as appositive RCs.

Examples
1, el hombre que R me visitó anoche es un colega mío.

the man who visited me last night is a collegue of mine
2. en la casa que hemos vendido R vive un médico.

in the house that we have sold lives a doctor
3. mi padre, que ea profesor de Matemáticas, está enfermo.

my father, who is a professor of mathematics, is ill

C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
I. Most common format
1. Usually, adverbial relatives are formed by relativizing a prepositional

adjunct. In addition, there are the special relative adverbs below.
2. All these special relative adverbs correspond to interrogative adverbs,

except that the latter are all written with an accent: cómo, dónde, cuándo,
cuánto.

II. Forms English equivalent Peculiarities
como how, in which (manner)
donde where
cuando when
cuanto as far as, all that

Use
1. Using the relative adverbs in a headed relative construction is quite

limited. Usually, relativizing a prepositional adjunct (e.g. en que) is
preferred (ex. 1,2).

2. Informally, the relative particle que may in some cases replace cuando.
This depends, among other things, on the antecedent: dta, hora allow it,
but not tiempo or momento (ex. 3).

3. donde can be combined with prepositions a, de, en, por, desde, hasta,
hacia, para, with the transparent meaning (ex. 5).

4. cuando can be combined with the prepositions desde, hasta, and para.
5. como cannot be combined with any preposition.

Egamples
1. yo te mostraré la manera [en que] lo puedes tomar R.

I'll show you the way in which you can take it
2. había llegado el momento [en que] tenía que tomar una decisión R.

the time had come in which he had to make up his mind
3. el día que veniste R llovía.

the day that you came it rained.
4. cuanto tengo R es tuyo.

all that I have is yours
5. la ventana [por donde] penetra el viento R...
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the window through which the wind penetrates

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIRECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSITION5

SU, DO, Adverbial.

Remarks
1. The indirect object is always a prepositional object, so comes under long

relativization.

Egamples
1. el hombre que ft me visitó anoche es un colega mío.

the man who visited me last night is a collegue of mine
2. en la casa que hemos vendido R vive un médico.

in the house that we have sold lives a doctor
3. el día que veniste R llovía.

the day that you came it rained.

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. Extracting the object of a preposition, or part of the object of a preposition

is generally impossible. See pied-piping, 2.4.2.D below.

Examples
1. ~la casa la cual pagamos tanto [por R] contiene ocho cuartos.

the house for which we pay so much contains eight rooms

B. PART OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. The attributive genitive cuyo can never be extracted from the NP to which

it belongs. Therefore, relativization is poasible only if the containing NP is
pied-piped. See 2.4.2.D below.

II. Other complements of NP
1. A PP which is a complement to a noun can be extracted from that NP in

its entirety (ex. 2).
2. No part of a complement PP to a noun can be extracted from that PP (ex.

3).
3. Directly relativizable parts of a clausal complement to a noun can be

relativized' provided the clause is infinitival2 (ex. 4,5).

' Notice that extraction for question formation is not possible under from such
constructions, nor is topicalization.

' Both finite and infinitival complement clauses to nouns can be introduced by de, as
examples 3 and 4 show. In the former case, the fact that the complementizer que follows
de indicates that the atructure is that of a PP conaistiing of de with a clausal object: [ N
[ P[que ...]]. That extraction of part of that object is impossible is simply because no part
of a PP can be extracted in Spanish. In infinitival complements to nouns, however, like
(3), de must be considered a true complementizer, just like que, for that same reason:
extraction from infinitival complements is posaible, so they cannot be inside a PP. This
sort of thing is not unusual. Many languages have an infinitival complementizer which is
homophonous with a preposition. What is perhaps unusual is that all tensed content
clauses must be embedded in a PP, but not the infinitival ones.

See for data also d'Introno 1984, Plann 1975.
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Ezamples
1. ~mi hermana, cuyo conocea bien [ R marido], ...

my siater, whose you know well husband, ...
2. Aristófanes, [de quien ] se conocen sólo [algunas comedias R], ...

A. of whom only a few comedies are known ...
3. ~`Picasso, [de quien] los ninos solían jugar [con los pinceles R] ...

P., of whom the children are used to play with the brushes, ...
4. esta es la casa que sólo Juan tuvo [la idea [ de comprar R]].

this is the house that only J. had the idea to buy
5. ~ese ea el hombre que me molesta [la idea de [que R sea elegido

presidente]].
this is the man that the idea that ( he) would be elected president annoys
me.

C. PAR.T OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
1. Possible (ex. 1,2).

II. part of a finite question.
1. Marginally possible (ex. 3,4).

III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Relativizing part of an embedded declarative infinitival is possible (ex. 5).

IV, part of a relative clause.
1. Impossible.

Esamples
1. la chica que dije [que R te conocía] ...

the girl that you said that knew you ...
2. la chica que dije [que conocías R] ...

the girl that you said that you knew ...
3. ??la chica que me pregunto [a quién R vió] ...

the girl that I wonder saw who
4. ??la chica que me pregunto [quién vió R] ...

the girl that I wonder who saw
5. el hombre [a quien] traté [de convencer R]...

the man who I tried to convince ...

D. PIED PIPING
1. Any NP whose attributive genitive NP ia relativized can can be pied-piped

(ex. 1).
2. Any PP immediately containing a relative pronoun can be pied-piped (ex.

2).
3. Any PP containing an NP object whose attributive genitive NP is

relativized can be pied-piped (ex. 3)
4. Pied-piping a PP in free relatives is possible (ex. 4), but heavily restricted

by matching. Notably, furthermore, there ie no pied-piping in a FR if:
i. The FR is itself object of a preposition3 (ex. 5),

ii. The FR functions as a subject of a clause (ex. 6,7),

' Speakers disagree among eachother when both the preposition governing the FR
and the pied-piped preposition are identical, and the preposition is realized once only.
Some, but apparently not all, accept cases like:

i. ?me reí de lo que te habías enterado.
I laughed about what you noticed
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iii. The FR is complement of a verb that takea only fconcrete objecta (e.g.
comprar, tocar, prestar) (ex. 8).

iv. The preposition is, a.o. sin or para (ex. 9).
Also, pied-piping is only acceptable in informal style if the FR is nominal
part of the predicate and the relative pronoun is el que (ex. 10).

Examples
1. mi hermana, [cuyo marido] conoces bien R, ...

my sister, whose husband you know well, ...
2. yo me asombré de las cosas [en las que] ha insistido R.

I became afraid of the things on which he has insisted
3. una alquería [en cuyos alrededores] no hay agua R.

a farmhouse in the surroundinga of which there is no water
4. no sabes [en lo que] te has metido R.

you don't know what you have become
5. "yo me asombré de [en lo que] han insistido R.

I became afraid of on what they have insisted
6. '`[de lo que] se han reído R impresionó a todos.

about what they laughhed impressed everybody
7. ya sabemos todos [de lo que] se han reído R.

all of us already knew whatabout they had laughed
8. ~Maria compró [con lo que] habían frito la carne R.

M. bought with what they fried the meat
9. ~`no recuerdo [sin lo que] no se puede trabajar R.

I don't remember without what one cannot work
10. qoeste jardín es (en el que] pusieron el espantapájaros.

this garden is in which they put the scarecrow

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANTECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
1. Apart from NPs, appositive relatives can take predicative adjectives, verb

phrases, and clauses as antecedent (ex. 1-3).
2. The relative pronoun que occurs exclusively in pied-piped PPs in

restrictives'. So: no P t que in appositives (ex.4,5).

Egamples
1. qoFrancisco es simpático, lo que Luís es también R.

F. is nice, which L. is too
2. Juan piensa siempre antes de hablar, que R es lo que nunca resulta

mal.
J. always thinks before speaking, which is something which is never bad

3. me escribía con frecuencia, lo cual R me gustaba mucho.
he wrote to me frequently, which pleased me a lot

4. se cayó la cama, [debajo de la que] el ladrón se había escondido R.
the bed, under which the thief had hidden, collapsed

5. ~`se cayó la cama, [debajo de que] el ladrón se había escondido R.
the bed, under which the thief had hidden, collapsed

B. AGREEMENT
1. If the subject of RC is relativized, and the relativizer is the relative

particle (que), then the finite verb of RC and predicative adjectives or
participles agree with the antecedent (ex. 1,2)

' But mind the particle que!
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2. If the subject of RC is relativized and the relativizer is el cual or el que,
the finite verb of RC and predicative adjectives or participles agree with
the article in COMP: so 3sing. (ex. 3,4).

3. In the construction que es el que, agreement of the finite verb in the RC
may be with the antecedent again (ex. 5,6)!

Ezamples
1. yo, que R fiu previsor, me quedé en casa.

I, who am supposed to be provident, stayed at home
2. toda la actividad y amor que R eran necesarios ...

all the activity and zeal that were necessary ...
3. yo, la que R se portó bien, pude salir temprano.

I, who(f) behaved well, could leave early
4. ~`yo, la que R me porté bien, pude salir temprano.

I, who(f) behaved well, could leave early
5. yo, que soy la que R se portó bien, pude salir temprano.

I, that am who(f1 behaved well, could leave early
6. yo, que soy la que ft me porté bien, pude salir temprano.

I, that am who(fl behaved well, could leave early

C. RELATIVES WITH AN'rECEDENT
I. Nominal antecedents
1. If the antecedent is a coordinated couple, both members must have the

same definiteness value (ex.1,2).

II. Pronominal antecedents
1. The pronominal series quienquiem, cualquiera functions as

prop-antecedent in semi-free relatives. Their function is to explicitly
indicate conditionality of the semí-FRs. They are never true relativizers.

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. If the antecedent is a predicate nominal, the relativizer must be lo que

(ex. 3).
2. If the antecedent is a VP or clause, the relativizer must be lo cual or lo

que (ex. 4,5).
3. If the antecedent is a VP or clause, the construction que es lo que, lo cual

es lo que also seems to be acceptable (ex. 6,7).
4. If the antecedent is a proper name, a pronoun, or a possessive NP, the

relativizer can be que. For some speakers, el que is an alternative, but not
el cual, others accept el cual but not el que (ex. 8-10).

5. In a pied-piped PP, the following restrictions hold in appositives:
antecedent: relativizer:
[thuman]pronoun el que, quien(infrequent)
[thuman]proper name el que, quien(infrequent), ?el cual
otherwise el que, el cual.
In the latter case, e1 que and el cual are semantically equivalent (ex.
11-14).

Examplea
1. el barbero y el panadero que R se batieron ...

the barber and the baker who had a fight ...
2. ~`el barbero y un panadero que R se batieron ...

the barber and a baker who had a fight ...
3. Pepe es payaso, lo que Luis es también.

P. is a clown, which L. is too
4. Juan blasfemó, lo cual R fue la causa de su encarcelamiento.

J. blasphemed, which was the cause of his encarceration
5. ~`Juan blasfemó, que R fue la causa de su encarcelamiento.
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J. blasphemed, which was the cause of l~is encarceration
6. Juan piensa siempre antes de hablar, que es lo que nunca viene mal.

J. always thinks before speaking, which is something that always comes in
handy

7. Juan piensa siempre antes de hablar, lo cual es lo que nunca viene
mal.
J. always thinks before speaking, which is something that always comes in
handy

8. ?Ana, la que R no es tan intransigente como los otros, aceptó el
compromiso.
A, who isn't as unyielding as the others, accepted the compromise

9. ella, que R no es tan ...
she, who isn't as ..

10. ?su amiga, la cual no es tan ...
her friend, who isn't as ...

11, nosotros, [sin los que] no podrían hacer la fiesta R, ...
we, without whom they could not have the party, ...

12. Juan, [con quien] todos contábamos R, ...
J. whom we all relied on, ...

13. mi libro, [debajo del que] había escondido la carta R, ...
my book, underneath which I had hidden the letter

14. el puente, [bajo el cual] solíamos jugar R, ...
the bridge, under which we used to play, ...

D. FREE RELATIVES
1. Infinitival FRs occur only with a limited class of verbs, the same class

that takes infinitival relativel without Pied-piping, i.e. (no) tener, haber,
encontrnr, ... (ex. 1-4).

2. Not all prepositions allow relativization of their object in a FR. It seem to
depend upon the semantics of the preposition. Prepositions like sin
(without) and para (for), for instance, are not suitable.

I. Relativizers
1. que occurs in infinitival FRs only.
2. el que is impossible in FRs in existential clauses and in FRs that function

as predicate nominal in copula constructions (ex. 5,6).

II. Agreement
1. If the subject of the FR is relativized, the finite verb agrees in number

with the relative pronoun.

N Matching
1. In general, finite FRs must match for category. That is, the position of the

entire FR in the clause containing it must be compatible with the
grammatical category (e.g. NP, PP) of the phrase in COMP of the FR (ex.
7,8).

2. To some extent, matching can be violated if the FR is subject or predicate
nominal of the clause containing it, especially if a personal direct object is
relativized (so one that is marked by the preposition a, or with some verb
such as ser, salir, etc. In the predicate nominal cases the relativizer el que
is impossible (ex. 9-11).

3. Matching can also be violated when the FR is topicalized (ex. 12).
4. Infinitiva] FRs may violate matching even in object position (ex.13-15).

V. Conditionality
1. Conditional FRs are actually semi-FRs, with a prop antecedent from the

set of relative pronouns suffixed by -quiera: e.g. quienquiera (whoever),
cualquiera (whoever, whatever), adondequiera (wherever), and, highly
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literary: doquiera (wherever). In these semi-FRa the relativizer in COMP
is consistently que (ex 16-19).

2. cualquiera has an attributive form cualquier~ (ex.20).
3. The attributive form quienquier exists as well, but is only sporadically

used in literarily contexta.
4. Also rare, literary only, are the plural forms quienesquiera and

cualesquiera.
5. ql-ue FRs have a relative pronoun as relativizer, and are non-conditional,

except when the relativizer is lo que, which may be either conditional or
non-conditional (ex 21-25).

Egamples
1. no tengo que ponerme R.

I don't have anything to wear
2. ~`quiero comprar que ponerme R.

I want to buy something to wear
3. no hay [con que] matar las moscas R.

there is nothing to kill the flies with
4. ~`debes pedir [con que] matar las moscas R.

you must ask for [something] with which to kill the flies
5. no hay quien R te aguante.

there is nobody that keeps you in check
6. ~no hay el que R te aguante.

there isn't he who keeps you in check
7. voy a comprar lo que ví R ayer.

Pm going to buy what I've seen yesterday
8. ~`voy a comprar [sobre lo que] estás aentado R.

I'm going to buy on what you are sitting
9. ?[a quien] esperas R no vendrá hoy.

whom you are waiting for, is not going to come today
10. ?[con quien] salga R tendra que tener un coche.

with whom I go out will have to have a car
11. ?tu eres [por el que] lo haria todo R.

you are for whom I would do anything
12. ?[con quien] me quiero casar R, ése ni me da la hora.

with whom I want to get married, he doean't take the alightest notice of
me.

13. no tengo [a quien] eacribir R.
I have no one to write

14. Briana no encontraba [con quien] salir R.
B. didn't meet anyone to go out with

15. Andrea tiene [de quien] burlarse R en su clase.
A. has someone to make fun of in her clasa

16. quienquiera que R venga sera bienvenido.
whoever that will come will be welcome

17. qualquiera que R lo diga miente!
whoever that says it lies

18. invitaré [a quienquiera] que tu invites R
I11 invite whoever that you invite

19. iré adondequiera que me invites R.
I11 go wherever that you ínvite me to

20. compraba qualquier cosa que R la guatara.
she bought whatever thing that she liked

21. quien R la hace la paga!
who does it pays for it (who does wrong must suffer for it)

" Notice the similarity here with the Romanian paradigms for substantive and
attributive forms of pronouns.
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22. cuanto tengo R es tuyo.
all I have is youra

23. invitaré [a quien] tu invitea R.
I'll invite who you invite

24. lo que tu crees R no ea cierto.
that which you believe is not certain

25. no me importa lo que pienses R de mf.
I don't care whatever you think of ine

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. No known particulars.

F. RESUNIPTION
1. Especially in colloquial Spanish, a doubled clitic may occur in the RC

unless the subject is relativized (there is no subject clitic). That is: a clitic
pronoun related to the relative gap occura independently of the relativizer.

2. Acceptability of a clitic is greater with relativized indirect objects than
with relativized direct objects. The degree of acceptability also grows with
the distance between relativizer and relative gap. Best in long
relativization.

3. If there is a resumptive clitic, the choice of relativizer is virtually
completely limited to the particle que.

Ezamples
1. la muchacha que pensaba que Juan le regaló un libro R.

the girl that I thought that J. gave her a book
2. ?la muchacha [a quien] pensaba que Juan le regaló un libro R.

the girl to whom I thought that J. gave her a book

4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIRONMENT

A. EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Extraposition of restrictive RCs belonging to subjects is possible if the

antecedent is indefinite. Results are marked to different extents depending
upon the type of indefiniteneas (ex. 1-8).

2. Extraposition of restrictive RCs belonging to objects is possible in general,
but yields a somewhat forced style (ex. 9-18).

3. If the antecedent ia determined by a demonstrative, the result is
somewhat marginal. Speakers seem to prefer the use of demonstrative este
over ese (ex. 12-14,18).

3. Extraposition of appositive RCs is not possible.

Eaamples
1. olodice que [nadie e;] viaja en tren [que R tenga coche];.

he saya that nobody travels by train that has a car
2. ~[mucha gente e,] viaja en tren [que R tiene coche];

many people travel by train that have a car
3. [nadie e;] ha venido de la ciudad, [que haya invitado R mi hermano];.

nobody has come from the town, that my brother had invited
4. (mucha gente e;] ha venido de la ciudad, [que yo he invitado R].

many people have come from the city, that I have invited.
5. ~`dice que [los empleados e;] viajen en tren, [que R no tienen coche];.

he sys that the employees travel by train that do not own a car
6. ~`dice que [estos empleadoe e;] viajen en tren, [que R no tienen coche];.

he says that those employeea travel by train that do not own a car
7. ~[las chicas e,] trabajan en 'el Trocadero', [que ha invitado R mi

hermano];.
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the girls work at the T., that my brother has invited
8. ~`[esas chicas e;] trabajan en 'el Trocadero', [que ha invitado ft mi

hermano];.
those girls work at the T., that my brother has invited

9. no vi ayer a[nadie e;] en el tren, [que R se pareciera a Robert Redfordl;.
I saw nobody on the train yesterday, that resembled R.R.

10. he pagado [una cuenta e;] hoy, [que R llegó la semana pasada].
I paid a bill tóday that arrived last week

11. qohe pagado pa cuenta e;] hoy, [que R llegó la semana pasada].
I paid the bill today that arrived last week

12. ?he pagado [esta cuenta e;] hoy, [que R llegó la semana pasada].
I paid that bill today that arrived last week

13. ??he pagado [esa cuenta e;] hoy, [que R llegó la semana pasada].
I paid that bill today that arrived last week

14. he pagado [aquella cuenta e;] hoy, [que R llegó la semana pasada].
I paid that bill today that arrived last week

15. no he encontrado [nada e;] hoy, [que debas leer R],.
I found nothing today that you should read

16. he encontrado [una cuenta e;] hoy, [que había perdido R la semana
pasada];.
I found a bill today that I had lost last week

17. qohe encontrado [la cuenta e;] hoy, [que había perdido R la semana
pasada];.
I found a bill today that I had lost last week

18. ?he encontrado [esta cuenta e;] hoy, [que había perdido R la semana
pasada];.
I found that bill today that I had lost last week

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. Topicaliaation from object position is possible only in literary language if

the RC is extraposed and the antecedent is nadie or nada (ex. 1).

Egamples
1. [nada e;] me has dicho T, [que R me interese],.

nothing have you told me that interests me

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Impossible.

D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

ser FOCUS [ Relatiuizer ... R ... ]

Remarks
1. Unambiguously cleft constructions are rare in Spanish (see below). Most

cleft-like constructions are indistinguishable from pseudo-clefts.

II. Agreement of the copula
1. the copula agrees with the FOCUS if FOCUS is a NP. Otherwise the

copula defaults to 3rd person singular.

III. Focus part

b. Possible categories
1. FOCUS is a NP or AP (ex. 1).
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N Relative part
a. Relativizers

1. Relatiue particle (que) is used when the relative gap is the predicative
adjective in a copula construction (ex. 1).

2. Pied-piped possessiue NP must be used when the FOCUS refers to the
possessor within the NP. The NP to be pied-piped can be direct object or
object of a preposition. In the latter case the containing PP must be
pied-piped too (ex. 2-4).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. The only cases of a true cleft construction feature a gap in 1. the position

of predicative adjective in a copula construction (rare and somewhat
stilted) (ex. 1).

2. a non-subject NP possession, the possessor of which is the actual FOCUS
(ex. 2-4).

Egamples
1. oloera bonito [que estaba R el cuadro].

it was beautiful that the painting was
2. es el alcalde [[cuyo salario] la reina determina R].

it is the mayor whose wages the queen determines
3. qoea Manuela [[a cuyos hijos] San Nicolas dio regalos R].

it is M. to whose children S.N. gave presents
4. fue el alcalde ([sobre cuyos hechos] Pablo escribió un artículo de fondo R].

it was the mayor about whose deeds P. wrote an editorial

E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. FREE RELATIVE - ser - FOCUS
b. ser - FOCUS - FREE RELATIVE

Remarks
1. Standard form for a pseudo-cleft is where the FR is subject (either

preverbal or postverbal), and FOCUS is in predicative position.
2. In addition, we find the order:

c. FOCUS - ser - FREE RELATIVE,
which is marginal at best in embedded pseudo-clefts. Presumably,
therefore, it is derived from (b.) by topicalization of the FOCUS.

3. Agreement of the copula:
a. Person: If the FOCUS is a nominative NP, the copula agrees with
the FOCUS, otherwise the copula defaults to 3`~. person (ex. 1-4).
b. Number: If the FOCUS is a nominative NP, then the copula
agrees with the relativizer. Otherwise, the copula may agree in
number with either the relativizer or with the FOCUS (ex. 7-10).
c. If FOCUS is not a NP, then the copula defaults to 3`~ person
singular (ex. 16-25).

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. FOCUS is either nominative or agrees in case with the gap in the FR (ex.
1-4).

2. Notice that in cases where FOCUS is accusative and there is no
syncretism between nominative and accusative case (i.e. only if the
FOCUS is a personal pronoun mt or tt), the preposition a is obligatory
both in the FR and with the FOCUS ( ex. 3-6).
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b. Possible categories
1. FOCUS can be any of the phrasal categoriea NP,PP,AP,VP, adverbial

phrase, and clause.
2. If either the FR (subject) or the FOCUS occurs to the left of the verb (i.e.

in the (aJ and (c.) varieties, a nominal FOCUS must take the form of a
PP if there is a pied-piped PP in the FR. If both occur to the right of the
verb, FOCUS may either be NP or PP under the same circumstancea (ex.
24-36).

3. If FOCUS is a clause and neither the FR nor the FOCUS precedes the
verb (so in the (b) variety), then that clause muat either be introduced by
a preposition or preposition-like conjunction, (e.g. porque) or be
nominalized (el que ...) (ex. 12-15,22,23).

III. Relative Part
a. Relativizers

1. Relatiue pronoun
i. el que is used when the relative gap is a NP or (neuter form lo que)

argument clause (ex. 2,7-10,12-15)
ii. quien is used as an alternative to e1 que when the FOCUS is a NP or

pronoun referring to a person (ex. 1,3,4).
2. Relatiue aduerb

i. donde is used when the FOCUS is a locative adjunct (ex. 16);
ii. cuando is used when the FOCUS is a temporal adjunct (ex. 17,18);
iii. como is used where the FOCUS is a manner adjunct or reaultative

adjunct (ex. 19-21);
iv. When FOCUS is a reason adjunct introduced by porque, relativization

is done by means of a pied-piped PP: por lo que (ex. 22).
3. Relative particle (que) cannot be used.
4. Pied-piped PP (Object of P is relative pronoun el que or quien.) must be

used when the relativized item is the object of a preposition (ex.
3,4,22-35.), whether the FOCUS is a PP or not, unless a relative adverb is
employed.

5. Pied-piped possessiue NP cannot be used.

b. Agreement
1. If the relative gap is the subject, the verb of the relative part agrees in

person (always 3rd) and number with the relative pronoun (ex. 1,2,9-11).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Any position that can be relativized can be made FOCUS of a paeudo-cleft

construction.

Eaamplea
1. fui yo [quien R compró este abrigo].

who bought this coat was I
2. [el que R sabe más de eso] eres ttí.

who knows most about this is you
3. [[a quien] vi ayer R] fue a tí.

whom I saw yesterday was you
4. soy yo [al que Olga ha invitado R].

whom O. has invited amlis I
5. ~`soy yo [el que Olga ha invitado R].

whom O. has invited amlia l
6. ~es a mí [el que Olga ha invitado R].

whom O. has invited amlis me
7. [lo que ha comprado R Juan] es coliflores.

what J. has bought is cauliflowers
8. [lo que ha comprado R Juan] son coliflores.
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what J. has bought are cauliflowers
9. [1o que R nos da problema] es las válvulas.

what worriea us is the valvea
10. [las que R nos dan problema] son las válvulas.

what worry us are the valves
11. ~`fui yo [quien R compré este abrigo].

It was I who bought this coat.
12. [lo que R me preoccupa] es (el) que Miguel no esté sun en casa.

what worries me is that M. is not at home yet
13. [lo que olvidas R] es (el) que algo así cuesta mucho dinero.

what you forget is that such a thing costs a lot of money
14. fue el que tuviera ese aspecto tan sombrío, [lo que R nos causó la

mayor preoccupacion].
it was (the) that he looked so grim which worried us most

15. fue el que tuviera ese aspecto tan sombrío, [lo que escribí en mi
diario R].

16. era en la cocina [donde Juan construyó un barco R].
it was in the kitchen where J. built a boat

17. [cuando llamó a la policía R] era mientras estábamos en Alicante.
when he called the police was while we were in A.

18. [cuando llamó a la policía R] fue cuando estábamos en Alicante.
when he called the police was when we were in A.

19. fue refunfuáando [como pasó Juan R].
it was grumbling how J. came by

20. fue lentamente [como Juan R pintó la valla].
it was slowly how J. painted the gate

21. [como pintó el coche R] era verde.
how he painted the car was green

22. fue porque la fiesta era demasiada ruidosa [[por lo que] llamó a la
policía ft].
it was because the party was too noisy why (for which) he called the
police

23. [[de lo que] quiero hablar R] es (de) que bebes mucho en los ultimos
tiempos.
about which I want to talk is that you drink a lot these days

24. [[en quien] pienso R] es en Clara.
of whom I am thinking is of C.

25. [[a quien) siempre pide permiso R] es a su hermano mayor.
of whom he always asks permisaion is of his older brother

26. es (a) su hermano mayor [[a quien] aiempre pide permiso R].
of whom he always asks permission is of his older brother

27. fueron los niíios [[a quienes) tío Pepe dfo regalos R].
it were the children to whom uncle P. gave presents

28. son asuntos importantes [[sobre los que] Miguel escribe R].
it are important affairs about which M. writes

29. era Alfonso XIII [[sobre el que] escribí un libro R].
it was A. about whom I wrote a book

30. okera verde [con lo que) Juan pintó la valla R].
it was green with which J. painted the gate

31. fue a los ninos [[a quienes) tío Pepe dío regalos R].
it was to the children to whom uncle P. gave presents

32. es sobre asuntos importantes ([sobre los que] Miguel escribe R].
it is about important affaira about which M. writes

33. era sobre Alfonso RIII [[sobre el que] escribí un libro R].
it was about A. about whom I wrote a book

34. era con verde (con lo que] Juan pintó la valla R].
it was with green with which J. painted the gate

35. [((en) donde] guardo el dinero R] es en un calcetín viejo.
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where I keep my money is in an old sock
36. fue el que tuviera ese aspecto tan sombrío, [lo que R nos causó la

mayor preoccupacion].
it was (the) that he looked so grim which worried us most

37. fue el que tuviera ese aspecto tan sombrío, [lo que escribí en mi
diario R].
it was (the) that he looked so grim which I wrote in my diary.

38. es pintar la puerta, [lo que quiere].
it is paint the door that he wants

5 INTER.PUNCTION

1. Appositive relatives are enclosed in commas. Restrictives are neither
preceded, nor followed by one.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1 Base form Substlattr. Same as
lequel both interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
(animate) entities obj. of P.'

Inflected forms
m f

sing. lequel laquelle
plur. lesquels lesquelles

NB: ' marginally, in appositives also SU. and DO.

Use and peculiarities
1. Generally, lequel occura exclusively as object of a preposition (ex. 1,2).
2. Marginally, lequel is otherwise possible in appositives. lequel with an

object gap is worse than with a subject gap (ex.2-4)'.
3. Attributive use is restricted to literary and bureaucratic style, and to

relativized subjects and objects of prepositions (ex.5,6).

Ezamples
1. la table [sur laquelle] il avait posé son chapeau R était humide.

the table upon which he had laid his hat was wet
2, cette table, [sur laquelle] il avait posé son chapeau R, était au milieu de

la salle.
this table, upon which he had laid his hat, was in the middle of the room

3. qocette table, laquelle R nous appartient maintenant, a été importée de
Chine.
this table, which belongs to us now, has been imported from China

4. qoqocette table, laquelle tu as R casse, était vraiment unique!
this table, which you have broken, was truly unique!

5. toutes les idées que j'aurais à développer, [lesquelles idées] R sont
exposées en détail dans ce mémoire, ...
all the ideas that I would have to develop, which ideas are laid out in this
report, ...

6. peut-être qu'il se méfie d'eua, [auquel cas] il n'aurait pas tort R.
perhaps he does not trust them, in which case he would not be wrong

' Notice that lequel mixes badly with uniquely determined antecedents, resulting in
all-out unacceptability for the object gap casea: 'ma j'iancée, laqael[e,j'aime R, ...
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2 Base form Substlattr. Same as
qui substantive animate interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
entities SU., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
noné
NB: ' note that the corresponding interrogative has a separate
form que for non-persons, but not the relative.

Use and peculiarities
1. qui is the unmarked relativizer when a subject is relativized, irrespective

of animacy of the referent of the gap (ex. 1,2). This is different from
questions, where nonpersonal gaps are accompanied by que. Mark that, to
complicate things, the form que does occur in relatives, but only as
relative particle, not as pronoun (see below).

2. qui cannot be used in normal relatives if the gap is a direct object. qui
can occur with an object gap, however, if there is no antecedent, so in a
true FR (ex. 3).

3. qui occurs in true FRs with a subject gap as well, but only literary, often
in proverbs. Normally the semi free relative with celui is preferred. (ex.
4-6)

4. qui as object of a prepoaition occurs only if the antecedent is personal or
personified (ex. 7).

5. In certain fixed expressiona (e.g. qui mieuxlpluslpis est), and only there,
qui occurs on its own with a sentential antecedent (ex. 8). These
expressiona generally precede the sentence they refer to.

6. Mark that qui may be used in a semi-free relative with a sentential
antecedent (ex. 9).

7. See under long relativization as well!

Examples
1. j'admire beaucoup les acteurs qui R gagnent 1'Oscar.

I quite admire the actors who win the Oscar.
2. Nana' eat une chanson qui R me plaft beaucoup.

Nana is a song which pleases me a lot
3. j'ai rencontré qui tu as rencontré R.

I've met whom you've met
4, qui R vivra, verra.

who will live, will see
5. on hait souvent qui R n'est pas responsable.

one detests often who is not responsible
6. malheur à celui qui R s'est trompé d'étage.

woe to the-one who is on the wrong floor
7. ~oc'était une négligence de ma banque, [à qui] j'avais demandé de 1'argent

R.
it was an oversight of my bank, of whom I had asked money

8. et même, qui plus est, j'ai horreur de ~a!
and even, what's more, I loathe that

9. il rectifia le noeud de sa cravate et le pli de son pantalon, ce qui lui prit
du temps.
he adjusted the knot of his tie and the crease of his trousers, which took
him some time
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3 Base form
quoi

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent
events, vague entities

Inflected forms
none

Gramm. func. of relativized item
obj. of P.

Use and peculiarities
1. quoi occura in in~cnitiual RCs with aemantically extremely vague

antecedents like rien, quelque chose (ex. 1,2).
2. quoi occurs in aemi-free relatives with ce as prop-antecedent (ex. 3).
3. quoi occurs in true FRs as well, but only in the following cases. A

semi-free relative in ce is always an alternative.
i. If the FR is the complement of uoici, uoilà (ex. 4);

ii. for some speakers, if the FR functions as predicate nominal (ex. 5);
4. If the antecedent is a sentence or VP, P t quoi may occur either in a true

FR (so one without a prop antecedent ce), or in a semi-free relative (with
ce), depending upon the preposition involved:

i. Ti-ue FR in P t quoi is the only poasibility if the Preposition is
malgré, rrcoyennant, Faute de, grdce à or a la suite de;

ii. True FR in P f quoi ia the more frequent possibility if the
preposition is après, auant, contre, sans or sur,

iii. Both are equally poasible if the preposition is à or en;
iv. A semi-free relative is the only possibility when the preposition is

pour-.
5. sur quoi with a sentential antecedent has only temporal meaning:

'immediately following which'.

Examplea
1. il n'y avait rien [à propos de quoi] écrire R.

there was nothing to write about
2. je cherche quelque chose [sur quoi] poaer mon livre R.

I am looking for something to put my book upon.
3. ce [à quoi] ils ressemblent le plus R, c'est à des sabots.

what they resemble most is clogs
4. Voici [à quoi] je pense R.

This is what I'm thinldng about
5. ?c'était bien [à quoi] je pense R.

It was indeed about which I am thinlring

B. RELATNE PAR.TICLES

1 Base form Same as
que tensed declarative subordinating conjunction

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
entities DO.

Use and peculiaritiea
1. que is the unmarked relativizer with direct object gaps (ex. 1-3).
2. que does not occur in true FRs, except in some old set expressions: que je

sache, n auoir que faire, cotite que coQte, uaille que uaille.
4. In Fran~ais Populaire, que may be used with a PP gap, in temporal

relativization, but not when the preposition is present (ex 4).
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Egamples
1. j'admire tous lea acteurs que je connais R.

I admire all the actora that I know
2. T1ana' est la chanson que ma soeur chantait toujours R.

Nana ia the song that my sister always sang
3. ce que vous voulez R n'eat pas posaible.

(that) what you want isn't posaible
4. qoje n'oublierai jamais le jour que la guerre a commencé R.

I11 never forget the day that the war began

C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
I. Most common format
1. Only a few specific forms exist.

II. Forms English equivalent Peculiarities
dont ~'of which exclusively used in relatives.
ou where

Use
1. dont is the 'unmarked' relativized PP (ex 1). To some extent comparable

with the unmarked PP whose ~ of which in English. However, dont is by
no means always a'contraction' of a PP with de! Rather, it is a ahort form
of 'any preposition t que~qui (ex 2).

2. dont may accompany a relative gap which is the complement of a noun,
under just the same conditions that en can refer to the object of a noun. It
can to some extent be conaidered the relative counterpart of clitic en (with
which it is, consequently, in complementary diatribution) (ex 3).

3. dont occurs exclusively in COMP of RC, and on its own (ex. 4). See also
under long relativization.

4. dont cannot be used neither in true FRa nor in semi-FRs.
5. dont rarely construes with il y a or il est.
6. ou is possible in RC, true FR, and in semi-FR (with prop-antecedent lá)

(ex 5-7).

Ezamples
1. le style dont je viens de parler R était en vogue en 1950.

the style of which I spoke just now was popular in 1950
2a. ~`j'imagine de ce luxe qu'il devait être exquis.
b. ~oj'imagine à propos de ce luxe qu'il devait être exquis.
c. un luse dont j'imagine R qu'il devait être exquis.

a luxury of-which I muse that it must have been heavenly
3a. j'en connais [1'auteur ...].

I of-it know the author
b. Un livre dont je connais [1'auteur R].

a book of-which I know the author
4a. la femme [avec le mari de laquelle] j'ai parlé R s'appelle Odette.

the woman with the husband of whom I talked ia called O.
b. ~`la femme [avec le mari dont] j'ai parlé R s'appelle Odette.
c. la femme dont j'admire le mari R s'appelle Odette.

the woman of-whom I admire the husband ia called O.
5. 1'endroit ou Vercingétorix a été vaincu R est inconnu.

the place where V. was defeated is unknown
6. je vais ou tu vas!

I go where you go
7. je vais là ou m'envoie R mon devoir.

I go where duty sends me.
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2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIRECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSITION5

SU, DO, Adverbial.

Remarks
1. Indirect object can only be relativized in the form of a PP. See under long

relativization.

Egamples
1. l~omme qui R m'a engagé est très riche.

the man who has hired me ia very rich
2. 1'histoire qu'il m'a racontée R hier était si triste!

the story that he told me yesterday was so sad!
3. 1'endroit précis ou Vercingétorix a été vaincu R est inconnu.

the precise spot where V. was defeated is unknown
4. le style dont je viens de parler R était en vogue en 1950.

the style of which I spoke just now was popular in 1950
5. un luge dont j'imagine R qu'il devait être exquis.

a luxury of-which I muse that it would have been heavenly
6. quelqu'un dont j'imagine R que mon initiative de saluer la belle mère

sera mal interpretée.
someone about whom I think that my initiative to greet hia mother-in-law
will be interpreted negatively

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. In one variety of Frangais Populaire only, extraction of the object of a

preposition is possible, and even then only with prepositions that can
occur without an object anyway (auec, arrière) (ex. 1).

Ezamplea
1. qola fille que je suis sorti avec R...

the girl that I have left with ...

B. PART OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. The only 'genitive NPa' that exiat in French are the possessive adjectives

(mon, ton, ...). These cannot be relativized.

II. Other complementa of NP
1. Since the object of a preposition cannot be extracted from the PP that it

belongs to in French, this case reduces to extraction of a complement PP
from an NP.

2. Extraction of a complement PP from an NP is posaible only under the
following conditions:

i. There is no posseasive adjective (e.g. son) in the NP, and
ii. The PP to be extracted could be replaced by en-AvantZ. The PP is in

these cases invariably realized in COMP as dont (ex. 1-3).
3. The type of relativization just mentioned ia often avoided by some other

aubject relativization strateg,y (ex. 3,4)

' For extensive treatment of the phenomenon of en-Avant see Kayne 1975.
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Ezamples
1. j'en; connais [1'auteur e; ]

I of-it know the author
2. je ne lis que des livres dont je connaia [ 1'auteur R].

I only read books of-which I know the author
3. la femme dont [le manteau R] a été volé était inconsolable.

the woman of-whom her coat has been stolen was inconsolable
4. la femme qui R s'est fait voler son manteau ...

the woman who had her coat stolen ...

C. PAR,T OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I, part of a finite declarative.
1. Parts of a declarative sentence embedded in the RC can be relativized.

Mind however, that if the relative gap ia a subject, the relative pronoun
qui remains in the COMP of the clause that directly contains the relative
gap'.

II. part of a finite question.
1. Only PPs can be relativized out of a tensed embedded question, and even

that is only accepted by some speakers (ex. 5-7).
2. An alternatíve is a sentence with a relativized PP next to the embedded

clause (ex. 8,9).

III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Infinitival declaratives generally behave like tensed declarativea (ex.

10,11).
2. Relativization of part of an embedded infinitival queation ia not possible

(ex. 12).

N part of a relative clause.
1. Impossible.

Esamples
1. ~ol'homme que tu crois [qui R t'apportera 1'argent] eat parti pour 1'Afrique

ce matin.
the man that you think who will bring you the money has left for A. thia
morning

2. olol'homme que tu crois [que ma soeur aime bien R] la déteste.
the man that you believe that my aister likea hatea her

3. la fille [avec qui] Marie a prétendu [que sortirait Jean R] est là.
the girl with whom M. pretended that J. would go out with ia here

4. une crainte dont je vis [qu'elle ae transformerait facilement en respect R].
5. ?voilà 1'homme [à qui] je te demandais [quelle lettre Marie avait envoyée

R].
that is the man to whom I asked you which letter M. had sent

6. ~`voilà 1'homme que je savais [quelle lettre R avait écrit].
that is the man that I knew which letter had written

7. ~`voilà I'homme que je me demande [qui a invité R].
that is the man that I wonder who has invited

8. voilà 1'homme [à propos duquel] je te demandais R[quelle lettre Marie lui
avait envoyé.

' Kayne 1976 (fn.19) notices the following unexplained and rather strange fact:
i. 'la fille qu'il est évident quilque t'admire ...

ii. la fille qu'il est évident que tu admires ...
iii. ?'la fille que je suis sure qui arrivera la première ...
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that is the man with respect to whom I asked you which letter M. had
sent him

9. voilà l~omme dont je savais R[quelle lettre il avait écrite].
that is the man of-whom I knew which letter he had written

10. Jean déteste tous les livres qu'on 1'a forcé [à lire R].
J. hates all the books that they have forced him to read

11. malheureusement, le fonctionnaire [à qui] tu m'as dit [de parler R] est
en vacances.
unfortunately, the official to whom you told me to talk is on holidays

12. 'voici lbomme [à qui] je me demande [[quelle lettre]; envoyer e, R].
this is the man to whom I wonder which letter to send

D. PIED PIPING
1. PP immediately containing a relative pronoun can be pied-piped (ex. 1).
2. PP containing an NP which containa a relative pronoun can be pied-piped

(ex. 2,3).
3. Notice that in case of pied-piping, the result muat always be a PP in

COMP, not an NP (ex. 2,4).
4. Notice furthermore that the complement PP of an NP which partakes in

pied-piping cannot be replaced by dont, but must retain its 'original' form.
In other words: dont caruiot occur in the complement of a noun (ex. 3,5).

5. There are a few odd exceptional facts in pied-piping cases:
i. With en, qui is very atrongly preferred over lequel;

ii. With entre and parmi, lequel is very strongly preferred over qui.

Egamples
1. la fille [avec qui] tu as dansé R est ma soeur.

the girl with whom you have dansed is my aister
2. 1'homme [avec la femme duquel] tu t'es disputé est le commissaire de

police.
the man with whose wife you had an argument ia the police commissioner

3. qola fille [au père de laquelle] je me auis adressé ne voulait pas
m'épouser.
the girl to whose father I adressed myself did not want to marry me

4. ~`l~omme [la femme duquel] tu as injurié est le commissaire de police.
the man whose wife you have been calling namea is the police
commissioner

5. ~`la fille [au père dont] je me suis adreasé ne voulait pas m'épouser.
the girl to the father of-which I adressed myself did not want to marry me

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND AN'I'ECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
1. The antecedent of an appositive always has a determiner, or is a proper

name. The antecedent of a restrictive RC remains without determiner in
the following cases:

i. After il n est and il n'y a (ex. 1);
ii. If the antecedent is predicate nominal chose (ex. 2);

iii. If the relative conatruction ia an apposition (ex. 3);
iv After en (ex. 4);

v. In comparisons after de (ex.5);
vi. In some proverbs (ex. 6).
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2. In restrictives, lequel is not a proper relativizer', but in appositives it is
marginally possible. Best when the relative gap is the subject of RC (ex.
7,8).

Examples
1. qoil n'y a livre qu'il n'ait lu R.

there is no book that he hasn't read
2. qoc'est chose [à quoi] il ne pense guère R.

it is something about which he hardly thinks
3. pourtant elle sourit: sourire tremblant qui R s'acheva en une crispation

douloureuse.
yet ahe smiled: a trembling smile, which developed into in a mournful grin

4. vous me traitez en enfant que la fortune éblouit R.
you treat me like a child whom good fortune has blinded

5. ... malgré sa bonne tête d'Americain qui R vend des réfrigerateurs en
citant la bible.
... in spite of his friendly face of an American who sells refrigerators while
citing the bible

6. pierre qui R roule n'amasse pas mousse.
a rolling stone gathers no moss

7. ~`la fille laquelle R m'aime s'appelle Georgette.
the girl who loves me is called G.

8. qocette table, laquelle R nous appartient maintenant, a été faite pour
Napoleon en 1804.
this table, which now belongs to us, has been made for N. in 1804

B. AGR.EEMENT
1. If the subject of RC is relativized, the verb of RC agrees in person,

number and gender with the (head of) the antecedent (ex. 1-3).
2. In subject relativization, if the antecedent is a vocative, the verb of RC is

second person, and agreea with the antecedent in number (ex. 4).
3. If a subject RC is part of the predicate nominal of a positive declarative

sentence, the verb of RC agrees:
a. obligatorily with the subject of the sentence if:

i. Antecedent - indefinite article t collective noun (ex. 5),
ii. Antecedent - number, or numerical expression (ex. 6,7);

b. optionally with antecedent or subject of the sentence if
i. Antecedent is indefinite (ex. 8,9),

ii. Antecedent - le seul, le premier, le dernier (ex. 10);
NB: Agreement with antecedent forces an attributive reading,
agreement with subject of the sentence forces a referential reading

c. obligatorily with antecedent otherwise.
4. Exceptionally, in the above construction we find agreement with the

subject of the sentence when the antecedent is celui, and rarely even when
the antecedent is definiteb (ex. 11,12).

5. Adjectives that are dependent for number and gender on the relativized
part of RC agree with the antecedent if relativization is by the relative
particle que (ex. 13,14).

Egamples
1. et moi qui R ne suis pas prêt!

and there I am, not yet ready (i.e. things happened too quickly)

' Just lequel, that is. In a Pied Piped PP lequel is possible, of course.

6 In the latter case, adjectives still agree with the antecedent, as the example shows.
This might have to do with the fact that polite vous if formally plural, but semantically
still a singular (J. Pamies, pers. comm.).
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2. les mineurs qui R ont fait grève ont été congédiés.
the miners who went on strike have been sacked

3. une femme comme moi, qui R a toujours fait sa vaisselle, ...
a woman like me, who has always done her own dishes ...

4. d, mes amis impatients, qui R le soup~onnez du pire!
o, my impatient frienda, who suspect him of the worst!

5. nous sommes une centaine qui R regardons.
we are some one-hundred people who are watching

6. nous étions là cinq ou siz qui R alliona de long en large.
there were five or six of us there, who were goíng to and fro

7. nous sommes besucoup qui R vous défendons.
we are many who defend you

8. nous sommes des enfants qui R jouons avec les forces sacrées.
we are children who play with the sacred powers

9. nous sommes des enfants qui R jouent avec lea forces sacrées.
we are children who play with the sacred powers

10. vous êtes le seul qui R vous plaignez.
you are the only one who complains

11. nous étions ceuz qui allions vaincre Hitler.
we were the onea who would vanquish H.

12. vous êtes le patron, qui descendez les marchés avec son énergie
habituelle.
you are the boss, who travels the markets with his customary energy

13. c'est un homme que je crois R honnête.
it is a man that I believe [to be] honest

14. ce sont des hommes que je crois R honnêtes.
those are people that I believe [to be] honest

C. RELATIVES WITH AN'rECEDENT
I. Nominàl antecedents
1. The antecedent of the relative gap can be part of a phrasal idiom in RCe

(ex. 1).

II. Pronominal antecedents
1. Semi-FRs are not possible when COMP contains a pied-piped PP of which

the preposition is: malgré, moyennant, faute de, grdce à, or à la suite de.
With these, only true FRs are possible, or ordinary headed relatives.

2. Semi-FRs are rare if that preposition is après, auant, contre, sans, or sur.
A true FR is preferred.

3. When that preposition is à or en, and the antecedent is a sentence, both a
semi-FR (e.g. ..., ce [à quoi] ...) and a true FR (e.g. ..., [en quoi] ...) are
equally possible.

4. When that preposition is pour-, then the prop antecedent ce is obligatory,
no true FR is possible.

5. If the antecedent is a sentence, sur quoi has only temporal meaning.
Otherwise use a semi-FR: ce sur quoi.

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. Impossible antecedents Alternative:

tout tout ce, tous ceux
chaque t N tout t N
chacun quiconque
personne, when subject is relativized.
aucun t N, with appositive relative.

' For details on this phenomenon see II.3.1.3, and Vergnaud (1973).
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2. If qui is the antecedent, the relativizer is always qui', unleas the verb of
RC is être and the relative gap ia not the subject of RC (ex. 2-4).

3. en-cliticizing the antecedent is a possibility (ex. 5).

Examples
1. il est atupéfait de la part que Jean a prise R auz débats.

he is astonished by the role J has played in the debates
2. qui que ce soit R qui 1'ait dit, ~a ne m'intéresse pas.

whoever it was that said it, that doesn't interest me
3. [qui e~]; connaissez vous e, [qui R ait des cheveux noirs];?

who do you know who has black hair
4. [qui ej]; connaissez vous e; [qui je ne connais pas R];?

who do you know who I don't know
5. tu auras beau en prendre qui me ressembleront ...

hard as you may try to take some who resemble me ...

D. FREE RELATIVES
1. Semi-FRs have as prop-antecedent ce, celui, and sometimes cela.

I. Relativizers
1. FRs in French, as everywhere else, need a strong pronoun in COMP.

Therefore: no particle, and no weak qui. In addition, there are no FRs in
dont.
As an exception weak qui still occurs in some fixed expressions, and after
uoici, uoilà (ex. 1).

1. FRs in qui referring to a sentence are posaible, but precede the sentence
to which they refer (ex. 2).

2. Mind that all these are allowed in semi-FRa, since in that case there is a
(prop-)antecedent.

3. The pronoun que cannot introduce a FR, except in some proverbs and
fixed phrases: que je sache, n'auoir que faire, cotlte que coflte, uaille que
uaille.

4. Adverbial FRs can be introduced by the relative adverb ou (ex. 3). A
semi-FR (là as prop-antecedent) is usually preferred.

5. 7Yue FRs introduced by a pied-piped PP in quoi occur only:
a. after uoici, voilà (ex. 4);
b. for some speakers, if the FR functions as predicate nominal (ex. 5);

6. Special relativizers for conditional FRs quiconque (whoever) and
quekonque (whatever) lead a languishing existence only. Quiconque is used
literarily only, when the relative gap is the subject of FR. Quelconque
mainly occurs as an adjective, either pejoratively interpreted, or, in some
scientific registers (e.g. mathmatics), with a apecial technical meaning. It
playa no role in relativization.

II. Agreement
1. If the subject of a FR is relativized, the verb is in 3rd person singular.

Adjectives are in the masculine form,
2. In a semi-FR whose subject is relativized, agreement ia with the

prop-antecedent.

N Matching
1. All French finite FRs, and most infinitival FRs muat be matching for

category. That is: the material in COMP of RC must be of the same
category as the whole FR must be, considering ita position in the
containing clause (ex. 6-10).

' Why we find qui as a relative with non-subject gaps here, and here only, is not
clear. Perhaps there is some phonological harmony rule at work.
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2. Some infinitival FRs may violate the matching requirement (ex. 11-13).
3. French FRs do not have to match for grammatical function. That is, there

is no requirement regarding subject or objecthood (ex. 6).

V. Conditionality
1. Excepting the literary use of quiconque, conditionality is not explicitly

marked. Semi-FRs are non-conditional.

Examples
1. voilà qui R est clair: ...

and so much is clear: ...
2. et même, [qui R pis est], 1'ordre des mots dans ces curieusea relatives est

anormal!
and even, what's worse, the order of words in these peculiar relatives is
abnormal

3. qol'enfer? C'est oic vont R les enfanta qui font des mensonges!
hell? that's where children go who tell lies

4. voici (ce) [à quoi] je pensais R.
this is what I was thinking of

5. ?c'était bien [à quoi] je pensais R.
that was what I was thiriláng of all-right

6. [qui j'aime R] m'aime pas.
whom I love loves me not.

7. ~`[[à qui] je viens de parler R] m'aime pas.
to whom I just talked loves me not

8. je le dis pour [qui R veut m'écouter].
I say it for who wants to listen to me

9. je le dis ([pour qui] je dois le dire R].
I say it for whom I must say it

10. ~je suis parti avec [[à qui] tu as parlé R hier]
I have left with to whom you talked yesterday

11. il n'a pas [ou mourir R].
he doesn't have [a place] where to die

12. j'ai [[de quoi] écrire R].
I have [things] with which to write

13. finalement il a trouvé ([à qui] parler R]!
finally he has found [someone] to whom to talk

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. No known peculiarities.

Eaamples
1. lfiomme qu' on a arrété R à Nevers qui R possédait la dynamite a été

transporté à Paris immédiatement.
the man that was arrested in N. that had the dynamite on him was
immediately taken to P.

F. RESUMPTION
1. In one type of Franpais Populaire only, there exists a relativization

strategy that always employs the relative particle que in COMP, and a
clitic pronoun in the RC, linked to the relative gap.

Eaamples
1. la gosse que je lui ai parlé R chez toi hier, elle s'appelle comment?

the chick that I with-her talked at your place yesterday, what is she
called
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4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIR.ONMENT

A. EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Relative clauses belonging to the subject cannot be extraposed unleas the

antecedent remains indefinite (ex. 1-8).
Note however, pseudorelatives in presentative constructiona, which look
líke extraposition (ex. 9-10).

2. Extraposition of relative clauses belonging to objects is possible in general
(ex 11-14).

Examples
1. qo[un homme e; ] a acheté cette maison hier, [qui R vient de Paris];.

a man has bought this house yesterday, who is from P.
2. qo[une enveloppe e;] a été délivrée, [qui R contenait des exploaifs];.

an envelope has been delivered that contained explosives
3. [une enveloppe e;] a été délivrée, [que Jean ne veut pas ouvrir R];.

an envelope has been delivered that J. does not want to open
4. [une enveloppe e;] a été délivrée, [sur laquelle il n'y avait aucun timbre

R];.
an envelope has been delivered upon which there was no stamp

5. ~`[Marie e;] a été séduite, [qui R en est restée fort contente].
M. has been seduced, who felt quite pleased with it

6. ~`[la radio e;] a été volée, [qui R me convenait le mieux];.
the radio has been stolen that suited me best

7. ~`[la radio e,] a été volée, [que tu m'as donné R];.
the radio has been stolen that you have given me

8. ~`[la radio e;] a été volée, [dont je te parlais hier R],.
the radio has been stolen that I was telling you about yesterday

9. un homme est arrivé, qui mazchait encore tout droit.
a man has arrived, who still walked completely atraight

10. Marie est là, qui pleure comme une Madeleine.
M. is there crying copiously (-...and she is crying like mad)

11. j'ai rencontré [un homme e;] hier, [qui R prétendait être écrivain];.
I met a man yesterday who claimed to be a writer

12. j'ai acheté [une radio e;] hier, [que Pierre m'avait recommandée R];.
I bought a radio yesterday that P. recommended to me

13. j'ai acheté [ce livre e;] hier, [dont tout le monde parle R].
I have bought that book yesterday, that everybody talks about

14. j'ai acheté [L'étranger e;] hier, [qui R me semble être très intéressant];.
I have bought 'L'étranger' yesterday, which seems to me to be quite
interesting

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. Virtually impossible, although there are a few speakers who grudgingly

have to concede that they are not totally sure about its umgrammaticality.

Egamples
1. ~`?(cet Hollandais e;] j'ai vu T, [qui R joue dans tous les grands films];.

that Dutchman have I seen, that plays in all the great films
2. ~`?[cet Hollandais e;] j'ai vu T, [que tu m'as indiqué R];.

that Dutchman have I seen, which you pointed out to me

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Impossible.
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D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. ce être FOCUS [ relativizer ... R... ]
b. il n y avoir (pas) que FOCUS [ relativizer ... R... ]

II. Agreement of the copula
1. The copula être is always 3rd person, but preferably agrees in number

with a plural FOCUS NP, unless that FOCUS is pronominal (ex.
1,4,6,8-10).

2. In the b. variety, the y avoir type, auoir is always 3rd person singular (ex.
2,3).

III. Focus part
a. Case

1. FOCUS is consistently accusative (visible only with pronominal FOCUS)
(ex. 4-7).

b. Possible categories
1. In principle, FOCUS can be of any phrasal category except VP.
2. Next to NPs, PPs are the least marked as FOCUS. So much so, that an

unusual paraphrase in the form of a PP is preferred above an adverbial as
FOCUS (ex. 17,18).

3. Sentential FOCI are only limitedly possible: if the FOCUS sentence is
finite, the relative gap must be subject, and the relativizer,
correspondingly, must be qui. The result is still somewhat marked.
Otherwise, sentential FOCI must be infinitival (ex. 26-28).

4. Any clause can be focussed by embedding it in a NP headed by le fait. For
subject clauses this is the unmarked option, and for finite non-subject
clauses the only one (ex. 29,30).

IV Relative part
a. Relativizers

1. Relative pronoun:
i. qui (weak pronoun) must be used when the relative gap is the subject,

as in normal relatives (ex. 2-4);
ii. lequel cannot be used (except in pied-piping, see below).

2. Relatiue particle (que) is used when the relative gap is an object, a
predicate nominal (or, very marginally, adjective) or an adjunct (ex.
8,10-19).

3. Relattue aduerb:
i. dont is used:

1. if the relative gap is a de PP as complement to a verb (ex. 20), and
2. if the relative gap is a PP complement of an object NP. No such
gap is possible in a subject NP (ex. 21,22).

ii. ou seems to be possible only where là is its antecedent. even then,
que is at least as frequent (ex. 23-25).

4. Pied-piped PP does not occur.
5. Pied-pipied possessive NP does not occur.

b. Agreement
1. If the relative gap is the subject, the finite verb of the relative part agrees

in number with the FOCUS and is third person, in agreement with qui
(ex. 3,4).
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c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Any subject or object NP or clause, and any prepositional adjunct can be

made FOCUS of a cleft construction. If the relative gap is a PP, the
FOCUS must be a PP.

2. Objects of prepositions generally cannot be made FOCUS of a cleft
construction.

3. Possessive NPs cannot be focusaed.
4. If the copula of a copula construction is deuenir, it is possible for some

speakers to focus the predicate nominal, and, very marginally, a predicate
adjective. ~th être there are no such possibilities (ex. 31-33).

Egamples
1. cétait cette veste qu'il avait achetée R.

it was this coat that he bought
2. il n'y a que lui qui R 1'a fait.

it was he alone that did it
3. il n'y a pas que les anges qui R aient des ailes.

not only angels have wings
4. c'est moi qui R ai payé pour tout le monde.

it was me who paid for everyone
5. ~`c'est je qui R ai payé pour tout le monde.

it was I who paid for everyone
6. c'est toi qu'il veut rencontrer R.

it is you that he wants to meet
7. ~`c'eat tu qu'il veut rencontrer R.

it is you that he wants to meet
8. ce sont ces vestes que nous avons achetées R.

it are these coat that we have bought
9. qoc'est ces vestes que nous avons achetées R.

it is these coat that we have bought
10. c'est eua que j'ai vu R sur le lieu du crime.

it is them that I have seen at the site of the crime
11. c'est aua enfants très gentils que le Père Noël donne des cadeaux R.

it is to very sweet children that Santa Claus gives preaents
12. c'est au sujet d'affaires importantes que Marguerite écrit R.

it is about important affair that M. writes
13. c'est dans la cuisine que Jean a construit un vrai bateau R.

it is in the kitchen that J. built a real boat
14. c'eat pendant que nous étions a Arras quil a appellé la police R.

it is while we were in A. that he has called the police
15. c'est parce qu'il y a eu un cambriolage qu"il a appellé la police R.

it is because there has been a burglary, that he has called the police
16. c'est dans la salle bleue que Pogorelich jouera ce soir R.

it is in the blue room that P. will play tonight
17. c'était avec lenteur que Jean peignait la barrière R.

it was alowly that J. painted the gate
18. qoc'était lentement que Jean peignait la barrière R.

it was slowly that J. painted the gate
19. okc'est affamé qu' il est arrivé R.

it was starving that he arrived
20. c'est une affaire importante dont tonton est en train de parler R.

it is an important affair that uncle is talking about
21. ce sont les maires dont la reine détermine [le revenu R].

it are the mayors of whom the queen determinea the income
22. ~`c'était le capitaine Haddock dont [les matelots R] chantaient pour la

reine.
it was captain H. whose sailors sang for the queen

23. ~`c'est dans la salle bleue ou Pogorelich jouera ce soir R.
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it is in the blue room where P. will play tonight
24. dans une vieille chaussette, cést là oic je garde mon argent R.

in an old sock, it is there where I keep my money
25. dans une vieille chaussette, c'est là que je garde mon argent R.

in an old sock, it is there that I keep my money
26. qoc'était qu'il regardait d'un air si sombre qui R nous avait fait le plus

de soucis.
it was that he looked so grim that made us worry most

27. ~`c'était qu'il regardait d'un sir si sombre que j'ai consigné ft dans mon
journal.
it was that he looked so grim that I noted down in my diary

28. c'est peindre des barrières qu il trouve amusant R.
it is to paint gates that he finds amusing

29. c'était [le fait [qu'il regardait d'un sir si sombre]] qui R nous avait
fait le plus de soucis.
it was the fact that he looked so grim that made us worry most

30. c'était [le fait [qu'il regardait d'un air si sombre]] que j'ai consigné R
dans mon journal.
it was the fact that he looked so grim that I noted down in my diary

31. ??c'est dentiste qu'il est devenu R.
it is [a] dentist that he has become

32. ??c'était livide que Marie devenait.
it was white that Mary turned

33. ~`c'était besu que le tableau était.
it was beautiful that the painting was

E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTR.UCTIONS
I. General form

SEMI-FREE RELATIVE - étre - FOCUS

Remarka
1. The above order is the only one (ex. 1,2).
2. Notice that in main clause paeudo-clefta, the semi-FR must be left

dislocated (ex. 3,4).
3. Left dislocation of the aemi-FR is also obligatory in embedded clefts where

the FOCUS is a pronoun or is modified by some numeral. Otherwise, left
dislocation of the aemi-FR is optional, but preferred (ex. 1,5-15).

4. If the semi-FR has been left dislocated, the copula agrees in person and
number with the pronoun ce that resumes it if the relative gap is not the
subject, and either with ce or the FOCUS if the relative gap is the subject.
In the latter case agreement with ce ia considered substandard (ex.
10,11,13,14).

5. Otherwise, the copula agrees in person (always 3rd) and number with the
FOCUS (ex. 5,6,9).

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. The FOCUS part is consistently accusative (visible with pronouns only)
(ex. 16-19).

b. Possible categories
1. FOCUS can be a NP (including the pronominals) or a clause, but, usually,

not PP (ex. 4,16,20,25-28).
2. If the relative gap is a PP, but not an indirect object or a complement to

a noun, FOCUS can in some cases be a PP. Usually, however, it aeems
that NP is preferred (ex. 25-31).
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3. If the relativizer is dont and FOCUS is essentially a clause, the FOCUS
must be transformed into a de PP by embedding the clause under le fait
or ce (ex. 22-24).

III. Relative Part
a. R.elativizers

1. The use of relativizers in the semi-FR involved is as in ordinary relatives.

b. Agreement
1. If the relative gap is the subject, the finite verb of the semi-FR agrees in

person (always 3rd) and number with the prop-antecedent (ce(lui), celle,
ceux, celles).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Any subject or object NP or clause can be made FOCUS (ex.

4,10,20,21,25).
2. PP-objects to verbs can be made FOCUS (ex. 27-29).
3. possessive PP-complements to nouns can be made FOCUS (ex. 30,31).

Ezamples
1. qoJean prétend que [ce [quil a acheté R]], c'est du choufleur.

J. claims that what he has bought is cauliflower
2. ~`Jean prétend que du choufleur est [ce [qu'il a acheté]].

J. claims that cauliflower is what he has bought
3. ~`[ce [que j'ai acheté R]] est du choufleur.

what I bought is cauliflower
4. [ce [que j'ai acheté R]], c'est du choufleur.

what I bought, that is cauliflower
5. qoJean prétend que [ce [quil a acheté R]] est un choufleur.

J. claims that what he has bought is a cauliflower
6. ?Jean prétend que [ce [qu'il a acheté R]] sont des choufleurs.

J. claims that what he has bought are cauliflowers
7. Jean prétend que [ce [quil a acheté R]], c'est un choufleur.

J. claims that what he has bought, that is a cauliflower
8. Jean prétend que [ce [qu'il a acheté R]], c'est des choufleurs.

J. claims that what he has bought, that is cauliflowers
9. qoJean prétend que [ceug [qui R nous posent un problème]] sont tes

enfants.
J. claims that the-ones who make us worry are your children

10. qoJean prétend que [ceug [qui R nous posent un problème]], c'est tes
enfants.
J. claims that the-ones who makes us worry, it is your children.

11. Jean prétend que [ceuz [qui R noua posent un problème]], ce sont tes
enfants.
J. claims that the-ones who makes us worry, it are your children.

12. ~`Jean prétend que [ce [quil a acheté R]] sont deuz choufleurs.
J. claims that what he has bought are two cauliflowers

13. Jean prétend que [ce [quil a acheté R]] c'est deug choufleurs.
J. claims that what he has bought, that is two cauliflowers

14. ~`Jean prétend que [ce [quil a acheté R]] ce sont deua choufleurs.
J. claims that what he has bought, that are two cauliflowers

15. ~`Jean prétend que [celui [qui R en sait le plus]] est lui.
J. claims that who knows most about it is him

16. Jean prétend que [celui [qui R en sait le plus]], c'est lui.
J. claims that who knows most about it, it is him

17. ~`Jean prétend que [celui [qui R en sait le plus]], c'est il.
J. claims that who knows most about it, it is he

18. Jean prétend que [celui [quil y a vu R hier]], c'est toi.
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J. claim that the-one that he saw there yesterday, it is you
19. ~Jean prétend que [celui [quil y a vu R hier]], c'est tu.

J. claim that the-one that he saw there yesterday, it is you
20. [ce [qui R est ennuyeux]], cést que Charles n'est pas là.

what is annoying, it is that C. is not there
21. [ce [que tu oublies R]], c'est qu'un telle chose conte très cher.

what you forget, it is that such a ihing costs a lot of money
22. ~`[ce [dont je veux te parler R]], c'eat que tu bois trop ces derniers

tempe.
about what I want to talk with you, it is that you are drinking too much
lately

23. [ce [dont je veux te parler ft]], c'est [du fait [que tu b?ois trop ces
derniers temps]].
about what I want to talk with you, it is about the fact that you are
drinking too much lately

24. [ce [dont je veux te parler ft]], c'est [de ce[que tu bois trop cea
derniers temps]].
about what I want to talk with you, it is about it that you are drinking
too much lately

25. [celui [[à qui] il demande toujoura 1'autorisation R]], c'est son frère ainé.
the one of whom he always asks permission, it is his older brother

26. ~`[celui [[à qui] il demande toujours 1'autorisation R]], c'est à son frère
aYné.
the one of whom he always asks permission, it is of his older brother

27. [celle [[à qui] je pense R]], c'est Clara.
the one of whom I'm thinking, it is C.

28. [ce ([à quoi] je pense R]], c'est une nouvelle voiture.
that of which I'm thinking, it is a new car

29. [ce [[à quoi] je pense R]], c'est à une nouvelle voiture.
that of which I'm thinking, it is a new car

30. [celui [dont [la beauté R] n'a jamais changé]], c'est Appolon.
the one whose beauty has never changed, that is A.

31. [celui [dont j'ai invité [la soeur ft]]], c'est ~ctor.
the one whose sister I invited, it is V.

5 INTERPUNCTION

1. Appositives relativea are enclosed in commas, restrictives are neither
preceded nor followed by one.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A. RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
hver

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
singular plural
m f n m f n

nom. hver hver huad huerjir huerjar huer
gen. hvers hverrar huers hverra huerra huerra
dat. huerjum hverri huerju huerjum hverjum hverjum
acc. huern huerja huaó huerja hverjar huer

Use and peculiarities
1. huad introduces free relatives (ex. 1).
2. hvaà is used when the antecedent is allt (ex. 2).
3. Notice example 3, where the antecedent is allt hvab, which ia not

accepatable anymore today. Replacing hvaó by pad removes the problem
(ex. 3,4).

4. Otherwise the relative pronoun huerlhvad is archaic, unfit for practical use
nowadays (ex. 5).

5. Notice that the indefinite pronoun hua8 may freely occur as
prop-antecedent in a semi-free relative. sem is present in these cases.

Examples
1. ég skal gera huad ég get R.

I shall do what I can
2. hinga8 kemur allt huad R heiti hefur.

hereto comes all which has a name
3. ~`hingac7 kemur allt hvaó sem R heiti hefur.

hereto comes all that that has a name
4. hingab kemur allt pa8 sem R heiti hefur.

hereto comes all that that has a name
5. (archaic:) paer kristallsár [á huerjar] sólin gljár R.

the cristal rivers, upon which the sun shines.
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B. RELATIVE PARTICLES

1

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
er

Same as
temporal conjunction

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Use and peculiarities
1. er is literary, archaic to some. It can be used in the same environments as

sem. For examples, see under sem.

2 Base form Same as
sem comparative conjunction

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
no restrictions SU., DO., IO., obj. of P, temporal or

local (not directional!) adjunct.

Use and peculiarities
1. sem is the unmarked, and virtually the only relativizer in Icelandic. It is

used in all possible circumstances in headed relatives (ex. 1-8).
2. especially in colloquial Icelandic, sem is frequently followed by the

conjunction a8, like most other complementizers (ex. 9).
3. sem can also be used to relativize locative and temporal adverbials.

Relativizing locative adjuncts is accepted by some speakers only (ex.
10-12).

Ezamples
1. var8skipió kom aó mórgum togurum sem R stunduóu veióipjófriaó.

the guardship surprised many trawlers that were fish-poaching
2. ég pakka pér fyrir bókina sem pu sendir mér R.

I thank you for the book that you sent me
3. atbur8urinn sem hann minntist R~.~ í raeóu sinni, geróist fyrir tuttugu

árum.
the event that he mentioned in his lecture took place 20 years ago

4. mótid sem honum var boóin páttaka [í R], hófst í gaer.
the meeting that he was offered to take part in started yesterday

5. maóurinn sem ég talaói [vió R], heitir Jón.
the man that I talked with is called John

6. hann dró upp buddu sem teygjubandi var brugbió (utan um R].
he drew forth a wallet that an elastic band was slung around

7. stulkan giftist utlendingi, sem mbrgum pótti R órá8.
the girl married a foreigner, which many considered (to be) a unwise thing

8. hann telur sig greindan, sem hann virkar ekki R.
he believes himself (to be) clever, which he doesn't seem (to be)

9. ég pakka pér fyrir bókina sem aó pu sendir mér R.
I thank you for the book that you sent me

10. í hvert skipti sem ég bla8a R í bókinni, ...
everytime that I browse in the book ...

11. paó var nuna í vetur sem skipió fórst R.
it was now in winter (- this winter) that the ship sank

12. ég fór í husid sem pu varst R.
I went to the house that (-where) you were
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C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
I. Most common format
1. Most common format: adverbial relatives are usually formed by a

demonstrative pronoun as antecedent f sem.

II. Forms English equivalent Peculiarities
par sem where; while, because
pangab sem thereto whereto
padan sem from where
suo sem how, like, as
pegar when
pá er when formal to archaic

Use
1. Notice that usually local and temporal relatives are juat introduced by

sem. For examples, see also under sem.

Ezamples
1. ég fór í husió panga8 sem pu fórst R.

I went to the house where you went
2. ég fór í husió par sem pu varst R.

I went to the house where you were

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIRECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, IO, Adverbial.

Remarks
1. Temporal and, for some speakers, locative adverbials can be relativized by

the relative particle sem. All others only by using the appropriate relative
adverb.

Eaamples
1. varóskipió kom a8 mórgum togurum sem R stunduóu veibipjófnaó. the

guardship surprised many trawlers that were fish-poaching
2. atburóurinn sem hann minntist R~.~ í raebu sinni, ger2)ist fyrir tuttugu

árum.
the event that he mentioned in his lecture took place 20 years ago

3. ég pakka pér fyrir bókina sem pu sendir mér R.
I thank you for the book that you sent me

4. paó var nuna í vetur sem skipib fórst R.
it was now in winter (- this winter) that the ship sank

5. ?ég fór í husi8 sem pu fórst R.
I went to the house that you went (to)

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. Possible. When sem is used, so virtually always, there is of course no

pied-piping alternative.

Egamples
1. mótió sem honum var bo8in páttaka [í R], hófst í gaer.

the meeting that he was offered to take part in started yesterday
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2. maóurinn sem ég talaói [vió R], heitir Jón.
the man that I talked with is called John

3. hann dró upp buddu sem teygjubandi var brugóió [utan um R].
he drew forth a wallet that an elastic band was slung around

4. feróamennirnir renndu augunum til ekar8sins sem peir áttu só feróast
[um R] naesta morgun.
the tourists looked up at the pass which they should cross [over] the next
morning

B. PART OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. Impossible, both with and without pied-piping' (ex. 1-3).

II. Other complemente of NP
1. Relativizing a whole complement PP is not possible (ex. 4).
2. Whether it is possible to relativize just the object of a complement PP is

unclear, for lack of reliable data.

Examples
1. ~`JÓn, [huers móóur] ptí hittir R í gaer, ...
2. 'JÓn, [móóur huers] pu hittir R í gaer, ...

J., whose mother you met yesterday, ...
3. ~`JÓn, sem pu hittir [móóur R] í gaer, ...

J., that you met the mother (of) yesterday, ...
4. ~`Jón, sem pu hittir [móóur R] í gaer, ...

J, that you met the mother (of) yesterday, ...

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a 5nite declarative.
1. Possible, unboundedZ (ex. 1,2).
2. Surprisingly, it sometimea seems possible to extract from a clause which

itself is the complement to a noun, so from a content clause. The
phenomenon seems to be at least partly governed by definiteness of the
containing NP (ex. 3,4)3.

' The reason for this is simply that there is no raltivization by means of a relative
pronoun in Modern Icelandic, and relativizing an attributive genitive by means of a
relative particle seems to be universally (i.e. within our group of languages) impossible.
Questioning, on the other hand, is done by means of a question pronoun in Modern
Icelandic, and as a consequence questioning and attributive genitive is indeed possible,
under pied-piping of the containing NP, as usual.

i. [móàur hversl hittir pu í ga'r?
ii. ?? [huers móóur] hittir pu í ge'r?

whose mother did you meet yesterday

' But extraction is usually not poasible if there is topicalization inside the embedded
clause:

i. petta er ísskápurinn, sem ég held aó Ólafur eigi vodka í R.
this is the refrigerator that I think that O. keeps vodka in.

ii. ?"petta er ísskápurinn, sem ég held ad uodka, eigi Ólafur e, í R.
this is the refrigerator that I think that uodka O. keeps in

this goea for relativization from an embedded question as well.

' The fact that the content clause is extraposed that in (3) might be important in
explaining contrasts like that between (3) and (4). Compare, e.g. extraction out of relative
clauses in the continental Scandinavian languages. However, as it stands, this is no more
than a suggestion to be looked into.
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II. part of a finite question.
1. Possible, unbounded' (ex. 5-8).

III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Relativization of part of an infinitival declarative is possible (ex. 10).

N part of a relative clause.
1. Impossible (ex. 9).

Examples
1. Ólafur, sem Kári sagói [ab Jón hefái sé8 R f bíó] var raunar heima hjá

sér.
O, that K. said that J. had seen at the cinema, was actually at home

2. Ólafur, sem Kári segir [aó Sigga haldi fram [a8 Jón hafi sé8 R í bíó]] var
raunar heima hjá sér.
O., that K. says that S. claima that J. has seen at the cinema, was
actually at home

3. Alcatraz er fangelsi sem lítil [von e;] er, [um a8 maóur sleppi lifandi ur
R],.
A. is a prison that there is little hope that a man escapes from alive

4. ~`petta er ma8urinn sem ég tríu [peirri fyllyrbingu (aó htín hafi talab vió
R]].
this is the man that I believe their claim that she spoke with

5. maóurinn sem pu veiat ekki [hvort Jón sá R í bíó], var Haraldur.
the man that you didn't know if John saw at the cinema was H.

6. beekurnar sem kennarinn spurói [hverjir hefóu skrifa8 R], eru pessar.
the books that the teacher asked who had written are these.

7. krakkinn sem pu getur aldrei ímynda8 pér [hvaóa gjóf ég gaf R e, ], var
Haraldur.
the boy that you can never guess which gift I gave (to) was H.

8. petta er grófa bókin sem kennarinn spurói, [hver ég seg8i [a8 hefói skilib
R eftir á boróinu]].
thia is the dirty book that the teacher asked who I said (subjunctive) that
had left behind on the desk

9. ~`pessi blóm;, sem ég pekki [mang sem R, selur R,], eru oróin vinsael.
these flowera, that I know a man that sells, have become popular

10. mótib sem honum var boóin [páttaka [í R]], hófst f ga'r.
the meeting that he was offered to take part in started yesterday

D. PIED PIPING
1. Pied-piping in relatives is categorically ungrammaticaló

Examples
1. ~`maóurinn [vió sem] ég talaói R, heitir Jón.

the man with that I talked is called J.

` See footnote 2. Furthermore, notice that queationing out of an embedded question is
virtually impossible.

6 nevertheless, pied piping of a preposition ia posaible in questioning.
i. [vid hvern], talaàir pu e,?

with whom did you apeak
This difference is due simply to the fact that questioning does, but relativization does
not, employ pronouns in Modern Icelandic. A particle cannot be the object of a
preposition, so if the only relativizer ia a particle, there cannot be pied piping.
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3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANTECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
1. In addition to NP antecedents, Appositive RCs may take clauses or VPs

and predicative APs as antecedents (ex. 1-2).

Egamples
1. peir vildu ekki láta undan, sem ég get ekki lá8 peim R.

they would not give in, which I can not blame them [for]
2. hann telur sig greindan, sem hann virkar ekki R.

he believes himself clever, which he doesn't seem [to be]

B. AGREEMENT
1. If the relative gap is the subject of RC, the finite verb of RC agrees with

the antecedent in person and number ( ex. 1-5).

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Egamples
ég, sem R b'y í Frakklandi, ...
I, that live in France, ...
vi8, sem R buum í Frakklandi, ...
we, that live in F., ...
pi8, sem R bui8 í Frakklandi, ...
you(plur.), that live in F., ...
ma8urinn sem R b'yr í Frakklandi ...
the man that lives in F. ...
mennirnir sem R bua í Frakklandi ...
the men that live in F...

C. RELATIVES WITH ANTECEDENT
I. Nominal antecedents
1. An antecedent may consist

coordinated or parallel parts
of more than one NP if the

of coordinated phrases (ex. 1)
two NPs are

II. Pronominal antecedents
1. No apparent peculiarities.

III. Dependencies between antecedente and relativizers
1. If the antecedent is the pronoun allt (all), then the relativizer may be the

pronoun huad (ex. 2)
2. Notice that allt pab may occur as prop-antecedents in a semi-FR, but not

anymore allt hua71. The relativizer is then, as usual, sem (ex. 3)

IV. Case
1. The case of the antecedent is determined by its function in the containing

clause. Case on the relative pronoun is only a consideration in the rare
cases of huaó occurring, and is then determined by the case of the relative
gap.

Examples
1. qoritdómur birtist í L.I. og grein var send til L.A. sem R voru mjóg líke.

a review appeared in L.I. and an article was submitted to L.A. which were
very similar

2. hingab kemur allt huaí7lsem R heiti hefur.
hereto comes all which has a name

" The credit for this very ingenious example gces to A Zaenen (1980).
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3. hingaó kemur allt pad sem R heiti hefur.
hereto comes all that, that has a name

D. FREE RELATIVES
I. Relativizers
1. ~ue FRs can be formed in Icelandic with the pronoun hvab, refemng to

non-persons. However, occurrences are quite rare, virtually restricted to a
couple of set phrases (ex. 1).

2. Most of the cases that look like true FRs are really just wh-clauses that
function as complements to prepositions (á, um) or verbs (minnast
(remember), gleyma (forget)) that can take clausal complements anyway
(ex. 2-5).

2. Otherwise, and alternatively, a semi-FR is formed with as prop-antecedent
huer (who(-ever)), huaa (what(-ever)), or a demonstrative pronoun: sá sem
... (he who), srí sem ... (she who), paó sem ... (that which) (ex. 6-10).

3. For some reason, as an exception, the verb minnast without a preposition,
meaning remember, prefers a genitive prop antecedent pess followed by a
relative clause introduced by huad (ex. 11). A clausal object is the
(marked) alternative (ex. 12).

3. There is no pied-piping in FRs.

II. Agreement
1. If, in a true FR, the relative gap is the subject, the finite verb is always

3rd person singular.

III. Case
1. In the very few true FRs that are found, the case of the relative pronoun

huaà in COMP is that of the relative gap.

IV. Matching
1. Since true FRs seem limited to one set phrase only (ex. 1), not much can

be said about this.

V. Conditionality
1. Conditionality can simply be indicated by using an appropriate

prop-antecedent, like the specific pad, versus allt (ex. 6-8).

Egamples
1. ég skal gera [f~1 [hvad ég get R]].

I shall do what I can
2. í raeóu sinni minntist hann á [huaó ég hefói sagt Q,a].

in his lecture he mentioned [about] what I had said
3. í raeóu sinni minntist hann á [huerjum ég hefói hjalpaó Q~,].

in his lecture he mentioned [about] who I had helped
4. í raeóu sinni minntist hann á [huers ég hefói saknat Q~ mest].

in his lecture he mentioned [about] who I had missed most
5. ég gleymdi [huad ég hafói sagt Q~.

I forgot what I had said
6. ég skal gera [allt [sem ég get R]].

I shall do whatever (that) I can
7. ég skal gera [hvaá [sem ég get R]].

I shall do what(-ever) (that) I can
8. ég skal gera [paó [sem ég get R]].

I shall do that (that) I can
9. hun hefur talaó vió [hvern [sem ég hef séó R í bíó]].

she has talked with whoever that I have seen at the cinema
10. [sá [sem ég hafói aéó R í bíó]], heitir Jón.

he that I had seen at the cinema is called J.
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11. hann minntist [pess (hvab ég hefdi talaó R]].
he remembered that which I had said

12. olohann minntist [hvad ég hef3i sagt Q].
he remembered what I had said

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. No data.

4 R.ELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIRONMENT

A. EXTR.APOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Extraposition of relative clauses is possible for relative clauses belonging

to either the subject or the object, but not all cases are equally good (ex.
1,2).

Examples
1. [paó e,] var rétt, [sem pu geróir R];.

that was right, that you did
2. ég sagói Ólafi [sbgu e;] í ga;r, [sem R var s~nn];

I told O a story yesterday, that was true

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. No data.

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Impossible.

D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

pab vern FOCUS [sem ... e; ...]

II. Agreement of the copula
1. If FOCUS is a nominative NP, the copula agrees with it in person and

number. Otherwise, the copula agrees with paó, i.e. is 3rd person singular
(ex. 17-24).

III. Focus part
a. Case

1. A FOCUS NP may either occur in the case associated with the
corresponding gap, or in the nominative (ex. 10-12). The choice is not
always free. Choices vary among apeakers in unclear ways.

2. A FOCUS which is not an NP, but does bear case (e.g. a AP), must
always have the case associated with the gap (ex. 13-16).

b. Possible categories
1. The FOCUS constituent can be of any category (ex. 1-9).

IV. Relative part
a. Relativizers

1. The relativizer is always the particle sem.

b. Agreement
1. No data.



c. Positions that can be focussed
1. No apparent restrictions.

Egamples
1. paa var Jón sem María sá R.

it was J. that M saw
2. paa var undir ruminu sem peir fundu bókina R.

it was under the bed that they found the book
3. paa er eftir hádegi sem tíminn er R.

it is in the afternoon that the class is
4. paa er illa sem hann syngur R.

it is badly that he sings
5. paa er gulur sem bílinn er R.

it is yellow that the car is
6. paa vaz gulan sem peir máluau bilinn R.

it was yellow that tey painted the car
7. paa var pegar rafmagnia fór sem hun vara ólétt R.

it was when the electricity went off that ahe got pregnant
8. paa er hvort María elskar hann sem hann veit ekki R.

it is whether M. loves him that he does not know
9. paa var aa hitta Maríu sem ég gleymdi R.

it was to see M. that I forgot
10. paa var Ólaf~Ólafur sem Mar[a sá R.

it was O.,~m that M. saw
11. paa var stefnumótinulstefnumóti8 sem ég gleymdi R.

it was the date~,,,n,,,, that I forgot
12. paa er ÓlafslÓlafur sem María saknar R.

it is 0.~,,,,,,, that M. miases
13. paa var gulan sem peir máluau bflinn R.

it was yellow~ that they painted the car
14. paa vaz dauban sem peir táldu Ólaf vera R.

it was dead,a that they believed O. to be
15. ~`paa var gulur sem peir máluau bílinn R.

it was yellowoa„ that they painted the car
16. 'paa var dau8ur sem peir tiildu Ólaf vera ft.

it was deadoa„ that they believed O. to be
17. ~`paa var hestarnir sem Mar1a sá R.

it was the horseana„ that M. saw
18. paa voru hestarnir sem Marfa sá R.

it were the horses,,,, that M. saw
19. paa var hestana sem María sá R.

it was the horses,a that M. saw
20. ~paa voru hestana sem María sá R.

it were the horses,a that M. saw
21. paa var stefumótunum sem ég gleymdi.

it was the dates~„ that I forgot
22. ~`paa voru stefumótunum sem ég gleymdi.

it were the dates~~ that I forgot
23. paa er peirra sem María saknar ft.

it is they~ that M. misses
24. ~`paa eru peirra sem María saknar R.

it are they~ that M. misses

E. P5EUD0-CLEFT CONSTAUCTIONS
I. General form

SEMI FREE RELATIVE uera FOCUS
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Remarks
1. The pseudo-cleft construction in Modern Icelandic is a copula construction

in which the subject is a semi-FR introduced by pab, and the predicative
part is FOCUS.

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. A FOCUS NP must be exclusively nominative (ex. 5,6).

b. Possible categories
1. The FOCUS of a pseudo-cleft can only be a NP or a clause ( ex. 1-4).

III. R.elative Part
a. R.elativizers

1. The relativizer is always the relative particle sem.

b. Agreement
1. The copula agrees with the FOCUS constituent. If the FOCUS constituent

is not a NP, the copula defaults to 3rd person singular.

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. No apparent restrictions.

Egamples
1. [paó [sem ég gleymdi R]] var stefnumóti8.

that that (- what) I forgot was the date
2. [pab [sem Ólafur veit R]] er aá jtiróinn er hnt5ttótt.

that that (- what) O. knows is that the earth is round.
3. ~`(pa~f [sem hann syngur R] er illa.

that that (- how) he sings is badly
4. ~`[paó [sem pau fundu bókina R]] var undir ruminu.

that that (- where) they found the book was under the bed
5. [paó [sem María sá R]] var Ó lafur.

that that (- who) M. saw was Oo~„
6. ~`[paó [sem Marfa sá R]] var Ólaf.

that that (- who) M. saw was O,a

5 INTERPUNCTION

1. Until 1974, all relatives had to be enclosed in commas. Nowadays, only
appositive relatives should be.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A. RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1 Base form Subsbattr. Same as
chi substantive interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
animate entities' SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forma
none
NB: ' mind that this refers to reference. The antecedent in the

'real' world. Chi never has a linguistic antecedent.

Use and peculiarities
1. chi occurs exclusively in true free relatives (ex. 1-6).
2. chi can only be object of a preposition if the PP that contains it can be

considered to be a complement of the verb of the ftC (ex. 5-7).
3. If chi is object of a preposition, matching is obligatory' (ex. 5-7).
4. chi has an expressly conditional form chiunque (whoever).

Ezamples
1. chi R apre chiuda.

who opens (the door) must close (it as well)
2. io odio chi R studia.

I hate whoever studies
3. ti è grato chi hai salvato R.

whoever you have saved is grateful to you
4. non andare con chi non conosci R.

don't go with whom you don't know
5. prowedo [per chi] tu prowedi R.

I take care of whom you take care (of)
6. non mi fido [di chi] tu ti fidi R.

I don't trust in whom you trust
7. abito [da chi] tu sei stato ft.

I live with whom you have been staying

' That is, the whole FR must be able to function as a prepositional object using the
same preposition as the one inside the FR.
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2

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
cui

Substlattr.
both

Same as

Gramm. func. of relativized item
obj. of P, attributive genitive

Intlected forms
none

Use and peculiarities
1. cui is freely used as object of a preposition, referring to animate and

inanimate entities alike ( ex. 1-3).
2. Notice, however, that cui can never be used as object of a preposition

when the PP is the object of a noun (so: ~`[la figlia [di cuiJ]).
2. cui may be used with a sentential antecedent when it is object of per (ex.

4).
3. cui as an attributive genitive is always literary, highly marked. In

restrictives, with indicative mood the results are quite marginal.
Subjunctive is much better ( ex. 5,6).

Egamples
1. la ragazza [a cui] ho scritto R.

the girl to whom I have written
2. il film [di cui] ti ho parlato R.

the film of which I have told you
3. il giorno [in cui] arrivai R.

the day on which I arrived
4. solo i Rossi non hanno aderito, [per cui] il nostro progetto non ha

alcuna possibilità di riuscita R.
only the R. family hasn't joined, wherefore our plan hasn't the slightest
chance of success

5. oklibri la cui lettura mi entusiasma R sono rari.
book reading which excites me are rare

6. ~ocerco un albero, [dai cui rami] nessuno abbia preso fiori R.
I'm looking for a tree from whose branches nobody plucked flowers

3

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
il quale

Substlattr.
both

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
m f

sing. il quale la quale
plur. i quali le quali

Use and peculiarities
1. In restrictives il quale is normally exclusively used as object of a

preposition (ex.l).
2. In appositívea il quale can occur in all functions, including possessor.

When the direct object is relativized, the result is still only marginal (ex.
2-5).

3. In very formal, bureaucratic style, il quale may markedly occur as in
appositives. In addition, the RC must be subjunctive in these cases, and,
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unlike some appositives in il quale, can never be separated from their
antecedent (ex. 6-8).

4. il quale can be used attributively, under precisely the same conditions as
otherwise. Attributive uae is always marked. (ex. 9,10).

Egamples
1. 1'uomo [al quale] parlavi R è cieco.

the man with whom you were talking is blind
2. Giorgio, il quale ft ti vuole, è là.

G, who likes you, is there
3. ?Giorgio, il quale stimi R, 1'ha fatto.

G, whom you respect, has done it
4. Giorgio, [al quale] tieni R, ti odia.

G, to whom you feel attracted, hates you
5. Giorgio, [la figlia del quale] R fuma, èin collera.

G., whose daughter smokes, is angry
6. qoI soci i quali R non abbiano ancora versato la quota annuale sono

pregati di farlo al piu presto.
the members who have not yet paid the annual fee are requested to do
so as soon as possible

7. ?gli studenti i quali non avete ancora potuto esaminare R...
the students whom you haven't yet been able to test ...

8. oloI genitori [i figli dei quali] R non siano in possesso del certificato di
vaccinazione ...
the parents whose children are not in possession of a certificate of
inoculation ...

9. qocercavo una ragazza [con la quale ragazza] uscire a cena.
I was looking for a girl with which girl to go out and dine

10. qoGiorgio è riuscito a sposare quella ragazza, [de11a quale ultima], devo
dire, ero invaghito anch'io.
G. has succeeded in marrying that girl, with which last one, I must
confesa, I was in love too '

4 Base form Subetlattr. Same as
quanto substantive interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
quantities' SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
sing. quanto
plur. quanti

NB: ' mind that this refers to reference. The antecedent in the
'real' world. Quanto never has a linguistic antecedent.

Use and peculiarities
1. quanto occurs in free relatives only.

Examples
1. ha confermato quanto mi dicevi R.

he confirmed whatever ('as much as') you told me
2. ho invitato quanti R lo conoscano a contattarmi.

I invited whoever ('all those who') knows him to contact me
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B. RELATIVE PARTICLES

1 Base form Same as
che tensed subordinating conjunction

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
no restrictions SU., DO., temporal adjunct.

Use and peculiarities
1, che is the unmarked relativizer.
2. che can be employed when a PP-adjunct ia relativized (ex. 1,2).
3. che may be used when the antecedent is a sentence, verb phrase or

predicative adjective (but il che is preferred) (ex.3,4).
4. ch.e cannot occur in true FRs, but can be used as relativizer in semi-FRs.
5. There is a very colloquial style in which che is the only relativizer, and

the RC contains either a relative gap or a pronoun instead of that gap.

Ezamples
1. il giorno che sono arrivato R.

the day that I arrived
2. dall'epoca che ci hai lasciato R.

from the time that you left us
3. mi sono measo a giocare a carte, che è sempre una distrazione.

I have taken up playing cards, which is always a distraction
4. Tutti sono venuti, che mi fa tanto piacere.

Everyone has come, which pleases me ever so much

C. RELATIVE ADVER.BS
I. Most common format
1. Adverbial relatives are usually formed by relativizing a prepositional

adverbial adjunct. In addition, there are the following special relative
adverbs.

II. Forms English equivalent Peculiaritiea
donde from where archaic
onde from where archaic
doue where
ove where poetical
di~da doue from where
~n doae whereto
quando when

Use
1. Temporal adverbial relatives can also be formed with the relative particle

che, see che.

Egamplea
1. non conosco il paese doue andrai.

I do not know the land where you will go
2. doue è necessario, bisogna intervenire.

where necessary, one should intervene
3. 1'ho incontrato quel giorno quando sono ritornato da Firenze R.

I met him on that day when I returned from F.
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2.4 DOMAIl~TS OF RELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIRECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, Adverbial.

Remarks
1. The indirect object is always a prepositional object, so comes under long

relativization.
2. Direct relativization of adverbials is possible mainly for temporal and

locaUdirectional adjuncts (ex. 5-6).

Examplea
1. 1'uomo che R ti vuole è là.

the man who wants you is there
2. Giorgio, il quale~che R ti vuole, è là.

G., who wants you, is there
3. 1'uomo che vedi R è suo zio.

the man whom you see is his uncle
4. Giorgio, chef?il quale stimi R, 1'ha fatto.

G., whom you respect, has done it
5. non conosco il paese doue andrai R.

I don't know the land where you will go
6. 17io incontrato quel giorno quando sono venuto da te R.

I've met him [on] that day when I came from you
7. dall'epoca che ci lasciasti R.

from the time that you left us

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. Generally, it is impossible to extract the object or part of the object of a

preposition. Pied-piping is necessary, see 2.4.2.D below.
2. The only exceptions are adverbial prepositions that may be used

intransitively anyway. ~th these the preposition may (but need not) stay
in its place when its 'object' is relativized (ex. 1).

Examples
1. la ragazza (a cui] stavo [davanti R].

the girl (ofl which I stayed in front [ofJ

B. PART OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. The marked genitive cui can never be extracted. Therefore, relativization

is possible only if the containing NP is pied-piped with it (ex. 1).

II. Other complements of NP
1. Since the object of a preposition cannot be extracted from the PP that it

belongs to in Italian, this case reduces to extraction of a complement PP
from an NP.

2. Relativization of a complement PP from an NP is possible only under the
following conditions:

i. There is no possessive adjective in the NP (e.g. suo) (ex.2-6), and
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ii. The PP to be relativized could be replaced by a possessive adjective2
(ex. 2-5,7), and

iii. The preposition is, with a few exceptions (aee next rem.), di (ex.
2-5,8).

Notice that relativizing the prepositional complement of an NP ia possible
in precisely the same cases where it ia possible to replace that
prepositional complement by the clitic-pronoun ne.

3. The exceptional cases where relativization is possible with prepositions
other than di are:

i. In so-cailed Bach-Horn sentences (i.e. the books about Nixon-type of
construction). The NP to which the PP seems to belong can always be
pronominalized, questioned, or passivized without affecting the PP.
Posaibititiea vary from preposition to preposition (ex. 9).

ii. In certain more or lesa idiomatic combinations, more or less standard
concepta (ex. 10).

4. Notice that agentive phrasea of the type da parte di NP cannot be
relativized at all (ex. 11).

5. Relativization has literary flavour if the NP containing the relative gap is
a subject preceding the main verb, perhaps due to a partitive
interpretation creeping in (ex. 5).

6. From the fact that only those parts of an NP may be relativized that in
some aense function as the subject of that NP (rem. 2, condition 2 and 3)
it follows that relativization of any part of a complement to a noun is
impossible.

Eaamples
1. Oggi Pasquale, pe cui idee] R sono tutte un po' strane, è diventato primo

ministro.
today G., whose ideas are all a bit atrange, has become prime-minister

2. è una persona [di cui] apprezziamo [la grande generosità R] [he] is a
person of whom we appreciate his great generosity

3. Luigi, [di cui] è nota a tutti [1'onestà R], è il nostro tesoriere.
L., of whom the honesty is known to all, is our treasurer

4. il custode [di cui] era stato scoperto [il furto dell'icona R] ha finalmente
fatto una confessione.
the guard of whom the theft of the icon had been diacovered has finally
made a confession

5. qoLuigi, [di cui] [1'oneatà R] è nota a tutti, è il nostro tesoriere.
L., of whom the honeaty is known to all, is our treasurer

6. ~1'icona [di cui] è stato scoperto [il tuo furto R] ...
the icon of which your theft was discovered ...

7. ~`1'icona [di cui] è atato scoperto [il furto R del custode] ...
the icon of which the theft by the guard was diacovered ...

8. ~`il paese [a cui] ricordiamo [un attacco R] ...
the country upon which we remamber an attack ...

9. una celebrità [au cui] sono stati scritti molti articoli R...
a celebrity about whom many articles have been written ...

10. la piazza [a cui] hanno interdetto [1'accesso R] ...
the square to which they have forbidden the access

11. ~`i carabinieri, [da parte dei quali] avevano annunziato [la cattura di
Gianni ft]
the policemen by whom they have announced the capture of G.

' The conditions ii and iii together indicate that the object of the PP to be extracted
must in some sense be the subject of the whole NP, either syntactically (as being the
moat prominent syntactic 'argument' of the NP) or semantically.
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C. PAR.T OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
1. Parts of a declarative sentence embedded in the RC may be relativized as

if they were direct constituents of RC itself (ex. 1).
2. This possibility is unbounded, but the result get more and more marked

as embedding goes deeper, on account of the sheer length of the
construction (ex. 2).

II. part of a finite question.
1. Relativizing part of a tensed embedded queation is possible for

constituents of that embedded question itself(ex.3,4).
2. This possibility is bounded: it is not poasible, except with constructions

involving verbs like uolere', to relativize part of any clauae embedded in an
embedded question out of that embedded questionó.

III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Infinitival clauses generally show the same behaviour as finite clausese.

N part of a relative clause.
1. Impossible.

Ezamples
1. il suo primo libro, che non credo [che abbia letto R neasuno], è molto

sottovalutato.
his firat book, that I don't believe that anybody has read, ia grossly
underestimated

2. il suo primo libro, che è chiaro [che non crede [che abbia letto R
nessuno]], è molto sottovalutato.
his first book, which it is clear that he doesn't believe that anybody has
read, is grossly underestimated

3. il solo incarico che non sapevi [[a chi], avrebbero affidato R e;] è poi stato
finito proprio da te.
the only task that you didn't know to whom you should have entrusted
has later been finished by yourself

4. tuo fratello, [a cui] mi domando [[ che storie], abbiano raccontato e, R] era
molto preoccupato.

' Although this possibility seema not to be universally accepted.

' These are conatructions where the extraction taken place out of an infinitival
complement to a verb like volere. For example, in the following aentence, the object of
volere is an infinitival clause, indicated by the square bracketa. The aubject is PRO (see
I.z.1.2.1), having no phonetic realization.

i. voleva [PRO regalare la rosa a te].
ii. [e chi], voleva [PRO regalare la rosa e,]?

and now it turns out that the object la rosa of ii can easily be relativized, with a new RC
topping the whole of ii:
iii. la roea che mi domando [a chi], volésse [PRO regalare R ea.

6 Mind that the conditions on extraction from the different typea of clauses embedded
in the RC proper operate independently: thus, although one cannot extract a relative
from a clause inside an embedded question, one can pass several declarative sentence
boundaries once one has succeded in passing the edge of an embedded question, as the
following example showa:

i. il mio primo libro, [che credo [che tu sappia [~ a chi ho dedicato R]]] mi è sempre
stato molto caro.

ii. 'il mio primo libro, [che so [~ a chi credi [ che abbia dedicato R]]] mi è sempre
stato molto caro.

Of course, these constructions get to be rather marked by their heavyness alone anyway.

' For some marginal exceptional posaibilities, see Rizzi 1980.
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your brother, to whom I wonder what stories they might have told was
quite preoccupied

D. PIED PIPING
1. PP immediately containing a relative pronoun can (and must) always be

pied-piped (ex. 1-3).
2. NP immediately containing the marked genitive relative cui can (and

must) always be pied-piped (ex. 4).
3. Most complex PPs (i.e. phrases that consist of a Preposition which has a

PP as its object, e.g. dauanti a me) can freely be pied-piped. However,
when the relative pronoun inside them is cui, not all combinations work.
For instance, incontro a cui and insieme con cui are considered very
marginal to unacceptable. On the other hand, insieme a cui can be
pied-piped without difficulty, as can the other combinations when cui is
replaced by a form of il quale (ex. 5-7).

4. Otherwise, pied-piping can only occur in appositives, when the relative
pronoun ia il quale. These extra possibilities are:

i. NP containing a PP containing a relative pronoun (ex. 8),
ii. PP containing that NP (ex. 9),

iii. Infinitival clause containing a relative pronoun (ex. 10),
iv. Adjectival phrase containing a relative pronoun (ex. 11),

v. Adverbial phrase containing a relative pronoun (ex. 12).
5. Note that pied-piping an infinitival clause is marked when the subject is

expressed and to the left of the verb, and completely wrong if the subject
of the infinitival is relativized (ex. 13,14).

Egamples
1. 1'uomo (a cuiy[al quale] parlavi R è cieco.

the man to whom you were talking is blind
2. Giorgio, [a cui]I[a1 quale] tieni R, ti odia.

G., for whom you care, hates you
3. tutti hanno sentito 1'entusiasmo [col quale] parlava ft.

all have noticed the enthousiasm with which he spoke
4. qoecco i libri [la cui lettura] mi entusiasma R.

these are the books reading which excites me
5. una persona [di fronte a cui] non oserei mai dire queste cose R è Giorgio.

one person in whose presence you muat never say these things is G.
6. 'Giorgio, [insieme con cui] ho fatto tutte le scuole, ...

G., together with whom I went through all my schools, ...
7. i rappresentanti del terzo stato, [insieme coi quali] i rappresentanti

della nobiltà e del clero formavano il parlamento, ...
the representatives of the third estate, together with whom the
representatives of the nobility and of the clergy formed the parliament, ...

8. Pasquale, [la fidanzata del quale] R è sparita, è sempre ubriaco.
P., whose fiancee has disappeared, is always drunk

9. Luigi, [colla figlia del quale] ho ballato R, è furioso.
L., with whose daughter I have danced, is hopping mad

10. il carabiniere, [scappare dal quale] non potevo R, mi ha multato.
the policeman, from whom I could not escape, has given me a fine

11. Rosa, [affezionati al quale] non sembravate R, è dawero carina.
R., whom you don't seem to like much, is truly nice

12. Giorgio, [diversamente dal quale] noi abbiamo aderito R,...
G., other than whom we did attend, ... (i.e. he did not attend, we did)

13. qoGiorgio, [aver noi invitato il quale) R è stato un trgico errore, ...
G., us having invited whom was a tragic mistake ...

14. ~`Giorgio, [1'essere il quale stato invitato] R non è indice di serietà, ...
G., whose having been invited is not a sign of taking things seriously, ...
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3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANrECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
1. Apart from nouns, appositives also take clauses and VPs as antecedents in

informal style (ex. 1,2). In more formal styles, and when the 'antecedent'
is a main clause, or the VP of a main clause, a semi-free relative
construction with il or cosa as prop-antecedent is used instead (ex. 3,4)

2. Appositives with il quale are slighly more formal than those with che.
Restrictivea with il quale (except inside a pied-piped PP) are very highly
marked, occurring virtually exclusively in official, very formal and
bureaucratic styles. In these restrictives, mood must be subjunctive (ex.
5-7).

3. An apparently quite small number of speakers seems to accept appositives
in il quale with a split antecedent conaisting of two NPs that are not
coordinated. Most speakers consider them completely ungrammatical' (ex.
9-11).

Ezamples
1. so che la Cinzia è ritornata a Milano, che R irrita sempre Marco.

I know that C. has gone back to M., which always annoys M.
2. mi sono messo a giocare a carte, che R è sempre una distrazione.

I have started to play cards, which is always a distraction
3. la Cinzia è ritornata a Milano, cosa che R irrita sempre Marco.

C. has gone back to M., which always annoys M
4. Laura vorrebbe [fare una gita a Firenze], il che R sarebbe piacevole anche

per me.
L. would like to make a trip to F., which I would find nice too

5. Giorgio, che R ti vuole, è là.
G., who likes you, is here

6. okGiorgio, il quale R ti vuole, è là.
G., who likes you, is here

7. qoi soci i quali R non abbiano ancora versato la quota annuale sono
pregati di farlo al piu presto.
those members who have not yet paid the annual contribution are
requested to do so fortwith

8. ~`?Astrid non si trova piu tanto bene con Andrea, i quali R d'altronde non
hanno mai avuto molto in comune.
A. doesn't get along with A. all that well anymore, who had never much
in common anyway

9. ~`Astrid non si trova piu tanto bene con Andrea, che R d'altronde non
hanno mai avuto molto in comune.
A. doesn't get along with A. all that well anymore, who had never much
in common anyway

10. ~`?Aatrid non si trova piu tanto bene con Andrea, [tra i quali] R
d'altronde non c'è mai stata una vera amicizia.
A. doesn't get along with A. all that well anymore, between whom, by the
way, never existed a true friendship

11. ~`Astrid non si trova piu tanto bene con Andrea, [tra cui] R d'altronde
non c'è mai stata una vera amicizia.
A. doesn't get along with A. all that well anymore, between whom, by the
way, never existed a true friendship

' See Cinque (1982).
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B. AGREEMENT
1. When the relativizer is the relative particle, and the relative gap is the

subject of RC, then the finite verb of RC agrees in person and number
with the antecedent. Participles and predicative adjectives agree in
number and gender, when appropriate (ex. 1-2).

Ezamples
1. i ragazzi che R hanno studiato bene possono sperare nella promozione.

the boys that have atudied hard my hope to be promoted
2. io, che R avevo paura, avevo ritornato a casa.

I, that was afraid, went back home
3. ammettiamo esclusivamente ragazzi che R sono stati vaccinati.

we only take in boys that have been vaccinated

C. RELATIVES WITH ANTECEDENT
I. Nominal antecedents
1. Infinitival RCa occur with any type of head except simple proper nouns.

Things get better if the simple noun is modified in any way (ex. 1-4).

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. If the antecedent ia a clause or VP, the relativizer is che. In more formal

stylea, relatives with clausal or VP antecedenta are preferably changed
into semi-free relatives headed by il or cosa, which corefer with that
clause. Another frequently used alternative is a coordination in e ció, or
(less formal) e questo, avoiding the relative conatruction altogether (ex.
5-9).

2. Notice that a semi-free relative with il as its prop-antecedent can occur
only if the relative gap is the subject of the RC, whereas the use of cosa
as prop-antecedent is not so constrained (ex. 8,9).

3. A causal adverbial RC with a clause as antecedent can be introduced by
per cui (ex. 10).

Ezamples
1. ho trovato 1'impiegato [da cui] comprare i biglietti R.

I've found the official from whom to buy the tickets
2. non ho trovato che Mario [con cui] ballare R.

I haven't found anyone but M. to dance with
3. ~`cerco Mario [con cui] ballare R.

I'm looking for M. to dance with
4. qoGina aveva [solo Paolo [con cui] confidarsi R.

G. had only P. to open her mind to
5. mi sono measo a giocare a carte, che R è sempre una distrazione.

I have started to play cards, which is always a distraction
6. mi sono messo a giocare a carte, il che R è sempre una distrazione.

I have started to play cards, which is always a distraction
7. mi sono messo a giocare a carte, e cid R è sempre una distrazione.

I have started to play cards, and that is always a diatraction
8. 'Luigi ha spifferato che Mauro ha scritto una lettera, il che ho saputo R

ieri.
L. has let on that M. has written a letter, which I learned yesterday

9. Luigi ha spifierato che Mauro ha scritto una lettera, cosa che ho saputo R
ieri.
L. has let on that M. has written a letter, which I learned yesterday

10. ci mancano i soldi, [per cui] il nostro progetto non ha alcuna possibilitá
di riuscita R.
the money is lacking, because of which our plan hasn't the slightest
possibility of going through
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D. FREE RELATIVES
I. R.elativizers
1. True FRs can only be formed using chi or quanto or, expressly conditional,

qualunque (whatever), chiunque (whoever), or douunque (wherever). All
others are semi-FRs with relativizer che (particle) or il quale and a
prop-antecedent quello, questo, colui, ...(ex. 1-7).

II. Agreement
1. If the relative gap in the FR is the subject, then the finite verb agreea

with chi; i.e: always 3 sing. Participles and predicatives adjectives agree
with the intended referent in gender, if appropriate ( ex. 8).

N Matching
1. FRa are matching for category. That is: the position of the FR in the

containing clause must be compatible with the grammatical category
(NP,PP) of the phrase in COMP of the FR If FR contains a pied-piped PP,
the preposition must match selectional requirements on the position of FR
as welle (ex. 9-13).

V. Conditionality
1. Conditionality can be expressly indicated in FRs by the affix -unque,

occurring on chi, qual-, and doue. Also, quanto has a conditional
interpretation in all cases (ex. 2-5).

2. In conditionally marked FRa, subjunctive mood is virtually obligatory9.
3. qualunque may be used substantively or attributively. In the latter case

the whole NP that it is a part of is pied-piped. The noun of that NP may,
but need not, be just a semantically empty cosa. Colloquially one also
finds qualsiasi'o, attributively used (ex. 5,14-16).

Examplea
1. il maestro premia chi R è preparato.

the master rewards who has prepared himself
2. chiunque R abiti qui dev'essere pazzo.

whoever lives here must be mad
3. ho invitato quanti R lo conoscano a contattarmi.

I invited whoever (lit: howmany) know him to contact me
4. ti seguirà douunque andrai R.

he will follow you wherever you go
5. qualunque sia R il motivo, hai torto!

whatever the motive may be, you're wrong
6. il maestro premia colei che R è preparata.

the master rewards the-one that has prepared herself.
7. ammira colui il quale R studia.

he admires the-one that studies
8. ti è grato chi hai salvato R.

he is grateful to you whom you have saved
9. 'è grato [con chi] sono andato a Roma R 1'anno acorso.

he is grateful with whom I went to Rome last year
10. non andare con chi non conosci R.

don't go out whom you don't know
11. ~non mi fido di [con chi] sono andato a Roma R 1'anno scorso.

' That is: if the FR is a prepositional object to a verb, and the verb requires objects
in, e.g. di, then the preposition in COMP of the FR must be di.

' Exceptions to this occur in popular italian: qualunque ora uuoi.

'" In ~scany, the alternative qualsia for qua[sisasi is widespread.
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I don't trust in with whom I went to R. last year
12. non mi fido [di chi] tu ti fidi R.

I don't trust in whom you trust
13. ~`non mi fido [per chi] tu prowedi R.

I don't trust of whom you take care
14. [qualunque cosa] tu dica R, sbagli.

whatever thing you say, you are mistaken
15. verra a [qualunque ora] tu voglia R.

i11 come at whatever hour you want
16. qo[qualsiasi cosa] tu dica R, lui la crede.

whatever thing you say, he beleives it

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. In stacked relatives, only the first can have the relative particle che as its

relativizer. All others must have il quale or cui (the latter only with
pied-piping) (ex. 1,2).

2. As always, appositives cannot be stacked.
3. Marked restrictives in il quale can be stacked (ex. 3).

Egamples
1. i candidati che R superino lo scritto, i quali R diano anche prova di

conoscere una lingua straniera, potranno presentarsi all'orale.
the candidates that pass the written exam who can also prove that they
know a foreign language may enlist for the oral exam

2. gli studenti che R conoscono bene il Tedesco [a cui] potete rivolgervi R
sono pochi.
the students that know German well to whom you can turn are few

3. qoqoi candidati i quali R abbiano superato lo scritto, i quali R dimostrino
di sapere una lingua straniera, potranno presentarsi all'orale.
the candidates who pass the written exam who show that they know a
foreign language may enlist for the oral exam

F. RESUMPTION
1. In certain substandard styles of Italian there exists an alternative

relativization strategy which in all cases employs the relative particle che,
or a PP in COMP, and a clitic pronoun linked to the relative gap in the
RC.

Egamples
1. qoquesto incarico che non sapevo la novità che lo avrebbero aíl'idato R a te,

this task that I did not know the news that it they had entrusted to you
2, qotuo fratello, [a cui] temo la possibilità che gli abbiano raccontato tutto R,

your brother, to whom I fear the possibility that him they-might-have told
all

3. qola nuova idea di Giorgio, [di cui] immagino facilmente 1'eventualità che
Piero ne pensi male R, ...
the new idea of G., concerning which I can easily imagine the possibility
that P. ít considers bad

4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIKONMENT

A. EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Extraposition of relative clauses belonging to subjects is only possible for:

a. postverbal subjects of passive sentences, when the relative clause is
appositive (ex. 1-4).
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b. occasionally for loosely connected appositives with il quale, typically
interpreted as afterthought (ex. 5,6).
NB: in presentative sentences (ex. 7), and to some extent in passive
sentences with preverbal subject (ex. 8,9) we find pseudo-relative
constructions looking like relative clauses extraposed from the subject. The
'relativized' part is always the subject". In the case of passives with
preverbal subject, the pseudo relative must be separated from the rest of
the sentence by a very strong pause, and express some sort of comment
(e.g. surprise, amazement, validation, reason, ...) on the contents of the
rest of the sentence (cf. ex. 8,9).

2. Extraposition of relative clauses belonging to objecta is possible for
appositive relative clauses, unless the determiner is il (ex. 10-14).
NB: if the relative construction is the object of a verb of perception, the
relativizer is che, and the relative gap is the subject of the relative clause,
then the structure is ambiguous between a true relative and a
pseudo-relative.

Egamples
1. ~`[un uomo e;] è amvato oggi [con cuil col quale dovresti parlare R];.

a man has arrived today with whom you should talk
2. ~`è stato licenziato [il meccanico e;] ieri [che R era sempre ubriaco];.

the mechanic was sacked yesterday who was always drunk
3. è atato licenziato [un meccanico e,] ieri, [che R era sempre ubriaco];.

a mechanic was sacked yesterday, who was always drunk
4. è stato licenziato [Mario e;] ieri, [che R mi è tanto simpatico];.

M. was sacked yesterday, whom I like so much
5. ~`[una sola possibilità e;] gli rimaneva per salvarsi; [che, purtroppo, R non

era stata prevista da nessuno];.
one single possibility was left for him to save himself; that, unfortunately,
had not been foreseen by anyone

6. [una sola posaibilità e,] gli rimaneva per salvarsi; [la quale, purtroppo, R
non era stata prevista da nessuno];.
one single possibility was left for him to save himself; which,
unfortunately, had not been foreseen by anyone

7. Gianni è là che urla come un ossesso.
G. is there yelling like a madman

8. ~`[quella teoria e;] è stata avanzata da due scienziati russi, [che R è molto
interessante];.
this theory has been proposed by two russian scientists, which is very
interesting

9. quell' Olandese è stato licenziato, che era tanto bravo!
that dutchman has been sacked, who was so good (- even though he was
very good)

10. ~ho trovato [nessuno e;] oggi [che dovresti incontrare R],.
I have found nobody today that you should meet

11. ho trovato [un articolo e;] oggi, [che dovresti fotocopiare R];.
I found an article today, that you should fotocopy

12. ho trovato [quell' articolo e;] oggi, [che volevi fotocopiare R];.
I found that article today, that you wanted to fotocopy

13. ~`ho trovato [1'articolo e;] oggi, [che volevi fotocopiare R];.
I found the article today, that you wanted to fotocopy

14. ho trovato CGuerra e Pace' e;] oggi, [che volevi fotocopiare R],.

" In passives with preverbal subject we marginally find constructions similar to
pseudo relatives with a'relativized' object. In these, the 'relativized' object must be
represented by a clitic pronoun:

i. quell' Olandese é stato licenziato, che t'ammiravo tanto.
ii. 'quell' Olandese è stato licenziato, che ammiravo tanto.
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I found ~Var and Peace' today, that you wanted to fotocopy

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. The antecedent of a relative construction can occur on its own in

topicalized position if the relative clause is extraposed.
To some speakers, the result is less than perfect if the topicalized phrase
is the subject. A strong pause between the main sentence and the
extraposed clause is required in all cases (ex. 1-6).

Examples
1. [quel libro e;] ho letto T ieri, [[di cui] tu mi avevi parlato R];.

that book have I read yesterday, of which you had told me
2. ~`[quel libro e;] ho letto [ T,[[di cui] tu mi avevi parlato R]], ieri.

that book have I read, of which you had told me, yesterday.
3. [solo i Rossi e;] ha invitato T, [che R sono molto simpatici];

only the R's has he invited, who are quite nice.
4. [solo i Rossi e,] ha invitato T, [che ammira tanto R].

only the R's has he invited, whom he admires so much
5. qo[solo i Rossi e;] T hanno aderito, [che R sono molto simpatici];

only the R's have attended, who are quite nice.
6. qo[solo i Rossi e;] T hanno aderito, [che ammira tanto R].

only the R's have attended, whom he admires so much

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSE5
1. Impossible.

D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

essere - FOCUS - [che ... R ... ]

Remarks
1. Topicalization makes the order FOCUS - essere - [che ... R...] poasible in

main clauses only (ex. 2,3).
2. In the Tuscan dialect of Firenze, an expletive gli or e, comparable to

English it may occur preceding essere.

II. Agreement of the copula
1. If the FOCUS is a nominative NP (see above), the copula must agree with

it in person and number. Otherwise, the copula takes the default form:
3rd person singular ( ex. 4-11).

III. Focus part
a. Case

1. The FOCUS constituent is either nominative or beara the case associated
with the gap in the relative part. Thus, if the gap is a subject (therefore
nominative), the FOCUS can only be nominative, otherwise it can be
either nominative or accusative. The case differences are directly visible in
some pronouns only (ex. 4-7).

b. Possible categories
1. FOCUS can be a NP (ex. 1-10), a clause ( ex. 22,23), a PP (ex. 14,17,19), or

an (adverbial) AP (ex. 21).

N Relative part
a. R.elativizers

1. The unmarked relativizer in cleft constructions is the relative particle ch.e.
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If FOCUS is not a NP, che is always the only possible relativizer (ex.
13-23 ).

2. In addition, there are the following possibilities if FOCUS is a NP:
1. Preposition t il quale, if the gap contained a PP, in formal language
(ex. 12);
2. Relative adverb doue, ( ex 15,16);
3. Possessive NP in cui (ex. 24,25).

b. Agreement
1. If the gap is the subject, then the verb of the relative part agrees in

number with:
a. the phrase in COMP if that phrase is a posaessive NP (ex. 24);
b. otherwise: with the FOCUS constituent if FOCUS is a NP.
If the FOCUS is a clause, the verb of the relative part takes on the
default form (i.e. 3rd person singular).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Any position that can be relativized can be made the FOCUS of a cleft

construction. Notice that clefting of predicate nominals and adjectives is of
doubtful status, accepted by some speakers only (ex. 26,27).

2. Complement clauses or VPs can only be made FOCUS if they are the
complement of modal verba like uolere (ex. 28-31).

Egamples
1. Antonio ha detto che è Mario che ho visto R.

A. has said that it is M. that I have seen
2. Mario è che ho viato R.

M. is that I have seen
3. ~Antonio ha detto che Mario è che ho visto R.

A. has said that M. is that I have seen
4. sono io che R ho comprato questa casa.

it am I that have bought thia house
5. ~`è me che R holha comprato questa casa.

it is me that have~has bought this house.
6. è me che, alla fine, la gente ha condannato R.

it is me that, in the end, the people have condemned.
7. sono io che, alla fine, la gente ha condannato R.

it am 1 that, in the end, the people have condemned
8. sono dei libri nuovi che hanno buttato via R.

it are new books that they have thrown away
9. era dei libri nuovi che volevano buttare via R.

it was new books that they wanted to throw away
10. erano i comunisti che R votavano contro.

it were the communists that voted against
11. ~`era i comunisti che R votavano contro.

it was the communists that voted against
12. è Luigi [al quale] abbiamo prestato 1'accendino R.

it is L. to whom we have lent the lighter
13. ~`è ai figli [ai quali] sta sempre pensando R.

it is of the kids of whom he is always thinking
14. è ai figli che sta sempre pensando R.

it is of the kids that he is always thinking
15. è la stanza 400 doue ha 1'ufficio R.

it is room 400 where he has his office
16. ~`è in cucina dove Mario bacia Susanna R.

it is in the kitchen where M. kisses S.
17. è in cucina che Mario bacia Susanna R.

it is in the kitchen that M. kisses S.
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18. ~è a mo' di americano come si comporta R.
it is like an American how he behaves

19. ~oè a mo' di americano che si comporta R.
it is like an American that he behaves (informal)

20. ~`è lentamente come loro lo fanno R.
it is slowly how they do it

21. è lentamente che loro lo fanno R.
it is slowly that they do it.

22. è che non hanno risposto che R ci preoccupa.
it is that they haven't answered that womes us

23. è che mi mancano i soldi che ho detto R.
it is that I lack the money that I've said

24. sono Marco e Laura [la cui condizione] R ci preoccupa.
it are M. and L. whose condition worries us

25. è Marco [la cui sorella] nessuno ha visto R.
it is M. whose sister nobody has seen

26. ?è piu stupida di un oca che Maria è R.
it is thicker than a goose that M. is.

27. ?è dentista che Giorgio è diventato R.
it is (a) dentist that G. is.

28. ~`è scritto le lettere che ha R.
it is written the latters that he has

29. ~`è andati al cinema che sono R.
it is gone to the cinema that they have

30. 'è andare al cinema che fanno.
it is go to the cinema that they do

31. è andare al cinema che vogliamo R.
it is to go to the cinema that we want

E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTR.UCTIONS
L General form

a. [(b [chi ... R ...]] essere FOCUS.
b. SEMI FREE RELATIVE essere FOCUS.

R.emarks
1. Pseudo-clefts are formed using either a free relative in chi, with the

FOCUS referring to a person or persons only, or using a semi-FR in quello
che. Below we shall comment on the variety only, since nothing special
need be said about the semi-FR strategy.

2. The copula agrees in number and person with the FOCUS conatituent (ex.
4-9).

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. The FOCUS NP is always nominative (ex. 4-7).

b. Possible categories
1. Since the relativizer chi can only refer to persons, the FOCUS as a rule

must be a NP indicating a person.
2. In the marginal aubstandard cases where cosa may occur, non-personal

FOCUS constituents, including clauses, are possible (ex. 3).
3. For those speakers who accept come and doue as relativizers, the FOCUS

can be a clausal adverb or locative PP or NP respectively in the
corresponding cases (ex. 16-18).
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III. Relative Part
a. R.elativizers

1. As a rule, the only relativizer acceptable in the FR part of a pseudo-cleft
is chi, referring to persons only.

2. No pied-piping is allowed (ex. 10-15).
3. Exceptionally, come seems to be to some extent acceptable for at least

some speakers. The same seems to hold for doue (ex. 16-18).
4. Some speakers accept a FR in cosa occasionally, labelling it as 'slightly

substandard'. Others do not accept these at all (ex. 3).

b. Agreement
1. If the gap is the subject of the FR, the verb of the FR always agrees with

the relativizer chi, i.e. is 3rd person singular (ex. 4,19-21).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Regularly, only subject NPs and direct object NPs can be made the

FOCUS of a pseudo-cleft. In the marginal cases where relativizers other
than chi are used (see above), subject and directy object clauses come into
the picture (cosa), locative PPs (doue), and clausal adverbials (come).

Examples
1. Andrea ha detto che chi ho visto R è Mario.

A. has said that who I saw is M.
2. ~`Andrea ha detto che Mario è chi ho visto ft.

A. has said that M. is who I saw
3. ?cosa mi sono scordato R è che Mario si sposa domani.

what I have forgotten is that M. is going to get married tomorrow
4. alla fine, chi R 1'ha pagato sono io.

eventually, who paid for it was I
5. ~`alla fine, chi R 1'ha pagato è me.

eventually, who paid for it was I
6. chi Mario aveva dawero visto R eri tu.

who M. had really seen was you.
7. ~`chi Mario aveva dawero visto R era te.

who M. had really seen was you.
8. chi abbiamo incontrato R li sono i cinesi.

who we met there are the Chinese
9. ~`chi abbiamo incontrato R li è i cinesi.

who we met there are the Chinese
10. ~`[a chi] ha prestato questi soldi R è Mario.

to whom he has lent this money is M.
11. ~`[a chi] stavo pensando R era Laura.

of whom I was thinking was L.
12. ~`[di chi] mi fido sopratutto R è Maria.

in whom I trust first and foremost is M.
13. ~`[con chi] vorebbe andare in America R è Piera.

with whom he would like to go to A. is P.
14. ~`[la condizione di chi] R è migliorato di piu è Maria.

whose condition has improved most is M.
15. ~`[la sorella di chi] abbiamo invitato R è Paolo.

whose sister we invited is P.
16. ?come ha preparato il pranzo R è affrettato.

how he prepared dinner was hastily
17. ?doae abbiamo i soldi R è in Svizzera.

where we keep the money is in S.
18. ?doue abbiamo i soldi R è la Svizzera.

where we keep the money is S.
19. ~`alla fine, chi l~o pagato sono io.
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eventually, who paid,,;,,g for it was I
20. chi R ci preoccupa sono i bambini.

who worries us are the children
21. ~`chi R ci preoccupanno sono i bambini.

who worry us are the children

5 INTERPUNCTION

1. Appositives are enclosed between commas. Restrictives are not preceded by
a comma, but may be followed by one if there is a pause in intonation.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1 Base form
die

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as
demonstrative pronoun

Type of antecedent
entities

Inflected forms
common neuter

sing. die dat
plur. die

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., Pred. nom., DO., IO.

Use and peculiarities
1. die is the unmarked relativizer in headed relativea (ex.l-4).
2. die is exceptional, archaic, in FR. In these cases, the referent must be

personal, and the form of the relativizer die.
3. wat is somewhat preferred over dat if the antecedent is an indefinite

pronoun, but dat is atill possible (ex.6,7). See for details under wie.
4. Dutch diminutives are always neuter. However, relative pronouns with a

diminutive of a proper name as antecedent must take the common form
(ex.8).

5. Quite substandardly occurs a semi attributive use of die (persons only) in
the form of die plus a weak possessive pronoun z'n (his) or d'r (her) (ex.9).

Ezamples
1. de auto die R de jongen overreed was van de buurman.

the car who hit the boy belonged to the neighbour
2. het vcertuig dat de jongen R bestuurde was van de buurman.

the vehicle which the boy drove belonged to the neighbour
3. de jongen die de buurman R zijn autosleutels gaf was pas 14.

the boy (to) whom the neighbour gave his carkeya was only 14
4. zijn reactie paste de arme donder die hij was R.

his reaction befitted the poor blighter who he was
5. die R verre reizen doet, kan veel verhalen.

who travels far, can tell a lot
6. geluk is iets dat iedereen R nodig heeft.

good-fortune is something which everybody needa
7. er is nog zoveel dat wij R niet weten.

there is still somuch which we don't know
8. Kareltje, die R pas vijf jaar oud was, kon al bridgen.

Little Karel, who was only 5 years old, could already play bridge
9. qoqoeen kapitalist is iemand die z'n vrouw R nooit hoeft af te wassen.

a capitalist is somebody whose wife never has to do the dishes
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2

Type of antecedent
events, states of affairs

Base form
hetgeen

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO.

Inflected forms
none

Use and peculiarities
1. hetgeen is formal, and restricted to FRs and RCa with a sentential

antecedent (ex.1,2).
2. hetgeen can always easily be replaced by wat.

Egamples
1. hetgeen u hier R ziet, is het resultaat van jarenlang gezwoeg.

what you see here, is the result of years of toil
2. dit plan is gedoemd te mislukken, hetgeen ik kan R bewijzen.

this plan is doomed to fail, which I can prove

3

Type of antecedent
neuter non-persons, events

Base form
hetwelk

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
none

Use and peculiarities
1. hetwelk is highly formal, bureaucratic, and even archaic (ex.1,2), but

sometimes unavoidable. This is the case when the gap is the object of a
preposition that does not allow R-pronominalization, referring to one of the
types of antecedent mentioned above (ex.3).

Examples
1. het plan van Lely, hetwelk R aan de bedreiging van Zeeland door de zee

een eind moest maken, is gedeeltelijk uitgevoerd.
the plan by L., the-which should put a stop to the sea threatening
Zeeland, has partially been carried out

2. qodat de grond feiteli,jk waardeloos was, hetwelk verdachte R heel
goed wist, betekende de ondergang van tientallen goedgelovige beleggers.
that the land was in fact worthless, the-which the defendant knew
full-well, meant the undoing of scores of gullible investors

3. het feest [tijdens hetwelk] hij R vermoord werd wordt nog jaarlijks
herdacht.
the party during the-which he was murdered is still commemorated every
year
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4 Base form Substlattr. Same as
welke both interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
~ SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
common neuter

sing. welke welk
plur. welke

NB: ' when welke is used substantively, the antecedent must be
of the common gender or plural. Otherwise there are no
restrictions.

369

Use and peculiarities
1. Strictly formal.
2. Substantive use of welke is subject to the following restrictions:

a. the antecedent must be common or plural (ex.1,2). So no neuter
singulars, and no sentences.
b. if welke is the object of a preposition, it must refer to a person or
persons (ex.3), or the preposition must be one of the group that disallows
R-pronominalization (ex.4) (see ...). The preposition must be pied-piped.

3. Attributive welke is used exclusively in non-restrictive RCs (ex.5-8).
4. Archaically, there exists the genitive welks. It is inflected for gender, and

can refer to non-persons only. Feminine singular is welker, plural is
welker. It occurs only attributively, and is hardly usable anymore (ex.9).

Examples
1. de oorkonde welke ik u thans R ga tonen, is uniek.

the charter which I am going to show to you now, is unique
2. de procedures welke R bij abdicatie gevolgd moeten worden, zijn uiterst

gecompliceerd.
the procedures which have to be followed in case of abdication are
extremely complicated

3. personen [tegen welke] men verdenkingen R koestert, worden aan een
nader onderzoek onderworpen.
persons against which one has suspicions are subjected to a deeper
investigation

4. de bepaling [volgens welke] u R voor financie"le steun in aanmerking
kwam, is helaas geschrapt.
the regulation according to which you were eligible for financial support
has unfortunately been cancelled

5. Moby Dick, [welk boek] R mij als kind al mateloos boeide, is nog steeds
mijn favoriete roman.
M.D., which book already as a child enthralled me, is still my favourite
novel

6. Het bestuur wilde de contributie verdubbelen, [welk voorstel] R
eenstemmig werd afgekeurd.
the board wished to double the subscription fee, which proposal was
unanimously rejected

7. De markt voor zo'n boek is maar klein, [welke omstandigheid] R de
prijs negatief beinvloedt.
the market for such a book is but small, which circumstance negatively
influences the price

8. 'Ik Jan Cremer', [om welk boek] twintig jaar geleden R veel opschudding
ontstond, wordt nauwelijks meer gelezen.
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'I, J.C.', about which book there arose much commotion twenty years ago,
is hardly being read anymore

9. qohet warenhuis, [welks directeur] R mij een betrekking heeft
aangeboden, staat goed bekend in de stad.
the department-store, whose managing director has offered me a job, has a
good reputation in town

5 Base form Substlattr. Same as
wie both interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
no restrictions' SU., Pred. nom., DO., IO., obj. of P.1

Inflected forma
personal non-peraonal
singular plural
m f

nom.~acc. wie wie wie wat
gen. wiens wier wier

NB: ' only non-personal wat occurs outside free relatives.
' only the form wie can occur as object of a preposition.

Use and peculiaritiea
1. wie occurs in headed relatives in two cases only:

a. when the antecedent is al (all), intended to refer to persons (ex.3), and
b. as the object of a preposition, which must be pied-piped (ex.4).

2. wat in headed relatives occurs with all types of gaps indicated above, but
virtually exclusively spoken, except in the following cases, where wat is
preferred above (case a) or on a par with dat' (case b,c):
a. the antecedent is an indefinite or non-personal pronoun, specifically al,
alles, dat, datgene, dit, iets, niets, niks, wat (ex.5,6).
b. the antecedent is an indefinite number expression (ex.7),
c. the antecedent is a superlative expression (ex.8).

3. wat may take predicative AP, VP or sentences as antecedent (ex.9-11)
4. If the antecedent ia a sentence, the RC may precede its antecedent (ex.12).
5. Attributive use is restricted to the genitive wienslwier, referring to persons

only. The genitive forms are exclusively attributive (ex. 13-16).
6. Substandard occurs a semi attributive use of wie (persons only) in the

form of wie plus a weak posseasive pronoun z'n (his) or d'r (her) (ex.17).

Examplea
1. wie R geen werk kan vinden, moet naar het arbeidsbureau gaan.

who cannot find a job, must go to the labour exchange
2. kinderen luisteren nooit naar wat hun ouders R zeggen.

children never listen to what their parents say
3. al wie R hier komt wonen, moet hetzelfde contract tekenen.

all (those) who come to live here, must sign the same contract
4. de man [over wie] ik zojuist R sprak, leefde in de 12e eeuw.

the man about whom I just spoke lived in the 12th century

' It seema that the preference for wat over dat ia proportional to the probability of a
non-distributive reading for the antecedent. This explains to some extent why wie and die
generally cannot be interchanged so easily: groups of persons are readily interpreted as
consisting of a number of discrete entities rather than an amorphous whole. The one
exception is al wie (all who) (see 1. above), where the form al implies non-distributivity,
to be contrasted with the more normal form allen die (- all those who). Both 'al die and
'allen wie are excluded.
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5. alles wat zij je R heeft vertelt was gelogen.
everything which she has told you was a lie

6. dat wat jij R daar zegt, kan ook niet waar zijn.
that which you say there, kannot be true either

7. het weinige wat R over Venus bekend is, staat in dit bcek.
the little which is know about V, is in this book

8. ik gaf hem het mooiste wat ik R ooit gemaakt had.
I gave him the most beautiful (thing) which I had ever made

9. Zijn nieuwe auto was paars, wat R een nogal ongewone kleur is.
his new car was purple, which is a rather unusual colour

10. Hij wil de Mont Blanc beklimmen, wat R een hele onderneming is.
he wants to climb Mont Blanc, which is quite an undertaking

11. Jan kwam te laat, wat ik R niet verwacht had.
J. came too late, which I hadn't expected

12. ...en, wat ik R niet verwacht had: Jan kwam te laat!
and, what I hadn't expected, J. came too late.

13. Ik ken een baron [wiens broer] R een sigarenwinkel heeft.
I know a baron whose brother has a tobacco shop

14. het meisje [wier oudera] ik R gisteren opbelde heeft griep.
the girl whose parents I phoned yesterday has influenza

15. mensen [wier honden] R een muilkorf moeten dragen mag ik niet.
people whose dogs have to wear a muzzle I don't like

16. de man [in wiens flat] ik R woon werkt nu in Egypte
the man in whose flat I live is working in Egypt now

17. qo~de jongen [wie z'n broer] R bij de KI.M werkte heet Pietje.
the boy who his brother worked for KLM is called P.

B. RELATIVE PARTICLES

1

Type of antecedent
temporal expression

Base form
dat

Same as
tensed declarative subordinating conjunction

Gramm. func. of relativized item
temporal adjunct

371

Use and peculiarities
1. With temporal adjuncts, using dat is generally possible if the antecedent is

present. When the antecedent clearly indicates that the function of the
relative gap must be temporal it is even preferred over the relative adverb
alternatives wanneer and tcen.

Examples
1. de tijd dat de halve bevolking R aan ondervoeding leed is gelukkig

voorbij.
the times that half the population sufiered from undernourishment have
happily passed.

2. iedereen herinnert zich waar hij was op de avond dat Kennedy R stierf.
everybody remembers where he was on the evening that K. died

C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
I. Most common format

Many relative adverbs arose or arise from a still productive rule
R-pronominalization, cliticizing the object of a preposition to the front of
that preposition in the form of an r-pronoun. Some fixed forms follow here:
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II. Forms English equivalent Peculiarities
waar where
waarom why
wesh.alue why, wherefore formal, archaic.
wanneer when if antecedent is present, dat is

preferred (see rel. particle).
tcen when ref. past only.

Use
1. Mark that waar can be a relative adverb, in which case there is no

preposition in the sentence that waar could be the object of (ex.l), but also
the pronominal object of a preposition that is present, by
R-pronominalization.

2. waarom is taken to be a true relative adverb, aince it is not anymore felt
to be a productive derivation of [om t wat].

3. wanrceer is the only possibility in temporal FR (ex.3).

Examples
1. Elke Nederlander wil op vakantie naar een land waar het R nooit regent.

every dutchman wants to go on holiday to a country where it never rains
2. De dagen wanneer het R regent zijn sombere dagen.

the days when it rains are gloomy days
3. wanneer het regent trekken wij R een regenjas aan.

when it rains we put on a raincoat

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIRECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, IO, Adverbial.

Ezamples
1. de steen die R de paus trof kwam van achter die boom.

the stone which hit the pope came from behind that tree
2. ik had de taart die Piet R gekocht had, veratopt.

I had hidden the cake which P. had bought
3. we hebben de knul die jij R dat tientje gaf niet meer gezien.

we haven't seen the guy (to) whom you gave that tenner again
4. hij herinnert zich de dag dat hij R ontslagen werd nog goed.

he still remembers well the day that he was sacked

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. Relativization of the object of a preposition is possible, but only indirectly,

via R-movement ( see I.3.5)2 ( ex. 1,2).
2. Even then, relativization becomes somewhat marked as the strength of the

bond between the PP in question and the verb of its clause gets weaker.

' Mark that not all prepositiona allow R-pronominalization. If one dcesn't, extraction
is not possible.
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In addition, relativizing parts of temporal adjuncts is hardly possible3.
(ex.2-4).

3. Relativization of the object of a preposition is bounded: one cannot pass a
second preposition (ex.5).

Egamples
1. de tunnel waar Neelie [aan R] denkt is veel te duur.

the tunnel (about) which N. is thinking [about] is far too expensive.
2. weet jij het salaris waar Joop [op R] aangenomen is?

do you know the salary (on) which J. was hired [on]
3. ?l~`de scene waar hij [na R] vertrok was inderdaad gruwelijk.

the scene which he left after was indeed gruesome
4. ~`de maaltijd waar jij [onder R] opbelde was gezellig.

the meal (during) which you rang up [during] was cosy
5. ~`iemand waar iedereen [over de vriend van R] praat ...

someone who everybody talks about the friend of ...
6. ~`de oorlog waar deze fiets [van voor R] is, heb jij niet meegemaakt!

you haven't seen the war which this bicycle is from before.

B. PAAT OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. No attributive genitive NP can be extracted from the NP to whose

head-noun it is attributive.

II. Other complements of NP
1. Extraction from the complement PP to a noun is possible but limited. ff

the complement denotes the subject of the head noun (as in e.g. a
symphony by Beethouen) then extractiuon is allowed if the preposition used
is the neutral aan (of), but not with door (by).

Examples
1. het laatste huis waar Cuypers [het dak van R] ontwierp is nu een

kantoor.
the last house (of) which C. designed the roof [of] is now an o~ice

2. dat is de brug waar ik vorige week [een artikel over R] las.
that is the bridge which I read an article about last week

3. Reve is de auteur waar ik het liefst [boeken van R] lees.
R. is the author (of) whom I most like to read books [of]

4. ~`Reve is de suteur waar ik het liefst [boeken door R] lees.
R. is the author (by) whom I most like to read books [by]

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
1. Relativizing a part of an embedded declarative ia possible for all directly

relativizable parts of the embedded clause (ex. 1-4).
2. Relativizing the object of a preposition inside an embedded clause is

marginal. Pied-piping is an alternative (ex. 5).
3. This process is unbounded, although markednesa increases with depth of

embedding, as usual (ex. 6).

' Some temporal prepositions, e.g. tijdens, gedurende, do not allow
R-pronominalization anyway. Others have typically double functions (onder, used as
during in e.g. onder het eten (during dinner) also means under, uoor is before in both
senses). The non-temporal meaning takea precedence in case of extraction. The only
exclusively temporal preposition which does a]low R-pronominalization is na (after), and
as the example shows, it does perhaps marginally allow extraction.
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II. part of a finite question.
1. Relativizing part of an embedded yealno question is marginal. Mostly, it is

impossible, but some verbs like uragen (ask) seem to allow it (ex. 7,8).
2. Relativizing parts of embedded question word queations is impossible (ex.

9).

III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Relativization of parts of declarative infinitivals is posaible, and the proces

is unbounded (ex. 10-12).
2. The infinitival complementizer om may marginally be present, in the

highest of a stack of infinitival clauses embedded in a relative clause, if
that stack is higher than one' (ex. 10,12).

N part of a relative clause.
1. No extraction out of a relative clause is possible.

Egamples
1. de man die jij dacht [dat R mijn vader was] is mijn broer.

the man who you thought was my father is my brother
2. dit is een vraag die ik vind [dat jij ft moet beantwoorden].

this is a question which I think you must answer
3. dus dat is het kind dat jij beweert [dat je R een gulden gegeven hebt]?

so this is the child (to) which you claim that you have given a guilder?
4. hij vertrok op de dag dat ik je vertelde [dat hij zijn ticket R ontving].

he left on the day that I told you that he received his ticket
5. ?dit is het onderwerp waar hij beweert [dat we [over R] moeten praten].

this is the subject which he claims that we ought to talk about
6. qowat is de fout die jij zei [dat Piet dacht [dat Louise vreest [dat Anton R

gemaakt heeft]]]?
which is the mistake which you said that P. thought that L. feares that A.
has made?

7. ?de brcek die ik hem vroeg [of hij R wilde aantrekken] was vies.
the trousers which I asked him if he would wear were dirty

8. ~`een broek die hij niet wist [of Piet R mooi zou vinden]
a pair of trousers which he didn't know whether P would like

9. ~`ik kreeg een brief die ik niet wist [wie R gestuurd had].
I received a letter which I didn't know who had written

10. ik heb een kast die ik probeer [R te verkopen].
I have a cupboard which I'm trying to sell

11. in het blik zit koffie die je [[R in water e;] e;] moet kunnen; oplossen;s.
in the tin is coffee which you should be able to dissolve in water

12. op deze foto staan de laarzen die de luitenant geprobeerd heeft [(om) de
soldaten te dwingen [te leren [R te poetsen]]].
in this photograph are the boot which the lieutenant has tried to force the
soldiers to learn (how) to shine

13. ~`ik ben uitgenodigd door een meisje dat ik mij afvraag [wat R te geven].
I've been invited by a girl which I ask myself what to give

' Due to the extreme complexity and improbability of these sentencea, judgments do
tend to become less stable. However, the characteristics cited seem to be correct.

' The superficial form of Dutch sentences can be quite unenlightening, as ia the case
here. What has happened is that the rule of Verb-raising has applied, which is - in a
different form - also operative in German. What the rule does, is take an infinitival verb
from its clause, and attach it to the right of the verb of the clause that contains its own
clause. Then, the same happena to the cluster that has now been formed, with the result
in the example. For more details see, e.g. Bennis 8L Hcekstra (1985), Evers (1975).
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D. PIED PIPING
1. Pied-piping of PP is possible both with and (circumstances permitting)

without R-pronominalization.
2. Pied-piping is possible for the following categories:

i. A PP whose object is relativized (ex. 1-3);
ii. A NP whose prenominal attributive NP is relativized (ex. 4);

iii. The highest in a stack of NPs and~or PPs of which the lowest contains
the relative gap (ex. 4-10).

3. If in the pied-piped constituent the relative pronoun is preceded by
anything but a preposition, pied-piping is allowed only in appositive
relatives (ex.7-10).

4. Also, if part of a PP is relativized which is the complement of an NP, then
pied-piping that NP is marginal if that NP is definites.

Egamples
1. een artikel [waarvoor] je teveel geld R vraagt verkoopt slecht.

a commoditiy for which you want too much money sells badly
2. de studenten [voor wie] het feest R georganiseerd werd gingen liever naar

hun ouders.
the students for whom the party was organized preferred going to their
parents

3. qode maatregelen [over welke] nu R gesproken wordt, waren een jaar
geleden ondenkbaar.
the measures (about] which are discussed now, were unthinkable a year
ago

4. de scbr~jver [wiens boeken] ik het liefste R lees is vorig jaar overleden.
the writer whose books I like best to read has died last year

5. de man [van wiens vrouw] hij R het medaillon kocht was zijn oom.
the man of whose wife he bought the hanger was his uncle

6. de kast [van waarachter] hij R te voorschijn had moeten komen viel om.
the cupboard from behind which he was suppoaed to emerge fell over

7. in dit land, (grote delen waarvan] R ernstig overbevolkt zijn, heerst al
jaren hongersnood.
in this country, large parts of which are overpopulated, famine has been
raging for years now

8. Oscar, [vingerafdrukken van wie] R op de brandkast waren aangetroffen,
werd onmiddellijk gearresteerd.
O., fingerprints of whom had been found on the vault, was immediately
arrested

9. na drie dagen kwamen we bij een brede kloof, [op de bodem waarvan]
een prachtige gouden tempel R lag.
after three days we came a wide abyss, on the bottom of which lay a
magnificent golden temple

` Actually, things are quite complicated: in partitive phrases, like de helft waarvarz
(half of which), het grootste deel waarvan (the greater part of which), or vier waaruan
(four of which) pied piping is fine. Plurals, however are not very good when they carry
the definite article:

i. ?dit land, [de grootste provincies waarvan] ...
this country, the biggest provinces of which ...

ii. ?Oscar, [de vingerafdrukken van wie] ...
O., the fingerprints of whom ...

Likewise, if there is a prenominal genitive in the pied piped NP:
iii. ?Mischa, [jouw verhaal over wie] ik R niet geloof, ...

M. your story about whom I don't believe ...
The effect seems to disappear when the whole atructure ia again part of a pied piped PP:
iv. Mischa, [door jouw verhaal over wie] ik R een heel verkeerde indruk had gekregen

M. due to your story about whom I had gotten quite the wrong impression ...
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10. Mischa, [door de vele verhalen over wie] wij R onder de indruk waren
geraakt, bleek in werkelijkheid een zachtmoedige jongen.
M., by the many stories about whom we had become awed, in reality
turned out to be a meek boy

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE A1VD ANTECEDENT

A RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
1. Next to NPs, appositives can take the following types of antecedent:

i. Predicative AP (ex. 1),
ii. VP ( ex. 2),

iii. clause (ex. 3).

Examples
1. al mijn overhemden zijn blauw, wat ik R een heel mooie kleur vind.

all my shirts are blue, which I consider a very beautiful colour
2. Waldo heeft mij geen antwoord gegeven, [welke belediging] ik hem R

niet gemakkelijk zal vergeven.
W. has not answered me, which insult I shall not readily forgive (him)

3. de markt voor zo'n product is beperkt, [welk gegeven] R de prijs
negatief beinvloedt.
the market for such a product is limited, which (datum) influences the
price negatively

B. AGREEMENT
1. If the subject of RC is relativized, the finite verb of RC agrees with the

antecedent in person and number (ex. 1-3).
2. The relative pronoun agrees with the antecedent in number and gender'

(ex. 46).

Ezamples
1. ik, die R als eerste dat gevaar gezien heb, ben daar nooit voor beloond.

I, who have ( 1~ sing.) seen that danger first, have never been rewarded
for it

2. iedere werknemer die R veertig jaar bij ons in dienst geweest is krijgt
een verguld horloge.
every employee who has been in our employ for 40 years gets a gilded
watch

3. alle werknemers die R veertig jaar bij ons in dienst geweest zijn krijgen
een verguld horloge
all employees who have been in our employ for 40 years get a gilded
watch

4. de vrouw die Jaap R liefheeft heet Nolda.
the woman who J. loves is called N.

5. het meisje dat Jaap R liefheeft heet Nolda.
the girl who J. loves is called N.

6. alle meisjes die Jaap R liefheeft hebben rood haar.
all the girls who J. loves have red hair

' Notice that all diminutives in Dutch are neuter. Personal names that have the
form of a diminutive, a common phenomenon in Dutch (e.g. Pietje, Marietje), and
diminutive forms of address (e.g. oompje) are not considered real diminutives, but just
personal names. Consequently, they trigger common agreement on the relative:

i. Pketje, die R niet van haring hield, kreeg patat.
P. who didn't like herring, gor french fries

ii. Oompje, die net terug was uit de Oost, had het steeds koud.
uncle, who had just returned from the Far East, was constantly cold
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C. RELATIVES WITH ANTECEDENT

II. Pronominal antecedents
1. Personal pronoun antecedents are always highly formal or archaic. If

antecedent is 3rd person, a semi FR in degene is preferred (but still rather
formal), or a true FR in wie, wat, or hetgeen.

2. The pronoun degene is exclusively used as prop-antecedent for semi-FRs.

IH. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. If the head refers to a person or persons, then the relativizer is wie if:

a: the relative gap is the object of a pied-piped PP (ex. 1),
b: the head is al (all) (ex. 2).

2. wat as relativizer is preferred over (case a.) or on a par with dat (case
b,cJ if:
a. the head is an indefinite pronoun (ex. 3,4),
b. an indefinite number expression (ex. 5),
c. a superlative expression (ex. 6).
Otherwise, wat is frequent in spoken language, and on the rise written,
but dat is still preferred in the written language.

3. If the relativizer is welke, attributively used, the head cannot be a
pronoun.

4. If the RC is appositive, and the antecedent is not an NP, the relativizer
must be either wat (substantively) or welk(e) (attributively).

Examples
1. de man [over wie] ik zojuist R sprak, leefde in de 12e eeuw.

the man about whom I just spoke lived in the 12th century
2. al wie R hier komt wonen, moet hetzelfde contract tekenen.

all (those) who come to live here, must sign the same contract
3. alles wat zij je R heeft vertelt was gelogen.

everything which she has told you was a lie
4. dat wat jij R daar zegt, kan ook niet waar zijn.

that which you say there, cannot be true either
5. het weinige wat R over Venus bekend is, staat in dit boek.

the little which is know about V, is in this book
6. ik gaf hem het mooiste wat ik R ooit gemaakt had.

I gave him the most beautiful (thing) which I had ever made

D. FREE RELATIVES
I. R.elativizers
1. FRs are always introduced by a relative pronoun or adverb.
2. The pronoun dieldat occur in FR exclusively in archaic use and proverbs,

and only in its personal form, with personal referents (ex. 1).

II. Agreement
1. If the relative gap is the subject of FR, then the finite verb agrees with

the pronoun in COMP. die, used archaically only, can be singular or
plural, depending on the intended referent(s), but the other pronouns are
always and only 3sing, so that, except in the cases where we find die, the
finite verb will always be 3sing in subject FRs (ex. 1-3).

2. Rarely, we find plural agreement in wie FRs that function as subject in
copula constructions (ex. 4).

IV. Matching
1. FRs must generally match for category and number. That is: with respect

to the clause containing an FR the whole FR is of the category of the
phrase or pronoun in its COMP. FRs that are subject of the clause which
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contains them trigger singular agreement on the finite verb of that clausee,
and FRs having a pronoun in COMP must be in a position in the
containing clause that is fit for an NP, FRs with a pied-piped PP in
COMP must be in a position fit for a PP (ex. 5-10).

2. Marginally, it is possible for prepositions to have a PP type FR as their
object, violating matching (ex. 11,12).

3. Some speakers at least accept categorially non-matching FRs in left
dislocated position (ex. 13).

4. It follows from the matching requirement that FRs with a personal
relative pronoun inside a PP (which must in this case be pied-piped)
cannot be subject or direct object. A semi-FR (degene ...) is the only
alternative (ex. 14,15).

V. Conditionality
1. Conditionality may, but need not, be expressly marked by the adverbial

group ook (maar) following the subject and NP-objects of RC (ex. 16-19).

Examples
1. Het zijn niet allen koks die R lange messen dragen.

[those] who wear long knives are not always cooks
2. wie R die film nog niet gezien heeft, moet beslist gaan kijken.

who has not seen that film yet, must surely go to see it
3. mijn assistent overhandigde mij wat er die week R allemaal was

binnengekomen.
my assistent put [everything that] (what) had come in that week into my
hands

4. wie R daar veel vanaf weten zijn de psychologen.
who know a lot about this are the psychologists

5. wie R geen geld heeft wordt niet toegelaten.
who has no money is not allowed in

6. ~`wie R geen geld heeft worden niet toegelaten.
who has no money are not allowed in

7. mag jij wie zij R net kuste?
do you like whom she just kissed?

8. ~`mag jij [met wie] zij R ataat te flirten?
do you like with whom she is flirting

9. zij danst met wie jij R gisteren hebt uitgenodigd.
she dances with whom you invited yesterday

10. hij wil niet praten over waar hij mee R zit.
he doesn't want to talk about where he with sits (- about what bothers
him)

11. ?Hans laat zich altijd helemaal meeslepen door [waardoor] hij R
gefascineerd wordt.
H. is always completely carried away with what he is fascinated by

12. ?de regering weigerde tenslotte in zee te gaan met [met wie] ze
maandenlang R onderhandeld had.
the government eventually refused to do businees with with whom they
had negociated for months

13. [met wie] jij R stond te praten, die vindt ik heel leuk.
with whom you were talking, (that-one) I quite like.

' Excepting the archaic die FRs, which can be either singular or plural, depending on
the intended referent(s) (See 3.1.1., ex. 1.), and the plural wie FRs in copula
constructions, that outwardly behave as plurals as well (ex. 4).
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14. ~`wij kennen [over wie] jij dat boek R schrijft niet9.

we don't know about whom you are writing that book
15. wij kennen degene [over wie] jij dat boek R schrijft niet.

we don't know the one about whom you are writing that book
16. hij eet wat je hem R ook (maar) voorzet.

he eats whatever you serve him
17. wie het ook (maar) probeerde won meteen een prijs.

whoever tried it immediately won a prize
18. wat koning Midas R ook (maar) aanraakte veranderde meteen in Goud
19. Frank beschouwde waar Jan zich ook (maar) mee R bezig hield als

gevaarlijke onzin.
F. considered whatever J. occupied himself with to be dangerous nonsense

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. As usual, restrictive relatives can be stacked but not appositives (ex. 1).

Examples
1. [alle [leerlingen die R in de derde klas zitten] die R nog niet getest zijn],

[waarvan] we weten dat er minstens nog tien R zijn, dienen zich voor
vrijdag bij de directeur te melden.
all pupils who are in third grade who have not yet been tested, of whom
we know there to be at least ten left, should report to the principal before
friday

4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIRONMENT

A. EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Restrictive relativea belonging to objects of verbs and prepositions can

usually be extraposed (ex. 1,2).
2. Appositive relatives belonging to objects can be extraposed if they have

continuative or resultative meaning with respect to the action expressed in
the clause of which the relative construction is part (ex, 3,4).

3. Extraposition of relative clauses belonging to the subject is restricted to
those where the relative clause functions as a strong condition with
respect to the antecedent (as in, e.g., precisely those who ..., that uery item
which ...) (ex. 5,6).

4. Free relatives can be extraposed, unless they are object of a preposition
(ex. 7-9).

Examples
1. Assepoester moest altijd [de rommel e;] opruimen, [die haar stiefmoeder R

achter zich liet liggen];.
Cinderella always had to clear away the mess that her stepmother left
behind

2. tijdens besloten vergaderingen wordt vaak [over [zaken e;)] gesproken [die
R niemand anders ieta aangaan].
often, during private meetings things are discussed that are nobody elses
business

3. ik wilde [mijn zuster e;] opzoeken, [die niet thuis bleek te zijn];.
I wanted to visit my sister, who turned out not to be home.

4. besloten werd om de brief [naar (de Secretaris-Generaal e;] door te sturen,
[die R er wel raad mee zou weten].

' Mark that there is a correct interpretation for this sentence, if we consider the
sequence ouer ... schrijf~ as an embedded question. So: we don't know about whom you
are writeing a book. The FR interpretaion: we don't know x, x the person that your book
is going to be about, is not available, however.
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it was decided to pass on the letter to the Secretary-General, who would
know what to to about it

5. ~`meestal wint [de schrijver e;] de AKO Prijs, [die R hem het minst
verdient];.
most often the author wins the AKO Prize, who least deserves it

6. meestal wint [die schrijver e;] de AKO Prijs, [die R hem het minst
verdient];.
most often that author wina the AKO Prize, who least deserves it

7. ik weet dat hij altijd [f~ e;] doet [wat hij R beloofd heeft],.
I know that he always does what he has promised

8. ik vermoed dat [(Ó e;] uiteindelijk de doorslag heeft gegeven [wat er met
zijn broer gebeurd is];.
I think that what happened to his brother eventually tipped
the scales

9. ze zei dat ze alsmaar aan [QÍ e;] moest denken [wat haar moeder tegen
haar gezegd had];.
she said that she continually had to think of what her mother had told
her

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE AN'rECEDENT
1. The antecedent of a relative clause may occur alone in topicalized position

if the relative clause belonging to it has been extraposed (ex. 1,2).

Egamples
1. [die schrijver e;] wint meestal T de AKO Prijs, [die R hem het minst

verdiend heeft];.
usually that writer wins the AKO Prize, who least deserves it

2. [alleen die bloemen e;] kon hij T benoemen, [die zijn moeder hem R
vroeger had aangewezen];.
only those flowers could he identify, that his mother had once pointed out
to him

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Impossible.

D. CLEFT CONSTftUCTIONS
I. General form

a. het FOCUS zijn [relativizer ... R...] (embedded cleft)
b. het zijn FOCUS [relativizer ... R...] (main clause cleft)

Remarks
1. In embedded clefts (a. above), the relative clause of the cleft construction

is always obligatorily extraposed to the right of the verb.
3. If FOCUS is a pronoun, it must precede the expletive, giving the inverted

orders:
c. [,,~„s pronoun] het zijn RC (embedded cleft)
d. [,,~U9 pronoun] zijn het RC (main clause cleft).

(ex. 17-21).
4. Notice that inverted order occurs under the same conditions in main

clause clefts and embedded clefts alike. In addition, the inverted effect can
be achieved in main clause clefts only by means of topicalization.

5. Instead of expletive het the demonstrative pronoun dat (that) can be used
it its deictic sense when the focus is a NP, especially a person (ex. 29,30).
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II. Agreement of the copula
1. If the focus is a NP, the copula agrees with it in person and number,

otherwise the copula agrees with the expletive het, i.e. is 3rd person
singular (ex. 16-20).

III. Focus part
a. Case

1. The FOCUS part is exclusively nominative. (1"his can only be seen when
the focus is a pronoun) (ex. 17-21).

b. Possible categories
1. The FOCUS constituent can be of any category, although adverbs do not

function as focus easily, especially when they are not modified themselves
(so, to give an example: langzaam ( slowly) would be hardly suitable, but
nogal langzaam (rather slowly) would be much better) (ex. 1-9).

IV. Relative part
a. R.elativizers

1. Relatiue pronoun
i. die is used if the gap is the subject, or the direct or indirect object

and the FOCUS is a NP or pronoun creferential with the gap. The
relative pronoun agrees in gender and number with the FOCUS (ex.
1-3,16-20).

ii. wat is used if the gap is the subject or direct object and the FOCUS
is a clause. The form is always neuter singular wat (ex. 9,13).

2. Relatiue aduerb is used if the gap is the object of a preposition. The only
relative adverb occurring is waar (ex. 22,23).

3. Relatiue particle dat is used if:
a. the FOCUS is neither a NP nor a sentence (so a PP, AP, or some
adverb) (ex. 4-7);
b. the gap is an adverbial adjunct to the relative clause (ex. 11,12);
c. very marginally only, if the FOCUS is a sentence and the gap is subject
or direct object.

4. Pied-piped PP is used when:
a. the gap is a prepositional indirect object, or other prepositional object,
and the FOCUS is a NP or sentence (ex. 24-26);
b. the gap is an adverbial adjunct PP, and the FOCUS is a NP (ex. 27).

5. Pied-piped possessiue NP is used when:
the FOCUS is the possessor NP (ex. 28).

b. Agreement
1. If the gap is subject, the verb agrees with the FOCUS in number, and

with the relative pronoun in person, i.e. 3rd peraon (ex. 18,19).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Subject sentences can easily be focussed, as can temporal and local

adverbial clauses. Object sentences, however, can only occasionally be
focussed with reasonably good resulta, for reasons which are unclear
(9,12-15).

2. Other adverbial clauses can only be focussed if introduced by a
'conjunction' consisting of a prepositional element t dat, the tensed
complementizer (ex. 10,11).

3. VPs do not seem to qualify fully as FOCUS. The resulting interpretation
is different, more like a pseudo-cleft (ex. 8).

4. Otherwise, anything that can be relativized can be focussed in a cleft
construction.
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Examples
1. het was mi,jn brcer die Marie R op heterdaad betrapte.

it was my brother whom M. caught redhanded
2. het was Marie die R mijn broer op heterdaad betrapte.

it was M. who caught my brother redhanded
3. het was T~nbergen die ze R de Nobelprijs gaven.

it was T. whom they gave the Nobel prize
4. het was aan Tinbergen dat ze R de Nobelprijs gaven.

it was to T. that they gave the Nobel prize
5. het was in de suto dat ik mijn paraplu R terugvond.

it was in the car that I found my umbrella
6. het was maar kort dat Karel R bij ona werkte.

it was only shortly that K. worked with ua
7. het was pikzwart dat hij zijn kamer R verfde.

it was pitchblack that he painted his room
8. ?het is borstels verkopen wat hij doet R.

it is to sell brushes what he does
9. het is dat Wim zo somber kijkt wat R mij zorgen baart.

it is that W. looka so glum that worries me
10. ~`het was hcewel het feest heel rustig verliep dat hij R de politie

belde.
it was although the party went very quietly that he called the police

11. het was ondanks dat het feest heel rustig verliep dat hij R de politie
belde.
it was in-spite-of that the party went very quietly that he called the police

12. het was terwijl w~ naar de bioscoop waren dat er bij ons R
ingebroken werd.
it was while we were at the cinema that a burglary was committed at our
place

13. ?het was dat Wim zo somber keek wat Marie in haar dagboek
opschreef.
it was primarily that W. looked so glum which M. wrote down in her
diary

14. ~`het was dat ze maar de disco gingen wat hun vader R verbood.
it was that they went to the disco which their father did not allow

15. ~`het is (om) brood te kopen wat ik R vergeten ben.
is was (for) to buy bread what I forgot

16. het waren zijn eigen brcers die hij R aangaf.
it were his own brothers whom he denounced

17. ik ben het die Marie R liefheeft.
I am it whom M. loves

18. ik ben het die R haar al die bloemen stuurt.
I am it who sends her all those flowers

19. w~j zijn het die R het eerste aankwamen.
we are it who arrived first.

20. wij zijn het die ze R zoeken.
we are it whom they are looking for

21. ~`het zijn ons die ze R zoeken.
it are us whom they are looking for

22. het is vaders stoel waar je in R zit.
it is father's chair that you are sitting in

23. het was dat hij zo boos geworden was waar iedereen over R sprak.
it was that he had become so angry that everybody talked about

24. het zijn de brave kinderen [aan wie] Sinterklaas R cadeautjes geeft.
it are the sweet children to whom S. gives presenta

25. het was het extreme geweld in de film [waarover] men zich het meest
R opwond.
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it was the extreme violence in the film about which people were most
upset

26. het was dat h~j zo boos geworden was [waarover] iedereen R sprak.
it was that he had become so angry about which everybody talked

27. het was de Blauwe Zaal, [waarin] Dekker de commissie toesprak R.
it was the Blue Room in which D. addresaed the committee

28. het is Lubbers [wiens broer] R gisteren gearresteerd is.
itis L. whose brother has been arrested yesterday

29. dat was de regisseur die ft zo hardgrondig vloekte.
that was the director who cursed so vehemently

30. dat was zijn vrouw die ik net aan de telefoon had.
that was his wife whom I had on the telephone just now

E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. Free Relative - FOCUS - zijn ( embedded pseudocleft)
b. Free Relative - zijn - FOCUS ( main clause pseudocleft)

Rsmarks
1. the different orders above w.r.t. the verb are due to the V2 rule operating

in Dutch, which moves the verb into the second position in main clauses
only (ex. 1,2).

2. Inverted order is also possible, with consequences for both the ayntax and
the semantics:
a. syntactically: in embedded inverted pseudo-clefts, the FR is obligatorily
extraposed to the right of the verb.
b. semantically: inverted order causes a conditional interpretation of the
FR. That is, the FR is considered as defining the reference class of the
FOCUS.
The resulting patterns are:
a. FOCUS - zijn - Free Relative (embedded inverted)
b. FOCUS - zijn - Free Relative (main clause inverted)
(ex. 3,4)
N.B. independently, inverted order, with the same semantic effect, can be
reached in main clause pseudoclefts alone by topicalization.

3. Normally zijn agrees in person and number with the FOCUS if FOCUS is
a NP or pronoun. If FOCUS is not a NP or pronoun zijn defaults to 3rd
person singular (ex. 5,6,12-14,16,18-20,
22,24-26,28,36,37,40).

4. Occasionally, and mainly in main clause clefta, a FOCUS containing a
plural noun denoting an unspecific amount of something may occur with
singular agreement on zijn (ex. 7).

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. Any FOCUS NP must be nominative (visible with pronouns only) (ex.
5-11).

b. Possible categoriea
1. The FOCUS of a pseudo-cleft can be of any category, although adverbs are

somewhat unnatural (ex. 1,5,12,16,36,37).
2. If the gap in the FR is the object of a PP, the focus may usually be a PP

containing that same preposition (ex. 18,22,24,26,28).
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III. Relative Part
a. R.elativizere

1. Relatiue pronoun must be used when the gap is subject, direct object, or
indirect object, and the FOCUS a NP or sentence. The array of pronouns
occurring is that of ordinary FRs: wie with personal FOCUS, wat with
non-personal FOCUS. (ex. 1,5,12).

2. Relatiue aduerb (waar) must be used if the gap is the object of a
preposition, and can be used if the gap is a locative (waar) or temporal
(wanneer) PP (ex. 14-20).

3. Relative particle is not allowed in pseudo-clefts.
4. Pied-piped PP can be used if the gap is a PP with a relatively strong

relation to the verb. Locative adjuncts fall just within the range of
possibilities, temporal PPs as a rule do not, just like other clausal
adverbial PPs (ex. 23-30).

5. Pied-piped possessiue NP is possible only if the gap is the subject, and
marked even then (ex. 31,32).

b. Agreement
1. If the gap is the subject, the verb of the FR agrees in grammatical

number and person with the relative pronoun. That is, always 3rd person,
and, with wie either singular or plural depending upon whether wie refers
to one or more persons, and always singular if the relative pronoun is wat,
regardless of whether wat refers to one or more entities (ex. 5,33,34).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Any argument can be focussed, whether it is an NP or a clause (ex.

1,5,10).
2. Objects of prepositions that are strongly connected with the verb (as in

prepositional indirect objects, prepositional objecta, PP adjuncts
subcategorized by the verb) can be focussed (ex. 14,22).

3. Localive and temporal adjunct PPs can be focussed (ex. 19,20).
4. Predicate nominals and adjectives can be focussed (ex. 35,36).
5. VPa can be focussed as a whole (so not just e.g, the verb alone), under

addition of a supporting auxiliary doen (do) to fill up the gap, and
accommodate agreement features. The Verb of a focussed VP always takes
the infinitival form (ex. 37,38).

6. Resultative complements cannot be focussed (39).
7. Adverbial adjuncts other than the abovementioned can hardly or not at all

be focussed, except, to some extent, for adjuncts of reason (relative adverb:
waarom (-why)) (ex. 40).

Examples
1. Jan zei dat wat Piet R gekocht had rotfietsen waren.

J. said that what P. had bought were bad bicycles
2. wat Piet R gekocht had waren rotfietsen.

what P. had bought were bad bicycles
3. qoJan zegt dat een vlinderdas is wat van Oorschot R draagt.

J. said that a bowtie is what v. O. is wearing (i.e. is defined as ...)
4. biefstuk is wat ze bij de Vries R verkopen.

steak is what they sell at de V.'s
5. wie R daar het meest vanaf weet ben jij.

who knows most about that are you
6. wat ik vergeten was waren de ventielen.

what I had forgotten were the valves
7. wat ik vergeten ben R te kopen is een paar blil~jes bier.

what I forgot to buy is a few cans of beer
8. wie R daar het meest vanaf weet is hq.

who know most about that is he
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9. ~`wie R daar het meest vanaf weet is hem.
who know most about that is him

10. wie ik R net een kus gaf was z~j.
whom I gave a kiss just now was she

11. ~`wie ik R net een kus gaf was haar.
whom I gave a kiss just now was her

12. wat R mij het meest zorgen baart is dat Jan nog niet thuis is.
what worries me most is that J. isn't home yet

13. wat Jan R vergeet is dat zoiets veel geld kost.
what J. forgets is that such a thing costs a lot of money

14. waar ik steeds [aan R] moet denken is dat den Uyl dood is.
where I continually must think of is that den U. is dead

15. waar hij [aan R] zit te denken is een nieuwe suto.
where he is thinking of is a new car

16. waar hij [aan R] zit te denken is aan een nieuwe suto.
where he is thinking of is of a new car

17. ?waar Wim zijn geld [in R] bewaart is een oude sok.
where W. keeps his money in is an old sock

18. waar Wim zijn geld [in R] bewaart is in een oude sok.
where W. keeps his money in is in an old sock

19. waar hij het liefst R logeert is in het Amstelhotel.
where he likes to stay best is at the Amstelhotel.

20. wanneer de kersenbomen R bloeien is in de lente.
when the cherietrees flower is in spring

21. [aan wie] hij altijd R toestemming vraagt ia zi,jn oudere broer.
of whom he always asks permission is his elder brother

22. [aan wie] hij altijd R toestemming vraagt is aan zijn oudere broer.
of whom he always asks permission is of his elder brother

23. [waaraan] ik R zit te denken is een nieuwe suto.
of what I am thinking is a new car

24. [waaraan] ik R zit te denken is aan een nieuwe suto.
of what I am thinking is of a new car

25. [waaraan] ik steeds R moet denken is dat den Uyl dood is.
of what I have to think all the time ia that den U. has died

26. ?[waaraan] ik steeds R moet denken is aan dat den Uyl dood is.
of what I have to think all the time is of that den U. has died

27. ?[waarbij] hij het liefst broccoli R serveert is Teaels lam.
with what he likea to serve broccoli best is Texel lamb

28. ?[waarbij] hij het liefst broccoli R serveert is bij Teaels lam.
with what he likes to serve broccoli best ia with Texel lamb

29. ~`[waarna] hij R naar Afrika vertrok was z~jn ezamen.
after what he left for Africa was his exam

30. ~`[waarna] hij de politie belde R was dat het feest uit de hand liep.
after what he called the police was that the party went out of hand

31. qo[wiens conditie] R ons zorgen baart is Piet.
whose condition worries us is P.

32. ~`[wiens zuster] ik R heb uitgenodigd is Hugo.
whose sister I invited is H.

33. wie R daar het meest vanaf weten zijn de straathcekwerkers.
who know most about this are the streetcornerworkers

34. wat R de meeste problemen veroorzaakt zijn de ventielen.
what creates the most problems are the valvea

35. wat jij eigenlijk R bent is gewoon een sufferd.
what you really are is just a dunce

36. wat jij R bent is jalcers!
what you are is jealous

37. wat hij nooit doet is mensen een gratis abonnement geven.
what he never does ia give people a free subscription
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38. ~`wat hij nooit menaen een gratis abonnement dcet is geven.
what he never does people a free subscription is give

39. ~`wat hij de deur R verfde was groen.
what he painted the door was green

40. qowaarom hij zijn oor R afsneed was omdat h~j depressief was.
why he cut off his ear was because he was depressed

5 INTER,PUNCTION

1. Appositives are enclosed in commas. Restrictives are not preceded by a
comma, and followed by one only if there is an intonation pause.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A. RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1 Base form Substlattr. Same as
der substantive -

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
no restrictions SU.

Inflected forms
none
NB: there is a homophonous relative adverb (see below).

Use and peculiarities
1. der as a subject relative pronoun is probably restricted exclusively to

literary Riksmál, and rare even then.
2. der is used only when the relative gap is a subject, and even then mainly

to avoid repetition of som (ex.l).

Eaamples
1, det sá ut, som om den mann, der R var her, var syk.

it looked as if the man who was here was ill.

2 Base form Substlattr. Same as
huem aubstantive interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
persons, events, alt SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
personal non-personal
huem hua (oldfashined: huad)

NB: in Nynorsk, occasionally (mainly with alt as antecedent),
the form kua is employed for the non-personal.

Use and peculiarities
1. hua occurs solely with the indefinite pronoun alt or a sentence as

antecedent, or as an adjunct to a sentence which contains an antecedent
(ex.l-3).

2. huem is extremely rare in ordinary relatives. huem occurs exclusively and
marginally in pied-piped PPs, which occur only in very formal language.
Probably Riksm~l only (ex.6). All other uses are archaic. Cf Danish.
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3. notice that the pronoun huem I hua can also be used as the
prop-antecedent in semi-free relatives (ex.4,5,7).
Ezamples

1. alt, huad han har R, er ditt.
all that he has is yours

2. han ville ikke h~re pá et slikt tilbud, hua jeg i grunnen finner rimelig
R.
he would not hear of such an offer, which I in the last resort find
reasonable

3. han kalte seg ingeni~r, hva han slett ikke var R.
he called himself engineer, which he not at-all was

4. hvad (som) du har gjort R, er tilstrekkelig.
what you have done, is sufficient

5. jeg spiser hva du gir meg R.
I eat what you give me.

6. ?mannen [om huem] du snakker R, ser nervgs ut.
the man of whom you speak looka nervous

7. hvem som R gj0r det, skal miste sit liv.
who that does that, shall lose his life

3

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
hvilken

Subsbattr.
both

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
common neuter

sing. hvilken huilket
plur. hvilke

Use and peculiaritiea
1. huilket may be used with sentential antecedent (ex.l).
2. Otherwise huilken and its inflected forms are very rare, occurring in

pied-piped PP, rare and formal themselves, only. Probably Riksmál only
(ex.2-3).

Ezamples
1. han sa han hadde gjort det, huilket R ikke var sant.

he said he had done that, which not was true
2. ~`mannen, huilken du snakker om R, ser nerv~ds ut.

the man who you talk about looks nervous
3. mannen, om hvilken du snakker R, ser nervgs ut.

4

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
hulS

Substlattr.
attributive

5ame as
interrogative pronoun

Gramm. func. of relativized item
attributive genitive

Inflected forms
none
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Use and peculiarities
1. huis is always an attributive genitive, the NP it is part of must be

pied-piped NP (ex. 1).
2. huis is not frequent in colloquial speech.

Examples
1. her er mannen, huis hest R vant 10pet.

here is the man whose horse won the race

B. RELATIVE PARTICLES

1

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
som

Same as
conjunction (- as, like)

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., obj. of P, adjunct.

NB: there also exísts an unrelated indefinite pronoun som
(- some, a few), used in colloquial style only.

Use and peculiarities
1. som is the unmarked relativizer.
2. som also occurs in adverbial relatives (so with a relative gap that is an

adverbial adjunct. See ex. 4, below, and the examples under relative
adverbs.

Egamples
1. mannen som R reparerte bilen, mgtte jeg i teateret.

the man that repaired the car I met in the theatre
2. mannen som du ser R der borte, má komme fra Sverige.

the man that you see over there must come from Sweden
3. mannen som du snakker om R, ser nerv0s ut.

the man that you talk about looks nervous.
4. den stunda som han var der R.

the time that he was there

C. RELATIVE ADVERB5
I. Most common format

Only some specific forms exist.

II. Forms English equivalent Peculiarities
der where
da when Bokmál only
dá, when
huor where
som as - relative particle.
huorom about archaic.
huorfor why, for which archaic.

Use
1. der has multiple functions. First, it may be a relative adverb. So: in

COMP, with an antecedent that is related in some way to the concept of
location or direction (ex. 1,2).

2. In some dialects som can optionally be added to der in COMP (ex.3).
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3. der can also function as antecedent, so as if it were a pronoun'. In those
cases, it can be accompanied by som in COMP (ex.4,5).

4. All combinations of huor f preposition are archaic (ex. 8). A modern
equivalent of ex.8 is 8a.

5. All relative adverbs above can be replaced by som, or simply left out.

Ezamples
1. dei stod pá den staden der Heilage Olav d0ydde R.

they stood in the place where St. O. died
2. vegen der hun gár R, er smal.

the road where (-upon which) she walks is narrow
3. i den bygda der (som) eg er heime R.

in the region where (that) I am at-home
4. det ligg der (som) det lág R.

it lies there (that) it lay
5. der ute som vi for sist R.

out there where we went last time
6. Dei kj0pte billettar den dagen dti prisane steig R.

they bought the tickets the day when the prices went up
7. huset huor hun bor R, er r0dt.

the house where she lives is red
S. ~den mann huorom her skal fortaelles R, ...

the man of whom here will be told ...
8a. den mannen (som) det her skal fortaelles om R, ...

the man (that) there here will be told about ...

2.4 DOMAINS OF R.ELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIR.ECTLY R.ELATIVI7.ABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, IO, Adverbial.

Remarks
M Norwegian nonprepositional indirect objects can be directly relativized,

although some speakers strongly prefer the prepositional variant (ex. 3,4).

Egamples
1. det sá ut, som om den mann, der R var her, var syk.

it looked as if the man who was here was ill.
2. mannen som du ser R der borte, má komme fra Sverige.

the man that you see over there must come from Sweden
3. mannen som jeg har gitt jakken [til R] heter Tarald.

the man that I've given my coat to is called Tarald
4. qomannen som jeg har gitt R jakken heter Tarald.

the man that I've given my coat is called Tarald
5. dei kj~pte billettar den dagen dá prisane steig R.

they bought the tickets the day when the prices went up

' The idea that der in Norwegian is more of a pronoun than an adverb is
strengthened by the fact that it may replace the normal expletive subject pronoun det, if
the idea of place or location is present. cf:

i. det var m0rkt - it was dark.
ii. der var m~rkt - „
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2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. When the object of a preposition or part thereof is relativized, the rule is

to leave the preposition in place, and use the relative particle som (ex. 1).
2. In the rare cases where a relative pronoun is employed, extraction is not

possible (ex. 2,3).

Ezamples
1. min venn, som jeg ikke hadde h0rt [fra R] pá lenge, er d9d.

my friend, that I had not heard from for a long time, is dead
2. ~`mannen, huilken du snakker om R, ser nerv0s ut.

the man who you are talking about looks nervous
3. olomannen, om huilken du snakker R, ser nerv0s ut.

B. PART OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. No attributive genitive NP can be extracted from the NP to whose

head-noun it is attributive (ex. 1,2).

II. Other complements of NP
1. Relativization of the object of a prepositional complement to a noun is

possible using the relative particle som (ex. 3).
2. See also C.N below.

Examples
1. jeg hjalp en dame [hvis datter] vi traff R pá fjellet.

I helped a lady whose daughter we met on the mountain
2. ~jeg l~jalp en dame huis vi traff [R datter] pá fellet.

I helped a lady whose we met daughter on the mountain
3. jeg hjalp damen som vi traff [datteren til R] pá fjellet.

I helped the lady that we met the daughter of on the mountain

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
1. Possible, unbounded (ex. 1,2).

II. part of a Snite question.
1. Possible2. In Oslo Riksmál (for some speakers at least) marginal3 (ex. 3,4).

III. part of an infinitival clause.
2.3 Possible and unbounded (ex. 8).
2. Notice that Norwegian lacks infinitival questions.

N part of a relative clause.
1. Relativization as well as other extraction, like topicalization, of part of a

relative clause is possible if that RC has been extraposed. Even when the

' Maling 1978 reports that relativizing part of an embedded queation is only possible
so long as the dependencies do not cross; i.e. the relative gap must not be between the
question word and the question gap. My informant did not recognize thia effect, however.

' Notice that extraction by questioning ia not possible from an embedded question at
all in general. In Oslo Riksmál questioning and relativizing part of an embedded question
seem to have the same acceptability status. See Taraldsen 1978, Maling 1978.
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extraposition is string-vacuous'. Ex. 5,6 show relativization from a tensed
relative, ex. 7 shows topicalization from a RC. (ex. 5-7).

Egamples
1. jenta som jeg sa (at) R kjente deg heter Kirsti.

the girl that I said that knew you is called K.
2. jenta som jeg sa (at) du kjente R heter Kirsti.

the girl that I said that you knew is called K.
3. jenta som han spekulerte pá [hvem; som e; kjente R] var d0d.

the girl that he wondered (about) who knew [her] was dead
4. jenta som han spekulerte pá [hva; R visste e;] var d0d.

the girl that he wondered (about) what [she] knew was dead
5. ??her er en bok; som [ingen; som )~ leser R,] blir lykkelig.

here is a book that nobody who rea s becomes happy
6. her er en bol~ som [ingeq ek] blir lykkelig (som R5 leser R,]k.
7. Julenissen; bor det mange barn som R kjenner e; i dette atr~ket.

(Santaclaus) there live many children who know [Santaclaus] in this
neighbourhood

8. her er mannen som jeg pr~vde á overbevise R.
here is the man that I tried to convince

D. PIED PIPING
1. Pied-piping is possible, of course, with relative pronouns only (and then it

is obligatory). Since theae are rare and marked, so is pied-piping.
2. Besides being marked, pied-piping is restricted to two cases:

i. NP whose attributive genitive NP is relativized must be pied-piped
(ex. 1,2);

ii. PP whose object is a relative pronoun must be pied-piped (ex. 3,4).

Ezamples
1. qojeg hjalp en dame [huis datter] vi traff R pá fjellet.

I helped a lady whose daughter we met on the mountain
2. ~`jeg hjalp en dame huis vi traff [R datter] pá fjellet.
3. 'mannen, huilken du snakker om R, ser nerv0s ut.

the man who you talk about looks nervous
4. ~mannen, om huilken du snakker R, ser nerves ut.

the man about whom you are talking looks nervous

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANTECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
1. The definite article of the antecedent of a restrictive RC is:

a. either enclitic or prenominal (demonstrative) plus enclitic3, if there is an
overt relativizer (ex. 1-3);
b. generally enclitic if the relativizer is fÓ.

2. The definite article of the antecedent of an appositive RC is always
enclitic (ex. 4).

' That is, when putting the RC in right-peripheral position has no consequences for
the word order of the sentence. When this is the case, the fact that the clause has been
extraposed can only be inferred from its behaviour as an extraposed clause, but cannot be
observed directly. Example (7) is a case in point, where Julenissen has been topicalized
out of the RC its structure being:

i. Ju]enissen, bor det [mange barn~ ek] [som R~ kjenner e,]k i dette str0ket.
See Taraldsen 1983.

' Prenominal definite articles without a doubled enclitic article are felt to be
extremely oldfashined in present day Norwegian.
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3. In restrictive RCs, but not in appositives, the relativizer can be fó if the
relative gap is not the subject of RC (ex. 2-5).

4. Next to NPs, appositive RCs take VPs, clauses and predicate adjectives as
antecedents. Relativizers in these cases can be huilket and hua (ex. 6-9)

Examples
1. den mannen som vi m0tte R, er svensk.

the man that we met is a Swede
2. mannen som vi m~tte R, er svensk.

the man that we met is a Swede
3. mannen vi m0tte R, er svensk.

the man that we met is a Swede
4. kongen, som R ikke var lykkelig, sá nerv0s ut.

the king, who wasn't happy, looked nervous
5. ~kongen, jeg snakket om R, sá nerv0s ut.

the king, I was talking about, looked nervous
6. han ville ikke h0re pá et slikt tilbud, hua jeg i gruruien finner rimelig

R.
he would not hear of such an offer, which I in the last resort find
reasonable

7. han sa han hadde gjort det, hvilket R ikke var sant.
he said he had done that, which not was true

S. han sá nerv0s ut, hvilket han slett ikke var R.
he looked nervous, which however he was not

B. AGR.EEMENT
1. Agreement on the finite verb is not expressed in Norwegian.
2. In Nynorsk only, agreement for number and gender can often be expressed

on the passive participle. These cases show that if the relative gap is the
subject of RC, agreement is with the antecedent (ex. 1,2).

Egamples
1. mannen som R vart skoten, ...

the man that was shot
2. mennene som R vart skotne, ...

the men that were shot ...

C. RELATIVES WITH ANTECEDENT
I. Nominal antecedents
1. If the subject of an infinitival relative is relativized, the antecedent must

not have specific reference' (ex. 1-4).

II. Pronominal antecedents
1. The interrogative (hu-) pronouns also function as prop-antecedents for

semi-FRs.

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. If the antecedent is not a noun or NP, the relativizer can be huilket or

hva.

Esamples
1. en lampe til á sette R pá bokhyllen, er lett á finne.

a lamp to put on the bookcase is easy to find

' Such infinitiva] relatives indicate a property of a type, not of an individual. In a
way, they are reminiscent of the French fer d répasser, which doesn't even contain a
relative construction at all.
For a possible line of explanation see lhraldsen (1983), Williams (1982).
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2. lampen til á sette R pá bokhyllen, er forsvunnet.
the lamp to put on the bookcase has disappeared

3. en lampe til R á stá pá bokhyllen, er lett á finne.
a lamp to stand on the bookcase is easy to find

4. ~`lampen til R á stá pá bokhyllen, er forsvunnet.
the lamp to stand on the bookcase has disappeared

D. FREE RELATIVES
I. Relativizers
1. There are no true FRs in Norwegian, only semi-FRs with some hu-

pronoun as prop-antecedent, and som (or, given the normal requirements
are met, 0) as relativizer (ex.l-4).

V. Conditionality
1. The semi-FRs of Norwegian may either be interpreted conditionally or

non-conditionally.

Ezamples
1. hvem som R snakker med Marit, blir lykkelig.

who that talks with M. becomes happy
2. hvem som Marit snakker med R, blir lykkelig.

who that M. talks with becomes happy
3. ~`hvem R snakker med Marit, blir lykkelig.

who talks with M. becomes happy
4. hvem Marit snakker med R, blir lykkelig.

who M. talks with becomes happy
5. jeg spiser hva (som) du gir meg R.

I eat what you give me

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. No known particulars.

4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIR,ONMENT

A EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Any restrictive relative clause can be extraposed if the relative NP is

indefinite and non-specific (ex. 1-8).
2. Otherwise, extraposition is possible only for relative clauses belonging to

objecta, whose relative gap is not the subject (ex. 9-11).
If the antecedent has a definite article, extraposition is marginally
acceptable only (ex. 9).

Egamples
1. jeg fant [en artikkel e;] i dag, [som du má lese R];.

I found an article today that you should read.
2. jeg fant [ingenting e;] i dag, [som du má lese R];.

I found nothing today, that you should read
3. jeg fant [en artikkel e;] i dag, [som R har vaert borte i árevis];.

I found an article today, that has been lost for years
4. jeg fant [ingenting e;] i dag, [som R er morsomt];.

I found nothing today, that is amusing
5. det kom [en dame e;] i gár, [som politiet leter etter R];.

there arrived a woman yesterday, that the police is looking for.
6. det kom [ingen e;] ut av stasjonen [som vi kjente R];.

there came nobody out of the station that we knew
7. det kom [en dame e;] i gár, [som R bar pá en stor veske];.

there arrived a woman yesterday, who carried a large bag
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8. det kom [ingen e;] ut av stasjonen [som R kjente oss];.
there came nobody out of the station that knew us

9. ?jeg fant (den artikkelen e;] i dag, [som du 0nsket á lese R];.
I found the article today that you wanted to read

10. jeg fant ['Krig og Fred' e;] i dag, [som du 0nsket á lese R];. I found ~Var
and Peace' today, that you wanted to
read

11. jeg m~tte [Lars e;] i dag, [som du kjenner R godt];.
I met L. today, whom you know well

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. Topicalization of the antecedent to some extent possible, but limited to

cases where extraposition of the relative clauses is possible and the
antecedent is indefinite and non-specific (ex. 1).

2. In the other case where extraposition is possible (relative clause embedded
in object, with a non-subject gap), topicalization of the antecedent is not
possible. A construction using a complete relative construction containing
the information that would otherwise be contained in a relative clause
belonging to the topicalized element, more or less as an afterthough, is
used (ex. 2,3).

Eaamples
1. qo[ingenting e;] har jeg funnet T, [som R er morsomt];.

nothing have I found that is amusing
2. ~`[Den damen e;] sá jeg T i gár, [som du m0tte R i Oslo];.

that lady did I see yesterday, that you met in Oslo
3. qo[Den damen] sá jeg T i gár, [hun [som du m0tte R i Oslo]].

that lady did I see yesterday, she that you met in Oslo

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSES: SETNINGSi~NU'rER
1. Parts of relative clauses can be extracted (i.e. topicalized (ex. 1),

questioned (ex. 5), or relativized (ex. 6)) provided that:
i. The antecedent of the relative clause in question is non-specifics (ex.

1,2), and
ii. The part to be extracted is not the subject of the relative clause (ex.

1,3), and
iii. The relative clause in question has been extraposed (ex. 1,4).
N.B.: Not all speakers accept this possibility.

Egamples
1. Per, slipper jeg [ingen e;] inn [som R liker T,];.

P. don't I let anybody in that likes
2. ~`Per. slipper jeg [den gutten e.] inn [som R liker T;];.

P. don't I let in the boy that likes
3. ~`Per; slipper jeg [ingen e;] inn [som T; liker R];

P. don't I let anybody in that likes
4. ~`Per; slipper jeg [ingen som R liker T;], inn.

6 That the antecedent for a relative clause out of which something is to be extracted
must be non-specific rather than indefinite is shown by the following: (i) is wrong with
the interpetation that there ia a specific boy who we know to be capable of handling
Mary, but we have failed in locating him. (ii) is possible, its interpretation being that we
do not even know whether auch a person exists, so we are looking for a definite, but
unspecific boy.

i. 'Marit, har vi aldri funnet [den gutten e,] [som R kan hamle opp med Ty1,.
we have never found the boy that can handle M.

ii. Marit~ finner vi aldri [den gutten e,] [som R kan hamle opp med T;],.
we'll never find the boy that can handle M.

See also Taraldsen (1983).
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P. don't I let anybody that likes in
5. [hvilket krydder]; visste du om [en butikken e.] [som R selger Q; billig]~?

which spices did you know a shop that sells c~eap
6. her er [en bol~ [som [ingenk e;] blir lykkelig, [som Rk leser R5];].

here is a book that nobody remains happy who reads

D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. det er FOCUS [(som) ... R...]
b. FOCUS er det [(som) ... R...]

Remarks
1. som can be left out under the same conditions as in ordinary relative

clauses.
2. Notice that the b. variety is a true cleft, where det is an expletive, and

not a prop antecedent as in a pseudo-cleft: in the cleft case there is no
gender agreement between det and the FOCUS, as there would be in the
corresponding pseudo-cleft (ex. 2).

3. The position of er is determined by the V2 rule, putting the verb in second
position. In Norwegian, this rule operates not only in main clausea, but
also, optionally and under certain restrictions only, in finite declarative
subordinate clauses.

II. Agreement of the copula
1. Verbal agreement is not visible in Norwegian.

III. Focus part
a. Case

1. If the gap ia subject, then the FOCUS can be either nominative or
accusative. Otherwise, the FOCUS is accusative (ex. 3-6).

2. Notice that case differences are only visible in pronouns, and even then
only limitedly.

b. Possible categories
1. FOCUS can be:

i. NP (ex. 1-7);
ii. PP (ex. 8,9);

2. A clause can be made FOCUS by embedding it in an NP (ex. 10,11).

IV Relative part
a. Relativizers

1. The relativizer in cleft constructions is virtually invariably the relative
particle som only.

2. som can be left out under the normal conditions.
3. Exceptionally, we find what looks like a cleft construction with the tensed

conjunction at instead of som. This occurs if and only if the FOCUS and
the gap are PPs (ex. 8,9).

b. Agreement
1. Verbal agreement is not visible in Norwegian.

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Subjecta can be focussed, as well as objects of verbs and of prepositions

(ex. 3,6,7).
2. PPa can be focussed, both PPs which are complements to nouns and

adverbial adjunct PPs. Mind that these are the exceptional cases where we
find at operating as the relativizer (ex. 8,9).
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Egamples
1. Petter pástár at det var Tarald (som) jeg sá R.

P. claíms that it was T. that I saw
2. Petter pástár at Tarald var det (som) jeg sá ft.

P. claims that T. was it that I saw
3. det var jeg som R kj0pte denne frakken.

it was I that bought this coat
4. det var meg som R kj~pte denne frakken.

it was me that bought this coat
5. ~`det var jeg (som) han d0mte R.

it was I that he condemned
6. det var meg (som) han d~mte R.

it was me that he condemned
7. det er en viktig sak (som) Knut skriver [om R].

it is an important affair that K. writes about
8. det var om Etiopia at han skrev en bok R.

it was about E. that he wrote a book
9. det var p~ kj~kkenet at Tarald bygde et skip R.

it was in the kitchen that T. built a ship
10. det var [det [at han s~ sá stygg ut]] som R bekymret oss mest.

it was it that he looked so grim that worried us most
11. ?det var [det [at han sá sá stygg ut]] (som) alle snakket [om R].

it was it that he looked so grim that everybody talked about

E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. FOCUS - copula - SEMI FREE RELATIVE
b. SEMI FREE RELATIVE - copula - FOCUS

Remarks
1. Most pseudo-clefts in Norwegian are made using a semi-FR, with detlden,

or hua as prop antecedent.
2. Marginally, and for Norwegian quite exceptionally, we find some true FRs

in pseudo-cleft constructions, if the relativizer is a relative adverb. See
under relativizers below.

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. Case is visible in the pronominal system only, and there the case
distinction seems to be obliterated by a tendency of the stronger of the
two remaining forms to oust the weaker. Thus, feminine accusative henne
encroaches on nominative hun, masculine nominative han tends to occur
even where case would demand accusative ham. As a consequence, there is
no way of directly establishing the grammatical case of the FOCUS
constituent (ex. 3-6).

2. In Nynorsk varieties, only henne and han seem to have survived already.

b. Possible categories
1. FOCUS can be:

i. NP (ex. 1-7)
ii. Clause (ex. 10-13)

iii. PP (ex. 8,9).
In case of [iii], the gap must be the object oF a preposition.
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III. R.elative Part
a. R.elativizers

1. In semi-free relatives, the relativizer is always som, as usual, which can
be dropped under the ordinary conditions for normal relative constructions.

2. Occasionally and marginally, we find true free relatives in pseudo-cleft
constructions, with the relative adverbs huor (where), or, hardly
acceptably, nár (when), and huorfor (why) (ex. 8-10).

b. Agreement
1. Verbal agreement is not visible in Norwegian.

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. The following positions can be made FOCUS:

i. Subject (ex. 3,11);
ii. Direct object (ex. 1,12);

iii. Object of a preposition (ex. 7,13);
iv. Locative PP (ex. 8);

v. Very marginally only: temporal PPs and adverbials of reason (ex.
9,10).

In all but the cases [iv] and [v], the FOCUS must be a NP or clause.

Eaamples
1. Petter sa at et brpd var det (som) jeg kjgpte R.

P. said that a bun was that that I bought
2. Petter sa at hva (som) jeg kj0pte R var et brgd.

P. said that that that I bought was a bun
3. Tor pástár at den som R vet mest om dette er henne.

T. claims that that-one that knows most about this is her
4. Tor pástár at den som R vet mest om dette er hun.

T. claims that that-one that knows most about this is she
5. Tor pástár at den (som) jeg sá R i Trondheim var henne.

T. claims that that-one that I saw in T. was her
6. Tor pástár at den (som) jeg sá R i Trondheim var hun.

J. claims that that-one that I saw in T. was she
7. det (som) jeg tenker [pá R] er en ny bil.

that that I am thinking of is a new car
8. huor jeg bevarer pengene mine R er i en gammel sokk.

where I keep my money is in an old sock
9. ?I'nár jeg reiser R, er ved soloppgang.

when I leave is at sunrise
10. ?~~hvorfor han ringte politiet R var fordi det var en rar lyd ovenpá.

why he rang the police was because the was a strange noise upstairs
11. det som R bekymrer meg er at Marit ikke er i~jemme enda.

that that womes me is that M. is not home yet
12. det (som) du glemmer R er at slike ting koster mye penger.

that that you forget is that such things cost a lot of money
13. det (som) jeg anaker d snakke [om R] er at du drikker for mye for

tiden.
that that I want to talk about is that you drink too much nowadaya

5 INTERPUNCTION

1. Appositive relatives are enclosed in commas. Restrictive relatives are
followed, but not preceded by one.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A, RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1 Base form
cujo

Substlattr.
attributive

Same as
formerly: interrogative pronoun

Gramm. func. of relativized item
attributive genitive

Type of antecedent
entities

Intlected forms
m f

sing. cujo cuja
plur, cujos cujas

Use and peculiariHes
1. cujo agrees with the poasessee, not with its antecedent.

Egamples
1. o professor [cujas ligóes] R tanto me aradam está doente.

the teacher whose lectures please me so much is ill
2. o homem [em cuja honestidade] sempre acreditei R desiludiu-me.

the man in whose honesty I always believed has disappointed me
3. a senhora [de cujos filhos] sou amigo R é aquela.

the lady of whose sons I am a friend is that one.

2

Type of antecedent
entities

Base form
o qual

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
m f

sing. o qual a qual
plur. os quais as quais

Use and peculiarities
1. Generally, o qual is exclusively employed in appositive relatives (ex. 1-5).
2. Marked, written only, is the use of o qual in restrictive relatives, as object

of a preposition, including the indirect object, only. These are somewhat
emphatic constructions, reinforcing the anaphoric relation with the
antecedent, avoiding possible ambiguity (ex. 6-7).

3. o qual cannot occur in free relatives.
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Examples
1. escrevi aos pais de D. Maria, os quais R chegaram ontem a Lisboa.

I've written to the parents of Mme. M., who arrived in L yesterday
2. o António, o qual encontrei R ontem, regresaou do estrangeiro.

A., whom I met yesterday, has returned from abroad
3. o meu cáo Fritz, [ao qual] costumavas fazer festas R, morreu.

my dog F., which you used to caress, died
4. o Luís, [com o qual] saí R, é muito simpático.

L., with whom I left, is very sympathetic
5. o Luís, [ao pai do qual] escrevi R, acaba de chegar.

L., to the father of whom I wrote, has just amved
6. qoestá ali o homem [do qual] perguntaste o nome R.

there is the man of whom you asked the name
7. qoo rapaz [ao pai do qual] escrevi R acaba de telefonar.

the boy to the father of whom I wrote has just rung up

3 Base form
o que

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as

Type of antecedent
events, pronominals

Inflected forms
m f

sing. o que a que
plur. os que as que

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO.

Use and peculiarities
1. o que is restricted to 4 uses:

i. Introducing a free relative with a non-conditional reading (ex. 1),
ii. Introducing a pseudo-cleft (ex. 2),

iii. Introducing a sentential relative (ex. 3),
iv When the antecedent is tudo (ex. 4,5).

Ezamples
1. estes cigarros sáo mais baratos do que os que comprei R ontem.

these cigars are much cheaper than the ones I bought yesterday
2. o que R me desagrada é a maneira como o diz.

what annoys me is the way in which he says it
3. eu dei-lhe o livro, o que ele apreciou R.

I gave him the book, which he appreciated
4. arrancou uma lágrima de piedade a todos os que R o viram.

there came a tear of pity to all those who saw him
5. disae-lhe tudo o que sabia R.

I told him all that I knew

4 Base form
quanto

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent
quantities

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
m f

sing. quanto
plur. quantos quantas
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Use and peculiarities
1. quanto occurs both in ordinary relatives and free relatives (ex. 1-4).
2. quanto cannot be used in appositive relatives.
3. Notice that relatiue quanto reflects gender distinctions in the plural only,

contrary to its interrogative counterpart.

Egamples
1. tudo quanto R aconteceu me abalou.

all the things that happened excited me
2. ela trouxe tudo quanto encontrou R.

she brought everything she found
3. arrancou uma lágrima de piedade a todoa quantos R o viram.

there came a tear of pity to all those who saw him
4. dei a quantos R precisavam.

I gave to all those who were in need

5

Type of antecedent
not humans

Base form
q~

Substlattr.
substantive

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Gramm. func. of relativized item
obj. of P.

Inflected forms
none

Use and peculiarities
1. This pronoun que, identical to the interrogative pronoun occurs as object of

a preposition only'. All other cases of a que occurring are instances of the
homophonous relative particle que.

2. Pronominal que cannot occur in free relatives (in European Portuguese).

Ezamples
1. estáo a nascer as flores da árvore [a que] cortei alguns ramos.

the flowera of the tree of which I pruned some branchea are coming out
2. já li o livro [sobre que] escreveste aquela crCtica R.

I already read the book about which you wrote that criticism
3. um livro [de que] encontrei o autor R.

a book of which I met the author

' But que cannot be used in the eomplement of a noun, where the whole NP must be
pied-piped:

i. 'o rapaz [ao pai de que] escrevi acaba de telefonar.
ii. o rapaz [ao pai de quem] escrevi acaba de telefonar.

iii. o rapaz [ao pai do qual] escrevi acaba de telefonar.
iv. o rapaz [a cujo pai] escrevi acaba de telefonar.

When the PP of which que is the object can be pied pied independently, there is no
problem:

v. um livro [de que] encontrei o autor R.
a book of which I met the author

cf. also pied-piping, and long relativization from NP.
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6 Base form
quem

Subst~attr.
substantive

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent
persons

Inflected forms
none

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., obj. of P.

Use and peculiarities
1. In ordinary, headed relatives quem occurs exclusively as object of a

preposition' (ex.l-3).
2. quem occurs freely in free relatives in all functiona (ex. 4,5).

Ezamples
1. a senhora [a quem] enviámos as florea R...

the lady to whom we sent the flowers
2. aquele [em quem] confiaste R era um cobarde.

that one in whom you trusted was a coward
3. o escritor [de quem] eu li esae livro R...

the writer oflby whom I read this book
4. quem R rouba um páo é ladráo.

who steals a loaf is a thief
5. convida quem quiseres R!

invite whoever you want

B. RELATIVE PARTICLES

1

Type of antecedent
no reatrictiona

Base form
q~

Same as
tensed subordinating conjunction

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO.

NB: notice the existence of a homophonous relative pronoun.

Use and peculiarities
1. que is the unmarked relativizer for SU and DO, in reatrictives and

appositives alike. It cannot occur in true FRa (ex. 1-5).
2. If the subject is relativized, agreement of the verb in RC is with the

antecedent (ex. 1,2,5).

Eaamples
1. as artistas que R ontem actuaram náo sáo muito conhecidas.

the artists (f) that performed yesterday are not much known
2. o António, que R faz anos amanhá, regressou do estrangeiro.

A. , who has his birthday tomorrow, has returned from abroad
3. os programas que eu vi R esta semana foram bons.

the programs that I have seen this week were good
4. o António, que encontrei R ontem, regressou do estrangeiro.

A. , that I met yesterday, has returned from abroad
5. e eu que R náo deixo de fumar!

and I, who don't stop smoking!

' This holds for European Portuguese only.
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C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
I. Most common format
1. there is no productive strategy. Apart from the adverbs below, adverbial

relatives are formed by relativizing a prepositional adjunct consisting of a
preposition plus the relative pronoun que.

II. Forms English equivalent Peculiarities
como how
onde where
quando when
enquanto when

Use
1. onde can be used in reatrictives and appositives alike. The alternative em

que can only be used in restrictives (ex. 2-4).
2. onde, and marginally como, can be used in true free relatives (ex. 5,6).
3. quando and enquanto generally occur in free relatives only (ex 7,8).
4. quando may sporadically occur in an appositive (ex.9).
5. In all cases other than the above, temporal relativization is by means of

Ptque (ex. 10)

Egamples
1. aprecio o modo como te vestea R.

I appreciate the way how you dress
2. vê-se o mar da casa onde vivemos R.

the sea is visible from the house where we live
3. vê-se o mar da casa [em que] vivemos R.

the sea is visible from the house in which we live
4. o Porto, onde vivo R, é uma cidade interessante.

P. , where I live, is an interesting city.
5. onde moro R é agradável.

where I live [it] is pleasant
6. ?aprecio como te vestes R.

I appreciate how you dress
7. quando vivi aqui R fiu feliz.

when I lived here I was happy
8. enquanto vivi aqui R fui feliz.

when I lived here I was happy
9. Na ter~a-feira próaima, quando vierea R, moatrar-te-ei os meus

diapositivos.
On next Tuesday, when you~l come, I'll show you my slides

10. No tempo [em que] vivi aqui R fui feliz.
in the time in which I lived here I was happy

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVIZATION

2.4.1 DIRECTLY RELATIVIZABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, Adverbial.

Remarks
1. All indirect objects are prepositional in Portuguese, so automatically come

under long relativization.
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Examples
1. escrevi aos pais de D. Maria, os quais R chegaram ontem a Lisboa.

I've written to the parents of Mme. M., who amved in L. yesterday
2. os programas que eu vi R esta semana foram bons.

the programs that I have seen this week were good
3. aprecio o modo como te vestes R.

I appreciate the way how you dress

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. No object of a preposition or part thereof can be extracted out of its PP in

Portuguese. Therefore, relativization is only possible by pied-piping the
whole PP.

Ezamples
1. o Luís, [com o qual] saí R, é muito simpático.

L., with whom I left, is very sympathetic
2. ~`o Luís, o qual saí [com R), é muito simpático.

L., who I left with, is very sympathetic

B. PART OF A NP.
L Attributive genitive phrase
1. An attributive genitive NP can be relativized by pied-piping the whole NP

only. No attributive genitive (cujo) can be extracted.

II. Other complements of NP
1. Since no object of a preposition can be extracted from its PP, objects of

prepositional complements to nouns cannot be extracted either. The whole
complement PP however, can be extracted (ex. 4-6).

Examples
1. o professor [cujas ligóes] ele apreciou R está doente.

the teacher whoae lectures he appreciated is ill
2. ~`o professor cujas ele apreciou [R ligóes] está dcente.

the teacher whose he appreciated lecturea is ill
3. ~`era um livro que eu conhe~o (o autor de R].

it was a book that I knew the author of
4. era um livro [de que] eu conhe~o [o autor R].

it was a book that I knew the author of
5. um sutor [de quem] eu li [3 livros R] ...

an author by whom I read 3 books ...
6. a senhora [de cujos filhos] son (amigo R] é aquela.

the lady of whose sona I am a friend is that one.

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
1. Posaible.

II. part of a finite question.
1. Possible. Relativizing the direct object of an embedded subject question is

allright. Relativizing a subject or a prepositional phrase is marginal at
best.

III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Possible (ex. 1).
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IV. part of a relative clause.
1. Impossible.

Egamples
1. o meu cáo Fritz, [ao qual] costumavas fazer festas R, morreu.

my dog F., which you used to caress, died

D. PIED PIPING
1. Pied-piping is possible and obligatory in the following cases:

i. NP containing a relativized attributive genitive (cujo) ( ex.l);
ii. PP containing an NP which is relativized3 or contains a relativized

attributive genitive ( ex. 2-5);

Egamples
1. era um homem [cujo nome] ignorava R.

it was a man whose name I didn't know
2. os amigos (de quem] falávamos R...

the friends about whom we talked ...
3. a situagáo, [perante a qual] todos recuariam R, náo o assustou.

the situation, from which everyone would recoil, didn't frighten him
4. o homem [em cuja honestidade] sempre acreditei R desiludiu-me.

the man in whose honesty I always believed has disappointed me
5. a senhora [de cujos filhos] sou amigo R é aquela.

the lady of whose sons 1 am a friend is that one.

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANTECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
1. Next to NPs, appositives take VPs and clauses as antecedents (ex. 1).
2. Restrictive RCs precede any appositive RC. Restrictive RCs also precede

appositions. Appositive RCs follow appositions.

Eaamples
1. ofereceu-se como guia, o que lhe agradecemos muito R.

he offered himself as a guide, for which we were very grateful to him

B. AGREEMENT
1. If the relative gap is the subject, then the finite verb agrees in person and

number with the antecedent if the relativizer is the relative particle que,
and with the relativizer otherwise (ex. 1,2).

Esamples
1. sou eu, que o fiz.

it is I that did(l.sing) it
2. sou eu, o qual o fêz.

it is I who did(3.sing) it

' In Brazilian Portuguese, the direct object can be realized by means of a supporting
preposition a. Then, the object behaves with respect to relativization as a true
prepositional object:

i. o homem [a quem] defendi R é estrangeiro.
the man whom I defended is a stranger

Curiously, cases like the above are not excluded in Iberian Portuguese either, although
their non-relative counterparts are. Perhaps this tolerance reflects the rudiments of a
prepositional flavour to direct objects.
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C. RELATIVES WITH ANTECEDENT
I. Nominal antecedents
1. If the antecedent is a coordinated couple of NPs, the definiteness value of

these NP may differ (ex. 1).

II. Pronominal antecedents
1. Semi-FRs are formed using aquele as prop antecedent (ex. 2,3).

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. If the antecedent of an appositive is a NP, the relativizer ia particle que or

o qual, if the antecedent is a clause or a VP, the relativizer is o que (ex.
4-7).

Examples
1. o meu filho e alguns outros rapazes, que R estáo no 3o ano, ...

my son and some other boys, who are in 3rd grade, ...
2. convida aquele que quiseres R.

invite the-one that you want
3. aquele [em quem] confiaste R era um cobarde.

the-one in whom you confided war a coward
4, ele encontrou o Pedro, que R Ihe contou toda a história.

he met P., who told him the whole story
5. ele encontrou o Pedro, o qual R Ihe contou toda a história.

he met P., who told him the whole story
6. foi-se embora, o que me surpreendeu.

he went away, which surprised me
7. brigamos muito tempo, [no que] fizemos uma asneira como nunca se fez

outra R.
we fought for a long time, whereby we committed an act of unequalled
stupidity

D. FREE RELATIVES
I. Relativizera
1. Relativizers in free relatives are o que and quem, or P f (o) que, P t quem

(ex. 1-4).

II. Agreement
1. If the relative gap of the FR is the subject, the finite verb agrees with the

relativizer in COMP.
2. quem ia consistently 3rd person singular.

N Matching
1. FRs must be matching for category (that is, the position of the FR must

be compatible with the grammatical category (NP,PP) of the phrase in
COMP of FR. However, there seem to be possibilities for FRs with a PP in
COMP in the object position of certain verbs. The extent of this class, and
its character, are unclear' (ex. 3,4)

V. CondiNonality
1. FRs in o que are non-conditional, FRs in quem are usually interpreted

conditionally (ex. 1,2).
2. There is no special form to indicate conditionality explicitly.

' One might perhaps speculate that this has something to do with objects having a
somewhat prepositional flavour left. Brazilian Portuguese marks direct objects by the
grammatical preposition a, and Spanish has a similar rule too. European Portuguese
dcesn't, but seems to be rather tolerant w.r.t. the category of the direct object as long as
the latter is determined elsewhere.
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Ezamples
1. estes cigarros sáo mais baratos do que os que comprei R ontem.

these cigars are much cheaper than the-ones I bought yesterday
2. convida quem quiseres R!

invite who(ever) you want
3. vi [a quem] tu falaste R.

I saw to whom you apoke
4. ?~`detesto [para quem] eu trabalho R.

I hate for whom I work

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. No known particulars.

4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIRONMENT

A. EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Extraposition of relative clauses belonging to the subject is impossible both

for restrictives and appositivea (ex. 1,2).
2. Extraposition of relative clauses belonging to objects is poasible for

restrictivea only (ex. 3-4).
3. Definiteness properties of the restrictive antecedent do not influence the

possibilities for extraposition (ex. 4-11).

Ezamples
1. ~`[Isabel e;] diz que está frio, [que R se queixa sempre];.

I. says that it is cold, who is always complaining
2. ~`[ninguém e,] vem de Coimbra, (que ele convidou R];.

nobody is from C., whom he invited
3. ~`vi [Isabel e;] ontem no combóio, [que R se queixa sempre];.

I saw I. yesterday on the train, who is always complaining
4. náo vi ( ninguém e,] ontem no combóio, [que R se parecesae com Robert

Redford];.
I did not see anyone yesterday on the train, that looked like R.R.

5. náo encontrei [nada e,] hoje, [que tenhas de ler R];.
I didn't find anything today that you should read

6. vi [dois homens e;] ontem no combóio, [que R se pareciam com Robert
Redford7;.
I saw two men yesterday on the train who resembled R.R.

7. encontrei [um artigo e;] hoje, [que deves ler R];.
I found an article today that you must read

8. olopaguei [aquela conta e;] hoje, [que R chegou ontem],.
I paid that bill today, that cam yesterday

9. qoencontrei [aquele artigo e;] hoje, [que querias copiar R];.
I found that article today, that you wanted to copy

10. ~opaguei [a conta e,] hoje, [que R chegou ontem];.
I paid the bill today, that cam yesterday

11. ~oencontrei [o artigo e,] hoje, [que querias copiar R],.
I found the article today, that you wanted to copy

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. Topicalization of the antecedent is possible, although highly marked

('poetic'), if the relative clause is extraposed.

Ezamples
1. qo[aquela conta e;] paguei T hoje, [que R chegou ontem];.

that bill I paid today, that cam yesterday
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2. ~k[aquele artigo e;] encontrei T hoje, [que querias copiar R];.
that article I found today, that you wanted to copy

3. ~[a conta e;] paguei T hoje, [que R chegou ontem];.
the bill I paid today, that cam yesterday

4. oIo[o artigo e;] encontrei T hoje, [que querias copiar R];.
the article I found today, that you wanted to copy

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSE5
1. impossible.

D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
L General form

ser - FOCUS - [que ... R ...]

II. Agreement of the copula
1. ser agrees in person and number with the FOCUS constituent. If the

FOCUS constituent is not a NP, then ser ahows 3rd person singular
inflection.

III. Focus part
a. Case

1. The FOCUS constituent ia consistently nominative (ex. 1,3,4).

b. Possible categories
2. The FOCUS constituent can be of any category.

IV. Relative part
a. Relativizers

1. The relative part is always introduced by the relative particle que.

b. Agreement
1. If the relative gap is the subject of the relative part, then the verb of the

relative part agreea in person and number with the FOCUS constituent
(ex. 1,2).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. No apparent restrictions.

Ezamplea
1. fui eu [que R lhe telefonei].

it was I that rang him up
2. ~`fui eu [que R lhe telefonou].

it was I that he rang up
3. fui eu [que telefonou R].

it was I that he rang up
4. ~`fui me [que telefonou R].

it was me that he rang up
5. foi água [que o corvo bebeu R].

it was water that the crow drank
6. foi ent~o [que comeceu a decadência de Hollywood R].

it was then that the decline of Hollywood began

E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. (SEMI-)FREE RELATIVE - ser - FOCUS
b. ser - FOCUS - ( SEMI-)FREE RELATIVE
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Remarks
1. Both the orders a. and b. above are generally possible.
2. ser agrees in person and number with the FOCUS constituent. If the

FOCUS constituent is not a NP, then ser shows 3rd person singular
inflection (ex. 1,6).

II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. The FOCUS constituent is consistently nominative (ex. 1,3-5).

b. Possible categories
1. The FOCUS constituent can be of any category.

III. R.elative Part
a. Relativizers

1. The poasible relativizers are the same as those which occur in ordinary
(semi-)free relatives: o que, quem, P t (o) que, P f quem, and relative
adverba (ex. 1-12).

2. As usual, pied-piping is restricted to 'short prepositions' (ex. 13-15).

b. Agreement
1. If the gap is the subject of the free relative, the verb agrees with the

relative pronoun in person and number, i.e. 3rd person singular (ex. 1,2).

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. No apparent restrictions.

Egamples
1. [quem R lhe telefonou] fiu eu.

who called him was I
2. ~`[quem R telefonei] fui eu.

who called him was I
3. fui eu [quem telefonou R].

I was whom he called
4. ~`fui me [quem telefonou R].

me was whom he called
5. ~`[quem telefonou R] fui me.

whom he called was me
6. somos nós [os que telefonou R].

we are those-which he called
7. [quem R me ajudou muito] foi o psicólogo.

who helped me a lot was the psychologist
8. [o que R me ajudou muito] foi aquele livro sobre a histeria.

what helped me a lot was that book about hysteria
9. [o que meu relógio está R] é adiantado.

what my watch is is fast
10. [o que ele fez ft] foi trabalhar até morrer.

what he did was work himself to death
11. (onde eu errei R] foi na pontaria.

where I missed was in the aiming (errar na pontaria - miss your mark)
12. [quando o combóio vai chegar R] é amanhá de tarde.

when the train will arrive is tomorrow afternoon
13. [[para onde] a sua irmá saiu R] foi para a esta~áo de camionetas.

for where your sister left was for the bus station
14. [[de que] eu reclamei R] foi do servi~o.

of what I complained was of the service
15. [[com quem] nós falávamos R] era com a máe do garoto.
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with whom we spoke was with the mother of the boy

5 INTERPUNCTION

1. Appositive relatives are enclosed by commas. Restrictives are neither
preceded nor followed by a comma.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1 Base form Substlattr. Same as
care both interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
entities SU., DO., IO., obj. of P, attr. gen.

Inflected forms
singular plural
m f

nom. care care care
gen.~dat. c~ïrui cárei cáror
acc. care care care

NB: notice that animate accusatives in Romanian must be marked
by the preposition pe. With care, this holds for all occurrences.
It is sometimes claimed that pe can be dropped if the antecedent
is inanimate, but apeakers do not recognize this.

Use and peculiarities
1. When the direct or indirect object is relativized, clitic doubling is

obligatory. That is, there muat be a clitic pronoun in the RC, linked to the
relative gap' (ex, 1-4).

2. When not attributive, the oblique forms of care take the enclitic -a,
showing their aubstantivity (ex. 3,5-8).

3. When care is part of a NP, it takes a poasessive article only if the
pronoun is used as an attributive genitive (ex. 5-10), or as a postnominal
complement to the noun that is separated from the head noun by an
adjective (ex. 6,8,10,11). The possessive article agrees with the possessee.

4. In free relatives the genitiveldative forms do not occur.
5. Due to the presence of the obligatory doubled clitic in the RC, free

relatives in care do not have a conditional (-'-ever') reading.
6. Quite marginally, in colloquial speech, pe seema to be dropped sometimea.

Ezamples
1. fata care R a plecat.

the girl who has left
2. cartea pe care o citesc R este interesant5.

the book which (it) I'm-reading is interesting
3. báiatul c~ïruia i-am trimis bani R.

the boy whom (him) I have sent the money

' Formerly, dative clitics were not obligatory. See Sorin s.a., and references cited
there.
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4. fata [cu care] m'am plimbat R.
the girl with whom (me) I have walked

5. baiatul [pe al cárui tatd] 1-ai vazut R.
the boy whose father (him) you have seen

6. baiatul [pe tatál cáruia] 1-ai vazut R.
the boy the father of-whom (him) you have seen

7. Iosif II, [la a cdrui poruncá] se sistará atacurile R.
Iosif II, by whose orders the attacks stopped

8. Iosif II, [la porunc5 cáruia] se sistar~ atacurile R.
Iosif II, by orders of-whom the attacka stopped

9. opera [la a cárei s~vár~ire] contribuiau R.
the work towards whose execution they contributed

10. opera [la sávár~irea cáreia] contribuiau R.
the work towards the execution of which they contributed

11. omul [in casa frumoasd a ccïruia] ...
the man in the beautiful house of whom ...

2 Base form Substlattr. Same as
ce substantive interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func, of relativized item
no proper names SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
none
NB: ce is never marked by the accusative marker pe.

Use and peculiarities
1. Broadly speaking, ce is interchangeable with ca~. ce is somewhat more

informal, and less frequent than care when referring to persons (ex. 1).
2. Unlike care, doubled clitics are optional with ce (ex. 2,9).
3. ce as object of a preposition is rare, apoken only (ex. 3).
5. ce is the only relativizer that can refer to indefinite attributes (ex.4,5).
7. ce can occur in true FRa (ex. 6,7).
8. ce is especially frequent in the semi-free relative combination cel ce, cel

being the adjectival articlea (ex. 8). If the prop-antecedent has the form cel
(masc.), reference is to persons. If the prop antecedent is ceea (fem. sing),
reference is to nonpersons only.

9. ce can be used with a sentential antecedent (ex. 9). An alternative for this
is a semi-FR in ceea ce (ex. 10).

Eaamples
1. rolul unui actor ce R interpreteazd dou~ roluri succesive.

the role of an actor which interprets two successive roles
2. ... ap~rat de prestigiul ce, pe drept sau nedrept, fl are R in opinia

populard
... protected by the prestige which, rightly or wrongly, it he-has in public
opinion

3. s'a ?ntámplat ceva grozav, ceva [de ce] ea nu ~i-a putut da seama pan~
astdzi R.

' cel is not a demonstrative pronoun, but a determiner. It cannot occur on its own,
unlike the demonstrative pronoun ac~el. Cel is added to a noun if an attributive adjunct to
the noun follows, it is added to at~jectives and attributive adjuncts in order to
substantivize them, it is used with number names, and, as we see, as a prop antecedent
for semi-free relatives.
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[there] happened something extraordinary, something of which she could
not think until today

4. ... ca un bun amic ce ne e,~ti R.
... as a good friend, which you to-us are

5. Ti e~iserd fntru fntámpinare ca gazde ce erau R.
they-came to him to greet [him] as hosts which they-were

6. nu-i frumos ce-ai fácut R.
it's not nice what you have done

7. va fi fost ce R va fi fost.
will have been what will have been (what's done is done)

8. cele ce R s-au petrecut, m-au supárat foarte mult.
the-things which have happened, have grieved me deeply

9. nu poart~ ochelari, ce spunea R.
he doesn't wear glasses, which he said (...as he said)

10. nevastá-mea ezagera, ceeace R nu era fntáia oará.
my wife was exaggerating, which wasn't the first time

3 Base form Subst!attr. Same as
cine substantive interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
persons SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
nom. cine
genJdat. cui
acc. cine

NB: notice that accusative pe must be marked by pe.

Use and peculiarities
1. cine is strictly a strong pronoun, which cannot have a linguistic

antecedent. Consequently, it occura exclusively in true free relatives.
2. cine ia exclusively masculin, 3`~ person singular (ex. 1).
3. Free relatives in cine are always interpreted conditionally.
4. In popular Romanian oblique cui may occur in headed relatives as an

attributive genitive (ex. 4).

Eaamples
1. cine R se plfnge va fi pedepsit.

who(ever) (refl.) cries will be punished
2. am vázut pe cine credeai cá am v~zut R.

I have seen whoever you thought that I have seen
3. cui ni-i scrii R nu-ti va scrie.

to-whom (dative) you don't write won't write to you
4. copilul (ai cui párinp] R tráesc.

the boy whose parents live
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4 Base form Substlattr. Same as
cft both interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
quantities SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Inflected forma
m f

sing. cft cftcï
plur. cf~i cfte

NB: in highly formal use, there is still a separate form cftor(a)
for the oblique plural.

Use and peculiarities
1. cft may be used in free relatives (ex.3).
2. Oblique use of cft is usually rendered by embedding cft in a PP, using the

preposition a for genitive, and la when the function is dative (ex. 4).

Eaamples
1. din patru fra~i cB~i R am plecat.

of four brothers who have gone
2. to~i cf~i R au participat la excursie s-au intors teferi.

all-those who have participated in the excursion ...
3. din cf~i R au venit, numai doi au rámas.

of howmany-that have come, only two have stayed
4. [[la cf~i elevi] li s-au dat R note proaste],[temele a cf~i elevi] R au fost

insuficiente
to howmany pupils (them) were given bad marks, the homework
assignments of that-many pupils were insufficient.

B. ftELATIVE PAR.TICLES

1

Type of antecedent
entities

Base form
de

Same as
conjunction and preposition

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., IO.

Uae and peculiarities
1. de occurs in restrictive relatives only.
2, de occurs in quite informal use. It is frequent when the antecedent is a

demonstrative pronoun.
3. When the direct or indirect object is relativized, clitic doubling is

obligatory, i.e.: there must be a clitic pronoun in the RC linked to the
relative gap.

Ezamplea
1. un capát de a~á, de-1 l~sai R tn stradá.

an end of thread, that-it you dropped in the street
2. cine-i ála de-1 vdd R alergind ca un nebun?

who ia that that(-him) I see running like a fool
3. era odatá la noi ïn sat unul de-i ziceau R Ionu Bodii.

there was once with us in the village someone which-him(obl) they called
I.B.

4. am vorbit cu un om bdtrin de tot de-i zice R Miron.
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I have talked to a very old man that they called M.

C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
I. Most common format
1. Adverbial relativization is usually done by relativizeing a prepositional

adjunct. In addition there are the following special relative adverbs:

II. Forms English equivalent Peculiarities
cf nd when
cum how (in which way)
fncotro where
unde where
de unde from where, to where
pe unde via which, through less precise than unde.

which, whereabout,
wherever

Examplea
1. vine cfnd il chemi ft.

he comes when you call him
2. iarna cfnd a plecat R era cumplit de aspr5.

the winter wnen he has keft was terriby severe
3. via~a trebue luati; a~a cum este R.

life must be taken the way (as) it is
4. acul era deja introdus acolo unde trebuia R.

the needle had already been inserted there where (it) should (go)
5. am fost in ora~ul unde locuiesc p~rin~ii t~i R.

I have been in the town where your parents live
4. am g~sit o bibliotec~ de unde stnnge cár~i R.

I find a library from where to get the book

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVI7.ATION

2.4.1 DIR.ECTLY RELATIVI7.ABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, IO, Adverbial.

R.emarks
1. Adverbial relativization is possible for temporal and locaUdirectional, as

well as for manner adjuncts (ex. 4-6).

Examples
1. fata care R a plecat ...

the girl who has left
2. cartea pe care o citesc R este interesantá.

the book which (it) I'm-reading is interesting
3. b~diatul ccïruia i-am trimis bani R.

the boy whom (him) I have sent the money
4. vine cfnd il chemi R.

he comes when you call him
5. acul era deja introdus acolo unde trebuia R.

the needle had already been inserted there hwere (it) should (go)
6. via~a trebue luatá a~a cum este R.

life must be taken the way (how) it is
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2.4.2 LONG RELATMZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. It is impossible to extract the object or part of the object of a preposition.

See pied-piping below.

B. PART OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. Relativizing an attributive genitive is possible if

i. There is no possessive adjective inside the NP, and
ii. The relative gap could be replaced by a possesaive adjective, and

iii. The NP containing the relative gap is has no case-auffix attached to
it, and

iv There is a clitic pronoun in the same clause as the NP containing the
relative gap, which corefers with the relative gap. So in this situation:

... Rel.pron. ... clitic, X [Np ... R, ... ] ...

where X is not a clause boundary, and
v. The NP containing the relative gap is is some sense the object of its

clause. That is: either a true object or the subject of a so-called
ergative verb.

IL Other complements of NP
1. Since the object of a preposition cannot be extracted from the PP that it

belongs to in Romanian (see B.l.i above), this case reduces to extraction of
a complement PP from an NP.

2. Extraction of a complement PP from an NP is not possible.

Egamples
1. cel c~ïruia nu-i puteam vedea [ umbrela R] ...

the-one of-whomI could not[-his] see umbrella ...
2. sticlele c~rorn le v~rsasem [con~inutul R] Yn chiuvet~ ...

the bottlea whose [them] I had emptied the contents in the sink ...
3. Popescu, cdruia credeam [c~-i cunoscusem [toate mátu~ile R]], fmi reserva

o surpriza.
P., whose I thought that I[-him] had met all the aunts, had a surprise in
store for me

4. ~`cel cdruia nu puteam vedea [ umbrela R] ...
the-one of-whom I could not see umbrella

5. ~`cel ccïruia nu-i puteam [a sá vád [umbrela R]] ...
the-one of-whom I could not[-his] that(subjunctive) I-see umbrella

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
1. Parts of a declarative sentence embedded in the RC may be relativized as

if they were direct constituents of the RC itself (ex. 1-4).
2. This possibility is unbounded (ex. 5).
3. Relativizing part of a subject clause is also possible ( ex. 6).

II. part of a finite question.
1. It is possible to relativize parts of any embedded question (including

yeslno questions, which are introduced by d.accï), and parts of declaratives
embedded in them (ex. 7-12).
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III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Relativization of parts of infinitival clause complements to verbs and

prepositions is possible (ex. 13,14).

IV. part of a relative clause.
1. Impossible.

Egamples
1. casa care el spune [c5 R e modesta] ...

the house which he says that is modest ...
2. casa [pe care] spune [c5 a vázut-o R] ...

the house which he says that he has seen (it) ...
3. acolo sunt oameni cárora nu po~i [s~ le dai R de poman~].

there are people to whom you can not (that to-them you-) give alms
4. problemele (de care] voim [s5 ne ocup~m R] ...

the problem with which we want that we occupy ourselves
5. o frac~iune de gram, [pe care] má prind [ cd nu ~tie [s'o citeascá R]] ...

the fraction of a gram which she well understood that he didn't know that
he read (it) ...

6. lucruri [pe care] e preferabil [s~ le scriem R in prozá] ...
things which it is better that (them) we write in prose

7. fata care md intrebam [pe cine; R iube~te e;]...
the girl who I wondered who helped (her)

8. e ceva delicat, [pe care] nu ~tiu [cum sa-1 formulez R], zise Baroana.
it is something delicate, which I don't know how I should describe (it),
called B.

9. citánd de pildd páná ~i pe Hocking, [pe care] nu ~tim [dacá Francezii si
Germanii il cunosc R].
reading for instance even H., whom I don't know whether the French or
the Germans (him) know

10. aceastá sarciná, [pe care] nu cred [cá ai putut ghici [cui o voi da R]], ...
this task, which I don't think that you could guess to-whom (it) I will
give, ...

11. aceast~ sarcin~, [pe care] nu ~tiu [cine a putut ghici [cui o voi da R]], ...
this task, which I don't know who could guess to-whom (it) I will give, ...

12. prima mea carte, [pe care] gtiu [cui crezi [cá am dedicat-o R]], ...
my first book, which I know to-whom you think that I have dedicated (it),

13. omul [pe care] n-am izbutit a-1 vedea R...
the man whom I haven't succeeded to see (him) ...

14. o importan~ [pe care] ele erau departe de [ a o avea R]
the important thing which they were far from (it) to have

D. PIED PIPING
1. PP immediately containing a relative pronoun can always be pied-piped

(ex. 1).
2. NP immediately containing a prenominal genitive relative can be

pied-piped (ex. 2-4).
3. Any NP or PP topping a continuous atack of 1 or more NPs andlor PPs of

which the lowest immediately contains a relative pronoun can be
pied-piped (4-8).

Egamples
1. in toate manifest~rile [de care] era capabilá R...

in all the guisea of which he was capable ...
2. bi;iatul [pe al ccïrui tat~] 1'-ai vazut R...

the boy whose father you ( him-) have seen ...
3. vecinul [a ccïrui nevast~] R e bolnavá are trei ma~ini.
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the neighbour whose wife is ill has three cars
4. Iosif II, [Ia a ccïrui poruncá] se sistará atacurile R, ...

I., by whose orders the attacks stopped, ...
5. opera pa s~vár~irea cáreia] contribuau R...

the work towards the execution of-which they contributed ...
6. Popescu, [entusiasmul m~tu~ii cciruia] ne surprindea pe to~i R, párea

jenat.
P., the enthousiasm of whose aunt surprised us all, seemed embarrassed

7. vecinul [pe nevastá cáruia] am v~zut-o R la biseric~ azi are trei ma~ini.
the neighbour the wife of whom I.ve seen (-her) at the church today has
three cars

8. omul [in casa frumoasá a cdruia] ... R...
the man in the beautiful house of whom ...

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND ANTECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVEIAPPOSITIVE
1. In addition to NPs, appositive RCs take attributes and clauses as their

antecedent. (ex. 1,2).
2. If the antecedent is an indefinite attribute, the relativizer must be ce only.

Otherwise, care is also possible (ex. 2,3).
3. The relative particle de occurs in restrictives only.
4. Appositive relatives are not possible if the antecedent is:

i. nicun t Noun (no N),
ii. un t Noun (a, some N(a in non-generic sense only)).

4. Certain prepositions, e.g. pe, in Romanian do not allow a(suffixed) definite
article on the head-noun of their object if that object is definite and the
head-noun not followed by anything elae that belongs to the PP in
question. Adding an appositive RC to such objects does not influence this,
but adding a restrictive RC blocks this rule3 (ex. 4-6).

Ezamples
1. nu poartá ochelari, ce spunea R.

he doesn't wear glasses, which he said (...as he said)
2. ... ca un bun amic ce ne esti R.

... as a good friend, which you to-us are
3. ... ca bunul amic ce~care ne e~ti R.

... as the good friend, which you to-us are
4. 1'am fntïlnit pe báiat, care tocmai R i~i cumpárase o prdjiturá.

I met (prep.) boy, who had just bought himself a cupcake
5. ~`1'am ïntïlnit pe báiatul, care tocmai R f~i cumpárase o pr~jiturá.

I met (prep.) the boy, who had just bought himself a cupcake
6. 1'am intilnit pe bi;iatul care tocmai R i~i cump~rase o prájitur~.

I met (prep.) the boy who had just bought himself a cupcake

B. AGREEMENT
1. If the subject of RC is relativized, and the RC ia part of the predicate

nominal in a copula construction, the finite verb of the RC agrees in
peraon and number either with the antecedent or with the subject of the
copula (ex. 1,2).

2. Otherwise, if the subject is relativized, the finite verb of the RC agrees in
person and number with the antecedent.

' For details of these matters see Pavel (1974).
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Examples
1. sánt un om care R nu mai a~teaptá de la via~a.

I am a man who expects nothing anymore from life
2. eu am fost un om care R am colindat mult prin lume.

I have been a man who have wandered a lot around the world

C. RELATNES WITH ANTECEDENT

II. Pronominal antecedents
1. Semi-FRs of the type cel ce are frequent. Mind that the prop-antecedent

cel is not a fully fledged demonstrative pronoun, but just a determiner: it
cannot occur on its own, unlike the demonstrative acel.

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. If the antecedent is a proper name, the relativizer cannot be ce.

N Case
1. The case of the relative pronoun in COMP is always that of the relative

gap.

D. FREE RELATIVES
I. R.elativizers
1. All relative pronouns and the relative adverbs may occur in COMP of FRs,

but not the relative particle de. The relative pronoun cine occurs in FRs
exclusively, never in headed relatives.

II. Agreement
1. If the subject of a FR is relativized, then the finite verd of the RC is 3rd

person masculin singular.

IV. Matching
1. Romanian FRs generally match for case and category. That is, the case

andlor category of the phrase in COMP of the FR must be compatible with
the case andlor categorial requirements that hold of the position that the
FR as a whole occupies in the containing clause (ex. 1-3).

2. As an exception, FRs that are subject may to a limited extent violate
matching. Thus, a FR with a non-nominative relativizer in COMP, or one
with a pied-piped PP in COMP may function as subject of its clause (ex.
4,5).

V. Conditionality
1. Conditionality can be expressly indicated by adding the prefix ori- to the

relative pronoun: oricare, orice (whoever, whatever), oricine (whoever).
These forms are more common in colloquial Romanian.

2. If there is a doubled clitic in the clause containing the FR, coreferring
with that FR (l' in example (6)), the reference of FR must be specific. If
there ia no doubled clitic, then the interpretation can be conditional (ex.
6,7).

Egamples
1. voi examina [[pe cine] mi-ai recomandat R].

I will examine who (you-)have recommended me
2. voi examina pe [cine R a terminat exer~iul].

I will examine whoever has finished the exercise
3. ~`voi examina [[cu cine] e~ti prieteriii R].

I will examine with whoever you are friends
4. qo[[cu cine] iese Maria R] locuie~te dupá colt.

with whom M. goes out lives around the corner (- very close)
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5. [cui~,~ nu-i scrii R] nu-ti va scrie.
to-whom you-him don't write won't write to-you

6. 1'am vazut pe care R a venit.
(him-)I-have seen the one who has come

7. am vazut pe care R a venit.
I-have seen who(-ever) has come

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. No data.

F. RESUMPTION
1. If the direct or indirect object is relativized, there may or must be a clitic

pronoun related to the relative gap in RC under the following
circumstances:

i. If the relativizer is the pronoun care, the clitic is obligatory (ex. 1,2).
ii. If the relativizer is the pronoun ce, the clitic is optional (ex. 3,4).

iii. If the relativizer ia the pronoun cEt, a clitic is presumably present if
the antecedent refers to a quantity of persons (but no examples of this
have been found).

iv. If the relativizer is the particle d,e, a clitic is obligatory (ex. 5).

Ezamples
1. cartea pe care o citesc R este interesanti;.

the book which (it) I'm-reading is interesting
2. báiatul cáruia i-am trimis bani R.

the boy whom (him) I have sent the money
3. o pedepsea Dumnezeu de r~ul ce-1 R fácuse.

her punished God for the offense that-it she had done
4. nu poart~ ochelari, ce spunea R.

he doesn't wear glasses, which he said (...as he said)
5. un capát de a~á d,e-1 l~sai R in stradá.

an end of thread that-it you dropped in the street

4 RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR. ENVIR.ONMENT

A. EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. No data.

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. No data.

C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Impossible.

D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS

1. There is no proper cleft construction in Romanian. See pseudo-cleft below.

E. PSEUD0.CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. FOCUS a ft SEMI-FREE RELATIVE
b. SEMI-FREE RELATIVE a fi FOCUS.

Remarks
1. The pseudo-cleft construction is a copula construction in which either the

subject or the predicate nominal is a semi-free relative.
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II. Focus Part
a. Case

1. the FOCUS part is nominative.

III. Relative Part
a. Relativizers

1. The relative pronoun in the semi-FR is either ce or care.

b. Agreement
1. If the subject of the relative part is relativized, the verb of the RC agrees

with the prop-antecedent.

Egamples
1. el e[cel [care R iube~te fára speran~e]].

he is the-one who loves without hope
2. Slavii au fost [aceia [care R au inv~~at limba román~]].

the S. have been the-ones who have learned the roman language
3. [ceea [ce R apare curios]] este repetarea aproape aidona.

that which seems strange is the repetition almost alike
4. [aceea [ce R i f~ceá sd tremure] era chinul cuielor.

that which made him tremble was the torture with nails

5 INTERPUNCTION

1. Appositive relatives are enclosed in commas, restrictives are neither
preceded nor followed by one.
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2.3 RELATIVIZERS

A. RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1 Base form Substlattr. Same as
uars attributive interrogative pronoun'

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
no restrictions attributive genitive

Inflected forms
sing. uars
plur. uilkas

NB: ` only the plural í~~rm t~ilhas occur~ intei-rogatively.

Use and peculiarities
1. uars is always an attributive genitive, and may be used to point to

persons and non-persons alike (ex.l-2).
2. Informally, the form uars is also employed as plural (ex.3).

Esamples
1. huset, uars ~gare var bortrest, brann ner till grunden.

the house, whose owner was away, burned down to the ground
2. barnenp„ uilkas fór~ldrar var bortresta, k~nde sig ensamma.

the children, whose parents were away, felt lonely
3. barnenP„ uars fór~ldrar var bortresta, k~nde sig ensamma.

the children, whose parents were away, felt lonely

2 Base form Substlattr. Same as
uem' substantive interrogative pronoun

Type of antecedent Gramm. func. of relativized item
allt only SU., DO., obj. of P.

Inflected forms
personal non-personal
vem uad

NB: ' only the non-personal vad ever occurs as relativizer,
with allt as antecedent. Otherwise, vem ~ uad occur only as
prop-antecedents in semi-free relatives, and, of course, as
interrogatives.

Use and peculiarities
1. Although uem I uad may seem to occur as relativizers in true free

relatives, in fact they are always prop-antecedenta of semi free relatives:
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the relativizer som can be added or left out under precisely the same
conditions as in ordinary relatives.

2. uem is possible as prop antecedent in conditional semi free relatives (uem
som áin ... ), and -for some speakers only- in ordinary aemi free relatives as
well (ex. 2).

3. uad occurs as relativizer only if the antecedent is allt (ex. 1).
4. uad may occur as prop antecedent in conditionally marked (uad som ~n ... )

and ordinary semi free relatives (ex. 3,4).

Egamples
1. hbrde du allt vad han sade R?

did you hear all which he said
2. ?vem som R kiipte hans gamla bil var dum!

who that bought his old car was stupid
3. han tankte pá vad han skulle s~ga R i sitt tal.

he thought about what he would say in his apeech
4. vad som mest oroade mig R, var mina fienders tystnad.

what that bothered me most, was my enemies' silence

3

Type of antecedent
no restrictions

Base form
uilken

Substlattr.
both

Same as
interrogative pronoun

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., IO., obj. of P, attr. gen.

Intlected forms
singular plural
common neuter

nomJacc. uilken uilket uilka
gen. uilkens vilkens uilkens

Use and peculiarities
1. uilken and its forms usually belong to buraucratic, formal style, except

when the antecedent is a sentence. Formality decreases if the relative gap
is the object of a preposition (ex. 1,2,4,5).

2. If the antecedent is a sentence, the relativizer is uilket (ex. 2).
3. vilket and its forms may also be used attributively (ex. 3).
4. Pied-piping a preposition whose object is relativized is optionally possible

with uilken and its forms (ex. 4,5).

Ezamples
1. personer uilka ïr bosatta i Stockholms l~n ~r, vid sjukdom uilken kr~ver

sjukhusvárd, hi;nvisade till de olika l~nslasaretten.
persons who are living in the Stockholm region are, when suffering from
an illnes which requires medical care, referred to the different public
hospitals.

2. Tore ktirde Vasaloppet p~ mindre ~n 14 timmar i~r, uilket verkligen
óverraskade oss.
Tore finished the Vasa race in leas than 14 hours this year, which truly
surprised us

3. man diskuterade lange den svára arbetsliishetssituationen i vdstra
Jgmtland, vilket problem man anság att rikspolitikerna hittills fórbisett.
they discussed at length the bad unemployment situation in west
J~mtland, which problem they felt that the national politicians as yet
failed to recognize

4. gatan, pá vilken jag hade st~llt bilen R, ...
the street in which I had parked the car
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5. gatan, uilken jag hade st~llt bilen pá R, ...
the street which I had parked the car in

B. RELATIVE PARTICLES

1

Type of antecedent
entities

Base form
som

Same as
comparative conjunction (z as)

Gramm. func. of relativized item
SU., DO., IO., obj. of P.

Use and peculiarities
1. som is the unmarked relativizer in all circumstances, but cannot by itself

be used with a sentential antecedent.
2. som is obligatorily present if the relative gap is the subject of the relative

clause, and is preferably left out otherwise. This preference is quite strong,
for many speakers in effect an obligation.

3. With sentential antecedents, uilket, or a pronominal relative in nágot (som)
is used (ex.5).

Examples
1. Bebben, som R spelade i IFK, var expert pá hbrner.

B., who played for IFK, was an expert in corner-kicks
2. vi át vad som R bj~ds.

we ate what that was offered
3. jag ság lampan (som) Peter kbpte R i Paris.

I saw the lamp that P. bought in Paris.
4. det ~r mannen (som) jag talade med R.

this is the man that I apoke with
5. Tore k5rde Vasaloppet pá mindre ~n 14 timmar i á r, n~got som R

verkligen overraskade oss.
T finished the Vasa race in less than 14 hours this year, something that
really surprised us.

C. RELATIVE ADVERBS
I. Most common format
1. uar- t preposition is the common form. Formation rule is no longer

productive, i.e. it is not possible to make new combinations. Also, all var-
t preposition combinations are formally marked.

II. Forms English equivalent Peculiarities
d~ir where
dit whereto
dá when, in which case
niir when
uar where
uarefter after which formal
uarest where „
uarfór because of which „
uari in which „
varibland among which „
uarifrán from which „
uarmed withlby which „
uarom about which „
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Use
1. Notice that, for some speakera, next to the above relative adverbs there

seem to be two adverblparticle combinations allowed: dá som (when), and
ddr som (where) (ex.6).

2. Relative adverbs are freely used as relativizers in free relatives (ex. 7).

Egamples
1. jag t~nker resa till ett hotell dit inga turister kommer R.

I think (I71) go to the hotell whereto no tourists come
2. vi best~llde biff, varefter vi vantade tálmodigt i tjugo minuter R.

we ordered steak, after which we waited patiently for 20 minutes
3. dohan lág sjuk i influensa, uar~r han máste tacka nej R.

J. lay sick with influenza, because of which he had to decline
4. jag fick l~sa det brev uari Anders utslungar sina groteska beskyllningar

gentemot hustrun.
I was allowed to read that letter in which A. ventilated his preposterous
accusations against hia wife

5. táget uarmed vi skulle fardas var fdrsenat.
the train with which we would travel was late

6. ?h~r i3r huset ddr som jag bor.
this is the house where I live

7. jag tíinker resa dit inga turister reser R.
I think I71 go whereto no tourists go

2.4 DOMAINS OF RELATIVI7.ATION

2.4.1 DIR,ECTLY RELATIVI7.ABLE POSITIONS

SU, DO, IO, Adverbial.

Remarks
1. Relativized non-prepositional indirect objects occur with verbs with

meanings like giue, promise, recommend, show, guarantee, etc. (ex. 3).

Examples
1. Bebben, som R spelade i IFK, var expert pá hárner.

B., who played for IFK, was an expert in corner-kicks
2. jeg ság lampan som Peter kápte R i Paris.

I saw the lamp that P. bought in Paris.
3. de som vi gav R presenter har inte tackat.

those that we gave presents have not thanked us
4. omráden d~r sjukdom har stor spridning R máste isoleras

areas where the disease is widely spread must be isolated

2.4.2 LONG RELATIVIZATION

A. OBJECT OF PREPOSITION
1. When relativization is done by means of the relative particle som, the only

way to relativize the object of a preposition is to leave the preposition in
place. When relativization of (part of) the object of a preposition is done
using a relative pronoun, pied-piping the preposition becomes a possibility.

Egamples
1. det ár mannen som jag talade [med R].

this is the man that I spoke with
2. gatan, [pá uilken] jag hade stállt bilen R, ...
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the street in which I had parked the car
3. gatan, uilken jag hade stállt bilen [pá R], ...

the street in which I had parked the car
4. den hund [pá uars svans] du trampade R heter Rasmus.

the dog on whose tail you stepped is called R.

B. PART OF A NP.
I. Attributive genitive phrase
1. No attributive genitive NP can be extracted from the NP it is attributive

to'

II. Other complements of NP
1. Relativization of the object of a prepositional complement to a noun is

possible, although not all cases yield equally good results2.

Examples
1. barnen, [uars fári~ldrar] jag talade med R, k~nde sig ensamma.

the child, whose parents I talked to, felt lonely.
2. ~`barnen, vars jag talade med [R fór~ldr~rr], k~nde sig ensamma.
3. en person som jag l~ste [en artikel om R].

a person that I read an article about
4. en linguist som jag l~ste [en artikel av R].

a linguist that I read an article by
5. ?en bok som jag ki~nner [fórfattaren till R].

a book that I know the author of

C. PART OF AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE
I. part of a finite declarative.
1. Possible ( ex. 1,2).

II. part of a finite question.
1. Just barely posaible, but only with som as relativizer and provided that

the dependencies do not cross. That is: the relative gap must not be
between the question word and its basic position (ex. 3,4)3.

III. part of an infinitival clause.
1. Possible (ex. S).

' Relativizing a genitive attributive NP is eminently posaible (i 8s ii), but usually
nevertheless an alternative to it involving straight subject relativization is preferred (i 8s
ii'):

i. kvinnan, vars kappa blev stulen, ...
the woman whose coat was atolen ...

i: kvinnan, som fick sin kappa stulen, ...
the woman who got her coat stolen ...

ii. kvinnan, vars man ~r pà sjukhuset ...
the woman whose husband is in hospital ...

ii. kvinnan, som har sin man pá sjukhuset ...
the woman who has her husband in hospital ...

' The shaky statua of example 3 might perhaps be due to a definiteness effect.
Definite NPs usually do have a higher resistance towards extraction from them than
indefinite ones.

' Notice that questioning out of an embedded question is categorically impossible in
Swedish.
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IV part of a relative clause.
1. Non-subjects can, markedly, be extracted from relative clauses by

relativization and other operations, like topicalization', (ex. 5-7).
2. Subjects cannot be extracted from a relative clause at all.

Egamples
1. flickan som jag sa [R kande dig] har en katt.

the girl that I said that knew you has a cat
2. flickan som jag sa [(att) du kande R] har en katt.

the girl that I said that you knew has a cat
3. qoflickan som jag undrade [vem; som e; kande R] har en katt.

the girl that I wondered who knew (her) has a cat
4. ~`flickan som jag undrade [vem; R k5nde e,] har en katt.

the girl that I wondered whom (she) knew has a cat
5. Oskar; hade vi [en katt som R hette e;] n~r vi bodde pá landet.

O. we had a cat that was called when we lived in the country.
6. det, har jag aldrig sett [n~gon som R har v~gat gbra e,].

that have I never seen anyone that has dared do
7. Stockholm, ddr; jag har [mánga slflktingar som R bor e,], ...

S., where I have many relatives that live ...
8. mannen som jag fdrsákte [ávertala R] bor i Malmb.

the man that I tried to convince lives in M.

D. PIED PIPING
1. Pied-piping occura in the following circumstances:

i. NP whose genitive attributive NP is relativized must be pied-piped
(ex. 1)

ii. A preposition can be pied-piped optionally if its object is relativized by
a relative pronoun (e.g. uilken), or if its object is an NP as in i, above5
(ex. 2-4).

Egamples
1. barnen, [vars fárïldrar] jag talade med R, kfinde sig ensamma.

the child, whoae parents I talked to, felt lonely.
2. gatan, [pá uilken] jag hade st~llt bilen R, ...

the street in which I had parked the car
3. gatan, uilken jag hade st~llt bilen pá R, ...

the street which I had parked the car in
4. den hund [pá uars avans] du trampade R heter Rasmus.

the dog on whose tail you stepped is called R.

3 RELATIVE CLAUSE AND AN'rECEDENT

A. RESTRICTIVFJAPPOSITIVE
1. The definite article of the antecedent of a restrictive RC ia either enclitic

or prenominal (ex. 1,2).
2. The definite article of the antecedent of an appositive RC is always

enclitic (ex. 3,4).
3. Next to NPs, appositive RCs take VPs and clauaes as antecedents.

' It should be noted that some speakers exhibit considerable uncertainty about these
extractions.

' Remember that relativization by pronoun is marked even in the best of cases, and
that (apart from uars) uilken ia the only one that is operational today.
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Examples

1. jag ság lampan som Anders k~pte R i Umed.
I saw the lamp that A. bought in U.

2. jag ság den lampa som Anders ktipte R i Umeá.
I saw the lamp that A. bought in U.

3. jag ság lampan, som Anders fárresten kápte R i Umeá.
I saw the lamp that A., by the way, bought in U.

4. ~`jag ság den lampa, som Anders fárresten k6pte R i Umeá.
I saw the lamp that A., by the way, bought in U.

B. AGREEMENT
1. Agreement on the finite verb is not marked in Swedish. It can only be

noticed on the passive participle, which agrees with the antecedent in
number (ex. 1,2).

Examples
1. mannen som ~r skjuten ...

the man that is shot ...
2. mgnnen som ~r skjutna ...

the men that are shotP, ...

C. RELATIVES WITH ANTECEDENT

III. Dependencies between antecedents and relativizers
1. If the antecedent is a clause or VP, the relativizer can only be vilket or a

relative adverb. The alternative for vilket is a semi-FR with nágot as
prop-antecedent and som as the relativizer (ex. 1-3).

Examples
1. Tore ktirde Vasaloppet pá mindre l;n 14 timmar i~r, vilket R

verkligen Sverraskade oss.
T. ran the Vasarace in less than 14 hours this year, which truly surprised
us.

2. Johan lág sjuk i influensa, uarfdr han máste tacka nej R.
J. lay sick with influenza, because of which he had to decline

3. Tore kórde Vasaloppet pá mindre ~n 14 timmer i ár, n~got som R
verkligen óverraskade oss.
T. ran the Vasarace in less than 14 hours this year, something which
truly surprised us.

D. FREE RELATIVES
I. Relativizers
1. True free relatives in Swedish are limited to locaUtemporal adverbials with

dcir, dit, dá or nlir as relativizer (ex. 1,2).
2. Otherwise there are only semi-free relatives, with prop-antecedents like

den ~ det, vad (for some speakers also uem), nágot, or some temporal od
locative adverb as prop antecedent, and the relative particle som, or, given
the proper conditions are met, S3, as relativizer (ex. 3-9).

3. For some speakers, it seems that in semi-free relatives, som can never be
omitted if the prop-antecedent is det. Not for all, however (ex. 9).

V. Conditionality
1. Conditionality can be expressed by semi-free relativea with vem or uad as

antecedent, and adverb iin added in the relative clause (ex. 4).

Examples
1. Jessica bor diir jag bor R.

J. lives where I live
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2. jag tánker resa dit inga turister reser R.
I think I11 go whereto no tourists go

3. ?vem som R kópte hans gamla bil var dum.
who that bought his old car was stupid

4. vem som ~n R kápte hans gamla bil var dum.
whoever bought his old car was stupid

5. vi át vad Kalle bj~d oss R.
we ate what K offered (to) us

6. vi át vad som R bj5ds.
we ate what that was offered

7. den (som) rád lyder R ~r vis.
the-one that listens to advice is wise

8. vi át det som Kalle bjád oss R.
we ate what K offered (to) us

9. han tar emot det (som) ingen annan vill ha R.
he accepts what (that) nobody else wants

E. STACKED RELATIVES
1. No known particulars.

4 R.ELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENVIRONMENT

A. EXTRAPOSITION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES
1. Extraposition of appositive relative clauses is not possible (ex. 1,2).
2. Extraposition of restrictive relative clauses belonging to an object is always

possible (ex. 3-10).
3. Extraposition of restrictive relative clauses belonging to a subject is

possible only if
i. The antecedent has a demonstrative determiner (ex. 11-16),

or
ii. The antecedent is indefinite and the relative gap is the subject of the

relative clause (ex. 17-20).

Examples
1. ~`[Anders e;] reser med táget, [som R inte har nágon bil];.

A. travels by train, who has no car
2. ~`jag ság [Anders e;] i dag, [som R har en ny bil];.

I saw A. today, who has a new car
3. jag ság [ingen e;] pá táget i gár [som R liknade Robert Redford];.

I saw nobody on the train yesterday that looked like R.R.
4. jag ság [tvá mdn e;] pá táget igár [som R liknade Robert Redford];.

I saw two men on the train yeaterday, that looked like R.R.
5. jag har betalat [r~kningen e,] i dag [som R kom fdrra veckan],.

I have paid the bill today that came last week
6. jag har betalat [den rglcning(en) e;] i dag [som R kom fárra veckan];.

I have paid that bill today that came last week
7. jag har inte hittat [n~gonting e;] i dag [som du máste li~sa R],.

I haven't found anything today that you should read
8. jag har hittat [en artikel e;] i dag [som du máste lása R];.

I have found an article today that you should read
9. jag har hittat [artikeln e;] i dag [som du ville kopiera R];.

I have found the article today that you wanted to xerox
10. jag har hittat [den artikel(n) e;] i dag [som du ville kopiera R];.

I have found that article today that you wanted to xerox
11. [de arbetare e;] reser med táget [som R inte har nágon bil];.

those workers travel by train that do not own a car
12. ~`[arbetarna e;] reser med táget [som ft inte har nágon bil];.
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the workers travel by train that do not own a car
13. [den bil e;] ~r inte upfunnen [som han inte kan laga R];

that car has not been invented that he is unable to repair
14. ~`[bilen e;] ár inte upfunnen [som han inte kan laga R];

that car has not been invented that he ia unable to repair
15. [den dagen e;] ár inte lángt borta [d.á vi máste ta till váld R];

that day is not far away when we must resort to violence
16. ~`[dagen e;] ár inte lángt borta (dá vi máste ta till váld R];

the day is not far away when we must resort to violence
17. [ingen e;] reser med táget [som R har en bil],.

nobody travels by train that has a car
18. ~[ingen e;] bor i Stockholm [som jag kánner R];.

nobody lives in S. that I know
19. [mánga mhnniskor e;] reser med táget [som R inte har nágon bil];.

many people travel by train that do not own a car
20. ~`[mánga mtinniskor e,] bor i Stockholm [som jag kánner R];.

many people live in S. that I know

B. TOPICALIZATION OF THE ANTECEDENT
1. Topicalizing the antecedent is possible if the relative clause has been

extraposed.
2. If the antecedent ia subject of its clause, the presence of topicalization can

only be attested by intonation, since the topic position and the subject
position are not separated by any lexical, visible, material. In contrast
with the corresponding examples in (AJ above, the relevant examples
underneath should be read with the typical 'contrastive' topicalization
intonation.

3. Topicalizing a definite antecedent marked by just the unstressed definite
article does not yield very satisfactory results, probably because
topicalization and the unatressed nature of the element topicalized do not
go together well. The problem disappears if the demonstrative form is
chosen (ex. 6,7,10,11).

Examples
1. [ingen e;] T reser med táget [som R har en bil];.

nóbody travels by train that has a car
2. [mánga m~nniskor e;] T reser med táget [som R inte har nágon bil],.

mány people travel by train that do not own a car
3. [de arbetare e;] T reser med táget [som R inte har nágon bil];.

thóse workers travel by train that do not own a car
4. [ingen e;] ság jag T pá táget i gár [som R liknade Robert Redford];.

nóbody did I see on the train yesterday that looked like R.R.
5. [tvá mgn e;] ság jag T pá táget igár [som R liknade Robert Redford];.

two men did I see on the train yesterday, that looked like R.R.
6. ??[r~kningen e,] har jag betalat T i dag [som R kom fárra veckan];.

the bill did I pay today that came last week
7. (den rgkning(en) e;] har jag betalat T i dag [som R kom fdrra veckan];.

thát bill did I pay today that came last week
8. jag har inte hittat [nflgonting e;] i dag [som du máste l~sa R];.

I haven't found anything today that you should read
9. [en artikel e;] har jag hittat T i dag [som du máste lása R];.

one article have I found today that you should read
10. ??[artikeln e;] har jag hittat T i dag [som du ville kopiera R];.

the article have I found today that you wanted to xerox
11. [den artikel(n) e;] har jag hittat T i dag [som du ville kopiera R];.

thát article have I found today that you wanted to xerox
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C. EXTRACTION OUT OF RELATIVE CLAUSES: SATSFLj1TOR
1. As a marked option, some speakers allow extraction of parts of a relative

clause by other rules like topicalization or question formation. The subject
of the relative clause can never be extracted.

Examples
1. Oskar, hade vi [en katt [som R hette e,]] nfir vi bodde po landet.

O. we had a cat that was called at home when we lived in the country.
2. det, har jag aldrig aett [n~gon (som R har vágat g5ra e;]].

that have I never seen anyone that has dared do
3. Stockholm, dcir; jag har [mánga sll;ktingar [som R bor e,]], ...

S., where I have many relatives that live ...

D. CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
I. General form

a. det ~ir FOCUS [relativizer ... R...]
b. FOCUS tir det [relativizer ... R...]

Remarks
1. Both ordere occur in main clause clefts and embedded clefts alike (ex. 1-4).

II. Agreement of the copula
1. Verbal agreement is not visible in Swedish.

III. Focus part
a. Case

1. The focus part gets the case belonging to the relative gap (thia can only be
seen when the focus is a pronoun) (ex. 5,6,10,11).

b. Possible categories
1. Focus can be any phrasal category, including VP (ex. 1,17-20,32,33).

N Relative part
a. Relativizers

1. Relatiue pronoun cannot be used at all.
2. Relatiue particle (som) is used:

i. Obligatorily if the relative gap is the subject (ex. 5,12),
ii. Optionally if the relative gap is a predicate nominal or object. som is

alao poasible, but not favoured, when the relative gap ia an adjunct.
(ex. 6-9,13-16,30).

3. Nothing (i.e. som is suppresaed) is used optionally if the relative gap is a
predicate nominal or an object, and ia preferred, but not obligatory, if the
relative gap is an adjunct (13-24,30).

4. Relatiue aduerb (dóir, dá, etc.) cannot be used at all.
5. Pied-piped PP, with a relative pronoun uilken can only be used in quite

overformal language, involving prepoaitional indirect objects or
prepositional adjuncts (ex. 25,26).

6. Pied-piped possessiue NP is used when the possesaor NP is focussed.
Pronoun uars is preferred over uilkens (ex. 27).

b. Agreement
1. Verbal agreement is not visible in Swedish.

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Any subject or object can be made FOCUS of a cleft construction (ex.

1,5,7-9,33).
2. Object PPs as well as adjunct PPs can be made FOCUS (ex. 17,28).
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3. Resultative AP adjuncta and other non-prepositional adverbial adjuncts can
be focussed (ex. 18-20,22-24).

4. The predicate nominal can be focussed (ex. 30).
5. A predicative adjective can marginally be focussed (ex. 31).
6. VP can be focussed. In this case the gap is 'covered' by the prop-verb g~ra

(do) (ex. 32).
Ezamples

1. det var denna rock [som han k5pte R].
it was this coat that he bought

2. denna ro~ck var det [som han kápte R].
this coat was it that he bought

3. Ingrid sade att det var denna rock [som han kápte ft].
I. said that it was this coat that he bought

4. Ingrid sade att denna ro~ck var det [som han kápte Rl.
I. said that this coat was it that he bought

5. det var jag [som R k5pte derina rock].
it was I that bought this coat

6. det var mig [som han fdrd~mde R].
it was me that he condemned

7. det ~r de duktigaste barnen [som jultomten ger presenter R].
it is the aweetest children that Father Christmas gives presents

8. det 5r de duktigaste barnen [som jultomten ger julklappar [till R]].
it is the sweetest children that Father Christmas gives christmas presents
to

9. det ~r viktiga saker [som Bjtirn akriver [om R]].
it is important matters that B. writes about

10. ~`det var mig [som R ktipte denna rock].
it was me that bought this coat

11. ~`det var jag [som han fdrd5mde R].
it was I that he condemned

12. ~det var jag [íd R kápte denna rock].
it was I bought this coat

13. det var mig [~3 han fdrdbmde R].
it was me he condemned

14. det ~r de duktigaste barnen [QJ jultomten ger presenter R].
it is the sweetest children that Father Christmas givea presents

15. det ~r de duktigaste barnen [~ jultomten ger julklappar [till R]].
it is the aweetest children that Father Christmas givea christmas presents
to

16. det 5r viktiga eaker [p Bjórn skriver [om R]].
it is important matters B. writes about

17. det var i ktSket [~Ó Anders byggde en bát ft].
it was in the kitchen [that] A. built a boat

18. det var grt5n [~3 Anders málade grinden ft].
it was green [that] A. painted the gate

19. det var lángsamt [~3 Anders málade grinden R].
it was slowly [that] A. painted the gate

20. det ár sluddrigt [Q1 han brukar prata R].
it is indistinctly [that] he usually speaks

21. ~odet var i ktSket [som Anders byggde en bát R].
it was in the kitchen that A. built a boat

22. ?det var gri5n [som Anders málade grinden R].
it was green that A. painted the gate

23. ?det var lángsamt [som Anders mdlade grinden ft].
it was slowly that A. painted the gate

24. ?det ár sluddrigt [som han brukar prata R].
it is indistinctly that he usually apeaka
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25. 9bdet ár de duktigaste barnen [[till uilka] jultomten ger presenter R].
it is the sweetest children to whom Father Christmas gives presents

26. ?det var den blá ealen ([i uilken] Svenson talade till partiet R].
it was the blue room in which S. adressed the party

27. det var kapten Nyqvist [[uars matroser] R sjóng fár drottningen].
it was captain N. whose sailors sang for the queen

28. det var om Etiopien [som Pelle skrev en bok R].
it was about E. that P. wrote a book

29. ?det var om Etiopien [som Pelle skrev en bok [om R]].
it was about E. that P. wrote a book

30. det var tandl~kare [(som) Sven blev R].
it was [a] dentist that S. became

31. qodet var blek [p Kirsten blev ft].
it was pale K. was

32. det var m~la grinden [~ Knud gjordes ].
it was paint the gate K. did

33. det var det att han ság s~ dyster ut [som R gjorde oss sorgsna].
it was it-that he looked so grim that made us worry

E. PSEUDO-CLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS
L General form

a. Semi-Free Relative - ~r - FOCUS
b. FOCUS - ~r - Semi-Free Relative

ftemarks
1. Both orders occur in main clause pseudo-clefts as well as embedded

pseudo-clefts (ex. 1-4).
2. 1~ue free relatives occur only with some relative adverbs. pseudo-cleft

constructions involving these relativizers do not seem to be acceptable (ex.
11).
Mark that in semi-free relatives the relativizer som can be left out under
the usual conditions, making the prop-antecedent look as if it were the
relativizer. However, in those cases, som can always be added again.

IL Focus Part
a. Case

1. Focus is always nominative (ex. 5,6).

b. Possible categories
1. Focus can be a NP or a clause. Other categories are incompatible with the

allowed prop-antecedents of the semi-free relative (ex. 1,9,10).

III. Relative Part
a. Relativizers

1. The relativizer, as usual in semi free relatives, is the relative particle som,
or nothing at all. The latter is possible, as usual, if the relative gap is not
the subject of the relative clause. Prop-antecedents are the pronouns
dercldet, or uad. Locative and temporal prop antecedents do not seem to be
acceptable in pseudo-clefts.

b. Agreement
1. Verbal agreement is not visible in Swedish.

c. Positions that can be focussed
1. Due to the restrictions on the form of the semi-FR in the pseudo-cleft

construction, only argument positions (subject, objects of verbs and
prepositions) seem to be capable of being focussed.
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Egamples
1. [det p jag har kápt R] 5r blomkál.

that [which] I've bought is cauliflower
2. blomkál ~r [vad 0 jag har kópt R].

cauliflower is that [which] Pve bought
3. Sven s~ger att [vad 0 jag har k5pt R] ~r blomkál.

S. says that that [which] I've bought is cauliflower
4. Sven s~ger att blomk~l ~r [det 0 jag har kápt R].

S. says that cauliflower is that [which] I've bought
5. [den som R vet mest om det] 5r han.

the-one that knows most about this is he
6. [den ~3 jag ság R d~r i gár] var han.

the-one [that] I saw there yesterday was he
7. [vad 0 vi bekymrar oss [om R]] 5r ventilerna.

that [which] we worry about are the valves
8. [det ~ jag sitter och t~nker [pá R]] ~r en ny bil.

that [which] I am thinking about is a new car
9. [vad som R ~r konatigt] ~r att Ole m~ste tacka nej.

that which is strange is that 0. had to decline
10. [det 0 du gl'dmmer bort R] flr att nágot s~dant kostar mycket pengar.

that [which] you forget is that such things cost a lot of money
11. ??[ddr han k5nner sig lyckligast R] ~r i kt3ket.

where he feels moat happy is in the kitchen

5 INTERPUNCTION

1. Appositive relative clauses are enclosed in commas. Restrictives are
neither preceded nor followed by one.
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A. Glossary

Note: entries are followed by the number of the section in part I or II
where they are discussed in detail.

Actual word orders clauses may have actual word orders different from the
basic word order of the language in question, due to syntactic movement
or ordering rules (I.2).

Adjunct satellite that does not figure in the subcategorization frame of the
head of the phrase of which it is a member, and is not one of the minor
categories. Usually, adjuncts can be struck from the phrase without
damage to grammaticality (I.1.2.3.2.1).

Antecedent part of a relative construction that the gap in a related relative
clause borrows its reference from (II.1.1). More generally: a phrase or
other entity that some linguistic element (pronoun, gap, etc.) is
referentially linked to.

Appositive relative relative clause that adds extra information about the
referent(s) of the antecedent, but does not alter the configuration of the
set of possible referents of the antecedent. Appositive relative clauses are
separated from their antecedent (II.1.1.2).
- type A appositive relative clause that is adjoined to its antecedent
phrase, and thereby technicaliy part of that antecedent phrase:

[xp [xP ANT ] [ec [co~ relativizer] [g ... R ... 77l

(II.3.1.1.2);
- type B appositive relative clause that is structurally separate from its
antecedent phrase:

... [~ ANT ] ... [RC [~„~ relativizer] [s ... R ... l]

These include appositives with split antecedents, pseudo-relatives, relative
parts of cleft constructions, etc. (II.3.1.1.2).

Argument element of the subcategorization frame of a verb or preposition.
Subjects and objects are arguments. Semantically, their presence is always
presupposed, even if they are not actually expressed in some concrete
instance. Intransitive verbs have one argument (which showa up as their
subject), transitive two (a subject and a direct object), and di-transitives
three (subject, direct object, and indirect object). Prepositions also have one
argument, their object, and none in the case of intransitive prepositions.
The other categories do not seem to have arguments at all (I.1.2.3.2.1).
- clause subclause that functions as subject or object of a larger clause.
They are introduced by the normal complementizers for subclauses, or,
when relevant, by a question pronoun. They are not free relatives (IL1.2).

Asymmetrical and mutual c-command if a c-commands (i and (3
c-commands a then c-command is mutual between a and (3. If a
c-commands Q but p does not c-command a, then a asymmetrically
c-commands Q (I.1.4.2).

Attributive being a complement to a nominal (II.2.4.2.2).
- genitive attributively used possessive pronoun (my father), or NP
(John's father) (II.2.4.2.2).
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Basic schema of clausal structure ultimately, all clauses conform to the
following basic structural schema:

[s [coa~ ... ] [a ... INFL ... ]]

(I.1.3.3).
Basic word order the unmarked relative order for a language of object(s),

verb, and subject in a clause. Of the Germanic and ftomance languages,
Dutch and German are of the SOV type, all the othera are of the SVO
type (I.2)

Binder a node that is coindexed with another node which it c-commands
(L3.2.1).

Boundary NP, S or S' node, labelling a domain: if you leave a domain, you
cross a boundary node. No link in a chain must stretch across more than
one boundary Languages differ as to whether they consider S or S' nodes
to be a boundaries. See also domain (L3.2.2).

Bound node node that is coindexed with another node that c-commands it
(I.3.2.1).

C the modern variant of COMP plus the traditional S projection, replacing
both. C is a major category in the sense of the X-bar principle: it has
projections (up to ultimately CP, which replaces the traditional S') and
satellites. Ita sister (or complement) ia lP, the sister of its projection C'
(or: the specifier of C) is the position in which wh-moved elements
(question worda, relative pronouns, etc.) end up. Instantiations of C are
the complementizers.

Case notion closely linked to, but not identical with, grammatical function.
Every NP must be associated with a specific case, determined by its
grammatical functionlposition. Case is assigned to NPs by case-assigners.
In essence, a case assigner is an element that makes it possible for a NP
to appear in its immediate vicinity. Thus, verbs and prepositions may
allow an object of the form NP by assigning it a case, tensed clausal
inflection allows a NP in subject position, and so on. Languages may
overtly reflect case differencea, usually by means of enclitic morphemes:
the case-endings. The extent to which this is done differs widely across
languages, as do case systems themselves.

Categories types of linguistic elements, a.o. words. The following categories
must be discerned:

a. Major Categories
These are categories that project according to the X'-principle, and may
take satellites. They include the four lexical categories (and, in modern
versions of the theory, the categories I and C, see there).
The lexical categories are:

name subclasses ezamples from English
N noun pronouns I, our, those

proper names Margaret, Mitterand
common nouns cat, salt, peace

V verb auxiliaries haue, be, do
notional verbs eat, hit, sleep, exist

A adjectiveladverb fat, quick, quickly
P preposition on, in, before, like

b. Minor Categories
i. Determiners (Det): these express definiteness, number, and other such

features of nouns. Examples are: the, a, some.

ii. Complementizers: traditionally known as (subordinating) conjunctions.
Elements that introduce subclauses. Examples are: that, if, whether.
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c. Special Categories
i. Inflection (INFL): this category is a collection of all the tense and

mood features in a clause, and the features that play a role in person,
number, andlor gender agreement between subject, verb andlor participles
and predicative adjectives. Also, modal auxiliaries of the type found in
English reside here, and probably clausal negation.

ii. S(S): the abbreviation, of course, derives from the word sentence.
This category stands for the collection of subject, VP, and INFL. It
contains the whole basic sentence.

iii. COMP (COMP): is a special position at the very beginning of a clause,
and outside the clause proper, where we find complementizers andlor
material that has been fronted from elsewhere in the aentence. See also C.

iv. S-bar (S'): the collection of COMP and S. S' the abbreviation for a
fully complete clause.
(L1.1).

C-command a node a c-commands a node (i if all maximal projections that
dominate a also dominate (i, and a does not dominate (3 or conversely
(I.1.4.2).

Centerembedding including a(complex) constituent a
in a bigger constituent R in such a way that material that belongs to (3
only both precedes and follows a. If both a and a are reasonably complex,
such as clauses, the burden on processing capacity becomes quickly
enormous, since the structure of R cannot be determined at all before
completely dealing with a, but the part of a preceding a muat be
remembered all that time. A famous example of twofold centerembedding,
showing how limited our capacity is in this respect: ~"this ia the cheese3
[that the mouse2 [that the cat' [that the dog chased R'] caught RZ] ate R3].
If embedding is done at the periphery of p instead, there is hardly a
problem: this is the dog, [that R, chased the cat2 [that R2 caught the
mouse, [that R3 ate the cheese]]] (II.2.4.2).

Chain series of interlocking links, usually connecting a moved element to its
basic position. 1~vo successive links interlock if the binder of the
structurally lower link is the bound node of the atructurally higher link
(I.3.2.3).

Clause essentially the same thing as a sentence. The term clause is the more
usual one if we refer to a clause as a part of a larger sentence ( I.1.3.3).

CLD see: ZeFt dislocation.
Cleft construction foregrounding construction consisting of a copula

construction with an expletive or empty (in PRO-drop languages) subject,
and a predicative phrase which is focussed, with an appositive relative
accompanying it (II.1.4.2).
- structural schema of

The cleft construction

[~. expletive copula FOCUS [relative clause]],

where, in some languages, the expletive ia f~.

(II.1.4.2).
Clitic weak form of pronoun, especially frequent in the Romance languages,

that necessarily drifts from its basic structural position to a position close
to the tensed verb, as if prefixed to it. For instance, next to Italian ho
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uisto Piera I ho uisto lei, there exista l;ho vista e;. A clitic is ( except in
clitic doubling, see there) therefore always linked to a gap (II.2.2).
- doubling the phenomenon that a clitic occura together with ihe full or
strong pronominal form of the constituent that the clitic is supposed to
represent. For instance: in Spanish Miguel le regaló un ramillete a
Mercedes, there is both an indirect object clitic (le) and a full indirect
object (a Mercedes) ( II.2.2.4).
- left dislocation ( CLD) see lefi dislocation.

COMP see under Categories: c, iii.
Complement satellite that is mentioned in the subcategorization frame of the

head to which it belongs ( I.1.2.2.1).
Compleg Verb verb consisting of more than one word, e.g. a verb t

preposition, but which is no longer experienced as consisting of different
parts ( II.2.4.2.1).

Conditional free relative refers to anything that complies with the
conditions set in the relative clause. Conditional interpretation is
sometimes overtly indicated by special forms of the relativizers (e.g.
pronoun t - euer in English), or otherwise ( II.1.2.1).

Constituent a coherent collection of worda or, in the case of INFL, features.
In other words, any projection of a head with all that the projection
contains. Ultimately, any clause is a constituent, either independently, in
which case it is a full sentence in its own right, or as part of a larger
sentence, in which case it is a subclause ( I.1.2.).

Content clause complement clause to a noun like fact, idea, plan. These
clauses do not contain a gap and are referentially identical with their
antecedent. They are, therefore, not relative clauses. Example: the fact that
Joe has lefl: fact - Joe has left (IL1.1).

Crossing dependencies situation where two different parts of a sentence
have been moved away from their original place, in such a way that, if we
were to connect each of these to their base position by a line, these lines
would cross.

Da-conversion German movement rule closely alQn to Dutch R-movement,
but applying only to objects of prepositions which are not questioned or
relativized (I.2.2.5).

Deletion refraining on purpose from expressing information that is in
principle preaent, always on the condition that the information deleted
must be completely recoverable. If not, it is as if the information has
never been there at all.
For example, in a pair of coordinated clauses, the parts that are strictly
(i.e. both formally and functionally) identical in both need often be
expressed only once. Also, sometimes elements can be deleted whose
presence and identity can be completely predicted from the rest of the
structure in combination the grammar, such as some complementizers
(L3.1.1).

Deverbal noun noun derived from a verb, e.g. a walk (II.2.4.2.2.1).
Direct relativization relativization of a constituent which is not a subpart of

any clause, NP, or PP that is part of the relative clause (II.2.4.1).
Domain any category that acts with respect to the atructure in which it is

embedded as a more or less closed unit. Any NP or clause is a syntactic
domain. Sometimes PPs are too. Relations between elements inside such
domains and elements outside them, e.g. by movement, are mostly
constrained. Thus, for NPs and clauses holda that no chain link must
involve more than two adjacent domains. With respect to clauses,
languages diffèr as to whether S or S' constitutes a domain. See also
boundary ( I.3.2.2).

Dominance a node a dominates a node (i in a tree structure if a is on the
path from (3 to S', or ia S' itself. In other words: a node a dominates a
node (i if a contains (3 (I.1.4.1).
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Doubled clitic see: clitic doubling.
e(abbr) symbol indicating the position of a gap or trace. The linldng to the

rest of the chain that it is part of is indicated by identical subscripted
letters (II.1.1).

Embedded clause see subordinate clause.
Eatraposition movement rule that moves certain phrases towards the right

end of their clause. Conditions on which phrases are affected and when
differ from language to language. See also: stylistic inversion (I.2.2.3).

Eapletive elementlpronoun semantically empty pronoun or adverb that
occurs, as it seems, only to satisfy grammatical demands. Sometimes
expletives are homophonous with some other pronoun. Examples are: there,
it (ENG), er, het (NED), es (DEU), il (FRA) (L2.2.4).

Focus a part of a clause that is especially foregrounded (II.1.4).
FR (abbr.) free relative (II.1.2).
Free relative relative clause that seems to occur without an antecedent. In

fact, they are relative NPs whose head is phonetically empty. Since the
antecedent, i.e. the head of the relative NP, ia empty, and therefore
completely undetermined, free relatives are necessarily restrictive (II.1.2).

Gap empty position at the lower end of a chain. A gap always reflects a basic
position. Most often a gap arises by movement (I.2.2.1; I.3.2.3.2).

Grammatical function subject, directlindirect object, object of preposition,
adjunct, etc.

Hanging topic left dislocation (HTLD) see left dislocation.
Head the major category element that is at the core of a phrase, and from

which a phrase derives its category label (I.1.2.2.1).
I the modern variant of INFL. 1 is a m~jor category in the sense of the

X-bar principle: it has projections (up to ultimately IP) and satellites. Its
sister (or complement) is VP, the sister of its projection I' (or: the specifier
of n ia the subject position. See also INFL under categories.

Immediate dominance a node Y immediately dominates a node Z if it
dominates Y and no nodes occur between Y and Z(I.1.4.1).

Indefinite subject postposing movement rule moving indefinite subjects to
the right of the tensed verb in VO languages, and to the left edge of VP
in OV languages. The original subject position usually must be propped up
either by an expletive pronoun (there, er, es, etc.) or some other
constituent fronted from elsewhere in the clause (I.2.2.4).

INFL see categories.
Inversion movement rule that moves some constituent into the position

vacated by a postpoaed indefinite subject (I.2.2.4).
Island phrase or clause that is to some extent isolated from the rest of the

sentence of which it is a part. Notably, no part of an island can be moved
out of an island under normal conditions. Well known examples of Islands
are NPs and wh-clauses (II.3.2.3).

LD see: left dislocation.
Left dislocation construction where we find a phrase with extra saliency to

the left of the main clause. Inside the clause there is a pronoun,
somewhere, that corefers with that isolated phrase. There are two types of
LD: 1) Hanging topic left dislocation (HTLD): the coreferring pronoun is
an ordinary full personal pronoun, in its ordinary poaition. 2) Contrastive
lefl dislocation (CLD): the coreferring pronoun is a special (e.g. deictic) or
clitic pronoun, andlor has been moved (II.3.3.6).

Link part of a chain consisting of a pair of binder and bound node (I.3.2.1).
Long movement movement for which a chain of more than one link is

necessary: movement across more than one boundary (I.3.2.3.2).
Long relativization situation where the constituent that ia relativized is part

of a NP, clause or PP that itself is a proper part of the relative clause.
See also: Direct relativization (II.2.4.2).
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Loss of syntactic information occurs due to external noise or bad
circumstances. Language ia quite resistant to accidental losa by
redundancy, both within and between difierent part of it: much
information can be coded more than once (I.3.1.1).

Main clause sentence that is itself not a constituent of a bigger sentence.
Markedness the property of being in any way unusual. A marked

construction ia a construction that is, for whatever reason, different from
the one that one would commonly expect. Thus, atructures can be marked
by being formal, old fashioned, atrictly colloquial, trendy, overly complex,
simply little used, and what not. Thus, markedness has to do with our
valuating grammatical possibilities rather than with the grammaticality.

Matching effect phenomenon pertaining to free relatives. There are two
subtypes. 1) Case matching: the case marked on the relativizer of a free
relative must be non-distinct from the case that an ordinary NP in the
position of that free relative would have. 2) Categorial matching: if the
free relative is in a position where NPs may occur, but not PPs, there
cannot be a pied piped PP in COMP of the free relativizer, but only a
relative pronoun (II.3.3.5, II.3.3.6).

Maffimal projection projection that containa all the material that belongs to
some element of a major category, and is grammatical in that everything
that must be there is present (e.g. if the major category is a common noun
there must be some determiner), is called a phrase, or maximal projection.
Phrases behave as unita with respect to the larger structure in which they
occur.
The category of a phrase is that of the major category element at its core
(I.1.2.3.2.2).

Movement
- rule rule that expresses the relation between parts of aentences that are
in an 'abnormal' poaition, and their 'normal' position, so that these parts
can still be correctly interpreted. For example: in 'who did you see?' who is
the object of see, but is not in object position (i.e. following see). The
wh-movement rule relates who to the 'object position'.
Mouement is the metaphor used in these rules: the salient part has been
moved away from ita original position, leaving a gap there, into the
poaition we eventually find it in.
There are four important movement rules: mouement to subject position,
mouement to COMP, which falls apart into wh-mouement and V2,
extrnposition~stylistic inuersion, and R-mouement (I.2.2).
- to COMP see wh-mouement and V2.
- to subject position operates, a.o. in passives, where the semantical
subject is missing. An object ia then moved into the aubject position, and
consequently assigned the nominative case that is uaually assigned to
subjects. The result is a nominative aubject in subject position with object
function, and a gap, i.e. nothing, in the corresponding object position
(I.2.2.1).

Mutual c-command aee asymmetrical or mutual c-command.
Non-conditional free relative refers to a specific, known, entity, described

by the RC in the free relative (II.1.2.1).
Parameter undetermined choice in universal grammar, the system we are

endowed with by birth. Parameters are a limited set of very basic choices
that must be filled in by the learning child in order to arrive at the
correct grammar of his or her particular native language. Choicea like: is
basic word order in thia language VO or OV, is the clausal domain defined
as S or S', etc. (I.3.2.4)

Parser a process that decodes atringa of characters, sounds or other elements
into grammatical atructures that can be interpreted, or conversely. In the
latter case, parsers are also termed generators.
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Path any trajectory along branches and nodes in a tree -diagram from one
node to another.

Pied-piping the phenomenon, occurring only with wh-movement, where not
only the constituent that we want to move itself is moved, but also
constituents containing that constituent. For instance, a question based on
a base structure like he knows [whose mother] entails moving not only
whose to COMP, but the whole NP whose mother: [whose motherJ; does he
know e;?. Likewise, a PP can be pied-piped if its object is to be wh-moved:
[with whomJ; did you speak e;?. The extent to which pied-piping occurs,
and for which containing categoriea, differs from language to language
(I.3.4).

Phrase see maximal projection.
Preposition-stranding when there ia a gap in the position of object of a

preposition, we say that that preposition has been atranded: its object
seems to have moved away without taking its preposition with it. See also
pied-piping (I.3.4).

PRO symbol for a pronominal form without phonetic content, that occurs as
subject of embedded infinitival clauses. It ia the 'understood subject' or
'implicit subject' of traditional grammar. PRO gets its interpretation from
a controller, a NP that c-commands it. The precise identity of the
controller is largely determined by the verb of which the clause that
contains PRO is a complement of. If the clause is not a complement to a
verb, or otherwise if there is no controller, PRO has arbitrary
interpretation: any referent that fits the bill, but nothing in particular
(I.3.1.2.1).

PRO-drop the phenomenon whereby subjects in the Romance languages
except French can remain unea~presaed, providing there is enough
morphological marking on the verb to determine ita peraon and number
(I.3.1.2.2).

Processing problems limitationa we experience in decoding linguistic
structures that do not derive from the grammar, i.e. from the rules that
specify what structures are well-formed, but from the structure in question
putting to great a burden on available memory and processing capacity.

Projection elements of major categories combine with material belonging to
them into bigger constituenta. These bigger constituents are called
projections of the major category.

The category of a projection is that of the major category element at
its core.

Successive projections are numbered in óars, usually graphically
represented as primes, or a number, occasionally as real bars over the
category label (L1.2.3).

Pronominal relative appositive relative construction whose antecedent is a
(usually lst or 2nd person) pronoun. Always rather formal. Their
restrictive counterpart is the semi-free-relative (II.3.2.2).

Prop antecedent antecedent in a semi free relative construction (II.1.3).
Proper namelnoun names of apecific people, places, and other things

(Amanda, Australia, Tuesday, ITBaT, ...). They have unique reference, and
limited poasibilitiea for modification (II.3.2.1).

Pseudo-cleft construction foregrounding construction consisting of a copula
construction, one of whose members is a free relative, and the other the
Focus. In languages that have few or no free relatives, a semi-free relative
is used (II.1.4.1).
- structural schema of:
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The pseudo-clej3 construction

[g. X copula Y l,

where either X or Y is a FR, and the other is the focus.

(II.1.4.1).
P-stranding see: preposition stranding.
R(abbr.) indicates the position of the relative gap (II.1.1).
RC (abbr.) relative clause (II.1.1).
Redundancy occurs where the same information ia coded more than once,

either in the same or in different ways. Redundancy is a very effective
weapon against accidental loss of information due to a bad communication
channel (I.3.1.1).

Relative
- adverb pronominalized adjunct, mostly a prepositional adjunct, such as
when, where, in English, dont in French, nár in Swedish. Usually also
used as interrogative adverbs (II.1.1).
- clause (RC) clause inside a relative construction, containing a gap
which corefers with the antecedent of that relative construction (II.1.1).
- clause, structural schema of:
(~. [~,,~ (relativizer)] [s ... R ... ]] (II.1.1).
- construction the combination of an antecedent and the relative clauses
belonging to it. A relative construction may be one phrase or consist of
two otherwise independent phrases (appositives only) (II.1).
- conatruction, global de5nition A relative construction is any
conatruction that contains a subclause that internally modifies an
expression external to that subclause, or that consista of a subclause
functioning as a nominal expression, the referent of which is modified in
that subclause itself (II.1).
- gap (R) that gap in a relative construction that ultimately ia connected
with the antecedent (II.1.1).
- particle complementizer used to introduce relative clauses, instead of a
pronoun or adverb. Like other complementizers, relative particlea are
usually not inflected at all. Examples are Engliah that, Italian che, French,
spanish and Portuguese que, and continental Scandinavian som (II.1.1).
- pronoun pronoun used in COMP of a relative clause, linked to the
relative gap, and to the antecedent, if present. They have the usual
pronominal characteristica of gender, person, number, and case. Relative
pronouns are usually identical to either interrogative or demonatrative
pronouns (II.1.1).

Relativizer relative pronoun, adverb or particle (II.1.1).
R.estrictive relative relative clauae that narrows down the aet of possible

referents of the antecedent (II.1.1.2).
Resumptive clitic clitic pronoun that is linked to a relative gap (II.2.2.3).
Resumptive pronoun pronoun that occurs in the position where normally

there would be a relative gap (II.2.2.2).
R-movement see R-pronominalization.
R-pronominalization movement rule that obligatorily moves nonhuman

pronominal objects of prepositions in Dutch to the left side of the
preposition and converta them into a form incorporating the phoneme r.
Next to productive forms formed by this rule there are fossilized forms
with special meanings (I.2.2.5).

Root clause see main clause.
Satellite category or phrasal node that belongs to' a head, but is not one of

its projections. Thus, in [PP in [NP the street]], the NP the street is a
satellite of the preposition, which is the head of the PP. Similarly, in [NP
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[~, the ] cars [PP in [Np the street], both the determiner the and the PP in
the street are satellites of the head-noun cars.

Satsflfitor construction in the continental Scandinavian languages in which
there is a clause that contains two wh-gaps, e.g by both relativizing some
part of it and questioning another, as in the following Swedish example:

[vad]; ser jag en hund [som R gnager [pá e, ]]?
what do I see a dog that is gnawing on

The term satsflátor derives from Swedish (II.4.2.3).
Semi-free relative restrictive relative construction with a pronominal and

semantically very weak antecedent. The antecedent pronoun is always 3rd
person. Primarily used in languages andlor grammatical circumstances
where a true free relative is impossible. Semantically, a semi-free relative
is equivalent to a free relative. Sometimes, semi-free relatives have a
pronoun specific to them, e.g. derjenige in German (II.1.3).

Sentence essentially the same thing as a clause. Sentence is the more usual
term when speaking of an independent sentence, that is not part of a yet
bigger one (I.1.3.3).

Set of possible referents (of an antecedent) all the entities in the real world
that satisfy all the features implied in the antecedent; e.g. girl refers to
any young or youngish female human being. Restrictive relativization may
cut off part of the set of possible referents, by adding extra conditions, e.g.
girl who wears a black dress cuts off all referents in other types of attire
(II.1.1.2).

Specifier the satellite that is the daughter of the highest projection of a
category. For instance, a determiner is the specifier of N, the subject is the
specifier of INFL (or I).

Split antecedent antecedent that consists of more than one (partial) phrase.
Usually consisting of two coordinate phrases, (e.g. the man and the woman
who loved each other) (II.3.2.1).

Stylistic inversion movement rule which is a special case of extraposition,
that moves the subject of Romance languages towards the right end of its
clause, providing certain conditions are fulfilled (I.2.2.3).

Subcategorization frame list, associated with every member of a major
category in the mental lexicon. It specifies the form and semantic role of
some of the satellites that occur with that item. These are called its
Arguments (I.1.2.3.2.1).

Subject Semantically: that part of a sentence of which the rest is predicated.
Syntactically: best defined as the phrase in the most prominent position of
a clause that is suitable for a nominal. By extension: subject of NP: the
most prominent (promominal inaide a NP (II.2.4.2.2).

Subclause see: subordinate clause.
Subordinate clause sentence that is itself a constituent of a bigger sentence.
Syncretism situation where two or more different instances of a grammatical

property such as case, person, number, and gender, are expressed by the
same morphological form. Example: the German pronominal form was can
be either nominative or accusative. The English verb form go can be either
first or second person singular, or any person plural.

Syntactic and prescriptive rules some rules affecting word order are
inherent to language. These are Syntactic rulea. Others are 'man made',
prescriptive (L2).

Topicalization instantiation of wh-movement where some constituent is
fronted, usually for reasons of foregrounding, without getting a special
form other than, often, stronger than normal stress.

Trace empty position left by a constituent that has been moved away: moved
items leave a'footprint', an empty space coindexed with them, that
enables us to reconstruct their original function. This is what movement
rules do. Traces are always part of a chain ending in the moved element
(I.3.2.3.2).
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~ee diagram the usual means for representing the híerarchical organization
of the constituents of a clause. Technically, a tree is a kind of graph
(I.1.2.1).

V2 say: verb-second. Movement rule that moves the tensed verb of Germanic
main clauses (except English) from its basic position into the COMP of its
clause, following a phrase that might posaibly be in there. fience its name:
the verb then ends up in second position.
In the Scandinavian languagea, there are cases of V2 operating in
subclauses as well.
Different from the other movement rules V2 moves a lexical category, a
verb, and not a full phrase (I.2.2.2).

Wh-movement rule that moves at most one phrase into the COMP of a
clause. The moved phrase can be or contain a question phrase, a relative
phrase, or can be fronted for purpoaes of topicalization, or yet others
(I.2.2.2).

Wo-conversion German movement rule closely alfln to Dutch R-movement,
but hardly productive anymore in present day German. It appliea only to
objects of prepositions that are questioned or relativized, converting such
objects into wo, attached to the left of their preposition (I.2.2.5).

X-bar principle basic rule by which all constituenta are built:

The X-bar principle

X` ~ Y X'-',

where X is a major category, Y may be empty,
and maximal ? i 2 1.

So: every major category in a clause heads, ultimately, a maximal
projection. Complements (the Y above), are subject to it as well, and
therefore Y can only be either a maximal projection itaelf, or a member of
a minor or special category. There is no fixed maximum to the number of
projections, and Y may be on either side of X' (I.1.2.3.2.2).

g-bar aystem see X-bar principle.
Zero-projection the major category element at the core of a projection itself

(I.1.2.3).
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C. Index

This index covers parts I and II only. Part III is best accessible via the
Legend on pages 241 and 243.

-quier 151
-quiera 151
A qual 152
A que 152
A-position 73
Acceptability 83, 100
Accusative 165, 213, 214, 221
Accusative cum infinitive 76
Adjacency 114, 168
Adjective 6
Adjunct 12, 13, 40, 67, 77, 163, 164, 168,

216
abatract 85
directional 68
local 68
locative 163, 200
PP 68
temporal 68, 85, 163

Ac~junction 114
to VP 191, 193

Adposition 6
Adverb 6, 68

interrogative 68
locative 67

Adverbial 40, 67, 114, 163, 164, 168, 186,
192
semantic types 78
sentence 186

Affix 15
Afterthought 197
AGR 15
Agreement 14, 15, 62, 116, 118, 119, 122,

128, 129, 212, 215, 221
of case 220

All 153
Als 70
Ambiguity 127

semantic 217
~ln 151
Anaphor 72, 94, 192
Anaphoric relation 121
Antecedent 39, 43, 62, 73, 106-108, 110,

111, 129, 143, 172, 186, 189,
195, 205
categorial status of 137
category of 147
empty 143
interrogative 148
nominal 131
of free relative 141
pronominal 44, 134
referential 143
repeated 64, 65
sentential 61, 69, 142, 153
topicalized 177

Antecedent governor 81

Antecedenthood 208
definition of 209

AP 8
Appositivity 136
Arbitrary reference 30
Argument 6, 11, 13, 165, 216

clause 43, 44
Article 7, 61, 65, 107, 152, 153
As 69, 70
As quais 152
As que 152
As-relativea 69
Aapect 202

durative 203
perfective 181

Attributive genitive 36
Auch (immer) 150
AUX 15
Auxiliary 6, 48, 209
Backtracking 158, 164, 168
Bar-levela 13
Bare infinitive 216
Barriera framework 114
Bavarian 67, 93
Bern dialect 55
Binary branching 108
Binder 31-33, 59, 87, 143, 192, 208-211
Binding 59, 60, 69, 72, 116, 192, 195, 211

A-bar 73
theory 208

Boundary 32, 92, 98
Baunding conditiona b8, 60
Branch 8, 32
By 88
C 72
C-command 16, 17, 32, 33, 87, 110, 192,

193, 208, 209, 211
asymmetrical 17
symmetrical 17

C-projection 80
Cacophony rule 167
Ca~ 75-77, 137, 151
Case 30, ?3, 138, 139, 193, 213

abaorption of 166, 210
agreement 213
assigner 158
common 30, 138
default 169
marking 171
morphological 77
nominative 30
of focus 220

Catalan 56, 57, 59-62, 64, 78, 89, 90, 95,
99, 150, 159, 204, 208
Balearea dialect 57

Categorial rnmpatibility 209
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Category
texical 9, 21
major 5, 9, 12, 13
minor 7, 9, 10, 13
of domain 82
of focus 204, 215, 222
of free relative 146, 165
of relative gap 77
special 14

Ce 56, 76, 136, 138, 151
Cel 135, 136
Celui 135, 136
Center-embedding 83
Central SOV group 61
Chain 31-33, 54, 58, 92, 139, 158
Chain-governement 193
Che 67, 80, 137, 138
Chi 63, 151
Chiunque 150
Cfnd 70
Cine 56, 62, 63, 151
Class

closed 5-7
natural 129
open 5

Clause 44
argument 69

Cleft 46, 47, 177, 203-211, 214-216, 220
Clitic 53, 57, 76, 87, 169, 195, 197, 232,

235
doubling 58-60
resumptive 54, 75

Colui 136
Com 70, 78
Come 70
Comme 70
Common noun 9
Como 68, 70, 78
COMP 14, 15, 21, 28, 34, 36, 40, 72
Comparative 48
Complement 8, 15, 41, 158

clausal 87
of perception verb 181
PP 87

Complementizer 7, 15, 21, 28, 30, 66, 69
Complete phrase 209
Conditional 45, 56, 65, 136, 149-151, 179,

228
Conditional context 179
Conditionality Flag 150
Conditiona 157
Conjunction ?, 60, 66, 67, 69

inflected 66
vs. pronoun 66

Connectivity 169
Constituent 7, 13
Content clause 41, 87, 91, 97, 199
Controller 30
Coordination 27, 107, 111, 113, 122-124,

126-129, 133, 173, 175
functors 128

Copula (construction) 47, 203, 212, 213,
216, 217, 219, 220, 222

Coreference 40, 121
CP 72
C1lrui 64
Cualquiern 136
Cui 62-64, 86, 179
Cui (R.omJ 62
Cuius 62

Cujo 62, 64
Cum 70, 78
Cuyo 62, 64
Da 68, 70
Da-conversion 25
Daar 61
Danish 61, 68, 70, 71, 74, 75, 77, 80, 81,

85, 88, 94, 95, 154, 175, 182,
198, 220, 222

Das 142
Da~ 67, 137, 142
Dat 62, 67, 137, 147
Daughter 16
De 58, 67, 77, 90, 137, 168, 175
Definitenesa 89, 108, 123-125, 134, 182,

184, 201, 232, 234, 235
Definition

of relative constr. 39
Degene 135, 136
Deletion 27, 72, 73, 82

pragmatic 27
syntactic 27

Den 61
Der 61, 68, 70, 75, 94, 137, 142, 143, 151,

175, 215
Derjenige 136
DfSBeR 64
Determiner 7, 10, 107, 108, 110, 119, 123,

126-125, 139, 182, 184
Di 90
Die 63, 118, 137, 143, 215
Direct relativization 54, 73, 80
Dit 70
Domain 32, 54, 73, 82
Dominance 16, 17, 193

immediate 16
Donde 70
Dont 69, 70, 78, 87, 90, 101
Double appositive 210, 211
Doue 70
Dovunque 150
Durativity 203
Dutch 19, 21, 24, 25, 28, 46, 47, 51, 53,

61-63, 66, 68, 69, 76, 81, 85, 88,
90, 91, 95, 100, 101, 114, 118, 133, 135,

136, 142, 143, 146, 147, 154,
161, 168, 169, 178, 182, 184, 188,

191-194, 205, 213, 215, 220, 233-236
Economy principle 27
ECP 195
EI 154
El cual 61, 63, 65, 137, 152, 154
El qua[ 61, 65, 137, 138, 152
El que 62, 118, 137, 152, 153
Ellipaia 27
Els quals 152
Embedded question 167
En 69, 91
End 150
English 20, 21, 28, 42, 46, 47, 51, 62, 65,

68, 70, 74-78, 81, 82, 85, 88,
90, 91, 94, 98, 99, 114, 139, 142, 146,

147, 152-155, 165, 174, 187,
191, 209, 212, 214-216, 219-222, 226,

232, 233
Enquanto 70
Entity 44
Environment

influence of 177
Equative 48
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Er 53, 168, 233
Ever 148
Expletive 24, 47, 52, 53, 61, 94, 177, 189,

204, 208-210, 212, 214, 216,
233, 235, 236

Extraction from relative 200
Extraposition 22, 23, 71, 97, 148, 177,

180, 181, 183-190, 192, 194, 19~t~
197, 199-201, 205, 206, 211, 229

possible cases 182
rule of 180
subtypea of 183

Focus 178, 203-206, 210, 212, 213, 215,
216, 218-222
case of 214
category of 215

Fossilized form 25
Frangais Populaire 57, 86
French 19, 41, 46, 47, 51, 57, 59, 61, 64,

66, 68, 69, 74, 76, 78, 80, 81,
83, 87, 89-91, 93, 94, 99, 100, 118, 120,

132, 135, 152, 159, 162, 165,
168, 169, 179-183, 185, 192, 193, 195,

212, 214, 215, 220
Full phrase 106, 111, 121, 134, 209
Gapping 27, 124
Garden path 158
Gender 62, 116, 118, 125, 127
Generative grammar 3, 157
Generic element 129
Genitive 64

attributive 62-64, 86, 87, 90, 98, 99,
215
subjecthood of 86

Gerade 184
German 19, 21, 24, 25, 42, 46, 54-56, 60,

61, 66, 68, 69, 76, 78, 81, 84,
88, 91-93, 95, 101, 114, 135, 139, 142,

143, 146, 154, 155, 165, 182,
184, 192-194, 206, 213, 215, 220, 221

Gerund 39, 226
Gothic 156
Governing category 195, 208
Government 157
Government domain 158
Grammar 157, 237
Grammaticality 83
Greek 156
Head 8, 13
Here 145
Hetgeen 63, 135, 136, 138, 143, 147, 151
Hetwelk 61, 143
Hierarchical network 127
Hierarchical order 7
How 70
Hua 63, 138
Huad 63, 75, 138, 142, 151
Huem 75, 81, 137, 151
Huer 64, 137
Huilken 61, 65
Huilkensomhelst 151
Huilket 138
Huis 64
Huor 70
Huordan 68
Hvorefter 154
Huorfor 68
Huorfra 68
Huorom 68
I 15, 72

I quali 152
Icelandic 22, 24, 47, 51, 52, 64, 66, 68-70,

85, 88, 93, 95, 97, 99, 100,
115, 131, 139, 142, 151, 169, 180, 220,

235, 236
Identity relation 21, 212, 217
Identity role 209
Idiom 132, 133
IL che 138
Il quale 61, 63, 65, 101, 116, 137, 152, 154,

180
Impersonal construction 235
Incompatibility effect 167, 170
Incomplete NP 225
incotro 70
Indefinite subject postposing 23, 52, 53
Indicative 14, 179, 180, 231
INFL 14, 15, 30, 72, 210
Inflection 15
Inherent features 127
Interpretation 73, 128, 191, 192, 225

arbitrary 226
continuative 182, 185, 186, 230
contrastive 184-186
deictic 228
generic 179
reaultative 182, 185, 186

Interpreter 208-211
Interpunction 237, 238
Intonation break 43, 141, 142
Inversion 23, 52, 235
IP 72
Irreal context 179
Ialand 198
It 209, 210, 212
Italian 19, 51, 57-59, 61, 62, 64, 86, 91, 95,

100, 101, 116, 123, 153, 154,
179, 181, 183, 184, 192, 193, 194, 197,

205, 215, 231
Japanese 106, 229
Juist 184
Ld 170
La cual 152
La qual 152
La quale 152
La que 152
Language 157, 237
LaqueUe 152
Las cuales 152
Las que 152
Latin 62
Le quali 152
Leaf 8
Left branching 229
Left dialocation 161, 162, 165

clitic 161
contrastive 161, 169
hanging topic 161, 169, 229

Lequel 61, 63, 65, 137, 152, 154
Lesquelles 152
Lesquels 152
Lexical anaphor 31, 225, 226
Lexirnn 12
Link 31-33
Lo cual 138, 152
Lo qual 138, 152
Lo que 61, 62, 138, 152
Locative 56, 60
Long relativization 54, 73, 82
Los cuales 152
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Los que 152
Loss 27
Macedonian 232-235
Markednesa 96, 97, 100, 157, 174, 182,

215
Mass-noun 109
Matching 165, 171

case 156, 165-171, 177
categoriel 146, 158-160, 162, 164, 165
requirementa 146

Modal context 180, 231
Modification 40, 230

appositive 106
restrictive 106

Modifiers 173
Mood 14, 179
Movement 27, 81, 82, 189, 226

long 33
metaphor 226

Movement rule 21
Nár 68, 70
Ne 91
Negated context 179, 231
Niettegenstaande 85
Node 8, 32

bound 31-33
empty 31

Nominal expression 39, 42-44
Nominative 76, 138, 165, 213, 214, 221
Non-conditional 45, 62, 149, 150
Non-matching 158-160, 165-167
Norwegian 46, 48, 61, 68, 69, 74, 75, 80,

85, 89, 94, 97, 131, 151, 152,
154, 167, 182, 184, 185, 192, 193, 198,

220
Noun 5

common 5
Now 145
NP 8, 22
NP-movement 194
Number 62, 116, 118, 212
O qual 61, 137, 152
O que 62, 138, 152-154
Object 6, 11

direct 11, 40, 56, 57
indirect 40, 56, 57, 59, 60
of preposition 40, 66
pronominal 59
semantic 202
sentential 167

Oj 88
Onde 70
Ook (maar) 150
Oritrelativizer 150
Os quais 152
Os que 152
Otl 68, 70
OV-languages 19, 23, 51, 81, 95, 142, 205
Parameter 34
Parametric variation 34
Parenthetical expression 43
Parser 157-168
Partial phrase 108, 111, 121, 133, 134,

172, 205, 209
Participial 6
Passive 20, 32, 42, 183, 185, 193, 194,

197, 209, 225
Path 32
Paucal meaning 65
Performance error 53

Person 116, 118, 212
Phrasal idiom 132, 133
Phrase 8-10, 12, 13, 21
Pied-piping 36, 60, 68, 71, 72, 78, 87, 98,

100, 101, 139, 146, 155, 166
forced 36
optional 36

Portuguese 61-64, 78, 151-154, 177
Posseasive 63
Postposition 6
PP 8
PP over V 22
Predicate 7
Predicate nominal 76, 212-214, 220, 221
Preposition 6, 24, 66, 67

object of 66
stranding of 36,69

Prescriptive grammarian 20
Presentative 181
Principles 157
PRO 30, 96
PRO-drop 31, 80, 165-167, 204, 210
Pro-forms 28
Pro-PP 164, 170
PRO-subject 226
Processing 54, 83, 84, 92, 157, 158, 166
Projection 9-11, 13, 16, 193

intermediate 13
maximal 13, 14, 193
zero 9, 13, 16

Promotion analysis 119, 124
Pronoun 5, b3, 169, 205, 225, 227

attributive 63
complex relative 152, 154
deictic 212
demonatrative 40, 61, 182
interrogative 40, 44, 61, 62, 152, 180
personal 53, 54
posaeasive 91
reciprocal 31, 226
reflexive 31, 87, 226
relative 40, 60
resumptive 54
atrong 62, 118
atrong, diatribution 63
vs. rnnjunction 66
weak 62
weak, distribution 63

Prop-antecedent 46, 62, 135, 136, 142, 150,
153, 154

Proper government 80, 81
Proper governor 80
Proper name 5, 9, 131, 134, 205
Pseudo-cleft 46, 47, 153, 178, 204, 216-222
Pseudo-relative 181, 186, 187, 196, 202
Qualaeool 136, 151
Qualaiasi 150
Qualunque 150
Quart 70
Quando 70
Quanto 151
Que 62, 63, 66, 67, 74, 80, 90, 120, 137,

151
Quem 63
Question

embedded 43, 44
Questioning 21, 72, 80, 88, 97, 160, 195,

196
Qui 63, 74, 80, 93, 94, 120, 137, 151, 215
Quiconque 150
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Quien 63, 137, 151, 152
Quienquiera 136
Quoi 151
R-movement 21, 24, 25, 68, 69, 85, 100
R-pronominalization 63
R-pronoun 24
Redundancy 27, 29
Reference 42, 62, 128, 219, 225, 226, 229,

230
arbitrary 226

Referential expression 94
Referential properties 116

direct borrowing of 116
indirect borrowing of 117

Referential set 129, 218
Register 58
Relabelling 169
Relative

adverb 40, 45, 60, 61, 69, 70, 78, 144,
174
adverb, underived 68
appositive 42, 43, 48, 114, 115, 131,
141, 173, 186, 187, 192, 206, 207,

209, 216
clause 39
complex pronoun 152, 154
free 43, 44, 56, 61, 63, 67, 135, 140,
141, 143, 147, 149-152, 154, 156,

158, 165, 177, 178, 180, 216, 217, 219,
220, 227

gap 40, 53, 54, 59, 72, 139, 143, 192,
216
infinitival 41, 97, 131, 231
participial 41, 42
particle 7, 40, 45, 57, 58, 60, 61, 66,
67, 72, 77, 78, 81, 136, 140, 152,

174, 175, 192
particle, distribution 67
pronominal 134, 135
pronoun 40, 45, 60, 118, 136, 139,
192
reatrictive 42, 45, 48, 141, 173, 187
semi-free 46, 62, 134, 135, 142,
149-152, 216, 220, 222

Relativization
and topicalization 93
of adverbial 77
of direct object 76
of indirect object 76, 81, 82
of non-subject 74, 80
of obj. of preposition 84
of part of emb. clause 91
of part of NP 86
of predicate nominal 75, 76
of subject 74, 75, 80, 94, 97
transformation 119, 120
unbounded 58

Relativizers 40, 45
choice of 80
complex 60, 71
distribution of 137, 138, 143, 151,
153, 154, 215

Restrictivity 136
Restructuring 88
Resumption 55, 56, 58, 59
Resumptive 53

clitic 54, 56-59, 87
pronoun 53, 54

Right branching 229
Right node raising 122

Romanian 47, 54, 56, 58-60, 62, 68, 75-78,
81, 87, 90, 91, 95, 99, 118,
132, 135, 139, 152, 160, 175, 179, 204,

208, 220, 231
Root S
S 14, 15
S' 15
Satellite 8, 10, 12, 13, 15
SatsflStor 177, 198, 201, 202
Scandinavian languages 21, 61, 70, 72, 77,

78, 80-82, 88, 95, 100, 114, 120, 142,
155,

215, 220
Schema

of app. relativization 105
of cleft 48, 207, 210
of extrap. app. 207
of free relative 45, 141
of long relativization 82
of poatposed subject 208
of pseudo-cleft 47
of relative clause 40
of restr. relativization 105
of type B. app. 186
of split ant. relatives 133

Scope 124, 192-194, 208, 209
Secondary meaning 186, 232
Sem 67, 80, 85, 137, 138
Semantic fwnction 225
Sentence 14
Set

closed 62
open-ended 62

Set theory 129
Situation 44
Sloppy identity 121
Som 67, 75, 80, 81, 86, 94, 137, 138, 151
Spanish 51, 57, 59-62, 64, 68, 78, 118, 132,

150, 152-154, 182, 204, 220
Spec-C 81, 114
Specificity 56, 108, 123-125, 134, 179, 182,

200, 201, 227, 231, 232
Spelling 237
Split antecedent 115, 116, 122, 133, 134,

196
Stack 100
Stacking 107, 115, 141, 146, 149, 173-175,

196, 229
Strings 157
Stylistic inversion 19, 23, 51
Stylistic operations 20
Subcategorization 165
Subcategorization frame 12
Subject 5, 6, 11, 19, 30, 40, 90, 166

inverted 19, 51
postposed 52
postposed indefinite 233
postposed sentential 191, 194, 197, 207
postverbal 193, 197
preverbal 194, 195, 221
sentential 189
shared 29

Subjecthood 90, 220
Subjunctive 14, 123, 179, 180, 231
Swedish 51, 61, 68, 74, 85, 89, 94, 97, 131,

150, 154, 182, 198, 199, 214, 220
Swiss-German 55, 67, 152
Syncretiam 156, 165
'Ilense 14, 178
That 67, 75, 82, 137
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Thematic role 73, 208-210
Then 145
There 145, 170
Those 153
7ijdens 85
7bdos 153
Topicalization 21, 51, 72, 93, 97, 114, 121,

160, 168, 169, 194-197, 201, 205
7bt 56
Trace 33, 180, 189, 194, 208, 225, 226
Transitive 6
Tree 8, 32
Tree diagram 8, 16
71edo 62, 153
Unde 68, 70
Uniqueness 108, 134
Universa] grammar 34
Universe of diacourse 111, 135
V2 rule 21, 51, 114, 194, 197
Vad 151
Van 88
Var 70
Uar`ór 68
Vari 68
Varmed 68
Vars 64
Uem 137, 151
Verb 5

auxiliary 6
ergative 185
intransitive 182
modal 231
non-stative 181
notional 6
position of 51
raising 197
three place 88

Verb-second 21
trlkert 61, 65
VO-languages 19, 23, 51
Von 90.
VP 8
VP-deletion 187, 189
Waar 61, 70, 146
Waarmee 68
Waarna 68
Waarom 69, 70
Waarop 70
Wanneer 68, 70

Was 138, 143, 165
Wat 62, 138, 143, 147, 148, 151
Weak head 217
Wegens 85
Welcher 65, 142, 143
Welk(e) 65, 138, 143
Wenn 68,70
Wer 63, 143, 151
West Flemish 66
Weswegen 70
Wh-gaps 60
Wh-movement 21, 72, 194, 201, 208
What 62, 63, 65, 143, 147
Whateuer 148, 149
When 6S, ?0, 144, 145, 232
Where 68, 70, 144-146, 170, 232
Whereafter 154
Whereby 68
Wherefore 68
Which 62, 63, 65, 82, 138, 143, 147, 232
Whicheuer 65
Who 63, 82, 137, 143, 151, 232
Whom 139
wha~e s4, ss
Why 70, 78
Wie 63, 68-70, 78, 143, 148, 151
Wiens 64
Wo 67, 70
Wo-conversion 24, 25
Womit 68
Wonach 154
Word order 20, 51, 81, 213, 221

actual 20
basic 19
in pseudo-cleft 220

Woriiber 68
Worum 68, 70
X-bar 13, 16, 120
XP 8, 13
Y 170
Zero-relativization ?0, 78
Zoals 69, 70
Ziiritiiiitsch 54, 55, 60
pa er 69
áad 52, 235, 236
paà-insertion 235, 236
Par sem 69, 70
Pegar 68, 70
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